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FIOM: The President July 12, 1973

MEMORANDUM TO THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS

SUBJECT: Interim Report on Actions Relating to Recommendations
of the Colombia Evaluation Study

Now that approximately one year has elapsed since the Executive
Directors' discussion of the Colombia Evaluation Study (R72-131) I have
had prepared by the Operations Evaluation Department an interim report
on action by the Bank in response to the recommendations that emerged,
and I am attaching a copy for your information.
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Interim Report on Actions Relating to Recommendations
of the Colombia Evaluation Study

The following pages present an interim review of the actions taken

and planned by the Bank to date in response to the recommendations which

emerged from the evaluation study of Bank operations in Colombia that was

completed by the Operations Evaluation Division of the Programming and

Budgeting Department twelve months ago.

Upon completion of its basic work on the study the Operations

Evaluation unit gave high priority to pursuing the recommendations, which

resulted from systematic application of hindsight to history, with the

relevant operating departments of the Bank. The first stage in the

follow-up procedure was to secure from all affected operating departments

a written response to each recommendation stating what was being done or

was intended to be done in implementation or, in the event of rejection

of the recommendation, the reasons therefor; this has been done. The

second stage, which is envisaged for about six to twelve months from now,
is to carry out a review of interim work by the operating departments to

see how much progress has been made in implementing the agreed recommenda-

tions. At that stage another report will be prepared by the Evaluation

unit, systematically dealingwith all the original recommendations, ana-

lyzing what has been done about them, and recommending any further steps

deemed necessary.

The recommendations can usefully be divided into three parts:

1. General policy matters,

2. Problems and procedures, usually relating

to Bank operations in particular sectors,

3. Operations in Colombia.

The following paragraphs present each major recommendation in one sentence

and then comment briefly on what the relevant part of the Bank is doing,
or has undertaken to do, about it.
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General Policy Matters

1. Land Reform: The Bank should reassess the problems of maldistribu-
tion of land in Colombia and in some other countries, and earnestly support
land redistribution wherever it finds that such reform could contribute
substantially to a better pattern of development.

The Bank's attitude on this subject has been evolving rapidly and
a revised policy is being developed. A key policy paper on the matter is
being prepared for discussion by the Executive Directors in March 1974.

2. Credit for Small Farmers: The Bank should seek to develop projects
and institutions which could promote more employment-generating agricul-
ture and assist small farmers.

Projects of this nature have been under preparation in an increasing
number of countries and a few have already been approved for financial
support. Some project preparation efforts are also now underway in Colombia.
A policy paper on the matter is under preparation for discussion by the
Executive Directors in April 1974.

3. Housing: Despite the poor experience of other aid agencies in this
field the Bank should reconsider its refusal to support the housing sec-
tor because of its lagging development, its potential for mobilizing local
resources, the need for new organizational and physical techniques and
the intimate relationship between this sector and the financial sector.

The Bank Group has made two recent forays into this field, with a
sites and services project in Senegal and support for a savings and loan
institution in Colombia. Opinions have been divided on the extent of the
role that the Bank should play in housing, and so policy papers to eluci-
date the issues more clearly are under preparation for presentation to
the Executive Directors in March 1974.

4. Small-town and Rural Electrification: The Bank should help develop
approaches for serious economic analysis of the priority of electrifica-
tion programs outside major urbanized areas and it should help finance
schemes which demonstrate economic viability.

The Bank has moved increasingly into financing power distribution
(as opposed to generation and transmission) and some rural schemes have
been included in projects financed. Further research, including case
studies, is underway and preliminary guidelines have been prepared for
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the treatment of this subject in the Bank's operations. Broader review

at the policy level, of the problems and potentials involved, will be

undertaken in a paper planned for presentation to the Executive Directors

in the second half of 1974, when the crucial research will have proceeded

further.

5. Capital Markets Development: The Bank should develop a better coor-

dinated strategy and panoply for helping to strengthen developing countries'

domestic capital markets (in the broadest sense), the weakness of which is

a serious constraint to effective mobilization and allocation of resources

and has a negative effect on the development contribution of Bank projects

in various ways.

The Capital Markets Department which was set up in IFC about two

years ago has carried out comprehensive reviews and provided advice to

nearly a dozen countries (now including Colombia) and is preparing an

important paper on the Bank's policy with regard to the financial sector

as a whole.

6. Economic Reporting: The Bank should concentrate its scarce economic

expertise to a greater extent on highly focussed problem-solving studies,
draw on a greater variety of outside sources (including local ones in a

country) for preparing such reports, and distribute them more widely.

The last years have seen a substantial increase in the number of

more highly focussed studies (for instance, for Colombia, in the last

twelve months, on the agriculture sector and on capital markets) and a

greater variety of sources of expertise are being tapped, although there

is probably still scope for increasing the use of local talent. Policy

with regard to distribution of reports has just been changed to favor

much wider circulation wherever possible.

7. Project Spread Effect: The Bank should actively seek means for

maximizing the spread to other projects and institutions of the techno-

logical and managerial innovations introduced in connection with its

projects, since the evidence suggests that this spread does not occur

automatically.

While the Bank is giving attention to this subject in a number of

projects it appears to need more systematic study in order to identify

its potentials and any appropriate general lines of policy. Hence a

special study of the matter, on the basis of selected past projects, is

planned by the Evaluation unit for the forthcoming fiscal year.
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8. Public Health: The Bank should consider further broadening its

involvement in public health, beyond family planning, insofar as this is

an area of need, with important potential contribution to economic effi-

ciency, in which the Bank could make significant institutional contribu-

tions.

Some loans for education have included components for training of

nurses and para-medical personnel and some loans for urban and rural

development have included small provisions for establishment of clinics.

Opinion has been divided on fuller involvement in the field 
of public

health, and research is continuing. A paper proposing appropriate Bank

action in the field of nutrition is under preparation for discussion by

the Executive Directors towards the end of 1973 and another dealing with

the role the Bank could play in the field of public health more broadly

is under preparation for presentation to the Directors in the second

half of 1974.

Practices and Procedures

1. Project Monitoring: More performance targets should be agreed in

connection with loans, benefit projections better specified, and systems

developed for generating periodic information flows for comparison of

actual achievements with these targets and projections.

The need for this is very widely agreed, special efforts have been

made in connection with recent projects of more experimental nature

(e.g. Senegal sites and services and Malawi agriculture development) 
and

the Central Projects Departments are all devoting attention to means of

applying monitoring systems for projects in their sectors.

2. Evaluation of Consultants: Even though consultant firms working on

Bank projects are normally responsible directly to the borrower, the Bank

should, with assistance from the borrower, prepare regular and comprehen-

sive performance evaluations on such teams and, to the extent possible,

on individual team members, so as to enable better control and systematic

use of past experience in selecting consultants for subsequent jobs and

in advising borrowers in their selection.

An appropriate system, covering consultants employed on all types

of Bank projects, has been given a pilot test earlier this year and will

now be introduced generally.
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3. Transportation - Comprehensive Planning Approach: The Bank should

put greater emphasis on comprehensive transport planning, taking account

of interactions with other sectors, especially in cases of countries where

it is heavily involved in investment in the transport sector.

The Transportation Department states that it is giving special

attention to this matter in operational work and is also developing some

research work on appropriate analytical methods and approaches.

4. Transportation - Regional Developmental Impact of Projects: More

attention should be given to trying to maximize the developmental impact

of transport projects on the regions they traverse (as opposed to concern

merely with the growth of traffic between the urban areas linked).

This is a very difficult area in which the Evaluation unit has been

carrying out further studies covering additional countries and in which

the Transportation Department plans a preliminary position paper before

the end of this year, to be followed by further experiments and research.

Findings of research and studies are being taken into account, as they

become available, in operations.

5. Transportation - Market Structure of Transport Services: Standard

tests should be applied in analysis of proposed transportation projects

to see whether market structure is such that the benefit of transport

cost reductions will actually'be passed on to users and final consumers/

producers.

The Transportation Department is producing guidelines on this matter

for use by the operating departments and plans follow-up.

6. Transportation - Vehicle Fleet Composition: In consideration of

highway design standards, more explicit and detailed consideration should

be given to the types of vehicles to be used on the highway.

This subject is now standard as a matter for consideration in con-

nection with highway projects, and the depth of the Bank's understanding

of the problem is being increased by a major research project that is

underway on the whole matter of highway design standards.

7. Transportation - Highway Sector Lending: When transport institu-

tions are reasonably developed, lending for regional or national programs

of highway building is an alternative to lending for individual highway

projects which warrants serious study for its greater flexibility in

terms of getting the most important roads built to reasonable standards

at the right time.

The Transporation Department is preparing a paper for management on

this subject.
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8. Electric Power - Central Power Institutions: Wherever there are
many small power companies, even if a national grid is not immediately
economic, it seems useful for the Bank to make a special effort to try to
develop a central institution which can take responsibility for appraising
and supervising projects, so as to get better planning, plan implementation
and use of other foreign finance.

The Public Utilities Department agrees with this recommendation and
has undertaken to watch for opportunities for fostering such development.

9. Electric Power - Tariff Structure: The Bank should increase its
attention to the borrowers' power tariff structures, systematically
examining the relationship between charges to different consumer groups
and the incremental costs of supply to them and it should consider mecha-
nisms for mobilizing self-help efforts in distribution expansion.

The Public Utilities Department accepts this point and is under-
taking appropriate research but it emphasizes the difficulties that can
arise in convincing the authorities in some countries to make appropriate
rationalizations.

10. Electric Power - Distribution Standards: The Bank should encourage
borrowing power companies to carry on systematic review to define the
most appropriate distribution standards under local conditions, economic,
financial, social and technical.

General guidelines on this subject have been issued by the Public
Utilities Department and a related research project has been approved.

11. Electric Power - Financial Recording and Planning: Despite the
effort that the Bank has devoted to this field further improvements are
still needed in accounting systems of some companies particularly in re-gard to recording and classification of assets and of financial obliga-
tions.

The Public Utilities Department is strengthening project appraisalinstructions in this connection and preparing more standardized formats
for financial tables which should help to get the required emphasis onthis matter.

12. Industry - Long-term National Framework for Analysis of MajorIndustrial Projects: Industrial projects, especially basic industries,must be analyzed from a national point of view and in a long-term frame-work if mistakes are to be avoided.
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The Industrial Projects Department agrees fully with this recommen-

dation and states that it has been applying the recommended approach in

recent years.

13. Industry - Disaggregated Economic Analysis: The principal components

of major industrial projects, not only the project as a whole, should be

subjected to detailed cost-benefit analysis.

The Industrial Projects Department points out that this technique

is sometimes difficult to apply, but it emphasizes that the attention

now given to long-term balance among component parts of projects should

avoid repetition of the problem which led to this recommendation; analysis

of projects' components has for instance led to substantial restructuring

of several recently financed industrial projects.

14. Agriculture - Consistency between Project Objectives and Farmers'

Incentives: Greater care must be taken to ensure that the incentives and

the opportunities open to individual farmers are consistent with the

objectives of agricultural projects.

The Agriculture Department states that it is giving continuous

attention to this in its review of agricultural projects and that it has

work underway to improve the analysis of farm budgets and farm plans in

the Bank's project work.

15. Education - School Operating Costs: The Bank should give more

attention to accurate definition in concept and in practice of school

operating costs and to the level of such costs for schools financed under

such projects as compared with other schools.

The Education Department agreed with the need for improving ana-

lysis of school operation costs and it has instructed appraisal missions

to pay more attention to the matter; part of the problem lies with poor

budgetary procedures in borrowing countries, which it is also trying to

improve.

16. Management Training for Utility Services: The Bank's Economic

Development Institute should consider providing courses in utility manage-

ment in addition to its general courses on improving project preparation

and analysis.

The Development Institute is planning a number of new courses con-

cerned with the utilities field and has one on water supply utilities

underway at the present time.
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Operations in Colombia

1. Perspective: To help in the selection of projects and in the pro-

vision of other appropriate assistance and advice, the Bank should have

a longer run view than it has had in the past of how Colombia's human

and physical resources can best be mobilized and combined for develop-

ment; and it should maintain a periodically updated picture of the key

variables such as population, its geographical distribution, employment,

savings and natural resources.

The Bank expects to initiate an appropriate framework for this in

the course of its forthcoming economic mission to Colombia.

2. Institution Building as the Prime Project Selection Criterion:

Institutional and structural constraints to development are so important

in Colombia that the Bank should try even more than it has done in the

past to select for its project assistance areas where institutional

strengthening is vital, such as rural education, labor-intensive agricul-

ture, and housing.

The Bank would not give as much primacy to this criterion as the

evaluation report, but it is selecting some projects mainly for their

institution-building potential (e.g. Medium Cities Water Supply) and it

is including institution-building efforts in some other projects (e.g.

improvement of the central agency concerned with the Development Finance

Companies and preparation of sector plan for power with German technical

assistance).

3. Agricultural Statistics: To help in the formulation of better sec-

tor policies and effective implementation, the Bank should encourage

design of a system for collection of comprehensive and reliable agricul-

tural statistics and, if necessary, finance appropriate technical assist-

ance.

In view of the institutional obstacles, the Bank is doubtful about

what can be accomplished in this field, but it will emphasize its dis-

satisfaction with the present situation to the Colombian authorities and

it feels that it may be able to provide some related technical assistance.

4. Promotion of Multiple-Purpose Rural Development Centers: The Bank

should consider assisting in development and construction of rural centers

to serve multiple purposes such as primary education, adult education,
public health, agricultural extension, and mobilization for rural works.
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The Bank generally agrees with this suggestion, on the basis of

recent further investigations, and is considering with the Colombian

authorities alternative possible programs; a small contribution has

already been started as part of the new education project that is being

presented to the Executive Directors.

5. Capital Market Development: The Bank should encourage unification

and better regulation of credit markets, particularly by removal of

interest rate ceilings, reduction of forced investments by commercial

banks, and encouragement for listing of stock.

The Bank largely agrees with the recommendations, recognizing that

they are difficult steps with considerable implications which will take

time to implement, and it is discussing them with the Colombian authorities

in connection with the economic report on Colombia recently done and the

new loan to the Colombian DFCs. A separate report on capital market

questions is under preparation. IFC has recently helped to get underway,

and to provide equity for, a new institution to improve the operation of

the short-term money market.

6. Improving Allocation and Distribution of DFC Funds: If broader

measures to improve capital markets prove impossible of achievement in

the near future, then the Bank should take steps in connection with

further lending to the Colombian Development Finance Companies to improve

the allocation of funds, by measures such as lending to the DFC that is

concerned with medium- and small-scale industries, raising the interest

rate on DFC sub-loans to a rate which would clear the domestic market,
and tying IBRD loans to the DFC's effort to raise funds domestically.

The Bank agrees with these suggestions and is programming a loan

for the DFC concerned with provision of financing and technical assist-

ance to medium and small industries. In the meantime it has included

provisions in the new DFC loan recently approved for making loan disburse-

ments partly conditional on DFC achievement in raising local currency

funds by domestic bond issues, for increasing somewhat the number of

DFCs eligible to participate in the loan, and for limiting the amount of

Bank funds which may be on-lent to any one borrower. With respect to

interest rates it has not yet proved possible, despite considerable Bank

efforts, to do more than agree upon a formula to prevent them from

becoming negative in real terms.

7. Information Flows on DFC Sub-Projects: The Bank should require

better information flows from the DFCs on sub-projects during and after

their execution, mainly to generate case data which would help the Bank

in its advice to government on policies affecting the industrial sector.
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The Bank fully agreed with this recommendation and, in connection

with projects financed under the new loan, expects to receive much fuller

information than it has in the past.

8. DFC Promotional Activity: The Bank should pursue with the DFCs

their undertaking of promotions in fields with unrealized potentials

such as lumber/furniture and coal/chemicals.

The Bank agreed that more emphasis was needed on the DFC's promo-

tional activities and, in connection with the recent loan, encouraged

them to engage in such work.

9. Detailed Programs of Institutional Improvements: For projects

selected largely because of institution-building potentials, appraisal

reports should contain a clear delineation of the difficulties and, in

so far as possible, a precise and phased program for overcoming these

difficulties, with periodic performance targets.

The Bank is in accord with the sense of this recommendation and

intends to apply it as widely as possible; one case where it is being

given particular attention is the fifth railway projectnow being pre-

pared for financing by the Bank.

10. Priorities in Institution Building: In its institution-building

efforts, the Bank should emphasize four areas: personnel policies (in-

cluding training), organizational structure, planning capability, and

management information systems.

The Bank has indicated its agreement with this recommendation and

intends to give these matters attention in all projects with a major

institution-building component such as the one for the Medium Cities

Water Supply.

11. Government and Borrower Salary Structures: The Bank should give

more attention to adequacy of salaries, salary structures, incentives

for training and actual payment of special premia since these seem to be

important deficiencies limiting the effectiveness of Colombian Govern-

ment agencies.

The Bank agrees with this point and has given it special attention

in connection with the fifth railway project, but it believes that a more

general reform may be required in Colombia for which an in-depth study may

be the crucial first step; however, it does not believe that such a study

has enough priority to warrant Bank effort at the present time, given

staff constraints and other areas needing attention.
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12. Transportation Information System: The Bank should encourage, and

if necessary finance, technical assistance to set up an information sys-

tem for transportation (reliable traffic counts, detailed costs and tariffs,

capacity utilization, fleet composition, etc.) which would enable more

adequate appraisal of highway and railway projects and better sector 
studies

and policy-making.

The Bank agrees that transportation statistics in Colombia need im-

provement and is considering appropriate steps to help, possibly through

inclusion of a special provision in the next highway loan.

13. Feeder Roads: After twenty years of lending for trunk highways, the

Bank should carefully consider provision of assistance to Colombia for

construction of feeder roads, which seem to be a serious transportation

bottleneck now, and for strengthening of the agency responsible.

The Bank has undertaken to give special attention to this matter in

determining its overall strategy for rural development, although it does

not expect to be able to take active steps on the matter in the near

future because of deterioration in the administrative capability of the

Ministry of Public Works, which has involved postponement of a loan

envisaged.
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i. The Operations Evaluation Division of the Prcgrmin ,g aid
Budgeting Department was established late in 1970 with responsibility
for evaluating "the contribution of the Bank's operatiors to the devel-

opment of member countries." Since little formal evaluation work had

previously been done in the Bank it was decided to start with an
experimental phase testing two approaches - a comprehensive review of

all the Bank's operations since 1948 in one country, Colombia, and
another less far-reaching study covering selected power borrowers in

various parts of the world. The latter study was supplemented by analy-
sis of the broad pattern of Bank lending for power, by use of research

undertaken for the Colombia study and by comparative review of the per-
formance of the various power companies covered. This made it possible

to put together the attempt at evaluation of past Bank work in power
which is presented in this document.

ii. The purpose of the present report, then, is to review the

Bank's lending to the developing countries for electric power, in order

to see whether it has been effective and to learn whatever lessons may

be drawn from experience. Effectiveness may be understood in many dif-
ferent ways, and in few is it easy to judge. The Bank Group's loans
for electric power have tended to contain a variety of objectives; but
in broad terms their purpose has been to enable the expansion, in line

with demand, of a service considered vital for economic growth. In

this framework the immediate objective has been the timely and effi-

cient construction of the necessary plant, procured at the lowest pos-
sible costs. Related to this were many arrangements designed to ensure
sound plant selection and design, competitive construction costs, suffi-

cient cash flow to avoid delays on works, and adequate engineering super-
vision of construction. Improvements in the institutional structures

relating to power have also frequently been sought in connection with

power loans -- often, even usually, at the level of the individual util-

ity concerned, but also sometimes on a broader level, affecting the

organization and regulation of the power supply industry for an entire

region or a whole country.

iii. Effectiveness may be judged in relt on to the various spe-

cific objectives defined by the Bank in the negotiations surrounding
its lending for power. But the underlying objective of the Bank has

been to promote the development of its member countries, and the cor-
res-nding criterion of effectiveness IS the contribution of the Bank's

power lending to a country's overall development. In the most general
terms there is no question electric power is essential to modern devel-
opment, particularly of industry. According to an old view an ample
public supply of cheap electricity could actually induce rapid indus-
trial development. In reality, except in a few very special situations,
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such as the aluminum industries of Iceland and Chana, it is unlikely
that the availability of electric power has ever made a critical dii-
ference in the decision to establish or not to establish an industryin a country; it may play a more important role, in actually inducing
development, in connection with small industry and agriculture. Hencethe Bank's contribution to development through its power lending is notto be sought in any resultant massive industrial expansion, but ratherin the answer to more modest and intricate questions such as whetherwhat opportunities there were for inducing broader development throughimproved power supply were taken advantage of, and whether electricitysupply was expanded reasonably in line with all the other services andfacilities that are essential to development. Were the iost importantdemands met first, and was the path followed in expansion of the powersupply system itself well balanced, for instance regionally, betweendifferent components of the system (generation, transmission and dis-tribution) and in terms of the different types of generating equipmentused? Was the electricity supply system efficiently and economicallyrun and operated? At these levels, the specific objectives adopted bythe Bank in connection with a power loan -- such as the construction
of certain facilities in a given region, attainment of certain targetsof financial performance, introduction of organizational or institu-tional reforms -- can themselves be subjected to scrutiny against thebroader criterion of contribution to development.

iv. This report does not deal with macroeconomic lending condi-tions which have sometimes been related to power loans nor does itgenerally cover the broad context of Bank-country relations in whichthe decisions were made to support the projects reviewed. But withinthe power field it is concerned both with the question of whether thespecific objectives adopted by the Bank in connection with its loanswere effectively achieved and also, to a certain extent, the questionof whether these were the right objectives.

v. It is essential to a proper understanding of the report toappreciate that its purpose is not to identify past mistakes in orderto attribute blame for them, either within the Bank or outside, butrather to see what factors may need to be taken into account in orderto avoid repetition of them. The Bank has been treated as an integralinstitution. Practical suggestions for the future, not theoreticallucubrations about the past, are the aim. Consequently, for instance,the question whether or not some turn of events which affected a proj-ect was foreseeable at the time the decision was made to support it isa matter of relatively little interest compared with what the caseteaches regarding factors to look out for in comparable circumstancesin the future; whether a particular objective was consistent with viewsgenerally held at the time a loan was made is relatively unimportantcompared with whether the loan seems in retrospect to have contributed



effectively to development. On the other hansd, t -L lic, - tan to

recognize that the report is not designed to produce 
maej :. hoaolog-

ical developments for coping with problems encountered; in 1overing a

wide swath of history it has to content itself with making simple sug-

gestions, some of which may need to be taken up for subsequent 
develop-

ment of appropriate methods of analysis.

vi. Since the Bank Group has made more than 200 loans and 
credits

to developing countries wholly or partly for electric 
power a review of

the Bank's work in this field had to be based on a sample, 
and it must

of course be borne in mind that a sample different from 
that chosen

might well lead to somewhat different issues and results. 
The sample

actually selected is fairly large but far from random, being composed

of loans to companies with which the Bank has been most 
closely involved.

It is heavily weighted toward Latin America, where many of the 
Bank's

longest associations in the power field are to be found. 
In total, it

includes some 40 loans, made to 10 companies, which were 
studied in dif-

ferent degrees of depth. Seven of them -- three in Latin America, two

in Africa and two in Asia -- were covered in a comparative performance

review originally designed to concentrate entirely on the 
question of

whether the Bank's specific objectives, as presented in the official

documents of the Bank concerning each loan, had been achieved; 
in fact

it was possible to go a little further, to touch on the more basic ques-

tion of the validity of these objectives. On the other hand, as part of

the larger study of all the Bank's past operations in Colombia, 
a more

thorough review was undertaken of lending to the three principal power

utilities in that country. In that study an explicit attempt was made

to go beyond mere assessment of performance under 
the loans, to raise

and try to answer some of the more fundamental questions about the Bank's

role. Certain matters which had largely to be neglected in the rapid

cross-country review -- such as the economic validity of projects in

light of alternatives for system expansion, and of tariff structures in

light of system costs -- could be analyzed in some depth. Bank advice

on policy and institutions in the power sector could 
be studied more

thoroughly, and generally a better feel could be obtained for what might

have occurred in the absence of Bank participation. Underlying these

differences is a difference between the contexts in which the power

loans were reviewed and hence also the perspectives of the two approaches:

mainly confined to the utility itself in the brief cross-country perform-

ance review but extending to the country as a whole in the Colombia

study.

vii. The main contacts with the borrowers reviewed took placc in

th first half of 1971. For the non-Colombian cases these contacts

were strictly limited to the companies themselves, each of which was

visited for about a week between March and May. Contacts in Colombia

were more extensive; some three months of field work were done directly

on power.



viii. The excellenr cooperation afforded by all the companies
involved -- principally SEGBA in Argentina, Furnas in Brazil, CVC/
Chidral, EEEB, EFM and ISA in Colombia, EELPA in Ethiopia, VRA in Ghana,
NEB in Malaysia, CFE in Mexico, and PUB in Singapore -- is greatly
appreciated. The Bogota Power Company (EEEB) undertook several small
studies which particularly helped. Also in Colombia, officers of the
National Planning Department (Planeacion) -- particularly Messrs. Eduardo

Barrera and Raul Serna -- made major and valuable contributions, espe-
cially in bringing to an operational status, and then applying, the com-
puter models used to analyze the main Colombian power systems and the

retrospective economic validity of some of the investments there.

ix. Beyond this preface, the present report contains seven chap-

ters; detailed tables are appended at the end of the report, together
with charts illustrating, for each of the companies covered, system
development during the period the Bank has been associated with them.

Chapter I covers the broad pattern of power development in the develop-
ing countries over the last twenty years, the role of the Bank in
financing such development and the Bank's evolving approach to power
projects. Chapter II briefly reviews the Bank's association with each
of the companies covered in the cross-country review, including the main
objectives of the Bank in its work with each and the extent to which
these objectives have been accomplished. Chapter III does much the same
for the Colombian companies, but gives more background on the power sec-
tor as a whole in the country and the Bank's work with it. Chapters IV,
V and VI are more comparative: Chapter IV covering load forecasting and
system planning, project construction periods and costs, trends in com-
pany efficiency, and company performance under agreements with the Bank;
Chapter V covering trends in financing patterns for power expansion pro-
grams, the financial advantages of Bank loans over other sources of
foreign finance for power, and the Bank's efforts in Joint Financing;
Chapter VI covering trends in company sales, prices and price structures,
with emphasis on Bogota in regard to the last point. Finally, Chapter

VII draws the overall conclusions of the study regarding the effective-
ness of the Bank's past work in power and presents the lessons which seem
to emerge.



V

LIST OF ABBREVI ACRONWYMS

CADE (Argentina) - Compania Argentina de Electricidad: foreign-

owned predecessor to SEGBA.

CANAMBRA (Brazil) - Consortium of three foreign consulting engi-

neering firms which prepared in 1963-66 
a

long-range expansion program 
for electric

facilities in the South-Central region,

under a UNDP grant for which the Bank 
acted

as Executing Agency.

CEMIG (Brazil) - Centrais Eletricas de Minas Gerais: a

state-owned utility supplying the state of

Minas Gerais.

CENTRO (Mexico) - Compania de Luz y Fuerza del Centro: 
formerly

a subsidiary of MEXLIGHT, now a government-

owned utility supplying Mexico City.

CFE (Mexico) - Comision Federal de Electricidad: 
a government-

owned authority responsible for all phases 
of

public electricity supply in 
Mexico.

CHEC (Colombia) - Central Hidroelectrica de Caldas: a subsidiary

of ICEL, supplying power to Manizales 
and en-

virons.

CHEVAP (Brazil) - Companhia Hidroeletrica do Vale do Paraiba:

a company granted concessions in 1961 and 
1963

for the construction of the Funil hydroelectric

and Santa Cruz thermal plants with U.S. AID

financial assistance. Concessions were rescinded

in 1965, and properties were taken over by

Eletrobras which transferred them to Furnas 
in

1967.

CHIDRAL (Colombia) - Central Hidroelectrica del Rio Anchicaya Ltda:

a wholesale energy supplier to CVC and EMCALI

and owned by those entities.

CIAE (Argentina) - Compania Italo-Argentina de Electricidad: 
a

Swiss-controlled utility supplying Buenos

Aires in conjunction with SEGBA.



CORELCA lcosa Alnca:

L _n y chartered regional entity respon-

Sieronnecting major markets of the

north (-including Barranquilla, Cartagena, and

Santa Marta).

CVC (Colombia) - Corporacion Autonoma Regional del Valle del

Cauca: an autonomous multi-purpose agency set

up to supervise the overall development 
of the

Cauca Valley (including the city of Cali).

DAC - Development Assistance Committee: an advisory

crmittee under the OECD, grnping represen-

tatives of non-Communist countries which supply

capital to developing countries.

ECG (Ghana) - Electricity Corporation of Ghana: a government-

owned entity responsible for distribution in

southern Ghana of energy generated by VRA, and

for diesel generation and distribution of energy

elsewhere in Ghana.

EEEB (Colombia) - Empresa de Energia Electrica de Bogota: a

municipally owned utility supplying Bogota.

EELPA (Ethiopia) - Ethiopian Electric Light and Power Authority:

a government-owned utility responsible for the

electricity supply In all of Ethiopia except

Asmara.

ELECTRAGUAS (Colombia) - Instituto Nacional de Aprovechamiento de Agua

y Fomento Electrico: predecessor to ICEL.

ELETROBRAS (Brazil) - Centrais Eletricas Brasileiras: the national

holding company in the power field, owned by

the Federal Government and responsible for

channeling finance to regional power companies.

EMCALI (Colombia) - ess M u pas de Cali: a semi-autonomous

municpal agency responsible for providing public

services to the city of Cali, including water,

sewerage, and telephone service, and distribution

tof eletric energy purchased from CHIDRAL.

EPM (Colombia) - Empresas Publicas de Medell&m an autonomous

municipally-owned entity wh provides the

city of M~eellin with electricity, water,
saterage,* and telephone service.



FURNAS (Brazil) - Furnas,- C rs era an autonomous

govermn-we ulk energy upleand

largest subsidiry of ELETROBRAS.

ICEL (Colombia) - Instituto Colombiano de Energia Electrica: a

n -ned holding company which, through

its various subsdiaries, is responsible for

virtually the entire public power supply in

Colobia, outside the service areas of EEEB,

EPM, and CVC/CHIDRAL.

ISA (Colombia) - Interconexo Elecrica S.: a corporation

jointly owned by EEEB, EPM, CVC/CHIDRAL, and

ICEL/CHEC responsible for interconnecting

thee fu mai power systems and future

bulk supply to them.

KESC (Pakistan) - Karachi l ctricity Supply Corporation Ltd:

a public utility corporation solely supplying

power in t Karachi area; a majority of shares

is owned by te Government,

KfW (Germany) - Kredtanstalt fur niederaufbau: the bi-lateral

government le'ding agency of the Federal Repub-

lieofGray

LEBRIJA (Colombia) - C entr de trca del Rio Lebrija: a
3"bsid In z T erving Bucaramanga.

MEXLIGHT (Mexico) - Mexican Lg and Power Co.: a foreign-owned

copnfre the owner of CENTRO and power

spiroM ico City, now a holding company

only w n operations.

NEB (Malaysia) - Nation cticiy Board: an autonom.u

governen operating and reguatory agenc

responsible for coordinating the suly or

power thoughut the Federation and irectly

forwr tohot most of the

Malaya pinsula

OECD - Organiza ono Coopration and

PUB (Singapore) - Puicutiiies Board: a. a!onmo S public

copoatonwhchisthe sole sup oerf

pubic eectr , water, *an. at Singapore.
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SEGBA (Argentina) - Servicios Electricos del Gran 3uenos Aires:
an autonomous public corporation wholly owned

by the Government; the larger of two principal

power utilities serving Buenos Aires.

UNDP - United Nations Development Program.

VALCO (Ghana) - Volta Aluminum Company: a private company,

principally owned by the Kaiser Corporation,

for eventually developing the aluminum resources

of Ghana; the main customer of VRA.

VRA (Ghana) - Volta River Authority: an independent govern-

ment authority established to construct and

operate the Volta River project and to fulfill

multi-purpose and regional development respon-

sibilities relating to the project.
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CHAPTER I - INTRODUCTION

1.01 Production of electricity has increased 
at an average annual

rate of about 8% in the world as a whole in the 1950s 
and 1960s, but

about 11% in the developing countries, in some even faster and in none

less than about 5%. Increasing electricity production has been 
inti-

mately connected with urbanization, and most of the electricity produced

has gone to serve household demand 
and industrial requirements in the

cities. In most developing countries electricity supply outside the

towns and cities remains quite limited, 
except in a few areas -- such

as parts of the Punjab in Pakistan and 
Tamil Nadu in India -- where

electricity service has generally come in 
connection with the produc-

tion requirements of agriculture (principally irrigation) 
and industry.

1.02 Electricity is often produced on a relatively small 
scale by

industrialists for their own use, either because of unreliability 
in

the public supply or because the technical 
characteristics of the indus-

trial production processes used make it cheaper 
to meet all or part of

their own electricity requirements. But the large majority of electric-

ity production is by public utility 
organizations serving all classes

of consumer. In the developing countries these public utilities 
are

now principally owned by Government of 
one level or another -- Central

or Federal, State or Departmental, County or Municipal.

1.03 Analysis of the 87 developing countries which 
had populations

of more than one million in 1968 and which are members 
of the Bank Group

shows that utility generation has been increasing 
over the last two dec-

ades at average annual rates of about 13.5% in Asia (excluding 
Japan),

13.0% in Africa, 12.0% in Europe (developing countries 
only) and 9% in

Latin America. Utility generating capacity in those 87 countries, 
which

was less than 14,000 MW in 1950, reached over 80,000 MW in 1968 
and prob-

ably exceeded 100,000 MW, more than seven times the 
1950 level, by the

end of 1970. While there are naturally great variations between systems,

a reasonable overall average figure for the combined capital costs 
of gen-

eration, transmission and distribution, if anything erring on the low

side, is about US$ 450 per kw installed.1/ This would mean that the

total investment in power utilities in the developing 
countries over the

past twenty years has approximated US$ 
40 billion.

1/ This is naturally quite a rough figure, but it indicates the correct

order of magnitude for the developing countries. 
Available evidence

suggests that, despite general inflation, 
the figure has remained

fairly constant over the past two decades because of technological

advances in production of power supply equipment, including rapidly

increasing scale economies for generating plant, especially 
thermal.



1.04 The Bank Group has been a major factor ir the expasion of

electricity production in the developing world. It has directlv dis-

bursed some US$ 3 billion out of the US$ 4 billion mentioned, or aIbot

15% of the total foreign exchange portioni of this amount. It ias

contributed to financing nearly 20,000 MW of generating capacity

already completed, or nearly 25% of the total increase between 1950 and

1970. The Bank's impact has been widespread. The Bank has been involved

in the power sector of 36, or two-thirds, of the developing countries

where utility generating capacity has increased by 100 MW or more over

the past two decades. Its impact has also been heavily concentrated.

In Latin America, it has helped finance more than 50% of the total

increase in utility generating capacity between 1950 and 1970, in Africa

and Asia about 15% and in the European developing countries less than 5%.

Only in eight out of tt a 21 developing countries on the American conti-
nent has the Bank financed less than one-third of the net increase in

generating capacity between 1950 and 1968; and only in eight out of the

66 major developing countries on other continents has the Bank financed

more than one-third of the net increase in generating capacity over this

period. Country detail is shown in Table 1.1.

1.05 To accomplish this large role, Bank Group operations have

historically been fairly heavily concentrated in electric power. Disburse-

ments on power loans account for exactly one-third of total disbursements,

through the end of 1970, to the 87 developing countries mentioned. For

Latin America, the ratio is 57%; for Africa about 25%; and for Asia and

Europe about 20%. Comparable ratios are not available for other agencies

but figures on a commitment basis indicate that the Bank has concentrated

more heavily in power than others. Power accounted for some 26% of total

IBRD/IDA commitments in the 1960s, but for only about 14% of total commit-

ments over the same period both by the Inter-American Development Bank and

by KfW out of German capital aid funds; this is also the share of total

bilateral official commitments in 1967 and 1968 which is accounted for by

power, according to DAC figures.

1.06 The one-third share of power in Bank Group disbursements is also

high compared with power's typical share in investment in the developing

countries. Because growth of electricity supply and overall rates of

investment have varied considerably among countries, the share of total

investment devoted to electricity has differed among countries, but in

most countries in most years it has been in the range of 3%-10%; in rela-

tion to public sector investment the figure is normally in the range of

5%-20%. Adequate statistics are not available to permit being more spe-

cific with any certainty, but it is probable that modal figures are about

1/ About 50% of the total.



6% for power as a propo rtion o oCI inv eoencs 2:> power as
a proportion of total publIc irestment.

1.07 There is no siap emanaco to t e eoe varinci-n
among countries and contina t in the extent of tc . rticipa-
tion. As indicated, for sace, the Bank role has -Ic larget in

the Latin American cortinent .here growth of SeneratiOn has also ben
slowest. The histurical pat en flects in part Bank lendng obje-
tives in other sectors i:me eitries -iid in part difrenes among
countries such as- lack of oe borrow abroad (e.g. Libya and Saudi

Arabia), ineligibility for borrown, from the Bank Croup due to lack of

creditworthiness and/or poo eco-cu policies 'e.g. Indonesla and

Egypt), availability of other soarces of financug (egg. Korea and China),

ability to meet principal -quient needs doms, icajly (e.g. India ald

Spain). On the other hand, where expansion of the power system has been

large in scale and e specially where it has invo'ved major hydroelectric

projects with their large initial capital requi; ements, there has been

a strong tendency for the dank to be requested I o provide financial sup-

port.

1.08 The Bank made its first power loan in 1948, to Chile, and

power projects have always been seen as suitable for Bank lending. Tra-

ditionally the Bank stressed the productive nature of such projects,
related to the fact that a relatively large proportion of public utility

electricity supply in developing regions generally goes to meet the

needs of industry. Power companies are often quite efficient compared

to other organizations in a country, and, with their large capital

requirements, they seemed a relatively good channel for funds designed

to result in projects that would coutribute to development. From the

point of view of the recipienc companies and countries, Bank loans for

electric power had the adantage that they were available on fairly

long terms commensura~te with the long lives of generating stations, in

large amounts usually adjustable to total foreign exchange costs, and

in freely transferab e currency so that bids could be obtained on a

competitive internat .onal basis with consequent cost savings.

1.09 Loan- for ,lectric powei development have generally origi-

nated with a fres. from a power csopany or a country for assistance

with a particulare pr ject. The Bank aas relatively seldom taken ini-

tiarive in trying to identify or generate projects in this field,

though it has helped sometimes in sponsoring large-scale planning stud-

ies and it has not nireque J/y turned down projects proposed, for
ins .ance on grouns Ithey were uneconomic. The actual nature of the

project covered by a loai ha depended significantly on the institu-

tionai set-up of the powet setr -- whether the company had regional

or national responsitilitiu eample -- but the Bank has normally

been concerned to gobaju coraadon from the national planning author-
ities of the pr it f th oe -act proposed, relative to other needs
in the power se to n i .: hr f ields.



1.10 The typical power loan to a developing country has been to

cover the direct foreign exchange costs of an individual project, for
instance a hydroelectric scheme, or of a utility's overall expansion

program (including generation, transmission and distribution) over a

two-three year period. Loans have sometimes been made for multipur-
pose dams which were parts of larger schemes covering several sectors,
and often they have been made for individual projects forming parts of
national power development programs; but loans have not generally been
made for the larger programs themselves, and the attention of the Bank
has been mainly concentrated on the individual projects. In this sense
the loans to the Mexican national power authority (CFE), which are dis-
cussed in this volume, are rather exceptional since they have always
included contributions for many component projects and in the last dec-
ade have been largely sector program loans, with funds designated for
the authority's large expansion program as a whole rather than for
individual projects, and with performance being checked at the national
level rather than in connection with individual construction projects.

1.11 Once initiated, the relationship with a utility has often been
maintained by further loans in support of further expansion. There are
a number of companies with which the Bank has been associated more or
less continuously since the early 1950s or even earlier, such as CFE in
Mexico, KESC in Pakistan, Chidral in Colombia, ENDESA in Chile and
CEMIG in Brazil, and there are numerous companies with which similarly
continuous relationships have been maintained since the late 1950s or
early 1960s. Interruptions in the Bank's series of loans to such corm-
panies, where they have occurred, have generally resulted from delays
by the company or, more often, the Government authorities in taking
certain steps -- for instance, to increase electricity tariffs -- upon
which the Bank insisted. Other interruptions have resulted from dete-
riorations in the country's economic situation or economic policies,
which caused the temporary cessation of all Bank lending to that coun-
try, or from the availability of funds from other sources to finance
an expansion program (e.g. U.S. AID for KESC and IDB for Chidral).

1.12 Justification of power projects for Bank financing has always
been principally by menns of establishing some rough relationship
between the expected growth of peak demand for power in the market area
served by the borrowi, company, and the amount of system generating,
transmission and distribution capacity required to meet that demand.
The Bank and its borrowers have tended to plan on the premise that no.
kilowatt-hour is more expensive than the one that is not available, and
hence, that all demand in the existing service area must be met. The
borrowers or their consultants have prepared load growth forecasts,
normally on the basis of past trends or of experience in other countries,
sometimes with special adjustments for any backlog of unmet demand or
for major new industrial loads expected to arise in the near future.
In a few instances, as in Turkey in 1957 and Pakistan in 1966, the Bank



has made a detailed study of load growth, but normally 
its staff has

made some overall judgments as to the adequacy of the load 
forecast

and accepted the borrower's projection, possibly with minor 
amend-

ments; on the few occasions when sophisticated techniques of analysis

have been applied the results have often turned out no better 
than

those based on balanced judgments, and sometimes worse, but simple

systematic checks have come increasingly to be applied. 
Capacity

installation has generally been planned in such a way as to meet 
the

projected demand plus some simple but fairly conservative 
reserve

criterion as insurance against shortage -- e.g. 10%-15% of system

capacity, 'largest unit out,' or for hydroelectric systems, 
use of

lowest recorded flow year for capacity planning, or a combination 
of

these.

1.13 To the extent that economic considerations have entered

explicitly into the analysis of electric power projects, 
they have been

concentrated on the matter of comparisons between alternative 
means of

meeting the projected load growth -- particularly comparisons between

hydroelectric and thermal plants. Increasingly, since the late 1950s

the Bank has required that hydroelectric projects be justified 
by show-

ing that the operating (mainly fuel) cost savings 
that result from meet-

ing the projected load with the proposed hydroelectric 
plant (rather

than a thermal plant) yield a reasonable rate of return to the extra

initial investment required to build the hydroelectric plant rather

than the thermal alternative. In some cases, especially in Latin America,

available hydroelectric sites are so favorable that the unit cost 
of

capacity is no greater, or even less, than that of thermal capacity;

then, provided transmission distances are not too great and river 
flows

are sufficient to provide reasonable capacity factors, there is not much

question about the economic superiority of the hydroelectric 
scheme for

meeting system load growth. But in other cases the choice is not so

clear, and a number of crucial decisions have in fact hung on a compari-

son of the type described. The Bank has generally not been prepared to

finance hydroelectric projects where the yield to the incremental invest-

ment was expected to be less than 6 or 7%, and somewhat more in recent

years. Over time, and especially for more difficult cases, procedures

have grown increasingly sophisticated, with comparisons being made

between complete alternative system development plans for 10-20 years

ahead, in which case the crucial decision variable is usually the dis-

count rate that equalizes the two streams of total system costs. Shadow

prices have sometimes been used in the analyses, for instance where

foreign exchange was felt to be undervalued at its official price. Sen-

sitivity analyses have also been carried out, especially in recent years,

to allow for alternative possible rates of load growth or thermal fuel

costs, etc.

1.14 In project appraisal and project supervision alike, financial

aspects of power projects have normally received more attention 
than eco-

nomic ones and have often been the prime focus -- mainly with a view to



ensuring that the ha ve sufficient iunds to exe-
cute without delays hansmission project for which the
Bank loan was rade ne expansion of the distribuLion
system required in or e of the power to be produced,
and to meet debt sno; covenants relating to injecLions

of additional equity or Government budgetary contribu-
tions, maximum poey ratios, limitations on incur-

rence of further i fd t f levels have been regular fea-

tures of Bank lons c covenants have probably been in

practice the mosr. i rt hve generally been phrased in such
a way as to require h - r utility earn a surplus suffi-

cient to finance part tner investment requirements, some-

times a specified part a certain rate of return on total

net fixed assets in o sometunes revalued to allow for infla--

tion.

1.15 A standard loans for power since the late

1950s has been to r, a tn eternal audit of the borrowing

utility's books, and .-,dited financial statements to the

Bank. But the bank h b r Iuy gone much beyond this to require

introduction of -J.Aty billing and inventory control

and in accouuting syd satisfactory records and classifica-

tion of fixed asses iation allowances related to plant

life. Borrower een required to undertake special

studies and/or hi: help simplify tariff structures that
were excessively 1r!- them more into line with costs to

supply the different classes of consumer.

1.16 Atterrin a ven to the capability of the bor-

rowing utility te Axee Ld s min the planned expansion project and

to market its servis. f.. eucr defined largely in company financial
terms, has been -: y 3d: oheo e. The Bank has often been concerned

with trying to e ~t. hn te utility from political considera-

tions and insular.on , oi -criou s from lay-to-day interference by the

utility's Board, per .r ul1  n , egard to matters such as staffing and
contracting. Cosnaa q Id, Bank approval of appointments to senior
positions in the - t nav. on quite frequent features of Bank loans.
In many cases th aa has urg : borrowers to establish or strengthen

certa in depar-te :ts .espeil7 finncial) or to hire consultant engineers

and management -o:sultaot to amsit on project design, construction super-

vision, or with opemasoaJ £e ization. In recent years increased

attenition has bee;i g a to s:afr training requirements and, in some

instances, provis: n hn a anciuded in the loan to cover part of the

cost of this.

1.17 In so e cases, princpally in Latin America -- where the Bank
has been so heavily involved in ower and where the institutional struc-
ture of the power ector is typicaly rather complex and fragmented --
the Bank has play an io arole by taking a rather broader view of
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power development than the individual borrowing company. Through stud-

ies, advice, loan conditions and lending itself, it has sought to bring

about changes in the sector's institutional 
structure or in Government

policies toward the industry, which would 
enable the power sector to

expand more quickly and at lower unit 
cost than would otherwise be the

case.

1.18 For purposes of the present study companies were 
selected

from among the Bank's borrowers in such a way 
as to cover companies with

which the Bank has been most closely involved 
in a variety of different

settings, in terms of geography, level of national development, and

power problems. In the case of Colombia some attention 
was.given to com-

panies which the Bank had decided not 
to assist as well as to the Inter-

connection Company which the Bank helped create, 
but the main emphasis

was on the three principal power companies with 
which the Bank has been

associated. Table 1.2 summarizes Bank Group lending to these 
three com-

panies and the seven covered in the 
cross-country review. Table 1.1

Table 1.2

Bank Lending to the Ten Companies Reviewed in this Report

Loans

Fully Disbursed
or Nearly

All Loans Committed Fully Disbursed

Amount Amount

Amount Disbursed Disbursed

Number Net of as of Number as of

of Cancel. 12/31/70 of 12/31/70

Company Loans (US$ mln) (US$ mln) Loans (US$ mln)

CFE (Mexico) 7 542.80 448.13 6 410.99

SEGBA (Argentina) 3 204.35 151.64 2 144.35

FURNAS (Brazil) 5 271.30 126.96 2 125.23

NEB (Malaysia) 5 142.74 108.62 3 125.23

PUB (Singapore) 4 59.44 49.03 3 37.57

VRA (Ghana) 2 53.00 47.05 1 47.00

EELPA (Ethiopia) 2 46.60 27.34 1 23.46

Colombia

EEtI 3 85.60 78.06 2 67.60

EPM 3 73.00 67.94 3 67.94

CVC/Chidral 5 44.63 44.63 5 44.63

39 1,523.46 1,149.40 28 1,074.17



showed that in all of these countries, through its lending to these
and other companies, the Bank had contributed toward financing at least
25% of the additions to power generating capacity made between 1950 and
1968, and in many cases much more. Equally, electric power has
accounted for some 25% or more of total Bank Group disbursements to each
of these countries.

1.19 The selected ten companies account for about 20% of the total
number of Bank Group loans to all developing countries for electric power,
but for nearly 40% of total cumulative disbursements (and commitments)
for power to the developing countries. The average size of the loans
under review is considerably larger than the average size for all Bank
Group loans to developing countries for power.



CB 71 1 SLVEN MAJOR BORROERS

2.01 This Chapter deals very briefly, and in turn, with each of

the seven major borrowers covered in the cross-country review and listed

in Table 1.2. For each borrower, its responsibilities and main charac-

teristics are first defined and the history of the Bank's involvement

with the company is briefly recounted. Then the principal objectives

of the Bank in its association with the company are described. 
Next the

extent of achievement of these objectives in discussed. Finally, in

cases where it is appropriate, a comment is added in overall 
assessment

of the company's performance and the Bank's role.

SEGBA - Argentina

2.02 SEGBA, a corporation wholly owned by the Government, is respon-

sible for generation, transmission and distribution of electricity and

accounts for about 85% of electricity sales in the Buenos Aires area,

where one-third of Argentina's population and two-thirds of its industry

are located. The corporation was formed in 1958 to take over part of

the assets of CADE, a Belgian-owned company. In 1959, the Bank acted as

executing agent for a study of the Argentine power situation financed by

the UN Special Fund and in 1960 the Government requested Bank assistance

in implementing the major effort to expand and improve public power sup-

ply in Buenos Aires that was recommended by the study. 
SEGBA was recon-

stituted in 1961, with a view to eventual sale of its shares to the

Argentine public, and it was given responsibility 
for parts of CADE's

distribution network previously transferred to a federal government power

agency and for construction of the 600 MW Costanera 
thermal plant started

by this agency but stalled by lack of local funds. The Bank strongly sup-

ported the institutional solution chosen by the Government 
and in 1962

made a "balancing" loan, the larger part of it for local currency expendi-

tures, to contribute to completion of the expensive Costanera plant and

substantial distribution expansion. Following 3-4 years of negotiations,

a second Bank loan was made early in 1968 to cover part of the cost of a

further large expansion of generating capacity and of distribution. 
A

third loan, almost entirely for transmission and distribution, was made in

1969. The total amount committed to SEGBA is US$ 210.0 million, including

large provisions for local procurement in all loans.

2.03 Through its loans to SEGBA, the Bank has sought a major improve-

ment in the quantity and quality of electric power supply in Buenos Aires,

and in order to achieve this, it has placed primary emphasis on the follow-

ing: expansion of capacity, autonomy of SEGBA, appointment of well-

qualified management with Bank approval/consultation, 
stronger financial

situation, better coordination between SEGBA and the other company operat-

ing in Buenos Aires (CIAE) and, since 1965, improved SEGBA efficiency, par-

ticularly in the use of labor. Great emphasis was placed initially on
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gradual sale of stock to the Argentine public, to ensure operation along
private enterprise lines, but this objective was later downgraded though
not formally abandoned.

2.04 The power supply situation in Buenos Aires, which was completely
unsatisfactory in the early 1960s with one fourth of demand unmet, has
improved considerably, but still suffers from substantial deficiencies.
SEGBA's generating capacity (all thermal) has increased since 1962 by
about 150% or 1,100 MW (nearly1,000 MW partly financed by the Bank) to
1,840 MW but it is barely adequate to meet demand, even when supplemented
by purchases from other producers. Distribution deficiencies are more
serious. Customers have increased by 600,000 to 2.3 million, but there
are 200,000 potential residential customers awaiting connection. The pro-
portion of capacity out of service and the share of energy lost in distri-
bution have declined but remain quite high; distribution losses (including
stolen energy) account for some 15% of energy generated. Load shedding,
negligible during 1964-68, has increased significantly, with about 5% of
the peak demand periodically unmet in the last two years, mainly due to
shortages in the distribution network. Coordination with CIAE, for which
the Bank had long pressed, has improved particularly with the opening of
a central dispatch center under SEGBA in 1968, but distribution networks
are still overlapping in some areas.

2.05 The company's autonomy has been infringed on several occasions,
most recently in mid-1971 when the Government again removed top manage-
ment and formally 'intervened.' No shares have been sold to the public.
Government refusal of tariff increases has prevented the company in 1964,
1965, 1967, 1970 and 1971, from earning the 8% return on revalued assets
that it is allowed under its concession, which the Government is in turn
obliged, under the Bank's Loan Agreements, to apply. Financial perform-
ance improved between 1964 and 1969 -- as indicated by improvements in
the rate of return earned, self-financing, current ratio, working capital
position and accounts outstanding -- but there was some deterioration in
1970, which worsened in 1971, and resumption of these favorable trends
remains uncertain.

2.06 SEGBA's continued political prominence and vulnerability result
in part from its high costs and consequent high prices, and from the qual-
ity of its service, which must be considered unsatisfactory for a modern
capital. Average costs of production, at US( 2.3 per Kwh, are the high-
est among those of the utilities studied here (more than twice those of
the Singapore thermal system which has much smaller scale-economies)
and are not much less now than they were in 1962, although they have
declined from the very high levels of the middle 1960s. The Bank has
been a strong proponent of the company's interests in negotiations with
the Government - for instance, securing lower taxes on equipment pur-
chased by SEGBA, special Government contribution in 1966 to its working
capital, Government support for renegotiation of the labor contract in



1968. But not until 1965 did the Bank begin to give much attention to

SEGBA's very high costs, its related labor problems and the possibili-

ties of improving internal efficiency. Staff has been reduced by some

2,000 or 8% since 1966, but considerable overstaffing remains. 
SEGBA

itself hired management consultants in 1963 and substantial progress

has been made in billing, inventory control, accounting and financial

planning, but it has been slow. The institutional autonomy sought by

the Bank has proven, in the Argentine context, very difficult to achieve

and has now again been brought into question.

Furnas - Brazil

2.07 Furnas is a bulk supplier of electricity in the populous and

prosperous South-Central region of Brazil (including both Rio 
de Janeiro

and Sao Paulo); it is 95% owned by Eletrobras, the Federal Government

holding company for the power sector, other shareholders being the dis-

tributing companies that purchase its power. Formed in 1957, the com-

pany produced its first electricity in 1963, on completion of the first

units of the Furnas hydroelectric plant, and it has since expanded to

service nearly one-third of utility power demand in the South-Central

region, which contains 45% of Brazil's population and accounts 
for 75%

of the country's electricity consumption. The company has received

strong support throughout from the Bank which made a loan in 1958 for

the first stage.of the Furnas plant and further loans in 1965 and 1966

for the Estreito hydroelectric plant. These two plants, built on sched-

ule and with large savings on unit costs/kw, account for 1,600 MW out of

the total 2,300 MW installed capacity of the company at the end of 1970;

part of the remainder, including 200 MW thermal, was acquired from Chevap

on its dissolution and the other part is rented. Additional Bank loans

were made in 1968 and 1970 for the Porto Colombia (360 MW) and Marimbondo

(1,400 MW) hydroelectric plants respectively, both of which are 
under con-

struction. All loans included provisions for high voltage transmission

related to the various plants and for personnel training. Total commit-

ments amount to US$ 271.3 million.

2.08 In connection with its loans to Furnas and other important

Brazilian power companies, the Bank has placed major emphasis on better

coordination in the planning and operation of the power sector and on

introduction of systematic revaluation of assets as a means of securing

adequate tariffs. Coordination in planning has improved, partly due to

the major power study done by CANAMBRA in 1963-66 with UNDP financing

and Bank supervision. Furnas has taken a lead in improving coordination,
chairing a system interconnaction committee finally formed in 1968 and

bringing together all the main power utilities in the South-Central

region. Revaluation of assets was expected to be permitted shortly

after the Bank's first loan in 1958 but was finally introduced in 1964.

Clarification and improvement of the regulations was made a prerequisite

for finalizing the Bank's second loan to Furnas, in 1965. Difficulties

in the application of the new regulations, and the very heavy weight of
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the peak demand charge, with ratchet provisions, in Furnas' tariffs
prevented it from selling all its power in 1965-67, but since then
sales have generally been close to capacity. Generating capacity
reserves on the South-Central system as a whole appear to have been
reasonable.

2.09 Furnas' development and management have been impressive;
since 1966 it has earned a financial rate of return (on net assets) in
excess of 9% and financed internally about 30% of its rather large
investments, and it has been given increasing responsibilities for sec-
toral coordination and new developments in the power sector, as well as
taking over the Chevap properties. Its average unit costs (in real
terms) have shown a strong upward trend, reaching USc 0.6 in 1970, but
this was principally due to legal changes regarding amortization and
depreciation provisions as well as operation of thermal plant since
1967; labor costs, although relatively very small, have also shown a
strong upward trend per Kwh sold.

EELPA - Ethiopia

2.10 EELPA is the national electricity authority of Ethiopia,
responsible for supply in all parts of the country other than Asmara,
and currently having some 1.7 million people in its service area, out
of Ethiopia's total population of 23 million; power supply has been con-
fined mainly to population centers to date. By the end of 1970, it had
an installed generating capacity of about 120 MW, of which 94 MW, prima-
rily hydroelectric, are in the interconnected system serving Addis
Ababa and several other principal cities. The Bank has made two loans
to EELPA, one in 1964 and the other in 1969, amounting to a total of
US$ 46.6 million. Both loans were principally for hydroelectric plants:
Awash II and III schemes (32 MW each), the second of which was completed
in February 1971, and the 100 MW Finchaa project now under construction.

2.11 The Awash II scheme was completed with a slight cost saving
and only a few months behind schedule, in December 1966. But serious
technical problems were encountered in the Awash III scheme, mainly due
to faulty design, which resulted in a slight cost overrun and a delay
of three years in project completion. Load shedding, which became nec-
essary in late 1965 due to poor hydrological conditions and a thermal
plant breakdown were prolonged through 1966 by the delay in completion
of Awash II. But the much longer delay on Awash III has not affected
EELPA's ability to meet demand in subsequent years because growth has
been much slower than expected -- about 11% p.a. on average compared
with an expected 16%. As a result, reserves on the interconnected sys-
tem in 1971 were substantial, with a peak load of 57 MW compared with
126 MW installed capacity and some 100 MW firm capacity. Despite the
difficulties arising in operation of some of the plants, the high cost
of thermal fuel for EELPA and plant indivisibilities, it is fairly
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clear that such high reserves and 
the implied level of system reliabil-

ity are not appropriate to a country 
of Ethiopia's poverty and needs;

the situation will be further aggravated 
with the completion of Finchaa

(financing of which was taken over 
by the Bank from U.S. AID after con-

struction of the access road and other 
preliminary works had started),

which is expected for late 1972.

2.12 EELPA has doubled its number of customers 
(to over 110,000)

since the Bank's first loan of 1964 and increased 
its employees by about

two-thirds. Average unit costs of production have 
declined over the

long term, but rose slightly in the late 1960s, approximating 
US 2.2

per Kwh in 1970. The authority has generally adhered to all loan 
cove-

nants with the Bank, except in the 
1964-68 period when it failed to

achieve 40% self-financing.

VRA - Ghana

2.13 VRA is an independent Government authority 
established in

1961, with multi-purpose responsibilities, to build and operate the

Volta River project, consisting principally of a dam and powerhouse 
at

Akosombo and the resultant Volta Lake. The project was built between

1962 and 1966; four generating units, totalling 588 MW, were installed

at that time, and the final two units, of 294 MW together, are now

being installed. VRA also owns and operates a 500 mile 165 kv trans-

mission ring covering most of the southern 
and more densely populated

part of Ghana. More than 70% of power generated is sold to the VALCO

aluminum smelter (90% owned by Kaiser Corporation), 
which was estab-

lished in conjunction with the project and has since been processing

imported alumina into ingots. The remainder is sold to the Government

authority responsible for distribution of power 
in Ghana (ECG) and to

mines. The Bank was intimately involved in the 
original negotiations

regarding the project and made in 1962 a loan covering about half the

foreign financing originally required, the rest coming mainly from 
U.S.

Government agencies. A small further loan was made in 1969, supplement-

ing a Canadian Government credit for the last 
two units. The Bank's

two loans together amount to US$ 53.0 million. An IDA credit of US$ 10.0

million for distribution works was also made in 1968 
to EGG, merger of

which with VRA the Bank has continuously been recommending.

2.14 Bank missions in 1957 and 1960 were not 
enthusiastic about

the Volta project, but Kaiser Corporation and the 
Ghana Government pur-

sued the idea. During contract negotiations in 1961, the Bank urged

Ghana to seek a higher power price and a shorter contract 
than VALCO

was offering. The eventual contract was for thirty years with 
a price

of only 2.625 U.S. mills/Kwh, which the 
Ghanaian authorities now con-

sider to be on the low side. The project at appraisal was evaluated

to yield an internal rate of return 
on Ghana's investment of 8.2%,

assuming a 50-year life. It was envisaged that net earnings on 
Ghana's

total equity in the project would not reach 
8% before 1974.
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2.15 The main project works were completed slightly ahead of sched-
ule, with a saving of some US$ 18 million equivalent (or 10%) on
expected costs. Energy sales to all classes of consumer have been
greater than forecast. VRA's rate of return on assets has risen about
as expected, reaching 4% in 1970, although non-aluminum consumers have
been charged much less than originally envisaged. VRA has provided an
efficient and reliable power supply.

2.16 Annual net foreign exchange earnings of Ghana from the com-
bined hydroelectric/aluminum project (including savings made by meeting
non-smelter demand from Akosombo rather than a thermal alternative)
appear to be positive by now and should increase when the country's own
bauxite deposits begin to be exploited. Small-scale industrial develop-
ment using VRA power has been better than expected. There have been
important adverse environmental effects of the Volta project, mainly of
a health nature, which were not foreseen, and resettlement of the 80,000
population affected has been slow and, in the opinion of many observers,
unsatisfactory. A more thorough study than has been possible here would'
be needed to see what the net contribution of the project has been to
Ghana's development and what measures might have been taken to increase
benefits and avoid negative side effects.

NEB - Malaysia

2.17 NEB is both a regulatory and an operating agency, directly
responsible for public electricity supply throughout the Malay penin-
sula except for Penang Island, supplied by a municipal plant, and part
of the state of Perak, supplied by a foreign-owned private company.
NEB's principal facilities are on the western side of the peninsula,
where most of the population and commercial life of Malaysia is located.
Since 1958, when the Bank first lent to the company, the main power mar-
kets have gradually been linked, and NEB's interconnected system now
runs from the north of Prai (opposite the island of Penang) all the way
to Johore Bahru opposite Singapore. This system contains nearly 95% of
NEB's total generating capacity or some 565 MW, 265 MW hydroelectric
and 300 MW thermal (excluding the 60 MW Johore Bahru thermal plant
weakly connected to the rest of the network). Almost all the hydrcelec-
tric capacity is in the Cameron Highlands scheme, supplying mainly peak
power and built between 1959 and 1968 with the aid of the first three
Bank loans, in 1958, 1963 and 1966. The latter two Bank loans also
provided for the transmission interconnection and for 240 MW of thermal
generating capacity (at Prai, Johore Bahru and Port Dickson south of
Kuala Lumpur), constituting the bulk of NEB's present base-load capac-
ity. Further loans. were made in 1969 and 1970 which, together with sup-
plier credit financing, were to provide an additional 510 MW of thermal
capacity, most of it at Port Dickson, which is now under construction.
Total commitments to the entity amount to US$ 156.0 million, but of
this, US$ 13.3 million has been cancelled due to cost savings mainly on
the plants of the Cameron Highlands scheme and at Port Dickson.
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2.18 Load growth and plant installation have proceeded fairly

close to schedule, sometimes slightly ahead of it, with the result that

no shortages of capacity have been suffered; with a 
peak load of 363 MW

on the interconnected system in 1970 and a firm 
capacity of about 465 MW

(allowing for low water conditions), demand 
is presently covered amply.

The Cameron Highlands scheme was undertaken to 
develop local water

resources as much as to 
attain economies, which 

were actually expected

to yield a return of only 
about 6% on the extra investment 

required to

build it rather than a thermal 
alternative.

2.19 Over the twelve years since 
the Bank has been associated 

with

NEB, its customers have tripled 
to some 470,000 while its staff 

has

doubled. Conversion from expatriate 
to Malaysian management has 

been

fully and smoothly accomplished. 
Bank loan covenants have been 

fully

adhered to, and a rate of return in excess of the required 
8% of assets

has generally been earned. Cost of power production has show a sall

but steady downward trend, reaching USo, 1.7 per 
Kwh in 1970, as have

distribution losses, being less than 10% in 1970 despite 
the wide spread

of the system.

CFE - Mexico

2.20 CFE is a national authority, 
wholly owned by the Government,

now responsible for all phases of public electricity 
supply throughout

Mexico except in Mexico City itself where all distribution 
and part of

generation are in the hands of the Government-owned Compania de Luz y

Fuerza del Centro (Centro), formerly foreign-owned 
and known as Mexlight.

Of the 6,100 MW public generating capacity installed 
in Mexico CFE owns

5,400 MW, and Centro about 700 MW. CFE now serves directly more than

3.8 million customers and has 
18,500 employees.

2.21 CFE is now the largest power entity in the developing 
coun-

tries with which the Bank has been directly involved, 
and it has

received very much the largest amount of financing from the Bank, total-

ling US$ 499.8 million in seven loans spanning 
the period 1949-70. Over

this period, CFE has evolved from a relatively 
small-scale utility, with

less than 200 MW capacity, serving some 40,000 customers, 
mainly in

small towns, into a national authority responsible for power 
supply

throughout Mexico. The Bank's approach has adjusted to CFE's changing

nature and needs and has differed somewhat from 
that to other power

agencies. In the 1950s, CFE expanded its own distribution networks and

bought out some existing companies; but 
it became mainly a large-scale

supplier of bulk hydroelectric energy. 
The Bank made loans in 1949,

1952 and 1958, amounting to US$ 87.8 million in 
total, to cover mainly

the foreign exchange cost component of selected projects of all types,

including 1,060 MW generating capacity accounting 
for 80% of the expan-

sion of CFE's capacity, which reached 1,450 
MW in 1962. After the

nationalization of the power sector in 1960 and the purchase by 
CFE



and/or its affiliates of the foreign-owned companies other tian Centro,

CFE was given responsibility for construction of all new generating

plants and for coordination of sectoral investment planning. The Bank's

so-called program loan of US$ 130.0 million in 1962 complemented the

financing of CFE's own 1962-65 expansion program. The 1960s have seen

a gradual amalgamation into CFE of its affiliates so that by 1970, the

only utility remaining separate was Centro and CFE's Director General

was appointed its President. The Bank's last three loans to CFE, in

1965, 1968 and 1970, and attached conditions, were made for the power

sector as a whole; they have contained US$ 282.0 million for CFE itself

and US$ 43.0 million for on-lending by CFE to Centro, which, as Mexlight,

had received two loans in the 1950s. During the 1960s, when CFE's gen-

erating capacity quintupled to 5,400 MW, partly by acquisition but

mainly by new plant construction, the Bank was associated with virtually

all major new works.

2.22 In aggregate over the last twenty years the Bank has contrib-

uted to financing some 4,500 MW of completed generating capacity in 44

major and many minor plants and 14,000 km of completed transmission

lines (one-third of it at high voltage). There have been substantial

cost overruns and major delays in completion of most of the plants.

Despite these delays, there have not been major power shortages in the

1960s on any of the principal systems (six large, including Centro,

and four smaller); indeed, excess capacity developed in the middle 1960s

due to optimistic load forecasts, underestimation of load factors and

ample planned allowances for reserves, but this overcapacity was worked

off during the very late 1960s.

2.23 CFE's financial performance, as reflected by financial state-

ments that are of uncertain precision, remained poor until the middle

1960s but improved thereafter. Peso shortages, which delayed project

execution in 1949, have not recurred since, due to adequate Government

appropriations. However, CFE earned a rate of return on its assets of

only about 3% or less until 1957 when a sharp tariff increase approxi-

mately doubled the return. In connection with its 1958 loan, the Bank

pressed for the first time for improvements in earnings, in particular

for a 9% rate of return on the major systems and for prompt tariff

adjustments for cost increases. A uniform nationwide tariff structure

introduced in January 1962, prior to signature of the fourth loan, was

expected to meet the Bank's requirement for an average 33% self-finan-

cing rate over four years; this target was not met, however, due mainly

to lower than expected sales and higher depreciation costs.. A tariff

increase sufficient to yield an 8% rate of return for the power sector

as a whole was a condition for full disbursement of the 1965 loan.

Since 1966, this 8% return has been earned. But self-financing has

remained low and in fact declined, partly because of the very rapid

expansion accomplished but mainly because of the recurrent heavy debt-

service requirements; these originated with large-scale short and medium
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term debts incurred in the early 1960s as a means to sustain 
expansion

after the Bank had refused further lending in 1959 due to 
poor finan-

cial performance. The Power Sector has on several occasions, particu-

larly in 1965, faced problems in meeting its debt-service obligations,

and large refinancings of debt were required; they were successfully

accomplished with major assistance from the Government.

2.24 A major concern of the Bank since 1958 and more especially

in the 1960s with regard to the efficiency of the Sector and of CFE has

been the coordination of system planning and operations, 
which had been

deficient during the 1950s. Measures taken in connection with the nation-

alization of the sector brought major improvements in 
this respect. In

the early 1960s, studies recommended by the Bank indicated the advantage

of interconnection among CFE's southern systems, and therefore of convert-

ing the largest system (Central) from its 50-cycle 
frequency to the 60

cycles of the other systems. The program forming the basis of the 1965

loan included the initiation of frequency unification 
and interconnection

of the large Occidental and Oriental systems. Oriental and Occidental

systems were provisionally interconnected in 1967 and fully in 1969; but

despite the Bank's continuous insistence and Government passage of

decrees on frequency sensitive equipment, no frequency conversion has 
yet

been accomplished, due partly to public opposition, mainly 
from the labor

unions involved. Studies suggest that even further interconnections

between the systems, mainly from north to south, would 
already be econom-

ically worthwhile.

2.25 Various measures taken over the years, partly at the Bank's

insistence, have improved the internal efficiency of CFE and its opera-

tions. Successful decentralization of CFE's operations has been 
achieved

since the mid-1950s, strengthened by the training programs recommended by

the Bank. Equipment acceptance tests were introduced in the early 1960s,

and load dispatch centers have been established in some systems. 
Con-

sulting arrangements for review of investment plans and of major plants

have been satisfactory. But further improvements are needed in control

of construction costs, and more generally in collection of 
data, particu-

larly financial. Several reviews of the financial departments 
and their

procedures have brought some improvements, in particular regarding depre-

ciation procedures, but major efforts are still required 
at the central

echelon to put on a sound basis accounting, management reporting, 
inter-

departmental coordination and financial planning for 
the whole power sec-

tor (which has been CFE's responsibility since 1969); 
the annual external

audits made since 1962 have been of limited effectiveness. 
Despite these

continuing problems and the absorption in 1967 of 19 affiliates which

increased CFE's average costs, these and the average price per Kwh sold

-- USe 1.8 in 1970 -- have been relatively low, partly thanks to the low

prices at which thermal fuel is supplied by PE4EX.
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2.26 All Bank loans have included provisions for local procurement

(equipment and civil works) which accounted for a rather 
constant share

of disbursements, approximating 15-20%; out of US$ 175 million disbursed

over 1967-70, some US$ 33 million were for local procurement, of which

US$ 20 million for electrical equipment.

2.27 Despite the serious cost and time overruns on plants, altered

expansion plans and the long time required to secure progress 
in finan-

cial performance and system coordination, the Bank's approach of lend-

ing part of the cost of a general expansion program, probably the only

course feasible under the circumstances, appears to have operated satis-

factorily - mainly due to the dynamism and relative strength of CFE.

Moreover this approach has recognized and likely contributed to the

establishment of CFE as the leading operator and authority in the sec-

tor, a position which now has to be consolidated by effective integra-

tion of the subsidiaries recently absorbed and strengthened efficiency

in execution of the further large expansions required. Prima facie, it

appears as though CFE has maintained a fair regional 
balance between

expansion of its systems, including substantial village electrification;

the share of households electrified over the country as a whole has

nearly doubled between 1960 and 1970 to reach 53%; this is a major accom-

plishment, in view of Mexico's very rapid population growth. Whether a

good balance has been maintained between expansion of electricity and

expansion of other services and facilities is an important question,

particularly in view of the large financing provided by the Government,

which has constantly sought to keep power prices at minimum levels; this

question cannot be answered without much further investigation 
than has

been possible here.

PUB - Singapore

2.28 PUB was established in 1963 as an autonomous public corporation

to run electricity, gas and water services on the island of Singapore;

the Bank gave advice on the Ordinance establishing the entity. The Elec-

tricity Department, which has maintained separate accounts, had an

installed generating capacity of 640 MW by the end of 1970, entirely

thermal. The Bank has made three loans to PUB for power alone, one for

power and water services together (and one for water alone); total lend-

ing for power amounts to US$ 60.5 million. The first two loans for power,

in 1963 and 1966, were entirely for the 240 MW Pasir Panjang B station,

started early 1963 and completed on schedule late 1966 with slight sav-

ings on foreign exchange costs. Since 1966, PUB has financed its genera-

tion expansion (Jurong station) with supplier credits, and the Bank's

lending, in 1967 and 1969, went to distribution system expansion. A

loan for a second stage at Jurong was seriously considered in 1970 but

finally turned down because of PUB's failure to take action on the

appointment of a General Manager.
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2.29 In its dealings with PUB the Bank has placed considerable

emphasis on the need to strengthen top management, and on numerous con-

tracts with consultants for advice and assistance on engineering and

planning, management and organization, accounting, simplification of

tariff structure and distribution planning. Although the situation

regarding top management has seldom fully satisfied the Bank and the

recommendations of the consultants have generally been implemented only

with substantial delays, the utility shows a good record of steady expan-

sion and improvement in efficiency. The proportion of households con-

nected in Singapore has more than doubled to 70% between 1960 and 1970,

and the number of customers nearly tripled. Average prices and costs

have been steadily reduced, the latter reaching about USq 1.0 per Kwh

in 1970 (compared with USC 1.7 in 1960), distribution losses have been

held at about 7-8%, and a rate of return in excess of the 8% minimum

agreed with the Bank has been achieved in every year except 1965 and

1966 when the short-fall was due to a Government tax on fuel and pro-

perty. Commercial accounting and external auditing have been estab-

lished, good management reporting and budget control introduced, and

the tariff structure is being simplified.

2.30 Electricity sales have grown rapidly, averaging 15% p.a.

since 1963, and not very different from forecasts. But the load factor

has been much higher than forecast, such that 1970 peak load was 60 MW

less than expected. For this reason and because very conservative

planning principles have been followed, in turn partly related to Gov-

ernment strategy for attracting foreign private investment, there

appears to have been some overinvestment in generating capacity, par-

ticularly since the installation of the Jurong station (not directly

financed by the Bank); even after allowing for substantial maintenance

outage (partly due to initial difficulties with the Pasir Panjang units)

and for 60 MW spinning reserve, there has still been excess available

capacity of some 50-100 MW at time of system peak in each of the last

five years. With the current expansion of the Jurong plant, this situa-

tion seems likely to continue for several years.



CHAPTER III - POWER IN COLOMBIA

3.01 Colombia stands about mid-way among Latin American countries
in terms of population (some 23 million), per capita income (about
US$ 250) and real growth of GNP accomplished over the last twenty
years (a little under 5% p.a. on average). But in terms of the rate
of increase of electricity production since 1950 (an average rate of
some 10-11% p.a.) it leads most other Latin American countries, although,
at just over 100 watts per capita, it remains below the median as regards
per capita generating capacity installed. The Bank has given substantial
support to the growth of the power sector, especially since 1958 when the

Government assigned top priority in the development effort to power expan-
sion. The Bank has directly financed as much as 30% of the total invest-
ment in the sector over the last decade, and provided nearly 75% of the
foreign loan financing for the sector since 1950.

3.02 The western part of Colombia which contains some 90-95% of the
country's total population is traversed by three major Andean mountain
ranges which provide numerous favorable hydroelectric sites but also
divide the people into separate communities with strong regional loyal-
ties and cultural traditions of their own and a certain mistrust for one
another and for central institutions. Each of the major regions of the
country is dominated by a leading city, particularly Bogota, Medellin,
Cali, Barranquilla, Bucaramanga, Cartagena and Manizales, to name the
top seven in order of population size. These cities, and particularly
the three largest, have been growing very rapidly over the last twenty
years as people have fled the insecurity and the poverty of the country-
side.

3.03 Growth of public power supply has been characterized by severe
regional discrepancies, heavily affected by the institutional complexity
and weakness of the sector. There are two large and relatively strong
municipal companies, enjoying the best markets and excellent local hydro-
electric sites -- EEEB in Bogota and EPM in Medellin. Three entities
(CVC, Chidral and EMCali), with overlapping and conflicting responsibili-
ties, are responsible for power supply in Cali and nearby towns. The
remaining cities mentioned above, as well as all the other main populated
areas of the country, are generally served by subsidiaries of the national
holding company in the power field, ICEL (formerly Electraguas); much the
strongest of these subsidiaries is CHEC serving Manizales and various
surrounding towns in the main coffee-growing region of the country. An
important mission sponsored by the Bank in 1949 to advise on overall
Colombian development emphasized the need to make Electraguas a strong
national agency with responsibility for collecting statistics, planning
on a national basis and implementing plans but, despite some efforts, it
has remained poorly organized and subject to political interference.
Statistics on all aspects of the power sector remain deficient, little



long-range planning has been done for the sector, duplication of invest-

ment has occurred, there is little coordination among the various enti-

ties and most of the subsidiaries of ICEL remain weak in terms of per-

sonnel and finances. The situation has been improved as regards the

four largest and strongest companies -- EEEB, EPM, CVC/Chidral and CHEC -

by the formation in 1967, under strong urging from the Bank, of ISA, a

company owned in equal shares by each of these four entities and endowed

with responsibility for interconnecting them and later generating bulk

power supply to meet their requirements. CORELCA, another regional

interconnection company, also formed in 1967, to serve the areas on the

north coast (including Barranquilla and Cartagena) is expected to have

similarly positive effect there.

3.04 The four strong companies mentioned, serving areas now contain-

ing about 25% of the national population, have greatly outpaced the others

in terms of growth. Between 1950 and 1970 their combined generating capac-

ity has grown at an average rate of some 13.6% p.a., rising from 46% of

the public sector total of 241 MW in 1950 to over 70% of the 2,078 MW

total in 1970. Capacity of the remaining companies has increased only

at 8% average rate. Industrial self-generation rose rapidly in the 1950s

to nearly 250 MW but has remained roughly constant since then. Distribu-

tion networks have lagged in all areas but especially among the weaker

companies and losses of energy in distribution typically range between

15% and 25%, sometimes 'reaching higher. Only EEEB and EPM, with their

very good markets accounting for about half the national total, have been

able to earn rates of return on revalued assets above 5% in the most

recent years and to finance their expansion largely without recourse to

national Government resources. Most of the ICEL subsidiaries have been

making financial losses even on a non-revalued asset base. Late in 1968,

after strong representations by the Bank, the Government finally estab-

lished a National Public Utility Tariff Board, first recommended twenty

years before, to try to introduce improvements in tariffs which would

remove the strong financial constraint that has inhibited expansion of

the smaller systems in the past.

3.05 The Bank has made 17 power loans to Colombia, totalling

US$ 294.1 million, or nearly 40% of total commitments to the country,

substantially more than for any other sector. Disbursements on power

loans amounted to US$ 220.5 million by the end of 1970, accounting for

just over 40% of all Bank disbursements to Colombia. Bank financing

has been concentrated exclusively on the seven largest cities listed

earlier, with the exception of Barranquilla. Lending to Colombia for

power started with three small loans in 1950-51 to three Electraguas

subsidiaries, those responsible for Cali (Chidral), Manizales (CHEC)

and Bucaramanga (Lebrija). Further loans were made in the middle 1950s

to Chidral and a second loan in 1959 to Manizales. But the Bank's prin-

cipal lending for power started in 1959 from which date it has been

almost entirely concentrated on the three largest urban centers -
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Bogota, Medellin and Cali -- and on the interconnection between 
them.

A small loan was made in the early 
1960s to the Electraguas subsidi-

ary responsible for Cartagena. Some 90% of aggregate disbursements

to date have been for the four major systems now joined in ISA. 
The

Bank has played a fundamental role in the development of EEEB, EPM

and CVC/Chidral, helping to finance 
some 80% of their present

installed capacity.

3.06 The Bank's loans have generally originated 
with requests

from the individual borrowing companies. The three projects for which

loans were made in 1950-51 were first presented to the Bank in 1948

and their priority was verified in an economic 
mission of tat year

and by the important 1949 mission. Several further small loans were

made to Chidral to try to cope with the recurrent power shortages which

resulted from rapid growth of the city, absence of effective 
long-term

planning and the company's financial weakness. 
From 1953, the Bank

did insist that all projects submitted for its consideration should

have prior approval of the national economic planning authority, 
which

it had helped to establish. Serious conversations with EEEB and EPM

started in 1954 but they were truncated 
by the Bank's requirement of

changes in the constitutions of these companies, 
deterioration of

Colombia's overall financial situation 
in 1955-56 and suspension of

lending in 1956-58. When lending resumed in 1958-59, these most

important centers of the country urgently needed 
additional power

facilities to catch up with the delay, 
to facilitate industrial expan-

sion and to cope with the large influx 
of population from the smaller

towns that was occurring; the revived national planning department

assigned top priority to power expansion. 
If advantage was to be taken

of the attractive hydroelectric sites 
available, financial requirements

were large, and, given Colombia's financial situation 
at the time,

there were probably no other sources except possibly for the U.S. ExIm

Bank that could have met the requirements 
on reasonable financing terms.

3.07 Further loans to the major companies 
rapidly ensued in the

early 1960s, effectively to raise the quality 
of their systems to a

higher level than had prevailed, although serious 
attention was not

given to what an appropriate level of 
system reliability would be, A

minor effort was, however, initiated by the Bank to develop relations,

either through Electraguas or directly, with 
some of the smaller power

companies. This eventually led to the loan for Cartagena 
previously

mentioned. But the effort was soon abandoned on 
the ground that it

would require more intensive work on institutional 
and financial improve-

ment than the Bank was in a position 
to provide, and further requests

from the Colombian authorities for assistance 
in this ]irection were

turned down. Despite the large amounts of financing being devoted to

the power sector, the Bank's economic reports never dealt 
with the fun-

damental questions involved -- regional balance, validity of load fore-

casts, tariff structures, power distribution problems 
and policies,



potential development impact of 
power, urbanization trends and policies.

powever, they did press for improvement of tariff 
levels, initially only

in connection with the companies that the Bank was directly financing,

but after the middle 960s in a broader context. By the middle 1960s

an explicit decision ses to have 
been made, in light of limited per-

sonnel resources and Bank lending 
objectives in other sectors, to con-

centrate effort on the difficult 
and crucial problem of interconnection

between the major compa ies, leaving aside Electraguas, 
broader national

planning considerations and the weak companies serving 
the smaller towns.

The nter-American Development Bank 
has on the other hand devoted 

some

effort to Electraguas and ICEL and has 
become increasingly important 

in

financing some of the large companies 
which previously relied entirely

on the IBRD.

3.08 The following paragraphs treat in turn the three major power

companies with which the Bank has been concerned in Colombia and the crea-

tion of the interconnection company ISA.

EEEB - Bogota

3.09 EEEB is an autonomous entity responsible for all phases of 
pub-

lic electricity supply in the city of Bogota, the capital 
of Colombia,

and also a major manufacturing center, which accounted in 1968 for 23% of

total industrial value added in the country. Theautonomy of the entity

and its independence from other city 
services were assured by decrees

issued in 1959 as a pre-condition for Bank lending. 
Although owned by

the Special District (municipality) 
of Bogota, appointments to the Board

are made in such a way as to prevent the city council from obtaining a

majority of the seats; this arrangement, agreed with the Bank, 
has been

designed to insulate the entity from intrusion of politics 
and it may pos-

sibly have prevented political staffing 
and diversion of funds to other

purposes, neither of which seem 
to have occurred.

3.10 Besides supplying electricity to the 
Bogota area, EEEB sells

small amounts of bulk energy to entities responsible 
for neighboring

towns and villages; in 1969 and 1970 it also sold quite large quantities

to Cali to make up for temporary deficiencies 
there. EEEB generating

capacity, which nearly trebled between 
1950 and 1960, increased more than

four and a half times over the last 
decade, to reach 590 MW by the end of

1970. Of this capacity, some 85 MW is thermal, principally at the 
Zipa-

quira station to the north of the city, but all the remainder is 
located

20 uis west of the city on a 1,800 meter drop in the Bogota River over 
a

distance of only 24 kms, whi'ch will be fully outfitted with 
hydroelectric

capacity upon completion of the Canoas 
plant now under construction. The

cank as been closely associated with the 
rapid expansion of EEEB since

1960, meeting almost all foreign exchange requirements (as well as some

local cngineering costs) out of the proceeds of three loans, made in

1960, 1962 and 1968, and amounting to US$ 85.6 million.
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3.11 The Bank's loans have included provisions for generatioil,

transmission and distribution, but the major part of tae financing

has gone to three new hydroelectric sZipaquir m saon total-

ling 416 MW capacity, and to the 70 MW Zipaquira 
thermal station with

two units. The most important station is the 300 MW Eth Colego,

started in 1962 and completed in 1967, with the last 
three generating

units installed in 1968-70. It was always clear that dvelopmelt of

the very favorable hydroelectric sites on the Bogota 
River should be

the principal means of meeting the expanding electricity 
needs of the

city, but the Bank did have an important role in causing the 7ipaquira

thermal station to be built. The station was first established in

1963 with one 33 MW unit which had originally been -rchased 
by the

Colombian Government for installation at Paipa in the Department of

Boyaca, but which the Bank suggested should be installed in

Bogota; the Bank's suggestion was undoubtedly the more economic solu-

tion. The second, 37.5 MW unit at Zipaquira was provided 
under the

Bank's second loan of 1962, instead of the 50 MW Canoas station which

EEEB had originally suggested for inclusion in its expansion 
program

at that stage. The Bank had recommended this substitution partly

because Canoas would have had substantially 
larger local currency

costs than Zipaquira 2, which 
the Bank would have found difficult 

to

finance and for which it would have been hard to raise local funds

due to weakness of the Colombian capital market, 
and partly because the

load was expected to grow fast and a thermal unit to be quicker to

build than Canoas; it was generally recognized that Canoas would prob-

ably have been a more economic addition 
to system capacity. EEEB

accepted the Bank's recommendation. 
In the event the load grew less

rapidly than expected, and simple economic calculations 
suggest that

loads as they have actually developed could have been m) 
e US$ 5.4

million more cheaply (in terms of present worth in 196- ) by keeping

to EEEB's original proposal of installing Canoas at 
that time. What

appears in retrospect to have been an unnecessary 
extra expenditure

resulted from placing too much emphasis on alleged 
de erred demand in

the load forecast, from the deficiencies of the local capital 
market

and the Bank's reluctance to finance 
local currency costs, and from

insufficient attention to the scarcity value 
of foreign exchange in

Colombia.

3.12 Serious shortages of generating capacity occurred 
in 1962

and early 1963 as a result of the delays in arranging 
the first Bank

loan and in installation of the plants covered by it, but no shortages

of major proportion in meeting 
connected demand have occurred 

since

1/ 1968 is chosen for convenience. The US$ 5.4 million, which is

the present worth from a 23-year cost stream 
1962-85, using a 10%

discount rate, is equivalent to about 40% o tie capital cost of

Zipaquira 2 in terms of 1968 
Present Wortn.
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then. There were delays of between one and two years 
in commissioning

most of the units financed under the 
Bank loans - variously due to

complex import procedures, geological 
difficulties, poor contractor

performance and shortages of local currency - but these were compen-

sated by lags behind forecast in the growth of demand, so that generat-

ing capacity reserves have not generally 
been excessive compared with

actual demand. Demand growth was limited partly because of delays 
in

expansion of the distribution 
system; the latter were mainly due in

turn to shortages of local currency 
and diversion of some Bank loan

funds from distribution to covering cost overruns on generating units.

Although it appears that EEEB is not making 
connections in the marginal

areas of the city to the extent that would be economically warranted,

the distribution problem has largely been 
overcome in the later 1960s,

with estimates indicating that as much 
as 98% of the city population

may now have residential connections. 
A small amount of electrifica-

tion has been carried out outside the 
city, with a little assistance

from Bank loan proceeds.

3.13 The area which caused the Bank most concern 
and to which it

devoted most attention was EEEB's financial situation, which is now

substantially stronger. Mainly with a view to ensuring adequate cash

flow to enable expeditious progress on project construction, 
the Bank

insisted on a number of tariff increases, to keep up with 
the pace of

inflation in Colombia, and included covenants 
in the first two loans

requiring EEEB to finance 40% of its investment 
from internal cash gen-

eration. These covenants were never met because of difficulty 
in

obtaining Government approval of tariff increases, 
and because of cost

overruns and inflation, In the 1968 loan the tariff covenant was

changed to requiring a rate of return 
of at least 9% on revalued

assets. This covenant has been met, and the self-financing rate has

also risen above 40%. Quite apart from these financial performance

targets, the Bank also gave attention to the units 
in the company

responsible for financial aspects 
and to their staff strength. It

required improvements in billing, in connection with the first loan,

and it gave considerable attention to financial 
planning capabilities

especially in connection with the 
second loan, when cash shortages 

were

holding up construction. A financial department was created in 1963,

at the instance of the Bank, and a commercial department, to improve

marketing and load forecasts, in 1964. Accounts receivable have shown

a sharp increase in recent years. It is also striking, as discussed

further in Chapter IV, that despite the very large increase in 
scale

of operations (system sales in 1970 more than six times 
the 1955 level)

unit costs of production, at some USo 0.6 per Kwh delivered, remain

about the same in real terms. This does not appear to result from hav-

ing harnessed more expensive hydroelectric 
sites; if anything, capital

costs per kw installed have declined in real 
terms.
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EPM - Medellin

3.14 EPM is an autonomous, municipally-owned 
entity which provides

public services of electricity, water, 
sewerage and telephones to the

Medellin metropolitan area, Colombia's 
oldest industrial center now

accounting for some 22% of national value added in manufacturing. 
EPM

was established in its present form in 1955 when 
the companies respon-

sible for these different services were amalgamated under a single man-

agement while retaining separate accounting and financial systems, as

the Bank required, to avoid diversions of funds. The company has been

run by a Board chaired by the Mayor and with a majority appointed by

the Mayor from various business associations. The Bank has opposed

changes in the system of making Board appointments, 
but in 1970 the

Municipal Council of Medellin, with a majority 
from a new political

party opposed to the two traditional parties, 
passed decrees affecting

Board composition, powers and procedures. 
The Council selected a new

Board, while the old Board still remains 
in existence, and the issue

is being contested in the courts. In the meantime, company management,

with the aid of the Mayor, who is Chairman of 
both Boards, is operating

effectively.

3.15 The Electricity Department of EPM, which is much 
the largest

in terms of assets and revenues, supplies electricity directly to Medellin

and 13 smaller municipalities in the metropolitan 
region and sells a small

amount of bulk energy to distributors in 
neighboring areas. Its generat-

ing capacity, which is entirely hydroelectric, 
has more than quadrupled

since 1960, to reach 575 MW in mid-1971 in seven plants 
located within 50

miles from the city to the north and east.

3.16 The Bank has financed virtually the entire foreign 
exchange

costs of EPM's power expansion since 1959, 
contributing to distribution

as well as generation and transmission. Two loans were made in quick

succession in 1959 and 1961 to cover mainly the first 
and second stages,

respectively, of two plants, the 36 MW Troneras plant 
and the 270 MW

Guadalupe plant. A third and larger loan (on exceptionally easy terms

of 35 years amortization, justified on grounds 
of the country's foreign

exchange situation) was made in 1964 to cover principally 
the foreign

exchange costs of the 264 MW Nare (Guatape) 
plant, of which the first

two units (132 MW together) were recently completed. 
The three loans

together amount to US$ 79.0 million.

3.17 The Bank has been generally well-satisfied with 
the company's

technical performance. A separate technical department was created 
at

its suggestion in 1959 and staffed with well qualified 
engineers, with

consultant assistance. Completion of the first stage of all three major

plants has run between 1.5 and 3 years 
behind schedule, but this was due

mainly to poor contractor performance and even more to geological 
diffi

culties, especially with the most complex 
underground Guatape plant.
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Cost oyerruns have been considerable, particularly for Troneras (early

150%),- but they were successfully covered out of loan contingencies

and supplementary financing, and final unit costs have still been quite

low. Delays in completion of the first program caused extension of the

power shortage and resultant rationing (which had started in 1959) into

1963, but serious problems have not recurred since then. This was mainly

because all load forecasts proved somewhat over-optifitic, though 
less

so in the case of the last loan. In fact, partly for this reason and

partly because an additional unit obtained at low 
marginal cost was

added to the Guadalupe III plant, there has been considerable excess

capacity on the system ever since 1966. Computer simulation shows, ow-

ever, that the system' s energy margin has been quite low in 
some yearsi

especially 1969 (about 5%) and that the Guatape units, 
which will provide

base load capacity, were needed by 
the end of 1971 to provide reasonable

reliability. The last two units at Guadalupe III, 
which mainly fulfill

a peaking role, have not yet played a 
very essential part in meeting

loads but they were probably worth 
installation in 1966 due to low mar-

ginal cost.

3.18 Bank financial covenants, which 
mainly refer to the Electric-

ity Department of EPM only, have generally been adhered to. A 30% self-

financing rate was required under the first loan and 40% under the last

two loans. There was a small shortfall in the early 1960s due to delays

in securing tariff increases, but the problems were much less 
severe

than in Bogota. On a revalued assets base the rate of return fell below

6% in 1966 but has recovered to above 8% for each of the last three years.

3.19 EPM has expanded its distribution network in such a way as 
to

keep up with economic growth within the official limits 
of the municipali-

ties it supplies but totally inadequately to meet the needs of the mar-

ginal areas. As a result energy thefts rose from 1% of generation 
in

1960 to a peak of over 16% in 1968. Inadequate expansion of the distribu-

tion network is also reflected in the fact that increase of recorded 
con-

sumers -- some 75% since 1960 -- has been lower than for any other util-

ity studied in this review. This problem has resulted less from lack of

funds or plans on EPM's part than from refusal of the municipal authori-

ties to accept incorporation of marginal 
areas in the official city limits

and the consequent burden of service provision. 
The large amount of

energy stolen accounts for most of the shortfall between projected

and actual energy sales and equally for much of the 
steady upward

trend that has occurred in cost per unit sold. Nevertheless, even

after allowing for this fact, unit costs of delivered energy have

still shown a slow but steady upward trend, reaching 
about USc 0.5

in 1969.

l/ Troneras was a relatively minor element in the total costs of the

program, so that it was possible to cover these high overruns 
with-

out upsetting the whole financing plan.
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CVC/Chidral - Cali

3.20 CVC and Chidral are two of the three principal instituLi0IIS

involved in the complex organizational 
structure that has evolved 

for

supplying electricity to 
Cali, the third largest city in the country

(accounting for some 
15 of national value added 

in manufacturing indus-

try), and the surrounding Valle 
Department, the richest agricultural

region in Colombia. Chidral was established 
in 1944, as a subsidiary

of lectraguaS, with full 
rights for the hydroelectric 

development of

Anchicaya River, in order to overcome the 
shortage of power in Cali.

it was the first utility 
in Colombia to borrow 

from the Bank, in 1950,

and, as a condition for the loan, Chidral took 
over existing diesel

plants in Cali and became 
the sole bulk supplier 

of electricity to the

city. Distribution remained 
in the hands of EMCali, 

a municipal enter-

prise. in 1954-55, the Bank played a significant 
role in co incing

the national Government 
to agree to the establishment 

of CVG- as a

national institution, 
somewhat along the lines 

of the U.S. Tennessee

Valley Authority with 
responsibility for comprehensive 

development of

the natural resources of 
the Cauca Valley. In 1958, majority ownership

of Chidral was transferred 
from ylectraguas to CVC. The Bank's most

important loan for power 
development in the area 

was made in 1960, and

under this loan CVC and Chidral 
were made joint borrowers, 

with CVC

being responsible for 
planning and construction 

of the works financed

and Chidral for their 
subsequent operation. 

Despite earlier hopes 
for

merger the two organizations 
remain separate, and CVC, 

although having

a large majority of Chidral 
shares, does not have 

full control of the

company since Board composition 
is frozen, with 3 members 

appointed by

VC, 1 by iCali and 1 by the 
city of Cali, and all 

important decisions

require affirmative vote 
of four Board members, 

thus giving Cali veto

power. While EMCai remains responsible 
for distribution in the 

city,

CVC has developed a transmission 
network in the Valle and 

sells power

in bulk to smaller municipal distributors 
or directly in those areas

where it has taken over the distributing 
companies.

3.21 CVC/Chidral generating 
capacity has increased 

from some 12.5 MW

in 1950 to 250 MW in 1970,' of which about 185 MW is 
hydroelectric (65 MW

in the Anchicaya project 
and 120 MW at Calima) and 

some 65 MW thermal,

most of it at the coal-fired thermal 
station in Yumbo, an industrial

suburb of Cali. The Bank has provided most 
of the foreign exchange

required for all the units 
at Yumbo and for the two 

hydroelectric sta-

tions, as well as for some transmission 
and distribution developments,

1/ Corporacion Autonoma'Regional del Cauca. 
The initials CVC reflect

the original intention that the entity 
should be active in the three

departments Caldas (old), Valle and 
Cauca; in fact its operations

have been mainly confined 
to Valle.
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of which the most important has been a 115 kv line from Yumbo to Cartago

linking the Cali power system with CREC OManizales). The three small

Bank loans of the 1950s (1950, 1955 and 1958) made directly to Chidral

were principally for completion of the Anchicaya project 
(which had been

started in 1945 but had to be redesigned in 1948-50 due 
mainly to the

geological conditions encountered) and for 
two small 10 MW units

installed on an emergency basis at Yumbo within a few years of 
one another;

loads grew substantially more rapidly than expected and 
there appears to

have been a virtual absence of long-term planning. Capacity shortages

frequently recurred. The relatively large US$ 25 million loan of 
1960 to

CVC and Chidral again provided for an emergency unit 
(of 33 MW) at Yumbo

as well as for the first stage of Calima and for the Yumbo-Cartago trans-

mission line. The last loan, in 1963, was principally to cover part of

the cost overruns on Calima first stage and installation 
of an additional

two units there. The five loans amount to a total of US$ 44.6 million.

3.22 The Yumbo units were completed on schedule and fairly 
close to

forecast costs but there were delays of two years from 
the Bank's fore-

cast in completion of Anchicaya and Calima. And on the latter project,

there was a very serious cost overrun, of some 4 on the plant itself

and 60% for the plant plus related transmission.- Calima has also suf-

fered from hydrological difficulties; it was always envisaged mainly as

a peaking plant since mean flows were expected to be sufficient 
to gen-

erate only some 235 million Kwh per year from the 120 MW installed capac-

ity (equivalent to a capacity factor of some 22%) 
but generation has not

yet approached this level due to poor hydrological 
years experienced and

delays in filling the reservoir. The feasibility study for the project,

on which the Bank based its decision to support it, indicated 
a rate of

return of at least 15% on the extra investment required to build it, as

opposed to a coal-fired thermal plant. A new comparison, allowing for the

hydrological difficulties experienced to date but 
assuming average produc-

tion of 235 million Kwh in coming years, and assuming capital 
cost of the

thermal alternative to be US$ 200 per KW installed and fuel cost of USe 60

per million BTU (as at Yumbo now), also indicates a 15% internal rate of

return had construction costs been as originally expected. With the cost

overruns that have occurred, however, the return to the actual incremental

investment (of some US$ 20 million) appears to be in the range of 6-10%,

without making any allowance for the fact that a coal-fired plant would

have been built more quickly, hence avoiding at least part of the load

shedding in 1964 and 1965 which resulted from the two-year delay on

Calima. This suggests that Calima has been a rather marginal investment

since the opportunity cost of capital in Colombia is probably 
in the

1/ These cost overruns have been calculated on the basis of figures

deflated to allow for inflation; but they remain approximate due to

deficiencies in the underlying data.
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range of 10-12%. Whether the problems _- unexpected geological diffi-

culties with the bedrock and shortages of borrow material, disappoint-

ing hydrological conditions as well as import 
and labor problems for

the chief contractor - which have made the scheme barely economic

might have been avoided or better foreseen is hard 
to say at this stage,

but it does seem that insufficient attention may have been given 
to hydro

logical and geological investigations and to checking 
of cost estimates.

The Bank did not provide direct assistance for engineering 
investiga-

tions until inclusion of a special provision in the last loan 
(of 1963),

and this was partly as a means of staving off other projects which the

Bank thought to be uneconomic but which had strong political 
support.

3.23 Nevertheless, one of the more valuable contributions of 
the

Bank in the 1960s may in fact have been in discouraging 
other major new

projects favored by CVC/Chidral. Hydroelectric projects in the Cauca

Valley have been considerably more expensive than in the 
central part

of the country: average costs per kw installed (including transmission)

were U$ 387 and US$ 378 for Anchicaya and Calima, respectively, 
co-

pared with the range of US$ 160-250 for EEEB's 
and EPM's hydroplants.

On various occasions, the Bank turned down the proposed Calima 11, Timba

and Salvajina schemes. In 1965-66 CVC pressed for assistance 
on a fourth

unit at Yumbo, but the Bank supported the cheaper alternative 
of a 115 kv

link-up between CVC's Yumbo-Cartago line and a new line 
under construc-

tion from Bogota to Armenia. This solution was adopted and it has

enabled useful imports of energy 
from Bogota in 1969 and 1970. 

It was

feasible because of CVC's own foresight 
in including in its 1960 develop-

ment program the 115 kv line down 
the Cauca Valley which provided 

a link

with the CHEC system, as mentioned, and also enabled some village elec-

trification and reduction in cost of electricity 
supply in the small

towns of the valley.

3.24 Some of the delays and cost overruns 
on projects in this area,

as well as lags that have occurred in extension of the distribution sys-

tem and the frequent recourse to emergencv solutions, have 
been due to

the persistent financial problems 
of the entities involved and their

recurrent cash shortages. In the 1950s, the Bank was frequently con-

cerned with trying to ensure both 
additional equity contributions 

from

Chidral's shareholders and tariff increases to keep pace 
with inflation.

Despite periodic successes, the problems always returned. 
In ore case,

the Bank actually made loan effectiveness conditional 
upon appropriate

action and this did induce a tariff increase, even though it delayed loan

effectiveness more than a year. Generally, however, the Bank seems to

have taken a rather weaker position with regard to ad quacy of tariffs

and financial organization than in the case of EEEB and EPM. The tariff

covenant of the 1960 loan was vague; that of the 1963 loan was more spe-

cific, providing for designated levels of internal selfvfinancing 
over

certain periods, but the financial organization of the various entities

involved has been so weak and confused that it has 
not been possible, in
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the course of the evaluation, to establish whether these covenants

have been adhered to or not. The rate of return earned on revalued

assets has been very low, ranging between negative levels 
and 6.5%

over the last 15 years; it rose in recent years but still reached

only about 4% in 1969, the latest year for which data are available.

The Colombian Interconnection

3.25 Interconnection between EEEB, EEM, CVC/Chidral and CHEC,

the largest individual power companies in the country and 
the main

borrowers from the Bank, has been the central objective of the Bank in

its work with the Colombian power sector over the past decade. 
The

interconnection system, in the form of a 230 kv double-circuit Tee,

with lines totalling 500 km in length extending from Manizales 
(CHEC)

to Bogota, Medellin and Cali, is just now being completed 
at a total

cost of some US$ 23 million equivalent, 15% below the expected 
level.

Principal foreign exchange costs have been covered out of 
a Bank loan

of US$ 18.0 million made in 1968 to ISA, the interconnection company

set up in the previous year, after long delays, and owned in equal

shares by EEEB, EPM, CVC/Chidral and ICEL/CHEC. Initially the system

will be used to trade power among the companies, but in 1976 
the 500 MW

Chivor hydroplant, for which the Bank made a second loan to 
ISA of

US$ 52.3 million in 1970, and which is now under 
construction, should

start to generate power for supply via the interconnnection 
network to

ISA's four owners and probably other power companies also.

3.26 The Bank has played a key role in securing creation of ISA

and implementation of the interconnection and Chivor projects, 
and it

is unlikely that the interconnection system would now be nearing comple-

tion were it not for its efforts. The Bank first raised the issue in

1962 when it decided to insist that studies be made and that any fur-

ther major generating projects be considered in the context of a pos-

sible interconnection. The Bank's initiative started a long period of

studies and negotiations frequently delayed by the reluctance of 
the

regional companies to cooperate with one another and 
as often set mov-

ing again by Bank suggestions, questioning and pressure. 
Early in 1963

EEEB, EPM and CVC jointly commissioned a preliminary 
review of the poten-

tial advantages of interconnection by the principal Colombian engineer-

ing consultant firms and, when that had yielded favorable conclusions,

arrangements were made late in the same year for the necessary deeper

technical and organizational studies. Opposition to the interconnection

scheme came particularly from CVC and EPM. CVC faced a prospective

power shortage and, given the relatively high-cost 
hydroelectric poten-

tial of the Cauca Valley, stood particularly to benefit from intercon-

nection; this also meant, on the other hand, that it might lose major

new construction projects (hydroelectric plants) for its own area 
and

that it would be heavily dependent on power supplied by other companies,

thus running the risk of becoming the first victim in case of emergency.



EPM, due to the favorable hydrosites in its area, was likely to be an

exporter of power but it was equally reluctant to participate in a

scheme which would involve sharing its good resources with others (and

possibly promoting their industrial development), 
raising the price ot

power in Medellin (since prices would tend to 
equality throughout an

interconnected system) and becoming dependent on an entity 
in which

the Central Government would likely play an important part. 
In face

of this and other opposition and delays, the Bank's approach, always

careful to avoid imposition of any particular solution of its 
own mak-

ing, moved through three phases, from calling for 
studies of the inter-

connection concept, through refusing loans for projects which 
would be

superfluous with interconnection, to denial of any further lending to

the companies involved until they had implemented steps on which they

had agreed in principle. It is possible that the Bank could have

hastened progress by being firmer at an earlier stage and refusing to

lend for EPM's Guatape project in 1964 but, due to the long delays on

this project, it is actually being completed less than a year before

it would be essential to the interconnected system, even with 
the lower

than expected load growth and exceptionally favorable hydrological 
con-

ditions of the last two years.

3.27 In the early years of the discussions interconnection was

expected to be completed by 1967 but it was not until 
November 1966

that agreement in principle was finally reached among the participating

companies, under strong pressure from the President of Colombia; 
it

took nearly another year to form ISA and an additional few months 
to

select a management team acceptable to all parties; and the Bank's 
loan

for the interconnection network was not signed until December 
1968.

3.28 Four principal classes of economic benefits should result

directly from interconnection. First, it will enable earlier and

faster exploitation of large hydroelectric sites such as the Chivor

scheme, which is ultimately expected to have an installed capacity of

1,000 MW, at an average cost of only US$ 150 per kw installed. Second,

amalgamation of the systems and resulting pooling of 
reserves will

enable a given level of system reliability to be attained with less gen-

erating capacity -- probably some 50 MW less in the Colombian intercon-

nected system during the 1970s. Third, peak load of the combined sys-

tem is expected to be about 3% less than the sum of the peak loads 
of

the separatesystems due to diversity in time of individual system 
peaks.

Fourth, integrated operation should enable more efficient use of avail-

able generating capacity, especially hydroelectric capacity, due to the

possibilities of using storage capacity better and the 
regional divers-

ity of hydrological regimes; this should reduce system operating 
costs,

especially fuel costs. Various estimates of the aggregate costs of

meeting expected power loads through 1980 in the regions involved 
show

significant savings in the 'with interconnection' case. 
Calculations

show that the savings would have been significantly greater had 
inter-

connection been accomplished by 1967.
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3.29 Beyond these benefits are several others, less tangible but
possibly more important in the long run. First, creation of ISA has
helped to stimulate much needed cooperation among other power compa-
nies presently not involved in the scheme but preparing to join. Sec-
ond, ISA provides the first link between the major power companies and
may be the nucleus of the strong central organization badly needed in
the Colombian power sector to attain more efficient data collection,
planning and plan implementation. Third, the fact that ISA will have
responsibility for major new generating and transmission developments
(a legal attribution of responsibility valuably upheld by the Bank in
the Chivor discussions) should tend to cause the local companies to
give more adequate attention to distribution, which has tended to lag
in the past. Fourth, integration of the systems, and the existence of
the transmission links between them, should enable power to be made
available more cheaply than in the past in those areas where it has
been most expensive, possibly contributing to righting the existing
imbalance between the major cities and other areas and opening oppor-
tunities for use of power to stimulate development in the latter. The
interconnnection links now completed should be the core of a national
system which, within the next 10-15 years, will join all principal
inhabited regions of Colombia.



CHAPTER IV - COMPARATIVE PERFORMANCE UNDER THE LOANS

4.01 Excluding ISA, this study covers ten companies to which Lhe Bank

has made 39 loans, of which 28 are fully or nearly fully disbursed. high-

lights of the evolution of the individual companies and of the Bank's work

with each of them have been covered descriptively in the last two chapters.

The purpose of the present chapter is to cover more systematically, and in

a comparative manner, performance in connection with several specific dimen-

sions of the loans -- the accuracy of the underlying load forecasts, the

balance that eventuated between generating capacity and loads, plant con-

struction periods and costs, trends in company growth and efficiency, and

observance of agreements with the Bank. Investment financing patterns are

covered in the next chapter. The main focus is on the loans fully or nearly

fully disbursed.

4.02 Load forecast accuracy can be measured in different ways and

for some purposes it is most useful to compare actual peak loads or total

energy requirements with forecast levels. Here however emphasis is placed

on changes in peak demand and energy consumption from the base year pre-

ceding signature of the loan, since it is this change which principally

determines the size of investments in capacity expansion; The accuracy of

forecasts hastherefore been measured by the ratio

Forecast Change in Demand from Base Year x 100, %
R Actual Change in Demand trom Base Year

The error in the forecast is given by the expression (R - 100, %). For a

completely accurate forecast R would assume the value 100, while for an

overestimate it would be greater than 100. This measure of accuracy

obviously results in figures that are higher in absolute terms than would

result from comparison of absolute levels of demand.

4.03 Leaving aside extreme observations, the following table shows

the results of the analysis for both energy sales and peak demands. As

the table indicates, more data were available regarding peak load than

energy sales, so that the underlying samples are different and no signi-

ficance can be attributed to the relationship between the figures for

loads and sales for individual years. The table indicates that over all

forecast intervals, increases in energy sales and peak loads have been
overestimated by an average of 10% for the former and 97 for the latter.
For the most important forecast intervals (3 to 7 years ahead), roughly
corresponding to the construction periods for the generating plants, over-
estimates have been somewhat greater on average -- some 15 - 20% for
energy sales and some 10 - 15% for peak loads.
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Table 4.1

Mean and Standard Deviation of R by Forecast Intervals

(Years Ahead from Base Year) fo Energy Sales and Peak

Loadsa

Years Total Total

3 4 5 6 7 Yrs. 3 - 7, Yrs. 1 - 10

Sales

Observations 28 28 20 17 11 104 170

R % 116 117 120 112 115 116 110

S % 29 34 33 38 32 33 38

Peak Load

Observations 31 32 30 24 15 132 214

% 115 116 112 108 110 113 109

S% 46 43 46 51 36 45 51

R% = Mean of R

S% = Standard deviation of R

a/ Excluding extreme observations in which forecasts were 200% or more of
actuals.

4.04 These results indicate a higher level of overestimjing than

was found in a larger survey of 75 Bank loans to 37 countries.- There

the average overestimate on forecasts of energy sales was found to be only

2%, identical to that found for a sample of (mainly European) industriali-
zed countries. In some ways more significant than the average overestimate

is the dispersion of the forecasts from actual. Table 4.1 shows that the
standard deviation of the energy sales forecast was 38%, which is identical

1_/ See Economics Department Working Paper No. 79, 'Ex-post Evaluation of
Electricity Demand Forecasts,' IBRD, June 1970.
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to that found in the larger survey mentioned, and twice the level for the

industrialized countries studied there. It is of course to be expected

that forecasts would be somewhat less accurate for the developing couintries

in view of many factors such as low base levels of electricity consumption,

dependence of economic activity on variable harvests 
and international com-

modity prices, etc.

4.05 More important than the sheer accuracy of load forecasts is the

question whether the wide dispersion of actuals 
from forecasts has led to

significant imbalances between demand for electricity and available 
supply

capacity. One general measure of this is the relation between forecast

and actual levels of gross reserve generating capacity (defined as the

difference between installed capacity and peak load). Comparison shows

hat, despite the general tendency to overestimation of peak loads, gross

reserves have in fact tended to fall short of expected levels -- by an

average of about 15%. The effect of load overestimates has been more than

offset, overall, by delays in plant completion, perhaps partly because similar

local factors work to slow down completion of power projects and industrial

projects alike. Delays in system additions have not generally been 
serious

enough to require serious load shedding except in a few instances, 
mainly

Ethiopia in 1966, EEEB and EPM in the early 1960s and CVC/Chidral 
in

1964-65.

4.06 Company-by-company analysis is necessary to show whether the

systems presently have excess generating capacity for meeting 
the demand

that they face. Such analysis, using a rather strict criterion -- the

extent of spare capacity at effective peak
1 / -- indicates no clear excess

of generating capacity for meeting leads which occurred in 1970 on most of

the 14 systems analyzed (including 5 systems of CFE). Appendix Table 4.1

gives details. The large apparent capacity reserves of VRA are to be ex-

plained by the large size of its units and the requirements of its 
special

power contract. Those of EPM and NEB result mainly from the fact that

water conditions happened to be good in both cases in 1970; they would have

been lower had flows been closer to recorded minimum levels. However,

there are clear signs of excessive capacity in the EELPA and PUB systems

and, as indicated in Chapter II, it is likely that this will continue to

be the case for several years. The 1970 peak load on both systems fell

substantially short of expectations -- by 30% and 15%of forecast levels for

EELPA (forecast of 1964) and PUB (forecast of 1966) respectively. Gross

reserves were 90% and 70% of peak demand and spare capacity at effective

peak was 50% and 30% respectively.

1/ Effective peak is defined as the peak at the critical time in the year

when the margin between demand and capacity actually available (after

water losses and maintenance outages, scheduled and unscheduled) is

least or load shedding greatest (excluding short-term outages).



4.07 The 28 loans covered in this report helped to finance completed

projects having a total cost of about $2.9 billion equivalent, of which

nearly 60% was for generation and most of the remainder equally divided

between transmission and distribution. Appendix Table 4.2 gives details.

Generating plants built or extended with the help of the loans total 71,

of which 39 are hydroelectric and 32 thermal; CFE accounts for a major

share, with 24 plants of each type, and this has a significant effect on

the conclusions presented below.

4.08 Delays in completion of generating plants have averaged one year,

but have been much longer in Mexico (16 months on average) than elsewhere

(7 months). Causes for these delays were presented in the last two chap-

ters, but most typically they were technical; in addition a significant

portion of the overall delay was due to late start of construction. As

regards construction periods thermal plants averaged about three years, both

forecast and actual. Construction periods were naturally much longer for

most hydroelectric plants and delays often larger, due to greater dependence

on natural phenomena; actual construction periods average five years, and

delays on forecasts six months, except in Colombia and Mexico where they

averaged about one year.

4.09 The 39 hydroelectric plants totalled 6050 MW as against 5250 MW
forecast, the capacity increase originating mainly from design changes.

Overall, hydroelectric plants averaged about $190/kw total cost (excluding
related transmission), 15% above forecasts, but still quite low. Again,

experience differed sharply between Colombia and Mexico, on the one hand,

and the other countries covered, on the other. Plants built in Colombia

had unit cost overruns averaging 25%, and those in Mexico 76%, primarily

due to very large overruns on local costs; however, even with the overruns,
unit costs averaged only $200/kw and $195/kw respectively. Plants in other
countries averaged $180/kw, 20% under the forecast figure. The average
ratio of foreign to domestic cost was 20/80 in Mexico and 47/53 elsewhere,
making an overall average of 40/60.

4.10 The 32 thermal plants aggregated about 3250 MW, 350 MW more
than orioinally forecast. Thermal plants average $174/kw total cost, 7%

above the forecast level, with the non-Mexican plants again showing a con-

trary pattern with a slight saving of 3% resulting in $178/kw on average;
cost overruns on Mexican plants averaged 37% above estimates but actual
costs were in line with those of other plants, averaging $168/kw in Mexico.
The proportion of foreign to domestic cost averaged 68/32 for thermal
plants built outside Argentina and Mexico and about 55/45 in these countries,
averaging 58/42 on all plants. Analysis of the actual unit costs for ther-
mal units reveals a normal pattern of scale economies with the savings in
cost per kilowatt decreasing with increasing unit size.
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4.11 The quality and extent of the technical information available

from both Bank reports and the utilities on the transmission and distribu-

tion projects do not permit systematic analysis; this is partly due to the

large amount and great diversity of technical specifications and small-size

equipments involved in these projects which would require, for comprehen-

sive review, a larger amount of research than could be accomplished in this

study. On transmission, about 18,600 km of circuit lines were erected under

the Bank projects; time overruns were minor except in Colombia and actual

costs seem generally to have fallen slightly below original cost estimates.

The proportion of foreign to domestic costs in transmission projects has

varied considerably, depending mainly on the extent of local production
capability, and ranging from 19/81 in Argentina to 76/24 in Africa, averaging
55/45 for all cases.

4.12 Available data on distribution expansions in four countries that

were financed out of Bank loans suggest that actual costs fell substa tially
below cost estimates. Detailed data were not available on the large dis-
tribution expansion and rural electrification programs undertaken during
the 1960s in Mexico with Bank support.

4.13 Comparigon between the ten companies and electrical utilities
in the developing countries as a whole shows that, except for EPM, the com-
panies reviewed have been growing exceptionally rapidly. Even leaving
aside those which have grown especially fast due to recent creation or to
major acquisitions (VRA, Furnas and CFE), peak loads and energy sales for
the other seven companies of the group have grown between 1960 and 1970 at
an average rate (unweighted) of 13.2% p.a., which compares with 11.6% p.a.
overall average growth of electrical utility energy sales in the 87 develop-
ing member countries of the Bank Group with populations of more than one
million. Installed capacity of the seven companies has averaged 12.9%
annual growth. Sales have grown faster than customers, indicating an aver-
age annual increase of 4% in Kwh consumption per customer. Labor produc-
tivity, defined in very global terms of energy sales per employee, has
been growing rapidly at rates between 6 and 9% for all companies. Appendix
Table 4.3 gives details.

4.14 Appendix Table 4.4 gives, for all the companies, trends over
the period 1955-70 in average prices and cost per Kwh and in annual rates
of return on capital invested, based for comparability on a standardized
concept which relates the net revenues to average net fixed assets in
service, revalued where necessary to allow for sizeable inflation. Net
revenues are defined as gross revenues from electricity sales, including
sales taxes, less operating expenses-including adequate provision for de-
preciation. Income taxes and interest are considered to be part of the
return for this purpose. In all companies except VRA and CVC/Chidral,
standard rates of return have in recent years exceeded the 8 - 9% level,
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and in all except SEGBA and the Colombian companies they have shown an in-

creasing trend over the long run. Even leaving aside the hydroelectric

bulk suppliers, average costs vary greatly, from 0.5C per Kwh to 2.3c, as

do average prices, ranging from about 1.0q in the case of the Colombian

companies to over 3.5c in Buenos Aires- and Ethiopia.

4.15 In discussing cost trends and related factors it is helpful to

distinguish between three types of company covered in this review: first,

the essentially urban utilities, responsible for supply to one city or

metropolitan region (PUB, EEEB, EPM and SEGBA); second, the bulk supply

companies, having practically no distribution responsibilities (CVCAhidral,

Furnas and VRA); and third, the national power entities, responsible for

all phases of supply in extensive national areas (EELPA, NEB and CFE).

Within each of these classes there are of course great differences of

size among the various companies, and many other technical differences

which must be borne in mind.

4.16 Singapore's PUB has managed to reduce its average cost per Kwh

sold substantially, so that average profits have increased even though

average prices have fallen. In this respect it shows a very good opera-

tional performance compared with the other urban companies. Sharp reduc-

tions appear to have been made in all the main elements of expenditure,
as shown in Table 4.2. Although its generation facilities are entirely

thermal, PUB has a lower labor cost per Kwh delivered than EPM, entirely

hydroelectric. Labor costs per unit are only about one-fifth of those in

SEGBA, which still has a very severe problem of excess labor (it has a

larger labor force than for the whole of CFE). PUB's other non-fuel-and-

depreciation costs are still less than half those of SEGBA, although the

latter have declined somewhat in recent years as a result of special

efforts to improve efficiency; they are naturally much higher than those

of the predominantly hydroelectric Colombian companies. PUB's deprecia-
tion costs per unit have declined sharply, presumably mainly as a result

of the larger generating units added, with lower cost per kw installed.

PUB's fuel cost/Kwh has fallen over the period 1965-70 at an average rate

of some 16% p.a., of which 13% is due to decrease in fuel prices and 3% to

increasing operational efficiency in PUB's thermal plants and to reduc-

tion in distribution losses, which are substantially lower in PUB than in

the other three urban companies.

4.17 Among the three bulk supply companies, Furnas has shown much

the best financial performance, partly due to the arrangements made to

permit regular adjustment of prices to keep up with inflation in costs.

Deflated, unit costs on the Furnas system have shown a sharp increase,
but much of this increase is not indicative of real cost changes but of

legal changes affecting treatment of depreciation; the average cost of
energy produced has also risen as a result of the take-over of thermal
facilities from Chevap. Labor costs have risen sharply , partly for this
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Table 4.2: Structure of Average Costs/Kwh Sold in Utilities Serving Urban Areas

(In US( equivalent, at average market exchange rates)

PUB SEGBAdI EEEB EPM
1960 1965 1970 1962 1965 1968 1960. 1965 _1970 1960 1965 1970

Depreciation 0.55 0.45 0.37 0.43 0.35 0.47 0.19 0.27 0.24 0.11 0.19 0.21

Fuel 0.59 o. 66V 0.32 0.55 0.59 0.44 0.04 0.04 0.02 - - -

Salaries/Wages ) 

0 

0.15 0.85 1.39-/ 0.96 0.21 0.24 0.22 0.17 0.26 0.21
)
S0.54 0.63

Other Oper. Costs) 0.20 0.68 0.62 0.46 0.09 0.10 0.11 0.09 0.03 0.05

TOTAL 1.68 1.74 1.04 2.51 2.95 2.33 0.53 0.65 0.59 0.37 0.48 0.47

a/ Data not available for 1960 and 1970, so 1962 and 1968 are given instead.

b/ Includes 0.15( for fuel tax, which was at an exceptionally high level in 1965 and 1966.

c/ Reflects the very high staffing level reached in 1965.



reason. VRA has been able to decreae so ewhat its average cost/Kwh 
sold

re o.2, the lowest among all comnies, 
Chidral costs remain compara-

ively high and show no downward trend. 
Transmission losses have 

been

kept uinder 5% of generation in the three companies, and labor productivity

(again in very global terms) in Furnas and VRA has naturally 
been growing

very rapidly, reaching about 
2,500 rnh/empoyee in 1970.

4.18 Performances have varied 
widely among the three national com-

panies, of such greatly varying size FE, with 5,400 MW installed

capacity and nearly 4 million custome; NEB with 
670 mW and about half

a million customers; and EELPA with 120 tW and barely more than 100,000

customers, by far the smallest of all the utilities under review. Standard

rates of return for the three have been rather similar over the last decade,

averaging 7.0%, 8.5% and 7.4% respectively. Like PUB, but in smaller pro-

portions, NEB has steadily reduced its average 
price and cost per Kwh sold

while increasing its average profit Due to its wider responsibilities in

administration and distribution, as well as to increased depreciation charges,

CFE has had slowly increasing average costs and prices per Kwh 
sold, but in

1970 both were still the lowest among the three companies. EELPA's average

costs and prices have fallen substantially over the long term 
but shown a

significant upward trend 
in the last years.

4.19 Many of the Bank's financial and 
institutional objectives in

connection with its loans have been 
expressed in the form of covenants in

the Loan Agreements or supplementary 
letters attached to the Loan Agreements.

The conditions set were generally designed 
to assure sound financial manage-

ment and development and sound 
organization and operations in 

the company

and/or the country's power sector 
as a whole. Appendix Table 4.5 gives a

comprehensive summary of major covenants 
and supplementary letters.

4.20 Financial covenants have covered 
two basic aspects: the tariff

level required to obtain a minimum financial 
rate of return on assets or

to attain a certain self-financing 
ratio, and limits on the incurrence 

of

long-term debt to assure a sound financial structure and satisfactory cover-

age of debt service obligations. Table 4.3 shows that all the companies

have respected Bank financial covenants in most years but most have failed

the covenant tests in at least one year. Due to the reluctance of the 
res-

pective Governments to approve tariff increases, CFE in 1961-64 and EEEB

in 1963-66 did not meet the self-financing ratios required. The rate of

return covenants were not complied with in some 
instances; NEB fell slight-

ly short of its required 8% rate in 1967, and PUB's rate of return fell

below the required 8% level in 1965 and 1966 due to sizeable increases 
in

fuel and property taxes which were subsequently 
partly rescinded. More

importantly, in 1964/65, 1967 and 1970/71, the Argentine Government turned

down SEGBA's requests for rate increases; however, in Jhe past, the Govern-

ment partially compensated the company by additional 
returns in subsequent
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Table 4.3
Departures From Financial Covenants with the Bank and

Average Financial Rate of Return 1960-70
(Figures in brackets represent the values in the years shown of the

indicators to which the covenants referred)

Tests for Incurrence of 1960-70
Long-term Debt a/ Average

Debt Service Debt/Equity Self-financing Financial Financial
Coverage Ratio Ratio Rate of Return Rate of Return

SEGBA:
1964 1963-70 1964/65(4 &7.4%) 7.7
(1.5) (41/59 to 53/47) - 1967 (7%),

1970 (5.5%)
Furnas:

- 1969 (9.8%) 9.0 b/
EEEB:

- - 1963-66 (23%) - 12.7
EPM:

- 1967-70 1961-65 (34%) - 9.5 c/
CVC/CHIDRAL:

n.a. 1957-58 - - 3.9 c/
(54/56)

EELPA:
- - 1965-67 (31%) - 5.9

VRA:
1966-70 -- - 2.5 d/
(max.1.3)

NEB:
- - 1964 (7.7%) 9.3

CFE:
1953-59, - 1961-64 (21%) 1959 e/ 5.5 f/
(0.3 to 1.4) 9.0 f/

1962,1965
(1.4)(0.5)
1966-69
(0.9-1.3)

PUB:
- - - 1965-66 10. 5 g/

(6.1 and 7.2%) 9.2 L/

a/ Entries in these two columns show not actual departures from covenants,
but only caseswhere there is a prima facie case that departures may have
occurred if the companies previously took on long-term debt without Bank
approval.

b/ Average over 1964-70. c/ Average over 1960-69. d/ Average over 1966-70.
e/ CFE had agreed in a side letter to the 1958 Loan Agreement to earn a 9/

return on its major systems. In 1959, returns on its systems in the Cen-
tral, Oriental, Occidental, and Northern systems were 7.4, 6.9, 1.9 and
0.4% respectively.

f/ The first rate does not take into account the proceeds of the Power Con-
sumption Tax; the second one does.

g/ The first rate, average over 1960-70, refers to PUB's Electricity Depart-
ment only; the second one refers to the whole PUB and is the average over
1961-69.
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years (as required under the Agreement) and by providing additional equity

and loans. Though the Table seems to imply that there were many departures

from the covenants on the incurrence of long-term debt, 
this is not in fact

the case because new long-term debts may not have 
been incurred in earlier

years even though debt-service exceeded the agreed 
levels! or they may

have been incurred with prior approval from the Bank as occurred with SEGBA,

VRA, EPM and CVC/Chidral; on the other hand, CFE and other entities of

Mexico' s power sector on several occasions incurred long and medium 
term

debts without the approval of the Bank.

4.21 The various management and institutional covenants introduced

in the Loan Agreements aimed generally at achieving: (a) improvements of

the construction, technical and planning operations of the companies, 
mostly

through consultants' assistance (SEGBA, CFE, EEEB, EPM, CVC/Chidral, PUB);

(b) review, reorganization and/or improvement of 
management procedures and

of some departments of the companies, in particular of the financial depart-

ments and procedures and of the accounting systems (EEEB, EPM, CFE,

PUB, SEGBA, VRA); and, (c) improvements affecting the power sector more

widely (Argentina, Brazil, Colombia, Ghana and Mexico).

4.22 Covenants of the first type, relating closely to the implemen-

tation of the projects themselves, appear generally to have 
been respected

without major difficulties and delays. The main exception would appear to

be in the case of CFE which has satisfactorily observed many 
such under-

takings, but where improvements are still needed in the control of construc-

tion costs, which have invariably overrun the estimates and where 
the

frequency unification, in some ways more a sector issue, is still pending

implementation.

4.23 Covenants of the second type have covered basically two

aspects of the companies, the constitutional structure and the internal

management and organization. Covenants dealing with the constitutional

aspects were generally fulfilled; recently, however, in the cases of both

SEGBA and EPM, the statutes of the companies and Board composition were

substantially changed by decisions taken without notice to or approval

of the Bank and, consequently in the case of SEGBA a management indepen-

dent from the Board for daily operation no longer exists. Covenants

dealing with internal managerial and organizational aspects have generally

been fulfilled eventually, but often with delays and difficulties. CFE's

financial departments have been reviewed and reorganized since 1959 as

recommended, but considerable further improvements are still needed. Con-

versely, the reorganization of PUB's accounting department called for in

1963 was implemented with a delay of some three years, buc results have

been positive and satisfactory. In CVC the covenants seem to have been

little observed; in particular, the power operations of CVC and Chidral

have not been amalgamated, as called for in 1963.

1/ i.e. it exceeded the agreed level in the particular year shown. This

is not exactly the same as the normal Bank debt limitation covenant

which relates maximum future debt service to cash generation in the

preceding year.
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4.24 Sector policy commitments have generally related to improved

coordination of planning and operations, improvements in Government regula-

tions affecting tariff levels, and strengthening of distribution 
companies'

networks. In the Buenos Aires area and the South-Central region of Brazil,

coordinated planning of generation and distribution expansion 
have been

gradually accomplished by increasing cooperation 
among the entities in-

volved, and inter-utility load dispatch centers were, or are about to be,

completed, in the case of SEGBA and Furnas respectively. In Ghana, ECG

was established, although with a two-year delay. In Mexico four of the

ten system load dispatch centers called for in the1965 Loan Agreement -have

so far been established, interconnection between two major systems was made

in 1967 and steps are under way towards further interconnections as well as

the frequency unification required. In the case of Colombia seoetal of the

main sectoral developments have been promoted by the Bank throug4 
separate

agreements with the Government on economic policy 
as well as refusal of new

lending rather than by Loan Agreement covenants; considerable 
success has

been had, as discussed in Chapter III, and to the extent that the covenants

do reflect these measures (creation of ISA, establishment of Utilities

Tariff Board, use of revalued assets for tariff calculations) they appear

to have been fulfilled.



CHAPTER V - INVESTNT PROGRAM FINANCING

5.01 The core of the Bank's work in the field 
of electric power has

been to mobilize financing for investment 
programs, and it is the purpose

of this Chapter to explore some of the important 
financial issues which

arise in this connection. The Bank has been concerned with helping 
borrow-

ers to arrange complementary domestic and 
foreign financing for the

programs it has helped finance. An important objective has been to 
secure

adequate domestic financing to avoid 
delays in program execution, as point-

ed out in Chapter I. Another objective, especially in recent 
years but

existing from the earliest days, has been to raise foreign 
financing from

sources outside the Bank itself. How far have these objectives been

accomplished? Key parts of the rationale for a major IBRD role in finan-

cing electric power have been the sheer 
size of the resources required and

certain advantages in financial terms and conditions that the Bank could

offer, as mentioned in Chapter I. How valid are these points?

5.02 In Chapter I it was estimated that total investment 
in elec-

trical utility systems in developing countries over the period 1950-70

aggregated some $40 billion. The following Table based on various simple

assumptions, shows estimates of the breakdown of this figure by five-year

periods and matches them with gross Bank 
Group disbursements for power to

give an indication of how the Bank Group's 
global role has evolved.

Table 5.1

Estimates of Total Investment in Public Power 
Supply in Developing Countries

1951-70 and of IBRD/IDA Share

(amounts in $ billions)

Estimated IBRD/IDA
Total Disbursements

Five-Year Investment For IBRD/IDA as % of

Periods in Power a/ Power Total Foreign b/

1951-55 3.9 0.2 6.2 12.4

1956-60 6.4 0.4 5.6 11.2

1961-65 11.1 1-1 9.5 19.0

1966-70 18.6 1.3 6.8 13.6

40.0 3.0 7.5 15.0

a/ Based on UN figures for growth of installed public generating 
capacity

and an assumed $450 total investment per kw installed.

b/ Based on assumption of 50% foreign exchange component.
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Assuming, as the Table does, that about 50% of the estimated $40 billion o

investment in electric power in the developing countries has been in foreign

exchange, then the Bank Group has covered about 15% of 
this, with a peak

(in percentage terms) apparently reached in the first half of the 1960s.

The detailed figures underlying the Table suggest that in 1970 the Bank may

have provided about 13% of the total foreign exchange 
financing. Good

figures are not available on a global basis for other sources of foreign

financing, but it is quite clear that the Bank Group has been the predominant

institutional source, and a reasonable estimate for the last five years, on

the basis of DACl_/ and other data, would be that, in terms of commitments,

it has accounted for about 40% of the total provided by all official and

Governmental sources (bilateral aid, official supplier credits and loans and

grants from international institutions); this in turn would mean that 66%

of total foreign exchange requirements have been met from developing countries'

own foreign exchange earnings and from foreign private 
sources (mainly private

supplier credits and bond issues).

5.03 The role of the Bank Group has of course been proportionately

much larger for, the investment programs in which it has actually partici-

pated. The investment programs covered in this review 
aggregate some $4.5

billion or a little more than 10% of the world 
total of $40 billion cited.

Available information2./ indicates that overall 
the Bank Group has accounted

for about 25% of the total cost of these investment programs or

about 50 of the foreign exchange requirements. The remainder of the

foreign financing has been provided to the extent of about 20% each by

supplier credits (official and private) and 
loans from foreign private

financial institutions, and the rest by foreign bond issues 
and bilateral

loans. The importance of foreign private financial institutions and foreign

bond issues in the total results almost entirely from inclusion 
of Mexico

in the review. The Bank -has been proportionately more important for all the

other companies, and in several cases -- particularly the Colombian companies,

Malaysia and Ethiopia -- it has been the exclusive foreign source, or nearly

so.

5.04 As regards domestic funds, analysis of all programs reviewed

for which data are available shows that, overall, three main sources have

been about equally important: loans from the public and private sectors,

equity contributions from the public sector, and net internal cash genera-

tion, each accounting fOr some 16% of total funds. Again the pattern is

heavily influenced by Mexico; leaving that case aside, net internal cash

generation accounts for nearly 30% of total funds and public sector contri-

butions (debt and equity) for about 25%.

1/ Development Assistance Committee of the OECD, Annual Aid Review 
Statis-

tical Tables.
2/ No data are available for the CVC/Chidral programs or for Mexico before

1958.
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More significant than these 
global averages are trends 

over

time and comparisons of actual 
figures with the Bank's forecasts, 

the lat-

ter reflecting to some extent 
the financial objectives pursued by the Bank.

Comparisons over time are 
not possible for VRA and EELPA because 

each had

only one Bank loan fully or nearly 
fully disbursed by the end of 

1970, and

data on sources of funds are 
not available for CVC/Chidral, 

as mentioned;

hence these companies have 
had to be omitted from the analysis. 

Table 5.2

shows average patterns (unweighted), both forecast 
and actual, for the

first loan to each company and 
for the latest loan fully or 

nearly fully

disbursed. Mexico is shown separately from the 
other cases because of

its very distinct pattern.

5.06 For the six companies the Table shows 
that net internal cash

generation, as a proportion of total funds, 
generally fell short of Bank

projections unde the first loan -- partly because of underestimates 
of

total requirements and partly 
because of shortfalls in the absolute amount

of internal cash generation. 
The gap in the financing plan 

was made up

oainly by increased Government 
contributions. By contrast, under the

latest loan, generally made six years after 
the first one received by each

company, net internal cash generation 
has been slightly greater than 

fore-

cast. Foreign borrowing has generally 
represented a smaller share 

of total

sources of funds than projected 
but has remained about steady at just over

40u. The main change over time has 
been a sharp increase in the share of

total requirements of funds generated 
internally (up from 25% to 40%) 

and

a corresponding reduction in 
the share contributed from other 

domestic

sources, mainly Government. 
A minor change has been a reduction 

in the

share of foreign borrowing accounted 
for by the Bank, with supplier 

credits

mainly filling the gap; however Bank 
funds still account for about a third

of total requirements. The greatly increased share of retained 
earnings,

the larger share of foreign sources other than the 
Bank, and the increased

accuracy of the forecasts of total requirments 
of funds all indicate a

marked strengthening of the companies' financial situation and capabilities,

consistent with what the Bank had sought.

5.07 The Mexican situation contrasts strongly with the other 
compa-

D'es. Internal cash generation has Thllen far short of the share attributed

to it in forecasts, and increasingly so. The Bank's actual share of total

sources has been much lower than in the other companies, 
but has increased

slightly over time. The aggregate share of foreign 
borrowing has increased

greatly, with bond issues and loans 
from private financial institutions

accounting for most of the increase.

5.08 Another dimension of the Bank's financial 
contribution to the

companies reviewed is the speed with 
which Bank commitments have materi-

alized in the form of actual disbursements. Two significant indicators of

the disbursement pattern were found to be the 10% and 
82.5% cut-off
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Table 5.2

Forecast and Actual Sources of Funds for Investment: Evolution Over Time

(in percentages of total sources)

Six Companya_/ Average Pattern

Average Pattern in Mexico-/

rlrst loan last loan first loan last loan

to utility to utility to utilityc to utilityc

ACTUAL

1. Net Internal
Cash Generation 25 40 9 -

(23) (13)

2. Other Domestic
Contributions 32 18 46 32

(32) (19)

3. Foreign
Borrowing: Total 43 42 45 68

of which IBRD 38 32 12 15

Total 100 100 100 100

FORECAST

1. Net Internal
Cash Generation 33 38 20 26

(45) (43)

2. Other Domestic
Contributions 19 15 49 31

(24) (14)

3. Foreign
Borrowing: Total 48 47 31 43

of which IBRD 34 42 31 34

Total 100 100 100 100

Total Funds: Forecast 0.87 1.03 0.57 0.83
Actual

a/ i.e. SEGBA, Furnas, NEB, PUB, Bogota and Medellin.

b/ Figures in brackets allow for inclusion of Power Consumption Tax within

revenues; loans incurred to refinance debt contracted earlier are excluded

from all analyses.

c/ Most recent loan to each company fully or nearly fully disbursed.

/ i.e. 1958 loan, since sources of funds not available for earlier loans.
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percentages of cumulative disbursements. 
Before the 10% level was reached,

disbursements had often been delayed by initial uncertainties 
about pro-

cedures and procurement, and after the 82.5% 
level was reached disburse-

ments often slowed down due to minor problems in bringing a project to

ultimate completion, delayed final payments 
to contractors, etc.; between

these two cut-off percentages disbursements tended 
to follow a more regular

pattern. Data for the 28 loans under review which have 
been fully or nearly

fully disbursed are summarized in the following 
Table.

Table 5.3

Periods (In Months After Signing Dates) Necessary to 
Reach the 10% and 82.5%

Cut-Off Points on Cumulative Disbursements

Overall Average Average

Average on first on latest

(28 loans) loans loans

Forecast
10% cut-off 6 5 6

82.5% cut-off 30 31 28

Rates (in % per month--) 3.0 2.8 3.2

Actual
10% cut-off 9 10 11

82.5% cut-off 39 42 29

Rates (in % per month,/) 2.4 2.2 4.0

Delay between signing and

effectiveness 3 4 3

a/ i.e. between the two cut-off points.

The Table shows that disbursements have generally 
started later and taken

longer than expected. However, here again there have been sharp improve-

ments over time. Whereas it had typically taken 42 months to reach the

82.57. cut-off point in first loans to the companies (compared with 31 months

forecast), the pattern of the latest loans showed it to have been reached

in only 29 months on average, compared with 28 forecast.

5.09 Dataare unfortunately not available on typical disbursement

periods for power loans from other sources, but it is possible to comment,

on the basis of the sample reviewed, on three important ways in which Bank

Group loans are generally believed to be preferable to other types of

financing for power: better financial terms, availability for procurement
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from any other member country (plus Switzerland) under international compe-

titive bidding, and Bank scrutiny of project composition and contract spe-

cifications.

5.10 Financial terms of foreign loans are important both to the

company borrowing (as illustrated by the repeated difficulties which have

confronted CFE in Mexico due to its over-dependence on short-term debt) and

to the country in which it is located. The rapid increase of the developing

countries' debt service obligations has been a matter of world-wide concern.

Due to its very heavy capital requirements (often with relatively high im-

port component) the electric power sector is not unimportant in the overall

foreign debt picture. Data available for seven out of the eight countriesl!

covered in this review show that electric power accounts for foreign debt

of some $2.5 billion or 26% of total foreign debt publicly guaranteed,

ranging from some 18% in Ethiopia to about 38% for Singapore.

5.11 A broad picture of the relative terms of the loans that have

been made for power is given in Table 5,4, whiih is based on IBRD Country

Debt Data and shows the original terms of outstanding debt contracted for

power purposes, from the IBRD and from other sources, by five of the eight

countries covered in the review. Terms are given on a weighted average

basis for each class of debt. The Table shows that the principal advantage

of the TBRD loans has been their long amortization periods, although in

Mexico they also show a significantly lower interest-rate (partly due to

the different times at which the bulk of each class of debt was contracted).

The figures for Mexico reflect the importance of supplier credits and

financing from private foreign financial institutions in meeting the capital

requirements of the power sector. Average amortization periods for non-
IBRD power debt in Argentina and Colombia are considerably longer than in
Mexico, mainly due to participation of German capital aid on a large scale

in Argentina and to IDB lending and generally favorable terms of supplier

credits in the case of Colombia. The Table shows that in Ethiopia and

Ghana outstanding debt for power to the Bank Group is on harder terms than

that owed to others. However in Ethiopia the amount of financing provided

by others is quite insignificant. In the case of Ghana the power debt was

mainly incurred in connection with the Volta River Project, and the terms

of the bilateral loans were somewhat easier than they might otherwise have

been partly due to the importance of the international aluminum company
among power consumers.

5.12 As regards international competitive bidding, there seems. to be

little question but that this principle generally results in lower contract
prices than those obtainable under bilateral aid. It is hard to make fully
valid comparisons, but all the Bank borrowers interviewed in the course of
this study were emphatic about the relatively high prices of equipment
financing out of tied bilateral aid. The most striking case of cost savings
by international competition is that of the 100 MW Finchaa hydroelectric

I/ Dataare not available for Brazil.
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Table 5.4

s and original Terms of Various Countries'

outstanding AorunLDebt for all Purposes and for Power

publicU asr of December 31, 1970)----- (Status as

Outstandi g Interest Grace Maturity
aftS- Pate Period Mtrt

Amounts (Years) (Years)

Argentina 6.7 3.6 19-2
Total 556 6.3 •. 23.

power 556 6.3 4.3 19.9

of which - IBRD 271 6.3 4.9 23.0

- Other 285

Colombia 4.5 6.1 26.9
1,720 4.5 4.5 24.1

Total 422 6.1 426.9
Power 248 6.1 20.1
of which - IBRD 174 6.1 4.2

- Other

Mexico13.4
Total 3,765 6.7 3.53 14.5

Power 1,089 6.7 3.5 21.5

of which - IBRD 472 7.5 3.1 21

- Other 6173

Etiopi 256 3.8 6.5 28.2

Total 75. 5.3 25.1
Poer47 5.9 5325.4

power 45 6.0 5.122
of which - IBRD 2 3.7 10.0 32.1

- Other

Ghana2 24.6
Toal 501 ' 7. 29.9
Total 100 4.3 6.2 29.1
power 59 4'9 7.1 3.
of which - IBRD/IDA 41 3.4 49 29.1

- Other

a/ including undisbursed

Source: IBRD Debt Data
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scheme in Ethiopia, now under construction. Initially this plant was to be

financed under a loan from US AID, with restricted bidding. iut, due to

the size of the bids received, it was decided to request financing from the

IBRD. The low bid under international competitive bidding procedures and

with TBRD financing was slightly below cost estimates, whereas the earlier

bids, under restricted competition, had been more than 75% above 
cost es-

timates. Some other cases collected are partially relevant also. For

instance, the 80 MW units of the Santa Cruz thermal plant in Brazil comple-

ted by Furnas in 1967/68 with US AID participation have a unit cost of

$208/kw, substantially higher than the unit costs experienced in the Mexi-

can Tijuana plant ($164/kw for 75 MW units and $129/kw for one 82 MW unit);

the 120 MW units of the Argentine Costanera plant, supplied and financed by

a British consortium in a manner not consistent with the classical proce-

dures of the Bank, had exceedingly high unit costs ($229/kw as compared

with $120/kw in Mexican plants of comparable size).

5.13 As regards contracts financedout of supplier credits the pic-

ture is less clear, and probably less stable sitetrices of equipment as

well as terms of financing provided depend considerably on how sharp the

competition is between supplying countries at any particular moment 
for

export contracts for particular types of equipment, depending 
in turn on

the state of business in the developed countries, the balance of payments

situation in the latter and the amount of financing available for power

from international institutional sources. Some borrowers interviewed em-

phasized the limited availability of supplier credits and the fact that a

manufacturer's time and credit are inevitably involved in making such

arrangements, so that prices would tend to be higher as a result; others

stressed the highly competitive offers that they had recently obtained,

with supplier credit financing -- sometimes from the Eastern European

countries, which are ineligible for procurement financed out of IBRD loans.

It should of course be noted that most of the countries covered in this

review (outside Africa) have fairly strong balance of payments situations,

so that they can obtain supplier credits fairly easily and can therefore

organize international competitive bidding, with financing to be provided

and financial terms to be taken into account in bid comparison. It is pos-

sible nevertheless that there may be some price advantage to procurement

out of Bank funds even under these circumstances. In Singapore, the unit

cost of the Jurong station (four 60 MW units), built in 1967-71 without

Bank participation and mainly with supplier credit financing, is about

$150/kw compared with $138,kw for the very similar Pasir Panjang B station,

also consisting of four 60 MW units and built between 1963 and 1966 with

Bank assistance. It would seem then that there may be some saving from

procurement under IBRD loans for countries which can readily raise supplier

credits, but these advantages are probably generally slight -- and may be

reversing with the growing capability of non-Bank member countries to pro-

duce power supply equipment. n the other hand countries with weak foreign

exchange situations which have difficulty in raising supplier credit finan-

cing may obtain more price advantage from procurement under IBRD loans.
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5.14 For procurement under Bank loans the staff of the Bank always

reviews the bidding documents and specifications, 
both to ensure that they

are compatible with free international 
competitive bidding and ao protect

the interests of the borrower. Sometimes the borrowers request a similar

review by Bank staff of bidding documents for contracts to be financed out

of other sources of funds. This check is a useful function often leading

to minor clarifications and better specification of responsibilities.

Occasionally it has led to improvements of considerable significance, for

instance by broadening specifications in such a way that more suppliers can

participate in the bidding, ultimately 
resulting in significantly lower

prices. Among the projects reviewed here 
no particular cases of this sort

have come to attention.

5.15 The falling share of Bank funds in total foreign financing of

many of the companies' programs referred to above, reflects in part the

tendency for Bank loans to be increasingly associated with provision 
of

supplier credits, under either Joint Financing 
orParallel Financing

arrangements. Though the Bank has participated extensively 
in Parallel

Financing, under which it finances certain contracts (often mainly civil

works) 100% and other sources cover other contracts fairly fully, it has

not generally been very closely involved in the arrangements. But it has

undertaken special efforts to promote Joint Financing in electric power

- - entirely in cases that happen to 
be covered by this review. The pur-

pose of these efforts was generally to 
reduce the amount of IBRD financing

required for the power sector in the 
countries where the efforts were made

and to encourage greater use of export credits 
instead (especially in

countries which had made little use of such means of 
financing) or to help

direct export credit financing to priority 
projects and promote easing of

terms (especially for countries which had 
used such credits), without

sacrificing the advantages of international competitive 
bidding. Efforts

were begun in 1964 and led to a pilot operation in connection 
with the 1965

Bank loan to CFE; similar arrangements have since been made in connection

with further Bank loans to CFE as well as two 
1968 power loans to Colombia

and the 1970 loan to Furnas for the Marimbondo 
project. Under the early

Mexican schemes contracts won by firms 
in participating supplier countries

were to be financed 66% by the Bank and 33% by supplier 
credits provided

from the supplier countries, whereas in later schemes the sharing ratio

was changed to 50/50 (of the relevant contracts).

5 16 In most cases larger than expected amounts 
of export credit

financing have been committed by supplier 
countries under these schemes,

and, after the Mexican pilot operation 
of 1965 in which contract finaliza-

tion and disbursements were greatly delayed, 
they seem to have worked

fairly effectively; amortization periods 
have generally been 10 years or

more and interest rates reasonable. However there have been considerable

administrative complications. Problems have arisen as a result of restric

tions on goods that could be covered by some of the credits, multiplicity
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of agencies involved in each lending country, 
differing reporting require-

ments of the various countries' lending agencies, differing legal practices

and standard contract provisions of the countries 
involved, uncertainties

as to who would finance sub-contracts placed in third countries by the

winning prime supplier, and late increases in the amounts of financing

to be provided by particular countries as a result of delayed bidding on

individual items. Moreover, by use of insurance premia and other such

devices, the lending countries could sometimes make the terms 
of the credits

quite hard, even while abiding by their commitment to 
offer the most favor-

able terms available on similar credits. Despite imp ovements made in the

procedures, they remain inherently rather complex.

5.17 Another indirect means to share the financing burden, 
which the

Bank has used over a much longer period, is sale of participations in its

loans. Such participations have normally covered only the early maturities

-- the first five or ten -- although occasionally longer strips have been

sold. Principal purchasers have been commercial banks. Having been unrela-

ted to procurement of equipment these sales do not benefit from 
the special

arrangements made by industrialized countries to promote their exports, as

do Joint Financing schemes. Although participations in one or more of the

loans to every one of the companies reviewed here have been 
sold, the amount

so raised has been quite small compared to that raised through 
Joint Finan-

cing. Such sales have been almost nil. in 1969-70 presumably 
due to the fact

that the Bank has been lending at interest rates below the market 
rates for

similar securities. Nevertheless the share of commitments to the companies

reviewed which has been sold in the form of participations has shown a

much longer and steadier decline from the original 12% in 1949-53 ($7.0

million) to only 2% in 1964-68 ($10.8 million).

5.18 In practice the Bank has tended to move away from Joint Finan-

cing, partly because of its administrative complexity and the comparatively

smaller amount of resources that can be raised in this way, towards increas-

ing promotion of Parallel Financing. With either technique there appears in

fact to be only a rather limited amount that the Bank can do to improve the

terms of the credits provided. The Bank can exhort the lenders, and it may

be that the maturities of the joint loans to Colombia were somewhat longer

than they would otherwise have been (since the individual orders were small).

Nevertheless it appears that not all lendersadhered to the agreed minimum

maturity of ten years. And, in the 1969/70 discussions about Parallel Finan-

cing for the Chivor project in Colombia, the potential lenders simply rejected

the Bank's proposals, refusing to go beyond terms of-10 years amortization

with 90% of the foreign exchange cost covered by the cradit. It may well

be that the borrowers can negotiate better terms on a bilateral basis than

with the intervention of the Bank. Then, if the best overall terms and

prices are to be obtained, supplier credit financing available from different
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sources has to be carefully matched with actual requirements in different

parts of the country, and, for this purpose, 
strong central institutions

in a country's power sector are crucial.



CHAPTER VI - SALES PATTERNS, TARIFFS AND TARIFF STRUCTURES

6.01 This Chapter is concerned with the ultimate utilization of the

electricity generated by the borrowers reviewed and the prices charged for

it. From the earliest days of its lending for power development the Bank,

as mentioned before, has had a strong concern about the revenues and earn-

ings of utilities to which it lent and hence about the prices at which they

sold electricity; commitments affecting tariff levels have been among the

most important loan covenants. The Bank has not traditionally given so much

attention to tariff structures, but it has tended to favor the principle
that prices to the different classes of consumer should be related to costs

to serve; and where it has noted sharp divergences between these or un-

necessary complexity of tariff structures it has sometimes recommended a

borrower to initiate a tariff study, if necessary with consultant help. The

effectiveness of these efforts is therefore an important subject for this

report. But tariff structures are additionally important here in connec-

tion with some of the more basic issues raised in the Preface regarding
balance in the expansion of electricity service and between this service

and others. As pointed out, these issues are hard to study outside a

country context, and so special emphasis is given in the later parts of

this Chapter to the case of Bogota, emerging from the study undertaken of

Bank activities in Colombia.

6.02 The companies covered in this review (or, in the case of the

bulk supply entities, the utilities which distribute the energy produced

by them) show very varying patterns of sales. Electricity is both a con-

sumer good -- principally in household use, but also in public lighting --
and an intermediate good, serving commerce, industry and agriculture.
Growth of Kwh sales, by category, is shown in detail in Appendix Table 6.1.
Consumer classifications are not of course entirely standard among compa-

nies, but they are sufficiently comparable to warrant the broad statements

which follow. Residential use ranges from a minimum of 6% of sales in the

special case of VRA/ECG of Ghana and 12% in Malaysia (NEB) to a maximum of

about 50% in the case of Medellin. In half the companies it lies between

about 30% and 40%. In most cases the residential share of total sales has

remained relatively stable over the last 10 - 15 years, but it has fallen

sharply in two cases -- from 48% to 39% for SEGBA between 1963 and 1970

and from 52% to 33% for the Singapore PUB over the same period -- as well
as in the special case of Ghana, In no case have residential sales become
a significantly larger proportion of total consumption than they were in
earlier years. Industry is the principal category among uses of electri-
city as an intermediate good -- ranging from a low of about 30% of total
consumption in Buenos Aires, Bogota and Medellin to a high of about 55%

for Mexico, with Ghana having an exceptional 90%. Commercial uses gener-
ally account for between 10% and 15% of total consumption, with an excep-
tionally high figure of nearly 30% for Malaysia. Rural or agricultural use
is generally small, although it accounts for as much as 6% for Mexico as a
whole.
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6.03 As regards average prices, preceding chapters have shown that

the companies have conformed with Bank tariff covenants in most years and

that most of them have shown improving financial performance in recent

years, whether defined in terms of self-financing rate or in terms of rate

of return on assets.

6.04 The structure of prices varies greatly among the companies --

even more than might be expected on the basis of differences in cost.

Table 6.11/ gives a simple analysis of one aspect of the tariff structure

-- namely, for each principal class of consumer, the average price per Kwh

(i.e., total revenues for each consumer class divided by the number of Kwh

supplied). The most striking difference among the companies is in the re-

lative price of electricity to industrial and residential consumers, the

two main consumer categories in the various countries. In Malaysia and

Singapore industry pays, on average, one third of what a residential con-

sumer pays for a Kwh; in Bogota industry pays 50% more than a residential

consumer and in Cali nearly 20% more. Treatment of commercial consumption
also varies greatly, carrying the highest prices of all major categories in

Buenos Aires, Bogota, Cali and Ghana, but only about 65% or less of the re-

sidential price in Malaysia and Singapore. It is interesting to note that

in absolute terms (U.S. cents equivalent) average prices vary relatively
little among the companies for industrial sales, but greatly for residen-

tial sales. The price range for industry is from 1.lc per Kwh in Singapore
to 2.lc in.Buenos Aires; this range is less than it was a few years ago.
On the other hand, the range in prices to residential consumers is extreme,
from 0.8C per Kwh in Bogota to about six times that, on the Malaysian system.

6.05 Among the companies studied the Bank has been explicitly con-

cerned about tariff structure in three cases, mainly in the most recent

years. For SEGBA and for CFE it has itself carried out some rough analyses,
on marginal cost pricing principles, of the costs corresponding to the

prices shown in Table 6.1, i.e., the average marginal costs to serve the
different principal classes of consumer. In SEGBA the Bank has encouraged
the trend visible in Table 6.1 toward lower relative prices for industrial
consumers, with a view to discouraging industrialists from installing their

own power plants or continuing to use existing self-owned generators. It
has encouraged SEGBA's moves to larger discounts for high-voltage supply and

off-peak sales and it has pointed out that present commercial tariffs appear
too high, on marginal cost pricing principles, relative to residential
tariffs. In the case of Mexico, the Bank's analysis found the existing
structure of tariffs much more satisfactory, but here again commercial users,
even though paying the same as residential consumers rather than about 40%
more as in Buenos Aires, seemed to be overcharged. Also, in Mexico, the

1/ Comparable information is unfortunately not available for Brazil, Ethiopia
or Medellin which had therefore to be omitted.
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Table 6.1

AVERAGE PRICES/KWH OF ELECTRICITY TO PRINCIPAL CLASSES OF CONSUMER 1965-70 FOR SEVEN COMPANIES

Argentina - SEGBA Mexico - CFE 
a! 

Bogota - EEEB_ Cali - EM Cali. Singapore - PUB Ghana - ECG- Malaysia - NEB

1965 1968 1970 1965 1968 1970 1965 1968 1970 1965 1968 1 970 1965 1968 1970,c 1965 1968 1

(in Argentine Pesos) (in Mexican centavos) (in 1968 Col. centavos) (in 1968 Col. centavos) (in Singapore cents) (in new pesawa) (in Malaysian cents)

Re ident ial 6.37 13.38 12.50 47.4 46.9 47.0 15.3 13.4 12.4 21.5 28.0 21.1 9.68 10.61 10.60 2.7 2.5 2.5 14.53 14.13 14.18

Commerc ial 9.91 17.96 16.71 47.5 46.9 47.6 22.6 27.8 25.0 25.0 43.8 37.0 5.04 5.79 5.75 4.7 4.8 4.7 11.75 10.97 10.67

:ndustrial 5.30 9.10 7.93 20.2 21.1 20.4 19.7 21.1 19.6 20.8 29.7 24.3 3.54 3.53 3.30 3.0 1.9 1.7 5.85 5.08 4.93
Other 15.4 15.7 16.0 -12.2 11.7 10.7 14.8 21.9 19.2 7.50 7.50 7.50 - 6.0 5.6 10.80 i0.48 10.98

Overall 6.78 12.69 11.57 28.3 28.8 28.0 17.8 18.0 15.7 20.5 30.9 25.4 7.09 7.00 6.71 3.4 3.0 2.8 9.12 7.97 7.74
incl. taxes 7.40 14.30 12.50

Exchange Rate 1 686 3,500 3,779 12.5 12.5 12.5 15.9 15.9 15.9 15.9 15.9 15.9 3.0 3.0 3.0 1..02 1.02 1'.92 3.0 3.0 - 3.0

(in US cents) (in US cents) (in US cents) (in US cents) (in US cents) (in US cents) (in US cents)

Residential 3.8 3.8 3.3 3.8 3.8 3.8 1.0 0.8 0.8 1.4 1.8 1.3 3.2 3.5 3.5 2.6 2.5 2.5 4.8 4.7 4.7

Commercial 5.9 5.1 4.4 3.8 3.8 3.8 1.4 1.7 1.6 1.6 2.8 2.3 1.7 1.9 1.9 4.6 4.7 4.6 3.9 3.7 .3.6
I ndustria 3.1 2.6 .1 1.6 1.7~ 1.6 1.2 1.3 1.2 1.3 1.9 1.5 1.2 1.2 1.1 1.9 1.7 2.0 1.7 .1.6

Other 1.2 1.2 1.3 0.7 0.7 0.9 1.4., 1. 2'; 2.5 2.5 2.5 .5.9 5.5 3.6 3.5 
2.7

Overall 4.0 3.6. 3-.1 2.3 2.3 2.2 1.1 1.1 1.0 1.3 1.9' 1.6' 2.4 2.3 2.2 3.3 2.9 2.7 3.0 2.7 2.6

incl. taxes 4.4 4.1 3.3

(overall ave. = 100) (overall ave. = 100) (overall ave. = 100) (overall ave. = 100) (overall ave. = 100) (overall ave. = 100) (overall ave. = 100)

Residential 95 106 106 165 165 173 91 73 80 108 95 81 133 152 159 79 86 89 160 174 181

c -mer c ia I 148 142 142 165 165 173 127 155 160 123 147 144 71 83 86 139 162 168, 130 137 138
industrial 78 72 68 70 74 73 109 118 120 100 1 00 94 50 52 50 88 66 61 67 63 62

Other 52 52 59 73 64 70 69 74 75 104 109 114 - 203 200 120 130 142

Cveral 1 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 1.00 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

incl. tax 110 114 106 •

Fi gures include indirect tax of 10% for all main classes of consumption in 1965; and 10% for residential, small commercial and agriculture, and 15% for large commercial and industrial in 1968 and 1970.

b Revenues on sales to Valco are 0.26 US cents per kwh, representing 9% of the overall average price for ECG sales.

Preliminary estimate.
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'other' categories of consumer -- mainly agriculture and public lighting

and pumping together accounting for about l5 of all sales -- were clearly

being undercharged, compared to costs. The last of the countries studied

where the Bank has been involved to any extent in discussion of tariff

structure is Singapore. In this case, under agreement with the Bank, con-

sultants were hired to develop a simplified and rationalized 
tariff: the

main purposes were to eliminate the separate 
tariffs (and consequent separ-

ate meters) for power and lighting and to introduce high voltage tariffs

with separate demand charges. The consultants' recommendations are being

implemented. The changes will probably not greatly alter the existing

relationship between the average prices to the different broad classes of

consumer, which appear to be reasonably 
well in balance with costs to

serve.

6.06 In Colombia, as pointed out earlier, the Bank has been very

concerned about the average levels of power tariffs and 
it has exerted con-

siderable pressure to increase them -- directly, for the companies to which

it has lent, and indirectly, through the Junta de Tarifas, for other com-

panies. And its efforts seem to have been attended with a certain degree

of success, particularly with EPM and EEEB, and potentially, 
and more

importantly, with the other companies. Tariff structures, on the other

hand, have not received so much attention. A tariff consultant was hired

by EEEB in 1964, apparently at the Bank's suggestion, 
but his recommenda-

tions were not fully implemented. In fact EEEB's tariff structure appears

to have moved over the last ten years increasingly out of line 
with costs

to serve, mainly as a result of concentrating the main burden 
of tariff in-

creases on industrial consumers and reducing the differential between day-

time and evening (peak hours) energy charges for them. This appears to

have been a fairly common trend in Colombia, though not universal. The

resultant distortions and cross-subsidies seem to extend beyond the subsi-

dized prices for low-income consumers on which the Colombian authofities

insisted in discussions about the Utility Tariff Board and which the Bank

accepted as compatible with its financial involvement. It is likely,

although by the nature of things it cannot be definitively proven without

experimentation, that these distortions have led to overinvestment in

power, at least in Bogota. These points will be elaborated in the following

paragraphs.

6.07 The structures of EEEB's production costs andtariffs have been

analyzed using social marginal cost pricing principles. Since the Bogota

power system is predominantly hydroelectric the main costs are fixed costs.

Estimates were made of the fixed costs (including a compoaent for adminis-

tration) involved in meeting a kw of industrial and of residential demand.
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To allow more adequately for the scarcity value of foreign exchange in

Colombia than the official exchange rate does, a scarcity 
price of twice

the official rate was used in analyses as well as the official rate itself.

Fixed costs were estimated at about $300 equivalent per kw for meeting

large industrial demand, or $400 equivalent allowing for the scarcity value

of foreign exchange, and $750 equivalent per kw for meeting residential

demand, or $910 equivalent allowing for the scarcity value of foreign ex-

change. Variable costs -- mainly fuel for the small thermal plants and the

costs of reservoir storage capacity -- are quite small.

6.08 Prices currently charged for electricity in Bogota do 
not re-

flect these costs, either in structure or in distribution among the dif-

ferent classes of consumer. Despite the high fixed costs involved in the

system, there are no charges related to consumers' peak demand or contri-

bution to system peak demand. On the other hand, energy charges are subs-

tantially greater than variable costs of production. Industrial consumers

pay a slight premium for energy consumption in the peak evening 
hours, but

residential consumers, who are mainly responsible for the peak, pay an

energy charge whichis less even than the day-time rate for industry. On

the average, residential consumers pay for a Kwh about two-thirds of what

industrial consumers do, even though supplies to them cost about twice as

much as supplies to industry. At the same time review of the revenues that

would have been produced had social marginal cost prices (i.e. allowing for

the scarcity exchange rate) been charged showed, as is usually the case,

that there was probably no conflict between social marginal cost pricing

and financial soundness, in the sense of generating internally a large pro-

portion of the funds required for investment; this would not have been

true, however, had no allowance been made for the scarcity value of foreign

exchange.

6.09 Comparison between the costs calculated and the charges levied

to different classes of consumer showed that large subsidies are provided

to residential consumers of all classes, generally equivalent to some 1 -

2% of total family income, at the expense of industrial consumers. Despite

the slightly lower unit price that is charged to small residential consumers

than to larger ones and the lower load factor characterizing the consumption

of the former (and hence raising costs of meeting their demand), subsidies

per family were found to be of much higher absolute value for larger con-

sumers, because the effect of their larger consumption per family more than

offsets the effect of a lower subsidy per Kwh of electricity consumed.

This is shown in Table 6.2. According to the estimates made, about 35% of

the total subsidy goes to the wealthiest 8% of the families. Since indus-

try meets the costs of the subsidies through paying prices substantially

above costs, the impact of the tariff structure on income distribution

(which it is intended to improve) is quite uncertain. Low income electri-

city consumers are getting some apparent direct benefit from the subsidized

tariffs, but they are paying certainly for some of this subsidy, and possibly

for somewhat more than it through higher prices for industrial goods.
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6.10 What effect have these subsidies and price distortions had upon

the pattern of demand for electricity? Nothing is known directly about

demand elasticities, but there is tentative evidence that residential 
demand

may be both larger and more peaked than would be the 
case with more cost-

related tariffs. In the first place, as Table 6.2 shows, the subsidies are

rather large relative to the charges paid (about three times as much 
for

the large lowest income groups and one-and-one-half times as much for the

other income groups), so that demand would not have to be very price-elastic

for more cost-related charges to have a significant effect on the load. 
In

the second place, a study by the National Planning Department shows that

average annual residential consumption (about 2,400 Kwh) is higher than in

most European countries, despite Bogota's temperate climate. In the third

place comparison between Bogota and Medellin (where the tariff 
structure

includes peak demand charges, while subsidies on residential consumption,

although existing, are significantly less than in Bogota) suggests that 
the

electricity supply system may be used less efficiently in Bogota. Load fac-

tors, for instance, are consistently lower in Bogota. Measurements taken

at substations indicate residential load factors of 0.63 in Medellin and

0.57 in Bogota. Since residential consumption constitutes about 28% of

Bogota sales in 1970 this difference in load factor alone was 
equivalent

to a difference in system peak load in 1970 of 10 MW, equivalent to some

$8 - $9'million of investment cost, using the figures cited earlier.

6.11 As regards industry it does not appear that the comparatively

high prices charged by the Bogota Power Company have induced significant

growth of self-generation; as shown earlier, prices for industrial supply

in Bogota are still quite low on international comparison. However the

lack of any demand charge and the excessive level of energy charges may

be causing an inefficient pattern of demand. This is suggested by com-

parison of several indicators for Medellin (which has demand charges for

industrial consumers also) and Bogota. These findings are not conclu-

sive since the different industrial structures of the two cities might

account for part of the differences, but there is no obvious explanation

to be found on this basis. The difference in load factors by itself

(0.70 at substations serving industrial consumers in Bogota compared with

0.75 - 0.83 in Medellin) would suggest a possible saving in Bogota,

through a more rational industrial tariff structure, again of some 10 MW.

6.12 From another quite different perspective --broader and there-

fore harder to apply, but in many ways more important -- questions again

arise as to whether the electricity supply system in the city of Bogota

may not have been over-expanded. Electricity appears to be significantly

more widelyand amply available and with better standards of reliability

than any other public service or facility. Significant relative shortages

exist in water, sewerage, housing, public health, hospitals, primary and

secondary education facilities, telephones and transport, though they may

not he drastic except in the case of housing, public health and education.
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Tabe 6.2

Average Residential Electricity Bills and Estimated Subsidies by
Income Groups in Bogota 1968

(all amounts in 1968 Pesos and on an annual basis; US$1.00 = 1968 Ps. 15.90)

Social Marginal Aves ni. Subsidy per Total Ave. Ave.
Percent of Cost to Supply Biil family Subsidy Tariff CostIncome Group Families Per Family (Ps.) (Psa ) (Ps.) (Ps. mln) (c/Kwh) (c/Kwh)

less than
8,000 6.7 n.a. - 120(?) n.a. - n.a.

8,000 -
16,000 21.1 170 38 132- 4.9 13.8 60.0

16,000 -
24,000 19.4 438 96 342 16.4 11.0 51.0

24,000 -
32,000 17.0 576 168 408 13.3 11.4 40.0

32,000 -
44,000 12.5 798 336 462 9.2 12.0 33.0

44,000 -
60,000 9.4 1026 408 618 11.4 13.0 33.0

60,000 -
88,000 5.9 1488 612 876 .11.4 13.5 33.0

88,000 -
120,000 3.6 2172 912 1260 10.3 13.8 33.0

120,000 -
160,000 1.6 2580 1092 1488 8.9 14.0 33.0

160,000 -
240,000 1.3 3396 1452 1944 5.0 14.1 33.0

more than
240,000 1.5 6066 2628 3438 11.1 14.3 33.0

Total 100.0 (101.9)T 13.4

a/ Figure is given in parentheses because it omits the value of the subsidies provided to the
lowest income groups who are not billed at all because they have self-made , illegal con-
nections to the network; they are not very numerous in Bogota and the total value of, such
subsidy is probably not very large.
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Conditions in Bogota are probably considerably better than in many other

cities of Colombia, Latin America or elsewhere in developing 
countries. The

city has managed to accomodate an 
exceedingly rapid population growth, 

at

a sustained annual rate of some 7%, while increasing the proportion 
of

population covered by many services. Nevertheless the disparities between

power and other services are striking. There have been no significant

shortages in the power system as a whole since 1962, when the main works

under the first Bank loan were completed, and the current best estimate

is that some 98% of residences are connected to the system. For water about

87% of residences have house connections, but some 60% of those connected

are affected periodically by problems of low pressure and, in a small pro-

portion of cases, discontinuous supplies. The present deficit in hospital

beds is officially estimatedat a little less thanhalf the present availability.

As regards nutrition a recent survey 
showed that at the very least 25% of

the total population fell below 50% of the official standard 
for 'quality'

(i.e. noncarbohydrate) foods. A recent study by the Planning Department

of the Municipality shows only 66% of children 
of primary school age en-

rolled in school. The existing housing deficit is offically put at 180,000

compared with 300,000 existing residences. 
The number of persons living

three or moreto a room has steadily increased 
over the last twenty years

and is now above one-third of total population 
according to the 1970 survey

by the National Statistical Office.

6.13 A sound tariff structure is of course 
only one of the factors

required to ensure satisfactory balance 
in the expansion of services.

Sound planning and accurate forecasting, 
emphasis on strengthening insti-

tutions in the lagging sectors and improvement of financing mechanisms

are other equally, if not more, important factors. But it does seem that

the heavily distorted tariffs for power and/or 
the strong self-financing

ability of the power company (in a context of weak fiscal and capital mar-

ket mechanisms) may partly account for what 
appears to be an unbalanced

pattern of service availability. It is possible that this seemingly

unbalanced pattern does conform well to the desires of the community, ex-

pressed partly through the market mechanism but partly also through po-

litical channels. But this is quite doubtful, and it is more questionable

whether the present pattern of service availability 
conforms well to needs.

Complaints are to be heard in Colombia 
that subsidized electricity has dis-

torted demand away from things socially more 
important -- such as better

food for the family in a situation of widespread 
malnutrition. It seems

unreasonable that in the capital of a country suffering such shortage of

capital and of foreign exchange the one service in most ample 
supply by a

fairly wide margin would be electricity -- the most capital- and import-

intensive of all the services and facilities listed above, 
both in its pro-

duction and in its utilization. There is some evidence to the effect that

the capital equipment required to support the 
present consumption pattern

of the poorest classes in the major cities of Colombia is higher, relative

to the total amount of consumption involved, than for any other classes, and

that this is mainly the result of public utility consumption, principally

electricity. These phenomena are probably not peculiar to Colombia.



CHAPTER VII - CONCLUSIONS AND FINDINGS

7.01 The Bank has been much the most important single institutional

source of loan financing for power expansion in the developing countries,

and the sheer volume of its lending for power has been so large relative

to that from other sources that it is hard to see how equivalent amounts of

financing might have been provided and hence equivalent expansion accom-

plished had the Bank not existed. On a world-wide basis, the principal

elastic types of foreign credit for developing countries over the last years

have been supplier credits from industrialized countries and loans from

private financial institutions. These would presumably have been the main

practical alternatives to loans from the Bank, but their harder terms

(mainly with respect to amortization period) and limited availability

(especially for other than equipment contracts) would probably have meant

that the developing countries as a whole would simply not have been able to

undertake such large expansion of electricity production as has actually

occurred. This would seem to apply particularly to the ten companies re-

viewed, production of all of which (except for EPM)has grown faster than

the 11% per annum world-wide average for electrical utilities in developing

countries.

7.02 Bank loans fully or nearly fully disbursed to these ten compa-

nies account for somewhat over $1 billion of disbursements. The projects

-- mainly in generation but also in transmission and distribution --
against which these fund' have been disbursed have generally been effect-

ively executed. Some of the projects, particularly of those in Colombia,
Mexico and Ethiopia, have suffered substantial overruns in construction

cost and/or construction period, but most of these overruns were due to

construction problems,especially of a geological nature, which seem to have

been hard to foresee. The ultimate costs, even for these plants, were not

generally so high as to raise doubt about the economic validity of the pro-

jects selected as the best way to meet the load which eventuated, except

for one case in Colombia and possibly some in Mexico. Hence it must be

concluded that the physical objectives of the Bank's loans have to a very

large extent been successfully met.

7.03 The load forecasts underlying the Bank's decisions to support

the projects have shown a fairly wide dispersion from the actual and some

systematic tendency to overestimate future peak demand, and such attempts

as have been made to improve the accuracy of these forecasts have not proven

very successful. However overestimates of future peak load have tended to

be offset by underestimates of the time required to complete plant additions,
perhaps partly because similar factors slowed project execution in power and
industry alike. As a result most of the investment programs have ultimately
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proved reasonably well balanced, in the sense that new capacity came 
on line

at about the time it was required to meet 
the growth of demand. Reserve

generating capacity has in fact 
normally tended to fall a little 

short of

expectations. But there have been some exceptions 
to this -- particularly

in Mexico in the mid-19
6 0 s and in Ethiopia and Singapore currently, where

capacity is being completed ahead of the time it would be required, indica-

ting some temporary overinvestment. The overinvestmet (which is not

directly financed by the Bank in the case of Singapore) 
appears to result

primarily fra faulty planning.

7.04 Most of the companies have fallen 
short of their financial cov-

enants with the Bank on at least one occasion. More importantly, however,

virtually all the companies have shown improving trends of financial per-

formance, especially over the last five years. All but CVC/Chidral (and

VRA, a special case) have now attained what is normally considered a rea-

sonable rate of return (8 - 9%.) on assets employed, revalued where appro-

priate in light of inflation; and all but CFE have been financing an in-

creasing proportion of investment out of retained earnings. The Bank has

steadily pursued, since the middle 1950s, the levying of tariffs sufficient

to produce such returns, and it is quite likely that its efforts are partly

reflected in the common pattern of improvement. Without Bank financing,

of course, tariffs would quite likely, though not necessarily, have been

even higher (and service worse) not only because 
the large economical plants

that were possible to build with the 
assistance of Bank funds might not

always have been possible in the absence of this particular 
source of finan-

cing, but also because a larger proportion of investment 
would probably

have had to be financed internally. (Rates of return on revalued assets

were, for instance, generally higher in PUB in Singapore and EEEB and EPM

in Colombia before the Bank's involvement than 
after.) But once the Bank's

financing was available the Bank's tariff 
covenants and urging of tariff

increases probably did contribute to attainment 
of the financial perform-

ance actually reached. This improved financial performance has 
been a

factor in enabling some of the companies, sometimes with Bank assistance,

to raise increasing amounts of foreign 
financing from sources other than

the Bank. After the initial pilot phase the Bank's 
Joint Financing schemes

have yielded substantial amounts of export credit 
financing, although they

still suffer from administrative complexity.

7.05 The improvements of financial performance 
must be considered

principally achievements of the companies 
themselves, but it would seem

that a useful supporting role has been played 
by the Bank's financial ana-

lyses and covenants, which have themselves 
shown marked improvement over

time. Typically the Bank's earliest power loans had financial covenants

relating mainly to a maximum debt/equity ratio and 
to debt service coverage

and therefore affecting tariffs only quite indirectly; much 
emphasis in ne-

gotiations preceding loan commitment was placed 
on securing additional equity
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contributions or other appropriations from Government 
to fill out the

financial plan. But in somecases projects ran into serious problems during

construction because of lack of cash flow to the borrowing 
enterprise, and

because promised equity contributions or loans 
from other parties were

delayed for one reason or another. Distribution works sometimes suffered.

Hence more attention was soon given to company 
tariffs, and a tariff in-

crease or the promise of one shortly after loan 
commitment were exacted

before commitment of the loan. But this too proved inadequate because the

promises were not always fulfilled or 
because inflation in the interim ren-

dered them nugatory. Tariff covenants of various sorts began to be 
intro-

duced, but they were often vague. Then, in the late 1950s, the regular

practice was introduced of agreeing, before loan commitment, on a certain

internal self-financing rate, which was then incorporated in a supplueetary letter

to the loan agreement. Gradually this was made more precise, by specifying

not only the share of new investment which was 
to be financed out of retained

earnings but also the particular multi-year period over which 
the targeted

share was to be accomplished. This proved cumbersome, too, for it could

-never be seen until the end of the period -- by which time it was anyway

too late -- whether the specified self-financing rate had been 
accomplished

or not. So, in some countries early in the 1960s and in others by the

middle 1960s, the change was made to an agreed minimum annual rate 
of

return on average net fixed assets in operation as 
the principal criterion

of financial viability in most cases. In countries subject to severe in-

flation this was introduced along with some provision 
to ensure revaluation

of assets to current prices for purposes of the computation. 
Covenants

providing for either an agreed self-financing 
rate or a minimum rate of

return (and mainly the latter in recent years) have been 
applied to all com-

panies covered in this review except for the special 
case of VRA, and they

have been met in most years; the effectiveness of the modern covenants is

to some extent illustrated by the exceptional case of CVC, 
which received

loans only through 1963, with rather vague tariff commitments, 
and which

has shown comparatively poor financial performance.

7.06 Closely related to financial performance have been the institution-

building objectives which have been associated with Bank lending for power

from the earliest days. All ten companies have executed the Bank-financed

projects successfully and reasonably efficiently, 
and those outside Latin

America have done this while at the same time converting from considerable

dependence on expatriate staff at the higher levels 
to virtually total re-

liance on their own nationals. Effective project execution is important

and it is not irrelevant to the role of the Bank insofar as most of the com-

panies studied were either created or considerably reorganized 
within the

period, with the Bank contributing to a greater or lesser 
extent to the for-

mulation of their basic constitutions. Nonetheless institutional development

means a good deal more than capacity to implement construction projects:

effective maintenance, operations, planning, especially.



7.07 In regard to institutional development more broadly defined

there is clearly one basic area where 
may of the companies have 

made con-

siderable progress and where 
the Bank's impact, especially in some 

cases,

seems to have been quite significant: 
system integration, whether 

physical

or organizational both at the local level of a particular 
city or urban

area and, more importantly, at the national or regional 
level. The Bank

has placed major emphasis on 
this, especially in the cases of Brazil, Colom-

bia and Mexico and, to some extent, Argentina; and its efforts seem to

have been attended with a good 
deal og success, although naturally 

depending

importantly on the receptivity of 
the authorities in the country. As power

systems develop, integration can contribute substantially 
to reducing the

costs of power supply and making 
it more widely available. 

In several

instances an outside institution 
such as the Bank, taking a national econ-

omic point of view, seems to have been able to contribute 
significantly to

overcoming local and regional rivalries 
and jealousies: this is particu-

larly clear in the case of Colombia, where, 
in the early 1950s, the Bank

made institutional amalgamation 
of distribution and generation 

a precondi-

tion to lending for several cities, and, in the early and middle 1960s,

it took a series of actions expediting 
physical integration of the main

power markets in the center 
of the country.

7,08 The Bank has also played a useful 
role in some instances in con-

8ection with the internal organization of 
individual companies and their

capabilities for maintenance and operation, This has mainly been a develop-

ment of the last ten years, and especially in the last five years. Changes

in organization and procedures 
have been introduced, partly at the instance

of the Bank or as a result of 
recommendations in consultant studies suggested

by the Bank. This has been of some importance 
in the case of CFE and of

particular importance for PUB. 
Both have strengthened and improved 

effi-

ciency considerably, and this detailed work has almost 
certainly contri-

buted. Here, the Bank's assistance seems to have been effective not so

much because certain basic concepts 
were persistently pursued -- as in the

case of system integration, for example, or the principle of revaluation

of assets -- but more because the Bank was 
responsive to changing parti-

cular needs of the companies for institt ional improvement 
and because it

helped to identify the specific problems which needed 
attention at any one

time.

7.09 There are two companies among those 
reviewed which are clearly

miich less success stories than the others 
-- CVC/Chidral in Colombia and

SEGBA in Argentina. They have not been able to offer a very satisfactory

or adequate power supply and their unit costs 
are comparatively high for

the type of service they provide, mainly 
bulk energy in the case of CVC/

Chidral and retail energy in the case of SEGBA. It is striking that,

among te companies reviewed 
(and leaving aside the large 

bulk suppliers,

Ftirnas and VRA, whose situations 
are rather different), these are the only
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two which have incomplete jurisdiction over utility 
power supplies in their

respective service areas: SEGBA sharing responsibility mainly with CIAE,

and CVC/Chidral with EMCali. Both are also involved in rather difficult

political situations, which have effectively 
limited their autonomy. The

Bank, while emphasizing the latter problem, 
has not been able to do much

about it, despite legal commitments and, in the process, it has become em-

broiled in essentially internal political disputes. 
Very little success

has been had in improving the institutional structure of power supply in

Cali, CVC/Chidral's main service area; indeed, in some ways, Bank action

may have added to the complications. As regards SEGBA it would appear that

the Bank's most positive and effective contributions have been 
in work,

which mainly began only in the middle 1960s, on various 
detailed and con-

crete problems relating to company efficiency, labor utilizatian, and working

capital situation, for instance. Striking contrasts with the Bank's re-

latively unsuccessful handling of the SEGBA case with 
successive Argentine

Governments are provided by PUB where, despite the Bank's dissatisfaction

with the basic organization of the company's top management, 
considerable

advances have been made by effort at the detailed level; and also by the

manner in which the Bank has successfully supported the introduction of

certain basic concepts in the power sector of Colombia even though the 
way

these concepts were implemented did not always conform to the Bank's pre-

conceptions, as for instance with establishment of the Utility Tariff Board

within the Planning Department instead of as an independent body.

7.10 This evaluation reveals, then, a broad background of consider-

able accomplishment on the part of the companies supported 
by the Bank and

of the Bank itself. But it also reveals some areas of relative weakness

and some areas where the Bank seems to have contributed less than it might

try to do today -- areas that stand out the more because of the success

that the Bank has had in other respects. These aspects can yield useful

lessons for the future, which it was part of the purpose of this study to

discover. In the Preface distinction was drawn between evaluating the ex-

tent to which specific Bank objectives in connection with each loan had

been accomplished and evaluating the contribution of these objectives 
and

their accomplishment to development. The remainder of this Chapter, like

the preceding part, draws upon both types of evaluation. 
But to the extent

that there is a common theme to the lessons drawn, it is that the Bank

should continue to move toward setting its objectives in the electric power

field in a broader context. With some important exceptions the outlook of

the past has been too often confined to the power utility itself and the

approach to the utility limited to defining a certain 
projection into the

future of the established demand for power and then trying to find the

financially most efficient way to meet the projected growzh. Among the

means of minimizing financial requirement3 the Bank has emphasized inter-

national competitive bidding, contracting of loans on long terms, selection

of the cheapest alternative (in present worth terms) among system expansion
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projects prepared, structural changes in the power sector to enable scale

economies, maintenance of cash flow to prevent delays in proect works, and

efficient construction and construction supervision Each of these has been

important and useful, and yet this approach has bypassed 
basic questions of

development and of the role 
that electric power can play 

in development.

7.11 How quickly should power demand be allowed or encouraged to

grow? How much effort should be devoted 
to expanding the coverage of the

power system as opposed to improving 
reliability standards on the existing

system? What are appropriate risks of 
load shedding to run under different

economic conditions? How much expenditure should be 
allocated to electrifi-

cation of villages or small towns presently unserved, and 
how should they

be selected? How much can electricity supply 
induce development or improve-

ments in efficiency in other sectors (eg. small industry and agriculture)?

Under what circumstances is it worthwhile from the socio-economic 
viewpoint

to provide power at less than cost to serve? The Bank cannot and should

not attempt to dictate to its borrowers the 
answers to questions such as

these. But they are all basic dilemmas, 
affecting fairly substantial ex-

penditures. The discussions leading to preparation 
of this report suggest

that borrowing companies and their 
Governments are seeking more systematic

means of resolving them and would 
welcome advice. This, and the experience

reviewed, leads to the conclusion that the Bank could 
contribute signifi-

cantly to development by helping to develop appropriate 
methods of analysis

for dealing with these questions and 
encouraging borrowers and their con-

sultants to apply them in designing 
power expansion programs.

7.12 The following paragraphs discuss in turn the main lessons and

suggestions that seem to emerge from the study 
undertaken. They also

present the background to each suggestion from the experience 
studied. It

should be borne in mind that these suggestions, like all the findings of

the report, are based on the sample of Bank activity reviewed 
and that dif-

ferent conclusions might have been reached 
had a 4ifferent sample been

selected, as emphasized at the outset of the report.

7.13 System Extensions: Techniques need to be developed 
for analyzing

the economic validity of extending public power 
supply to new areas, such

as marginal zones of the cities, surrounding villages or small towns or

larger regions presently unserved. Most of the entities studied in this

report have accomplished at least a small 
amount of such extensions, which

have contributed to the large increase in 
the proportion of population

electrified, although immigration of people 
into the existing service area

has accounted for the bulk of new connections in 
most cases; the most

serious evident lags in distribution extension arise i- the cases of EPM

and SEGBA. As regards its own financing, the Bank has sometimes been re-

luctant to accept extension of public lighting 
(marginal zones) or elec-

trification of neighboring rural areas -- probably wisely, in view of the

lack of demonstration of its economic validity. 
But the Bank has also
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directly assisted some of the borrowers in extension 
of service areas, in-

cluding specified amounts in its loans for such purposes, most importantly

and continuously in the case of CFE but also, to a much smaller extent, in

various other cases, including EELPA and on certain occasions CVC/Chidral

and EEEB. But the criterion of inclusion appears to have been mainly that

the work proposed was within the limits of what the company could manage

with its prospective cash flow and project 
executing capacity. Without an

approach for analyzing the economics of distribution 
system extension under

different conditions, it is hard to say now whether the major extensions

which the Bank did assist were particularly 
worthwhile investments -- or

whether those it discouraged would have been so. The Bank is already

starting to work on this matter, but in view of its great importance it

would seem worth considering accelerating it.

7.14 Reliability Standards: The Bank should help develop, and require

of utilities and their consultants, more systematic 
procedures for rational

determination of reliability standards appropriate 
to the conditions of

different countries and regions, with a view to 
eventual presentation in

appraisal reports of explicit justifications of 
standards selected, allowing

for the cost of capital and foreign exchange in the country, 
the reliability

of the load forecasts, the shape and composition of aggregate system demand,

hydrological and maintenance considerations, and the 
economic value to major

consumer classes of greater or lesser certainty of 
supply. Distribution

and transmission standards would probably need consideration 
as well as

generating capacity reserves. As regards generating capacity, fairly con-

servative reserve criteria have usually been used in the past in project

planning, and reserves have often been somewhat 
less in practice, due to

delays in plant completion. But there are clear signs of overinvestment

in generating capacity on several of the systems 
studied -- Mexico in the

middle 1960s, and Singapore (not directly financed by the Bank) and Ethiopia

currently; and there are some signs of excessive distribution standards in Singa-

pore and Bogota. A systematic study of the matter would seem to 
be useful

also for the complex case of Malaysia. Since power supply is so capital in-

tensive, the question of appropriate standards seems particularly important.

Again this problem is difficult, and methodological development will be

required to enable rational solutions, but some European utilities have made

progress in the field. Plans have been made to initiate a research pro-

ject on this subject.

7.15 Urban Context: It would seem useful for appraisal reports and

sector reports about electric powerwhenever appropriate, to give a little

consideration to power, predominantly an urban service, in its urban con-

text and to treat explicitly the question of balance between power and

other services and facilities, in terms of the quantity and quality of

their supply. In the single case that it was possible to study from this

point of view -- Bogota -- there did seem to be some imbalance between 
the

quality and quantity of electric service available and 
of other services and
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facilities, and it was doubtful whether 
this imbalance corresponded 

to

desires or needs. Other questions also arose in an urban context. For

instance, it was found in Bogota that a fairly significant 
amount of in-

vestment, not all financed by the Power Company, was going 
into develop-

ment of distribution networks 
in residential areas well 

ahead of the time

that such areas might be heavily occupied, due to the attractive features

of house lots in such areas as vehicle for private savings. In Medellin

there was a different problem, but also urban in nature: the serious lag

in distribution system extension over the last ten years has resulted in

increasingly large stealing of electricity (over 
h5 of total generation)

by dangerous pirate connections from 
marginal areas which the muncipal

authorities refused to incorporate in the city 
limits; at length the pro-

blem seems to be on the way to solution, but the Bank 
might usefully have

tried taking it up with the municipal 
planning authorities.

7.16 Tariff Structures: In the last few years more attention has

begun to be given to electricity tariff 
structures and this work should be

extended, with systematic examination of the relationship 
between cost and

tariff structures. Analysis of this relationship in Bogota indicated that

it was quite likely that excessive investment in power had resulted and it

seemed clear that subsidies were not in fact going 
entirely in the direc-

tion originally intended. The Bank's objective should be to analyze wh ere

ever possible the extent to which tariffs are structured 
sothat charges to

different consumer groups reasonably reflect the incremental 
costs of supply

to them. Then it would be possible to justify explicitly significant devia-

tions from social marginal costs in 
terms of (a) effective means of taxa-

tion of inelastic consumers, (b) subsidies warranted to induce consumption

of electricity because of resultant 
economic benefits or (c) price distor-

tions elsewhere in the economy.

7.17 Central Power Institutions The history reviewed suggests

that there is much to be said, where circumstances 
in a country permit, for

the Bank selecting as an explicit objective for 
itself the development of

a strong central institution in the power sector 
(or possibly regional ins-

titutions in exceptionally large countries), through 
which it might later

channel any lending in a sector program manner, as has become the habit

with CFE. It is not so much potential economies in the Bank's staft tie

that seem to make this advantageous as the fact that existence of such an

institution appears essential in order to develop (a) sound and welcoordinated

investment planning, (b) balanced plan implementation (among 
regions) and

(c) effective and economical use of the 
other sources of foreign financing

such as supplier credits, that may become more important in the future. In

retrospect, it seems unfortunate, on these various counts, that the Bank

did not Succeed in its effort in the early 1960s wi Lh Electraguas (ICEL),

the national power holding company in Colombia, but perhaps the new insti-

tttion, ISA, which the Bank has helped to create in the meantime, will ume

eventually to fill this gap.
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7,18 Unified Jurisdiction of Local Power Companies: The experience

reviewed suggests that the Bank has made a major contribution, in dealing

with power companies responsible for an urban 
region, when it has insisted

on unified control of generation, transmission and distribution. The diverse

experiences of Buenos Aires, Cali, Cartagena, Manizales and Bucaramanga all

tend to support this thesis: in some the Bank insisted on full unification,

in others on partial unification and in others 
on no unification.

7.19 UtilityEfficiency Indicators: Since most power utilities are (and

need to be) in amonopoly position and their profitability is assured bymini-

mum rate of return covenants with the Bank, 
if observed, there may be need

to give more systematic and thorough attention 
than seems to have been the

case in the past to other technical and financial indicators of efficiency.

The protection afforded by minimum rate of return 
covenants will be partially

offset by political pressures against tariff increases, but 
possibly not

sufficiently -- especially in an inflationary situation. Some preliminary

indication of trends in efficiency may be obtained from trends 
in cost per

unit of energy sold, and here the various utilities 
studied display contrasts.

In general terms, and over the long terms 
(10 - 15 years) the utilities re-

viewed in Latin America have shown stable or even 
increasing unit costs

(in real terms), despite very large increases in system sales (five- or six-

fold) which should have enabled economies, while 
those in other areas have

generally shown decreases, sometimes very substantial, as in the case of

PUB in Singapore and, to a lesser extent, NEB. In the most recent years

average unit costs of SEGBA and the Mexican power 
sector have shown a

slight downward trend as a result of special efforts 
to improve efficiency,

but EELPA's average costs have shown an upward trend, 
with system losses

(as percent of generation) and sales/employee levelling off since 1964,

when the Bank's first loan was made. It might be worth systematically in-

cluding in appraisal reports simple standard summary tables of efficiency

indicators, showing trends for the past ten years; small cost analyses

could be presented if there were abnormal features; and, if there were

serious problems, performance targets could be agreed in loan negotiations

(along with specific steps or studies to attain them) and regularly checked

by project supervision missions. The Bank has apparently recognized the

need for greater use of efficiency indicators for some time 
and, since the

subject is difficult to come to grips with satisfactorily, a research pro-

ject to this end is planned for early initiation.

7.20 Utility and National Power Planning Units: The experience re-

viewed indicates that it is important to give attention in sector missions,

appraisal missions and institution-building efforts to the adequacy of

planning units as well as of plans and that attention to this in the past

may sometimes have been rather uneven. One of the advantages of the sec-

tor lending to Mexico was that this subject received considerable 
atten-

tion there, and some attention was given in Medellin, Buenos Aires and
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Brazil as well; on the other hand it seems to have received inadequate

at.tention throughout the Bank's long association with the Cali power

institutions and also in the early years of the Bank's work 
with PUB in

Singapore. Had the matter received more study at 
the appropriate times

the persistent power shortages and 
other problems in Cali and the current

excessive investment in the Singapore power network might have been re-

duced. If the Bank were to encourage borrowers and 
their consultants to

do more work on power planning problems 
such as those mentioned earlier

-- the economics of system extension and 
system reliability -- then this

would of course help too.

7.21 Training: The evaluation underlines the importance of giving

systematic consideration in project 
appraisal and reviews of consultant

terms of reference to training and opportunities 
for promoting and assist-

ing it, Adequate training programs do depend heavily, 
it seems, on the

enthusiasm of the utility's management. 
The evidence suggests that in the

past more attention has sometimes been given by the Bank to training in

those companies which were stronger (NEB, Furnas, for example) and less in

those which were weaker and more in need 
(PUB, EELPA and some of the Co-

lombian companies). However training received rather continuous atten-

tion in the case of CFE in the late 1950s and early 1960s and 
in VRA, and

the deficiency with respect to most of the other companies mentioned seems

to have been filled in more recent years.

7.22 Institution Building: The various cases reviewed seem suggest-

ive of certain lessons about what might be called 
the techniques of assist-

ance in institutional development, or the means for securing institutional

changes sought by the Bank. Various of the points made earlier, about the

need for persistence in support of major concepts, for leaving essentially

political frameworks to borrowers, and for detailed assistance with inter-

nal institutional problems and efficiency, obviously 
relate. There seems

little question but that where the Bank has helped achieve much in ins-

titutional development as, for instance, in Colombia, Brazil, Mexico and

Singapore, continuity of the relationship between the Bank and the 
borrower

has been important, whether the Bank's principal effort 
was on introduction

of a few major concepts (Colombia and Brazil), detailed institutional im-

provement (Singapore) or both (Mexico). All the evidence naturally shows

the importance, too, of precise identification of problems and precision

in financial targets and covenants -- the latter well illustrated by the

history of the Bank's main financial covenants briefly recounted 
earlier.

Precision in terms of reference for consultants (with special 
attention to

their training responsibilities) is another need underlined by the exper-

ience studied; it is noteworthy that most of the unsatL sfactory experien-

ces ercountered with consultants in the cases studied have been 
with firms

hired without Bank review of terms of reference. Finally there is the dif-

ficult question of how long it is worthwhile withholding a loan, in the
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attempt to force institutional change. At least three aspects have to be

taken into account in reviewing past experience from this point of view: the

retrospective importance of the change being sought by 
the Bank, the actual

cost of the delay involved and the effectiveness of the Bank action in

securing the change if and when eventually made. It is quite clear that

there have been occasions when refusal to lend until certain conditions had

been met played a vitally useful role, for instance in expediting creation

of ISA in Colombia and in convincing the Argentine Government to apply the

Concession Agreement with SEGBA (1964-65); in both these cases the objective

sought by the Bank seems in retrospect to have 
been very important, the costs

of delay were not in the event very great and the Bank action 
helped in even-

tual attainment of the objective sought. But there are other cases where it

is more doubtful whether the delays were really worthwhile,partly 
due to their

costs and partly due to doubt as to whether the objective 
sought was important

enough to warrant this cost or as to how effective 
the Bank action was in

causing the change that eventually came. For example, in the cases of EEEB

and EPM in the late 1950s, considerable delays occurred awaiting 
changes in

their constitutional status that now seem of doubtful importance to develop-

ment, and these delays were partly responsible for the quite 
serious shortages

of power in the early 1960s; equally the two-year 
delay in lending to PUB in

1964-66, though it was less costly (only causing temporary diversion of Gov-

ernment funds from other uses), was the result of pressure for solution to

top management problems which largely remain 
unsolved but which have not

prevented PUB from performing in many respects better than 
any other company

covered here. In other cases the point which caused the Bank to delay lending

seems in retrospect to have been important, but it is doubtful how far the

delay contributed to eventual resolution of the problem: for instance, in

the case of CFE in 1959, when the Bank refused an expected loan in the attempt

to induce needed tariff increases. Tariffs were not increased, resort being

had instead to supplier credits and other short-term 
foreign borrowing, which

created a recurrent debt-service problem for later years. 
In 1962 tariffs

were finally increased, but this seems to have been more the result of dev-

elopments connected with the 1960 nationalization 
than the effect of Bank ac-

tion, and it may be doubted whether the increase would 
have been less in

amount or later in time had the Bank gone ahead with the planned 1959 loan.

A somewhat similar case may be SEGBA in 1966-67 when the only outstanding

power issue seems to have been the labor problem and the delay in 
the Bank's

loan apparently resulted in sharp reduction in the distribution 
expansion

program, in turn worsening the quality and quantity of the company's 
ser-

vice and hence reducing earnings. Some action was finally taken on the labor

problem in 1968, but its timing seems to have been more the result of internal

Argentine political shifts than of the Bank's pressure; 
hence again the costs

of the delay seem to have outweighed its benefits. In some of these instances

reduction of the delay in lending would have required the Bank to accept depar-

ture from legal provisions previously agreed, in principle clearly undesirable

but in the cases mentioned seemingly outweighed by the quite high 
costs in-

volved in the delays. On the other hand there seem to be one or two cases

where the Bank could probably have contributed more to development by being

firmer -- principally with CVC/Chidral in the 1950s, as noted earlier -- even

at the cost of greater delays. Hence it seems that the value of withholding

loans has to be treated on a pragmatic case-by-case basis, bearing 
in mind

costs and potential benefits of delays as foreseeable at the moment 
of

decision.
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7.23 Finaneial Recording and Plan:ing! The accounting systems of

all the companies reviewed seem to have improved over the years and in

many cases the Bank has stimulated and a ssisted 
this development, but there

appear to be some weaknesses remaining which may 
need additional emphasis.

Classification of assets, by function 
and by lives, seems still rather weak

in the Colombian companies, especially 
CVC/Chidral, and this makes sound

financial planning more difficult than it would 
otherwise be. Recording of

financial information, both on fixed assets 
and on financial obligations,

still appears weak in the case of CFE 
and may be partly responsible for

the poor financial planning and under-forecasting 
of debt-service obliga-

tions which has added to cash problems 
at times.

7.24 Construction Cost Estimates: Sometimes in recent years the

Bank has employed specialized consultant 
firms to check project construc-

tion cost estimates, especially for major civil engineering 
works. The

importance of this, and possibly the need 
to make it even more usual prac-

tice, seems to be underlined by the considerable 
cost overruns which have

occurred on many of the projects reviewed 
in Colombia and Mexico, and in

particular by experience of Calima 
for which the cost overrun was so

great that, in combination with other factors of lesser importance, 
it

raises some doubt now as to whether the project was the most economical

means of meeting system load growth.

7.25 Shadow Prices: The importance of adjusting construction 
cost

estimates and some other costs (eg. fuel) for purposes of economic analy-

ses of project validity, as the Bank has increasingly come to do under

appropriate circumstances, is also emphasized by one or two of 
the cases

studied here. Even though 1961-62 was a time when the Bank was 
increasingly

concerned about the over valuation of the 
Colombian Peso, it does not seem

that this was taken into account in preparing the 
recommendation to EEEB

to replace the Canoas hydroelectric project in its construction 
program

with the Zipaquira 2 thermal unit, which in retrospect 
appears to have had

even greater economic disadvantages than 
thought at the time. Sometimes

it is suggested that shadow prices are not applicable in 
a market economy

because they are not the effective prices which 
actually confront decision-

makers, contractors, etc.; this would not seem to be relevant for a deci-

sion of the type described, entirely in the hands of a major public sector

institution, which can moreover reflect shadow 
prices in its tariffs.

7.26 Fiscal Contribution of Power Companies: Examining the power com-

pany from the point of view of the contributin 
it can make to development,

it might be useful to include regularly in appraisal reports 
a paragraph or

two about fiscal aspects of the company's operations. 
The companies cov-

ered show great variation in the extent of their 
contributions to Govern-

ment revenues, Furnas and SEGBA already making substantial 
contribution,
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for instance, NEB and PUB beginning to make some, VRA about to start, and

CFE and the Colombian companies not presently making any. Insofar as the

Bank's urging of increased cash flow by higher tariffs seems generally to

have been rather successful, there may be increasing need to look at this

fiscal aspect in the interests of sound resource allocation and avoidance

of overexpansion of power relative to other services, particularly as the

normal pattern in power is for about half the costs of system expansion to

be financed by foreign borrowing. To the extent that demand for power is

inelastic, power prices may be an appropriate means of raising funds which

can be used to bolster institutions responsible for other services and oper-

ations. The Bank appears to have made a useful suggestion to the Ethiopian

Government that greater contribution to general revenues should be obtained

from EELPA; equally ECG was encouraged to pay dividends to the Ghana Gov-

ernment. Another important fiscal aspect concerns duties on utility equip-

ment imports. Most of the companies reviewed do not pay duties on their

equipment imports and there is evidence in some cases that 
this may distort

procurement patterns, especially where, as is sometimes the case, local

manufacturers do have to pay substantial duties on imported materials and

parts; it may also distort electricity tariff structures, especially where

import taxes are an important element in the rationing of foreign exchange

supply.

7.27 Sales of Participations in Bank loans: If a situation recurs

such as that in 1967-68 when the Bank desired to use Joint Financing to mae

make up for shortages in the funds it could lend, in total or to particular

countries, then serious consideration should be given to making arrangements

with supplier countries whereby funds available for export financing might

be used to buy participations in Bank loans in amounts directly related to

contracts won by their nationals. Ideally such participations might be in

the form of an equal strip, over all maturities of the Bank loan under which

the contracts were won, but realistically they probably could not extend

beyond about 15 years; in this case they would effectively have terms highly

comparable to those on the export credits such agencies would otherwise

provide, so that they should be acceptable in principle. Past Joint Finan-

cing schemes, involving separate loans/credits from all the agencies involved,

have remained administratively rather complex, even though they have raised

quite substantial sums. The procedure suggested, which would require stan-

dard arrangements first to be made with all major export credit agencies,

would tap a new source of finance for a new type of participations and would

eliminate the complexities, for borrowers and the Bank, of present Joint

Financing arrangements.

7.28 World Trends in Power Financing: As an additional perspective

on the role that it should play in power the Bank should consider deepening

the review of capitalrequirements for power supply in the developing coun-

tries as a whole attempted in this report and developing overall figures
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regarding prospects for financing from other sources. For, quite apart

from the contribution it can make to institutional development or to help-

ing realize previously neglected development potentials in power, another

reason for Bark activity in the powei field will probably remain the

better financing terms that it can offer and t:he developing countries'

need for such terms, from a debt burden point of view. With the likely

rapid growth in power requirements in the developing countries, the desire

of the Bank to diversify its lending increasingly and the growing avail-

ability of financing on good terms from producers of heavy electrical

equipment (including new ones such as those in the Eastern European coun-

tries) as well as other factors, a more systematic review of these world-

wide trends would be useful as a complement to country and sector consi-

derations in planning power lending.

7.29 Follow-up Evaluation Studies: Two matters emerging from the

present study would seem to merit consideration for further, more thorough

evaluation work. First are some aspects of equipment procurement. It has

not been possible to deal with procurement questions in any depth in this

report. The Bank has in fact covered substantial amounts of local procure-

ment out of all its loans to CFE and to SEGBA. It would seem worthwhile to

have an evaluation study done focussing specifically on the contribution

that the Bank has made to growth of efficient local electrical equipment in-

dustry through such financing. Analysis of the Bank's experience to date in

this field might be useful for future policy. Second, a more thorough study

than has been possible here might be worthwhile on the economic validity of

the Volta River Project in Ghana, taking account of the arrangements with

the aluminum company, the greater than expected growth of non-aluminum con-

sumption of electricity, the health hazards and severe resettlement problems

resulting from the project. In several respects this project seems to have

turned out better than expected and in a few worse, but it was not possible

to reach any definitive conclusions in the current review.
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Table 1.1

Growth of Public Power Supply'in 87 Developing Countries 
1950-70,

and IBRD Contribution 
(4) (5) (6) (7)

(2) (3)
(6) (7) (1)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) a/!
Power as % Absolute IBRD/IDA-Financed Capacity Power as % /

IBRD/IDA-Financed Capacity as 1 of of. Total
Absolute Ave. annual Installed 

Increase 
in

as % of of Total IBRD/IDA Total Total IBRD/IDA
Ave. annual Installed Increase in growth of Generating Installed

IBRD/IDA Total Total IBRD/IDA Financed Installed Increment Disbursements
growth of Generating Installed generation 

Capacity Capacity 1968Increment Disbursements 1950- 68 1968 1950-68 through 12/31/70Capacity Financed Installed through 12/31170 1950-68 
Capacity 

(4)/(2) (4)/(3)
generation 

Capacity 11968 1950-68 (MW) (MW)1968 1950-68 Capacity 
M7,1950-68

(MW)i (4) _2_ (41 32

America 29.2 38.6 86.0
8.8 7,446 5,649 2,181

60.3 Brazil 9.9 76.8 97.0 84.6Africa 457 Mexico 4,864 3 
,853 

3,73913.5 480 2,728 
54.2 63.2

2,486 2,266 6.4 4,118
Egypt 

14.2 
123 32 23.5 26.0 30.6 Argentina17.7 136 Colombia 11.1 

27.6 31.2 28.8Ethiopia 15.7 b/ 185 167 Peru 10.3 869 769 240 
47.0Congo (Zayre) 88 9.9 1,768 350 18.1 19.7

Sudan 16.9 97 Venezuela 13.4 1,928 
544 49.9 73.5 49.0

461 310 Chile 
6.0 

1,090 7407.4 21.1 12.4 24.5 26 13.1 13.5- 16.0Morocco 310 135 21.1 197 .4 192
4.6 639 5.8 + Ecuador 42.8Algeria 79 12.0 129 111

Tanzania e 11.7 102 Guatemala 
140 95 38 27.1 40.0 88.2

8.8 b/ 153 126 Bolivia 5.7
Kenya 87.1 88.2 97.7 15667 588 20 18328.9 

~ 
675 Haiti 8.9 203

Ghana 18.3
23.7 b/ 157 150 Dominican Rep. 12.8 129 41.4Uganda - - 108 72.9 83.7
9.4 62 50 

- El Salvador 14.3 148 48.1 84.0 57.0Malagasy 469 269 226
9.5 20 15 Uruguay 6.8 41.0 44.7 35.1Cameroon 10 16.5 73 67 30

19.0 11 Honduras 8.2 

67.4
Upper Volta 9 86 65
Mali 14.6 10 - Paraguay 157 

136 99 63.0 72.7
7.8 219 153 Jamaica 12.9 117 67.5Tunisia 1.7 112 83 70.9 74.1

24.4 39 38 Nicaragua 16.8
Malawi 174 94 44.1 54.0

27.2 85 
83 

Costa Rica 213 22.5Ivory Coast 426 81.6 82.6 48.2 4 3.2 3.8
431 352 Panama 11.5 124 103

Zambia 39.0 b/c/ 100 49.2 53.7 78.7
11 10 Trinidad & Tobago 16.7 203 186

Niger 20.5 
12 10

Guinea 
15.5 

9,498 39.1 50.5 57.1
12.5 95 73 SubtQtal 8.9 24,283 18,793

Senegal 
15 14

Chad 21.0 
5 5

Burundi inf. b/ 35 34 - Asia 
12,974 11,261 1,513 11.6 13.4 10.9

26.5 India 13.2 22.6Rwanda 3 
1,669 

455 26.1 27.2
6 22.0 1,741 495

Somalia 9.7 10 Pakistan 652 

33.6
15.3 12 100.0 Indonesia 6.2 1,243 44.1Dahomey 27 13 41.9 48.1 1,059 356 28.6

Sierra Leone 15.4 31 160 Philippines 13.9 
280 32.5 33.7 32.3

169 Thailand 23.2 1,274Libya 16.2 7 -
12.8

17.8 8 Korea (South) 15.9 1,079
Togo 13 130 11.9 13.9

22.0 14 1.3 15.7 1,089 1,009
Cent. Afr. Rep. 45 Iran

22.0 47 12.4 453Liberia 24 Burma 403

23.3 25 Vietnam (South) 12.5 216
Mauritania

24.3 Afghanistan 13.31.120 16.2 18.6 1,664 
4.8

6,933 5,972 China (Taiwan) 1,940
Subtotal 13.0 Ceylon 12.0 66.8 81.1 91.9

13.6 32 29 125
Nepal

Lur op e 1,442 54 3.3 3.7 21.8 9.5 
610 482 380 62.2 78.8 69.3

16.4 1,617 Malaysia -
Turkey 11.2 a/ 13,146 10,946 Iraq 14.8 370 330 -
Spain 4,357 3,857 384 8.8 9.9 21.4 

24.7 188 183
13.6 100.0 Saudi Arabia -Yugoslavia 1,868 1,596 385 20.6 24.1 

10.5 63 53 -11.3 CambodiaPortugal 1,798 1,575 Syria 9.6 138 113 -Greece 13.9 100.0
9.7 1,290 1,024 Yemen A. R. -Irel and 1,054 944Hong Kong 15.5

20,440 823 3.4 4.0 22.8 
19.8 8 7

12.0 24,076 Laos -Subtotal 14.5 1,012 903 17.2 19.1
Israel 100.013.0 

422 382 73
Lebanon -

33 31
Papua & New Guinea 21.1
Jordan 51.7 56.2

a/ 
Disbursements for power may be shown, even though there are no figures referring to Bank-financed 12.8 

464 427 240 66.6

aken are cumulative through December 31, 1970 
Singapore

generating capacity because i) the disbursements t 
Southern Yemen 14.0 56 52

MW capacity figures are as of December 31, 1968; ii) some loans have been entirely for
whereas the loans are for generating capacity, that capacity 14.8 19.8
transmission and distribution; and iii) where the 27,317 23,981 3,552 13.0

Subtotal 13.7
may still be uncompleted.

b/ For these countries growth of consumption is significantly different from the growth of generation Grand Total 69,186 14,993 18.1 21.7 33.3
11.3 82,609

shown due to sharp increases in exports or imports.

c/ The Kariba station is located on Rhodesian territory but for purposes of this table half of its

capacity has been attributed to Zambia since it has been jointly owned by the two countries.

tatistical Papers Series i, IBRD/IDA Records. For details seerees, Statistical Yearbook, UN S

Appendix Tables 1.1, 1.2, 1.3 and 1.4.
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AFRICA. ETLCTR '-AL TNG CAG ACITY, GE A7O D RD DA P, : N OF DEVELOPING COUNTRIES !19'9*70

IBRD/IDA Financing Through 12/31/70 IBRD/IDA
1968 Capacity Disburseuents

Growth 1968 Installed Installed Capacity through 12/31/71
1968 

Generation Capacity by end Disburse- Comitted Comit- Total No. Total toIBRD Rate of1968 GNP 
Generation per capita per capita 1970 ments by end 1970 ments Program of Country Power as

Pop'n. per cap. tlled Capacity (MW) Financed Electricity Generation (Gwh),
1965 1968 1950 1960 1965 1968 1950-68 (kwh) (watts) (HW) US$ m)ln (MW) (US$ min) (US$ min) Loans (WS munL I of Total

(mns) (US$ 1950 1960 (M)
1177 1105 17.6 7.7 320 122.8 320 126.5 287.7 3 203.5 60.3

(40) 173 358 485 - 117 528
Nigeria 62.7 70 - 1161 1090 13.5 17.4 7.7 320 320

23 170 354 480 111 512 320Public Supply 320- 20 21 29 - 52 91 132 126
Hydro

31.7 170 
(500) 1167 1469 2725 - 880 2639 5473 6735 212.5 86.0 - - - - - - 56.5 

--Egypt 14.2 188.5 78.4
Public Supply (220) 944 1176 2486 - (550) 1991 4574 5975 -
Hydro n.a. 350 351 1051 - n.a. 260 1774 2951

17 102 246 361 14.9 (13.6) 32 27.3 164 46.6 68.7 2 89.1 30.6
Ethiopia 24.2 70 n.a. 95 (250) (330) 32 32136 32 17 83 226 318 17.7 13.1 5.6 164

Public Supply 13 84 104 32 164
Hydro 1 64 75 92 32 2 47 146 233

- - - - - 92.3 -
Congo (Zayre) 16.7 90 (260) (660) 900 n.a. - 620 (2550) 2686 2756 165.0 -

Public Supply (18) (65) n.a. (185) - (40) (200) 460 553 15.7 33.1 (222.3)

Hydro (247) (580) 810 n.a. - 588 (2450) 2573 2607

-
n.a. n.a. (174) (334) (22.6) 8.4 15 11.5 105 24.0 41.7 1 115.6 9.9

Svdan 14.8 100 n.a. n.a. (76) 124 
22.6 6.6 15 105

Public Supply 9 44 76 97 - 20 74 174 334 16.9 
t0- n.a. n.a. - - n.a. n.a.

Hydro
- - - - - - - 72.7 -

Morocco 14.6 190 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. - n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 
-

151 366 392 461 - 481 1012 1362 1742 7.4 119.3 31.6
Public Supply 

302 294 - 252 931 1213 1104 -
Hydro 98 290

n.e. 1348 1590 123.3 - 135 10.0 135 10.0 127.0 1 60.5 12.4
Algeria 12.9 220 n.a. n.e. n.e. n.a. 135 n.a. 135

329 439 500 639 135 587 1325 1119 1305 4.6 101.2 49.5 135 
114Pub'ic Supply 92 186 228 340 114 125 348 400 563 114

Hydro

25.2 10.4 21 3.7 136 35.2 67.6 2 62.9 5.8
Tanzania 12.5 80 n.a. n.a. n.a. 130 - n.e. n.e. (227) (315) 

2125.2 8.2 136
Public Supply 23 44 71 102 - 43 166 227 315 11.7 100

20 41 41 27 94 178 n.a.
Hydro 14

- - - - - 67.9 -
n.a. n.a. - n.e. n.a. (328) (402) (39.4)

Kenya 10.2 130 n.a. n.a. 
- 8.8 39.4 15.0 -

Public Supply 27 82 100 153 89 222 328 402 -
Hydro 7 26 28 66 - n.a. 147 198 249

308.2 75.1 512 56.4 512 63.0 219.3 3 57.7 97.7
Ghana 8.4 170 61 103 410 631 512 197 374 528 2589 

512
42 336 599 512 27 149 337 2560 28.9 304.8 71.3 512 

512Public Supply 8 512
Hydro - - 256 512 512 - - 107 2524

(21.6) - 8.4 - 8.4 16.1 1 46.0 18.3
8.1 110 n.a. n.a. 152 (175) - n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.

Uganda 
(7) 132 134 157 - 16 396 572 731 23.7 90.2 19.4

Public Supply
Hydro n.a. 121 122 150 - 396 572 729

-9 - - - - 11.4 -
Malagasy 6.5 100 18 66 82 n.a. - (31) 107 152 n.a. -

12 42 48 (62) 28 77 107 140 9.4 21.5 (9.5)
Public Supply
Hydro 9 24 29 n.a. - 24 61 84 102

- -- - - - 12.3 -
5.6 140 (10) 160 170 179 - (20) 911 1100 1016 181.4 32.0

Cameroon 
(15) (20) (20) - (15) 50 76 77 9.5 13.7 (3.6) -

Public Supply (5)
Hydro (5) 152 152 152 - (10) 898 1069 979

(4) (10) (11) - (1) (8) (20) (23) (4.4) (2.1) -
Upper Volta 5.2 50 (1) 

4 10 11 (1) 8 20 23 19.0 4.4 2.1 -
Public Supply (1)

Hydro
- - - - - 6.0 -

n.a. n.a. - n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. -
Mali 4.8 90 n.a. n.a. 

- 35 14.6 7.3 2.1
Public Supply (1) (5) (10) (10) (3) 15 28

n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.
Hydro

262 

-
(162) 316 494 678 144.3 55.7 - - - 44.8 -

Tunisia 4.7 220 (75) n.a. 213 
369 546 116.2 46.6 - -

66 115 163 219 141 274 7.8
Public Supply 

26 28 32 47 42 33 -
Hydro

11.4 0.3 19 5.3 12.4 1 16.9 1.7
4.3 50 1 (10) 20 49 - 2 (28) na. n.a. 

19Malawi 52 102 24.4 23.7 9.1
1 10 14 39 2 28 16Public Supply 1 3 4 96 -

Hydro 1 1 1 25

- - - - 4.5 -
n.e. n.a. (5) (67) (220) (372) (90.7)

Ivory Coast 4.1 260 n.e. n.a. 
(5) 220 372 27.2 90.7 (20.7)

Public Supply (2) (20) (55) (85) 67 
-

n.e. n.a. n.e. n.e. (-) 59 141 257
Hydro
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12
ISRD/ID

IBRD/ID Ei Disbursements
1968 Capacity comitted throush 12/31/7Capacity (II

Growth 1968 Installed Installed Comit- Total No. Total to
by end Disburse- 

(US lam
Rate of Generation Capacity of Country Power as1968 Electricity Generation (watts) nenti by and 1970 seats -Program

Financed1968 GNP
Pop'n. per cap Installed Capt 

6 1Q8 19 65 19 
65 

950-68
1960 1950 19 60

(1 (US$) 1950 352
105.1 352 952 83.9 168.4 3 91.0 48.2

731:. 129.5 43.9 9521800 3200 
3300 

804 9 352531 
352 832 9524.1 220 133 284 581 322 

2900Zambia 431 3525 46 431 420Public Supply 35 41 420
Hydro - 4.2 •n.e. 

(28) (7.4)(1) (8) (16) -
Niger 3.8 70 n. a. (3) (6)

Public Supply 
(I) 3 

V. a. 
(1)

n.a. . - 20.4 -Hydro - -n.e. 
n.e. 

- 102 174 202 53.2n.S. (10) (12) (5) 
40 15.5 10.5 3.2

Guinea 3.8 90 -
(3) 

(20) 35 11.1
Public Supply 

(2) 
n.o. n.a. 

n.a. 
n.9.- n.a. n.a.

n.a. n.a.Hydro -
(95) - (30) (127) (204) (248) (67.0) (25.7)

n a. 
(71) 

95 25.73.7 170 
n. .. 

56 71 248 12.5 67.0Senegal (12) 30 127 204
Public Supply

. - 0.3 •Hydro n.e. n.a. n.a.
60 n.a. a.a. n 

a. 
(15) 21.0 8.9 (4.3)Chad 3.5 (1) 

18 
31 1.1(1) . 10 

n.a.Public Supply n.a.
Rydro -

7 8 14 17 nf. e 5.0
n.a.Burundi 3.4 

50 
(1) 3 

-. 
-) 14 17

Public Supply 1 n.a. n.a. •
(1) 1

Hydro 
n 

'a. . . . - 0.1 •
20.323 n.a. 11 45 69 20.3(2) 

(2)

3.4 70 9 23 (35) 45 n.a.Rwanda (1) (1)9 
21 n.a.Public Supply ni. 7 -

Hydro - •-7 - 5 9 s.a. n.a.
2.7 60 4 6 

n.e.

Somalia 3 - 3 a 126
Public Supply . . -- n 

•. 

• • 0.4 *Hydro •
10 n.e. 

n.e. n.a.80 
(2) 10 (12) 15.3 10.0 (4.6)

Dahomey 2.6 n.a.(2) 6 ".*a. n.e.
Public Supply n.a. n.a. -
Hydro 25 7.7 .8 2 6.9 100.0

41 106n.a. n.a. 13 
n.a. 

12.4 25 25
2.5 150 9 21 15.4 31 6

Sierra Leone 27 31 13 6 24
4 12 n.s. n.a.'Public Supply

Hydro - -
n.e. n.a. n.a. n.a. 4M.

n.9
1•8 n , n.e. 39 93.91020 

n.a. 33 169 274 16.2 152.2 -Libya 9 105 152
Publit Supply - • • 1.9 *Hydro 34 10.*6 4.4 - -27. 2 11.7

1 n.a. 
18 

21 1 (15) 13 49 -1.8 100 1 
5 

3 19Togo 2 5 - -
Public Supply n.e. 2 -- 2 . . - 0.2 •
Hydro n.e. - (1) (8) (21) (35) (23.3) -

Central African Republic 1.5 120 (1) (6) (8) (14) - 1 8 21 35 22.0 23.3 (9.3)6 8 
n.e. 47

Public Supply 
(1) 

4 7 
1 

8 21 35-
(1) 47 7.4 9.7 1 7.4 1.3Hydro 0.1520.9 138.2 17- 12 85 278 573 -210 (4) 21 116 152 22.0 127.3 42.7

Liberia 1.1 - 4 28 105 14022 47

Public Supply 2

Hydro - - • • 4.9 .
- n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. -1.1 180 n.e. n.e. n.e. n.e. 

(3) 30 44 23.3 4.0 22.7
Mauritania (2) (15) 25 - (1)

Public Supply n.a. -
Hydro

2415 418.0 1028.4 20 1197.6 24.3
1412 291.3

1044 1412 2415
TOTAL 292.8 6857 1044 2277 7344 20686 13.0 

1330 2285961 2826
Public Supply 1010
Hydro
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AMERICA: ELECTRICAL GENERATING CAPACITY, GENERATION AND IBRD/IDA POWER FINANCING IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 1950-70

IBRD/IDA FinancinA Thjough 12/31/70 IBRD/IDA1968 Capacity1968 DisbursementsGrowth 1968 Installed. Installed1968 GNP IBRD Capacity throu 12/31/71Rate of Generation Capacity by end Disburse- Committed Commit- TotalPop'n. per cap. Financed No. Total toInstalled Capacity (MW) Electricity Generation (Gwh) Generation -per capita per capita 1970 ments
(mlns) (US$) 1950 1960 (MW) 

by end 1910 
nents 

Program 
of Country Power as1965 196'8 1950 1960 1965 1968 1950-68 (kwh) (watts) (MW) (US$ min) ( ) (US$ mln) (US4 mmn) Loans tal

Brazil 88.2 250 1883 4800 7411 8555 2181 8208 22865 30128 38181 432.9 97 0 363.3 6141 622.1 1702.4 20 422.3Public Supply 1797 3783 6125 7446 2181 3681 86.0
(7500) 18514 26250 34437 8.8 390.4 84.4Hydro 1536 3642 5391 6183 1189 3681(7400) 18384 25515 30550 6141

2689 5149
Mexico 47.6 530 1235 3048 5393 6071 3739 4423 10813 17245 22781 478.6 4760 485.1 8327 589.8Public Supply 127.5 1936.4 10 781.0 62.11011 2321 4175 4864 3739 8563 14208 19444 9.9Hydro 3549 408.5 102.2607 1357 2214 2613 1928 1950 5174 8864 12642 4760 

83272648 3821
Argentina 23.6 820 (1600) 3474 5432 5820 720 5303 10459 15383 17952 760.7 246.6 970 176.1 1660 292.0 1104.0Public Supply 1390 2287 3754 4118 720 4430 4 208.0 84.67864 11149 13506 6.4 572.3 174.5Hydro 43 340 367 545 - 970(150) 927 1225 1498 1660

600
Colombia 20.0 

' 
310 270 911 1546 2100

Public Supply 916 1207 3750 5824 7000 350.0 105.0 1066 220.5 1880 294.1 515.8 17 494.9 44.5240 670 1245 1689 916 987 3105 5034 6522 11.1 326.1 84.5Hydro (150) 505 843 1164 768 n.a. 2587 3900 4770 1066 1880918 1732
Peru 12.8 380 (250) 841 1148 1672 240 (900) 2656 3839 5008 391.3 130.6 240Public Supply 53.5 360 66. 5 178.7 4 185.5 28.8(100) 348 618 869 240 (400) 1209 1775 2349 10.3 183.5 67.9 240 360Hydro (160) 515 680 934 240 n.a. 1730 2625 n.a. 240 360
Venezuela 9.7 950 n.e. 1250 2109 2448 350 n.a. 651 8245 10814 1114 8 252.4 114.3 145.0Public Supply 350 525 241.5 4 242.8 47.0(160) (850) 1599 1928 350 (700) 

'2972 
4638 13.4

Jlydro 6694 690.1 198.8 350 525n.a. (130) n.a. n.e. 350 n.a. (650) 1369 2748 350 525
Chile 9.4 480 717 1142 1454 1720 544 2903 4592 6131 6918 736.0 184.9 614 97.7 1014 125.4 300.0 5 199 .2 49.0Public Supply (350) 599 887 1090 544 1520 

'2342 
3597 4348 6.O 467.5 117.2 614 1014Hydro 350 594 710 857 524 n.a. 2977 3954 3565 594 994

Ecuador 5.7 220 (40) 118 182 239 26 118 387 572* 759 133.2 41.9 26 2610.0 10.0 16.0 2 62.3 16.0Public Supply (5) (80) 142 197 26 13 289 498 662 24.5 116.1 34.6 26 26Hydro (20) 40 67 95 20 n.a. 175 249 330 20 20

Guatemala 4.9 320 (30) 73 118 144 - (90) 281 449 589 120.2 29.4 20 13.7 93 22. 0 32.4 2 32.0 42 8Public Supply (18) 60 102 129 70 246 402 542 12.0 110.6 26.3 20 93.Hydro (20) 31 28 43 (60) 126 98 159 - 40

Bolivia 4.7 150 (75) 147 164 221 38 n.a. n.a. 541 698 148.5 47.0 38 72.15.7 22.4 33.7 3 17.8 88.2Public Supply (45) (80) 89 140 38 174 319 351 475 5.7 101.1 '29.8 
38 72Hydro, (50) (90) 93 144 38 n.a. (270) 426 580 38 72

Haiti 4.7 70 (20) 28 27 35 - n.a. 60 110 (120) - - - -(25.5) 7.4 - - -Public Supply (5) (18) (20) (20) - (15) (40) 78 69 8.9 14.7 - -
Hydro - - (4.3)

n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. -

Dominican Republic 4.0 290 n.a. n.a. 178 273 - (120) 350 500 753 188.2 - - -68.2 . - -Public Supply (20) (70) 107 203 - 79 255 380 693 12.8 173.2 50.7 - -
Hydro n.a. n.a. 8 16 - 58 55 54 ..

El Salvador 3.3 280 (27) 66 115 164 108 (55) 249 418 582 176.4 49.7 108 10824.6 25.4 39.9 4 59.4 41.4Public Supply 19 66 103 148 108 (50) 249 400 554 14.3 167.9 44.8 108 108Hydro 9 56 87 109 78 (25) 236 370 416 78 78

Uruguay 2.8 520 (200) (406) 483 510 226 616 (1244) 1744 (1925) 687.5 182.1 226 57.4 351 75.4 240.9 4 100.7 57.0Public Supply 200 406 445 469 226 572 1244 1649 1874 6.8 669.3 167.5 226 351Hydro (100). 236 225 236 108 527 676 610 1141 108 108

Honduras 2.4 260 (15) 32 73 91 30 51 88 175 268 111.7 37.9 30 19.1 85 32.8 49.1 4 54.4 35 1Public Supply (6) 24 59 73 30 (15) 66 138 235 16.5 97.9 30.4 30 85Hydro (1) 5 32 n.a. 27 2 20 104 164 27 67
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1968 1968 
IBRD/IDA Financing Through 12/31/70 I-RD/IDACapacity

1968 GNP Growth .1968 Installed Installed Disbursements

Pop'n. Per cap. Installed Capaci 
IUnD 

Electricity Generation (wh) 
Capacity Total

(mlns) (US$ Financed Rat* 
of Generation Capacity by end 

ment.1950 190 1965 
-1968 1950 1960 1965 1968 Generation per capita per capita

1950-68 by e(dU897O ments
Program of gg 

of
Paraguay 2.2 230 33 30 53 108Public Supply 44 96 135 179 

81.4 49.1 - . - - -21 28 34 86 - 30 80 93 123 8.2 55.9 39.1 - 29.3 -Hydro 
n.a. 45 6 

.
-n.a.

Jamaica 1.9 460 21 150 196 257Public Supply (21) 99 
a. a. 514 799 1061 558.4 135 .3 99 • 20.7 99 22.0 41.1 1 30.7Hydro 68 113 157 99 12.9 67.4

76 262 510 6749 22 22 20 354.7 
82.*6 99(46) 126 133 118 99

Nicaragua 1.8 370 18 75 135 157Public Supply so 
183 311 484 34.5. 

173 42.45 48 101 117 
83 

24 109 234 392 16.8 83 62.4 7 51.1 67.5Hydro .7 9 59 57 83 na. 5 204 217.850 (289) 83 173
Costa Rica 1.7 450 50 100

42 109 181Public Supply 39 
237 94 (160) 438 660 833 490.0 

94 25.0 154 33.3 67.5 3Hydro 97 144 213 94 412 605 779 9.6 139.4 
57.3 

43.6
42 78 112 179 86 (160)

Panama 1.4 580 866n.a. n.a. n.e. n.a. n.e.Public Supply 21 4 n.e. 510 670 4.1 200 46.0 65.9 2Hydro - 65 124 4 226 452 11.5 478.6 88.6 4 
18.2 22.5

U.S. 7 15 4 n.a. 70 200
Trinidad & Tobago 1.0 870 4 154

Public Supply 58* 125 253 353 100 (150) 470 908 1119 
1119.0 353.0Hydro 17 81 203 203 100 16.7 100 

22.2 100 25.5 40.7 2 28.2 78.7(50) 261 605 805 805.0 203.0 100 100

TOTAL 253.8 9498Public Supply 5490 12049 24283 9498 20489 48627 95781 8.9 12509 
1757.5 

21368 
2492.1 6668.4 98 3075.1 57.1Hydro

5410 12509 21368
7850 13966
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ASIA: ELECTRICAL GENERATING CAPACITY, GENERATION AND IBRD/IDA POWER FINANCING IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 1950-70

IBRD/IDA Financing Through 12/31/70 IBRD/IDA
1968 Capacity Disbursements1968 Growth 1968 Installed Installed Capacity through 12/31/711968 GNP IBRD Rate of Generation Capacity by end Disburse- Committed Co mit- Total No. Total toPop n. per cap. Installed Capacity (MW) Financed Electricity Generation (Gwh) Generation per capita per capita 1970 ments by end 1970 ments of

(mins) (US$) 1950 1960 1965 1968 (MW) 1950 1960 1965 1968 1950-68 (kwh) (watts) (MW) (US8 mln) 
Programq Country Power as

(US$ min) (MW) (US$ min) Loans (US$' mn) of total
India 523.9 100 2346 5580 10173 14315 1513 (6500) 20123 36825 51531 98.4 27.3 1633 218.1 1633 277.0 900.0 12 1984.9 10.9Public Supply 1713 4579 9027 12974 1513 5107 16937 32990 47348 13.2 90.4 24.7 1633 1633

Hydro 562 1846 4127 5910 690 2520 7847 15233 20751 690 690

s.-t an 123.2 100 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 455 n.a. n-a. 4440 6500 52.8 530 173.7 880 248.2 500.0. 8 766.3 22.6Public Supply 72 658 1074 1741 455 172 1450 3962 6000 22.0 48.7 14.1 530 
* 

880Hydro 11 253 348 629 225 50 539 1839 3000 300 650

1indonesia 112.8 100 (200) 391 (820) (1000) -
n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. - - - 15.0 -(8.9) 20.8 1 5.1

Public Supply 157 308 559 652 - (600) 1161 1584 1756 6.2 15.6 5.8
Hydro (90) 169 258 310 626 1113 

- -
n.a. n.a.

Philippines 35.9 180 (230) 765 1085 n.S. 356 (760) 2731 4959 7000 195.0 431 63.6 481 70.7 144.5 4 144.1 44.1
Public Supply 184 596 835 1243 356 538 2259 4059 5644 13.9 157.2 34.6 431 481
Hydro 52 290 291 495 356 191 1224 1509 1676 356 406

Thailand 33.7 150 32 191 559 896 280 n.S. 594 1406 3062 90.9 26.6 508 85.1 1068 130.1 235.8 5 263.4 32.3Public Supply 30 178 527 860 280 69 502 1342 2980 23.2 88.4 25.5 508 1068
Hydro - - 146 381 280 n.a. 841 1405 420 670

Korea (South) - 30.5 180 200 439 947 1453 - n.-a. 1758 3535 6486 212.7 47.6 - - - - - - 36.5 -
Public Supply 195 367 769 1274 421 1697 3250 6026 15.9 197.6 41.8
Hydro 80 143 215 327 97 580 710 929 

-

Iran 27.2 310 n.S. n.S. n.S. n.S. 130 n.e. (1200) 3120 5008 184.1 130 42.0 130 102.0 176.0 2 301.7 13.9
Rublic Supply (80) 275 534. 1089 130 (200) (500) 1080 2758 15.7 101.4 40.0
Hydro n.a. 2 255 309 130 n.S. - 344 855 130 130

Bur,.m~a 26.4 70 (32) 250 250 256 - n.S. 432 557 553 20.9 9.7 - - - - - - 33.1 -
Public Supply (25) 191 189 193 - (50) 263 380 409 12.4 15.5 7.3 -
Hydro n.S. 84 105 103 - n.S. n.S. 286 347

Vietnam (South) 17.4 130 n.a.. n.S. n.S. n.S. - n.S. n.S. 540 836 48.0 - - - - - . . .
Public Supply (50) 99 285 453 - (100) 304 522 836 12.5 48.0 26.0
Hydro - n.S. 164 n.S. - - 7 58 10 - -

Afghanistan 16.1 80 (5) 49 67 275 - (14) 119 236 325 20.2. 17.1 - .- - - - 0.3 -
Public Supply (5) 36 39 221 - (14) 102 180 271 17.9 16.8 13.7 -
Hydro (4) 38 43 245 n.S. 113 215 301 -

4ns (Taiwan) 13.5 270 n.a. 782 1276 2062 - n.a. 3797 6628 10036 743.4 152.7 - 5.2 711 94.5 159.8 2 107.5 4.8
Public Supply 276 709 1186 1940 - 1040 3628 6456 9802 13.3 726.1 143.7 - 711
Hydro - 221 448 628 721 - 972 2065 2586 3864 - 336

Ieyon 12.0 180 n.a. n.S. 220 209 125 n.S. 302 498 .689 57.4 17.4 125 37.5 280 91.5 155.2 5 40.8 91.9
Public Supply 33 94 195 187 125 81 289 433 629 12.0 52.4 15.6 125 280
Hydro 16 55 114 113 75 9 272 365 474 75 205

N end I 10.7 80 n.a. n.S. 25 38 - n.a. n.a. 25 55 5.1 3.6 - - - - - - 0.1 -
Public Supply (3) 6 11 32 - (5) 11 20 51 13.6 4.8 3.0 - -'ydro 

n.a., 3 8 14 n.a. 7 11 n.a.

10.4. 330 145 312 536 814 380 604 1228 2242 3076 295.8 78.3 500 108.6 1010 156.0 262.5 5 156.5 69.3
Public Supply 128 294 (450) 610 380 494 1156 2128 2953 9.5 283.9 58.7 500 1010
Hydro 36 38 139 293 260 253 195 587 804 260 260
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IBRD/IDA Financing Through 12/31/70 IBRD/IDA
1968 Capacity Disbursements

1968 Growth 1968 Installed Installed Capacity throush 12/31/71
1968 GNP IBRD Rate of Generation Capacity by end Disburse- Committed Conit- Total No. Total to

Pop'n. Per cap. Installed Capacity W)t Financed Electricity Generation (Gwh) Generation per capita per capita 1970 ments by end 1970 ments Program of Country Power as
(mins) (US$ 1950 1960 1965 1968 (MW) 1950 1960 1965 1968 1950-68 (kwh) (Watts) _(MN) (US mn) (MV) 

-us$ 
=I1 IM (gU 

-

Iraq 8.6 260 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. - n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. - - - - - - - 19.8 -
Public Supply (40) (200) (275) (370) - 136- 852 1207 1622 14.8 188.6 (43.0) - -
Hydro n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. - - - - - -

Saudi Arabia 7.1 360 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. - n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. - - - - - - - -
Public Supply (5) (25) 94 188 - (10) (50) 268 528 24.7 74.4 26.5 - -
Hydro n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. - -

Cambodia 7.1 120 (10) (20) (33) (63) - (20) (60) (81) (112) (15.8) (8.9) - - - - - - - -
Public Supply (10) 20 33 63 - (20) 60 81 112 10.5 15.8 8.9 - -
Hydro -

Syria 5.7 210 (45) 119 243 216 - (200) 368 616 773 135.6 37.9 - - - - - - 4.2 -
Public Supply (25) 76 168 138 - (100) 232 404 523 9.6 91.8 24.2 - -
Hydro - n.a. n.a. n.a. - n.a. n.a. n.a. - -

Yemen Arab Republic 5.4 70 - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - -Public Supply - - - -
Hydro - - - - - - - - -

Hong Kong 3.9 710 (110) (365) (593) (1054) - (294) (1301) (2732) (3948) (1012.3) (270.3) - - - - - - - -
Ppblic Supply 110 365 593 1054 - 294 1301 2732 3948 15.5 1012.3 270.3 - -
Hydro .

Laos 2.8 100 (1) 7 n.a. n.a. - n.a. 13 n.a. n.a. - - - - - - - -
Public Supply 1 4 10 8 - 1 7 17 26 19.8 9.3 2.9
Hydro, - -

Israel 2.7 1360 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 2313 4188 5506 2039.3 - - - - 107.8 -
Public Supply 109 410 720 1012 - 464 (2200) 4061 5327 14.5 1973.0 374.8
Hydro n.a. - - - - n.a. - - -

Lebanon 2.6 560 n.a. 146 n.a. n.a. 73 114 422 n.a. n. a. 73 27.0 73 27.0 40.8 1 27.0 100.0
Public Supply (40) 146 356 422 73 114 422 765 1035 13.0 398.1 162.3 73 73
Hydro (25) 65 198 246 73 n.a. 109 505 763 73 73

Papua & New Guinea 2.3 210 (4) 16 25 45 - (6) 57 85 130 56.5 19.6 - - - - - - 1.0 -
Public Supply 2 10 17 33 - (3) 34 66 94 21.1 40.9 14.3
Hydro - 11 12 30 - - 43 57 86

Jordan 2.1 260 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. - n.a. (80) 156 156 72.3 - - - - 9.1 -
Public Supply (2) (30) (35) (40) - (5) (70) 117 116 19.1 55.2 (19.0)
Hydro n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. - n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.

Singapore 2.0 700 (37) (152) (344) (464) 240 (187) (659) (1047) (1639) (819.5) (232.0) 240 49.1 240 60.5 102.9 4 73.7 66.6
Public Supply 37 152 344 464 240 187 659 -1047 1639 12.8 819.5 232.0 240 240
Hydro

Southern Yemen 1.2 120 4 44 73 83 - (10) 150 227 178 148.3 69.2 - - - - - - - -
Public Supply 4 18 46 56 - (10) 75 116 105 14.0 87.5 46.7 - -
Hydro -

TOTAL 3552 4170 809.9 6506 1272.5 2698.3 4.9 4082.9 19.8
Public Supply 3336 9846 27317 3552 10235 36221 102538 13.7 4170 6506
Hydro 2089 2304 3420
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EUROPE: ELECTRICAL GENERATING CAPACITY, GENERATION AND IBRD/IDA POWER FINANCING IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 1950-70

IBRD/IDA Financing Through 12/31/70 IBRD/IDA

1968 Capacity Disbursements

Growth 1968 Installed Installed Capacity through 12/31/71
1968 

Rate of Generation Capacity by end Disburse- Committed Comait- Total No. Total to
1968 GNP IBRD 

1970 ments by end 1970 ments Program of Country Power asElectricity Generation (Gwh) Generation per capita per capita
Pop'n. per cap. Installed Capaci (MW) Financed 

1968 1950-68 (kwh) (US$ min) (MWf) (US$ mln) (US$ mln) Loans (US$ min) % of total
(mlns) (US$) 1950 1960 1965 1968 1950 1960 1965 (watts) (We)

54 790 2815 4952 6936 206.4 58.6 54 39.6 104 63.4 122.4 4 181.6 21.8
Turkey 33.6 310 408 1272 1490 1980 

16.4 186.8 48.1 54 104
Public Supply 175 939 1121 1617 54 409 2383 4290 6276 54 10J4
Hydro (20) 412 505 723 54 30 1002 2179 3175

-
* 

-
- - - - 165.1 -

Spain 32.6 730 2416 6567 10173 13988 - 6915 18614 31724 45851 1406.5 429.1

Public Supply (2200) 5964 9400 13146 - (6400) 16955 29628 43289 11.2 1327.9 403.3

1772 4600 7193 8543 5079 15624 19687 24428
Hydro

2408 8928 15523 20641 1021.8 241.4 384 64.4 384 64.6 165.0 4 300.6 21.4
Yugoslavia 20.2 510 774 2402 3763 4876 384 

(1900) 7844 14012 18802 13.6 930.7 215.7 384 384
Public Supply (500) 2000 3350 4357 384 384

287 1450 2265 2786 384 1175 5984 8985 11767
Hydro

942 3264 4635 6215 654.2 213.7 690 56.4 690 57.5 130.8 5 56.4 100.0
9.5 460 345 1335 1715 2030 385Portugal 

1868 385 859 3113 4340 5856 11.3 616.4 196.6 690 690
Public Supply 272 1232 1578 390 390
Hydro 153 1085 1423 1425 210 437 3105 3983 5217

- - - - - - - 10.8 -

reece 

8.8 740 236 611 1169 1897 - (690) 2277 4401 7340 834.1 215.6
Public Supply 223 605 1073 1798 - 665 2197 4145 6949 13.9 789.7 204.3

Hydro 13 196 268 704 - 10 469 759 1354

280 14.5 31.5 1 3.6 100.0
(266) (724) (1070) (1290) - (903) (2260) (3538) (4745) (1636.2) (444.8) 3.6 

280-relan! 2.9 980 - 903 2260 3538 4745 9.7 1636.2 444.8
Public Supply 266 724 1070 1290 - 280
Hydro 128 219 219 219 - 351 932 939 770

823 1128 164.0 1458 200.0 449.7 14 718.1 22.8
IOTAT. 107.6 

11464 24076 823 11136 34752 85917 12.0 1128 
1158Public Supply 3636 828

648
Hydro



APPENDIX TABLE 4.1
TEN ILITIES: FRECAST 

AND 
ACTUJAL PAK DENDS, 

RESERVES AN IDAD FACTORS 1970 a

SEBA FURNAS EELPA VRA NEB Colombia Mexico - CFE VPUB EEEB 5RK 
Inte rated ! stem

A B B 
Central orde ntaJ. 

Uc 

ci 

denta] 

Total, NorthernA B A A- -- North Western North EasternForocast -/ . A B A- B A V-
Installed Capacity 1790 1432 121Peak Demand. 

1617 - 588 563 644 617Gross Reserve 

-

73 363 363 4

81 440 

620 456 582 
490 

2300 2242 587 A173 
48 

f/ 225 1/ 200 f/ 
523 452 418 

356 
1840 1786 523 338

78 177 97 735 1601 334 334Actual 4 164 134 460 456 504 1252 221 212 253 
370 619

Installed Capacity 64 231 3149 113 261 480 
501

Peak Demand 1840 2294 94 588 563 644 
122 85 109 139 

402

Gross Reserve 1697 2069 50 378 588 
443 

248 2117363 f_/ 377 479 228 
1270

Gross Reserve as % of Demand 
8.4 10.9 88.o 55.1 267 109 

410 
741 

1929Actual Effective Peak 55.5 72 20 182 33270.8 22.8 -82 21.1 17.6 28.2 458Available Capacity 19.4 8.8 9.4 58Peak Demand 1772 2091 67 4751697 428 
455Spare Capacity e/ 2043 45 360 428L/ 443 205363 

423h/ 371 222 
2053 12.7Spare Capacity as % of Demand 75 248 1935 

n.a. n a. n.a. 286 455
4.4 2.3 

22 
31.9 65 346 n a. 264

Annual Load Factor (%) 48 ..9 17.9 
109 1. 2%/ 72 -17 118 

n.a. 
n.a. 13 9

Forecast 31.5 19.4 -7.6 n.a. n.a. n.a. 
273

Actual 54 - 54 76 6.1 424
57 54 50 56 49 54 56 3157 85 74 67 58 58 59 

53
73.9 54 62 5-d 71 69 56 60 61 

7.3 
60

60 53 63 66 65
71 43 58

56
I/ Installed Capacity is shown

peak demands are calendar year, Decembergiven for the year ending on theb/ Forecasts are 
taken from 

the latest corresponding dates. 
31, for all cases except EELPA and NEB, whose fiscal 

years 
end on September 

10 and
appraisal report load factor appraisal 

August 31, respectively;
forecasts were reports examinedj for envch utility. 

An additional setsubstantially different from the more recent 

ones: 

of forecasts in the cases of PUB, EEEB and CFE ar included where earlierPUB: A - Loan 473-SI (1966)
B - Loan 503-SI (1967)EEEB: A - Loan 313-CO (1962)
B - Loan 537-CO (1968)CFE: A - Loan 316-ME (1962)
B - Loan 436-ME

c/ Figures fori nstalled 

(1965) modified for Central and Interconnected systems to be comparable withcapacity refer to SEGBA's 
actual developments excluding frequency conversion.All1 data for load factors in 

own system, while those
L/ Available Mexico are for 1969 unavailability for 

demand and load factor
capacity includes due to 

include 
supplies 

purchased from other
Ll Includes power actually purchased from 

other gross generation in each 

utilities and resold by SEGBA.

-

/ T some capacity that of 1970 actual data forsuppliers 
f'or

arge reserve partly to may be unavailable in poor hvdrological vars an amount 
o~f

n permit guaranteed (about 22 to 26 199 MW. system.For 1969. No data supplies to aluminum smelter. MW in EELPA, and about 
100 

MW in NEB)available for 1970.



IBRD PROJECTS IMPLEENTATION APPE)NIX T E4
Forecast vs. Actual Construction Peri and Costs

F 0 R E C A S T S ACTUAL
Construe- Cors truction Cost 

Constrction Costtion a/ Project (us $ Million) Costg tion Poj. et
Period - Sospe L.C. F.X. Total US$ -, Period - L.C. F.1. Total

RCELECTRIC PLANTS

BRAZIL: Furnas 60 160 MW 66.96 41.50 128.16 236 85 900 MW 85.42 14.8. 130.26 145
Estreito 73 533 MW 5. 0 36.50 81.50 153 59 700 MW 96.20 137ETHIOPIA: Awash II 27 6.81 

74.40 21.80
32 MW 

1.15 10.97 342 31 32 NW 3.37 6.93 10.30 322Awash III 42 32 MW 4.17 6.25 10.2 326 79 32 MW 3.55 6.94 10.9 328GHANA: Akosobo 58 588 MW 61.60 67.10 128.70 219 55 588 MW 50.33 72.36 122.69 209MALAYSIA! aeron Highlands I 55 79 MW 10.80 26.10 36.90 466 52 106 
MW 14.00 19.20 33.20 315Cameron Higlands IS 48 154 MW 14.20 27.50 41.70 270 411 15. 17.4o 30.30 47.70 309COLOMBIA: Calima. 63 120 MW 9.80 18.9 28.70 239 86 120 MW 20.54 21.65 42.19 351El CUlegio 85 300 AM 15.49 30.26 45.75 152 85 300 MW 19.37 34.29 53.66 178Troneras 50 36 MW 3.58 2.63 6.21 172 61 36 mw 5.61 2.87 8.48 235Guadalupe III 63 210 MW 7.08 15.96 23.0. 110 82 270 MW 16.58 17.60 34.18 126MEXICO: Miguel Aleman System 78 155 MW 13.06 6.84 19.90 128 1o4 161 MW 33.441 6.52 39.96 248including: Santa Barbara 51 68 MW 5.56 7.612.05 112San Bartolo C 68 225 MW 4.47 1.28 5.75 228

El Durano 102 18 NW 1.89 1.28 3.17 176
Ixtapantango 33 50 MW 0.50 1..1 1.94. 117

Puebla-Veracruz System 66 35 MW 1.02 0.97 1.99 56 57 31 MM 3.48 1.03
1.51 148including: Topaolon 47 11 MW 1.01 o.53 1.5. 141

El Encanto 57 10 MW 1.26 0..1. 1.70 170
Mina. I 54 10 MW 1.21 0.06 1.27 132

Bombana 78 3 MW 0.43 0.10 o.53 201. 50 3 M 1.o 0.16 1.20 377Tingambato 45 150 MW 9.21 7.63 16.84 112 65 135 m 19.28 5.93 25.21 1
8
7El Cobano 36 55 mw 6.66 .69 8.35 152 59ovia0hic b/ 52 MW 8.04 1.74 9.78 18~35 19 MW 2.00 0.74 1

Mocuzari 2.7.37 10 NW 1.35 0.36 1.71 1
Temaxcal 

-5/ 
48 154 MW 7.76 5.42 13.18 85 65 15 MW 17.07 3.411 

1 33El Fuerte 20..852 1.0 NW 4.56 1.42 5.98 50-Cupatitzio 55 5.77 3.53 9.30 126 65 63 MW 18.16 4.72 22.88 363Mazatepec 59 156 MW 17.95 5.41 23.36 144 
f1 45 .82 11. 8974 11 

NW F'~31SUB-TTAL 57 3,326 mw 304.70 311.10 615.80 185 62 4,062 MW 464.88 316.63 781.51 193
C2LCMBIA: Anchicaya 50 1.1MW 15.1h4 34 77 44 mw 17.01 387MEXICO: El Fuerte 20 MW 1 .02 51 20 MW 1 10 55Mazatepec 4th Unit 4 52 MW 6.58 14h4 

fl 
18 52 M 8.53

San Bartolo I 20 MW 2.90 145 19 NW -319 to'4.61 243
Infieroillo (316, 436) 622 MW 82.42 137 672 MW 111.18 165Santa Rosa 60 MW 11.67 245
Sanalona 1L MW 1.96 140 60 N 2.26 161El Novilloe 90 MW 30.41 338 90MWd 40.22 447La Venta 30 mWll 12.54 351 30 MW 17.76 592Chilapan 18 MW 1.89 105 18 NW 3.91 21 7hlEl Retire 11. MW 4.90 348 21 MW 11.60 552El Salto 18 MW 3.1. 174 18 M -.

5.54 30Malpaso 720 MW 31.02 43 720 MW 80.22 1 1 h/
_6

TOTAL HIDROELECTRIC 9 I .5k .028 MW 822.39 61 189

1H .PLANTS

ARGENTINA: Costtmera 60 5x 120 MW 58.02 73.05 131.o5 218 61 5 x 120 MW 65.94 71.66 137.60 229
MALAYSIA: Prai I and SC 92 3 x 30 MW 5.70 14.A5 20.15 22. 95 3 x 30 MW 5.74 12.37 18.11 201

Port Dickson I 35 2 x 62 MW 6.80 19.o 0 25.80 215 38 2 x 60 Mw 7.00 13.00 20.00 167
Extension of Johore Bahru 2 x 30 MW 2.30 7.10 9.40 157 69 2 x 30 MW 2.10 4.6o 6.70 111SINGAPORE: Pasir Panjang I & I 15 -I x 60 MW 9.48 25.08 34.56 11.4 47 4 x 60 w 9.87 23.15 33.02 138CO[4MBIA: Yunb Unit 3 2 1 x 33 MW 1.24 

1. 10 5.6. 171 24 1 x 33 MW 2.77 3.70 6.47 196
Zipaquira Unit 2 19 1 x 33 MW 1.6. 7.02 8.66 231 31 1 x37.5 mw 2.48 5.60 8.08 215

MEMICO: Son a System n.a. ho 9W 2.88 2.66 5.5. 139
including: Ciudad Obregon 21 3 x 5 MW 0.96 1.98 2.94 196

Ouayma I Units 1nd 2 42 2 x 12.5 m 2.61 4.41 7.02 281
Guaymas (Extension) ..a. 1 x 30 MW 1.50 2.93 4.43 148 1x NJ 2.14 2.27 4.141 134Juarez 57 1 o 5 MW o.61 0.76 1.0 33

1.37 27. 24 3 X 5 
MW o.75 1.99 2.74 183

Chihuahua n.a. 2 x 25 MW 2.00 3.57 5.57 ill 4o. 3 x 15 MW 3.67 3.72 7.39 164
Aldama d/ 6 MW 0.35 1.07 1 .42 237
Motul aid La Paz b/ 1;5. 6.5 MW 1.02 1.62 2.62 03
Ciudad Victoria 81 33 2 x 1 NW o.37 0.26 0.63 315Ciudad Victoria (Extension) b/ 19 1 x 2.5 MW 0.19 o.42 0.61 21
Merida h/ 28 1 x 6.25 Nw o.61Villahermnosa b/ 0.67 1.28 205

23 2 a 2.25 mw 0.73 0.43 1.16 258
La Laguona bi 24 1 

a 33 MW 0.19 0.42 0.61 24
Monterrey I 22 2 x 15 MW 0.78 2.84 3.62 121 29 2 x 15 NW 2.11 2.82 4.93 164Veracruz 23 1 x 10 MW 

1.16 1.37 1.83 183 1 x 10 MW 1. 50 _1L.26 2. 
2

SUB-10TAL I 39 1,353.5 MW 91.74 166.92 261.66 193 38 1,401.75 Nw 113.97 156.88 270.85 193

ARGENTINA: Puerto Nuevo Unit 9 29 1 a 250 MW 36.85 147 29 1 x 250 mw 31 .20 125Peaking Units (Gas Turbine) 20 
8

n 15 MW 11.17 93 

30 

8 x 15 MW 12.80 106Co1MBIA: Yumbo Units 1 and 2 30 lxl2+1xlO MW 4.83 215 30 2 x 10 MWMEXICO: Valle de Mexico 1 a 15o MW 13.62 91 1 x 150 MW 5.66 283
Poza Rica 3 x 39 MW 

17.91 119
15.07 129 3 x 39 MW 22.17 189Delicias 3 x 33 MW 13.51 136 3 x 33 MW 18.78 190Monterrey II 3 x 75 MW 27.13 121 3 x 75 ?w 31.18 139Rio Bravo 2 a 37.5 MW 9.20 123 2 x 37.5 MW

Nava 1 x 37.5 MW 7.02 187 1 x 37.5 MW 
10.72 11.313.34 356Tiuana Units 1, 2, and 3 3 x 75 MW 28.65 127 3 x 75 MW 36.82 164Tijuana Unit 4 1 x 82 MW 1.4o 127 1 x 82 NWJuchi tan 2 x 6.25 MW 3.79 303 2 x 6.25 MW 
10.57 129

Merida Units 1 and 2 2 x 6.25 MW 3.02 242 2 x 6.25 MW 
4.16 333

.oo 320Top.Io-Bampo 6.52 163 1 x 41 Nw 10.51 256
La Laguna Unit 4 1 o10 MW 5.76 144 1 x 41 mw 8.67 211
Salamanca I 1 

a 
150 MW 18.10ouaymas Unit 4 1 x 4o MW 1216.52 163 1 x 41 MW 13.15 321Salamanca I (Gas Turbine) 1 x 14 MW 1.1.8 106Pajaritos (Gas Turbine) 2 x 14 MW 3.3. 119 2 x 14 Mw 1.59 16Tampico (Gas Turbine) 1 

a 
14 MW 2.07

Guadalajara (Extension) (Gas Turbine) 2 x 14 NW 2.85 118
Merida Unit 4 (Gas Turbine) 1 x 14 MW 

1021.65 118Acapulco (Gas Turbine) 1 x 14 MW 1. 112

SUB-TOTAI 2/ 36 2,889.5 Mw 168.04 162 36 3,212.25 MW 554.8
173

Merida Diesel Station 18 MW 6.
TOTAL THERMAL 9/ 36 2,889.5 MW 468.0 162 36 3,230.25 MW 5.61.28 17.
TOTAL PLANTS 47 7,917.5 MW 1,290.43 j63. 53 9,070.25 MW 1,666.56 181.
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F 0 R C AS S A LConstrue- Construction Coat atruc- Construction Costtion Project (US $ Million). Costdm Project (US $ Million) Coet/kmPeriod - Scope F.X. Total tinL.C. US$ '0008 Period 'I scope L. C. F.I. Total US$ co
TRANSMISSION

ARGENTINA: 132 kv 5/ 45 675 ka 38.26 25.10 63.36 93.9 45 885 Ia 74.33 17.50 91.83 103.8
BRAZIL: 345 kv n.a. 1,740 Iac 20.75 45.80 66.55 38.2 not completed 1,270 fa 26.441 23.17 49.61' 39.1
COLCNBIA: 115 kv 54 n. a. 4.14 5.02 9.16 n.a. 8. n.A. 5.10 9.40 14.5o n.a.

230 kv (Interconnection) n.a. 1,000 ka 7.81 19.40 27.21 27.2 n.a. 1,075 Ia 5.93 16.72 22.65 21.1
ETHIOPIA: 132 kv n.a. 323 a .79 3.99 4.78 14.8 n. a. 282 a 1.21 3.99 5.20 18.4
GHANA: 165 kv 33 985 ia 9.90 28.80 38.70 35.9 1,045 km 6.23 20.13 26.36 25.0
MALAYSIA: 132 kv 102 1,428 Ian 11.70 22.10 33.80 21.2 109 1,422 km 24.90 47.90 33.7
MEXICO: Up to 220 kv n.a. 12.73 35 .21 .6 

-23.00
3L Ia .71.94 15 n.a. 4.. 994 am 2 }.2?6 .71 112'

SUB-TOTAL 9,206 ka 106.08 185.43 291.51 30.7 10,973 a 168.03 146.77 314.80 27.4

MEXICO: Up to 220 kv n.a. n.a. 3,.00 Ia 26.87 7.9
Above 220 kv n.a. 41.200 an.. 213 .02 Z7

TOTAL TRANSMISSION 3i Ian L62

uISTRIBUTION

ETHIOPIA: 15 kv or less n.a. 750 Ia 1.14 2.7. 3.88 5.2 n.a. 750 Ia o.51 1.52 2.03 2.7
SINGAPORE: 6.6 kv, 22 ky, 66 kr 24 232 Ia 10.00 14.30 24.30 101.7 24 315 km 6.06 13.08 19.14 60.8

COLMBIA: n.a. 1,100 Ia 3.06 4.88 7.94 7.2 n.a. 1,065 Ia 1.78 6.35 8.13 7.6
MEXICO: 2 first loans - - 41 15 ,785 conneet. i. E IA

SUB-TOTAL 2,082 Ia 14.20 21.92 36.12 17.14 2,130 km+ 15,785 connect. 10.13 22.13 32.25
ARGENTINA: 4,718 Ia A/ 311.81 23.1 &1 15,641 ka 230.59 14.7
MEXICO: 1962-1969 Programs n.a. 269.92 n.a. 01. 50

TOTAL 6.800 iao 61 7. 85 17 L Iac+ 15.785 connect. Z6A
RURAL ELECTRIFICATION

ETHIOPIA: Diesel Plants and
Distribution n.a. 5.8 M .87 1.55 2.42 n.a. 9.5 w .8. 1.91 2.75

MEXICO: first loan n.a. 16.9 m 7. 2 3.88 65 12.6 mw 5211.13 1. _2..9 j.
SUB-TOTAL 22.7 W-4 8.12 5.43 13.55 22.1 MW 2.37 ..90 7.27

MEXICO: 1962-66 and 68-69 Programs 71.68 73.88

TOTAL 85.23 81 .15

TOTAL PROJECTS 2A 2 81 2, 89 6.75

PROJECTS NOT COVERED BY IBRD LOANS

MALAYSIA: Malacca plant (Thermal) U1. 4 x 10 W 2.0 6.5 8.5 212
SINGAPORE: Jurong station (Thermal) 48 4 x 60 m 11.9 24.1 36.0 150
BRAZIL: Santa Crus plant (Thermal) 48 2 x 80 MW - 33.1 208

Funil plant (Hydro) 96 210 W 84.9 4oETHIOPIA: Awash I (Hydro) n.a. 43 W 13.8 321Tis Abbai (Hydro) 9.6 m 6.2 646n.a.'

y For sub-totals and totals, average data are given.
_b/ These plants replace Motul and La Pas plants.
c/. Do not include plants in Colombia completed with 216 M hydro and 1 x 33 M thermal unit for which actual costs are not available.
d/ This plant replaces Aldama plant.
a/ Forecast includes only that for Loan 308 AR; actual data aggregate the investments made during Loans 308-525 AR
T/ Unit cost for total plant.
j/ Forecast number of Im includes only that for Loan 308.AR which concurs with 7,123 Io a ctually laid down; forecast for Loan 525 AR is not available.
h' Power part of hydro schemes previously built for irrigation or flood control purposes.



SELECTED INDICATORS ON THE TEN UTILITIES APU4D11 TADLI 4.3

VRA NEB I/ CFE PUB BoGorASEGBA FURNAS EELPA

Unit 1960 1965 1970 1965 1970 1960 1965 1970 1965 1970 1960 1965 1970 1960 1965 1970 1960 1965 1970 1960 1965 1970 1960 1965 1970 1960 1965 1970
CERAT ID S

1. Installed Capacity (year and) 
82 588 3 111 265 727 1,608 2,914 lim 201 503 137 308 443 66 96 186Hydro MW 900 2,090 n.a. 50 588

Thermal Mw 693 1,454 1,840 206 5 5 123 l140 360 297 1,186 2,030 150 317 617 14 85 85 20
n.a. 2 7 22 5-0 L 78 178 456 27 27 27 

53
Diesel e 301 1,102 792 3~7"4M TIT 3Di 28 9 53Total Mw 

-1- -, Io !79 - f,3 5i 137 308 158
2. Peak Demand 528 1,169 1,697 570 2,069 10 33 50 73 378 94 156 363 1,840-q 2,9501 5,oio / 118 192 377 129 244 479 150 267 371 67 228
3. Gross Reserves as % of Peak Demand % 31 2'4 8 58 11 209 30 60 55 34 i41 72 26 52 26 5o 79 71 1 17 23 9 15 20 43 10 9
I. Generation Sent Out GWH 2,810 5,245 7,994 2,837 9,731 50 172 281 102 2,879 610 1,192 2,41 4,123 10,126 22,647 624 993 2,077 690 1,085 2,271 824 1,373 1,965 n.9. n.a. n.a.
5. Total Sales GwH 2,385 4,270 6,861 2,681 9,255 '43 152 246 98 2,806 545 1,073 2,178 4,065 9,800 20,095 578 912 1,942 606 1,027 2,033 710 1,068 1,496 301 672 1,067

31 n.e. 63 

112.6 

/ n.a. 51 1/ 13 29 37 n.a. 31 33 28 29 33Industrial Sales as % of Total 28 30 BULK 11 

9.2a
38 4,4 39 BULK 37 36 12 10 27 30 28 5 1c 

J/Residentual Sales as % of Total SUPPLIIR SUPPLIM '469.2 455.0 1,019.0 3,822.0 98.2 169.3 267.6 130.82 206.74 284.72 SUm
6. ,'oumer of Customers 000's 1,115.0 1,901.0 2,319.0 32.44. 66.61 112.63 180.' 319.9 99.91 127.80 17454

FINANCES
Average Revenue/kwh Sold 3.4 4.4 3.3 1.21 1.61 5.76 3.'48 3.68 1.01 .4o 3.2 3.0 2.6 1. 09 1.1 1. 79 2.39 2.32 2.19 1.14 1.12 0.98 0.82 0.84 1. 01 0.94 0.75 1 .07P/7. USo

8. USf 2.5 2.3 0.40 0.58 3.98 2.4L 2.22 .42 .21 2.5 2.2 1.7 0. 6 0.80 1. 0 1.75 1.70 1.A'4 0.47 0.65 o.59 0.36 0.48 0.5;p 0.50 0.57 0. 6EAverage Cost/kwh Sold 3.0
9. Net Revenues Local Currncy mir.. 21.24 b/V 62.90 _b/ 67.10 b/ 41.25 '4o.49 1.91 4.69 8.97 .42 5.80 11.7 29.0 63.6 223. 681.9 1749 . - 11.24 17.13 79.98 29.19 67.99 199.52 21.72 52.88 166.26 10.30 20.07 69. .35E

10. Gross Fixed Investment n.a. b/ 53.34 b/ 64.86 b/ 35.86 507.31 34.83 14.38 20.21 n.a. 2.344 33. 8 82. 2 '47 9 973. 1139.7 3719. 2 9.38 2 84.29 44.13 154.44 197.53 21.97 149.72 267 .16 13.54 122.12 81.2E/23.2
11. Average Net Fixed Assets in Operation 130.23 b/467.35 b/ 616.00 S/ 330.21 2356.33 32.11 56.66 91.84 95.62 134.39 154. L 353. e 731 - 3084. h- 1 1199.0 1579, 161.30 26.1 o 422.28 108.56 210.06 245.73 117.33 426.00 591 .85B 80.72 196.52 72 9. 222/

MINAGEMENT INDICATORS

.4 
7.6 8.2 8.7 4.8 9/ 5.o 

2 I 8.5 °/ 8.1 7.0 18.9 15.7 9.1 9.9 114.8 7.2 n.1 6.3 3.7 2A12. Rate of Return (9 as % of 11) 16.2 13.5 10.9 12.5 18.7 5.9 8.3 9.8 4.3 4.
13. Financial Rate of Return a/ 8.6 7.6 5.5 7.7 1i.6 4.4 6.5 8.3 .4 4.3 7.8 8.9 9.7 4.7 3.9 6.5 8.7 6.1 14.5 19.3 10.9 11.1 iU.6 7.3 10.7 2/ 6.3 3.7 4. 2E
16. Self-Financing Rate c/ n.a. 27.1 43.1 23.4 47.0 n.a. 37.5 42.5 33.3 29.8 77.3 717 - 83.2 28.8 38.0 n. a. 15.1 66.1 92.3 35.8 33.3 nAg n.a. n.a.
15. Debt Service Coverage d/ Tims n.a. 1.3 1.7 1.2 2.3 n.a. 20.2 5.0 n.a. 1.3 2.7 2.4 2.6 1.53 0.30 0.99 1.8 1.8 2.1 n.a. 1.4 1.9 4.8 4.8 - n.a. n.a.

16. Debt/Equity Ratio c/o n.a. 53/47 45/55 61/39 56/4 0/100 18/82 3/57 44/56 53/4-7, 67/33 64/36 55/45 22/78 'o/60 53/47 n.a. 55/45 53/?47 24/76 58/42 61/39 39/61 53/A7 62/38 46/54, 70/30 69/31-
17. En emgy Sales per Employee Mwh 162 170 290 1,012 2 452 '49 112 115 102 2, 734E P 106 136 232 723 1,020 1,086 236 276 418 701 786 1,320 n. a. 1,131 1,865 n.a. n.a. n. a
18. Distribution and/or Transmis Lon Losses % 15.1 18.6 16.2 5.5 .9 18.0 12.6 12.6 4.0 2.5 10.7 10.0 9.7 1.4 3.2 11.2 7.4 8.1 6.5 12.1 5.3 10.9 15.1, 23.7 23.9 4.2 2.1 1.

19. Averag Capacity out of Service as % of 
n.a. n.a. 12.2 2.6 n.a. 7.9 n. a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 13.1 7.6 18.8 n. a. n.a. 12.3 n.a. 2.3 0.0 - 1.6 5.2Installed Capacity % 1.2 5.4 16.7 7.9

a/ Net revenues after taxes as % of average net fixed assets in operation.

/ Net revenues, gross fixed investment, average net fixed assets in operation given in US$ min.

c/ Net internal cash generaticn as % of total application of funds.

d/ Times debt service was covered by operating income and depreciation.
e/ Total capacity of EELPA in the interconnected and isolated systems. Breakdown is given only for

the interconnected system.

/ Years ending September 10.

g/ Includes commercials and industrial sales

h/ Includes purchases of power from other companies.
i/ Includes Industrial and mining sales

,1/ Constant rate of exchange US$1 - M$ 3.
k/ Including consumers contribution

1/ If depreciation charges are taken as 3% of gross fixed assets, the corrected average cost/kwh sold will
be o .82 (1960), 0.94 (1965), 1.18 (1970).

!/ If depreciation charges are taken as 3% of gross fixed assets, the corrected not revenis will be 136.2
(1960), 515.1 (1965), 1, 516.4 (1970).

n/ If depreciation charges are taken as 3% of gross fixed assets, the corrected average not fixed assets
will be 2,830.5 (1960), i0,242.2 (1965), 17,798.5 (1970).

o/ Rate of return after correction for depreciation provision, for comparison purposes.

g/ 1969.

I/ Non coincident peak load in Mexico as a whole.



APPENDIX TABLE 4.4

TEN UTILITIES -AVERAGE PRICES, COSTS AND PROFITS PER UNIT OF ELECTRICITY AND RATE OF RETURN TO AVERAGE NET FIXED ASSETS, 1955-1970

(Prices & Costs in U$c Equivalent)
Average

1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1960-70
1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 1960

Arg ent i na - EGBA 
n.a. 3.40 3.50 3.60 3.60 3.70 4.40 4.90 3.80 4.10 3.70' 3.30

Ave. revenue per kwh sold n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.
n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 2.50 2.70 2.50 2.70 2.90 3.00 3.20 2.60 2.30 2.30 2.30

Ave. cost per kwh sold 
n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 0.90 0. 80 1.10 0.90 

0.80 1. 40 1.70 1. 
20 1. 80 

1 .40 1.00

Ave. profit per kwh sold n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 16.2 14.9 18.0 11.9 8.5 13.5 15.8 11.4 17.3 14.6 10.9 13.9
Rate of return on assets (%)

Brazil - Furnas .. - - 0.55 1.21 1.39 1.38 1.38 1.29 1.61
Ave. revenue per kwh sold - - - 0.55 

0.44 0.53 0.58- - - - - - 0.19 0.20 
0.40 0.44 0.51

Ave. cost per kwh sold - - - - - - - - 0. 36 
0.35 0.81 0.95 1094 0. 87 0.76 1.03

Ave. profit per kwh sold 

-
- - - - - 0.9 5.9 12.5 18.5 17.0 18.4 19.8 18.7 15.8

Rate of return on assets (%) (Over 1964-70)

Ethiopia - EELPA 
5.76 4.14 3.84 3.88 3.58 3.48 3.59 3.50 3.49 3.68 3.68

Ave. revenue per kwh sold n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 6.71 
2.44 2.44 2.10 2.08 2.20 2.22

Ave. cost per kwh sold n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 4.44 3.98 3.14 2.65 2.55 2.13
Ave. 'profit per kwh sold n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 2.27 1.78 .00 1.19 1.33 1.45 1.04 1.15 1. 40 1. 41 1. 

1T 7.4n.a. 3.0 4.9 6.4 8.4 8.3 8.3 9.2 8.5 9.2 9.8
Rate of return on assets (%) n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 5.9

Ghana - VRA - - - - - - - - 1.01 0.97 0.41 0.37 0.38 0.40
Ave. revenue per kwh sold -

0.35 0.22 0.20 0.21
Ave. cost per kwh sold - - - - ~ -

- - 0.42 0.59 
0. 06 

0 16 
0.19- - - ~ - - 0.59 

0.38 0.15
Ave. profit per kwh sold 

-
- - - - - 0.4 1.1 0.6 2.9 3.8 4.3 2.5

Rate of return on assets (%) - (Over 1966-70)

Malaysia - NEB 3.00 .3.00 2.70 2.60 2.60
Ave, revenue per kwh sold n.a. 3.20 3.10 3.10 3.20 3.20 3.10 3.10 3.10 3.10 3.00 

1.80 1.70
n.e. 2.60 2.40 2.50 2.50 2.40 2.40 2.40 2.30 2.20 2.10 2.00 1.80

Ave. cost per kwh sold 
2.50 

0.80 0. 80 
0 

90 
1.00 0.90 

8.1Ave. profit per kwh sold n.a. 0. 60 0. 60 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.70 8.2 9,6 10.1 9.2 8.5
Rate of return on assets W% n.a. 7.2 6.6 7.4 6.8 7.6 8.8 9.0 7.6 7.0

Mexico - CFE 1.,41 1 .47 
1.36 1 .42 1 .87 1.77 1 .80 1 .79

0.69 0.95 0.99 0.85 1.09 1 .34 1.38 
0.80 1 .00 1.10 1 .09

Ave. revenue per kwh sold 0.67 0.72 0.80 0.91 0.80 1.08
Ave. cost per kwh sold 0.48 0.49 0.63 

0.65 
0.60 

0.65 
0.56 

06.5-0

0.20 0.32 0.34 0.25 
0 I4 

-07-2 0. 61S .6.8Ave. profit per kwh sold 0.19 3.8 4.2 2,4 4.8 6.5 7.2 5.4 4.1 5.0 7.0
Rate of return on assets (%) 0.8 1.7

Singapore - PUB 2.32 2.28 2.34 2.29 2.25 2.19
Ave. revenue per kwh sold n.a. n.a. n.a. 2.46 2.45 2.39 2.42 2.38 2.41 2.39 

1.04n.a. n.a. n.a. 1.76 1.65 1.68 1.68 1.56 1.52 1.52 1.74 1.59 1.46 1.26 1.21
Ave. cost per kwh sold 0.82 0.89 0.87 0.585 

0.69 
110-8 1.03 

1 .04 1.15
Ave. profit per kwh sold n.a. n.a. n.a. 0 7i 0.80 0 71 0.74 

11.0 14.2 16.9 18.9 11.5
n.a. n.a. n.a. 6.4 7.5 7.0 8.1 9.9 11.6 10.8 7.0 8.1

Rate of return on assets (%)

Bogota - EEEB

0.56 0.53 0.56 0.57 0.66 0.60 0.65 0.65 0.81 0.69 0.66 0.59
Ave. cost per kwh sold 0.51 0.55 0.56 0.53 

0. 9.47 
0. 

i60 7.43 0. 0.41 0.39
Ave. profit per kwh sold 0.72 0. 62 0.48 0.39 0.31 0 1 0.55 0.76 7. 64 

9.0 
10.4

18.0 9.1 7.4 9.1 7.1 7.8 8.1 9.9
Rate of return on assets (%) 22.0 21.6 13.5 8.3 6.1 15.7 13.0

1.06
Medellin - EPM 0.90 

0.84 0.85 1.01 1.01
0.91

Ave. revenue per kwh sold 0.89 0.95 0.65 0.70 0.76 0.82 0.87 0.80 0.93 0.48 0.54 0.59 0.62 0.52 4720.36 0.41 0.44 0.49 0.45 0.
Ave. cost per kwh sold n.a. n.a. n.a. 0.31 0.38 0. ~7- 0.31 0.32 0.39 0.54

n.a. 
0 46' 0.46 0.36 

0.36 
5.4 6.0Ave. profit per kwh sold n.a. n.a. 0.39 7.2 8.2 11.0 n.a. 9.5

n.a. n.a. n.a. 12.2 11.4 14.8 15.3 8.8 8.7 9.9
Rate of return on assets (%)

Cali - CVC/Chidral (bulk) 
0,82 0,69 0.94 0.88 0.82 0.69 0.57 0.75 0.69 0.82 0.88 1.07 n.a.

Ave. revenue per kwh sold 
1.07 0.94 0.63 

0.50 0.57 0.57 0.57 0.75 0.63 0.63 0.63 n.a.
Ave. cost per kwh sold 0.57 0.44 0.57 0.69 0.63 0.50 0.50 0. n.a.
Ave. 

profit 

per kwh sold 0.50 0.50 0.25 0.0 0.0 0.44 
0.38 

0.32 0.12 0.0 0.18 -T.06 0.19 0.35 
4.2 n.a. 3.90.6 0.4 5.6 6.5 2.0 0.9 3.7 neg. 2.5 3.7

Rate of return on assets (%) n.a. 6.4 3.4 6.3

1



APPENDIX TAILE 4.
MAJOR COVENANTS AND SIDE LETTERS

TEN UJTILITIES:

CFE MEDELLIN CHIDRAL
PUB BOGOTA

VRA NEB
FURNAS EELPA

SEGBA - "reagogable surplus"8 
(1965)-/ 9 (1968)8 (1963) agreement (1955)Tariffs 8 in 1974 (19 6 2).!/ 8 (1963) 9 (1958)

10 (1965) 7 (1969)
8 (1962)

Mininum Rate of Return, % 91/ 40 (1960) 30 (1959) 40 (1961)
33 (1962)

40 (1964)
Self-Financing Ratio, %

- 1.3 (1960)
Test for ncurrence of Long-Term Debt: 1.5 (1949) 1.4 (1965)

1.5 (1962) 1.5 (1958)1.4 (1964) i-
Minimum Debt Service Coverage 1.75 / (1962)

60/40 (1959) 50/50 (1955)

67/33 
d 

(1965)
Maximum Debt/Equity Ratio 40760 (1962)

X (1966)-f/
X (1966 

-

Maximum Incurrence of
Short-term Debt

Others X (1963)
X (1969) X (1963)

Bank Agreement on Appointment X (1964)
X (1962)of Executives

X (1959) X (1960)x 
(1962) X (1963) x (1960)

X (1962) X (1958)
Audit by External 

x 
(1965) X (1964)x 

(1962)Auditors

X (1959) XJ/(1960)
Guarantee from Govern- X (1949) X (1963) X (1960)

X (1962) x (1958)ments to Provide X X
Necessary Funds

X (1963)X (1960)
Local Procurement X (1962)

with International X (1965)X (1968)Bidding

' -Revaluation of
-Joint Planning (1958) 

-Interconnection 

EMCALI that CHIDRAL
-Reorganization ofImprovement in ECG (1962) -Consolidation small will be sole sup-

-Joint Planning (1968) -Joint Planning (1958)
Sector Policies -Distribution expan- systems into uniform plier of power to-Distribution expan- (1968)

sion sion (1965) tariff zones (1958) -Junta Iacional de 
city (1950)

-Frequency unification -Distribution Expan-
-Revaluation 

of 
/ 

-Revalustion of Tarifas (1968)
Assets (1962)a Assets (1958) program (1965) sion (1955)

-Establish one dispatch-Planning of inter-
control in each sys-connection and t em

distribution expan- (1965)
-Financial Coordination (1965)

sion (1962) -Reorganization of
-Composition of Board -Separate Operations

-Review financial 

& 
-Reorganization 

and Auditing for a
1
l CVC & CHIDRAL

of Directors (1960)
Internal Organization budgetary proce- of Accounts the power service power activities-Sales of shares system (1963) 

-ReOrgalitation of
and Management 

dreS 

(1958) 
Financial 

Program- divisions (1959) into single en-
to private -Acceptance tests -Implementation -Consultation with tity (1963)
investors of consult- ming (1962) -Adequate deprecia-

-Labor force. 
1  

(1962) Bank before changes-Training 
program ants reports in Company statutes, tion policy (1955)

-Depreciation on management - Restriction infor new plants and notice to Bank
Policy (1968) (1967) dividend paymentsoperating staff of legislation-Changes in by-laws -Creation of tech- during construc-

(1962) affecting status
and concessions nical posts tion periods-Revision of Expan- (1961)
(1962) sion Program (1962) (1969) (1958)

-Review of Deprecia- -Tariffs Review

tion Rates (1965) (1967)
-Review of Distri-

bution Investment

Program (1967) .

-Manager's Techni- -For Design Super-
-Distribution in- -Engineering Con- 

vision & Con-
-Management consult- 

-Construction design 
vestment program sultants (1962) cal Assistant for

(1958) Design & Construc- struction (1960)
-Supervision of ants for review of 

(1967)Consultants -Assistance on Fre- tion Supervision
Technical con- operations, orga- -Tariffs Structure

quency Unification (1959)
struction works nization, account- (1967)(1965)(1961) ing and staffing -Review of Operating

(1969) & Financial Pro-

cedures (1958)

1958, the 9% return was to be computed for CFE excluding the proceeds of the power

requested 
only to respect SEGBA's concession allowing 

SEGBA to 
r/ In

a/ Actually Loan Agreemen consumption tax In 1962, CFE was supposed to cover 33% of the construction cost over

earn 8% return on asset s expressed in US$. a 4-year basis with its revenues including the proceeds of the power tax, In 1965, the

b/ Annual Income to cover only interest payments. 8% return was to be computed for the whole Power Sector including these proceeds. Also

SEGBA to have the latter reduce its test was after 1965 to be computed including the pro-c/ A verbal agreement was reached between Bank and the minimum debt service coverage

labor force by 1,000 ceeds of the power tax.
d/ Long-term debt must be at most 2/3 of total net revalued fixed assets. h/ Total short-term debt (including ha nk overdraft) must not exceed US$12 million

e/ Return on equity investment to be earned only after 1974. i/ This covenant proved impracticable and was eliminated under 339-CO in 1963.

f/ Total short-term debt not to exceed M$ 10 million. CVC must provide Chidral with funds to carry out the projects if funds available to

Chidral become inadequate.



APPENDIX TABLE 6.1

GROWTH AND PATTERN OF ELECTRICITY SALES IN THE REGIONS 
SERVED BY THE TEN COMPANIES

Page 1 of 2 pages

(in mill 
rons- 

of kwh)

Percentage

1964 
1965 1966 1967 _968 1969 1970 

Share In 
19701960 1961 1962 19631959

Argentina - SEGBA 
n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 1 ,683 1,777 1,885 1,981 2,122 2,285 2,488 2,707 39.5

Residential 867 1,112 1,291 1,381 1,455 1,636 1,915 2,150 31.4
Industrial 388 422 470 503 536 597 670 732 10.7
Commercial 68 75) 

( 103 118 144 160 194 2.8
Public Lighting .134 151) 

( 187 201 239 253 260 3.7
official 624 

( 203 206 232 240 247 3.6166 190)
Public Pumping { 136 139 185 211 223 3.2179 189)
Public Traction _ __ ) 

k..~ 
108 98 

111 
223 348 5.1

Bulk 094 3,485 3,916 
4,270 

, 602 ,875 5,429 ,i160 6-,861 100.0
Total 3, 

0 43.5 
42 

0 40.4 39.54V8.2 54.3 T1 3.
Residential % of Total

Brazil - South Central Region 4,167 4,584 5,129 5,674 6,11
Residential n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 

3,362 3,600 3,861 
145 9,291 10,838 12,338 13,58 50.9

7,707 7,865 7,972 
9,

Industrial 2,307 2,356 2,579 
2, 

722 2,890 3,254 3,616 3,901 14.7
Commercial 242 258 297 307 339 366 192 223 0.8

Rural 2,060 2,055 2,121 2,11.4 2,411 2,587) 2,591 2,858 10.7
Public Lighting, Traction, Official 

314 366 400 146 148 167)
Others 16 ,.' 

17,230 
16 , 60 1 

19,66322,341 
24 .15,992 

,500
Total 21.0 21.6 

-22.4 
22.4 23.3 23.0 

23.2 
22.9

Residential % of Total

Ethiopia - EELPA 
n.a. n.a. n.a. 

35 41 46 52 60 69 73 77 36.3
Residential n.a. 

80 99 110 
119 

131 61.853 65 78
Industrial/Commercial 2 -- 3 3 3 4 1.9

2 2 3
Public Lighting 90 108 126 

135 
162 18 2 195 212 100.0

Total 38 37.9 
36.5 

38.5 37.0 37.9 37. 36.3
Residential % of Total .8

Ghana - VRA/ECG n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 102 116 130 140 153 173 6.3
Residential - 14 923 1,866 1,972 2,012 73.5
Industrial - VALCO 50 57 89 145 182 223 8.1
Industrial - General 13 127 164 177 186 206 7.5
Mines (from VRA) 82 94 98 106 117 126 4.6
Other 408 

404 2,434 2, 610 2,74 0 1od.O~~~24~-7 
1,

Total 41.2 
28.4 9.2 5.7 5.9

Residential % of Total

Malaysia - NEB 108 120 140 163 184 203 225 249 269 12.4
Residential n.a. n.a. n.a. 808 858 926 42.5

370 416 465 544 621 697
Industrial/Mining 

232 267 314 366 423 473 530 577 628 28.8
Commercial - .. - - 205 255 355 16.3
Bulk 710' 803 919 1,073 

1,228 
1,373 1,799 1, -939 2,17$8 100.0

Total 15.2 14.9 15.2 15.1 14.9 1 .-7 12.7 1 2. 12.
Residential % of Total
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Percentage
1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 Share in 1970

Mexico - National
Residential n.a. n.a. n.a. 1,422 1,612 1,816 1,971 2,256 2,534 2,804 3,152 3,582 16.5

Industrial 4,198 4,757 5,566 6,199 6,856 7,755 8,783 10,321 11,795 54.5

Commercial 1,428 1,656 1,830 1,992 2,185 2,385 2,592 2,849 3,111 14.3

Agricul ture 621 708 809 865 872 930 979 1,199 1,349 6.2

Public Lighting 275 306 360 436 509 558 624 747) 1,846 8.5
Public Pumping 391 409 459 514 543 590 652 777)
Others 273 213 __157 164 180 246 271 361)

Total 608 9,61 10 9.7 12,141 13,401 1L ,998 1E ,705 19,406 26 83 100.0
Residential % of total 16.5 16.7 16.5 16.2 1E .8 16 .8 16 .7 16.2 216 .5

Singapore - PUB
Residential n.a. n.a. n.a. 345 382 436 424 471 496 518 567 638 . 32.9
Industrial/Commercial 331 334 377 470 583 720 903 1,058 1-,273 65.5
Public Lighting 13 14 15 18 21 23 26 28 31 1.6

Total 68 9 730
Residential % of Total 50.0 52.3 52.6 46.4 43.8 40.0 35.7 34.3 32.9

Bogota - EEEB
Residential 144 164 175 191 228 262 307 337 386 438 494 566 27.9
Industrial 159 187 194 217 253 300 343 370 397 449 494 570 28.1
Commercial 130 148 148 157 176 200 217 229 238 257 268 293 14.4
Bulk 21 28 24 15 17 23 28 47 66 122 207 344 16.9
Public Lighting 19 25 29 32 35 40 42 44 46 56 70 78 3.8
Official 44 54 55 65 74 84 90 91 119 131 157 182 8.9

Total 517 
-7 -2 -677 - -

1,252 ,43 1 , 690
Residential % of Total 27. 27.0 28 .0 29 .2 29. 1 2 8- 

---

Medellin - EPM
Residential 358 405 397 422 491 511 547 576 592 602 625 n.a. 50.0
Industrial 157 177 184 212 246 283 300 320 332 347 405 n.a. 32.5
Commercial 46 51 53 57 61 64 69 76 81 86 99 n.a. 7.9
Bulk 5 - - - 3 3 5 5 6 7 8 n.a. 0.6
Public Lighting 38 40 42 40 38 39 40 41 42 43 39 n.a. 3.1
Official 21 17 26 23 26 27 31 49 48 43 58 n.a. 4.7
Other 15 15 16 18 17 19 19 19 20 19 15 n.a. 1.2

Total 40 ~ 705 71E 772 82 
- -

Residential % of Total 55.9 57.4 55.2 
~546 

55.6 5T~~ 
~T4T1 

53.0 52.8 52.4 50.0

Cali - EM Cali
Residential 75 89 101 119 142 160 180 196 210 227 228 255 34.3
Industrial 95 108 t16 147 189 202 210 226 251 272 309 349 46.9
Commercial 33 38 47 54 62 67 72 76 78 82 76 79 10.6
Bulk 10 8 14 23 15 6 6 7 7 6 6 8 1.1
Public Lighting 5 8 13 18 19 21 21 23 24 26 28 29 3.9
Official 8 10 11 12 16 18 20 21 23 26 27 24 3.2

Total 226 261 302 ~- ~
Residential % of Total 33.1 37.7 

--
7 31.9 32.0 33.7 35.3 35.7 

- - -7 -3-77

a/ Percentage breakdown based on 1969 figures.
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SUGGESTIONS TO THE READER

For the reader who has not more than an hour or so, the
quickest way to get an initial impression of the general
thrust of this report and its central conclusions and
recommendations would be to read

(a) Letter of Transmittal (pp. i-ix)
(b) Overview of the Bank's Effectiveness (pp. 29-34)
(c) Chapter X - Principal Operational Implications

(pp. 182-189)

A fuller view of the recommendations could be obtained
by looking, in addition, at the final section of each
chapter of the report other than the first and the last.

Chapter II, The World Bank and Colombia, presents,
besides a brief historical review, the overall assess-
ment of the contribution to Colombian development of
the Bank and its various operations.
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Mr. Robert S. McNamara, President
International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development
Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr. McNamara:

This report is the outcome of an experiment. The Operations Eval-
uation Division was established in the Programming and Budgeting Depart-
ment of the Bank in September 1970 to evaluate the contribution of the
Bank's past operations to development, with a view to learning how poli-
cies and procedures might be improved in the future. Since systematic
work of this type had not been done before to any extent, it was decided
to start with an experimental pilot phase, including a relatively small-
scale comparative study of power projects financed by the Bank in several
different countries and a more ambitious review of all Bank Group oper-
ations in connection with one country.

Colombia was chosen as the country for study because of the length
and importance of the Bank Group's involvement with its development andbecause of the ready consent of the Government to cooperate with the
study. Between the beginning of 1950 and the end of 1970 the Bank and
IDA disbursed to Colombia some US$514 million on 40 loans and credits
for projects in 11 different fields.

This is the report on the Colombia study. Principal field work wasdone in the first half of 1971 and the report does not generally attempt
to evaluate more recent events.

The Approach to Evaluation

One approach to evaluation would be to ask whether expenditure ofthe US$514 million disbursed through 1970 had led to fulfillment of thespecific purposes for which the loans in question were approved. Thisquestion itself could be interpreted at many levels. There is the rela-tively simple version: whether the loan funds were devoted to the pro-ject for which they were designated and whether the project was actuallybuilt; these questions have not given us very much concern, for the Bankhas generally had a strong system for control and supervision of disburse-ments. At another level is the question whether the services provided bythe project, when complete, found a ready demand. Was the power sold?Were the roads used? Or, as a more elaborate version of the same cues-tion, was the amount and growth of demand sufficient relative to the cost
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dJuration of construction of the project to make it worthwhile? Many
Bank projects have had important institution-building purposes, and
2- -ly tnere is a parallel set of questions as to whether these purpo-
ses were fulfilled. And another important dimension of evaluation, re-
volving around all these questions, is whether the objectives of the
loans were accomplished in an efficient way in terms of expenditure of
tne Bank's own resources -- or did the Bank move too slowly, impose con-
e.:ions that were unnecessary for attaining the purposes chosen or cause
.a- ?roject to be more expensive than was necessary to meet the country's
needs?

These questions, many of them hard to answer, did concern us to a
considerable extent and yet, by themselves, they constitute only a rather
limited evaluation. The central purpose of the present study was to as-
sess the contribution of the Bank Group, as a whole, to the development
of Colombia and to consider how it might have been more effective than
it was, with a view to learning lessons for the future. This clearly
raises a much broader range of questions about the projects supported by
the Bank loans. If the projects did meet a ready demand for their ser-
vices, were these demands worthwhile meeting? Were the projects the
right ones to select for Bank assistance? Did the Bank have a desirable
effect on the composition and scope of the various projects? Were there
any unexpected effects of the projects, negative or positive? Was there
excessive concentration of local resources on the projects supported by
the Bank, hurting progress elsewhere? In sum, were the purposes for
which the Bank made the loans sound themselves?

And then there is, too, another range of questions somewhat beyond
the project level, though often closely related to it. Was the Bank's
advice on sector and macroeconomic policies effective and was it oriented
in the right direction? Were macroeconomic policy conditions of Bank
lending constructive? Did the Bank's lending supplant mobilization of
domestic resources or did it stimulate it? Was the Consultative Group
created by the Bank worthwhile and had the Bank led it in the most effec-
tive way? Were the technical assistance and training efforts of the Bank
sefui: Was the Bank wise to turn down those projects which it did turn

cwn: Would the Bank have accomplished more by lending more? And here
too there are parallel questions about techniques: for instance, would
the Bank have employed its resources, including its manpower, more effi-
cient ly, by making some type of program loans rather than only project
Loans?
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Obviously, to each of these questions there are many subsidiary
ones, but this range of questions describes broadly how we interpreted
our evaluation responsibilities. To approach answers to questions of
the type raised in the last two paragraphs, it was clearly necessary to
have in mind some definition of development -- the objective in pursuit
of which the Bank's effectiveness was to be evaluated. Sometimes it may
be possible to derive such definitions of what development means for a
particular country from the statements of political leaders. This was
not entirely adequate for our purposes for several reasons but most im-
portantly for the reason of principle that evolution of the objectives
of development is part of the very process of development itself. If
this applies to Colombia, it is also true of the Bank itself. Hence our
basic definition of development, broad as it is, may not be the same as
has been used in the past, either by Colombia or by the Bank. We might
put it as follows: movement of the whole social system in such a way as
to provide increasing opportunities to a growing proportion of the popu-
lation of the country to realize more fully their mental and physical
capabilities. Conditioned by our own era, we have no doubt interpreted
this in a manner different from what we might have done ten years ago,
but since the purpose of the study is to learn for the future, not to
remake history, this seemed to be the best basis.

From the preceding paragraphs it is evident that our attempt has
been to use the most demanding criteria we could conceive of for judging
the Bank's past activities and projects and to apply these criteria us-
ing the most up-to-date techniques available to us. Mainly we have con-
centrated on trying to determine, in this way, the actual contribution
of the Bank's operations as they, and the pattern of Colombian develop-
ment, have eventuated in practice. Within this broader scope we natur-
ally also gave attention to whether any specific and testable objectives
stated at the time of approval of a loan had been attained or not. One
objective which Bank-supported projects have always had is to yield effi-
ciency benefits at least as great as other typical investments under way
in the country. For most of the projects which we studied these projec-
ted efficiency benefits had not been measured in such a sophisticated way
as normally used by the Bank nowadays; hence, wherever relevant and espe-
cially where our estimates of actual benefits raised doubts about the
efficiency of-the investment, we recalculated the internal rate of return
to the project that could have been expected according to assumptions
made at the time the decision was taken to support the project; and we
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- ared this with our estimate of the actual rate of return. Even if
a: --vestment were to turn out a mistake, the decision to undertake that

c--nt may in some senses not have been a mistake; what went wrong
.:ave been an unfortunate chance that no one could have been expected to

-Dresee at the time. Yet obviously, in retrospect, the main lesson to
be earned from such a case is the need to develop means of foreseeing
z.-e cccurrence of such unfortunate chances in the future.

Like other measures of a project's contribution to development,
rate o: return calculations, whether for the past or the future, always
rest partly on judgments. For possible future investments two streams
of costs and outputs have, in principle, to be estimated, representing
he situation expected with the project and that expected without it.

In analyses of the past, one situation is factual -- and the historical
facts themselves may be more or less well defined -- but what would have
lappened without the project remains a matter of judgment. We have been
interested not only in questions about what difference a project made but
equally in questions about what difference the Bank made, and hence in
trying to envisage what would have happened without the Bank. In each of
the projects and sectors which we studied in Colombia, and indeed in the
whole pattern of development, we repeatedly encountered obstacles of a
structural and institutional nature. No doubt our perception of such
difficulties was heightened by the very length of the twenty-year period
under study. Where there are structural or institutional bottlenecks to
change, then how efficient a particular project is rated depends partly
on the flexibility that the economy and society are assumed to have, and
the significance attributed to the contribution of the Bank depends in
part on assessment of its contribution to easing and promoting struc-
tural and institutional change in a direction favorable to development.
A comprehensive country approach to evaluation helps to improve these
necessary but difficult judgments.

A few points should also be made about our approach to Colombia.
The first chapter of the report serves partly to clarify our definition
of development by actual operational application of it and partly to dis-
tinguish, at the broad level, what Colombia has done, covered in that
chapter, from what the Bank has done, discussed in all the other chap-
cers; for readers new to Colombia it will serve as an essential introduc-
tion, while for those already familiar with the country it will indicate
che degree and nature of understanding we reached. While the report is
in no sense an evaluation of the performance of the Colombian authorities
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in the development of their country -- it is the Bank which is being
assessed and for which we try to derive lessons -- much of it is never-
theless necessarily about problems confronted by Colombia. Although, in
order to save space and avoid repetition, we have seldom made the point,
we believe that very few, if any, of these problems are peculiar to
Colombia. In assessing and judging the problems we have expressly tried
to treat Colombia in terms of its own socio-political system and tradi-
tions. Rather rarely in the report do we make comparisons with other
Latin American countries. Inevitably our judgments are probably affected
implicitly by comparison with other countries. But whenever such compa-
risons do affect our judgments, we have expressly tried to make the per-
spective international, covering Bank member countries in all continents.

Some Limitations

A number of international and foreign assistance agencies other
than the Bank -- particularly IDB and U.S. AID -- have been closely in-
volved in Colombian development since the beginning of the 1960s and,
though we make frequent reference to them, we never go into detail about
their activities. The principal reason is of course that we had no
authority to review them. We did go to some pains to familiarize our-
selves in general with what they had done and the problems they had en-
countered, and in the course of that we developed some opinions and im-
pressions, but we have studiously avoided conveying such mere impressions
in our report. What other agencies have been doing naturally had some
effect on our suggestions about what the Bank should do to increase its
contribution to Colombian development. But these suggestions were based
primarily on converging views from the various parts of our study about
the weaker areas visible in the overall pattern of development in Colom-
bia so that, whatever others might have done, there was clearly need for
their efforts to be supplemented.

How far it would be possible and desirable for us to formulate al-
ternative possible strategies of past Colombian development was a dilemma
which concerned us throughout the study. In one sense -- for judging theretrospective validity of the Bank's advice, especially at the macroeco-
nomic level -- it would have been very useful to have a model capturingthe critical macroeconomic relationships in the economy. For instance,
it would, in principle, have enabled testing alternative patterns of al-location of investment resources and foreign exchange. In practice this
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-as not possiole because of the very poor data available on intersecto-
ral lows in Colombia and on actual allocation of investment among sec-

even information on the sectoral allocation of public investment,
- astance, is available only for the last few years. However it also
- eemed that the deeper potential of our study, within the time that was
va was in terms of detailed analysis of projects and individual
sectors, and microeconomic and sector relationships.

Our analyses and conclusions naturally depend significantly on the
c.uality and accuracy of the data we have had at our disposal. Scarcity
of good factual information has constrained our efforts. The work of
sneer collection of data, especially on some of the projects financed by
the Bank, consumed very large amounts of the staff time we had available.
All who worked on the study were surprised, from their previous experi-
ence in other countries, at the poor quality and quantity of Colombian
statistical coverage in general. We have tried to be as careful and
judicious as we could in the use of the often conflicting data available,
but inevitably we have not been able to go much beyond this; and further
research might well yield different answers, though we believe not at
the broader and more significant levels.

Although we have tried hard to avoid it the report probably con-
veys a slightly exaggerated impression both of what the Bank contributed
to Colombian development and of the possibilities that the Bank had for
influencing actions taken in the country and Government economic poli-
cies. This is almost inevitable in a report designed to draw lessons
for the Bank. Some of these lessons are basically concerned with steps
that the Colombian authorities can take, but they are naturally presen-
ted here in terms of what the Bank can do to encourage 'or assist the
taking of such steps. While it must be borne in mind that individual
decisions have constantly to compromise between the desirable and the
possible, nevertheless we have been impressed by the skill and diplomacy
with which the Bank has developed its influence over the years and we do
not feel that the suggestions we have made are unrealistic from this
point of view.

Bank procedures, approaches, policies and techniques have evolved
considerably over the years. Some of this becomes apparent in the
course of the report. But we have not attempted, at each place where a
problem is identified in some past operation, to say whether current
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Bank techniques are sufficient to avoid recurrence of such a problem.
At the detailed level this would have been somewhat beyond our capabili-
ties and it would also have further increased the size of an already
long report. On the other hand, our knowledge of current Bank policies
and techniques has of course greatly affected the emphasis that we have
given in the recommendations listed at the end of each of the sectoral
chapters and in the final chapter. Nonetheless few of the problems
identified in the report will be unbeknown tc readers familiar with.the
Bank's operations, and most of the lessons drawn constitute reinforce-
ment to various trends in current Bank thinking. Informal self-evaluation
is continuously under way among the operating departments of the Bank
themselves and more systematic evaluation studies, such as this one, are
likely to produce mainly case material supporting changes in policies and
procedures for which the need has already been seen, at least partially.

One last word of caution about the recomendations regarding future
Bank action which we put forward for examination: it has not been part
of our responsibilities to consider in any precise way the costs of car-
rying them out. Naturally, we have had budgetary limitations broadly in
mind, and we do not believe that our suggestions are infeasible from this
point of view, but some of our most important recommendations may have
significant budgetary implications, which would need to be assessed be-
fore deciding the pace at which they should be carried out.
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Composition of the Report

The first two chapters of this report are general -- the first
about Colombia and its development since 1950, and the second about th
overall contribution of the Bank to this development and the strengths
and weaknesses of that contribution. There follow six chapters dealing
in greater detail with the Bank's contribution in each of the sectors in
which it has been involved. Chapter IX tries to assess comprehensively
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CHAPTER I - COLOMBIAN DEVELOPMENT 1950-70

If development is measured by GNP increase Colombia has developedmoderately over the past twenty years. If it is measured by expansion
of opportunities to its population Colombia has developed modestly. if
it is measured by reduction of poverty Colombia has developed marginally,if at all. As an introduction to our analysis of the Bank's contribution,this chapter delineates the development that has occurred and seeks toidentify and analyze the serious obstacles that have been encountered.
Geography and Resources

The only South American country with coasts on both Atlantic andPacific Oceans, Colombia was constituted as a Republic in 1819, afterindependence from Spain. Despite its equatorial location, it containsa great variety of territory -- from snow-covered peaks to Amazonianjungles. But the great majority of the 23-24 million inhabitants livein the mainly temperate western part of the country, which is traversedfrom north to south by three major ranges of the Andes, creating a seriesof valleys and plateaus at different altitudes.

Colombia's combination of equatorial location and broken topographyaccount for many of the country's distinguishing characteristics. Dueto the different climates available, there is hardly a crop which cannot
be grown. A particular configuration of climate and land in the center
of the country enables production of one of the highest-grade coffees in
the world. The mountainous topography provides considerable hydroelectri
potential, readily accessible, although difficult geological characteristics
have often hampered its exploitation and greatly complicated the
construction of communication lines, still leaving them subject to land-slides. The country is also rich in natural resources compared to many
others: it is the second oil producer in South America, the first forgold and emeralds, and it has significant deposits of many other minerals,
and abundant timber stands.

Partly because of its topography, the country developed for centuriesas a number of separate communities. Today there are as many as 100towns with over 10,000 inhabitants, most of them grouped around variouscenters with distinctive features and strong regional traditions:Bogota, 8,500 feet up in a wide valley in the eastern cordillera;Medellin at 4,500 feet, capital of Antioquia; Cali at 3,000 feet, chief
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city of the fertile Cauca Valley; Barranquilla, at sea level and
dom-nant city of the Atlantic coastal region; as well as a number of
i rtant secondary centers, such as Bucaramanga, Manizales, Popayan
anc Cartagena.

Three Periods of History

Colombian history since 1950 can be conveniently divided into
three periods. The first, 1950-1957, covers the boom connected with the
steady run-up of coffee prices through 1954 and the extension of this
boom through 1956, leading to financial collapse and the overthrow of
President Rojas early in 1957. The second period, 1957-1962, starts
with strict austerity which was only gradually relaxed as political
and economic stability was restored. The third period, 1962-1970,
covers the resumption of the development effort, at first halting but
in the later years strong, with GNP growth back at the levels of the
early 1950s.

Coffee accounted for some 707. of Colombia's export earnings in
the early 1950s and the almost continuous rise in the international
price of coffee since 1945 helped to fuel an import-substitution boom.
Major public works were initiated, especially in highways and railways.
Rapid growth proceeded in the cities at the same time as virtual civil
war raged in the countryside. Against a background of increasing
political animosity there was general relief when the Army Chief of
Staff, General Rojas Pinilla, overthrew the elected Conservative Presiden
in June 1953 and himself took power. The new President introduced an
important tax reform in 1954 and rapidly expanded Government spending
on social and economic development. Various measures were introduced to
capture for the Government a larger portion of the exceptionally high
international coffee prices, but they were too small and too late.
Coffee reached over USC90 per lb in March 1954 and total export receipts
for the year were higher than they had ever been before; but a large
deficit showed in the balance of payments for the first time in the
1950s due to the difficulties of reconciling all the conflicting forces:
volatile New York coffee prices, coffee growers' demand for the 'full
value' of their product, and the need to preserve domestic monetary
stability. Coffee earnings fell sharply in 1955 and recovered a bit
again in 1956, only to fall even more sharply in 1957. Despite these
alterations in the situation, coffee producers were effectively given
in 1955 and 1956 a higher share of the still high New York Price than
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they had ever received before, large deficits on central Governmentoperations were run in both years, and imports were kept ata steadyhigh level throughout the three years 1954-1956. Against the dropin foreign exchange earnings, imports were maintained at this levelonly by contracting medium-term supplier credits and, more particu-larly, by building up commercial arrears to the extent of nearly
US$500 million by May 1957 when the Rojas Pinilla Government wasoverthrown by a military coup.

The caretaker military Government which came into power took imme-diate strong austerity measures to bring the financial situation undercontrol, while the way was prepared, with its support, for the return ofdemocratic Government The exchange rate was drastically devalued,imports placed under tight administrative controls, credit sharply con-tracted, export taxes imposed to help cover the arrears, and a largepart of the arrears paid off. Coffee prices continued to fall, butbalance of payments surpluses were generated; annual GNP growth fell to2% in 1957 and 1958, and per capita consumption fell in real terms inboth years. Government expenditures were sharply cut. Late in 1957agreement was reached between the leaders of the two traditionalpolitical parties, Liberals and Conservatives, whereby each would sharein power on a pre-specified basis for a sixteen year period. Under thesystem, known as the National Front, the parties alternate in putting upa joint candidate for the Presidency, and politically appointive postsare shared equally between the parties. The system was approved in areferendum, and Alberto Lleras, the Liberal leader, was elected Presidentin May 1958, He re-established national planning machinery, sharplyincreased industrial protection in 1959, introduced an important taxreform in 1960, eased credit to reinstate growth in 1961 and issuedColombia's first comprehensive development plan. Late 1961 also sawfinal passage of Colombia's most important land reform law, establishingINCORA. 1/

Alberto Lleras' main achievement had been to establish the viabil-ity of the National Front system, and there were high hopes in 1962 thathis Conservative successor, Leon Guillermo Valencia, might be able tolead the country into effective execution of the development plan thathad been prepared But President Lleras had been unable to introduce
necessary fiscal and exchange measures before he left office, and Valenciafaced a rapidly deteriorating situation which was finally met with a 34%

1/ Instituto Colombiano de la Reforma Agraria
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dev.uation in December 1962, with a less devalued rate for coffee,
y generating fiscal resources. Further necessary tax measures

4er *elayed, partly because Valencia did not have the two-thirds
majority in the House needed under the National Front system, and
inflation proceeded at a rapid pace, stimulated by wage legislation
promoted by the Government early in 1963. Fiscal revenues, in real
terms, never reached near the level required to support the General
Development Plan. The economic and political situation deteriorated
seriously in 1964 and by the middle of 1965 decisive measures were
urgently needed. After two changes of Finance Minister, a devaluation
of 38% was finally introduced in September along with related tax
measures; and Govrnment revenues and expenditures rose sharply in
1966. Within a year, however, the foreign'exchange situation had again
deteriorated sharply due to a drop in the coffee price, excessively
rapid liberalization of imports and poor performance of minor exports.
President Carlos Lleras, within a few months of taking office in 1966,
had to take drastic measures, involving 100% exchange controls. Mean-
time, major tax measures were adopted, and a completely new foreign
exchange system geared to a flexible central exchange rate was intro-
duced in Mardi 1967, a regime still in operation today. Under Carlos
Lleras the economy began to be guided with a firmer hand. Tax revenues
increased by very large amounts, minor exports were strongly promoted,
interest rate and tariff structures were somewhat rationalized,. important
administrative reforms were introduced, very large amounts of foreign
assistance were raised, and the economy grew at better than 6%.

GNP Growth and Change in Sectoral Composition

Despite these political difficulties and the country's dependence
on gyrations in the international coffee market, the Colombian economy
has nevertheless achieved an average growth, in real terms, of 4.9%
per year, so that GNP is now more than two and a half times the level
attained in 1950. 1/ This is about average among Latin American countries
and developing countries as a whole, but a little below the average for
countries in Colombia's GNP per capita range -- now around US$300. It
is probably above any rate of growth previously achieved in Colombia

/ In regard to all macroeconomic magnitudes reference is made to Annex
Table 1.1, Colombia: Economic Develooment Statistics 1950-1970, at
the end of this volume. It should be emphasized that the National
Accounts, while internally consistent, leave a good deal to be desired
in certain respects.
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over such a long period. Nor does it seem that Government targets for
GNP growth have been seriously missed except temporarily in the early
1960s. In the early 1950s the Government's Planning Office talked of
a target of about 4% and this was exceeded. The 1961 General Develop-
ment Plan, Colombia's first comprehensive planning effort, targeted
5.6% GNP growth for the first half of the decade and possibly higher
for the second half. Actual growth averaged 4.4% in the first half of
the decade and 5.2% over the whole ten years. Better than 6.0% growth
was achieved in 1968-1970, reflecting acceleration in agriculture and
industry and a considerably stronger balance of payments, and growth in
the realm of 7.0-8.0% was being targeted for forthcoming years.

Gross National Income (i.e. allowing for changes in the terms of
trade and therefore better representing real purchasing power of the
country) has grown at 4.6% per year, less than the GNP, due to a decline
since the early 1950s in the real international value of Colombian coffee
exports. However, consumption has grown consistently faster than this --
at an average rate of 5%. In the last ten years, consumption growth
has averaged about 6% in real terms, and slightly more in the private
sector. Investment, on the other hand, has grown at only 4% (also in
constant prices) over the twenty years, but much more rapidly over Che
last five years (more than 13% p.a.). Consumption and investment
together could exceed the growth of national income and domestic output
because the effects of the decline in international coffee prices were
more than offset by net inflow of foreign and international grants and
loans.

Growth in the 1960s was sustained with a much lower rate of invest-
ment than projected: the 1961 Plan 11 aimed at investment of 25% of GDP
but actual investment has been in the 18-20% range, the same as in the
base years. Even with this lower investment rate, a much higher propor-
tion than expected has been financed by foreign capital inflows -- about
20% in the last years of the decade; foreign assistance had been planned
to peak in the mid-1960s and to decline thereafter. The much greater
volume of foreign assistance has been required because non-coffee exports
rell far short of projections (coffee earnings were about in line with
Government projections) and because domestic savings have been very disap-
pointing: growth of public savings was poor through 1963 but then began
to recover so that by 1970,when they reached nearly 7% of GDP (almost double
the level of the early 1950s), they were reasonably close to projected
levels, but private savings have grown little compared with the doubling
expected over the plan period.

1/ Detailed comparison between the Plan, the Bank Recommendations on
the ?lan and Actual Development is given in Annex Table 1.2.
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Since 1950 the structure of production has shifted out of
agr :ulture into manufacturing and services. Agriculture now accounts
to- Loout 30% of GDP, compared with 40% in 1950, the reductions in
relative importance being about equally divided between coffee and
livestock. Services and manufacturing have each increased their
relative importance by some five percentage points. Much the fastest
growing sectors have been financial services and public utilities.in agriculture and manufacturing it is mainly particular sub-sectors
which account for the growth accomplished. Production of the principal
tradirional food crops of the country, occupying the large majority ofthe cultivated farmland and agricultural employment, has grown,
according to official statistics, at less than 2.5%, below the rate ofpopulation growth. On the other hand, a few commercial crops -- mainlycotton and white sugar, rice, barley, sorghum, sesame and soybeans --have shown very rapid production increases, averaging better than7.5% p.a. and coming mainly from a limited number of larger farms. Asa result total domestic food supply has approximately kept pace withpopulation growth. Non-durable consumer goods still account for morethan half of total manufacturing production and they have grown inline with the relatively small domestic market. The more dynamicindustries have been paper and paper products, chemicals, petroleumrefining, pharmaceuticals, rubber products, metal products and ironand steel -- and more recently electrical and mechanical machinery,although these remain small in the aggregate.

Growth and Development

Thus Colombia emerges with an economy more diversified than twentyyears ago and stronger internationally, particularly in the sense ofbeing less dependent on one commodity (coffee) and one market (theUnited States). It has managed to achieve an increase in per capitaincome averaging 1.5% per year but faster in the last few years with aninvestment rate nearly 50% above the levels of the early 1950s.Transportation and power facilities, the inadequacy of which weremajor bottlenecks to development at the outset of the period, have beengreatly improved. Industrial development, which was relatively rapidin the early 1950s but limited to import substitution, has moved in afew fields towards an export orientation. Improvements have beenachieved in several dimensions of welfare: health, education and house-hold services such as electricity. Modern technology has been success-fully introduced in many fields and technical skills have been developed.
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The country has now much greater resources of trained people and aconsiderably more effective system of public administration. Foreigndebt problems have been successfully avoided since the late 1950sby careful control of foreign borrowing. Foreign exchange resources arenow better managed and are less of a constraint than in some years inthe past. Fiscal performance has improved considerably and the publicsector is now a stronger instrument to promote balanced development.

The pace and pattern of economic growth have neverthelessbeen such as to provide increasing opportunities only to a rather limitedproportion of the population,and in some respects that proportion hasfallen. Unemployment and underemployment have greatly increased. Thefruits of growth have been very unevenly distributed. It is hard notto be struck by the accuracy for the last two decades of the descriptionof the Colombian situation contained in the Bank's first major reporton the country, in 1950:

"The economic progress of the past 20 or 30 years, however,while very real, has been quite uneven. A great deal remainsto be done, and there are many aspects of the situation thatgive thoughtful Colombians grave concern. The darker side ofthe picture centers about the condition of the masses of thepeople. The great majority are inadequately fed, clothed andhoused. Their health is poor and life expectancy short. Alarge proportion is illiterate, and few have had more than twoor three years of primary schooling. Their condition is better,no doubt, than that of the people in many underdeveloped coun-tries, particularly in the equatorial belt. But their standardof life is far below the level that it could attain if thecountry's potentialities were more adequately realized." ./

In some of the areas mentioned -- such as primary schooling andlife expectancy -- improvements have certainly been made and the numbers
would be different today, even though the broad statements remain true.But in some areas there has been either no improvement or a
deterioration -- in particular in nutrition and housing.

The biggest problem in Colombia, to which every major Bank reporton the country has pointed, has been and remains widespread, and in
places desperate, poverty in the countryside. It directly affectsbetween a quarter and a third of the national population, despite the

1/ IBRD, The Basis of a Development Program for Colombia - Sunmary(Washington, D.C., 1950), p. 2.
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large migration into the towns that has taken place. This group accounts
for a major part of the bottom half of income earners in Colombia,
wntc may well receive a smaller share of national income than in almost
any other country -- in 1964 only 13.5%. 1/ Impressions and numbers all
combine to suggest that, although a little progress has been made, this
rural group may have been becoming worse off in important respects --
in housing and nutrition absolutely and in income relatively. They
probably have the highest birth rate and the worst public health condi-
tions. Nearly half the houses in rural areas (compared with less than
a quarter in 1950) have three or more persons per room. Probably some
80% of rural dwellings remain without any sanitary facility (latrine)
compared with 90% in 1950. Enrolment in school of children of primary
school age may have increased from some 20% in 1950 to about 40%
currently, but only a small fraction of these go through all primary
grades. The agrigultural laborer, the largest single group in the
national labor force (about 20% of the total) did participate in economic
growth, with real wages increasing from just over $180 a year in 1945 to
about $250 1/ in the early 1960s, or by nearly 40%. But since the early
1960s agricultural wages have barely increased in real terms. At the
same time, average income per member of the national labor force has
doubled since 1945 and manufacturing wages have more than doubled.

Provision of employment, which was not a major difficulty in the
early 1950s, became a serious problem in the 1960s. The 1961 Plan aimed
at an increase of two percentage points in the rather low labor force
participation rate .2/ and a reduction in productivity differentials
between sectors. These targets were geared to the assumption that

1/ This figure comes from Revista Banco de la Republica, 1970 (Urrutia
and Sandoval) and compares with Brazil 15%, Mexico 15%, Venezuela
14%, Costa Rica 18%, U.S. and U.K. 23% (ILO, Toward Full Employment,
1970). -Other studies covering 44 developing countries give estimates
for the share of national income received by the poorest 60% of the
population: Colombia 15.9%, Brazil 22.7%, Mexico 21.8%, Venezuela
30%, Costa Rica 25.4%. The figure for Colombia is lower than for
any other country among the 44 except Gabon (15.0%) and Libya (1.8%).
(I. Adelman and C. Taft Morris, An Anatomy of Patterns of Income Dis-
tribution in Developing Nations, 1971).

2/ Both figures in 1969 US dollars converted at official exchange rate.3/ i.e. ratio of labor force to total population.
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population was growing at 2.8' p.a. In fact, as has occurred
repeatedly since 1950, the actual pace Of population growth great-
ly outstripped the projection: it has averaged 33% pa. and
1970 population was probably about 3 Mllion above the number expeced.The 1970 labor force, in absolute terms, was nevertheless below the num-ber projected, reflecting a decline instead of the targeted increase inthe participation rate. Open unemployment increased substantially fromsome 5% of the labor force in 1964 to a peak above 10% in t967 sincewhen it has probably come down to a level between 8 and 10%. Productivitydifferentials have not declined, but seem to have increased, betweenagriculture and non-agricultu and, more importantly, between sub-sectors in non-agriculturn far instance, the bulk of the increases inemployment in manufacturing and commerce between 1964 and 1970, by con-trast with earlier periods, seem to have been in the low-productivity'traditional' portions of these sectors rather than in the 'modern' por-tions. The poverty of those engaged in 'traditional' low productivity

occupations is in many respects a more serious social problem than out-right unemployment, affecting many more people.

The main beneficiaries of the development achieved are those whofall within the top 20% of income receivers and account for some 60-70%of total income. .17 This group would include most propertyholers 2/other than those owning very small farms, and most of those working inthe modern sectors of the economy, such as 'modern' manufacturing andcommerce Govermen financial services and public utilities; themodern skilled and semi-skilled working class which has begun to developover the last twenty years and the technically oriented middle class thathas emerged would fall in this group. About 20% of the national labor
force is now covered by social security, compared with about 6% in 1950;and about 20% of the labor force now pay income tax, compared with 2% in1950. These families would account for most of the secondary school
enrolment, which has increased from about 6% of the population in therelevant age-group to nearly 20% by 1970 (about half of the enrolment
still being in private secondary schools).

Most of these principal beneficiaries of development live in thelarger cities, but there has been very considerable migration out of the
rural areas and doubtless those who have moved into the city have alsoparticipated to some extent in the benefits of the country's development;

1/ The top 5% of income receivers account for about 35-40% of totalincome.
2/ It is roughly estimated that the wealthiest 10% of families own some

75-90% of all wealth in the country.
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There is some evidence that, anyway up to 1965, the average income of
the :oorer half of the urban population increased slightly more than
the .cional average. Since 1950 some four million people have
.igrated to towns and cities (especially the larger ones) so that these
areas now contain nearly 60% of the population, or 14 million people
compared with less than 4.5 million in 1950. Even with this extremely
rapid growth, public and private facilities have been expanded fast
enough to enable some 60-75% of urban families to send their children
to full primary school, to have their own sanitary facilities and to
have electricity, as compared with about 50-65% in 1950. Nonetheless
urban crowding has also become more severe, the proportion of families
living with three or more persons to a room having more than doubled,
but remaining much less than in the rural areas.

How could a better pace and pattern of growth haye been achieved?
How could a wider development have been accomplished, increasing oppor-
tunities more for a greater proportion of the population? There seem
to us to be five key issues which are closely interlinked. First, the
inadequate mobilization and exploitation of domestic resources has
limited the country's development capability below potential. Second,
only a small proportion of the population has been able to participate
substantially in the development effort, as in its benefits. Third,
-institutional and administrative weakness has severely hampered the
development effort and its spread. Fourth, fiscal deficiencies have
prevented the Government from playing a larger role in areas where a
more intensive participation would have been crucial. Finally, shortage
of foreign exchange and poor exchange policies have hampered the
economy in many years.

Domestic Resource Development

The tendency for development in the 1960s to depend much more
than planned on foreign resources and to mobilize much less than planned
local resources of manpower and savings is symptomatic of a problem
that runs deep in Colombian development: the difficulties of bringing
domestic resources into use for development. There are many illustrations
of unrealized potentials here beyond the fields of employment and savings:
-or instance, the need for Colombia to become the second largest reci-
Jient of nutrition assistance under the World Food Program despite its
rich and diversified agricultural production potential; the failure of
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many particular agricultural exports and import-substitutes such as rice,wool, fruits, vegetables, flowers, meat and cacao, to develop to the
extent that might have been, and in many cases was, expected; the over-all growth of agricultural production at a pace only equal to populationgrowth; the disappointing development to date of the country's rich
lumber resources; the slow progress in exploration and exploitation ofmineral resources; the odd pattern whereby electricity, probably themost import- and capital-intensive urban facility, seems to have developedmore in the major cities than almost any other major facility, such ashousing, water supply or public health, all of which should be less
bound by import constraints.

Important obstacles to a fuller exploitation of domestic resources
have been weak public institutions, ill-designed incentive structures,
small markets, and poor mechanisms for channelling investment in appro-
priate directions, but a key factor has been the structure of land
tenure, in the urban areas but particularly in the rural areas. Tra-ditionally, due to a combination of circumstances -- large land grants
under the colonial system particularly in the then unsalubrious river
valleys, the preference of absentee landlords for livestock rather thancrop farming and the inability of small farmers in the now overpopulated
highland districts to muster the resources to buy land elsewhere --large areas of potentially good crop land have remained under extensiveand rather inefficient livestock grazing. According to the AgriculturalCensus of 1960 more than 75% of the agricultural land, or some 21 millionhectares, was in some 83,000 farms, the large majority of them showingsignificant underutilization. Farm studies suggest that some of thesefarms are earning high returns to capital, partly due to their beingfavored with supporting services, guaranteed prices and subsidizedcredit, but they have limited interest in increasing their productivitythrough long-term hivestment. The incentive to the farmers is to buymore land rather than to intensify production on their present holdings,and they may mechanize not so much because it is financially worthwhileas because that reduces the labor force. At the same time there aregreat numbers of small farmers crowded onto 2 million hectares or so,often getting as good or better yields than the larger farmers despite

having worse land and effectively earning higher returns to their
capital investment -- but unable to expand for lack of financial resources.
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Redistribution of good land in large quantity seems to us essen-
tia to overcome this bottleneck, but INCORA, the agency set up in 1961
co -rry this out -- by taking over land inadequately exploited, with com-
pensation to the owner -- has not been able to operate effectively. Most
of its efforts have been diverted into expensive irrigation and coloniza-
tion schemes not consistent with the scope of the problem or with
Colombia's financial resources. Actual parcelization of land expro-
priated or acquired from private owners has apparently yielded no more
than about 6,000 new titles in total; much of this land has allegedly
been of poor qualicy and ceded by its previous holders because it
would be unprofitable to develop it. Price incentives and the threat of
land reform have induced some reduction in the amount of land held in
the largest farms, as illustrated by cadastral survey figures available
for selected areas in 1960 and 1970, but the movement has been small.
There are now nearly 1,000,000 farm families with less than the five hec-
tares generally required to provide a basic standard of life; and even
INCORA's supervised credit program for the smaller farmers touches less
than 40,000 of them.

Wider exploitation of domestic resources has also been hampered
by structural problems in credit markets, which limit the generation of
savings and make credit rather unequally available and also seem to
restrict competition and inhibit enterprise in the development of new
projects. Numerous development finance institutions (Financieras) have
arisen around the country, not competing with one another much, but rather
as a means whereby local groups can obtain access to the various special
credit lines available from the Central Bank, each with their own
regulated interest structure. Long-term borrowing is difficult due to the
inflationary environment and stock market operations are inhibited by
the concentration of wealth, the importance of forced investments for
financial institutions and legal uncertainties.

Participation in the Development Effort

The other side of the coin of the problem of bringing domestic
resources into use for development is the problem of securing participation
in the development effort. Expansion of commercial farm production has
not generated very sizeable amounts of employment and it has sometimes
been at the cost of the small farmer, pushing him further into subsistence
production -- due to the low income levels and low effective demand of
much of the population, and consequent low national elasticity of demand
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for agricultural products. The concentrated pattern of income dis-tribution has severely limited the domestic market for industrialproducts too. Apart from the production for export that has developedin recent years, industrial development has been largely a sevlf osufficient consumption-production process geared to the needs andcapacities of the middle and high income groups. The integration ofthe country -- through improvements in trgnsport and comunicationsthe growing size and complexity of the economy and improvededucation -- has so far mainly affected these classes too.

As regards unemployment, reassessment of the 1961 Plan suggeststhat even if the high investment rates proposed had been attainedgrowth of employment in high and medium productivity sectors wouldnevertheless have fallen short of targets -- unless special measureshad been taken. For structural reasons, connected with the systemof land tenure and capital markets, incremental investment has tended
to be concentrated primarily on large firms (above 200 employees) and
selected large and medium farms (above 10 hectares) with high capital.labor ratios; highest returns to capital are being obtained in medium-size industry (50-200 employees) and small-size farms (5-10 hectares)but these have suffered severely from shortage of credit, technicalassistance, etc. As a result new manufacturing jobs between 1958and 1967 had an average direct investment cost of sometwe. 1958equivalent. INCORA estimates infrastructure investment per farmfamily settled in colonization schemes at US$8, equivalenen Butthe economy has actually been able to invest an a eqaent. butUS$3,000 equivalent per new job created, and this figure includeshousing, indirectly related infrastructure, etc.

An adequate solution would have required greater efforts tostrengthen and foster small industry and construction, by channellingmore credit to them, and land reform by parcelization, for which INCORAestimates the infrastructure investment cost per family settled atUS$400 equivalent. But even with measures of this nature and rapidgrowth of the economy, the annual investment required over the period1964-1969 to maintain participation and employment rates at their levelsof the early 19 6 0s would have been about US$250 million equivalev morethan what was actually undertaken. This figure is equivalent to some

1/ i.e. net domestic investment divided by increase in employment withfigures lagged one year so that increase in employment 1964-1970 iscompared with investment 1964-1969 inclusive.
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25-30% of combined public and private savings actually raised
dom.-stically or to about one-and-one-half times actual gross official
loa.. disbursements to Colombia. Raising these funds would have pre-
sented serious problems. Public sector investment rose very rapidly
after 1965, and it is unlikely that it could have increased much
faster without major efforts in improving public institutions. Private
sector investment has lagged seriously compared with the Plan, but it
is doubtful how far additional external financing would have contri-
buted to solving the problem; analysis of available data shows a
negative association between capital inflows to the private sector,
particularly on long term, and domestic private savings, implying the
possibility that such capital inflows may have induced lower savings.
Thus, from the viewpoint of resource mobilization also, reform measures
would have been essential to make the solution feasible.

Our studies suggest that there is no identifiable group which has
not participated at least to some extent in the benefits of development,
measured in income or in welfare indicators such as education opportuni-
ties and household services. But the participation has been so unequal
as to make this seeming breadth not very meaningful. Income and welfare
distribution have almost certainly not improved over the last twenty
years, in the sense of the lowest 20 or 30 percent of the population
now receiving a bigger share of the total, and it has probably
deteriorated. 1/ Taxation may have become slightly more progressive,
but various studies of tax-incidence by income class and of the comparable
distribution of benefits of Government activities suggest that the over-
all effect of Government operations is only mildly redistributive at
present. Education has expanded rapidly, with students in primary and
secondary schools quadrupling in absolute numbers between 1950 and 1970
and doubling (to about 50%) as a proportion of total school-age
population. But the 1970 Development Plan has to point out that 643

1/ This is indicated by the latest studies of the experts on income
distribution in Colombia, Miguel Urrutia and Albert Berry. Their
studies also indicate the possibility that the bottom 50% of families
may now receive a somewhat larger share than in 1950, at least if
capital gains are left out of account. This is primarily due to
their finding that, although rural income distribution has tended to
deteriorate, urban income distribution (excluding capital gains) pro-
bably did improve when the economy grew slowly between 1953 and the
middle 1960s. This improvement probably outweighed the deterioration
in the rural areas since the urban areas were at the same time growing
much faster in cerms of population.
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out of every 1,000 of the population presently crossing the age of 7are not going beyond second-grade primary and are consequently"tincapable of modifying the social structure and very difficult tomodify themselves, due to the inertia of impermeability" l/

The main direct measures that the Governments of Colombiahave taken to broaden participation in the development effort areprobabl establishmnt of organizatons and agencies such as INCORA,NUC, 2/ FANAL, 32/ and Accion Comunal, partly as the result of com-petition between the traditional political parties for popular following.
Such organizations have been partly a response to the demands of the
poor, but they also have been an important stimulus to those demands.
The rather rigid and centralized structure of traditional local
Government in Colombia has not been able to cope with the situation.
These agencies have been confronting the basic problems of overcoming
apathy, channelling dissatisfaction and inducing responsiveness

Administration and Organization

A problem which has persistently hampered development morebroadly has been weak Government administration and organization.Reference was made earlier to the Government's failure to take decisive
action in 1954-1956 to deal with the coffee problem and in 1963-1965
to deal with the fiscal problem. In some ways the National Front
system made decisive action at the policy level even more difficult,
especially up to 1968 when the requirement of a two-thirds majority
in the Assembly began to be abolished. But behind these problems and
underlying them was serious weakness in the machinery for formulating

1/ Departamento Nac-ional de Planeacion, Plan de Desarrollo EconomicoD Social 1970-1973 (December 1970), Vol V - p. 3.Asociacion Nacional de Usuarios Campesinos, established in the late3 960s.
3/ Federacion Agraria Nacional, established in the late 1950s.
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and executing policy. The agencies and organs of the Government tend
to -:nve sharply up and down in effectiveness depending on the strength

-rw key appointees, the support which they are given by the
Government and the extent to which they allow partisan politics to
intrude in the operation of their agencies.

Partly to limit political interference and partly to meet the
needs or special interest groups there has been a tremendous growth
over the last 30 years of so-called 'decentralized agencies', not
generally regional but with independent constitutions, their own
budgets, partially independent sources of financing, and Boards normally
including the relevant Government Minister and leaders of special
interest groups. There are now more than 100 such agencies. This has
created considerable problems of coordination,. which were partially
solved by important administrative reforms in 1963 and, more especially,
1968.

Agencies concerned with the formulation and execution of major
economic policies have been considerably strengthened. The National
Planning Department was established in something close to its presentform in 1958 and it has played a major role, especially since 1965,
in improving the allocation of Government resources, in negotiating
foreign assistance, and in developing improved fiscal and foreign ex-
change policies. The Monetary Board was established in 1963 and it
has succeeded in bringing the commercial banks under more effective
control and in improving interest-rate policy significantly. Tax
administration by the Treasury has also been greatly strengthened in
the 1960s. Sound policies on taxation of coffee and financing of
inventories have been developed and applied in the last decade, and
the Government of Colombia has taken a leadership role in international
management of the coffee cycle.

Agencies responsible for preparation and execution of development
projects and for provision of essential services to the community, such
as transport facilities, water supply or agricultural services, show a
much more uneven pattern -- both among one another and over time.
Generally, those responsible for such services in the rural areas and
smaller towns seem to have strengthened much less than those responsible
tor the major cities. Many agencies still suffer from political
appointments, poor personnel policies and training programs, outdated
accounting systems and inadequate contracting procedures. Salary
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structures, which are anyway substantially below those in privateenterprises, have sometimes been seriously eroded by inflation whichhas added to the difficulty of retaining good staff. Neverthelessthese agencies, as a group, were able to prepare and execute, in thelate 1960s, development projects with a total cost three or four timesthe cost of those undertaken in the early 1950s, which is a significantachievement.

Fiscal Performance

The weakness of central Government agencies is in part both causeand result of difficulty in collecting taxes. Shortage of resources
in the public sector has been an almost permanent problem sharplylimiting what could be achieved, frequently delaying execution of develop-ment projects and programs, causing loss of qualified personnel andtotally preventing major programs in many areas of need.

Relative to GDP central Government current revenues, which accountfor most of the taxation in the country, fluctuated between 6 and 8 per-cent from 1950 right through 1967, -1/ In the early 1950s they roserapidly as a result of the coffee boom and rapid industrial development.But from the Rojas tax reform of 1953 to the end of the Alberto Llerasadministration in 1962 they moved up and down in the range of approximately
US$250-300 million equivalent. President Valencia made the first halting
steps outside this range and since 1963 Government revenues doubled toreach well over US$600 million equivalent in 1970, over 9% of GDP. Pro-bably the most important single step in the eventual improvement of fiscalperformance was the gradual introduction of withholding of income taxat source starting in 1967, after years of struggle.

Nevertheless, after all the efforts, total tax revenues (alllevels of Government) remain low in Colombia, at about 13.5% of GDP. 2/

1/ For detail, see Annex Table 1.3, Central Government Operations.
2/ Comparable up-to-date figures for other countries are not available,

but for 1963-1965 total tax revenues as a percent of GNP were:Colombia 11.5%, Argentina 20.1%, Brazil 21.4%, Chile 20.9%, Ecuador16.7%, Mexico 9.9% and Peru 16.0%. (R. A. Musgrave and M. Gillis,
Fiscal Reform for Colombia, Harvard Law School, 1971)
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Relative to personal incomes, the total tax burden ranges between 12-14/. ror the lowest ten percent of income receivers and only about
20-22% for the top ten percent.

Among Governmtent expenditures 1/ the share going to Economic andSocial :evelopmanr has shown a gradually rising trend over the lasttwenty years, mainly due to rapid increase of expenditure on education,while the share going to defense and police has fallen. Public invest-ment has risen much faster than Government revenues, increasing from2-3 percent of GDP in the early 1950s to 5-6 percent of GDP in the late1960s and over 6 percent in 1970. Foreign assistance has covered abouthalf of this increase.

With financial resources so scarce throughout most of the periodunder study it would probably have been appropriate to use for planningpurposas an opportunity cost of public resources in excess of one, butno such figure appears ever to have been calculated. As regards theopportunity cost or capital, both public and private, an appropriatefigure for the period under review appears to be about 10-11%, with apossible range of 8-12%. 2/

Balance of Pavments

Colombia's foreign exchange situation changed sharply in 1957from one of relative ease to an extreme shortage, exacerbated by thesteady decline in world coffee prices from 1956 to 1963 and by the needto pay off the large arrears built up between 1954 and 1957; not untilthe late 1960s did the foreign exchange situation regain some degree ofstability and in 1969 total merchandise export earnings for the firsttime exceeded the level reached at the end of the coffee boom in 1956. 3/

1/ For details see Annex Table 1.4, Distribution of National GovernmentExpenditures.
2/ See Arnold C. Harberger, "La Tasa de Rendimiento de Capital en Colom-bia", Revista de Planeacion y Desarrollo, October 1969, and AlbertoMusalem, Demand for Mon Balance of Payments: The Experience ofColombia, 1950-1967, Harvard DAS, 1970.
3/ For details of the evolution of the balance of payments, see AnnexTable 1.5, Colombia: Balance of Payments 1950-1970 and Annex Table1.6. Disbursements on Foei ns Guaranteed by the Colombian Govern-men t.
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Even before 1957, but to a much greater extent afterward, it was
necessary to control the demand for foreign exchange by numerous
mechanisms beyond the exchange rate: tariffs, import prohibitions,
import licenses, prior deposits for imports and sometimes prior
deposits for import payments too. Licensing had to be particularly
tight in the late 1950s after the 1957 financial crisis and in theearly and middle 1960s when rapid inflation tended to put stress onthe balance of payments even with the existing array of controls andeffective premia for imported goods. In these periods of tightness
preference was normally given to raw materials, spare parts and inter-mediate goods in order to keep existing industry running. Consumergoods accounted for some 20% of total imports before 1957, but only10% after. In the last few years, with a more ample supply of foreignexchange, heavy foreign capital inflow and an expanded investment
program, capital goods imports have for the first time exceeded inter-mediate goods imports in absolute amounts.

Despite the recurrent foreign exchange crises between 1957 and1967 Colombia's balance of payments emerges stronger now than in 1950.A large public foreign debt has been incurred amounting to nearly US$2billion by the end of 1970 compared with US$160 million at the end of1949, but, due to careful debt management and large assistance on easyterms provided by the U. S., the debt structure is sound and the debtservice ratio was only about 12% in 1970. Coffee has fallen from over70% of exports of goods and services in the early 1950s to a littleover 40% in the late 1960s, and now only about 40% of the coffee goesto the U. S. alone, compared with 90% in the early 1950s. Non-coffeeexports as a whole have grown at an average pace of 7.7% over theperiod. So-called minor or non-traditional merchandise exports (i.e.those other than coffee, petroleum and gold) have grown much morerapidly -- at an ave-age rate of 13.5%, and much faster in the mid-1950s and late 1960s. Colombia has swung from being heavily dependenton outside sources for some products to being a significant netexporter -- most notably in cotton and textiles but also in other manu-factured products. Exports of manufactures rose- steadily in the 1960sfrom less than US$10 million to a substantial US$70-80 million, with asizeable proportion going to other Latin American countries. Over thelast decade, and especially in the last five years, livestock and sugarhave become important agricultural exports and considerable importsubstitution has been accomplished in vegetable oils.
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Balance of payments evolution has nevertheless been somewhat
disappointing by comparison with 1961 Plan objectives, and minor
e: 'orts also failed to reach the 1970 target of US$300 million esta-
blished by the Carlos Lleras Government. Over the long term, as
discussed before, the main disappointment has been the poor development
of many natural resource export potentials. This development lagged
partly due to the unstable foreign exchange regime which prevailed and
frequently overvalued exchange rates, but mainly for structural and
institutional reasons -- outmoded land tenure pattern, poor Govern-
ment organization, insufficient surveys, limited industrial competition
and enterprise.

The exchange rate has frequently been overvalued -- in the immediate
sense that it led to exchange crises, in the short-run sense that it had
to be supplemented by numerous other measures to contain the demand
for foreign exchange, and in the long-run sense that it (together with
other measures or lack thereof) resulted in patterns of demand and of
investment enabling much less full use of domestic resources for
development than should have been possible. A special study to estimate
the price at which foreign exchange would have had to be sold each year
in order to equate demand with supply without reliance on tariffs, prior
deposits, quantitative restrictions, etc. suggested that this would have
been between 1.5 and 2.5 times the official price each year since 1957
and generally less before (Annex Table 1.7). Similar results were
reached by the Colombian National Planning Department. Mainly because
these results are based on year-by-year analyses, without allowance for
the effect that actually charging such prices would have had on the
structure of the economy, they probably exaggerate the real scarcity
price of foreign exchange over the long term. On the basis of our
analyses it would seem doubtful whether the opportunity cost of foreign
exchange in Colombia at the end of the 1960s was as much as double the
official rate but it would seem likely to have been at least 1.5 times
the official rate. By the end of the 1960s most merchandise imports to
-he private sector did in fact pay a substantial premium over the official
rate in the form of import tariffs and prior deposits, so that the
effective rate for them may not have been very much below the 1.5 level;
merchandise imports to the public sector and basic industries and imports
of services were however still priced at a low effective rate, very
close to the official one.
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CHAPTER II - THE WORLD BANK AND COLOMBIA

Among developing countries Colombia was one of the earliest and
has always been one of the largest borrowers from the World Bank. The
first loan was made in 1949 and further loans have been made each year
since, except for 1957 and 1965. By the end of 1970 a total of 43 loans
had been made, amounting to US$750 million, of which US$730 million was
from the IBRD and US$20 million from IDA. Five of these loans have been
fully repaid. Colombia's outstanding debt to the IBRD at the end of 1970
(inicluding undisbursed) amounted to US$528 million or just over 5% of the
to;:al IBRD portfolio, more than any other country 'except Mexico, Brazil,
Japan and India. In per capita terms Colombia has been the largest re-
cipient of IBRD loans among major developing countries; by the end of1970 it had received US$34 in commitments, compared with US$19 for Mex-ico, for example, US$9 for Brazil and much less for India.

Although lending began in 1949 most of the Bank's commitments havebeen in the 1960s, and nearly half of the cumulative total in the fiveyears 1966-1970. New lending averaged US$15 million per year in the1950s, but US$60 million in the 1960s as a whole and US$90 million inthe last three years. Gross disbursements ran about US$10 million an-nually in the 1950s but US$35 million in the 1960s. Nonetheless, rel-ative to total foreign lending to Colombia, the Bank has been much lessimportant in the 1960s than in the 1950s. Leaving aside the specialmedium-term credits obtained after the 1957 financial crisis, the Bankaccounted for well over 50% of all medium and long term lending to thecountry between 1949 and 1960; the only other important foreign lenderwas the US ExIm Bank. But for the period 1961-1970 the Bank and IDA ac-counted for only slightly more than a quarter of the US$2.1 billion totalloans obtained from official sources. Two-fifths came directly from theUnited States (through AID, ExIm Bank and PL 480), one-fifth from the IDBand the remaining 15% from the European countries, Canada and Japan. How-ever, even in this period, the Bank has remained the most important singlesource of foreign finance and, as Chairman of the Consultative Groupwhich it established for Colombia in 1963 and to which these other coun-tries and agencies belong, it has taken a lead in encouraging them to sup-port the Colombian development effort.

In addition to loan finance and coordination of foreign assistanceefforts, the Bank has also provided Colombia considerable technical assist-ance, in the form of major missions visiting the country and reporting, as
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well as resident advisors. It has devoted substantial effort to strength-
ening institutions to which it has lent. And it has offered considerable
ac ice about development policy and negotiated policy agreements in con-
neution with Consultative Group lending operations. The purpose of the
present chater is to analyze the Bank Group's overall contribution to
Colombian development, particularly in relation to the five critical is-
sues discussed in the first chapter, and to identify its strengths and
weaknesses.

The Widening Scope of Bank Action

The Bank's work with Colombia began in the middle of 1948 when the
Colombian authorities requested assistance for a number of tentative pro-
jects and an economic mission visited the country for a first review.
The Bank decided that it would go ahead with a loan to finance import of
agricultural equipment and several possible small power loans, but that
further lending, particularly for certain transport projects proposed by
the Colombians, would have to await the outcome of a major planning ef-
fort. The Bank suggested a large Survey Mission, which it would sponsor,
to help the planning effort.

The General Survey Mission, under the leadership of Dr. Lauchlin
Currie, spent the latter half of 1949 in Colombia. Its extensive and
comprehensive report, broad in outlook and confronting all the issues
important in today's development thinking, was sent to the President of
Colombia in July 1950. It proposed a "coordinated attack on poverty,"
mainly in the form of a public investment program, with related tax
measures which were also intended to encourage rural land owners to in-
tensify production and to discourage speculation in urban real estate.
To convert the program into a real Colombian plan Dr. Currie suggested
creation of a bi-partisan Committee for Economic Development, composed
of prominent Colombians. The President appointed such a Comittee, which
worked for about a year with a secretariat consisting of Dr. Currie him-
self and others suggested by the Bank. The Committee played an import-
ant part in formulating monetary policy measures, in setting up some new
institutions and preparing revised versions of the recommended transport
investment programs. But it firmly rejected the proposed tax measures
and it was unable to convince the Government not to go ahead with the pro-posed Paz del Rio steel mill. The Committee eventually disintegrated due
to tensions between the political parties.
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The Committee's work on transport led to the Bank's first two major
loans to Colombia -- one in April 1951 for a large highway program and
another in August 1952 for the construction of a railroad down the Mag-dalena Valley to 'integrate the country' by interconnecting the variousexisting railroads and also to ease export/import traffic between centralColombia and the Atlantic coast. Both projects ran into serious delaysand cost overruns. For the highway program supplementary loans were madein 1953, just after General Rojas Pinilla had become President, and againin 1956. For the railroad a second loan was made in 1955, to extend theline into a complete link to the coast and make it the so-called AtlanticRailroad. Other loans in the mid-1950s were small follow-ups to earlierloans for farm equipment and for power development in the Cauca Valley.

A great deal of effort was put into arranging technical assistancein this period, although some of the resultant assistance was of poorquality and much of it had only quite limited effect, partly due to pol-itical instability at the time. Planning advisors-were provided to helpset up a Planning Office and provide policy advice. Individual engineerswere found to help the Ministry of Public Works with the road program andmaintenance. Large teams were provided by Madigan-Hyland, an Americanen-gineering firm suggested by the Bank, to assist the railroad work. Sev-eral missions were carried out to advise on establishment of a regionalcorporation for development of the Cauca Valley. A major AgriculturalSurvey Mission, headed by Sir Herbert Stewart, was undertaken in 1955.Other requests for technical assistance -- on public administration, gov-ernment finance, livestock development, urban planning, for instance --were turned down for various reasons, and considerable argument wasevoked by the Bank's repeated refusal to finance water supply expansion,mainly on the grounds that it would not have the direct effect on pro-duction of goods and services that it sought for its projects. Bankstaff themselves gave ccnsiderable assistance in drafting basic legis-lation -- for instance for control of foreign borrowing, for establish-ment of the National Railways Corporation (CNR) and of the regional dev-elopment corporation for the Cauca Valley (CVC).

In face of the deteriorating financial situation and build-up ofimport arrears in 1955 an important Bank mission was sent, by agreeentbetween the Bank and the Government, to help bring order into public in-vestment plans and to advise on the Paz del Rio steel mill, recently complet-
ed after vast cost overruns but performing poorly. The mission itself
had to inventory public investment plans. It found them much larger than
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the resources that would be available with sound financial practices, and
some of the projects of dubious feasibility. The Bank informed the Gov-
ernment that it would work on a large program of possible highway and
power loans provided that the Government would take steps to restrain in-
vestment, limit other foreign borrowing, liquidate import arrears, and
expedite construction of the Atlantic Railroad. The Government was of-
fended, but an appropriate letter of response was eventually worked out
between the Finance Minister and Bank staff. The Bank made its third
highway loan, but by the middle of 1956, in view of the Government's
lack of action and the ineffectiveness of what action was taken, the
Bank decided to suspend further lending. Negotiations continued spasmo-
dically until the overthrow of General Rojas in May 1957, but no solu-
tions were reached.

Assistance in coping with the financial crisis was provided mainly
by the US ExIm Bank and the IMF, and the Bank proceeded slowly with re-
suming lending, partly for concern about the country's creditworthiness
and partly because the Government, extremely short of resources and hav-
ing to channel much of them to completion of on-going projects, did not
wish to borrow for the foreign exchange component of new projects. The
Bank formally lifted the suspension of lending in April 1958. A number
of loans ensued, mainly in 1959 and 1960, for power projects; the prin-
cipal ones were for Bogota and Medellin which were beginning to suffer
power shortages since planned lending to them had been caught in the 1956suspension. Work also proceeded at this time on preparation of an ex-
pansion project for Paz del Rio. A Bank staff member was assigned to
help the Planning Office, reestablished by President Alberto Lleras. Asmall emergency loan was made to buy rolling stock for the Atlantic Rail-
road, finally nearing completion. But the breadth of Bank action in sup-port of Colombia was much narrower in this period than it had been.

An important new phase began in 1961 when the Bank, with the sup-port of the Colombian Government and the United States, decided to formsome machinery to coordinate its own efforts with those of the newly es-tablished IDB and US AID and to encourage the Europeans, Canadians and Japan-ese, initially somewhat reluctant, to provide more financial assistance
to Colombia. As a preface to such an effort it was decided that a Bankmission should review the Ten Year General Development Plan then beingcompleted.
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This important Bank mission, which visited Colombia early in 1962,
reported generally favorably on the Plan and supported the growth targets
proposed. It stressed two measures which it felt the Government would
have to take to put the economy on a sound footing for reaching plan tar-
gets: raising taxes more than had been projected in the Plan and reform-ing the exchange rate system so as to raise the effective price of imports.It also recommended greater foreign assistance, on easier terms, than im-plied by the Plan and proposed establishment of a Private Investment Fund(PIF) in Colombia to obtain foreign loans and channel the resources onto the private sector, with whose dynamism it was particularly impressed.

The Colombian Government delayed action on the exchange and fiscalmeasures and was finally forced to take more radical steps, in a crisissituation at the end of the year. These steps met the Bank's main con-cerns, and the foreign governments and agencies met in the first formalmeeting of the Consultative Group for Colombia, as it had come to becalled, in January 1963. Meantime, in Suimmer 1962, the Bank had establish-ed a Resident Representative in Bogota, mainly to assist on ConsultativeGroup matters and the coordination of foreign lending. Bank staff alsoworked intensively with the Colombians on the proposed PIF, which was es-tablished in March 1963; it has never obtained foreign financing of thesize envisaged by the Bank mission but it became important in channellinginto the private sector part of the ?eso counterpart of US AID programloans -- which had not been envisaged by the Bank mission but began latein 1962 and were in some respects a substitute for the PIF.

Except for a major loan for highways in 1961 the Bank's lendingsince 1960 had continued to be concentrated entirely in power. But 1963saw comitment of a larger volume of loans than ever before, some US$75million, including further loans for power and large loans for the Pazdel Rio steel mill and for railroad rehabilitation. A small technicalassistance mission to .elp CVC regional planning was also undertaken atthis time.

Only one more loan was to be made -- a large operation in powerearly in 1964 -- before lending was once more effectively, though notformally, suspended due to deterioration of Colombia's financial andeconomic situation. Early in 1964 the Bank gave serious consideration tourging a further devaluation but in the end decided not to press the is-sue in view of the extreme unpopularity of devaluation in Colombia after
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the 1962 experience and the considerable political difficulties faced byPresident Valencia. But in May 1965, y wich time action had becomees:.ntial, the Bank informed the Government that it would recanmend tothe Consultative Group members the full desired amount of lending onlyafter the Government had taken fiscal and exchange rate action and es-tablished non-inflationary sources of financefor the coffee stabiliza-tion fund. There followed a long series of negotiatiof between theColombian Government and the Bank, as Chairman of the Consultative roupand representing in particular the two Group members other than itselfwho were intimately interested in macroeconomic policy performance (UsAID and IMF).

Appropriate policy measures were finally taken in September 1965and in December the Finance Minister signed a Memorandum of Understandingwith the Bank, which specified quarterly targets for the Government's cur-rent account surplus and for net foreign exchange reserves for the forth-coming year and committed the Government to a certain minimum of importliberalization and a comprehensive review of public utility tariffs --which had not been adjusted in a timely manner to keep pace with infla-tion and had consequently caused Bank power borrowers serious cash flowproblems. US AID provided a further program loan on the basis of theGovernment s cotmltments to the Bank. The Bank's lending for 1966 wasin the form of two loans in May for sectors in which it had not pre-viously been involved -- livestock and Financieras. In its fiscal as-pects the stabilization program agreed in 1965 proved highly successfulbut on the foreign exchange side it failed for various unexpected rea-sons, and this led to the renewed foreign exchange crisis of November1966.

Although the effective devaluation in March 1967 -- none for im-ports and only 15% for minor exports, on initial introduction of theflexible rate system -- was somewhat less than the Bank and tost of Co-lombia's foreign advisors considered desirable, the Bank accepted thesystem as a satisfactory basis for further cooperation with Colombia in
its development effort and for negotiation of a new Memorandum of Under-standing. The system of such Memoranda and quarterly performance re-views, almost unique to Colombia in the history of the Bank, became in
fact more standardized during the Lleras years. A Memorandum was nego-
tiated each Spring is 1967-1970, providing an opportunity for the Gov-
prnment to express its development aspirations and to define its specificplans and for the Bank to indicate its concerns about the development
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effort or development policies. The primary focus of the Bank remainedon a few key items -- principally import liberalization (especially ini-tially), National Government savings and investment, growth of minor ex-ports, and reform of the public utility tariff system. Specific targets
identified in the Memoranda have generally been reached or nearly reach-ed, except in the case of minor exports where there was a slight short-fall.

The Consultative Group, which had become inactive shortly after itssecond meeting, in 1964, due to the deterioration of the economic situa-
tion in Colombia, was revived and held a third meeting in June 1967, short-ly after the exchange reform had been adopted. A fourth meeting took placein January 1969, and further meetings were held early in 1971 and 1972.
Interest in Colombia's development and readiness to help finance it appearto have increased with each meeting. The United States has remained theprincipal lender, but lending by the other members, mainly in the form ofsupplier credits but on 8-12 year terms, has shown a rising trend. In
1967 the Bank negotiated special joint financing arrangements for com-
bining such supplier credits with its own funds for three project, and
some US$15-20 million of bilateral credits were eventually raised in thisway.

An important instrument of Consultative Group operations has beenthe Project List, a concept initially developed by the 1962 Bank mission.This is a comprehensive list of development projects, prepared increasing-ly and now principally by the M1anning Department but in close cooperation
with the Bank's Resident Representative in Bogota, for which financing is
sought from Consultative Group members. Lists have generally been pre-
pared shortly before the main Consultative Group meetings, and since 1969
annually, and the pressure to get the List prepared has helped the Plan-
ning Department to some extent in persuading agencies to define their dev-elopment plans. First drafts of the List have generally resulted in ag-
gregate amounts of financing requested much larger than was likely to be
available and Bank staff have assisted in cutting it down to more manage-
able proportions, not generally on the basis of the intrinsic merits of
the projects but rather their readiness for execution. The Bank and the
Planning Department have followed up the first issue of each List with
periodic, generally quarterly, reports on the status of financing ar-
rangements for each project.
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The major part of the financing both requested and provided hasbeen for projects in electric power and transportation, in both of whichthe IBRD and more recently the IDB have bulked large in terms of amounts.Large amounts have also been requested for industry, but these requestshave been met less quickly. Smaller amounts were generally requested foragriculture, telecomunications, water supply and education and also muchless has been raised, both in absolute amounts and relative to amountsinitially sought. Overall, some US$200-300 million of project financinghas been raised on the basis of each of the five Lists prepared through1970, except for the one covering 1964-1965. Shortfalls from requests,which have generally been about 33-50%, have been due in the overwhelmingmajority of cases to delays in project preparation and shortage of dom-estic public resources for investment purposes. Availability of foreigncredit does not appear to have been a serious constraint on the pace o'fthe development program, and there has sometimes been more credit avail-able than the Colombian authorities could actually use; there have beenserious delays in utilization of some of the credits provided, thoughpartly this was because some were on not very favorable terms, especial-ly by comparison with the terms available from the Washington agencies.

In the last five years of the 1960s the Bank's own lending becamenot only much larger but also more diversified than it had been before.Lending for highways, railways and electric power continued. Follow-uploans were made to the initial commitments in 1966 for livestock develop-ment and the Financieras. In 1967 the Bank entered the fields of tele-communications and irrigation for the first time, and in 1968 it beganlending for water supply and education. Preparation of projects inthese new fields took some time, the typical gestation period being 3-4years, but longer (about 5-6 years) for education and only about 1 yearfor livestock. The new fields for lending were largely selected by theBank rather than taken up in response to requests from the Colombianauthorities. Two important initiatives were taken in 1968-1969 whichhave not yet resulted in lending, but may do so later -- review of fam-ily planning efforts in the country and assistance in the preparation ofa possible project in that field and, secondly, initiation, with UNDP
financing, of a major study of alternative future patterns of urbandevelopment in Bogota. Total lending in one year reached over US$100million for the first time in 1968.
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Overview of the Bank's Effectiveness

The Bank has made major contributions, both directly and indirect-
ly, to raising resources for application to development in Colombia. Not
only has the Bank loaned a large amount itself but it has also done im-
portant fund-raising among Consultative Group members; both have helped
to relieve the balance of payments constraint on Colombian development.
The Bank has also played an important role in helping to raise funds in-
ternally in Colombia for public sector investment. It has sometimes made
its own project loans conditional on specific steps to charge more ade-
quate prices for services rendered (e.g. in power and water supply). Byhelping to strengthen and make more efficient major Government spending
agencies, such as the Ministry of Public Works, it has probably helped
to some extent to overcome traditional Colombian reluctance to pay taxes.
Most importantly, the Bank has helped over the last six or seven years,
by means of written agreements with the Government, to obtain more timelyGovernment decisions about tax-raising. These efforts on multiple fronts,in Colombia and among foreign lenders, have been mutually reinforcing:
the availability of foreign credit has enabled the Colombian authorities
to expand the size of their development program substantially over thelast decade, and there is no evidence that foreign credit to the publicsector has substituted for domestic tax effort.

Through its own lending, which has been principally for large in-dividual infrastructure projects, the Bank has helped sustain the growthof the modern portion of the economy, concentrated chiefly in the largercities. Mainly through some US$400 million of loan disbursements, butalso through efforts to strengthen the responsible institutions andthrough advice on policy, it has played a crucial role in eliminatingmajor bottlenecks in the trunk transport network and in power supply tomost of the major centers in the country. It has disbursed funds forboth power and transport development every year since 1951, but parti-cularly heavily in the early 1960s. The transport investments assistedin the economic integration of the country's diverse regions and thepower lending in the 1960s was oriented to creating the nucleus of anational transmission network, linking the major cities. Through itsinvolvement in transport and power the Bank helped to meet the huge in-vestment requirements implied by rapid urbanization and indirectly tosustain the moderate pace of industrial growth attained. In the 1960sit also assisted industrial growth more directly through its loan for
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the Paz del Rio steel mill expansion and through several loans to fiveFinancieras for on-lending to the industrial sector. Not all the proj-ects, and especially not those in railways and steel, have proven veryefficient means of meeting the requirements they were designed to meetand there has been some over-investment, but the projects are generallybetter than they are likely to have been had there been no Bank partici-pation, and the outcome of the whole investment package is reasonable interms of efficiency benefits. In recent years the Bank has lent forprojects in other fields, but they are at too early a stage to be clearabout the outcome; generally, the projects in agriculture do not lookvery promising while those in education and water supply do.

In its work in Colombia, the Bank has developed rather an effect-ive combination of its orginal investment bank approach to channellingcapital from foreign private capital markets into development projectsand a much broader recognition of the importance of policy and structuralfactors in determining patterns of development and the effectiveness offoreign capital assistance. One illustration of this is in the institu-tional sphere. In the 1950s the Bank displayed unlimited confidence inforeign consultants, without close control and guidelines, and in legaland constitutional measures to create an institution which would operateeffectively. In the O960s, the Bank's best institution-building workhas focussed much more on the way an institution really works, ratherthan simply on its legal and constitutional fox.m. The Bank's contribu-tion has been in the form of conceiving a basic idea, suggesting studies,and, when they proved favorable, pressing for implementation, the actuallegal arrangements being left entirely to the Colombians:. this was thepattern with the Power Interconnection, the Utility Tariff Board and, tosome extent, the National Highway Fund. In other cases the Bank's con-tribution has been at a much more detailed level but it has followedrather the same philosophy. Particularly at these two levels -- basicconcepts and organizational essentials -- the Bank has made very usefulcontributions to institutional development in Colombia in some of thefields in which it has been involved.

Another illustration of how the Bank has refined its techniques isin the field of sectoral and macroeconomic policy. Initial success inthe provision of advice in this field in 1950 was short-lived due to pol-itical change in Colombia and the Bank's decision, in the circumstancesof the day, to confine its main effort to individual development projects
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with the hope they would have demonstration effect. Attempts in the mid-dle 1950s to go beyond this, by providing more general advice and nego-
tiating broader policy agreements with the Govertnent, were rather inef-fective; although it tried, the Bank was unable to prevent the build-upof the 1957 financial crisis. Another effort in the early 1960 founder-ed on the rocks of Colombia's inaccurate fiscal projections and the Bank'sinadequate knowledge of some of the complexities of the Colombian economy.But in the middle 1960s the Bank was able to help Colombia's recovery fromrenewed crises and to negotiate policy agreements to form the basis forprovision of considerable foreign financial assistance. Key elements inthese delicate negotiations were fiscal policy and foreign exchange poli-cy, and the commitments made were fairly effectively fulfilled. Anotherimportant commitment was to bring utility tariffs approximately into linewith costs, a step which would cope tiin a way that mere one-shot pro-vision of outside finance could not - with a serious constraint on thedevelopment of smaller towns in Colombia: perennial inability of theutilities to keep up with demand due to lack of cash flow.

If, with these tools, the Bank has made important contributionswith regard to fiscal performance, the balance of payments constraint and
administration and organization in certain areas, its contribution on the
other fundamental issues -- domestic resource development and participa-tion in the development effort -- seems, with a few exceptions, disap-pointing and perhaps below what could have been accomplished with greatereffort and more persistence The Bank has concentrated practically all
its loans on urban or urbanoriented projects. It has displayed quite a
negative attitude toward land reform, treating it as merely a social wel-
fare matter unrelated to the country's productive potential or even des-
tructive of it, urging the authorities to protect farms covered by itsfarm credit loans from land reformI and supporting INCORA projects whichwere a substitute for land redistribution and seemingly incommensuratewith the country's problem and resources. It has left most projects of
a difficult nature, except for education, to other agencies for support.Even in those areas where it has considerable expertise it has concentra-
ted its attention on large -sc ale capital-.intensive projects. It has notfinanced feeder roads, although there is considerable evidence that ex-pansion here and improvement in the Colombian agency responsible is bad-ly needed. The Bank has concentrated on relatively capitalintensiveagricultural schemes rather than take the initiative to help prepare proj-ects in fruit, flowers and vegetables, with considerable employment and
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expvrt potential. It has not consented to finance experimental projects
-- )r instance in livestock, where that was urged several times since
1952 -- finally taking instead, in that area, a fairly large-scale proj-
ect which has yet to introduce substantial innovations. It has had to
refuse many of the Colombians' requests for assistance in other areas
which seem to have maerit, particularly from the point of view of stimul-
ating use of local resources and wider participation in the development
effort; possibilities in housing and public health have had to be turned
down, within the framework of its lending policies. It has not been able
to help realize the potential of the lumber/furniture industry, noted in
Bank reports for two decades but still largely latent. For the industrial
sector in general it has provided rather unconditional support through the
Corporaciones Financieras, although the policy environment in which they
work does not seem to be conducive to channelling their funds towards the
most efficient producers or those most constrained by lack of credit.

The Bank seems to have fallen short of its potential in these areas
mainly due to a number of weaknesses, understandable in historical pers-
pective and remediable. The Bank has rightly sought to use its financial
and technical resources to help maximize the Colombian GNP growth rate,
but on the basis of a rather short-term perspective, and with much more
effort devoted to minimizing risks on individual projects it would financethan to maximizing their development impact. Infrastructure projects
were chosen as the initial main channel for support to Colombian develop-
ment, and they remain predominant in terms of financing provided. Muchprogress has been made in tightening control of them as investment bankprojects; the huge cost overruns on the early highway and railway projectshave not been repeated and the major shortcomings in design of the steel
project would probably not recur. But two problems relative to develop-ment impact remain, both related to undue concentration on the risk mini-mization aspect, important though this may be. First, projects have beenselected with a view to being readily controllable and to yielding atleast a threshold rate of return. In utilities this has tended to meangiving strong preference to projects designed to meet so-called 'establish-ed demand,' which is more easily predictable. Whether the projects wereor the type or in the place that could have the most impact was givenmuch less attention, provided that the threshold rate of return was met;this applies to the steel and irrigation projects, for instance, as wellas to power and transport. Second, appraisal of the project has tendedto concentrate on checking that the threshold rate of return would be met,
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to the exclusion of what complementary measures would be needed to getmaximum development benefits from the project in question, especially
in the region affected. This applies particularly in transport, butalso, for example, in power and steel.

Early in the 1960s, as a complementary technique to its financingof infrastructure projects, the Bank began to work towards provision ofmore direct support to commodity producing sectors and this eventually
materialized in large loans in 1966 and following years for on-lending
to private sector industry and agriculture. The Bank had always hadconsiderable faith in the efficiency, as well as effichacy, of financia
guides to development, as indicated by its earlier efforts to induce
Colombian utilities and railways, for instance, to simulate private sec-tor operation. Lending to private sector intermediaries, at a time whenthe Bank was also negotiating annual policy agreements with the Govern-ment, gave the Bank the opportunity to learn much more about, and to deal -with, some of the deficiencies in the structure of the Colombian capitalmarket and other incentives working against most efficient use of thecountry's resources for development; since most development in Colombiais in the private sector, which still accounts for two-thirds of invest-ment, this could be of prime importance. Yet apart from urging more rap-
id devaluation of the Peso, discouraging excessive tariff protection, andsupporting Colombian moves toward higher interest rates on loans out of
Bank funds, the Bank did not generally pursue these issues beyond an oc-
casional discussion in an economic report. At the same time private in-
vestment has grown at a disappointing rate and private saving has hardly
grown. The Bank seems to have had too much confidence in what the priv-
ate sector could achieve in terms of efficient resource development, ir-respective of the framework of public policy in which it was working.

In the latter part of the decade the Bank moved into financingvarious projects which it considered to be an important contribution tosolving the problem of poverty in Colombia -- particularly the INCORAirrigation and colonization projects, and to some extent, the projectsin social infrastructure such as education and water supply. In theB950s, to the extent that it had recognized the problem of poverty, theBank did not feel that it was particularly its responsibility to helpcope with it. In the early l960s it urged the Colombians to build upthe modern sector of the economy as rapidly as possible and to allocatemore of the resultant income to social welfare measures in aid of thepoor. Then it began to support a few projects aimed explicitly at
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increasing the opportunities of the poor -- provided each project met its
sta dard financial and economic criteria of efficiency. The difficulty
ii -aat some of these projects have been expensive and have benefitted
relatively few of the poor -- partly because they have sometimes tended
to subsidize the rich as well as the poor -- and, more importantly, as an
apparent solution to the problem of poverty, they may even have discour-
aged the measures, such as land redistribution and improved incentives to
employment of people, that are required to get a fuller application of
Colombia's resources to development. The extent of poverty and its full
implications in the economic structure have been too little seen; its
elimination has naturally been considered a desirable end, but as result-
ing from a more rapid expansion of the modern economy (which may in fact
exacerbate it at present) rather than critically interdependent with a
more efficient use of the country's human and physical resources.

These problems in the Bank's viewpoint stem from an insufficiently
broad and long-range basis for decisions regarding project selection and
lending conditions and shortage of time on appraisals. They can be
overcome with application of more attention to the basic resources of
Colombia and the way they can best be combined to maximize development.
Then, against this background, more effort could be devoted to identi-
fication and preparation of projects, chosen because of their potential
contribution to Colombian development rather than because they fall within theconventional definition of a bankable project. Lending to Colombia, es-pecially over the last 5 or 10 years has shown sharp fluctuations fromyear to year, and especially in some years such as 1966 and 1967 the lowlevel of lending has resulted mainly from shortage of projects. Moreeffort on project preparation, by the Bank or by the Colombians at the
advice of the Bank, could have resulted in more lending. Both Colombia'sdebt service ratio and the Bank's share of the country's foreign publicdebt have declined since the early 1960s and well-chosen projects andpolicy measures could have left these ratios about their earlier levels,while helping tc reduce the problem of poverty and attain more rapidgrowth.

The Development Projects Supported by the Bank

The principal effort of this evaluation, as of the Bank's own pastwork, has been on the various development projects for which the Banknas made loans. It was possible to subject 33 out of the 43 total number
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of loans to reasonably thorough evaluation, the particular emphasis v. --ying in each case according to the issues raised by the loan and the Limewhen it was made. The only field of lending omitted from review was te-
lecommunications, and this was entirely due to lack of time.1 / Table2.1 classifies the Bank's lending into three major groups and shows dis-bursements and commitments through the end of 1970.

Electric power has been much the most important single field inBank lending, accounting for some 40% of the total. The Bank's powerloans have gone to six out of the seven largest cities in the country(the omission is Barranquilla) but they have been heavily concentrated onBogota, Cali, and Medellin, the three largest cities together accountingfor some 20% of national population and 60% of industrial production andinstalled generating capacity. The principal contribution of the Bankwas to enable the companies responsible for power supply 'in the variouscities to expand more rapidly than they would otherwise have been able,with plants of larger size and lower unit cost than would otherwise havebeen -possible. The Bank has helped finance about half the power gener-ating capacity installed in Colombia today, and the majority of the capa-city it has financed is hydroelectric. Mainly due to the difficult topo-graphic and geological conditions there have been quite long delays incompletion of almost all these hydroelectric plants and there have beencost overruns on most; delays and cost overruns have been less on ther-mal plants. Generally the construction delays tended to occur along withslower than expected load growth, so that eventual supply of power keptreasonably well in line with demand. Only in two cases does it seem thatsome savings in costs of bulk power generation might feasibly have beenmade by selecting development plans other than those actually followed:the Calia hydroelectric plant, financed in 1960, on which the incremen-tal investment was expected to be some US$3 million yielding at least
15'. return but in fact turned out to be about USS20 million yielding onlysome 7-10%, and the relatively small Zipaquira 2 thermal plant, financed
in 1962, which probably made total system development costs some US$2-3
million more than they might otherwise have been.

Highways account for about 20% of the Bank's lending to date, andthe Bank has played an important part in the creation of Colombia's trunkhigwaynetor. Cost overruns on the Bank's first highway project ap-proved in 1951 were enormous; final costs were between three and four

I Lile other nine omissions were the four loans made in 1970 (education,water, power and highways) due to their recency, the highways & rail-ways loans of 1968 and the livestock loan of 1969 for the same reason,and the two small agricultural credit (mechanization) loans to theCaja Agraria in the early l950s due to lack of data about performanceunder them.
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Table 2.1

IBRD/IDA Lending to Colombia through 12/31/70
(amounts in US$ million)

Disburse- Commiz-
ments ments

Infras:tructure and Basic Industrv
Electric Power (17 loans 1950-70) 220.5 294.1Highways (6 loans 1951-70) 96.0 135.1
Atlantic Railroad (2 loans 1952-55) 40.9 40.9
Railway Rehabilitation (3 loans 1960-68) 41.4 53.7Steel Mill (1963) 29.1 30.0
Irrigation and Land Reclamation (1967) 2.2 9.0
Telecommunications (1967) 8.8 16.0

438.9 579.3

Private Sector
Agricultural Credit to Caja (1949 and 1954) 9.9 10.0Development Finance Companies (3 loans 1966-69) 42.9 62.5Livestock Credit (2 loans 1966-69) 11.1 35.0
Agricultural Credit to INCORA (1969) 0.4 17.0

64.3 124.5

Social Infrastructure
Water Supply (1968 and 1970) 7.9 32.5
Education (1968 and 1970) 3.3 14.1

11.2 46.6

GRAND TOTAL 
514.4 750.4

NOTE: The classification of projects in this table is made for con-venience of the discussion which follows and is affected byhistorical factors; it is for this reason that water supply-isdistinguished as 'social infrastructure.' Equally the steelmill loan of 1963 was to a private sector company, Paz del Rio,but for our discussion it is more convenient to classify itby its 'basic industry' characteristic.
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times original estimates, although a sizable, but unknown, part of thisincrease was due to upgrading of standards. Repeated supplementary fin-ancing had to be provided, and many of the roads were not completed untilthe l 960s. Nevertheless they seem to have been vary worthwhile. Ouranalysis of the 24 roads accounting for most of the financing providedunder the Bank's first four highway loans and costing a total of aboutUS$125 million equivalent indicates an average rate of return in termsof road user cost savings (excluding time savings) of 25%, which isvery high. On many highways vehicle operating costs have come down by5migh or more over the last twenty years. As in the case of power, and asmight be expected, there are one or two highway projects which may wellhave a return below the opportunity cost of capital -- particularly Cali-Popayan and Buga-Buenaventura -- but again, as in power, these are rarecases.

There are four projects in the infrastructure and basic industrycategory, together accounting for about another 20% of Bank lending,which seem disappointing compared with expectations: the Atlantic Rail-road of the l950s, the Railway Rehabilitation of the 1960s, the 1963 Pazdel Rio steel mill expansion and the small Atlantico Irrigation and LandReclamation project of 1967. Delays in construction have been a majorproblem on all, postponing realization of benefits from the investmentsmade and hence reducing the rate of return; all the projects have beencharacterized by cost overruns too, but these appear to have had a majoreffect on the rate of return only in the case of the Atlantico Railroadfor which they were particularly large. It ultimately cost about twiceas much as originlly expected or some US$120 million equivalent; theeconomic rate of return technique was not used at the time loans weremade for the project in the u950s, but recalculations on the basis ofthe assumptions then used suggest that it would have been above 10%,whereas the actual outcome is less than 5%, according to our best esti-.mates. The Railroad Rehabilitation investments, well conceived butpoorly implemented and utilized, seem to be yielding efficiency benefitsof only some 6-7%; a quantified estimate was made at the time of loanappraisal only for the dieselization component, some 16%, but actual
returns appear to be in the range of 6-10%. The Paz del Rio expansionproject was appraised only in financial terms; recalculations suggest
that, as appraised, it should have yielded some 7-14%, whereas actualreturns are only 4% although they may be raised to the range of 5-11% byaddition of equipment in the coming years. The Irrigation and Land
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Reclamation project has been too delayed for any actual rate of return
to be calculated, but crop yields have been disappointing so far.

The loans to financial intermediaries for on-lending to the priv-
are sector are harder to evaluate satisfactorily. They are rather re-
cent, but, more importantly, information about how the sub-loans were
actually spent and what impact they had on production is sparse. The
Bank has placed major emphasis on the intermediaries and financially
their operations with Bank funds appear to have been sound -- except in
the case of one of the Financieras where measures have been taken to
restore the situation. Comnitments of sub-loans and disbursements have
proceeded very rapidly on the Bank loans to the Financieras and fairly
rapidly, particularly initially, on the Bank loan for livestock; they
have been very slow to date on the credit for crop farms. Presumably
the funds disbursed added to the level of investment. Certainly they
did directly in the sense that they were spent on individual investment
projects -- for the Financieras, predominantly in the man-made textiles
and cement industries but also in other fields. However private invest-
ment was not at a very high level through 1970 -- it fell substantially
short of earlier plans -- and statistically there is evidence of a neg-
ative association in the 1960s between inflows of long-term capital to
the private sector and domestic private savings.1 / The data are not
very strong and it would be a long and unwarranted step from our

1/ Analysis of balance of payments and national income accounts data
for the period 1960-1969 yields the following results:

Private Saving = 0.159 - 0.5526 STP - 1.3248 LTP R2 = .69
(1.4) (3.9)

Family Saving = 0.040 - 0.7835 STP - 1.0043 LTP R = .85
(3.8) (5.8)

Where: STP = gross short-term capital inflows to the private
sector,

LTP = gross long-term capital inflows to the private
sector.

Figures in brackets beneath the coefficient to which they refer
are "t" values; social scientists vary in considering a "t" ratio
of 1 or 2 as the level indicative of statistical significance for
the variable in question. R2 is the standard regression coefficienc
indicating the goodness of fit of the equation as a whole.
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findings of a broad association to say that the particular IBRD compo-
nent of these capital inflows has had the effect of reducing domesticsavings. But the availability of foreign loans on long terms, with theGovernment taking the exchange risk, may have affecced savings withinthe country, and this needs investigation. Some doubts arise alsoabout the efficiency of allocation of the funds. They have tended togo mainly to larger producers who were on the whole best supplied withcredit already and who do not generally seem to be the most efficienteither financially or economically, according to the statistical evid-ence available. The tentative nature of these various findings, dueto the paucity of relevant information and the still fairly early stageat which most of the projects are, must be stressed; but they do raisedoubts which will need to be resolved in the Bank's future action withthe crucially important private sector.

The social infrastructure projects, for which loans were made in 1968,are still under execution and so it was not possible to study them inthe same way as the highway and power projects. Nevertheless we review-ed their performance through early 1971 and found both projects ratherpromising. Both have suffered delays, but these were being overcome.The education project, providing for ten comprehensive secondary schools,was beginning to introduce many innovations to the Colombian educationalsystem, in respect to both syllabus and teaching techniques; severalstudies undertaken in the last few years indicate a rate of return to ex-pansion of secondary education in Colombia (merely in terms of increased
earnings likely) of around 20% currently. The water supply project, forBogota, has been connected with major improvements in the organizationand management of the company responsible and will relieve deficienciesin the quantity and quality of water supply for the city; expansion isbeing achieved at a fraction of the unit cost envisaged by the campany
before discussions with the Bank began.

Domestic Resource Development

Some Bank activities have made useful contributions to the crucialtask of mobilizing domestic resources for development. The agriculturalcredit projects of the 950s helped to bring extensive new lands undercultivation, and improvement of the trunk transport network seems to havebeen connected with some reallocation among regions, in accordance withcomparative advantage, of production of commercial crops such as cotton
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and sugar. Improved public power supply seems to have been significant:
in enabling expansion and improved efficiency of the more labor-intensive
small-scale industry that could not possibly afford its own power plant;
several instances of this were encountered. Design and construction of
Bank-supported highway and public utility projects has been important 'i
the growth of the domestic contracting and consulting engineering/ dus-
tries; all regular highway work in the 1960s under the 3ank projects
been done by domestic contractors. The Bank acted as executing agenc o
a UNDP study of Cauca Valley coal resources in the early 1960s, but
ited development ensued. Technical assistance required by the Bank for
Paz del Rio at that time helped importantly to improve use of the compa-
ny's rather poor raw materials, and some elements of the subsequent pro,-
ect also contributed. In the late 1960s the Bank played a useful rolez
in persuading the Government to adopt a foreign exchange rate applicable
to oil exploration activities which would give the international compa-
nies the necessary incentive. More generally, the Bank's emphasis in
the last five years of the 1960s on reducing overvaluation of the ex-
change rate and relieving the financial constraint on the expansion of
small-town utilities is helping to overcome two important obstacles to
local resource development.

The Bank has not however been able to make much contribution to re-solving the two key problems in this area -- the concentrated pattern ofland tenure and the uncompetitive nature of capital markets. In respect
of land tenure, indeed, its effect may have been rather negative. In
the 1950s it supported tax measures to intensify land utilization which,
when finally introduced, proved .largely ineffective. In the 1960s, afterthe Colombians had adopted legal measures to the same end, the Bank tooka very reserved position, never adequately analyzing the execution ofthese measures, and encouraging INCORA to move along other lines whichproved expensive and incommensurate with the size of the problem. In con-nection with the capital market problem the main role of the Bank hasbeen, in the 1950s, to promote the foundation of private Financieras and,in the late 1960s, to support them with advice on institutional improve-ment and substantial financing. But the Financieras have so far madevery limited contributions to capital market development, mainly due todeficiencies in the policy environment in which they work. But neitherin connection with the loans to the Financieras nor in negotiations forthe Memoranda of Understanding has the Bank pursued the crucial issues --the principle of imposed interest rate ceilings, heavy forced investment

/ One engineering firm, for example, has grown between 1960 and 197'from ""/ engineers and billings of US$0.6 million eauivalent to 1uengineers and billings of US$4.3 million; 80% of billings over t:whole period have been for Bank-supported projects. The Bank ha-included in some loans special provisions for coverage of Peso en-gineering costs.
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by financial instit:utions, lack of market for speculative shares, general
fractionalization of credit markets.

On several occasions the Bank has urged emphasis on development of
the capital goods industry, which is surprisingly small in Colombia, part-ly because of the very weakness of the capital market and relatively lowtariffs on capital goods imports, amongst other reasons. Yet sometimes
its own lending tended to work against this. Several instances came toour attention where the Bank's borrowers appear to have purchased abroadequipment which they could have obtained at home. And the reason forthis was not the often encountered preference of utilities for importedequipment or the limitations of the Bank's 15% preference margin, butsimply the fact that long-term credit was not available for domesticpurchases, combined with the Bank's limitation of coverage to foreigncurrency expenditures. A case in point was various parts for the Paz delRio sinterization plant, which definitely could have been obtained local-ly but were purchased from Germany simply for this reason. Zipaquira 2thermal plant is in part a similar case. The immediate difficulty couldof course be remedied by the greater readiness the Bank now has to finance
local currency expenditures, but more constructive to Colombian dev-elopment would be greater effort to deal with the root problem of weaklocal capital markets.

In the selection and design of infrastructure projects also theBank seems to have made less contribution to solving the key resourcemobilization problem than it might have done. Its infrastructure proj-ects have been concentrated on the main cities and links between them.There is some evidence that design standards have been too high: thefact that trucks, the bulk of the inter-urban traffic in Colombia, can-not attain the high speeds allowed by the new roads; the practical casefound where trucks were sticking to a road of old design rather thantransfer to a newly opened parallel road (with a small toll) partly becausethe design of the latter (long slow gradient) was unsuited to the typic-ally small overladen Colombian truck; provision, in some sections, ofduplicate modes of transport where one would seem to have been suffi-cient; more investment than necesary in power generation and distribu-tion in Bogota. Savings on these projects could very usefully have beendevoted, for example, to feeder roads and small town power development,which have been serious bottlenecks and where Bank institution-buildingefforts could have made an important contribution. The Bank has not
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assisted in these areas, and it explicitly refused assistance to sma,-town power development, mainly because such projects would require too
much staff time. The IDB has assisted in both areas in recent years, but
both seem in need of additional effort. Weakness here has in fact lit-
ited the positive impact of the Bank's own large-scale projects. In prcl-
ect selection and appraisal, effects on the region traversed by the aur
transport investments were either neglected or assumed to be automatic.Unplanned, the impact of the Atlantic Railroad on the previously ueva -
oped region through which it passed appears to have been costly in social
and human terms (for the farmers who settled in the area) and in destrc-
tion of natural resources (fish, lumber, soil erosion) and to have resultedin less than potential traffic generation. Positive regional impact
of the highway projects has been severely limited by financial weaknessof the local agencies and Governmental units responsible for other serv-ices, by lack of feeder roads and by poor organization of agriculturalmarketing and extension services.

Participation in the Development Effort

The concentration of Bank support on urban and urban-oriented prects, of relatively capital-intensive nature, in a context of weak publicinstitutions, has also limited the effect of the Bank's activities on the
breadth of participation in the development effort. Within the majorurban areas some Bank projects have directly benefitted large numbers ofpeople. Our impression with regard to public utilities is that fundswould somehow have been obtained to maintain reasonable services for thebetter-off but that, with Bank financing, more complete programs havebeen possible, with greater expansion of the distribution systems; thetotal number of people with electricity service, for example, has increasedfrom 3 million in 1950 to 10 million in 1970, of which some 6 million were
served by Bank-financed generating stations. Moreover utility tariffs are
generally heavily subsidized for the poor in the major cities -- although
the effect of this is somewhat offset by the fact that, at least in some
cities, the consumption of wealthy private consumers is even more heavily
subsidized. The improvement on trunk transport facilities has probably
made food prices in the cities somewhat lower than they would otherwise
have been, and price fluctuations have diminished, although here too it isunclear how much of the cost savings resulting from actual transportimprovements have in fact been passed on to final consumers by merchants.Though the Bank has not been explicitly concerned about distributiveimplications of its policy advice, the fairly sustained pressure in the1960s for tax increases has probably tended slightly to improve welfaredistribution over what it would otherwise have been: the impact of the
sales tax introduced in the early l960s is likely regressive, but the
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effect of the more important improvements in tax administration of thelater 1960s, introduction of withholding at source and increases in thegasoline tax is almost certainly progressive.

However the positive effect of Bank activities on the productivityof the poor seems to have been minor -- partly due to the neglected con-straint to the development of domestic resources imposed by some of thefactors discussed in the last section. The education project, beginningto provide opportunities to families which could not have afforded sec-ondary school before, clearly has pctential here. And the devaluationssupported by the Bank have probably helped to generate more jobs thanthere would otherwise have been (and the import component of the consump-tion of the really poor is very minor). Information is not available onjobs actually created under Financiera sub-projects, but the evidencesuggests they have been relatively few, as in the modern manufacturingsector more generally. The more labor-intensive small and medium indus-try and small farms have continued to suffer severely from shortage ofcredit, and the programs supported by US AID and the IDB seem to have metonly a fraction of the need. More rapid expansion of the power distribu-tion systems into marginal areas could probably have opened productiveopportunities but this was constrained by rigidities in the tariff struc-ture and the Bank did not give attention to the potential of Accion Comu-nal for mobilizing self-help efforts. Wider expansion of regional trans-mission from the main centers would have helped upgrade small-town powersupply more effectively and more cheaply than has actually occurred. Thelag in secondary and feeder roads meant that the beneficial impact of theimprovements of the trunk highway system on the rural population was lim-ited.

Generally the Bank's loans to the commodity-producing sectors whichwe have evaluated have probably had a fairly negative impact on incomedistribution, not because the more efficient commodity producers werealready wealthier, but because of the particular institutional arrange-ments for channelling the loans and, more importantly, because of broaderweaknesses in the institutional structure. Even in the INCORA Irrigationand Land Reclamation project much of the land is likely to stay with for-mer landowners and the number of small farmers settled will be much lessthan originally envisaged. It is quite possible that at least part ofthe credit provided by the Financieras to large enterprises has effec-tively been passed on in the form of trade credit to the benefit ofsmaller enterprises, thereby easing their credit shortage, but the sub-stantial interest differential (10 or more percentage points) will stillhave accrued to the larger firms.
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Administration and Organization

In most areas of the economy where it has been actively involvedthe Bank has made useful contributions to strengthening administrationand organization and in some areas it has played a crucial role. Motof the more successful contributions have occurred in the 1960s afterthe Bank had gained experience and the political situation in Colombiahad become more stable. Especially noteworthy examples of differenttypes of institution-building work have been the Bank's long effort withthe Ministry of Public Works (including formation of the National High-
way Fund), establishment of the Utility Tariff Board, creation of thePower Interconnection Company and the detailed work with the BogotaWater Company. Creation of the Interconnection Company (ISA), in 1968,for example, followed five years of sustained diplomacy by the Bank toovercome the main centers' distrust of one another and desire to keeptheir favorable power sites for themselves. Without this diplomacy andpersistence of the Bank it is unlikely that the interconnection, which
enables substantial savings in bulk supply costs of electricity, wouldhave been achieved till at least several years later. By refusing tofinance further expansion of a power supply structure which studiesproved clearly would become inefficient the Bank assisted structuralchange.

It does not seem that institutions supported by the Bank have posi-tively hurt other institutions, especially those responsible for otherpriority areas of development, by draining away talented personnel. Enti-ties supported by the Bank have generally become stronger than others inthe same field not so supported, but not at the cost of the latter. Muchinstitutional improvement, especially in the 1960s, has been in the form-of strengthening internal organization (including training) rather thanrecruiting many additional personnel or particularly talented personnelfrom outside. The education project did of course involve recruitment oflarge numbers of teachers, but there is no evidence of this having
depleted the quality of teaching staff in other schools; many teacherswho benefitted from the training courses provided stayed with their oldschools. In general, due to the rather adequate supply of universitygraduates in Colombia, the intrinsic attraction of the major cities, andthe weakness and small size of the public sector relative to the privatesector, it is unlikely that such talent as was attracted to Bank-supportedinstitutions would otherwise (i.e. in the absence of Bank support) havegone to institutions (or consultant firms, etc.) concerned with fields
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where development has lagged, without special efforts for development ofthe latter.

On the other hand the demonstration or spread effect which the Bankhoped its projects would have also seems to have been very limited, exceptwhere Special efforts were made to amplify it. There is no evidence ofutilities not financed by the Bank imitating those which were so financed.Both the inistry of Public Works and the Financieras seem to maintain onestandard of project preparation and supervision for works financed underBank loans and another standard for others, although in the case of theFinancieras the Bank has made considerable efforts to avoid this. Theonly example of automatic spread effect arises in connection with ISA wherethe utilities in the north-eastern Departments do appear to have begun co-operation with one another in order to exert greater influence. Inducedspread effect has occurred as a result of recent special efforts -- forexample, creation of the Utility Tariff Board and the Bank's emphasis onregional planning in connection with the Bogota water supply projects.
Fiscal andForeignExchange Constraints

Obviously the Bank Group's own resource contribution has helped toease fiscal and foreign exchange constraints on Colombian development.Every year except 1959 it has made positive net transfers to Colombia,averaging US$7 million annually in the 1950s, US$26 million in the 1960sand reaching US$40 million in 1970; most of this has been to the publicsector. These net transfers were equivalent to between 1 and 2 percentof Gross Domestic Investment in the early l950s and between 2 and 3 per-cent in the late 1960s but reached nearly 5 percent in 1963-1964 wheninvestment fell so far short of earlier expected levels. Beyond its owncontribution the Bank has also played a significant part through the vari-ous mechanisms of the Consultative Group in enabling the large bilateralcapital transfers which have been made in the 1960s.

The importance attached to the fiscal and foreign exchange con-straints in the Bank's diagnosis of Colombia's problems and the particu-lar solutions recommended in policy advice to the Government have variedover time. The General Survey Mission of 1949 stressed both, but notquite so much as some of the other problems discussed before, especiallythe weakness of public administration. In 1951, foreseeing the end ofthe coffee boom, the Bank urged a major effort on minor exports. But by1954 this emphasis was dropped, presumably reflecting the import-substitution ideology that was sweeping Latin America,. and the Bank even
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advised against further tax increases, probably due to concern about theway in which the Government then in power was spending its resources.After 1956 the foreign exchange constraint naturally received the mainemphasis, and the need for austerity in use of imports and greater imr
substitution was urged. 1962 was the next time that the Bank took a com-prehensive look at the Colombian economy and on this occasion, as for therest of the 1960s, overwhelming emphasis was given to both fiscal andforeign exchange constraints. An important change came, however, in 1966when, reflecting the thinking of the new Lleras administration, minorexports began to be given pride of place in discussions about foreign
exchange instead of the price at which imports would enter the economy.

To identify distinctly what difference the Bank's advice on thesetopics made to Colombian policy is virtually impossible. Individual Bankadvisers were intimately concerned with some of the policy measures takenin the 1950s, but these were seldom sustained and many of them were oflimited effectiveness partly due to poor executive machinery. In connec-tion with fiscal performance, stress was placed in loan negotiations onmore adequate prices for power and railway services and a gasoline taxwas proposed, but the latter was not introduced and the value of the price
increases obtained was quickly whittled away by inflation. With the forma-
tion of the Consultative Group in 1962 and a substantial increase in staff
devoted to work on Colombia, the stage was set for more effective partici-
pation in policy discussions. In 1963 the Bankfs position gained furt-er
strength as a result of US AID's decision to start conditioning its pro-
gram loans on agreements between Colcmbia and the Bank. Since that date
Colombian fiscal performance has been close to the targets annually agreed.
The Bank, because it obtained written commitments and because it was urg-
ing policies that were of course very much in line with Government desires,
probably did have an effect in causing more timely action on tax measures
than would otherwise have occurred. Foreign exchange policy has been a
more disputed area, and the Bank felt that the devaluation of March 1967
was less than optimal and that the pace of devaluation under the flexible
system was sometimes too slow. The targets set in this area were minor
export volumes, and they were on several occasions missed. But the Bank's
consistent emphasis on this topic may well have led to a slightly faster
pace of devaluation than would otherwise have taken place.

Reducing the overvaluation of the exchange rate has been politicallyvery difficult, as it is in most countries, but perhaps especially inColombia for a number of reasons, particularly the very great comparative
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advantage that the country enjoys in coffee. It has been a major achieve-ment of the past 15 years to bring the coffee farmers to accept a rather
stable, and quite low, proportion (about 56-57%) of the New York value oftheir crop. Nonetheless the Bank might have been able to contribute even
more effectively to movement in the desired direction by, for instanceundertaking or commissioning a factual and objective study on the distribu-
tive effects of devaluation (unclear but often used as an argument against
the step) and by urging more uniformity in import tariffs or, in theirabsence, greater use of shadow prices in consideration of major publicinvestments.

Bank Assistance Strategy

By the late 19 60s there had evolved, in the relations between theBank and Colombia, a complex and delicately balanced pattern of lendingand condition-making. Essentially the conditions have been at threelevels. The annual Memorandum of Understanding covered major policy mat-ters. Initially developed in connection with US AID program loans, itbegan to be the-macroeconomic base for-the Bank's own lending program andfor its advice to Consultative Group members. Second, there were a fewbroad sectoral policy matters dealt with partly through the Memorandumand partly through discussions relating to individual loans: for instanceutility tariff policy and taxation of road users. Thirdly, there have
been the more traditional project-related conditions, mainly of institu-tional and financial nature, taken up with the borrower and the Governmentin connection with negotiations for each loan. There are potential inter-nal contradictions in this system (conditions at any one level cannot betoo difficult, or they will destroy the effectiveness of conditions atother levels as well) but, carefully handled as it has been, it can bevery useful- the Bank can assist and expedite improvements at all theselevels.

Over the years consideration has been given to various broad pat-terns of assistance, and the question arises whether the Bank could havecontributed more to Colombian development by following these. In particu-lar there are two proposals which have been put forward on several occa-
sions. One is that the Bank should commit itself for a multi-year periodto a certain level of lending, for which projects would then be graduallyappraised; in return the Colombians would commit themselves to full imple-mentation of agreed policy measures and sector development programs. This
was suggested both in 1951 and 1962, following the Bank's two major mis-
sions. The second is that the Bank should provide part or all of its lend-ing in a program form, not attached to individual projects and available
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for general imports; as regards conditions, specific agreement would bereached about certain broad policy parameters -- such as taxation, credit
control, foreign exchange rate - within the framework of a broadly agreed
overall development plan. Specific requests for lending of this sort were
made by the Colombian Government in 1958 and in 1968 but both were reject-
ed on grounds of inconsistency with general Bank policies at the time.

There is a fairly widespread feeling at some levels of policy-makingin Colombia that project-lending of the IBRD-type', while it has advantagesin terms of assistance to institutional development, also has disadvantages
in terms of distorting the development pattern; and that the latter have
tended to outweigh the former, even though large amounts of program lend-
ing have been provided by US AID and much of the Peso counterpart has gone
to cover the local costs of projects for which the foreign cost is
financed from otner loan sources. Several of the major projects reviewed
in this study have not lived up to their original promise -- the railwayschemes, the Paz del Rio expansion, the Atlantico agricultural project,Calima dam and the Cali-Popayan highway mainly -- but it is most unlikelythat these would not have gone ahead had the Bank provided its financing
in a program rather than a project form; only the Zipaquira 2 thermal
power scheme might have been avoided with the Bank lending on a program
rather than a project basis.

In fact the alleged distortions to which reference is made by thosewho hold this point of view are different. They arise partly from the
difficulty of obtaining project loans for certain types of projects --
for example, rural educatioa or public health -- and partly from problems
of timing: for instance, tie national investment budget has to be cut,perhaps because of a fall ini the price of coffee or a lag in raising taxes,
and priority has to go to tie projects to which capital inflows from
foreign assistance agencies are tied, while other projects which happen
not to be receiving foreign assistance are pushed into the future or pro-
duction capacity existing in the country is left idle for lack of imported
spare parts and raw materials. Hence projects proceed at a speed deter-
mined by the size of their foreign exchange component and sponsorship from
a foreign agency anxious for rapid disbursements rather than by their
intrinsic priority to development.

There is one period when it is fairly clear that distortions of thetype described did occur and when provision of additional program assist-
ance could probably have reduced them. This was in 1957-1959 when there
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had been a sudden sharp shift in the foreign exchange situation andimports of parts and materials were badly needed to use equipmentinstalled in the boom years through 1956. The Colombian authorities wereable to raise program assistance only on rather short term and in limitedamounts from the US ExIm Bank and cosercial banks. The development
effort had to be severely cut back and heavily concentrated on completingon-going projects, in particul 1ar the largest, the Atlantic Railroad. Thelatter alone accounted for some 16% of total central Government expendi-tures on Economic Development in these three years; disbursements out ofBank loans were heavily concentrated on the railroad, to the extent ofsome 60%.

With hindsight, it seems that the Bank should have reconsidered thewhole situation, including its on-going projects, in light of the totalchange in Colombia's foreign exchange situation and prospects between1955 and 1957; had it done so it might well have been able to convincethe Colombians to agree to cancellation of the 1955 railway loan. It isprecisely the section of the Atlantic Railroad covered in this loan whichseems to have yielded particularly low returns. Elimination of this proj-ect on grounds of budget stringencies raising the opportunity cost of pub-lic capital, and the coffee problem and debt arrears raising the opportu-nity cost of foreign exchange, would have saved some US$30-40 millionequivalent of capital expenditure over these and later years and mighthave left the Atlantic Railroad yielding more than 10% rate of return.Had the Bank been able to convert the 1955 loan into a program loan orprovide additional resources this could have made an even more useful con-
tribution; it was just at this time that protective policies were adopted
which encouraged import substitution even in fields where the Colombian
market was much too small to enable competitive efficiency and which have
caused substantial problems since; availability of additional unattached
foreign exchange resources would have made the case for such policies
less pressing and program loan negotiations might have been able todevelop sounder solutions. None of this was considered at the time, andthe Bank maintained only a very limited relationship with Colombia forseveral years, so that in one sense this is only of historical interest;but it clearly has lessons in case of any recurrence of such a situation.

We have not been able to identify other situations in the periodunder review where it would clearly be true to say that distortions arosein the development pattern and that these distortions could probably have
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been significani:ly relieved by additional program lending. Serious dis-tortions arose i.n 1963-1965 but these were mainly due to deteriorati in
a number of key public agencies, lack of project preparation, failure of
the Planning Department to make any revision of the Plan, and the veryserious fiscal shortfall; additional lending, unattached and for loclcurrency expenditures, could have eased the last constraint but, eveassuming that the other constraints were not binding, a serious questionwould have arisen whether the Bank was justified in increasing the fcreiga
debt of a country so little willing to help itself. After 1965 the z-o
ation improved substantially as a result of the technical assistance it-.
sectoral planning that had been provided, mainly by US AID, in the interimand the improvements that took place in fiscal performance, along wiI- Ze
greatly strengthened role of the National Planning Department. One usefulmove has been to get the Project List onto a longer term basis so that it
now covers more than the current year. Even more important have been tech-nical improvements in Government accounting and budgeting, so that moreaccurate figures on expected expenditures and receipts, etc. are availablein a more timely manner. Bank staff have played a useful role in review-ie.g the public investment estimates and helping to make them more compre-hensive.

Nevertheless there remain large differences between 'Gross' and 'Net'Project Lists and these differences are not evenly spread among sectors;and the same seems to be true, though to lesser degree, of public invest-ment plans as a whole. In view of the sharp fluctuations that haveoccurred in resource availability in the past there may well have been a
need to alter the composition of development projects in course of theirexecution, to adjust them better to new priorities. One reason why this
has been difficult, at least on a coordinated basis, is the almost completelack of information flows to the Planning Department on actual project exe-
cution and operation. Had the Planning Department been in a position to
propose such adjustments it might still have faced difficulties from thereluctance of foreign lenders to change their projects in mid-stream.
Also there do seem to be difficulties in raising foreign financing forparticular sectors, such as public health. But the dominant reason forthe distortions from Plan that have arisen would seem to be difficultiesin project preparation -- greater in some fields than in others -- or, inother words, uneven institutional development in different sectors.

The critical importance of the institutional factor is one reasonwhy we think that the Banr would not have contributed more to Colombiandevelopment by providing program loans additional to, or as a substitute
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for, its project lending. Wit.iout the knowledge derived from close and
direct association with the individual borrowers and without the impact
at this level obtained by project lending, the Bank would not have been
able to make the key contribution that it has made, in this respect, in
the areas where it has been involved. A second reason is that project
discipline as regards both preparation and implementation of projects is
important in Colombia and is recognized to be so by many Colombians as
well as others. There is a widely noted problem of lack of persistence,
partly related to frequent political change, and the antidote of project
financing is recognized as useful. Third, after 1965 the Bank had the
annual Memorandum of Understanding and thus discussed with the Govern-
ment any matters that were envisaged as conditions for a program loan.
It is not clear that the Bank would have been able to persuade the
Colombians to do more -- for instance to raise taxes or devalue the Pesoraster -- by concentrating all its negotiating efforts on these matters
rather than spreading them between these and project issues. Fourth, asregards the alternative possibility of making a program loan essentiallychannelled to the private sector, our doubts about the efficiency ofallocation of past lending to this sector and finding of a negative
association between long-term capital inflows to the private sector anddomestic private savings give us concern.

If program lending was not the solution there are clearly other
measures that the Bank could take to help the Colombian authorities tosecure a better pattern of development. It could show more recognition
of the problem of uneven institutional development and help to prepareprojects and develop projects in the lagging areas -- such as housing,lumber/furniture industry, labor-intensive agricultural schemes, publichealth, and feeder roads. It could work towards a sector-lending tech-nique in some fields, which would be consistent with the need identifiedearlier for more attention to sector policy conditions, for instance inlending to industry. It could assist the Planning Department in gettingbetter information flows about projects under way. Although the Consulta-tive Group members have not been prepared to make pledges, let alone multi-year pledges, the Bank could pursue the Project List more intensively,encourage the members to commit themselves firmly on individual projectsand seek with the Colombians to get a sectorally more even pattern ofproject assistance. Only if the Bank is unable to shoulder the heaviertask of project preparation and institutional assistance in more dif-ficult areas would sustained program lending seem an appropriate vehiclefor its own support to Colombia; though better than concentrating lendingon institutions which are already relatively strong, it would neverthe-less be second best.
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CHAPTER III -THE TRANSPORT SECTOR

The Bank has played a crucial role in the development of Colombia'stransport sector. Since 1950, it has lent a total of US$230.2 million.
Bank disbursements account for 9% of total investment for highways and29% for railways over the period 1951-1969. But these amounts do not
reflect the role of the Bank in helping to improve highway planning andmaintenance, in promoting the integration and improvement of railway
services, and in rationalizing Government transport policy.

The Bank started financing transport investments as a result of thefindings of the 1949 General Survey ission, which found the transportsystem in very bad condition and beyond repair with normal maintenanceprocedures. Since then, the Bank has made eleven loans to the sector,which have been concentrated on three major projects (Annex Tables 2.3and 3.1). The first was the construction and upgrading of the trunkhighway network, which connects the main populated centers in the country(six loans and one IDA credit totalling US$135.6 million). The secondwas the construction of the Atlantic Railroad, from La Dorada, nearBogota, to Fundacion, near the port of Santa Marta, a distance of 672 kms
(two loans for US$40.9 million). The third is a railway rehabilitationprogram, including provision of rolling stock for the new Atlantic Rail-road, designed to renew and modernize the railway's rolling stock and
track (three loans for US$53.7 million). Construction of the Atlantic
Railroad was completed in 1961, but the other two projects have been acontinuous activity since the early and mid-1950s.

The Bank has also played a central role in promoting a rationalapproach to transport planning and policy. It has tried to keep anoverall sector perspective throughout the last 20 years, although theissue of intermodal competition has had to be treated in a very generalway because of lack of supporting data or studies. The Bank proceededin the early 950s with a major highway and railway program in the be-lief that road and rail were complementary rather competitive modes, abelief that remained unchanged until recent years. In the late 1950s,when the original projects were being completed, the Bank asked the
Colombians to commission a fresh study of the sector.!' This veryworthwhile study served as a basis for the identification of new pro-
jects but, more importantly, provided the framework for a transport
policy aimed at attaining a workable level of transport coordination

1/ Republic of Colombia, Ministry of Public Works: "Plan forImprovements in National Transportation". Prepared by Parsons,
Brinckerhoff, Quade and Douglas, Bogota, 1961.
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For the first time, issues such as the levels of subsidy to road and
rail transport or the tax structure of the trucking industry were
explicitly considered in the design of policy. The study also proposed
the increase in gasoline taxes and the creation of the Highway Fund,both of which materialized during the 1960s. Finally, the Bank has
also been heavily involved in institutional development in Government
agencies dealing with transport; this subject is discussed in Chapter
Ix.

Colombia's Transport Sector Since 1950 and Bank Participation

Colombia's transport sector has been profoundly transformed since
the early 1950s. The road and rail networks at that time were either
largely regional or oriented toward foreign trade, connecting each of
the main populated areas (the regions around the cities of Bogota,Medellin and Cali) with the coast. The Magdalena River was the only
workable route between Bogota and the Atlantic coast, but with serious
navigational problems during the dry season. Since 1961 the Atlantic
Railroad has provided an all-weather connection between Bogota and the
port of Santa Marta, and joined as early as 1958 theWestern (Medellin,
Cali, Buenaventura) and Eastern (Bogota, Girardot, Neiva) rail systems.
The trunk highway system was practically completed in the early 1960s
with the construction and upgrading of the Western Trunk Road (Carta-
gena, Medellin, Cali, Pasto), the Eastern Trunk (Santa Marta, Bucara-
manga, Bogota, Neiva) and the main transverse roads that connect Cali,
Medellin and Bogota. In addition, the construction of secondary andfeeder roads was speeded up during the 1960s.

The effort to complete the basic transport network has required
a considerable proportion of the country's total investments. Trans-
port has represented between 10 and 15% of total domestic investment,
and about half of central Government investment; the latter proportion
reached more than 60% in the late 1950s, when major efforts were madeto complete the Atlantic Railroad and the trunk highway system.

As a consequence of those investments, road transport has emergedas the only mode that is truly national. Even in the early 1950s itaccounted for 43% of total freight transport (Annex Table 3.2), butthese movements were mainly regional. The growth to about 53% of totalfreight transport in 1966 reflects an important increase in inter-regional, medium- and long-distance movements. The relative importance
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of river transport decreased considerably (from 31% to 17% of the totalbetween 1951 and 1966) and that of the railways declined somewhat (from2.0% to 17%). As regards passenger traffic, the impact of road trans-port has been enormous, resulting in a very sharp reduction in railtraffic in absolute terms. Generally, intermodal traffic shifts seemto have been more pronounced in the 1950s and early 1960s than in lateryears. In contrast with the evolution of road-rail competition inother countries, the railways have not lost the transport of industrialgoods, mainly because of their comparative advantage in moving foreigntrade, an advantage that increased with the construction of the AtlanticRailroad.

Road-rail competition has developed in a largely unregulated en-vironment. The central Government has financed a large proportion of
the railways' investment program, including the construction of theAtlantic Railroad, it has serviced the related foreign debt and doesnot collect taxes on the railways' operations or duties on equipment
imports. In road transport, the Government for many years recovered afraction of the costs of highway construction through the gasoline taxsystem, but since the mid-1960 taxes have represented a sizable pro-portion of total highway investments. At the same time, it has leviedvery high import duties on vehicles and spare parts, heavily limited
vehicle imports during a few periods, and taxed trucking operations. Afew toll roads were attempted during the 1950s but a more elaborate
system was only started in the mid-1960s. The impact of these Govern-ment actions on intermodal allocation is difficult to assess. This
evaluation does not deal with the fundamental problem of transport co-ordination and road-rail competition, but our impression is that theoverall degree of distortion created by Government actions is not sub-
stantial because many distortions cancel out. The traffic shifts fromrail to road that have taken place do not seem to result in an uneco-nomic traffic pattern.

Highways

Bank involvement in highway construction in Colombia falls clearlyinto two time periods. The first covers the years from 1951 to 1961,encompassing the first three loans and covering the rehabilitation andupgrading of the trunk highway system envisaged under the first loan.The roads covered were those included by the Government in its First
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Highway Plan. In the second period, from 1961 to the present, the
loans were for the construction and upgrading of limited sections of
the trunk system, such as the Cali-Popayan and Neiva-Espinal roads.
During the second period, the concept of a highway program loan, such
as the first loans during the 1950s, was abandoned. The new loans were
more suited to Bank preference for tight and clearly-defined projects,
better managed, completed more expeditiously and to defined standards.

The roads reappraised here are all those financed with the first
three loans and all.the roads financed with the 1961 loan except for
four -- Buenaventura-Buga, Pedregal-Tumaco, Chusaca-Fusagasuga and Rio
Negro-Malpaso -- which could not be reappraised due to incomplete data.

Costs of the roads financed with the first three highway loans
were much greater than originally expected and implementation much
slower. Cost increases were particularly serious in the early part of
the period. Table 3.1 shows the original estimate of kilometers to be
covered and of costs and our current estimates of actual kilometers
covered and costs.

Table 3.1

Colombia: First Highway Plan: Original and Actual Coverage and Costs
for Roads Financed with Loans 43-CO, 84-CO, 144-CO and 295-CO

(All costs in 1968 Pesos: US$1.00 = Ps. 15.9)

Original Highway Plan Actual Achievement % Overrun
Ave. Cost Total Ave. Cost Total in Cost

Sector kms per km Cost km3 per km - Cost per km
('000 Ps) (mln Ps) ('000 Ps) (mln Ps)

Eastern
Trunk 1,051 132 138.3 507 684 347.0 418

Western
Trunk 1,437:1/ 145 207.3 1,437 348 500.8 140

Trans-
verse 573 155 88.7 774 647 501.1 317

Other b/ - - - 484 454 220.0 -

Total 3,061 c/ 144 434.3 d/ 3,202 490 1,568.9 240

a/ Including 155 kms of new construction.
b/ Mainly roads to the Venezuelan border and in the Atlantic region.
c/ Estimate of project kilometers raised by 1953 to 3,211.
d/ A 15% contingency allowance brought total estimated cost to

Ps. 499.4 million.
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It was not possible to determine exactly what work was done on each link,but in general the roads were raised to substantially higher standardsthan originally envisaged. This accounts for a part -- how great a partis virtually impossible to say -- of the very large cost overruns expe-
rienced; final costs were in real terms more than three times what wasoriginally envisaged. The First Highway Plan, originally intended as-athree-year emergency program, eventually continued ten years through1961 and in some respects beyond.

What are the reasons for these cost overruns and delays in con-struction? The problem of project definition -- mainly scope and stan-dards -- plagued the first three highway loans. The First Highway Planwas an emergency program, and the initial 1951 loan and the two follow-ing were made without detailed economic or engineering feasibility
studies. This process involved ad hoc engineering and ad hoc setting
of standards -- unknowns which made project aupgrvision as well as cost
projections most difficult. In addition, the Minister of Public Worksat the time never genuinely accepted the highway program as agreed withthe Bank. Once having signed the loan, he seems to have reverted to
his original, larger program, with higher construction standards andmore roads.

The greatest single cause of delay was the shortage of Pesos , dueto difficulties in raising taxes, a very large highway program, andlittle if any allowance for inflation in cost estimates. As a result,the Ministry was unable to carry out the projects on schedule or to paycontractors on time, which in turn resulted in contractor bankruptcies
misuse of equipment, and frictions between the Bank and Colombianauthorities. It also aggravated the neglect of proper maintenance, cor-rection of which was one of the major aims of the loans.

A second major problem was Colombia's physical environnt. Thelandslides, washouts and mountainous terrain presented vagaries whichinitially made accurate projections of costs and completion dates very
difficult. By 1961, the contractors had learned to live with the Colom-bian environment, and cost estimates became more accurate, but naturestill causes high reconstruction and maintenance costs.

Thirdly, the organization and procedures of the Ministry of PublicWorks were a problem throughout the history of the highway loans. Par-ticularly under the early loans, the Ministry's cumbersome administra.-
tive system, as well as its poor budgeting, led to frequent delays in
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payments to contractors. Substantial delays were also caused by therequirement in Colombian law that all Government contracts be signedby large numbers of officials, a problem that has been solved only re-cently, at Bank insistence.

Lastly, general economic considerations were important. The dete-riorating economic position of Colombia due to the coffee crisis heldup the third loan for a year between 1955 and 1956 and was a majorcause of local currency shortages.

The direct impact of road projects, measured in terms of savingsin total transport costs, was analyzed through the application of partsof the Harvard Transport Simulation Modell/. The application of thisnodel in Colombia was initiated in 1967, financed with some undisbursedfunds of IDA Credit 5-CO, of 1961. The version used in this study wasgreatly modified and improved, and its application proved to be quiteuseful. This technique is especially suited for investment analysis,but its use for the study of the operational characteristics of eachmode is limited and the conclusions derived from it in this regardshould be considered indicative.

In spite of the delays and cost overruns, the highway projectsproved to be, on the whole, very successful investments. The average
internal rate of return (IRR), based on road user cost savings but
omitting time savings, of the 24 road sections that were individuallyanalyzed, is 25.17. (Table 3.2).

The estimates of benefits were based on figures for vehicle opera-ting costs which assumed a high level of operating efficiency. Giventhe way these calculations were made, a change in some of the assump-tions or in the imprecise data available may shift the IRR a few points
up or down. Sensitivity analyses were made, for different assumptions
as to traffic levels, economic lifetime and vehicle operating costs,
the general conclusion being that the results included in Table 3.2 are
a reasonable representation of the returns to the investments. Explicit
consideration of a shadow foreign exchange rate (at double the officialrate) and of time savings would increase those returns even further.These returns were obtained using actual traffic volumes on the roads.Adjustments for possible distortions in traffic allocation between road

Harvard Transport Research Program, An Analysis of Investment Alter-
natives in the Colombian Transort System. Final Retort. Harvard
University, Cambridge, Massachusetts. September 1968.
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Table 3.2

Colombia. Economic Ueturn nf Hi y Inveastmnts ?Fnanced with Loana j3-C, 34.W, 144.- and 295-M

Rzta oh P i a/ :RR considering :RR consideringRate of Sadow Forign ag icluding 70% of traffic 70% of -affic volume andOad Sectlon 2)?teta savings Volume inlcuding taam savirgs
A. Western Trunx Read

1. rartagena - E Camen (
2. Sincelejo - carmn .7.6 28. 12.0 2023. Sincelejo - CauCaiA '.6 17.7 21.8 9.2 2.474. Medellin - Caucasia 29.3 32.7 42.7 19.7 29.5. Cali - Medellin 35.6 38.4 47.5 25.5 33.96. Mmisaln a - Anerae 22.5 24.7 34.8 15.9 25.97. Cali - Santander 17.6 19.9 26.2 1.6 18.38. Santander Popamn 10.1 U.9 17.4 5.3 10.9

S. Eatezn Trunk Road

9. Gamrra-acaraanga 16.3 18.1 26.4 8.8 16.510. Buearammnga - Barbosa 14.o 15.6 22.8 7.4 .3.811. Tunja - Bogota 49.8 50.0 .50 31.9 53.312. Bogota - Girardot 34.3 37.6 50.6 23.5 34.713. Girardot - aive 34.9 41.3 51. 24.1 34.7

C. Coa.al Trbowr.. oad

14. Barranquilla - Cartagena 24.8 32.3 29.4 16.8 22.5
C. Central Transverse Rad

15. Bogota -Hond 41.9 45.2 .50 27.7 45.716. Hnda - La Dorada 34.1 38.3 52.9 23.5 35.717. Honda - Manizale3
18. Manisalse - Pereira 18.1 19.5 28.2 11.3 15.619. Pereira - Cartago
20. Uribe - Armenia
21. Armenia - Ibague
22. Ibwae- Girardot 26.3 29.9 39.5 17.6 26.9

Z. Othe. Road.

23. Gamrra - Cucuta 13.1 15.3 18.0 9.0 12.924. Bucaresanga - Cucuta 21.4 24.3 37.0 91.7 21.9

a/ ANSaeu to be twice the official rate. Only direct foreign ca-amantin construction cests have been considered.
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and rail could change the results for some of the roads, but seeminglynot much. Finally, we did not attribute the increase in average trucksize that has taken place in the last 20 years -- from 5.5 to 7.0 tonson average -- to the improved highways; had we done so, the projectbenerits would have been even higher, since the larger trucks permitadditional economies in truck operating costs of about 10%.

Some of the roads show a marginal return,. in the sense that minorchanges in a few of the assumptions would push the IRR below the 10-12%range. These roads are Santander-Popayan (part of Cali-Popayan),
Sincelejo-Caucasia, Gamarra-Cucuta and Bucaramanga-Barbosa.

Several factors explain the wide differences in return among theroads. The most important are traffic levels and rate of trafficgrowth; construction costs, reflecting the type of terrain; the type ofimprovement, whether it was earth to gravel or gravel to paved and whe-ther it implied reduction in gradients or distance; and finally, con-gestion levels in the "without investment" situation, which means highoperating costs, and consequently higher benefits from the improvementi/The low return on the Santander-Popayan road is largely explained byvery high construction costs; on the other roads it was mainly due tothe relatively low traffic volumes that materialized. The only one ofthese roads that appears clearly as a marginal investment is that be-tween Cali and Popayan.

The road program had a considerable impact in reducing vehicleoperating costs and improving operational conditions. Truck operatingcosts have decreased, on average, about 45% since 1956. For some roads,cost reductions have been by more than one half. Operating speeds haverisen considerably, between 50% and 100% on most roads.

The reductions in vehicle operating costs have in part been passedon to the truck users through reductions in freight rates, althoughthese reductions may also reflect to some extent rail competition. Timesavings were almost completely absorbed by the users of truck services.

1/ Benefits have been defined as the difference in total vehicle opera-ting costs between the "with" (actual) and "without" situations.The latter is supposed to represent the situation had the road notbeen built. Road maintenance costs in the "without" situation areconsidered constant, but vehicle operating costs would tend to in-crease because of deteriorating conditions.
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it is not clear how far truck users (usually commercial middlemen) havein turn passed on the cost savings to producers and consumers. The mar-keting process continues to absorb a large proportion of the totalprice of goods traded, and there is some evidence that the spread ofbenefits has been limited. But in some cases better access reduced thenumber of intermediary levels in the marketing structure and increasedcompetition among merchants, resulting in producers' receiving a highershare of consumer prices.

Because of the emergency nature of the first three highway loans,no forecasts of operating costs or traffic are available for comparisonwith the actual figures. For the same reasons, no returns were calcu-lated on those roads at the time of appraisal. The estimates made of afirst year rate of return for the roads financed with the 1961 loanproved to have been accurate in some cases, such as the Neiva-Espinalroad, but too optimistic in others, such as Cali-Popayan. Although theBuga-Buenaventura road was not reappraised in this study, the partialcost estimates available, the very long construction period -- it wasopened to traffic only at the end of 1970 -- and the results of otherroads all suggest that its final return will be low.

Several issues revolving around the highway investments havearisen between Colombia and the Bank since the early 1950s. The ques-tion of highway design standards is one of the most important/. In theearly and middle 1950s, road traffic began to increase at an acceleratedpace, due to a booming economy and higher vehicle imports. This in-crease was attributed to the highway improvements and the Government as-sumed that the growth experienced in those years would continue in thefuture. Standards were considered inadequate and were continuouslyraised during the late 1950s. The Bank opposed the raising of stand-ards, but for the 1961 loan it finally accepted the high standards,based on U.S. practice, adopted by the Ministry of Public Works. TheParsons Study concluded in 1961 that standards proposed for future con-struction were also too high in light of traffic projections.

Highway standards were not analyzed in detail in this evaluation,and the results of applying the highway model can only be indicative.They suggest that on a few roads, especially some of those financedwith the 1961 loan, trucks were not able to make full use of the higher

A/ By standards we mean here aspects such as width of lane, type ofcurves, gradients accepted and sight distance. Other technicalvariables, such as type of base and pavement, drainage, etc., arenot considered.
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standards because they could not attain the high speeds allowed by thenew roads. In one case (a recently-opened section between Bogota andGirardot) truck drivers still prefer at present to use the old road;the new road has a small toll, but truckers also indicate its design(long, slow gradient) zs one of the main reasons for not using it.Furthermore, applicaticn of the model suggested that only a small pro-portion of the theoret:cal capacity of many roads is likely to be usedeven at the end of theIr economic lifetime.

In a country likt Colombia, highway design standards should bedrawn up so as to optir.ize the truck and bus operations which comprisea large proportion of total traffic, rather than copied from countrieswhere the main purpose is to speed up car movements, especially sincethese high standards are particularly costly to attain with Colombia'stopography. In other vords, vehicle composition should be a key factorin defining standards. New technological alternatives in highway de-sign may be neededl/. Finally, with the standards used at present, asizable proportion of the benefits of new roads go to private carowners because cars caY attain the high speeds allowed by the newroads, increasing thei: time savings. Admittedly, the country's topo-graphy makes it impossible in many regions to build roads which can besuccessively improved, and in flat regions, costs of roads designed for120 km per hour are not much more than those with 80 km per hour design.But the matter needs attention.

The issue of design standards raises another point, which is theneed for a proper balance between investments in infrastructure and invehicles. In Colombia, vehicle imports have been determined more bybalance of payments than by transport considerations, following an er-ratic course that has adversely influenced the evolution of road trans-port services. Colombian transport policy and Bank participation havebeen essentially infrastructure oriented. Although no detailed analy-sis has been attempted of the interrelations between type of vehicleand road design standards, it is likely that a more balanced combina-tion than actually attained would reduce road transport costs consider-ably.

Another issue that deserves attention is the interrelation betweentrunk highways and secondary and feeder roads. The appalling condition

1/ The Economics and Transportation Projects Departments have under-taken a major study on highway design standards that will surelyclarify many of these points.
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of the trunk system in the early 1950s and the clear need to completeit meant that most available funds at the time were concentrated onthis task. Also the balance between trunk and feeder roads was unfor-tunately confused with the issue of excessive dispersion of funds inmany projects; concentration on a few projects became synonymous withconcentration on the trunk system. Although the Bank's insistence ontnis approach eliminated projects that were probably uneconomic, it. hadthe negative side effect of reducing the effort put into feeder andpenetration roads. Feeder road construction was speeded up in the1960s by Caminos Vecinales, a Government agency, and the IDB has fi-nanced part of the expansion in secondary and feeder road constructionthat has taken place in recent years; 11,500 kms of secondary and feed-er roads were constructed and reconstructed between 1953 and 1969.Nevertheless, our studies suggest that lack of secondary and feederroads is still a major transport bottleneck -- which is not to say, ofcourse, that there are not some deficiencies outstanding in a few sec-tions or the trunk network.

The issue'of feede- roads is related to the development impact ofroad improvements. The Bank never considered this type of impact in itsappraisals in a formal way. Our studies on this aspect suggest wide
variaticns in the development impact of the different roads. The Cali-Popayan road played a minor role in inducing new activities in the re-gion adjacent to it, although it helped in the integration of agricul-tural production among the Departments of Valle, Cauca and Narino. Theimpact of the upgraded road between Bogota and Villavicencio is unclearbut relatively modest. The increased production in the region centeredin Villavicencio appears more related to feeder road improvements inthe region than to the upgrading of the highway to Bogota, and thetransport cost between Bogota and Villavicencio is in any case a minorpart of the total producer-consumer transport cost. The new road be-tween Medellin and Cartagena did have a major impact in the developmentof the region around Caucasia and helped to open up large areas siitable
for cattle raising. Other case studies, focussed on small towns, sug-
gested that the development impact of the trunk roads on those townswas minor, and in some in tances negative, mainly because many economicactivities previously loc:tted there moved elsewhere and development ofnew ones to replace them was limited.
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The Atlantic Railroad

Construction of the Atlantic Railroad is the most important single
transport investment financed by the Bank in Colombia. Two loans were
made for this purpose, in 1952 for the section between La Dorada and
Gamarra, and in 1955 for the section between Gamarra and Fundacion, with
rehabilitation Fundacion-Santa Marta (see map). The initial purpose was
to connect the Bogota and Medellin regions with each other and also with
the port of Gamarra, on the Magdalena River, eliminating the navigation-
al problems presented by the river south of Gamarra. Additional pur-
poses were to join the old Eastern and Western Rail Systems and to
create the conditions for a viable, financially sound national railway
undertaking. In 1955, it was decided to extend the line to Fundacion
and have an all-rail connection to the Atlantic coast.

The decision to build this railroad was also based on the findings
of the 1949 General Survey Mission, which recommended the construction
to Gamarra. In doing this, the Mission helped to kill other very ex-
pensive construction plans, particularly two links through the mountains,
one (Ibague-Armenia) to join the Eastern and Western Systems and the
other separately via Bucaramanga to link the inland systems with the
coast. These clearly would have been major mistakes because of engineer-
ing problems and the high costs involved.

The 672 km railroad took eight years to build, compared to five
years originally estimated, and cost US$98 million equivalent, 70% more
than what was calculated (Annex Table 3.3). The overrun was almost en-
tirely on the Peso element, on which it was 160%. If we take into ac-
count that after 1961, when it was officially inaugurated, construction
continued until 1968, especially ballasting and the rehabilitation of
the old line between Fundacion and Santa Marta, the total cost goes up
to US$116 million equivalent (Annex Table 3.1) and the total overrun to
98%. Most of the delays and cost overruns were caused by the extra work
and modifications required in the section between La Dorada and Gamarra.
The major flaw was proceeding with the initial loan on the basis of only
an aerial survey which was not corroborated on the ground to indicate
the true nature of the terrain. Other technical problems also raised
costs. For instance, earth moving costs were greatly underestimated
throughout (Annex Table 3.3). Administrative expenses, which proved to
be considerable, were not allowed for in the original estimates.
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The Bank bears part of the responsibility for proceeding with aproject based on poor cOst estimates. Responsibility for overruns anddelays stems also from the Bank's close reliance upon, and support of,the general consultants to the Colombian National Railways (CNR). CNRand the consultants (Madigan-Hyland) were often in confrict, and theconsultants were to some extent considered an arm of the Bank. Thishad deleeriocs effects not only because of the damage it did to the
normally delicate client-consultant relations but also because the poorjudgment and performance of the consultants were a major cause of theslow execution of the project.

Other factors were also significant, such as administrative pro-
blems during construction, difficulties in the provision of local funds,failures of some contractors and, last but not least, the political tur-moil in the country, especially in the region where the railroad wasbeing built. The construction of the Atlantic Railroad was a most pain-ful and lengthy process.

The main conceptual problem in analyzing the railway's ex-post fea-sibility was to define reasonable courses of action had the railway notbeen built. In the end, two main alternatives were tested, one based onthe possibility of using highway transport, especially the Bogota-SantaMarta and MedellinCartagena roads, and the other based on the possibi-lity of using waterway transport (the Magdalena River). The highwaytransport alternative was worked out in great detail, specifying possi-
ble routes for all traffic using the Atlantic Railroad. The waterwayalternative was analyzed in a more simplified way, since the railwayand river are practically parallel and correspond to exactly the sametransport corridor. For this last reason, the waterway alternative wasalso used to evaluate individual sections of the railway.

The benefits were defined as savings in direct transport costs at-tributable to the new railway, elimination of the need for transshipmentfrom waterway to railway or highway, time savings and reduction oflosses. It was also assumed that all passenger traffic was inducedtraffic, entirely attributable to the railway. We made three sets ofcalculations of the internal rate of return, in order to test the rangein which it may fall. The first set assumed realistic conditions inroads and waterways, that is, representing the operating conditions ofthese modes in the last ten years, but assuming that the waterway
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would remain open all year round. A second set implied that the water-
way would be closed for a few weeks; the impact of this closure was quan-
tified by assigning a monetary value to the time savings. Finally, a
third set of calculations was made assuming increasingly deteriorating
conditions in highways and waterways.

The first set of calculations resulted in negative rates of return
in all cases, as shown in Table 3.3. Although even these cases are to
some extent weighted in favor of the railroad (for instance by attribu-
ting a high value to time savings) the comparisons with the waterway areunrealistic insofar as the waterway is normally closed for a few weeks
each year. On the other hand, the second set of calculations, explicit-
ly allowing for this and indicating a rate of return of 3.7% for thewhole railroad, exaggerate the yield of the investment insofar as high-way alternative routes have existed since the late 1950s, before therailway line came into full operation.

Table 3.3

Internal Rate of Return of the Atlantic Railroad

Initial Assuming waterway
calculation: Assuming closed part of the
Normal high- waterway year and deterio-
way conditions closed rating conditions
and waterway part of in waterway and
open all year the year highway transportSection 

%. %

Whole Atlantic Railroad
(La Dorada-Fundacion)

1. Highway as alternative Negative - 9.32. Waterway as alternative Negative 3.7 6.8

Sections of Atlantic Railroad
(waterway as alternative)

1. La Dorada-Puerto Berrio Negative 12.3 21.72. Gamarra-Fundacion Negative 6.8 10.83. Puerto Berrio-Fundacion Negative 1.4 5.1
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The third set of calculations indicates that the return of the- AtlanticRailroad will not rise over 10% even under the most favorable assump-
tions. The analyses show that the section between La Dorada and Puerto
Berrio probably had the highest return in the whole railroad. Anothercalculation of the IRR using the estimated instead of the actual con-struction cost, but actual traffic and rail operating costs, gave a fi-gure of 9.9%, as compared with the 3.7% actual cited above.

These results have to be interpreted with caution. The decisionin 1951 was to proceed with the Atlantic Railroad, part of the EasternTrunk Road (Bogota-Bucaramanga) and the Medellin-Cartagena road (whichis an alternative to the Atlantic Railroad for the traffic with originor destination in Medellin) simultaneously. In the 1950s and 1960s theGovernment continuously upgraded the Bogota-Santa Marta road. Trafficevolution in the last 20 years suggests that the Bogota-Atlantic coastcorridor did not warrant investment in both roads and railways. Mostof the traffic on the Atlantic Railroad could be moved either on theBogota-Santa Marta or Medellin-Cartagena roads. Which one was, then,superfluous? If one looks at the internal rates of return, it seemsthat it was the railway. But in the calculation of the railway's re-turn, we have assumed that the highways would have been built anyway.Had the decision in 1951 been to build the railway only, traffic wouldhave been higher and its construction justified (although this course ofaction would have also implied a much larger rehabilitation program;the railway has at times barely been able to move the traffic that hasbeen offered to it). Our impression is that the highways were justifiedlargely because of the local traffic, especially in the Bogota-Bucara-manga section.. Given this fact, and the nature of other road invest-ments, which also connected Bogota with the Pacific coast it seems,with hindsight, that the right decision in 1951 would have been to pro-ceed with the oad and not the railway construction. But this cannot beproved conclusively.

In terms of more direct explanations, the low returns seem to havebeen caused by a combination of three factors: first, the very high con-struction cost overruns and long gestation period; second, CNR's lowoperating efficiency, which has kept rail operating costs at high levels;finally, the relatively low traffic volumes. Freight traffic has in-creased, but passenger traffic has declined sharply since 1961-1962.
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The Atlantic Railroad had an important impact on the development
of the Magdalena Valley. The railway was instrumental, even during
its construction, in opening up the valley and providing new areas of
settlement. The colonization process was spontaneous and had a high
social cost in terms of the living conditions of the colonizers and in
terms of a widespread misuse of the region's natural resources. Never-
theless, some increases in agricultural production took place in the
region that are important from the viewpoint of the foodstuffs supply
at the national level; these increases relate mainly to rice, corn and
cattle production. The railroad also helped in promoting the strong
increase in cotton production in the Cesar Valley. The main conceptual
problem is to determine to what extent those increases can be attribu-
ted to the Atlantic Railroad only or to other factors, such as the in-
fluence of Government agricultural agencies or demand pressures. Anadditional calculation allowing as benefit the value added by the in-
creases in rice and corn production, developments that could be more orless safely attributed to the railroad, and considering also the addi-
tional benefit just mentioned of an all-year connection due to the rail-
road (with waterway as alternative), raises the IRR from 3.7% to 6.6%.
Allowing for these developmental benefits, the related developmental
costs in the region and the sensitivity analyses for railway operations
themselves described earlier, our final impression is that the Atlantic
Railroad probably had a positive, but very low return, somewhere be-
tween 0 and 5%.

Explicit consideration by the Bank or the Colombian Government ofthe railway's regional impact might have increased the benefits of the
project and other regional investments, and reduced the social cost ofthe colonization process. The Bank indicated in the appraisal for thefirst loan that building a highway might be the proper solution if thetask were the development of the Magdalena Valley's agricultural re-
sources, but it considered at the time that the true problem was to pro-vide Colombia with a through-route for her foreign trade,

The Atlantic Railroad had limited impact in connection with its twoother original purposes. The building of a financially autonomous and
well-run corporation was one of the key aims of the Bank. However, CNRis still not a financially viable undertaking and there is considerable
room for operational improvements (see Chapter IX). The integration ofthe Western and Eastern Systems had a minor impact on traffic. In 1966,only 8.8% of rail freight traffic and 3.4% of passenger traffic were move-ments between the two old systems.



Railway Rehabilitation Program

The need to rehabilitate and modernize the system was emphasized
by the Bank from the beginning of its involvement with the railways.
The 1952 and 1955 Atlantic Railroad loans already contained a rehabili-
tation component, for example the reconstruction and upgrading of theBogota workshops. This was a crucial investment given the poor mainze-
nance standards, but in the event it was dropped from the program in
order to release funds for the Atlantic Railroad. The latter absorbec
so much of CNR's energies that no attempt at producing a serious reha-
bilitation program was made until 1961-1962. The' 1960 loan was an emer-
gency measure destined to finance urgently required equipment because ofthe opening of the Atlantic Railroad in 1961. Real rehabilitation ef-
forts were made only with the 1963 and 1968 loans.

The evaluation study reappraised the investments that took place
between 1958 and 1968. Total investments amounted to US$70 million
equivalent. Most of the items in the program fall into four categories:
new diesels destined to replace old steam engines; acquisition of roll-ing stock, mainly freight cars; acquisition of shop equipment; and avast track renewal program (see Annex Table 3.4).

The quality of the data on costs and construction schedules doesnot permit us to compare estimated and actual figures. Annex Table 3.4summarizes rehabilitation expenditures year-by-year. Local expenditures
on shops and track rehabilitation for this period amount to US$30 mil-lion equivalent. Of the foreign exchange costs of the program, 73% wereused for rolling stock acquisitions.

The rehabilitation program was also reappraised with the help ofthe Harvard Transport Model. Its use permitted a better quantificatioa
of the system effects of investments and an analysis of operating condi-tions in different parts of the network and for-different types of ser-vices. As in highways, the model results about detailed operational con-ditions are only indicative.

In order to obtain an ex-post internal rate of return for this re-habilitation program, several assumptions had to be made, in light ofavailable data, about the evolution of railway operating conditionswithout the rehabilitation program; we assumed a progressive deteriora-tion. The resulting internal rate of return is 7% for the whole rehabi-litation program, and 6% if a shadow foreign exchange rate is used. An
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attempt was made to estimate the return of the investment components
separately, but this cannot always be done because several components
generate the same kind of impact, and it is impossible to separate the
influence of each of them. For example, both the new diesels and the
track renewal program have an impact on operating speed. A calculation
of the return on the dieselization program, without considering the
track renewal program, showed an IRR of 10%, but only 6% if a shadow
exchange rate is used. The estimate made in the appraisal, of a return
of 16%, proved too optimistic. Several additional calculations were
made to test the sensitivity of the results to changes in some of the
assumptions, such as the economic life of the investments and the evo-
lution of the benefits after 1970. The analyses indicate that the ge-
neral conclusion, that the rehabilitation program has had a relatively
low return, would remain unchanged, although the actual IRR may be
slightly different.

Three factors appear to be the most important in accounting for
these results. The first is the inefficient use that the railway has
made of the new investments, which has meant that part of their poten-
tial benefits have not materialized. The whole rehabilitation package
should have had a significant impact on certain operational characteri-
stics. The appraisal report indicated that:

"The programmed rail renewals would reduce the number of
costly derailments, lower maintenance of way expense, im-
prove the reliability of service, and permit the use of
heavier and faster freight trains, which would improve ef-
ficiency and attract traffic. The new freight cars would
permit the retirement of over-age, obsolete cars now in
use, reduce maintenance of equipment expense, and increase
car availability. This would permit a greater volume of
traffic to be moved."1/

Unfortunately, those operational characteristics have remained largely
unchanged or have improved very marginally, mainly because of management
problems. The only benefits that have materialized are direct savings
in operating costs derived, for example, from replacing several old
steam engines with one new diesel. Inadequate track maintenance has
been a constant problem throughout the 1950s and 1960s.

1/ Loan 343-CO, Appraisal Report, page 25.
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Railway rehabilitation investments were well conceived and theBank presumed that they would be well used, but it never specified, interms of operational targets, what a "good" use of the investments
meant and, more importantly, never supervised in detail what was beingdone with them. Bank appraisal and supervision work had a heavy biastoward financial aspects. The Bank was seriously concerned about thoseproblems that revealed themselves plainly in the construction delays andpoor overall rinancial performance. It took many measures to help deal withthem, as described in Chapter IX. But many of these steps appear tohave been rather ineffective and none of them got to the heart of theproblem of operational efficiency. A major consultant technical effortwas started in 1965 when SOFRERAIL began to work on traffic costs andtariffs, followed in 1967 by assistance in workshops, track rehabilita-tion and track maintenance. The employment of operations consultantswas a condition of the 1968 loan to CNR. There was some initial reluc-tance on CNR's part but after continued insistence by the Bank, the con-sultants finally started working in early 1971. Selected technical per-formance indicators are given in Table 9.1. Although comparing quitefavorably with other railways in Latin America and showing signs of im-
provement in some cases, they remain far from ideal.

The second factor is the low traffic level and its slow growth.Although freight traffic has increased, passenger traffic has declinedvery sharply and the total is much below forecast. This trend is inpart explained by CNR's poor quality of service, another reflection ofits low operational efficiency. Even with freight, the only sectionsreally growing are the Atlantic Railroad -- although its growth has ten-ded to become smaller after the big increases in the early and mid-1960s-- and the line between Cali and Buenaventura. In the rest of the Sys-tem, freight traffic has declined. The reason why the railway has keptits position in the Atlantic and Cali-Buenaventura sections is the lackof parallel first class highways. The opening of the Buenaventura-Buga(Cali) road will have a major impact on rail traffic in that region.

A third reason for the low return is the delay in completing partsof the rehabilitation program. After all, there is a certain balancethat must be maintained. To buy new diesels without renewing the trackso that the locomotives could be used at an adequate speed generates lowreturns on rhe diesels. Certain parts of the program were delayed for avariety of reasons: inadequate planning, lack of funds, damage to
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equipment in transit, poor quality of rails supplied, landslides, admi-
nistrative difficulties. Many of these factors reflect the same basic

management problems discussed -above. In this evaluation, we did not
consider the impact of the rehabilitation program on derailments or
track maintenance, because it was impossible to determine whether, for
example, derailments would have been higher or lower in the "without
investment" situation, or to obtain accurate information about types of
derailments, their location or their cost.

Impact on National Integration

One of the expected effects of transport improvements was integra-
tion of the main regions in Colombia with one another. This impact was
measured through integration indices, designed for this study on the
basis of the principles of international (and interregional) trade theo-
ry. Analysis of the agriculture and livestock sectors for the 1955-1969
period strongly supports the hypothesis of a movement toward national
integration. The Departments have tended to specialize in a certain
number of crops, and the national production of each crop has tended to
be concentratedin fewer Departments. Confirming that result, evidence
was found of a significant trend toward price equalization among regions
for agricultural products. Rather surprising results were found in the
area of industrial production. Most industrial groups, including tex-
tiles, clothing, furniture and electrical equipment, show a trend toward
regional diversification and not toward concentration. This is contrary
to what would be expected from improvement in comunications among the
regions and the availability of scale economies in many industrial activities.

It appears that some of the overriding factors in determining in-
dustrial location are regional interests and a long tradition of inde-
pendent regional development. Each region wants to industrialize, and
all Departments try to have all kinds of industries, independent of any
possible national strategy for industrialization. With regional pres-
sures for industrialization playing such an important role, the reduc-
tions in transport costs permit the movement of raw materials from more
distant places and enable some industries to locate closer to their mar-
kets. Conversely, this kind of regional pressure seldom exists in rela-
tion to agricultural production, and the sector was free to respond to
the new pattern of incentives brought by the reduction in transport
costs. What we have not been able to establish is whether the trend to-
ward regional diversification in industry is in fact inefficient, even
though we suspect it may be.
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The evidence suggests that transport played a significant role inthe process of national integration in agriculture and of regional di-versification in industry, although this role seems to have been in dif-ferent directions for each. Most of the increased inter- and intra-
regional trade and contacts were caused by the improvements in roadtransport. The role of the railways in the integration of the regionscentered in Cali, edellin and Bogota was negligible. The main develop-ment impact of the railways was to integrate the Atlantic region moreclosely with Bogota and, to a lesser extent, with Medellin.

Two additional types of development or integration impact areworth mentioning. First, there is evidence that better transport hashelped to increase the availability of imports throughout the country.The regions in the interior, far from the coast, are now receiving amuch larger share of total imports. However, exports do not seem tohave been affected. Exports originating near the coast are now rela-t:Lvely more important than twenty years ago. Detailed studies of a fewM.nor exports concluded that transport improvements had had a minor rolein their development. Secondly, better inter-regional communicationshave helped to break regional isolation and make people more aware ofthe possibilities of inter-regional trade and contacts, although this
effect cannot be quantified.

Conclusions

The Bank's achievements in helping to improve Colombia's transport
sector are impressive, but uneven. After twenty years of Bank partici-
pation the country has an almost complete trunk highway system and an
integrated rail system operated as one undertaking. This process of
transport improvement has had both positive and negative aspects.

The highways program financed by the Bank up to 1968 proved to behighly successful, with most of the roads showing a very high return.
Highway planning has been greatly improved, and the Ministry of Public
Works is now better prepared to handle complex highway projects. On the
railways, although the creation of CNR in 1954, at Bank insistence, and
the unification of all rail operations under it was a useful measure, theinvestment program has had dubious results. The Atlantic Railroad showeda very low return and the sizable resources used in rehabilitation pro-duced marginal returns. If the development impact of these investments
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is taken into account, the success of the highway investments and thelow return of the railway projects become more accentuated. Highwayswere the real promoters of national integration and some of them seemto have had an important impact in the regions adjacent to them.

Why were the highway investments more successful than those inrailways? What was the Bank's role in these results? To start with,there is an engineering angle to the problem. Highways are technicallyan easier transport mode in mountainous terrain than railways, andColombia is definitely mountainous. Railway costs increase sharply withhigh gradients, and under competitive conditions good equipment, highoperating efficiency and large volumes -- all three, and not one or twoof them -- are required to make railway operations profitable.

A central issue has been transport coordination and the evolutionof road-rail competition. As regards the investments in the Bogota-Santa Marta corridor (the Atlantic Railroad and the Eastern Trunk Road),the critical decision was made in 1951 to proceed with both road andrail investment programs. A.detailed engineering study of the AtlanticRailroad would probably have settled the issue in favor of the highwayprogram, but we cannot quite prove this. Duplication of facilitiesseems to have occurred also in other regions, for example, between Caliand Medellin. But once the investments have been made, transport coor-dination becomes the most important issue. Although Government policytowards road and rail has been inconsistent, many of the effects cancelout and, on the whole, no major distortions seem to have occurred.Nevertheless, this judgment may not apply for certain periods. In themid-1950s, the large imports of trucks probably distorted the balance infavor of the roads, but the import restrictions starting in the late1950s and the sharp increases in gasoline taxes in the 1960s must havehelped the railways. These distortions and the corresponding increasesin traffic, as on roads in the mid-1950s, were used as justification forfurther road investments, thus compounding the confusion. In retrospect,what was required in the early 1960s, after the First Highway Plan andthe Atlantic Railroad were completed was a fresh look at the sectortaking into account all the new capacity and studying ways of making thebest possible use of the duplicate facilities available. The ParsonsReport discussed the issue, but it was unable to provide a clear answerto it.
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The Bank's role in relation to transport coordination was weakduring the 1950s but the issues became increasingly prominent in Bankactivities during the 960s. The problem was raised at the time of the1949 General Survey Mission, but in very general terms and without majoranalysis. The transport deficiencies at the time suggested that roadand rail were complementary rather than competitive modes. This notionremained throughout the 1950s and was partially confirmed by the ParsonsReport in 1961. As a consequence, although the Bank was conscious ofthe problem, it continued during many years to appraise road and railprojects independently from each other. The Bank never officiallyraised the problem of the erratic vehicle imports policy. Only in thelast five or six years has it begun to tackle intermodal competitionseriously and initiated several attempts to study it in detail -- amongthem the development of the Harvard Transport Model. Nevertheless,knowledge on the subject is far from adequate.

Yet other reasons explain the difference between the results inhighway and railway investments. In highways, the poor initial condi-tion of the network and the kind of improvements made meant that vehicleoperating cost savings, and consequently the benfits, were very substan-tial. In contrast, the railways' low operational efficiency meant thatthe potential benefits of the rehabilitation program and, to a certainextent, of the Atlantic Railroad, did not materialize in the way predic-ted. Low operational efficiency was also reflected in low quality of
rail services, which in turn affected traffic volumes, further reducingthe return of the investments. Finally, the railways' management andinstitutional problems also distorted the implementation of the program.The delays in the track renewal program compromised the use of the newdiesel locomotives and other rolling stock acquisitio se

Another element that influenced the final return on the investmentsquite heavily was the cost overruns and delays in construction The dif-ference between highway and railway investments is that they were compen-sated by the very high level of benefits in the case of the former. Theevolution of this aspect over time is a good representation of the Banklearning process. No detailed engineering or accurate cost estimateswere available for the investments initiated in the early l950s. Mostof the major problems encountered during construction were unforeseen.
Under later loans, in the 1960s, cost estimates became more accurate andfew problems of this nature recurred.
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To be fair, some of the problems discussed above may not have been- possible to tackle in past years, especially during the 1950s. And thedifficulty was not conceptual -- the problems were well known at thetime -- but rather lack of a proper statistical basis. When this evalu-ation work was started, the major surprise was the lack of the mostbasic knowledge about the working of the transport sector. Data thatare crucial, and which should be available in a country like dolombia,such as highway traffic counts, or composition of the vehicle fleet,were partial and unreliable. The Bank has demonstrated surprisinglylittle interest in promoting the establishment of an information systemthat would allow a sound decision making process. It has sought to im-prove the situation somewhat, particularly with regard to traffic counts,but unfortunately with only limited success. There has been too great atendency in Colombia to regard the collection and analysis of statisticsas something to be done only for Bank projects. An adequate informationsystem is still not available.

One last word of caution. The fact that past railway investmentsshow a low return does not necessarily mean that, now in 1972, railwaysshould be discontinued. The fact that now the Atlantic Railroad is themost profitable section of the rail system illustrates this point. Thestudy of the railways' future role requires a different type of analysis,which treats the expected evolution of the Colombian economy and consi-ders the existing assets as sunk investments, without alternative uses.

Recommendations

1. The Bank should promote the setting up of an information system inColombia to produce the data required for a reasonable appraisal of high-way and railway projects, for sector studies and for a better under-standing of the interactions of transport with other sectors: for exam-ple, reliable road traffic counts, detailed costs and tariffs, capacityutilization figures, efficiency indicators and vehicle fleet composition.Data problems are especially acute in relation to road transport. Sincethe information used by the Bank is no different from that required forthe country's own transport planning purposes, the best way to obtain itwould be to ensure that Colombia's Transport Planning Office operateseffectively, and makes full use of the data collected by different agen-cies. The Bank could provide technical assistance and perhaps financialresources to help establish an efficient information system.
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2. The Bank should have a better understanding than it now has of theimpact of transport on the rest of the economy, especially when it isinvolved in massive improvements in transport over a long period, as inColombia. To attain this objective, the Bank can follow three courses.
First, it can accelerate the testing of techniques, such as the HarvardTransport Model, that will allow the kind of overall view required.
Second, it can actively promote such comprehensive transport planning inselected countries, perhaps providing technical assistance. Third, itcan give more emphasis to the interactions of transport with the other
sectors in its transport sector reviews.

3. The Bank should include in transport project appraisals a quanti-
fication of the regional impact of investments, and some review of the
capability of other sectors to respond to the opportunities opened by
the transport improvements, including possible institutional constraints.
From a practical viewpoint, the issue is to find workable ways of incor-porating these aspects into normal project appraisals. Resource under-utilization could be detected in several ways, from simple economic indi-cators (unemployment levels, land use, production techniques) considered
at the project selection stage, to a full-scale regional development
study. The method to be followed will depend on data availability in
each region. The same procedures could be used to evaluate whether the
potential benefits of transport investments will materialize.
4. When the Bank participates in a railway investment program itshould insist, as it has begun to do in the last two years, on a paralleloperational program, specifying in detail the way in which the new in-
vestments are going to be used and containing detailed management and
operational targets. Project appraisals should take institutional inef-
ficiencies explicitly into account, by assuming that certain operational
standards will not materialize until a later date.

5. There should be incorporated in the selection and appraisal of high-way projects a number of tests or indicators to show whether the benefitsof the project, in terms of transport cost savings, will be passed on tothe truck users (middlemen) and by them to consumers and producers. Some
of these tests or indicators could be based on the structure of thetrucking industry, tariffs, nature of services, and so on.

6. The Bank should encourage the simultaneous consideration of design
standards and the type of vehicles to be used. Even if this is not
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done, vehicle composition should be a crucial factor in defining designstandards.

7. Highway sector lending -- lending to help finance a highway pro-gram at a national (or regional) level -- is an alternative that war-
rants serious study. The sector focus would help to avoid imbalance be-treen trunk and secondary and feeder roads, and highway overdesign. Ahighway program will provide a clearer set of priorities at a nationallevel and more flexibility. The advantages from the viewpoint of con-
trol (construction, contracting procedures, procurement) of the project
approach can still be maintained for specific roads or parts of the pro-
gram, as necessary,

8. Whether as a separate project or as part of such a sector program,the Bank should carefully consider provision of assistance to Colombiafor feeder roads, which seem to be a serious transport bottleneck now.The principal agency responsible for feeder roads, Caminos Vecinales, isweak and it is partly because of this very weakness that the Bank's as-sistance is needed.

ft
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CHAPTER IV - TE POWER SECTOR

Ever since 1948, when the Colombian authorities requested assist-ance with various small hydroelectric schmes, the Bank has been invol-ved in the Colombian power sector. Over the period 1950-1970 as awhole it has provided almosc 75% of total foreign loan financing to thesector. Its role became particularly important in the decade of them96s during which Bank funds accounted for some 30% of total invest-
ment in power. Through the end of 1970 the Bank had extended 17 loansto Colombia for power, totalling US$294.1 million, of which 13, totalnling US$160.8, were fully disbursed. The loans have been made tovarious companies, mainly responsible for electricity supply to sixout of the seven largest cities (the exception is Barranquilla). Bythe end of 1970 total IBRD-financed generating capacity installedamounted to 1,066 MW, or about 51% of total public sector capacity,supplying approximately 6 million people out of the 10 million totalconnected to the public system.

The Bank has also provided important policy advice in connectionwith power development and it has made efforts to strengthen the insti-tutional and financial structure of the sector, particularly of borrow-ing companies, and in the 1960s more broadly. The Bank's principal ini-
tiatives on the institutional side are evaluated more fully in ChapterIX. This chapter discusses the overall evolution of the power sectorand concentrates mainly on technical, financial and economic aspects ofthe projects financed and the Bank's ccntribution to the sector's growth.
Overall Power Development 1950-1970

Over the last two decades the Colombian power sector has expandedat about the same rate as the average of all developing countri es, butfaster than most Latin American countries. Electricity production hasincreased at an average rate of 11%. Growth was particularly fastbetween 1962 and 1970 when public sector generating capacity tripled toreach about 2,100 MW, although in per capita terms, at just under 100watts, it remains below the Latin American median. The proportion ofthe population connected to the public power supply system has increasedfrom about 26% in 1950 (some 3 million people) to about 45% in 1970 (10million), but electricity supplies remain poor in quantity and qualityin most places outside the main urban centers. Rural electrification ivirtually non-existent except in parts of the Cauca Valley and the en-virons of some of the main cities.
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Of the two main inhabited areas of the country one has great hydro-electric potential and some fossil fuels, while the other has fairly
abundant fossil fuels but almost no attractive hydroelectric sites.
The Andean region, with about 65% of national population, has hydropo-
tential estimated at 30,000 MW, of which some 1,500 MW is currently ex-ploited. The northern (coastal) region, with about 22% of the country's
population, has oil and natural gas as well as some coal and relies en-tirely on thermal generation. The Llanos, which- represent about halfthe country, have a relatively small population, and large potential
power resources there remain virtually unexploited.

Growth of public power supply has been characterized by importantregional discrepancies, heavily affected by the institutional complexityand weakness of the sector. There are two large and relatively strongmunicipal companies, enjoying, the best markets and excellent local hy-droelectric sites -- EEEB in Bogota and EPM in Medellin. Three entities(CVC, Chidral and EMCali), with overlapping and conflicting responsibil-ities, are responsible for power supply in Cali and nearby towns. Mostof the remaining cities, as well as other populated areas of the country,are served by the fifteen regional subsidiaries of ICEL (formerly Electra-guas), the national power holding company; much the strongest of thesesubsidiaries is CHEC, serving Manizales and various surrounding towns inthe main coffee-growing region of the country.

Despite some efforts to make Electraguas a strong national agencywith responsibility for collecting statistics, planning on a nationalbasis and implementing plans, it remained poorly organized, inadequate-ly staffed, and subject to political interference. In general, the qual-ity of statistics on hydrology, fuel availability and cost, energy demandpatterns, etc., has been insufficient to allow effective long-term plan-ning and ensure optimal choice between alternative construction programs.Also, the choice of equipment, construction methods, maintenance andoperation policies was generally not bound to suitable pre-establishedspecifications. The isolation and overly emphasized independence ofthe various systems, coupled with inadequate delineation between the ju-risdiction of the power companies, has led to a proliferation of smallentities serving areas of uneconomic size, and to some misallocationsand inefficient uses of resources. New local generating plants have beenbuilt in cases where power requirements could have been met much moreeconomically by extension of transmission systems from the major centers;
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in some instances plants were started, only to be discontinued when thisbecame clear. While cities like Bogota, Medellin, and Manizales haveenjoyed efficient electricity service, most other centers have continual-ly suffered from major shortages and were forced to adopt short-term emer-gency solutions to cope with the growth of demand. The effects of improv-ments in the main cities have generally been narrowly circumscribed totheir immediate environs, plus, in more recent years, a few secondarytowns. Renewed efforts to strengthen ICri in recent years have yet toshow much success.

Between 1950 and 1970, the combined generating capacity of EEEB,EPM, CVC/Chidral and CHEC has grown at an average rate of some 13.6%p.a., rising from 46% of the public sector total of 241 m in 1950 to
over 70% of the 2,078 MW total in 1970, as shown in Table 4.1. Capa-city of the remaining companies has increased only at 8% on average.

Table 4.1

Growth of Installed Generating Capacity in thePublic Sector (1950-1970)
(as at December 31)

1950 1960 1970% of % of % ofFour Main Central Systems MW Total MW Total TotalBogota 46.0 9-l 128.0 19.1 587.5 28.3Medellin 
51.5 21.5 137.0 20.4 443.0 21.3Cale 
11.1 4.6 95.1 14.2 248.1 12.0Manizales 
2.8 1.2 22.8 3.4 87.8 9.0

Sub-total 
111.4 46.4 382.9 57.1 1466.4 70.6

Rest ofountry 
129.6 53. 287.1 42.9 611.6 29.4

TOTAL 
241.0 100.0 670.0 100.0 2078.0 100.0

Installed capacity per capita in the service area of the four major sys-tems (27% of total population) was about 242 watts in 1970, compared withthe national average of about 92 watts. This expanding gap reflects the
generally disproportionate rate of economic development in the country,which has traditionally favored the regions of Bogota, Medellin, Cali andManizales. In the rest of the country, only the Department of Atlantico
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with the seaport of Barranquilla can be compared to these four regionsin terms of economic development and electric service. In 1970, the fivedepartments of which these cities are capitals accounted for about 50% ofthe country's population and 82% of total value added in the manufacturingsector.

Financing power expansion has been a major problem. Colombia hasbeen successful in raising Icng-term credits to cover foreign exchangecosts from the Bank, the US Exim Bank, and IDB, but most of the compa-nies have faced considerable difficulties in generating local currencyresources for long-term investments. Earnings on past investment havegenerally been low; in 1969 only the seven companies in the seven largestcities had positive financial rates of return even on non-revalued assetsand only for two of them (EEEB and EPM) were returns on revalued assetsgreater than 5%. Tariffs have seldom kept up with inflation. Domesticborrowing has always been difficult because of the country's weak capitalmarket and has accounted for only about 5% of total investment in thesector. Increasing financial support from the national Government budgethas had to be extended to most of the companies except EEEB and EPM.Budgetary allocations to ICEL/Electraguas rose from US$8 million equiv-alent in 1965 to US$22 million in 1970.

These financial difficulties have added greatly to the institu-tional obstacles to effective long-range planning. Inadequate systemexpansion and low operating efficiency have tended to result. As mightbe expected with the acute local currency shortage, investment has tendedto be unduly concentrated on generation. Between 1965 and 1970 subtrans-mission and distribution networks accounted for only about 39% of totalsectoral investment. The poor physical condition of these networks hasresulted in losses between energy generated and energy sold being large,ranging between 15% and 25% of total generation and sometimes higher;only in Bogota have losses been held below 12%, a more reasonable figure.

Nevertheless important measures were taken in the last five yearsof the 1960s which may result in the gradual emergence of a more balan-ced pattern of development. The National Planning Department played animportant role in connection with many of these measures. The UtilityTariff Board was established in 1968 and activated in 1969-70 and partly
because the Planning Department, in which it is located, has to approve
all foreign credits guaranteed by the Government. it may gradually be able
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to secure more adequate price levels for electricity. 1968 also saw the
creation of the two interconnection companies -- ISA for the main sys-
tems in the central part of the country and CORELCA for the three large
cities on the north coast. These two companies are expected to plan,
build and operate the major new generating plants, which will consequent-
ly enjoy scale economies, and serious consideration is being given to in-
terconnection between them. The local companies will be able to concen-
trate more effectively on sub-transmission and distribution. The Gov-
ernment has begun to give greater emphasis to regional transmission dev-
elopment and has also secured a US$25 million loan from the IDB to launch
a nationwide distribution rehabilitation and extension program for the
ICEL subsidiaries for 1971-1974. ICEL has created a National Rural Elec-
trification Fund. The Planning Department contemplates a possible major
realignment of the sector to combine the weak ICEL subsidiaries in re-
gional groupings which would be led by stronger companies such as EEEB
and EPM.

IBRD Policy Advice and Project Selection

The General Survey Mission of 1949 gave considerable attention to
electric power and made important policy recommendations. Many of these
recommendations have eventually been followed, at least partially, but
often only after delays of 10-20 years. It emphasized the need to make
Electraguas a strong national agency to prepare and implement plans, but
in fact the 1954 and 1964 National Electrification Plans prepared by .
foreign consultants for Electraguas seem to have affected the sector's
development little. It urged that power utilities be made financially
viable so that foreign loans might then be raised to assist their expan-
sion, and it gave priority for power expansion to eight of the largest
cities, of which some have subsequently managed to maintain a reasonable
balance between supply and demand and others have not.

Most Bank loans for power have originated with requests from the
various companies. The requests of 1948 led to small loans for Cali
(Chidral), Manizales (CHEC) and Bucaramanga (Lebrija) in 1950-1951,
after the priority of these projects had been verified by an economic
mission and the General Survey Mission. The Bank was in touch with
various other companies at this time and also established the policy
that it would only consider projects that had prior approval of the
national planning authorities. But only one further power loan -- to
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Chidral to meet urgent needs resulting from the unexpectedly rapid growth
of the city of Cali and lack of prior planning -- was actually made
before the suspension of lending in 1956-1958. A further small loan to
Chidral, for another emergency unit, reinitiated lending to Colombia in
December 1958. By this time the national authorities were giving top
priority to power development, especially in the major cities, to catch
up with past delays, to support the industrial import substitution stra-
tegy of development that was being applied, and, to help cope with the
very large influx of population from the countryside and smaller towns
that had been occurring. Landing to Medellin was initiated in 1959 when
a second loan was also made to CHEC. Lending to Bogota was initiated in
1960 when a further loan was also made to Chidral, this time in combina-
tion with CVC, which was to be responsible for plant construction. Lend-
ing to Bucaramanga and Manizales was not resumed in the 1960s (IDB made
a loan to the latter in 1965), but further large loans to the main cities,
Bogota, Medellin and Cali, rapidly followed earlier ones in view of the
shortages that had occurred in 1959-1962 and the expectation that load
would grow very rapidly once the shortages were relieved.

The early 1960. also saw two initiatives by the Bank departing from
the previous practice of responding to requests put forward by the com-
panies themselves. First, an effort was made to develop relations,
either through Electraguas or directly, with some of the smaller companies.
But this attempt was quickly abandoned, as requiring too much staff time
to deal with the difficult financial and institutional problems, and only
one loan finally resulted -- to Cartagena on the north coast in 1963. The
Colombians' requests for assistance in preparing projects for these com-
panies, even if not in financing them, were also turned down. The IDB
eventually came to fill part of this need, making a number of loans for
specific small projects in 1964-1966 and other larger loans later, but
serious institutional and financial problems remain. The other initia-
tive, discussed more in Chapter IX, concerned interconnection among the
major companies which had been borrowing from the Bank, and this was to
determine the pattern of Bank power lending in later years, eventually
leading to the creation of ISA and' the provision of loans to it in 1968
for the transmission interconnection and in 1970 for its first major
generating plant (Chivor).

Apart from the matter of interconnection the main issue in Bank
policy advice in these years concerned tariff levels -- first for the
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companies to which it had lent and then, when overall policy agreements
were being made with the Government (from 1965 on), much more broadly.
Initially the Bank was chiefly concerned about the delays to its bor-
rowers' projects that resulted from their lack of cash flow, due to the
Government's failure to approve tariff increases under inflationary
conditions. Later it became concerned as well by the increasing amounts
that were having to be diverted from the national budget to support and
subsidize power undertakings. The Government was urged to approve appli-
cations for tariff increases more expeditiously, then to study the whole
matter of tariff regulation and finally to establish the Utility Tariff
Board.

From time to time, mainly in 1956 and 1962 and more frequently in
connection with Consultative Group operations the Bank helped to prepare
lists of forthcoming power projects that would need foreign support. But
the Bank's various reports never dealt with the fundamental issues invol-
ved in the growth of the power sector and its large financial support to
it -- such as regional balance, power distribution problems and policies,
appropriate system reliability standards, urbanization trends and poli-
cies, potential development impact of power.

All the Bank's loans (except that for the transmission intercon-
nection) have centered around generating stations, mainly hydroelectric,
but many of them have also included some provisions for transmission anddistribution facilities. Only in two cases has any significant provi-
sion been made for extension of the borrowing company's network into thearea surrounding its main market: in 1960 for a transmission line from
Cali up the Valle Department to link with Manizales and connect on the
way many small towns in CVC's area of responsibility, and in 1962 for
sub-transmission and distribution in rural areas to the north and eastof Bogota under the charge of another regional development corporation,
CAR. These provisions were included at the request of the companies andregional corporations. Generally the Bank has not in fact found itnecessary to suggest significant changes in the expansion programs pro-posed by the companies. The two main exceptions to this were the Bank'srecommendations to build and expand EEEB's Zipaquira station in the early1960s, and its refusal in the middle and late 1960s to finance variousexpansions proposed by CVC; the latter seems in retrospect wise sinceless expensive solutions have been'found, but the former is partly ques-tionable, as will be mentioned below.
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Project Execution

Virtually all of the power projects financed by the Bank in Colombia
have suffered from major construction delays and cost overruns. Out of
the 22 generation projects covered by the Bank's 17 loans, 16 were delay-
ed by one year or more; the remaining six were the three thermal units
at Yumbo (Cali), the La Insula hydroelectric plant (construction of which
was already well under way at the time of Bank appraisal) and the second
stage of the Anchicaya hydroelectric project. Details are shown in
Table 4.2. Five projects had delays of two years or more: these were
the first stage development of the largest hydroelectric plants under-
taken, namely El Colegio, Troneras, Guatape I, La Esmeralda and Calima.
Delays on the first stage of Guadalupe III, another major hydroplant
constructed by EPM, were about one year and a half. The two thermal
units at Zipaquira were both commissioned about a year behind schedule.

The reasons for such delays are numerous. In the case of the
large hydroelectric plants, technical difficulties mainly related to
foundation conditions and quality of the rock have clearly played a pre-
dominant role. Most of the hydroelectric plants built are of the high
head type and have required the construction of long pressure tunnels
which often gave rise to major technical difficulties. Also, in several
instances, landslides affected construction sites, requiring changes in
the original design. Such difficulties arose in connection with the
five projects mentioned above which were subject to delays of more than
two years. In some cases, mediocre performance by the contractor hamper-
ed progress in project implementation: this was especially true for Sal-
to II, Calima and Troneras. Contractors on these projects were under-
equipped and poorly directed, but also handicapped by price increases on
imported equipment and internal inflation of prices and wages. In the
case of Guatape I, Zipaquira 2 and Yumbo 1, inadequate relative timing
between progress in the construction of civil works and provision of
equipment, due to either late shipments from the supplier country or dif-
ficulties in obtaining import permits, contributed to delay project com-
pletion.

Expanded construction periods resulted in major cost overruns,
mainly in connection with the local currency component (see Annex Table
4.1). Expressed approximately in constant price terms, total cost over-
runs on the various generating plants varied from 4% of the originally
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forecast cost in the case of Yumbo 2 to a maximum of 209% in the case
of the second stage of Calima; the overruns were generally much greater
in current prices, due to the inflation prevalent. The second stage
of Anchicaya, the first stage of El Colegio, and Troneras also suffered
serious cost overruns, estimated respectively at 141%, 45% and 141% of
the forecast amount. On four occasions (Yumbo 2 and 3, Zipaquira 2 and
Guatape I), actual foreign costs were lower than forecast but, in all
the other cases, foreign currency overruns were at least 10%, reaching
high values in connection with Calima, the second stage of El Colegio
and especially Troneras (141%).

All of the seven generation projects for which actual local ex-
penditures are available have experienced dramatic local cost overruns
even in constant prices, ranging from 86% to 579% of the amount orig-
inally forecast. Local cost-overruns have probably been the greatest
problem usually faced by the power companies in the course of project
construction. The difficulties of securing additional local resources
during project construction have contributed to expanding delays, which,
in turn, tended to increase local costs further.

Overruns on project construction schedules have shown no particu-
lar tendency to diminish over time, but there may have been some improve-
ment in cost estimates. There are a number of instances in the early
years when out-of-date cost estimates seem to have been accepted, and
seldom did financial forecasts include sufficient (if any) contingency
allowances for inflation; physical contingency allowances generally
proved too small in view of the difficult geological conditions encoun-
tered in Colombia. In the case of Cali the most serious cost and time
overruns were those experienced on the Calima project financed under
the fourth loan of 1960. Supplementary Bank financing had to be pro-
vided by the Bank for this project in 1963 and by the Government and
the contractor in 1965. Supplementary Bank financing was also required
for Medellin in 1961. As for more recent years, the two main Bank-
assisted generating plants completed in 1971 were substantially behind
schedule -- Guatape by more than two years and Canoas by one -- but,
although final costs are not available, indications are that they will
not show very great overruns. Moreover the interconnection network,
ISA's first project, was completed on schedule late in 1971 and with an
overall cost saving equivalent to 15% of estimated costs. There has
been a problem of increase in coat-estimate for the Chivor plant shortly
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after construction was started, but fortunately it was possible to
raise financing from the IDB to cover most of this along with equip-
ment for the project (complementing the Bank's loan for civil works).

Financial Performance

To help deal with the problem of local currency shortages the
Bank gave approximately equal emphasis in the 1950s to increases in
tariffs, on the one hand, and increases in share capital and credits
from local banks and Government funds, on the other. Almost all
loans from the first involved some kind of agreements affecting tar-
iffs, but often these were rather vaguely worded and it is unclear
how far the companies lived up to them; in some cases, they were clear-
ly not observed, and the promised subscriptions to additional share
capital sometimes failed to materialize. Late in the 1950s greater em-
phasis began to be placed on tariffs. In particular, the principal
loans to EEEB and EPM at the start of the 1960s included tariff cov-
enants providing that the companies would maintain tariffs high enough
to generate internally dbout 407. of total funds required for invest-
ment. In later loans to each of these two companies, specific multi-
year periods were established over which these 40% self-financing rates
were to be accomplished. They were not reached in the first half of
the 1960s -- for a variety of reasons, including cost overruns, infla-
tion, and delays in tariff increases. The most serious shortfall was
in the case of EEEB. Partly because it was difficult to apply operation-
ally, the multi-year self-financing test was later abandoned, and re-
placed in negotiations for the 1968 loans with a concept of rate of
return on revalued assets. This covenant appears to have been adhered
to from 1969, when EEEB earned 9.9% return on revalued assets and EEM
10.7%, and onwards (see Annex Table 4.2).

The financial performance of CVC/Chidral, the power organization
with which the Bank was concerned longer and at times more intimately
than any other, has been much worse than that of EEEB and EPM and hasled to repeated problems. Construction of most of the projects supportedby the Bank in its area suffered from its cash shortages and difficulties
in raising tariffs. Local debts had to be renegotiated several times inthe 1950s. The details of the financial situation cannot be very pre-cisely established, but it appears that self-financing has been consis-tently lower than in Bogota and Medellin and the rate of return on re-valued assets has almost always been much lower; though it rose in the
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later part of the 1960s, it still remained below 5% by 1969. The Bank's
covenants on financial performance may nevertheless have been generally
adhered to, since they were less exacting than in the case of Bogota and
Medellin and less precise. Tariff increases were especially problematic
in Cali because of the traditional social tension there and the cumber-
some organizational set-up of the local power sector; ECali, which is
Chidral's principal customer, together with the municipality of Cali,
effectively control the Board of Chidral in matters of tariff policy.

Financial performance of the Bank's smaller power borrowers, mainly
dating from the 1950s, has generally been weaker. It is doubtful whether
they have been earning positive rates of return on revalued assets even
though they are among the few power companies in the country with a pos-
itive return on non-revalued assets. Financial performance of Electri-
bol, the 1963 borrower in Cartagena, has been disappointing compared with
expectations because of serious difficulties in early operation of the
units provided (mainly due to faulty boiler design), lags in extension
of the distribution system and slow load growth.

Some Economic Aspects

Despite the serious delays in completion of so many generating
units, installed capacity and peak demands have kept fairly well in line
with one another in the large cities supported by the Bank and system
reliability was probably generally maintained about the levels implicit
in the plans approved by the Bank when it undertook the projects. This
was mainly because demand grew considerably slower than had been expected
in the load forecasts underlying the loans of the early 1960s. It seems
that in some cases unrealistic assumptions.had been made about the amount
of pending demand that had built up during the years of shortage 1959-
1962; slower than expected growth of the economy may also have been a
factor, although load forecasts were never linked directly with macro-
economic plans. But in the event it was fortunate that the system addi-
tions were started when they were, given the construction delays that
arose.

Despite the large cost overruns also, the large majority of the
generating plants financed by the Bank appear still to have been econ-
omically optimal in the sense of minimizing the present worth of total
system costs. Even with the overruns the unit costs of most of the major
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plants were low by comparison with costs in most other countries; in-cluding transmission, they were in the range US$160-250 per kw instal-led for the main plants in the Bogota and Medellin regions.

There is one important exception to both the above conclusions:the case of Calima, on which the delays in completion did cause impor-tant power shortages in 1964 and 1965 and on which the cost overrunswere so substantial (about 60% for the plant plus related transmission)as to raise some doubts about the economic validity of the scheme. Ca-lima has also suffered from hydrological difficulties; it was alwaysenvisaged mainly as a peaking plant since mean flows were expected tobe sufficient to generate only some 235 million kwh per year from the120 MW installed capacity (equivalent to a capacity factor of some 22%)but generation did not approach this level through 1970 due to poor hy-drological years eiperienced and delays in filling the reservoir. Thefeasibility study f~r the project, on which the Bank based its decisionto support it, indicated a rate of return of at least 15% on the extrainvestment required to build it, as opposed to a coal-fired thermalplant. A new comparison, allowing for the hydrological difficultiesexperienced to date but assuming average production of 235 million kwhin coming years (good rains in 1971 finally permitted filling the reser-voir) , and assuming capital cost of the thermal alternative to be US$200per kw installed and fuel cost of USc60 per million BTU (as at Yumbo
now), also indicates a 15% internal rate of return, had constructioncosts been as originally expected. With the cost overruns that haveoccurred, however, the return to the actual incremental investment (ofsome US$20 million) appears to be in the range of 6-10%, without oaking
any allowance for the fact that a coal-fired plant would have been built
more quickly, hence avoiding at least part of the load sheddingI/ in 1964and 1965. This suggests that Calima has been a rather marginal invest-ment. Whether the problems -- unexpected geological-difficulties withthe bed-ock and shortages of borrow material, disappointing hydrologicalcondij)ns as well as import and labor problems for the chief contractorbewhic have made the scheme barely economic might have been avoided orbet ter :orseen is hard to say at this stage, but it does seem that insuf-ficient attention was given to hydrological and geological investigations
and to checking of cost estimates.

V drcrhases of electricity from the CHEC system from 1963 on helpedCVC/C-hidral to cope with the deficits, but were still insufficient
for demand actually to be met. Electricity shortages recurred in
1969 when the third thermal unit at Yumbo broke down and Calima
reservoir was still unfilled, and short of flows due to the drought
in that year. Imports of energy from CHEC and from EEEB helped
reduce the impact of the shortage.
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The only other major system addition which in retrospect appears
dubious is the Zipaquira 2 unit (37.5 MW) provided under the Bank's sec-
ond loan to EEEB in 1962. The Zipaquira station was originally built,at the Bank's recommendation and with assistance under its first loan
for Bogota, to house a thermal unit already pruchased by the Govern-
ment and planned for installation in a very uneconomic location. Then
in 1961 the Bank -ecommended addition of a second unit to this station
instead of buildinig the Canoas hydroplant, as proposed by EEEB; the
latter would have had substantially larger local currency costs which
the Bank would have found difficult to finance and for which it would
have been hard to raise local funds due to weakness of the Colombian
capital market, and the load was expected to grow fast and a thermal
unit to be quicker to build than Canoas; it was generally recognized
that Canoas would probably have been a more economic addition to sys-
tem capacity. In the event the load grew less rapidly than expected,
and simple economic calculations suggest that loads as they have ac-
tually developed could have been mg some US$5.4 million more cheaply
(in terms of present worth in 1968-= ) by keeping to EEEB's original pro-
posal of installing Canoas at that time. What appears in retrospect to
have been an unnecessary extra expenditure resulted from placing too
much emphasis on alleged deferred demand in the load forecast, from thedeficiencies of the local capital market and the Bank's reluctance to
finance local currency costs, and from insufficient attention to the
scarcity value of foreign exchange in Colombia.

Zipaquira 2 or an alternative was required essentially in order
to meet EEEB's expected peak demand, although it has in fact been run ata moderately high load factor under the circumstances, partly due to thedifficulty of operating it at less than half of its rated capacity. Buta question arises from this point of view too as to whether this unitwas a necessary addition. Electricity prices in Bogota bear very littlerelation to costs to serve; there is no demand charge, although fixedcosts are the main component of system costs, and all residential con-sumers appear to be heavily subsidized by industrial consumers, payinga lower unit price, even though costs to serve are greater. Nothing isknown directly about demand elasticities, but there is tentative evi-cence that residential demand may be both larger and more peaked thanuould be the case with tariffs better reflecting costs. In the firstrlace, according to our calculations, the subsidies are rather large rel-ative to the charges paid (about three times as much for the large lowest

1/ 1968 is chosen for convenience. The US$5.4 million, which is thepresent worth from a 23-year cost stream 1962-1985, using a 10%discount rate, is equivalent to about 40% of the capital cost ofZipaquira 2 in terms of 1968 Present Worth.
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income groups, and one-and-one-half times as much for the other income
groups, which accounted for most residential electricity consumption),
so that demand wou d not have to be very price-elastic for more cost-
related charges to have a significant effect on the load. In the second
lace, a study by he National Planning Department shows that average
annual residential consumption (about 2,400 kwh) is higher than in most
European countries, despite Bogota's temperate climate. In the third
place, comparison >etween Bogota and Medellin (where the tariff struc-
ture includes peak demand charges, while subsidies on residential con-
sumption, although existing, are significantly less than in Bogota)
suggests that the electricity supply system may be used less efficient-
ly in Bogota. Load factors, for instance, are consistently lower in
Bogota. Measurements taken at substations indicate residential load
factors of 0.63 in Medellin and 0.57 in Bogota. Since residential con-
sumption constitutes about 28% of Bogota sales in 1970 this difference
in load factor alone was equivalent to a difference in system peak load
in 1970 of some 10 MW. The Bank has not given attention to the problem
of tariff structures in Colombia, and it is not clear that the political
difficulties that have been encountered in raising tariffs can justify
large subsidies to wealthier residential consumers, as seem to have been
occurring; according to the estimates made, about 35% of the total sub-
sidy goes to the wealthiest 8% of residential consumers.

Industrial demand for electricity is probably less responsive than
residential demand in the aggregate (i.e. in terms of energy) to prices
charged, and there is no evidence of the above-cost prices to industrial
consumers having induced greater reliance on self-generation, but the
pattern of industrial energy demand may also be more peaked than it would
be with a peak demand charge or greater incentives to use of off-peak
energy.1/ As in the case of residential consumers, comparisons between
Medellin and Bogota again indicate a much lower load factor for indus-
trial consumers in the latter,, which does not seem to be explained by
difference in the industrial structure of the two cities.

While the structure of prices for electricity may have induced less
efficient use of the electrical system than possible and while industry
has carried much of the financial burden of tariff increases,2/ there is
no question but that industry has benefitted significantly from the ex-
pansion of the public electricity supply system and its good degree of

1/ To make such incentives effective might also require correcting the
distortion imposed by high wage-premia for night work.

2/ Bogota's higher prices for industrial than for residential consump-
tion are not paralleled in all the other cities, but there has been
a noteworthy trend throughout the country for prices to industrial
consumers to increase much faster than those to residential con-
sumers.
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reliability in Medellin, Bogota and Manizales. Nationally, industrial
use currently accounts for some 35% of total electricity consumption in
Colombia (which is rather low on international comparison). Between
1956 and 1968 every percentage point increase in industrial value added
required, on average, a comparable increase in industrial consumption ofelectricity of about 1.1%.. There is no indication from the available
statistics that shortages in public electricity supply in the main citieshave hampered industriaj growth there. Even the shortages in the maincities in the early 1960s find no reflection in a significantly reducedpace of industrial growth there at the time, perhaps partly because thepower companies attempted to confine any necessary rationing mainly toresidential consumers and partly because many manufacturing establish-
ments still had their own generating plants; industrial growth has beenaffected much more by foreign exchange policies and availabilities thanby the energy situation. Total industrially owned capacity in the countryrose rapidly in the 1950s (much faster in the first half of the decadethan public capacity) to reach 250 MW, but it has remained nearly const-ant since then. A study for Bogota shows that, even with its tariffstructure, purchase of electricity from EEEB for industrial use is about15% cheaper than meeting electricity requirements from private dieselplant, and this calculation makes inadequate allowance for the greaterreliability or the public supply system.

Improvements in electricity supply may have been much more import-ant for the small-scale industries which could not possibly have instal-led their own power plants and which therefore had the choice only bet-ween public electricity supply and use of much less efficient forms ofmotive power. Cases were encountered of very large increases in produc-tivity of small industries as a result of conversion to electricity.This was mainly visible in the few smaller towns which have been con-nected to the main networks, for instance in the Cauca Valley. It isalso partly reflected in the very rapid growth of industrial consumptionof electricity that took place in towns such as Pereira and Ibague oncethey were connected to the larger systems, in 1963 and 1967 respectively.

Residential consumption is the largest single use of publicly sup-plied electricity over the country as a whole, accounting for as much as50% of EPM's total sales, for example, and for about 30% for EEEB andEMCali. Despite the serious lags that occurred in extension of the dis-tribution system, especially in the early 1960s, it seems clear
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that provision of Bank financing in large quantities enabled more rapidexpansion of the distribution network in the main cities than would
otherwise have been possible. Nevertheless there seem to have beenworthwhile opportunities for more rapid expansion that were missed.
The problem of lag in distribution system expansion has been particu-larly evident in Medellin, where illegal connections rose from ac-counting for about 1% of EPM's total generation in 1960 (in the formof stolen energy) to about 15% in the late 1960s. The difficulty ap-parently lay not so much, in EPM's lack of capacity to carry out thenecessary expansion of the distribution system, as in the municipalauthorities' refusal to incorporate the newly settled marginal areassince that would impose on them responsibility for provision of publicservices; hence EPM was not permitted to carry out the work. Atlength the problem seems to be on the way to solution. But it is stilldoubtful whether enough of this type of work is being done. A case studyin Bogota showed that, economically, the savings in costs of candles andironing fuel (mainly charcoal) alone would be enough to justify dis-tribution extension to a sample marginal area (at a 10% discount rate)although, financially, such a proposition would not be viable for EEEBdue to the impossibility of charging in this area tariffs different fromthose for other small consumers. Of course a large capital charge couldhave been assessed against the prospective consumers in the area, butthat they would not have been able to pay. What seems to have been nec-essary was organization of self-help efforts, such as those undertakenby Accion Comunal, whereby residents of the area would assist with con-struction of the facilities at the same time as making some capital con-tribution to costs of the scheme, perhaps on a delayed basis. AccionComunal efforts seem to have been applied a good deal in connection withexpansion of water supply and sewerage, but much less for electricity.

More generally the Bank seems to have paid inadequate attention topower distribution aspects of its borrowers' operations. No appraisalreport attempted to evaluate the proportion of the population enjoyingelectricity supply in the service area of the company considered or toevaluate the adequacy of the company's policies with regard to new con-nections. Appraisal and supervision reports were generally weak on dis-tribution aspects and even though the Bank was providing considerablefinancing for distribution works it did not encourage the companies tocarry out design optimization studies for distribution systems, analy-zing the costs and advan,:ages of alternative distribution standards;
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such studies appear not in fact to have been done. There is some evi-
dence of distribution standards in Bogota being somewhat higher than
necessary -- use of concrete poles in all except the poorest areas and
complete coverage with a three-phase, four-wire system. Additional
problems arise from the extensive pattern of land development in the
city, the result of structural deficiencies in the urban land market
and the lack of savings vehicles which can compete with house-lots.
Hence more than needed may have been put into wide expansion of the dis-tribution system in newly developing areas, while at the same time there
were other areas of the city where broader extension would have been
economically worthwhile. The Bank consented to transfer of funds out of
allocations for distribution to help cover cost overruns on generation
and transmission, but it did not look to see whether the reduced funds
available for distribution were being allocated in the best way. Rela-
tive neglect of distribution may have resulted from excessive preoccupa-
tion in the early years with only the industrial sphere of power companyoperations, but it continued. The Bank's emerging adoption of a comple-tely new approach to urban areas, starting with the Bogota Urban Studyinitiated in 1968, should gradually make it possible to cope with theseproblems much more satisfactorily.

Conclusions

The Bank's loans for the power sector have all been extended tothe most reliable power companies in the country, those serving thelargest markets (except for Barranquilla). Bank financing has generallyenabled these companies to develop larger hydroelectric sites, at lowerunit cost, than they would probably otherwise have been able to do. Inturn this has permitted greater coverage of the large number of migrantsto the city with electricity service, cheaper and more reliable electric-ity supply to large industry than would have otherwise been possible(thereby saving the costs of extensive self-generation) and more adequateenergy supply to small industry, which has probably assisted its expansionand increased efficiency.

Bank financing has been devoted mainly to bulk supply projects, es-pecially hydroelectric generation, and these projects have generally beenwell conceived and implemented in a reasonably satisfactory way, giveninstitutional constraints and the difficulties of nature with which Colom-bia has to contend. A few of the plants do not match up with the standards
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of individual project economic efficiency that could have been expected-- Calima, Zipaquira 2 and Cospique (Cartagena). The difficulties withthese projects resulted mainly from inadequate checking of engineeringinvestigations and cost estimates, insufficient attention to distributionexpansion, neglect of the scarcity of foreign exchange in Colombia orpoor design. Construction schedules have continued to be exceeded, butconstruction cost estimates have shown some tendency to become more ade-quate.

Many of the companies failed to adhere to financial covenants inthe earlier years -- partly because the covenants themselves were notalways well conceived in terms of precision and quantitative level --but their financial performance has tended to improve in recent yearsand is currently reasonably adequate in the case of the two largest bor-rowers, EEEB and EPM. Financial performance of companies supported bythe Bank has been better than that of other power companies, but thisseems to be mainly because they have the best markets.

The matter of regional balance, the effect of the Bank activityupon it and the desirability of this effect are some of the most dif-ficult areas in which to make judgements. The four main power companies(Bogota, Medellin, Cali and Manizales) which account for 90% of Bank dis-
bursements for power have probably increased their strength relative toothers and have certainly expanded much faster. In the early 1960s thiswas necessary i order to cope with the backlog of demand that had builtup in several of these cities and with the massive migration to these
cities that was occurring. But attention may well have been too heavily
concentrated on them for too long, with inadequate attention to the levelof reliability in generation and distribution that was appropriate for asituation where other urban services were in short supply and power ex-
pansion outside these main cities was seriously lagging; the Bank never
gave attention to the role the municipal companies could play in helping
to overcome these lags, whether directly, by system extension or indir-
ectly, for instance, by provision of training. Quality of public elec-
tricity supply has generally improved substantially in these cities but
remained rather poor in most other cities and towns. This is probably
helping to sustain the growth of these cities at a more rapid pace than
would otherwise have occurred. This may be an economic pattern, due to
the external economies available in larger cities and the possibility oftaking best advantage there of the talents of scarce skilled administrators.
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Too little is known about the costs and productivity of different sizes
and types of city and town and their infrastructural requirements in
Colombia to be at all definitive on this question. But it seems doubt-
ful whether it is wise to stimulate the concentration artificially by
heavily subsidizing the residential consumption in the larger cities;
there has in fact been some inconsistency in this respect in the policy

- of the Bank, urging that the small-town companies, with heavy residen-
tial components in their loads, be made financially viable at the same
time as accepting heavy subsidization of residential consumption among
some of its borrowers in the major cities. Also, there is evidence that
the marginal impact of improvements in public electricity supply may
currently be more marked in enabling rapid industrial expansion of small
towns and in permitting small industry to reach higher levels of effi-
ciency. The Government has been increasingly concerned about the lag inelectricity development in the smaller towns and the expensive and inef-ficient way in which such development is carried on. The Bank sometimes
acted as a constraint on the enthusiasm of the major companies for build-
ing new plants, but probably a little less than would have been warrant-
ed in the national context.

Colombian development would have benefitted considerably had theBank been able to make a real effort to build up a national power agency-- which was needed in 1950 and is still needed, to get better planning,more balanced plan implementation and efficient use of alternative avail-able sources of foreign credit. Nevertheless the Bank has made some im-portant contributions with potential impact far beyond the companies
which it has supported, and these could help greatly to secure a more
balanced development in the sector in the future. The Bank has exertedsustained pressure for charging more adequate tariffs, especially in the1960s, and it has developed reasonably sound procedures to help securethis, in the form of the rate of return on revalued assets. It has play-ed a major role in securing establishment of the Utility Tariff Boardwhich holds promise of being an effective institutional mechanism forreaching and maintaining adequate tariff levels; this in turn shouldhelp better financial planning and more rational expansion of the powersector as a whole. The other important contribution of the Bank withpotentially wide impact is the encouragement and advice offered in con-nection with the creation of the central interconnected system; thisprovides a more economic structure to the Colombian power system thanexisted before and economic reappraisal shows that it has been worthwhile
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for a number of years so that the Bank was quite correct to urge its
achievement by 1967 even though events actually delayed it to 1971. It
also holds promise of. having substantial additional effects -- stimulating
greater regional cooperation among power companies elsewhere in the coun-try, enabling more adequate attention of local power companies to powerdistribution and perhaps making progress toward more adequate tariff lev-els easier by enabling a unified tariff structure for all interconnected
areas.

Recommendations

1. Country specialists should make more important contributions thanthey have done in the past in selection and preparation of power projects,for instance (a) in analyzing, and developing a view on, the question ofregional balance, referred to above, as to whether promotion of develop-ment of small or medium towns is more important at the margin than thatof large towns, and if so which, (b) in advising about appropriate for-eign exchange and inflation rates, on which so many errors have been madein the -past, and (c) possibly most importantly, using economic missionsas the occasion for small-size investigations of specific points contri-buting to advancement of the Bank's general knowledge about developmentand to elaboration of relevant economic evaluation criteria. In thecase of power, appropriate topics for such investigations would includethe following: impact of electrification on industrializacion, relativecosts to industry of self-generation, benefits of electrification to low-income groups, benefits of rural electrification, effect of tariffs onincome-distribution, etc.

2. In economic evaluation of power projects the Bank should give moreattention, at both selection and appraisal stages, to trying to assesswhether utility policies with regard to connection of new customers anddistribution extension are satisfactory and to establishing what oppor-tunities may exist for accomplishing significant development benefitsfrom spread of electrification: important development benefits may exist,for instance, in providing more satisfactory public power supply to smallindustry (enabling it to increase efficiency) and in connecting people inrural areas and marginal urban areas (effects on production, educationpossibilities, etc.).

3. In situations where, as in Colombia, there are many small power com-panies, it seems necessary for the Bank to make a special effort to develop
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an institution in the country as a central channel which will take res-
ponsibility for appraising and supervising small-scale projects and re-ceive block loans from the Bank for such projects. Without this thereis danger that projects get selected more for their size than for theireconomic impact and that the already weaker smaller companies get fur-ther left behind.

4. In the power field, as in others in Colombia, there is a veryserious dearth of accurate statistical data necessary for sound planningand decision-making, despite the large and long involvement of the Bankin the sector, and it would seem that the Bank should be able to findadditional ways of stimulating and assisting the necessary gathering ofinformation. One of the more useful steps the Bank could take is to bemore persistently and consistently demanding on the Government authori-ties, power companies and their consultants, with regard to the data re-quired for reports. More use should be made of standard statistical for-mats. Information on power distribution, being particularly weak, needsspecial emphasis.

5. Greater effort seems to be needed to improve financial recordingand financial planning capabilities of the Colombian power companies.The external auditing process, as implemented, does not seem to have beensufficient to ensure satisfactory recording of financial data needed asa basis for future planning. More attention would seem to be needed alsoto financial contingency planning and risk analysis.

6. Utility tariff structures in Colombia would merit considerably moreattention than they have so far received from the Bank. The Bank couldalso usefully encourage the authorities and the power companies to findappropriate institutional mechanisms for mobilizing self-help efforts indistribution expansion.

7. The Bank should encourage the power companies to carry out syste-matic reviews of distribution standards with a view to optimizing them toColombian conditions regarding opportunity cost of capital, scarcityvalue of foreign exchange and costs of maintenance labor, etc.
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CHAPTER V - THE PAZ DEL RIO STEEL MILL

Acerias Paz del Rio is a company originally established in1947 to build and operate an integrated steel mill at Belencito inthe mountains some 160 miles north-east of Bogota. It is one of thesmallest integrated mills in the world, with a current finished product
capacity in the neighborhood of 220,000 tons. The principal reason for
locating the plant at this rather inaccessible point, far from the sea
and from markets other than Bogota, was the discovery of iron-ore, coal
and limestone all in close proximity to one another; the plant remainslargely self-sufficient in terms of basic raw materials, although they
are not of very good quality. This chapter briefly reviews the Bank's
association with the company and particularly experience in connectionwith its loan of US$30 million in 1963.

The initial involvement of the Bank in 1949-1951 consisted ofan unsuccessful effort to dissuade the Colombian Government from goingahead with the projected steel mill, mainly on the grounds that Belen-
cito raw materials and location were uneconomic and the Colombian market
too small and dispersed at the time for a project of the size envisaged
(100,000-200,000 tons of finished products). More economic alternatives
suggested by the Bank proved unacceptable, however, and late in 1951 an
eight-year supplier credit was obtained from France for a 120,000 ton/year mill. The plant was completed early in 1955, at a total cot of
US$160 million (of which about 75% was in foreign exchange), about four
times the original estimates and considerably above what might, be con-
sidered a reasonable cost.

In June 1955 the Government asked the Bank for assistance insolving the company's problems, primarily financial difficultes, poor
operation and maintenance, and actual steel production much below ex-
pectations. A special mission of steel experts was put together by the
Bank. Its 1956 report recommended (a) obtaining experienced management
assistance to take complete operating control under the direction of
the company President, (b) expedited transfer of the stock then in the
hands of the Government to the private sector, (c) certain early plant
additions to improve the use of raw materials and reduce scrap produc-
tion and, (d) for the longer term, a major expansion program to raise
plant capacity to about 365,000 tons by 1965.
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Production did grow, and profits -- though very small -- began
to be earned. But it was not until November 1959, after the Bank had
given a firmer indication that it would help finance expansion once
management assistance had been obtained, that the company signed a
contract for such services with Koppers Co. of Pittsburgh. In many
matters of plant operation and maintenance Koppers' advice appears to
have been useful and respected; production and productivity improved
markedly. In matters of over-all management, on the other hand, their
advice seems to have been neither wanted nor considered good when given;
this part of the contract was terminated in April 1961. After this ex-
perience the Bank agreed to waive the requirement of management assistance
as a condition for further progress toward financing an expansion program.

Meanwhile, numerous consultant studies were undertaken to define
the composition of the expansion project, and finally after various
adaptations in project scope, three appraisal missions and two lengthy
rounds of negotiations, the Bank made, in June 1963, a loan of US$30
million to cover virtually the entire foreign component of a project es-
timated to cost US$58.7 million in total.

The 1963 Expansion Project

The project as a whole was due to be completed in 1967, and many
important elements before then. In the event, no major item was com-
pleted before late 1968 and others only recently; production increase
has also lagged substantially behind expectations. The original project
consisted of one portion, costing US$15.4 million equivalent and covering
mainly staff housing and offices, which was to be financed entirely by
the company, and another larger portion costing US$43.3 million, in which
the Bank was to assist. Table 5.1 gives details of the latter portion,
which was in turn divided into three parts -- I, items to improve the use
of raw materials and increase blast furnace efficiency; II, major expansion-
ary elements (all in the roll shop); and III, general equipment, comple-
mentary to preceding items. The table shows that overall costs have been
kept quite close to original expectations. But delays in completion of
all major items have ranged between two and five years; the original
schedule was unrealistically tight but delays also accumulated due to weak
management, poor coordination between the company and the engineer (John
Miles of London), import license delays, natural calamities, damage in
transit to important equipment parts, inadequate specifications for equip-
ment packing by the engineer and poor performance by local contractors.
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Table 5.1

Paz del Rio 1963 Expansion Project: Costs and Construction Schedules,
Forecast and Actual

Construction Schedule
Total Costs Forecast Actual/Likely Useful

(in US$ equivalent) Cammissioning Commissioning Operation
Expected a/ Actual b/ Date'c/ Date Date d/

Part I
Coal Washing/
Blending 894 1,300 1965 II e/ 1966 IV 1969 IT

Sinter Plant 6,951 8,352 1967 I 1968 III 1968 III
B.F. Turbo Blowers 631 1,197 1965 IV 1968 IV 1968 IV
Oxygen Plant 848 703 1965 III 1968 I 1971/72
Desiliconization

Plant 704 f/ 588 1966 I 1971 1971/72
10,028 12,140

Part II
Ingot Soaking
Pits 2,870 2,070 1965 IV 1967 IV 1970 II

Blooming/
Slabbing Mills 9,796 ) 1967 II 1970 II 1970 II

Steckel Mill 9,635 ) 12,984 1967 II 1971 1975
Other 1,893 5,305 - - -

24,194 20,359

Part III
Other Equipment 3,093 5,797 -

TOTAL I + II + III 37,315 38,296 -

Project Spare Parts 1,780 1,469 -
Interest during
Construction 4,200 4,200

TOTAL BANK-ASSISTED
PROJECT 43,295 43,965

a/ From IBRD Appraisal Report for Loan 345-CO (1963). Contingencies have been
distributed proportionately among all items other than spare parts and in-
irest during construction.

b/ Approximate, based on preliminary company information. Peso expenditures
have been converted into 1968 prices using the GDP deflator and then into
US$ using the average official exchange rate for that year of Ps. 15.90 per
dollar. Engineering fees have been distributed proportionately among all
items other than spare parts and interest during construction. Note that
the expenditures include allowance for project expenditures in 1971, as
budgeted December 1970, which should complete the project. interest during
construction is only the amount spent out of the IBRD loan for this purpose.

c/ From IBRD Appraisal Report, June 17, 1963.
d/ Date when plant was, or was expected to be, usefully operational. In some

cases this is the same as the commissioning date but inother cases it is
substantially later due to the non-availability of essential complementary
equipment (qg. in the cases of the oxygen plant and steckel mill) or problems
:'at arose in the equipment subsequent to conmissioning.

/ cman numerals refer to quarters of the year.
!,udes small amount for other items beyond the desiliconization plant.
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Much more serious in its impact than delays in the execution of
the project has been delay in making arrangements for installation of
what turns out to be a crucial complementary piece of equipment for the
project -- a cold rolling mill for flat steel products. The project in-
cluded only hot rolling facilities (i.e. a blooming/slabbing and a
Steckel mill). The appraisal report made forecasts only through 1968
and assumed that in that year, its first year of operation, the 450,000-
ton Steckel would be used to produce some 27,000 tons of hot-rolled
products. August Thyssen-Hutte, advising the Acerias in 1968, reached
the conclusion that the minimum annual load at which it would be economic
to run the mill would be 150,000 tons. But there is insufficient demand
for hot-rolled products in Colombia to warrant operation at this level.
Demand is more for the finer steel sheets -- for making appliances and
car bodies, etc. -- which can only be produced by a cold rolling mill
following the hot line. Attached to the 1963 loan agreement, at the
request of the company, had been a supplementary letter recognizing the
company's intention to obtain this piece of equipment at an early date.
But in the event no progress was made. Only in 1972 is a contract
finally being signed for construction of a cold mill, financed by a sup-
plier's credit. The cold mill is expected to be completed in 1975.
Until then the Steckel mill will remain unused and the remaining installa-
tions in Part II of the project, though used, will not earn enough to
contribute significantly to covering their capital charges.

The principal items of Part I of the project, on the other hand,
have now been completed and are contributing usefully to production an~d
earnings of the company.

Given the delays and the difficulties with the rolling mills
mentioned above, economic benefits to date have obviously been very
small. True, the 'first year rate of return,' the main criterion used
in the appraisal report, turned out to be 27.37. compared with projected
11.6%, but this is mainly the result of inflation and temporarily favor-
able prices and in no way reflects the effect of the project. More
meaningful internal rates of return to the project and to various alterna-
tives have been calculated using reasonable assumptions about growth of
demand and production in coming years. Sensitivity analyses were done,
in particular allowing for a high scarcity value of foreign exchange of
double the official rate. As it exists now, the project will yield an
internal rate of return over its life of less than 5%, whatever the
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economic assumptions. Addition of the cold mill in 1975, as now planned,will raise the internal rate of return on the equipment financed with Bank
assistance well over 10%, using the official foreign exchange rate andmaking no allowance for import duties. Calculation ttesact xchange rate, however, show an internal return of less than 6% to te Bankproject even with completion of the cold mill in 1975.

For purposes of comparison the internal rate of return to the Bank-assisted project was also calculated, assuming no delay in execution andcompletion of the cold mill in 1969, corresponding to the assumptions of
the appraisal report. This would have yielded 12-14% at the official
foreign exchange rate, but still only some 6-8% at the scarcity exchangerate.

These wide disparities between the rates of return to schemesincluding the cold mill, depending on which foreign exchange rate is
used, result from the fact that even when installed the cold mill will
rely entirely on imported steel slabs. The Acerias' steel-making (as
opposed to rolling) facilities cannot produce steel in sufficient quantity
or, more important, adequate quality to feed the cold mill. The low
returns shown even by schemes including the cold mill, whenever analysis
is done at the scarcity exchange rate, raises a doubt about the basic
validity of the original plan.

Alternative Solutions

There are two principal alternative projects tested which yieldacceptable internal rates of return -- above 10%. -- under analysis atthe scarcity value of foreign exchange. One is a very small scheme,
essentially corresponding to Part I only of the actual project -- improve-
ments in raw materials preparation and blast furnace efficiency. The
other, and the only project that yields satisfactory returns under both
extreme assumptions as to the value of foreign exchange, is a project far
larger than the one actually undertaken and including additional iron-
and steel-making facilities as well as a cold mill, thus eliminating the
need for imported slabs. For purposes of analysis it wasmsupposed that a
first portion, consisting essentially of Part I of the Banks actual pro-
ject, might have been financed in 1959 with a loan of about USa5 million,
while the second stage, which might have required foreign financing of asmuch as US$ 130 million, might have been undertaken in 1964, taking advantage
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of the establishment of the Consultative Group shortly before.

This said, there must yet be serious question about the fea-
sibility and realism of such a large-scale program. If the company
could not effectively manage a US$60 million expansion program -- and
it did show serious vacillation and lack of dynamism -- how could it
have possibly handled a US$250 million expansion program? The answer
to this cannot be clear, and it may well be that the Bank did the best
it could, given the administrative capabilities of the company -- though
even then it was obviously in retrospect a shortcoming to separate the
hot mill from the cold mill, which should have been either done together
in 1963 or postponed together until later.

As an institution Paz del Rio has strengthened over the years.
fhe high-level Bank mission which visited Colombia in 1959 and laid the
foundation for the work leading up to the loan of 1963, found a company
which, after investment of some US$185 million, had made accounting
profits in only two years (1957 and 1958) amounting to the paltry total
of about US$3 million equivalent and which was to show a loss again for
the year 1959. In 1969, by contrast, accounting profits reached nearly
US$5 million equivalent, and in 1970 nearly US$7 million. Some of this
improvement is the result of inflation, but much of it is the result of
many organizational and institutional changes. Most technical indicators
of efficiency show significant improvements over the last decade. One
important innovation which has undoubtedly helped improve efficiency is
the budget control and managment information system introduced by Arthur
Andersen & Co. in 1963-1965 under a covenant of the loan. Particularly
important has been the appointment in 1967 of a new President of the
company and a reorganization that he introduced in 1968, rationalizing
both the organization structure and the division of responsibilities
among top officers according to their particular strengths. The company
has adhered to virtually all the exceptionally numerous covenants on the
loan.

But there is a question whether some of these changes and
improvements might not have been achieved earlier with a more active
policy on the part of the Bank. The Bank's renewed insistence in 1959
that no progress could be made without comprehensive management assist-
ance first being obtained is understandable in view of the crises of the
middle 1950s but seems nevertheless unfortunate in retrospect. The
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company had not taken up the recommendation over the preceding three
years since it had first been made, it finally took it only because it
was a sine qua non of a Bank loan, it did not include in the contract the
incentive element to Koppers that the Bank had recommended and it was
apparently not anxious to take the advice eventually offered. Several
years were lost over this, and, partly because it soured the company on
Koppers, the engineering consultants were changed at the time the ex-
pansion project came to be executed, which probably added to the -delays.
Another factor contributing to the delays was concern on the part of the
President of the company and others that the project was not well-balanced
and that it had been a mistake to include the hot mill without the cold
mill.

With hindsight it could be argued that the company might well have
been able to undertake a larger program in 1963 had the Bank moved in.
quickly in 1958 or 1959 with a small first-stage project in which it
would have worked directly with the company -- rather than through con-
sultants who, selected on their engineering merits, proved poor in
management. With more rapid progress and an eventual larger project more
priority would presumably have been given to the scheme in Cotambia, and
necessary changes in the leadership of the company could have occurred
then instead of waiting until 1967.

From the national economic point of view there must too be some
question about the direction which institutional change has actually
taken. Progress on the crucial matter of the cold mill has been inordina-
tely slow. Part of the reason for slow progress has been reluctance of
the company to undertake any public sector financing, in order to make
quite clear, and to reinsure, its private-sector character, still doubted
in the country -- which has meant, in the absence of a large domestic
private capital market, almost total reliance on retained earnings and
supplier credits. In the meantime, while becoming increasingly profitable,
the company has been losing its share of the Colombian steel market -- to
imports and to smaller and likely less economic re-rolling mills around
the country. Steel imports have been running about US$25-45 million p.a.,
about the same as they were before Paz del Rio was completed. Even in
value terms imports will not drop greatly when the cold mill is completed
because of its dependence on imported semi-finished steel and because steel
demand is expected to continue to grow at a relatively rapid pace. These
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high costs to the country could have been averted with a better-planned

long-range scheme for national steel development in the early 1960s. Had

the Bank been more demanding on the Colombian authorities in this respect,
instead of concentrating principally on Paz del Rio as a problem company,
it might have been able to orient its institution-building efforts within

a larger economic framework and thus help develop the Acerias into a

more adequate instrument in national development.

Recommendations

1. Basic industries in particular, such as steel, should be analyzed
from a national point of view and in a long-term framework before projects

are prepared and commitments made. Such analysis should orient institution-
building efforts, which may require preliminary small projects in a long-
term strategy.

2. The principal components of major industrial projects, not only the
project as a whole, should be subjected to detailed cost-benefit analysis

in a framework of projections sufficiently long for each component to
come to full production and with allowance for the financial implications
of necessary complementary equipment.
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CHAPTER VI - THE CORPORACIONES FINANCIERAS

The Colombian Corporaciones Financieras are financial intermedia-
ries mainly concerned with channelling funds into manufacturing enter-
prise; most of them have been set up in the 1960s. The Bank has been
principally concerned with five of the leading private Financieras.

Discussions about the establishment of such companies and the possibi-
lity of channelling IBRD funds through them began in the early 1950s
and continued spasmodically until 1966, when the Bank made its first
loan to the five companies. Since then three more loans have been made,
bringing cumulative IBRD commitments to US$102.5 million. Loan dis-

bursements for sub-projects mounted rapidly from US$7.5 million in 1967,
the first year of disbursements, to just over US$15.0 million in- 1970,
and they have continued to rise.

Evaluation of the effectiveness of the IBRD program of assistance
to the Financieras is particularly difficult due to the fact that Gov-
ernmental policies affecting industrial development have changed signi-
ficantly over the last few years while the most recent general data
available, anyway of rather poor quality, relate only to 1968-1969.
Meaningful information about the individual sub-projects financed out
of the Bank loans, especially about sub-project implementation, is
sparse. Despite these handicaps this chapter attempts to-appraise the
Bank's contribution, through its work with the Financieras, to the
growth of the Colombian capital market and the growth of sound industry,
the two prinzipal objectives of these loans.

In the early 1950s there was virtually no institutional source of
long-term finance for private enterprise in Colombia. The commercial
banks were exclusively short-term lenders and the only investment bank,
the Government-owned IFI (Instituto de Fomento Industrial), was impor-
tant in promoting a few large-scale undertakings but was too meagerly
financed to play a very broad role. Consequently, private enterprise
had largely to rely on retained earnings and family capital for finan-
cing fixed investment. Reviewing this situation in 1952, Alfonso Manero,
a consultant sent by the Bank at the request of the Colombian authori-
ties, proposed various measures, particularly establishment of a new
public sector investment bank; skeptical of the efficiency of the public
sector, the Bank emphasized to the Government that the needed bank should
be in the private sector. Decrees permitting the establishment of such
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enterprises were finally passed in 1957. The five Financieras which
the Bank has supported were established between 1959 and 1964: Colom-
biana (still the largest) in Bogota in 1959, Nacional in Medellin in
1960, Valle in Cali and Caldas in Manizales in 1962, and Norte in
Barranquilla in 1964. IFC took equity participations in Colombiana and
Nacional early in the 1960s and now has shareholdings in all five.
Over the last few years a further eight Financieras have been estab-
lished.

In the first half of the 1960s, when initiation of IBRD lending
to the Financieras was being seriously considered, there was a major
debate within the Bank about how it might best be organized. There
were many facets to the discussion and various side issues. But the
basic contrast was between the "sectoralist" view, favoring lending
through the Private Investment Fund (PIF) for private industry, and the
"institutionalist" view, preferring a more traditional pattern with
loans directly to the private sector Financieras. The sectoralists no
doubt felt that the Bank could help to strengthen Colombian financial
institutions, but they thought the Bank could make its greatest contri-
bution by focussing negotiations and discussions in connection with the
loan mainly on Government macroeconomic and industrial policy. The
institutionalists no doubt accepted to some degree that discussions of
Government policy would be useful, but they felt the main thing at that
stage was to concentrate on building up financial institutions which
would allocate IBRD funds efficiently and also play an important part
in the development of the Colombian capital market more broadly. Ef-
forts in connection with the loans have largely followed the lines fa-
vored by the institutionalists, but by the time such lending started
the Bank was already discussing some macroeconomic issues with the Gov-
ernment in connection with the Memoranda of Understanding.

The Financieras as Financial Institutions

Although Colombian industry remains rather heavily dependent on
retained earnings for financing expansion, this is much less true than
it was in the early 1950s, and the Financieras appear to have played an
important part in removing this constraint to industrial expansion. In
the first three years of Bank loan disbursements (through December 31,
1969) the five Financieras supported by the Bank accounted for some 9%
of gross investment in Colombian manufacturing industry (fixed and
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inventories) and for as much as 20% of long-term financing and newequity financing for industry. The funds provided by the Bank itselfaccounted for about half the Financieras' gross disbursements in theseyears and went to about 100 different firms. Table 6.1 shows thebroad role of the Financieras in the national context.

Table 6

Estimated Financing of Indus-rial Investment in Colombia. CYs 1967-69

Ps. mln.
current

prices _

1. Gross investment in fixed capital and inventories 9,622 100

2. Commercial .and special banks, net 1,024 113. IFI (Instituto de Fomento Industrial) 1,121 124. Private Corporaciones Financieras 950 10of which IBRD-supported Financieras 855 9of which IBRD loan disbursements 423 45. Other financial institutions 795 86. Other a/ 5,732 59

a/ Including retained earnings and other internal sources; shareissues to individuals; foreign direct investment; obligationsfor taxes and to labor and welfare funds; net suppliers' andtrade credits, and borrowings from non-institutional sources.

The table shows that, in respect to long-term industrial financing theprivate Financieras were slightly less important in this period thanthe Government IFI, which has grown rapidly over the last five yearsunder new Government policies, but more important than all other insti-tutional sources combined. They are one of the two main institutionalsources of equity financing for industry -- the other being the recentlyestablished Mutual Funds (Fondos de Inversion). The share of the FnAn-
cieras in total industrial financing has probably increased since.Table 6.1 also shows that most industrial investment in Colombia remains



financed from retained earnings or from non-institutional sources, in-
cluding foreign direct investment as well as the high interest non-
institutional and trade credit markets which will be further discussed
below.

All the Financieras to wh:ich the Bank has loaned have grown
rapidly in the last few years and all but Caldas have at the same time
remained financially sound. Table 6.2 summarizes some of the main
quantitative indicators of financial performance. Among the companies
the most rapid growth in recent years has been accomplished by Valle,
of medium size, and Norte, the smallest. These two plus Nacional are
the most profitable -- with pre-tax profits of about 20-25% of equity,
not particularly high in the prevailing inflationary situation -- and
all three, as well as the largest and oldest of the companies, Colom-
biana, have steadily increased profitability over the last four years.
Debt-equity ratios have been retained by all the companies within pre-
scribed limits, as have commitments to any one enterprise in most cases.

The exception to the general pattern of continuing financial
soundness and increasing profitability is Caldas, operating in a much
more difficult region than the others, without much industrial tradi-
tion: at the end of 1970 about 30% of its loan portfolio was with cli-
ents with arrears and 30% of its equity portfolio in companies operating
at a loss, as well as a further 11% in companies in liquidation. Caldas
had -long been a weaker company, more dynamic and promotional but some-
times to an imprudent degree, and much of the accumulation of squity
resulted in fact from attempts to retrieve earlier mistakes; commitments
to an increasing number of companies exceeded the levels prescribed in
the statement of policies. In 1970, a liquidity crisis loomed; firm
measures were taken, with the Bank's assistance. Recovery is proving
slower than expected and the future remains uncertain but not hopeless.

With regard to technical assistance in project preparation, which
has been a matter of importance to the Bank, most of the companies seem
to have provided useful advice to smaller client firms on accounting,
budgeting and investment analysis, most outstandingly Valle. The amount
of advice given appears to have been determined mainly by the visible
need (the share of smaller companies among clients, fairly small for
most) and the strength of technical staffs. In project appraisal and
supervision more attention does seem to be given to projects financed
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Table 6.2

COLOMBIAN COtPORACIONES FINANCiERAS: GROWTH ANO PERFORMANCE IMOICATORS

Absolute Amounts Absolute Atounts
1970, Year-End 1970. Year-End

1967 196 12§2 1970 (min. Pesos) ..96 96 jM 1970 (mi.. Pesos)

Caldas Norte

- -A. Assets (% p.a.) 13.7 17.2 17.7 20.1 439.1 38.0 43.2 42.6 14.7 269.2
-ani o, s 0. Assets 8.1 8.a 8.1 7.7 - 6.9 9.4 9.9 13.2 -

omaan 5sords ;ssued (Ps. min.) 2.1 -4.1 3.1 27.6 -4.6 4.5 -3.6 7.4
C.osanv Sares Sold (Ps. mIn.) 9.6 10.7 6.7 96.4 .4 17.4 3.4 464

r i :Share Purchases (Ps. min.) 14.1 21.2 27.4 34.1 127.5 1.7 7.4 9.0
'ort'ol.o Share Sales (Ps. min.) 1.9 0.9 0.4 6.4 - -

iivicend s % of Portfolio seld 3.5 3.1 4.8 6.2 - - 3.0 8.3 5.6 -

a rotal Portfolio 26.2 27.3 31.5 34.6 127.5 8.0 7.2 8.0 8.0 9.0
Nencig > 5 Years 46 56 61 - 41 64 61 -

.-i.,. . v at o 2.2 2.5 3.1 3.6 - 2.6 3.7 3.2 3.3 -
: ; t Worth 65.2 72.8 98.7 119.9 127.5 25.8 30.6 30.2 29.3 9.a

na yut Ratio 68 96 80 0 - 54 63 71 68 -
se-wes as - 'Otal Portfolio 10.3 8.9 4.1 2.7 9.9 8.2 7.2 6.7 7.8 18.5

Colombiana Valle

so th of Total Assets (% p.a.) 3.2 14.3 7.9 25.0 1,110.5 19.9 72.3 27.5 40.0 621.8
tarnis as 4 of Assets 7.3 8.8 9.4 9.9 10.4 10.4 11.0 13.2 -

Company Bonds issued (Ps. min.) 15.5 19.5 48.3 141.9 5.5 -1.5 2.9 19.2
Company Shares Sold (Ps. min.) 9.5 3.5 6.5 137.8 9.7 26.8 16.:7

¼,rtfoiio Share Purchases (Ps. min.) 33.7 15.5 7.6 n.a. 71.5 5.5 10.4 15.9
'ortrolio Share Sales (Ps. min.) 5.1 5.8 3.9 ".a. - 5.1 1.1 -
D-wdend as Portfolio Held 3.4 0.5 1.4 1.7 - 3.6 4.6 5.2 3.5 -

Eguitles as % Total Portfolio 21.1 20.3 18.3 17.7 71.5 13.4 8.0 8.4 5.7 15.9
if 4e tending > Years 35 44 50 - 39 28 30

Reht-Equity Ratio 3.2 3.5 3.5 4.0 - 2.5 3.7 3.0 3.3 -
,Aiv vortfolio. % Net Worth 74.1 75.4 71.1 75.4 71.5 39.7 33.0 30.6 22.3 15.9
ivderd Aayout Ratio 79 58 57 59 - 50 36 58 53 -
Seserves as % T

otal Portfolio 10.5 10.3 10.0 10.0 103.3 9.6 7.0 7.7 8.5 50 1

Naclonal

Cwty of Total Assets (% p.a.) 4.8 23.0 17.4 22.6 666.3 Definitions
&ri s s of Assets 8.5 I1.4 12.0 13.1 - Earnings as % of Assets • Earnings before intere-:

oaxes and provisions as percent of average total
Canrany Bonds issld (Ps. min.) .0 -6.6 -0.5 15.5

n hares Sold (Ps. min.) 0.0 7.6 - 16.9 115.8 Company Sonds issued - Sales of its own bonds Oy t56

'otroiro share Purchases (Ps. min.) 6.1 7.1 19.8 n.a. 36.5 Corpora sonrs s - Sales of Its own sare$ oy
Portfol i Share Sales (Ps. sIn.) - - 9.6 n.a. - Corpany s aas old a
lividend, Ps1 ortfolio Held 8.0 7.8 7.7 9.3 Corporeclon F! anclara

Portfolio share purchases - Shares of other Companies
purchased by Corporacion Financiers-. i r s Ttal Portfolio 22.1 18.1 17.3 15.0 36.5 putlasdSyCroainFnner

'r N Le > o Por 2. 28 47 3 Dividends as % of portfolio held -Dividend income as
' e endn > 5 Years 38 28 7-percent of average equity portfolio

2.1 24 Equity as % total portfolio - Equity portfolio , i.-
ety -Etu - , - w 62.0 2.4 2.6 2.5 - cent of Corporacion Financiers's total portfoi.o

E. t~ y Porte. .. Met worth 62.0 59.2 57.8 50.2 36.5 % of new lending > 5 years - Peso amount of loans -4
C>-;ds.-1 Pavo., Aatio 60 62 61 671.
es.e- as votal Portolio 10.2 10.3 11.0 11.9 76.8 more than five year term coemmitted in the year as per-

cent of total new loan commitments in the year
Equity portfolio, %.of set worth - Equity portfolio as
percent of Corporacion Financiera's paid-in capirai and
reserves and retained earnings.
Dividend payout ratio a Olvidend as percent of net earn-
nings after taxes.
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out of World Bank credit lines than to others, although the Bank has
- tried to encourage broader upgrading. Both appraisal and supervision

remain fairly weak, with little attention given to unit costs and
prices, marketing aspects little studied and discounted cash flow anal-
ysis often not made. Nevertheless they have definitely improved, and
the Bank has gradually increased the size of sub-loan which does not
have to be cleared with Washington.

In terms of broader contribution to the development of the capi-
tal market in Colombia, the achievements of the Financieras have been
more limited. Mobilization of domestic funds has not been a strong
point of any of them. Colombiana has been the most successful, issuing
bonds to an affiliated insurance company. But over the three years,
1967-1969, the total of long- and medium-term capital raised by the
five companies domestically was well under 2% of the total increase
over the same period in financial assets held by households. The share
of foreign ownership of the companies (which ranges between 25 and 45%,
including 7-16% IFC) has remained approximately stable over the last
five years or increased, except in the case of Nacional. Nacional is
the only Financiera whose shares are traded on stock exchanges, although
those of Caldas are also listed. Principal domestic ownership remains
with some of the banks and insurance companies. Underwriting has been
a minor activity of the Financieras and not very successful when attemp-
ted. The major part of their own equity portfolios (except of Caldas)
consists of share subscriptions to already existing enterprises. Sales
out of equity portfolios have been relatively small, averaging some 20%
of purchases. The performance of the Financieras' equity portfolios
has been rather poor. Among the Financieras higher profitability has
tended to correlate with smaller share of assets in equities. Dividends
on total equity portfolios have averaged between 1 and 8%, and adjust-
ments omitting holdings in companies not yet operating or allowing for
capital gains do not seem to alter the picture.

The limited extent of the Financieras' contribution to the deve-
lopment of the Colombian capital market appears to result in some degree
from lack of initiative on their own part. As substantial providers of
long-term loan capital and, to some companies, of equity capital, they
might have pressed more strongly for listing of these companies' shares.
In generating term deposits too, some of the Financieras not supported
by the Bank have shown more initiative. Nevertheless the principal
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reasons for limited accomplishments in these fields se o eternucmore to complex problems of policy and institutional reemr eternato the Financieras themselves: the high degree of concentration ofwealth and share ownership, the heavy competition for savings from tax-exempt and highly liquid Government bonds, the effective official ceil-ings to interest rates, the imortance of forced investents among fi-nancial institutions' assets, the aversion of most companies to listingof their shares and the rather stringent legal rcquiremens for listing,the existence of more attractive unregulated alternatives to specula-tive shares, and insufficient legal protection for minority stockholders.

Utilization of Funds

Recently the Bank has begun some economic analysis of the end-useof its loan funds that results from channelling them through develop-ment finance companies. Tables 6.3 and 6.4 use the rather small amountof information available for the Colombian Financieras to analyze thedistribution of their financing by industrial sector and by size of firm,for comparison with the overall national pattern of industrial invest-ment. Table 6.3 suggests that total Financiera financing (with fundsfrom all sources) has been specially concentrated, compared with thenational pattern, in textiles, paper, metal products and electrical ap-pliances, clothing and footwear, and printing. Disbursements out ofIBRD funds (which totalled US$27.6 million in the period covered) haveshown a somewhat different pattern, being even more heavily concentrated
in textiles but also being disproportionately large, compared to thenational pattern, in non-metallic mineral products (mainly cement andglass), tobacco and beverages. The textile investment has been mainlyin man-made textiles. These and non-metallic minerals, together ac-counting for more than 50s of the I.BRD funds, have been fastgrowingsectors which would therefore be expected to require outside financing.
Sectors in which the Financieras and IBRD funds have been notably belowthe national pattern are food processing and pharmaceuticals, amongconsumer goods, and motor vehicles, chemicals and petroleum productsamong durable and intermediate goods; the last three have all been majorareas of IFI activity.

Striking in Table 6.4 is the heavy concentration of IBRD fundingon the largest firms, with over 200 employees: 78% of IBRD funds wentto these firms compared with 62% of total manufacturing investment. For
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Table 6.3

SECTORAL DISTRIBUTION OF IBRD CREDIT LINES COMMITTED AND DISBURSED.

TOTAL LOANS DISBURSED BY CORPORACIONES FINANCIERAS

AND NATIONAL INVESTMENT IN MANUFACTURING

Average Annual
Growth Rate b/ Total Loans Disbursed Total National

of Real Gross Sub-Loans from IBRD Credit Lines- by Financieras c/ Manufacturing
Production Commitments Disbursements Jan. 31, 1967 to Investment
1963-19673/ 1966-1969 1967-1969 June S/97 97-98

Non-durable Consumer Goods (Pa.) (% (%) (%)M(z)

20 Food 7.9 7.4 8.0 13.3 20.5
21 Beverages -1.0 6.2 7.5 2.6 5.9
22 Tobacco Products 0.3 4.3 2.9 0.6 0 6
23 Textiles (0.8) 11.7 12.8 4.4 5.6°
24 Clothing & Footwear -0.8 - - 4.0 2.1
28 Printing & Publishing 6.9 2.6 3.0 3.6 1.9

313 Pharmaceutical & Related Products (13.3) 0.2 0.3 2.9 6.0

Subtotal 32.4 34.5 31.4 42,6

Durable Consumer Goods

26 Furniture & Fixtures (1.0) - - 1.1 0.5
30 Rubber Products 7.8 2.4 2.6 1.7 1.8

333 Ceramic Products (4.4) - - - 0.2
361 Non-electric Appliances (1.7) - - 0.1
372-6 Electrical Appliances (8.6) 0.3 0.4 3.7 1.1
383, 385 Motor Vehicles (10.9) - - 1.6

Subtotal 27 j6

Intermediate Goods

23 Textiles (0.8) 27.3 27.6 17.4 5.6Z
25 Wood & Products (1.0) 0.4 0.3 0.7 1.1
27 Paper & Products 7.9 3.7 4.3 6.7 3.6
29 Leather & Products (-2.5) 0.1 0.2 1.4 0.8
31 less 313 Chemicals Other Than Pharmaceuticals (13.3) 9.3 8.9 9.1 14.1
32 Petroleum & Coai Products (2.3) 1.0 1.2 2.0 8.1
33 less 333 Non-metallic Mineral Products (4.4) 12.5 11.7 6.6 5.6
34 Basic Metals 5.o - - 0.4 2.1
35 Metal Products 2.4 3.5 3.9 9.0 5.1

Subtotal 8 8 46.1

Capital Goods

36 less 361 Mechanical Mach. (1.7) 1.5 0.4 1.5 2.2
371 Electrical Mach. (except appliances) (8.6) - - 0.5 -0.1
38 less 383, 385 Transport Equipment (except motor

vehicles) (10.9) 2.8 1.2 0.6 0.5

Subtotal 4.6 1.6 2.6 2.6

Other 10.8 2.8 2.8 6.2

TOTAL 2 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

./ Derived from Francisco Thoumi, industria Manufacturera Fabril 1958-67 (CID, Bogota, 1970). Figures are given in brackets where the sectoral growth rate
Is available only for a combination of the sub-sectors given here, so that it is unknown whether the growth-rate really applies to both subsectors.

b/ Analysis of the amounts of sub-loan commitments and disbursements approved through December 31, 1969 under Loans 451, 534 and 625; aggregate disbursements
for the period covered are $27.6 million and aggregate commitments $33.5 million. Commitment began in 1966 and disbursements in 1967.

c/ From all sources of funds: bond-issues, own funds, borrowings from 8OR, PIF, IBRD, IFF, AID, etc
/ Includes net investment plus change in inventories for 1967 and 1968.

e/ Investment divided arbitrarily in this table, 50% to Non-durable Consumer Goods and 50% to Intermediate Goods.

Sources: lBRD, Appraisal of Five Development Finance Companies in Colombia (April 30, 1971).
Industria Manufacturera 1967 & 1968 (DANE).
IBRD, Controllers Department Data.
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Table 
6.4

STRUCTURE OF COLOMBIA 
SI OF ESTABLISHeENT 1968. AND IBRD LENDING 1967-69

(11) (13) 
(14)(8) (10) (12)

(6) (7) (9)
(2) (3) (4) (5)

(1) Sub-loans from IBRD Credit ,
Ave. Annual PercentIncremental G.V.A. inle5s wages per H.P. Real 

p 
a.)

3 -67 Percent of
G .V.AA Wage Costs Increase H.P. installed G.V.A. per 

C.V.A. less
Total per employee in real wages per 

employee H.P. wages per c7 
(1958 Pesos).. 

G.V.A, 
ancturin (% of total) (% of total)

1o. of Persons No. of Employed per employee 1953-66 1968 (Pesos)
(OOOs) _(Pesos) (Pesos)

Employed Establts.

9a11 6,835 2,024 10.3 0.9 0.2 I
5,57 1.4 1. 73 8,839 6,*616 2.1 1.7

3,566 10.3 15,283 1.85 9,688 1, 
032

0-4 21.4 17,966 7,028 
1 .4 7,032 

-11, -2 
.OA 0.15-9 3,312

10-14 11,170 1.2 2.42 5.6 
1.4 1.8

15-19 421 7.1 30,160 11,782 1.3 2.17 13,612 8,376 4,046 8.9 
7.4 5.8 2.0 1.6

20-24 410 9.0 29,565 
13.606 1.3 3.76 11,845 8,297 967

892 30.6 44,540 2.2 1.825-49 
1,099 5.7 15.1 12.6

2.62 11,271 7,723
93.9 29,494 10,463

Subtotal 9,940

Meditm 5.4 5.3 3.9 3.2
2.06 20,225 12,693 1,239 5.9 

5.8 2.8 2.9
15,636 1.6 

10.4 5.0
50-74 396 23.9 41,652 1.6 3.17 19,272 13,526 3,542 17.8 

14.2 12.7 13 .0
14.9 61,021 18,268 18,373 2,636 

4.5 V,
75-99 175 2.0 3.35 24,797

100-199 287 39.2 83,028 21,541 
25.3 19.4 21.1

22,662 16,138 2,191 5.9 28.2
Subtotal 858 78.0 66,138 19,113 2.92

art e 56.7 62.1 78.4 77.1

26,601 
1.9 5.14 15,505 10,329 1,797 4.4

200 & up 264 130.3 79,665

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

-
3.78 16,021 10,929 1,661 5.2

Average/Total 11.062 302.2 60,582 19,986

includes indirect costs (".g tonls) and depreciation of equipment. I
a/ Gross Value Added, as given by DANE:
/Including Prestaciones Sociales (Fringe benefits); denominator 

is paid employees.

eI i.e. Gross Value Added less wages and Prestaciones Sociales per horsepower installed. 
shown are for 1167 and 1968 added together. the Financieras and the Guis Industrial de Colom-

Total investment includes Net Investment plus (or minus) charge in inventories, from DA iMz. The figures 
December 1:, 1969 under loans 451, 534 and 625, using 

information on 
employment supplied by 

10 referring to investment in 1967 and 1968 and1/ 

of the amounts of sub-loan comnitments 

and disbursements to manufacturing industry approved thro-gh The 12:31/69 cut-off is taken to make the figures 
more comparable with those 

in Column
e/ Analysis are $27.6 million and commitments $33.5 million.

1969; aggregate disbursements for the period covered 

is much 

lower 

than that shown. But for this size category 
John Todd's adjustment, based on tracing individual small firms through the years (tobla for in IBRD manner of classification

also because good information is not available for 1970 due to changes

As for other small-size firms the official DANE figure k
f/ This figure is almost certainly an overestimate. weak because it is based on few firms.

avoid the difficulties introduced by DANE's very varying coverage), is in this size category.footnote with DANE information on firms
/ These figures presumably suffer from the problems noted in the preceding

Gross Production Value as given by DANE.

14 employees) cannot be regarded as very reliable, due to defi-
for preceding tears. The figures for the 

th ree smallest size categories (through Column 
5 

is 
based on work of John Todd and does adjust for 

esti-

of John Todd of Williams College 
share of total output (Column i)

Sources: Analysis of DANE, Industria Manufacturera 1968 following approach with respect to figures of outpu t nd wag:es per employee and more especially 
1958-67 (Bogota, CID, 1970) which is in 

trn 
based on DANE data. Columns 13 and 14 are based on

cienciese of DANE' s sources and in particular may be underestimates 
are based on Francisco Thoumi, 1adustria hanufacturera Fabril

mated DANE underestimate of wage growth in smaller- size firms. Columns 9 and 10

IBRD data.
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firms in the size range 100-200 employees the shares of ~BRD funds and

of national investment were almost identical. 
Firms of less than 100

employees, on the other hand, account for only 8-9% of IBRD funds 
com-

pared with 247. of all manufacturing investment.-

There is room for doubt a.s to whether the large firms are gener-

ally the most efficient in either 
financial or economic terms. Avail-

able data suggests that, on average, investment in the large firms has

been yielding markedly lower returns 
than investment in medium-size

firms -- but higher than small-size firms. Various indicators are

given in columns 7, 8 and 9 of Table 6.4. In the absence of good fi-

nancial data on individual firms in Colombia the best, if still poor,

indicator of the productivity of fixed investment 
is gross value added

less wages per horsepower of installed motive capacity (see column 
8),

in 1968 this figure was about Ps. 10,000 (US$630) for enterprises with

over 200 employees compared with Ps. 16,000 
(US$1,000) average for en-

terprises with between 50 and 200 employees. Recent studies suggest

that this phenomenon is neither new nor due to technological differences

among industries since it holds within 
many industrial sub-sectors.

There is no evidence that product prices are relatively higher 
for

smaller than for larger firms -- which would anyway be against expecta-

tions in view of greater competition among larger numbers of small en-

terprises. It also appears that the use of horsepower data may under-

estimate the true difference in capital 
intensities (and relative re-

turns) insofar as the average cost of an h.p. in large-scale industry

is apparently well above the national 
average. Nor isthe difference to

be explained by lower capacity utilization 
in large-scale firms since

surveys suggest that they have typically 
higher capacity utilization.

More generally there is considerable evidence 
to the effect that

Colombian manufacturing industry has been characterized by rather 
high

capital-output and capital-labor ratios, 
compared with other countries

at a similar stage of development. For instance figures prepared by

the UNI/ suggest that Colombian industry in 
most branches was notably

capital-intensive in 1963 compared with the less 
advanced developing

countries analyzed (such as Taiwan, Korea 
and India) and in some bran-

ches, such as textiles and leather products, 
capital intensive even

1/ They may actually account for a somewhat larger proportion of all

manufacturing investment; the official statistics give poor

coverage of small-size firms.

2/ United Nations: "The Growth of World 
Industry 1953-65", National

Tables, quoted in ILO Towards Full Employment (Geneva 1970).
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cL.npared with developing countries more advanced than Colombia in in-
dustry (such as Spain, Mexico, Brazil and Hungary); overall, Colombian
industry averaged 3.3 h.p. per employed person, against 2.2 for the
group of less advanced developing countries and 3.0 for the more ad-
vanced group. This high capital intensity is particularly apparent
among the larger firms. Table 6.4 indicates an average of over 5.0
h.p. installed motive capacity per employee in large firms (over 200
employees) by 1968, compared with a national average, as of that year,
of 3.8 and only 2.9 for medium-size firms and 2.6 for small-size firms.

High capital-labor ratios in manufacturing industry, especially
in the large-size firms which still accounted in 1968 for nearly 60% of
value added in modern manufacturingi (although they had grown more
slowly than small and medium enterprises as a group over the preceding
five years), have limited the contribution of growth in this sector to
employment. Between 1964 and 1970, gross production in Colombian mod-
ern manufacturing grew at an average rate of about 77. p.a. and employ-
ment at best at only 2.5% p.a. -- implying addition of less than 10,000
jobs a year. A careful calculation, on the basis of manufacturing census
data, of the cost per job directly created in modern manufacturing 1958-
1967 yields the remarkably high gure of some Ps. 260,000-380,000 in
1969 prices, or US$15,000-22,000-.

Relative Prices of Labor and Capital

The principal explanation for the great contrasts between firms of
different sizes appears to be that labor has been much more- expensive
for the large firms than for the smaller ones while credit has been much
cheaper and more readily available.

1/ That is, firms with 5 or more workers or Ps. 24,000 or more output.
2/ Departamento Nacional de Planeacion, "El Desarrollo de la Pequena y

Mediana Industria a traves del Credito y Medidas Complementarias"
(November 1970). Another earlier study by Planeacion, quoted in
ILO, Toward Full Employment, covered only fixed capital investment,
which it found to be Ps. 307,000 (US$18,000) per job created for the
five-year period 1962-1966 and Ps. 138,000 (US$8,000) per job
created for 1957-1961 (prices in 1969 pesos). An increasing trend
may have been at work, but at least part of the differences between
the uwo periods is to be explained by conjunctural factors in the
particular years chosen. All the figures quoted, but especially
those for the more recent years, may be somewhat on the high side of
reality for industry as a whole insofar as census coverage of small
firms has been weak and may have grown weaker until it was recently
revamped.
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As regards the cost of labor, Table 6,4 indicates that wages in
the large firms averaged in 1968 more than 30% above the national
average for modern manufacturing, nearly 40% above the average for

medium-size firms and more than twice the average for small firms.
?art of these differentials is, of course, due to higher average skill
and educational levels of workers in larger firms, out a part is also
due to monopoly power of unionsL/ and of some large firms, particularly
in the consumer goods field, protected from foreign competition by out-
right import prohibitions (which are extensive in the consumer goods
field) or by import tariffs (which average over 100% nominal on consu-
mer goods compared with about 30% on capital goods). A 1968 study con-
cluded that the portion of the wage differential not accounted for by
differences in the quality of the labo ,force might be as much as one-
third of the wages paid by large firms-'. Labor legislation also works
in certain respects to discourage rapid expansion of employment: for
instance, by making it difficult to dismiss labor and requiring payment
of cesantia (severance pay) equal to one month's pay for each year of
service, and by requiring a 35% premium for night work.

As regards credit, large well-established firms have usually been
able to borrow in recent years at nominal rates equivalent to between
16 and 19% from the Financieras, from the commercial banks with compen-
sating balances or abroad through their foreign connections. Smaller
firms have a wider spread from the 13-16% of the Corporacion Financiera
Popular and the Fondo Financiero Industrial (mechanisms established by
the Government in 1968 to try to ease the supply of credit to smaller
enterprises) up to much higher levels. Due to the regulation of the
institutional credit markets and the interest rate structure and to the
persistence of excess demand for industrial credit beyond what these
markets can provide, there is an important non-institutional market in
which loans- are normally made at rates between 2 and 3% per month.
Though large firms occasionally resort to this market, the evidence is
that small firms have to make much greater use; they also borrow exten-
sively direct from the large enterprises for trade credit at similar
rates. Necessarily very rough estimates suggest that firms of less than
100 employees may have obtained as much as one-third of credit they
raised in 1969 from this market or from trade credit. Absolute short-
ages of credit for many small firms and marginal cost of short-term

/ See, for example, Miguel Urrutia, The Development of the Colombian
Labor Market, 1969.

2/ R.L. Slighton, Relative Wages, Skill Shortages and Changes in
Income Distribution in Colombia, Rand Corporation, November 1968.
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-redit of around 30% are generally thought to be factors accounting for
their lower capacity utilization and lower output per h.p. installed
than firms of medium size. Large enterprises not only enjoy much
readier availability of credit, at lower marginal costs, but, due to
high marginal rates of corporate taxation (50% and more) combined with
tax-deduccibility of interest payments, confront as an actual cost on-
ly a fraction of the nominal rate; for instance, at a marginal tax rate
of 50%, an 18% interest rate would reduce to an effective 9%. Adjust-
ment for inflation, which has run between 7 and 15% p.a. in recent
years, would reduce the "real" cost of credit at the margin to a few
percentage points, or even a negative figure, for many large enterpri-
ses and leave it at a substantial 10-20% for small enterprisesi!.

Conclusions

Loans by the Financieras out of the lines of credit made avail-
able to them in the form of the IBRD loans have proved very popular and
the IBRD funds have been committed very quickly. The IBRD loans have
played some part in supporting the rapid rate of industrial growth in
Colombia in the last few years. Yet there must be considerable doubt
about how efficiently the funds have been allocated, due to the appar-
ent high capital intensity of the firms which have been the principal
recipients of sub-loans and the low returns which they seem to be earn-
ing. As indicated at the outset of this chapter, there have been im-
portant changes in Government policy affecting industrial development
over the last few years while most of the statistical data considered
in Tables 6.3 and 6.4 relates to 1968-1969 at latest. The most impor-
tant policy changes have been the introduction of some greater predic-
tability in the relationship between foreign and domestic prices by
means of the flexible exchange rate system, creation of the export sub-
sidy (CAT -- 15% negative tax on export sales), reduction of the rate
of domestic price inflation, creation of the Corporacion Financiera
Popular and Fondo Financiero Industrial (and provision of foreign finan-
cial support to them, particularly by AID2/) and a sharp rise in real
interest rates. Yet the discussion in the last paragraphs of the rela-
tive prices of labor and capital to large and small enterprises refers
to the situation prevailing in the last two years, and the presumption

1/ Assuming a marginal tax rate of 10-15%; see R.A. Musgrave and
M. Gillis, Fiscal Reform for Colombia, Harvard 1971.

2/ IDB also made loans of US$10 million in 1968 in support of a
credit program for small and medium industries.
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must be that these price relationships are leading to the results that
would be anticipated and largely sustaining the- apparently inefficient
pattern of resource allocation found for 1968.

The Bank has, of course, been concerned with trying to ensure ef-
ficient allocation of the resources provided. As pointed out, it has
devoted considerable attention to the financial soundness of the Finan-
cieras and of their procedures and it began lending only after the
Memoranda of Understanding had been initiated. The principal issue that
has arisen in discussions of the loans to the Financieras has been the
interest rate on sub-loans. In 1967 the Government pointed out that the
interest rate to the final borrower under the first loan (12.0-14.5%)
had included a totally inadequate charge for the exchange risk borne by
the Banco de la Republica, and the Bank had apparently already reached
the same conclusion in view of the very rapid rate of commitment of the
first loan. The Government wanted the Financieras or the final borrow-
ers to take the exchange risk on the second loan, but eventually it
reached agreement with the Financieras instead on an 18% interest rate,
including 8 points to the Banco de la Republica for exchange risk cover-
age. Some in the Bank still doubted whether this was a high enough in-
terest charge and urged the Financieras to try to obtain a higher return
by attaching equity features to portions of their loans. The interest
rate on the last loan (of 1971) was 18.75%, with the increase mainly ac-
counted for by the increase in the IBRD's own lending rate. All these
interest rates, including that on the first loan, have been the highest
institutional rates in Colombia at the time they were in force. They
are also effectively prescribed as ceilings by the Government, and the
Financieras have generally observed the same ceilings on loans out of
their own funds, apparently under pressure from the monetary authorities.

Even at 18% the sub-loans have probably been underpriced. First,
the Financieras themselves say that the interest rate charged could have
been 2-3 percentage points higher on the 1968 and 1969 loans without
seriously affecting demand for sub-loans. Second, as mentioned earlier,
the Financieras have not been able to raise substantial funds domestic-
ally; had they charged borrowers 21% they would almost certainly have
been able to offer depositors or bond buyers interest rates sufficient
to attract significant amounts. In the Bank it has been suggested that
an 18-19% rate on sub-loans may already be too high, discouraging poten-
tial borrowers concerned about what such a commitment could do to their
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liquidity if inflation happened to drop much below the levels prevail-
ing in recent years. Yet the evidence -- including the very rapid rate
of commitment under the Bank's 1971 loan -- does not support this con-
tent ion.

While a higher lending rate probably would have enabled the Finan-
cieras to mobilize more complementary domestic resources it is, however,
quite doubtful whether it would have greatly affected the use to which
the IBRD funds have been put. As pointed out, sub-loans from Bank
funds have been heavily concentrated on enterprises of large size.
Among the reasons for this are that the larger enterprises are more
creditworthy, in the sense of offering greater stability and security,
that they can better prepare the necessary documentation for sub-loans
out of IBRD funds and, in particular, that the Financieras have close
relations with the large industrial groups.

It seems clear that if the Bank is to help substantially to secure
a better allocation of funds, including those which it provides, it has
to take action at a broader level than in the past. The Bank itself
tends to take the view now that its expectations of what the Financieras,
and the Bank's loans through them, could achieve were excessive; the ex-
tent to which their ability to mobilize capital and direct it to socially
desirable ends was limited by circumstances over which they had no direct
control and which would be slow to change was not foreseen. A more ef-
fective contribution by the Bank will require greater discussion with
the Government of some of the key factors affecting the allocation of
resources for industrial investment and agreement with the Government
on specific steps toward improvement as a precondition for lending for
industry. Insofar as the major issues will be with the Government ra-
ther than with the Financieras, it may be more appropriate to make such
loans to the PIF or some similar central organism, for on-lending to
private financial intermediaries, as is now being discussed to get a
wider spread of funds and ease the purely administrative burden on the
Bank; however, the Government has of course always been intimately in-
volved in discussions about the loans to the Financieras (as Guarantor)
and these policy issues could, and should, equally be handled if the
older arrangements are maintained. Probably the most important measures
required to improve the situation are steps to remove interest rate
ceilings with a view to amalgamating credit markets, at least for indus-
try, retaining subsidized credit with related technical assistance
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thr:ough official agencies for smaller firms only. Decontrolled, the
average level of interest rates from the Financieras and the commercial
banks would probably rise somewhat but the non-institutional market
should be largely squeezed out and the funds presently used in that
market diverted to institutional channels. Interest rates would come
to be determined less by administrative fiat and arrangements for par-
ticular sources, and more by expectations about inflation/devaluation
and the risk and axdministrative cost involved in loans to different
classes of borrower.

Steps in this direction would contribute importantly to making
credit markets more competitive, with related beneficial effects on the
generation of projects. There are now some 13 Financieras, and it ap-
pears that some of them have arisen as means for business in particular
regions to obtain access to the various special credit lines, each with
its own interest rate structure guaranteeing a certain margin to the
Financiera, available from the Banco de la Republica. Greater competi-
tion should stimulate the growth of those Financieras that do have dyna-
mic management and the special regional knowledge which helps to generate
productive projects, and eliminate others.

Another illustration of the need for greater competition to induc:e
more enterprise and initiative arises in quite a different field. One'
of the striking facets of industrial development in Colombia has been
the rather small advantage that has been taken of some raw materials
with likely export potential, such as lumber (furniture) and coal and
certain other chemicals (bulk chemicals); manufacturing industry in gene-
ral has grown less than projected in the 1961 General Plan (average an-
nual growth rate of 6.2% compared with 7.5-8.0% forecast), but the per-
formance of these industry groups seems to have been particularly disap-
pointing compared with plans./. Part of the reason for this was the un-
stable pre-1966 exchange regime; moreover, industrialists could be expec-
ted to adjust their planning to the assumption of stability in the
effective exchange rate only after several years of experience to convince
them of the possibility of maintaining stability. But there have been
other problems with both industries -- especially organization of the
sector and marketing in lumber and furniture, and lack of resource stud-
ies in connection with coal and chemicals. With more incentive to compe-
titive initiative in seeking out and developing high-return prospects and

l/ Iron and steel was the other principal sector in which actual
growth fell far short of expected. (See Chapter V).
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less to channelling funds to the enterprises with the largest assets
and most market power, the Financieras should be able to play a more
useful promotional role. It is not clear that the technique of encour-
aging them to take equity participations at the same time as making
loans has been adequate to this purpose. The Financieras' promotional
ability would be strengthened by measures to develop the market for
speculative shares.

Recommendations

1. Having helped the development of the Financieras as financially
sound business institutions, the Bank might now focus more attention
than it has hitherto done on helping to tackle the problems of the
Colombian capital market on a broader scale so as to enable the Finar.-
cieras, and other institutions, to mobilize and channel savings more
effectively. Partly thanks to a valuable Technical Symposium on Capital
Markets in Colombia sponsored by IDB in April 1971, enough seems to be
known and agreed about crucial steps needed in connection with capital
market development that the Bank could play its useful expediting role
(as in connection with fiscal and exchange rate policy on occasions in
the past) by agreeing with the Government on specific measures to be
adopted; such agreement could be reached in connection with a loan for
further financing of the industrial sector. Important topics to be
covered in negotiations towards such agreement would be (a) removal of
interest rate ceilings, (b) reduction of forced investments by commer-
cial banks and other financial intermediaries, (c) encouragements (fis-
cal incentives?) to companies for listing of stocks, and perhaps (d) im-
proved legal protection of minority stockholders. No doubt IFC's new
Capital Markets Department could contribute valuably in such negotiations.

2. Some of the other issues which have been touched on in this chapter
and which are crucially affecting the allocation of resources for indus-
trial development -- e.g. import prohibitions and tariff structure, cor-
poration taxation, labor law -- may not be well enough understood at
present to warrant taking them up at an early date in negotiations about
Bank assistance; moreover, it is important not to diffuse the effort in
negotiations too widely. These are highly complex issues, and the
first step may be to study them, or aspects of them, more fully. Past
brief discussion of them in some of the Bank's economic reports should
now be followed up by thorough study of one or two of the issues. This
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might be accomplished by reallocation of staff or devotion of more

staff to work on the Financiera loans and related topics, or it might
be done by contracting out studies with consultants and research insti-

tutes, Colombian or other; as mentioned, the IDB's initiative in spon-
soring a technical symposium on the capital market problem seems to

have been very productive. Studies of this sort and detailed investiga-

ti.on of specific issues could help significantly to raise the contribu-

tion to Colombian economic development of the Bank's lending for industry.

3. If the Bank cannot take the more active and constructive, but ex-

pensive, role proposed then it should consider taking various other

steps to improve the allocation and distribution impact of its funds:

(a) channelling funds and technical assistance to the Corporacion Finan-

ciera Popular (for medium and small industry), which remains presently
very small relative to the need, (b) raising the effective interest cei-

ling on sub-loans by the Financieras presently financed to a rate which

would clear their market -- probably about 21% at present, (c) tying its

loans to the Financieras' own efforts to raise furds in the domestic mar-

ket, possibly by using a matching fund technique, or (d) requiring the

final borrower to carry the foreign exchange risk himself.

4. To enable the Bank to take full advantage of the opportunities for

contributing to Colombian development provided by these loans -- as well
as enable satisfactory evaluation of this type of lending compared with
others -- the Bank needs to obtain better information flows than it now

receives on Financieras' sub-projects, especially during and after exe-

cution. The purpose of such information flows would be less to enable

the Bank to know how its loan funds happen to be spent, more to provide

case data which would deepen understanding of the way present Government

policies affecting industry actually work. This in turn would permit

precise identification of problems to which it would be worth devoting

study, with a view to coverage in loan negotiations.

5. The Bank should actively pursue with the Financieras the possibili-

ty of their undertaking promotions in fields where there seem to be un-

realized industrial potentials, with a view to identifying the obstacles

and what measures, if any, the Bank might be able to take to help over-
come them. Examples that have come to the attention of the evaluation

mission are lumber resources (for furniture) and coal (for carbo-
chemicals).
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CHAPTER VII - THE AGRICULTURAL SECTOR

This chapter covers the Bank's direct contribution to the growth
of the agricultural sector, through project financing and policy advice.
The Bank's first loan to Colombia, in 1949, was a mechanization credit
for US$5 million, and in 1954 a second loan of US$5 million was given
for the same purpose. Twelve years later, in 1966, the Bank resumied
its lending in the agricultural sector with a US$16.7 million loan for
livestock credit, and further loans ensued in 1967 and 1969. Together
these loans accounted for some 10% of total Bank lending to Colombia
through 1970. In addition to project financing the contribution of
the Bank has included a large sector study in 1955, the posting of an
agricultural adviser from 1956 to 1958, and a special mission, in 1967,
to review the program and effectiveness of INCORA. In 1971 the Bank
made a further loan for agriculture, for an INCORA colonization proj-
ect.

The critical importance of the agricultural sector in the Co-
lombian economy and the significance of the sector in current Bank ac-
tivity made it essential to cover agriculture in the evaluation, al-
though this was difficult. It was not possible to evaluate the two
small mechanization projects of the 1950s because of the absence of
any record of their performance. Substantial disbursements by the end
of 1970 had been projected in the appraisal reports on the 1966-1969
loans, but in fact they had been large only on the first livestock
project. However, mainly by extensive use of detailed data available
in Colombia and particularly of individual farm records, it did prove
possible to obtain some indications of the paths that the 1966-1969
projects are following and to reach some conclusions which, though
preliminary, we consider nevertheless significant. But the early stage
at which the three project reviewed in this chapter still stand should
be constantly borne in mind in the discussion.

It was not possible, as would have been desirable, to review the
Bank's projects in the context of the participation of allother sources
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of external financing, due to siortages of time and readily available

data. In general terms, the projects financed by the US ExIm Bank and

the IDB have been similar in type to those financed by the Bank, while

the US AID has made sector loans and provided large amounts of technical

assistance; it has been more directly involved with small farmers and

with land reform, and has helped significantly to improve the organiza-

tion of agricultural planning and the collection of agricultural statis-

tics. Several private foundations have supported research in agricul-

ture and animal husbandry; the International Center for Tropical Agri-

culture (CIAT), near Cali, is now supported by the Consultative Group

on International Agricultural Research sponsored by the Bank, FAO, and

UNDP. There has also been some bilateral technical assistance and fi-

nancing. But the kind and scope of the activities sponsored by these

different agencies could not have preempted the need for the participa-

tion of the Bank in any of the major subsectors of Colombian agricul-

ture, nor did they significantly affect the performance of the projects

financed by the Bank.

The Agricultural Sector and the Bank, 1949-1970

The development of the agricultural sector in Colombia has, at

the broad level, provided neither a remarkable stimulus nor a braking

constraint to the development of other sectors of the economy. Agri-

cultural production and food available for domestic consumption have

generally kept up with population growth since 1950, each increasing

at an average annual rate of some 3.0-3.5%, while agricultural prices

rose at about the same rate as non-agricultural prices. So it can be

generally concluded that, over this period, supply has kept up with

effective demand. What then were the problems associated with the

agricultural sector?

First, underlying the moderate overall growth rate there have

been marked variances between the rapid growth of a few export and

import-substitute crops, mainly cotton, rice and sugarcane, and the

slow growth of staple foods and some other potential exports. As

Table 7.1 shows, the three crops mentioned accounted for nearly 30%

of the value of all major crops in 1970, while coffee accounted for

another third. Increased production of the three crops has been due

mainly to an effective marketing and price support system which has

made them highly profitable, and to the expansion of their area under

cultivation through the mechanization of relatively large farms. The
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productivity of rice and cotton, in particular, was increased by the
use of better seed varieties and new pesticides. Still the agricul-
tural sector might have made a larger contribution as a generator of
foreign exchange both through import substitution (e.g. wool) and
through exports (e.g. fruits and vegetables), if a more effective mar-
keting organization had been established.

Second, and more importantly, agricultural development could have
had, but does not appear to have had, a significant direct impact in
alleviating the poverty of the rural population. Well over one third
of the estimated 2.7 million persons employed in agriculture are labor-
ers, but while agricultural production has been growing at 3.5% per
annum, agricultural employment has been growing at 1.2%, and while
agricultural wages have been rising less than 1% per annum on average,
blue collar manufacturing wages have been rising by 4.5%, both in real
terms. But the problems of rural poverty are not well reflected by
these estimates, and are not exclusively associated with agricultural
laborers. They affect also the small farmers without outside employ-
ment who number around 750,000. For instance, in contrast to the ex-
pansion experienced by large scale commercial crops, there has probably
been a decrease in output per capita of staple food crops usually grown
by these small farmers (see Table 7.1). The concomitant price increases
have been accompanied by only limited increases in production because
market organization for these crops is lacking. These small farmers
have had limited possibilities for improving their standard of living,
having been constrained by the pattern of land tenure and by the avail-
ability of credit, supporting services and new technology, all of which
have tended to favor the larger farmers and inadvertently work to the
disadvantage of the small farmers. In the framework of the production
structure and income distribution obtaining over the last two decades,
and in a situation where supply has equaled effective demand, increases
in production or in productivity have a tendency to push the small far-
mers further into subsistence farming -- unless, of course, the increased
production of the large farmers is channeled into exports, in which case
it would not have markedly reduced agricultural poverty, due to rela-
tively low labor use.

Two schools of thought in Colombia have tried to deal with this
paradox underlying the pattern of agricultural development. The first
group argued that no matter how fast the industrial sector could opti-
mistically be expected to grow, it would not be able to absorb the
largest part of rural unemployment. Hence they have advocated the
effective implementation of an agrarian reform involving the redistri-
bution of land, which they believed could contribute significantly to
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Table 7.1

Production and Prices of Major Crovs 1950- 70
(Values in constant 1958 prices)

Ave. Rate
of Change

1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1950-70

Coffee
Output (min. Ps.) 1206 1347 1714 1757 2036 2.6

Output per cap. (Ps.) 104 102 112 97 96 -0.4

Price Index a/ 77 99 76 68 90 0.8

Traditional Staples (Yucca, Beans, Plantains, Brown Sugar)

Output (min. Ps.) 732 800 767 816 1064 1.9

Output per cap. (Ps.) 63 61 50 45 50 -1.2

Price Index a! 90 102 88 118 135 2.1

Mixed Technology Staples (Corn, Potatoes, Wheat, Tobacco)
Output (min. Ps.) 499 680 745 788 769 2.2

Output per cap. (Ps.) 43 52 49 44 36 -0.9

Price Index a! 144 100 91 97 102 -1.7

Bananas and Cocoa
Output (mln. Ps.) 127 168 193 232 271 3.9

Output per cap. (Ps.) 11 13 13 13 13 0.8

Price Index a! 92 88 113 119 104 0.6

Cotton, Rice and Sugar (Mechanized)
Output (mln. Ps.) 336 544 896 1173 1637 8.2

Output per cap. (Ps.) 29 41 58 65 77 5.0

Price Index a! 77 84 113 110 88 2.7

New Mechanized Crops (Sesame, Barley, Soybeans, Sorghum)

Output (mln. Ps.) 43 48 104 198 240 8.9

Output per cap. (Ps.) .4 4 7 11 11 5.2

Price Index a 87 86 89 103 81 -0.4

Total Crops
Output (mln. Ps.) 2943 3587 4419 4964 6014 3.7

a/ 1958 = 100. Prices are producer prices and the indexes are calcu-

lated after deflation by the GDP deflator.

Source: Colombian Ministry of Agriculture and USDA (L. Jay Atkinson).
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alleviating poverty, as well as to increasing production by intensify-
ing cultivation on land which had been used extensively. The second
group argued in favor of even further accelerating the process of rural-
urban migration and of absorbing all underemployed labor in a gigantic
expansion of urban development. Neither view has been implemented; the
first because it has lacked enough political support, and because some
political leaders feared that implementation of land reform law would
lead to further changes in the social and economic structure of theindustrial, financial and commercial sectors. The second strategy has
not been seriously considered, because it would have constituted an
excessively large task involving substantial inflationary risks, and
would have required a drastic prices and incomes policy, as well as
extensive monitoring of the economy in the process of its implementa-
tion, all of which the most developed economies have found difficult
to manage.

It is in this context that, over the last twenty years, successive
Bank missions have recommended to the Government a series of measures
designed to induce growth in agricultural production to keep up with
effective internal demand, to expand and diversify exports, to encourage
the domestic production of import substitutes, and to capitalize more
fully on the resources and rich potential of the sector. One of the
major recommendations of the Bank consisted in proposing the use of fis-
cal measures to induce the efficient cultivation of extensive land re-
sources which were held idle or were underutilized. These measures,
variously attempted with self-assessment, imposition of additional taxpayments for underutilization, taxation of potential or presumed income,
and territorial tax, have never been effectively implemented because ofthe technical and administrative difficulties underlying them and thelack of a political will to apply them.

Nevertheless, agricultural production has increased, partly be-cause effective taxation on land and on income from it has lagged be-hind the comparatively heavy and progressive taxation on industrial
and commercial income, and partly because a rise in land values, eventhough it be largely the product of social preference for hoarding land,can itself induce efforts to increase productivity. By the end of thesecond decade also, many of the recommendations proposed by the Bankhad been implemented. The Ministry of Agriculture underwent a reorgani-zation which attempted to coordinate under its direction the decentra-
lized agencies. Storage facilities and price supports were expanded.Provision of credit to the agricultural sector was growing faster thanin the economy as a whole. The growth of agricultural production accel-erated to an average 5% per annum in 1965-70 compared with only 2.5 to4.0% in earlier periods, and agriculture other than coffee grew at 6%
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instead of the earlier 3%. Again three crops -- cotton, sugarcane and

soybeans -- accounted in large part for this substantial increase in

the sector's growth rate, but production of 
some staple foods also

grew rapidly. Non-coffee agricultural exports-- principally cotton,

livestock and sugar -- expanded considerably.

All these accomplishments, however, benefited 
mainly a limited

group of commercial farmers; they did not significantly affect most

small farmers and the majority of the rural population. Two legisla-

tive mechanisms, Law 200 of 1936 and Law 135 
of 1961, and the institu-

tions which were associated with their enactment, 
the Caja Agraria and

INCORA, also failed to make the contribution required to 
relieve

poverty in the countryside. In 1970, a major Bank economic mission

directly faced, perhaps for the first time since 
1949, the problem of

rural poverty in Colombia. The mission noted that nearly a million farm

families have less than 5 hectares, which is considered 
to be the mini-

mum of crop land needed to earn enough to support 
a basic level of

living, and that the majority of the farming population 
was concentrated

on tiny mountain farms, whereas extensive good 
land resources continued

to be underutilized. The mission felt it necessary to state clearly

that the basic goals of the more efficient allocation of land resources,

as specified in the Colombian Agrarian Reform 
Law, were still not being

achieved.

The Livestock Development Project (Loan 448-CO)

The first loan made by the Bank in its resumption 
of agricultural

lending to Colombia in the 1960s was for livestock 
development. The

purpose of the project was to provide long-term credit 
for on-farm im-

provements which would raise both output 
and efficiency of beef cattle

ranches, dairy farms and sheep farms. The cost of the project was esti-

mated at US$28 million equivalent and the Bank loan, committed 
in May

1966, was for US$16.7 million. The Bank disburses 75 percent of sub-

loans made by the Caja Agraria to project ranchers for ranch 
develop-

ment purposes. The interest rate to final borrowers was relatively

low, at 12%, since inflation which had averaged 11% over 
the previous

decade was still running at 8% per annum over the first four years after

the loan was made.I/ By the end of 1970 Bank disbursements amounted 
to

1/ The interest rate to the final borrower on the 
second livestock loan

(Loan 651-CO of 1969) was raised to 14%, 
but inflation has been run-

ning at an 11% annual rate since the project was made 
effective in

1971. The interest rate on Bank sub-loans has always been higher

than the rate on loans from other institutional 
sources of credit

for livestock, but the term of the loans has also been longer (10

years against, for example, 7 years at 11% currently for the longer

loans of the Banco Ganadero, the main source of credit for livestock).
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US$ll.1 million, compared to a planned disbursement of US$16.7 million
for the same period.!/

The broad pattern of investment under the project was substantially
different fro= that expected at appraisal. Some 700 farms were covered,
compared with an expected 1,200. Project investments were more heavily
concentrated on beef ranches than expected, 92% as against 67%. Most of
these ranches are in the North Coast region, Colombia's main beef-
producing area, although the project also covered nearly twice as many
ranches as originally envisaged (169 against 90) in the Llanos, an area
of poorer production and ecological conditions which had not been given
much importance in the appraisal. The dairy program has been proceeding
satisfactorily, but on a smaller scale than expected; it absorbed only
7% of total project investments and covered 87 farms, compared to the
corresponding figures of 26% and 250 farms envisaged at appraisal. The
snall sheep program was discontinued as most sheep ranches met with tech-
nical and financial difficulties.

The evaluation focussed on the beef ranches in the North.Coast
region which account for 65% of total investment under the project.
The chief purpose of this part of the project was to raise the annual
off-take on herds amounting to some 800,000 head in total from an esti-
mated pre-project level of 12-14% to some 16-20%; this was to be done
mainly by improving the calving rate by 25 percentage points (from 50
to 75%) for the 320,000 cows included in these herds, and, secondarily,
by reducing cattle mortality from 3% to 2% annually and lowering the
age at which steers are marketed from four years to three.

The project actually covered less than one-quarter the expected
number of cattle and cows and only about half the number of farms
expected, but with much greater financing per farm. Some 409 ranches
were covered in an amount of US$33,800 equivalent per ranch, compared
to 800 ranches and US$13,5002/ expected at appraisal.

The project did not set up any information flows adequate to show
whether any detailed performance targets given in the ranch plans or in
the appraisal report were being met or not. However, data were available

1/ In February 1972 the Bank canceled the undisbursed balance of the
loan, amounting to US$3.3 million.

2/ Most of the dollar figures quoted in this chapter come from conver-
sions out of Pesos. Following the standard procedure used in this
report Peso figures were inflated (or deflated) to 1968 Peso values
using the GDP deflator, and then converted into US$ using the official
exchange rate for that year. The appraisal report for this project
used 1965 Peso prices.
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on land and cattle inventories of project ranches at different points
in time, and by judicious use of this data it was possible to elucidate

some of the key trends. Study of a large sample of project ranches
(293 or 72% of the total) showed that cattle herds increased by some
42%, much more than had been expected. Part of this is due to pur-
chases of breeding stock which the project was extended, after appraisal,
t3 cover. But even excluding purchased stock, the actual increase in
cattle numbers still averages 7.2% p.a., compared with a projected in-
crease of 2.4%. However it appears that this increase in cattle numbers
did not result from any improvements in the productivity of the breeding
stock, that is, its calving rate. Between the initial and current
periods,I/ the aggregate effective calving rate (ratio of calves to
cows in herds) actually dropped from 56% to 42%, as compared to the in-
crease over the same period from 50% to 65% which was targeted in the
appraisal.

There are also indications that the current cattle inventory
should have been even larger than it actually is even if no signifi-
cant increases in productivity had directly resulted from the project.
From the initial inventory of the cattle, and taking into account pro-
ject financed additions to the breeding stock, it is possible to deter-
mine the expected size and structure of the current cattle inventory
based on the technical indicators generally prevailing in the project
area. The results of a simple model designed for this purpose indicate
that the total current inventory of the cattle should have been larger
than it actually is by approximately 15-25%. Since this analysis was
based on the range of average levels of productivity prevailing in the
project areas, the discrepancy between the actual and the expected
cattle inventories can only be attributed to net sales of cattle by
the ranchers, over and above the levels which would normally have been
expected at this stage of project development.

The model also suggested that the shortfalls in the current in-
ventory are predominantly in the breeding-rearing parts of the herds,
while fattening steers are more numerous than would have been expected.
The marked tendency of project ranchers to shift from breeding and
rearing to fattening operations is an understandable trend because
fattening operations have traditionally been more profitable. But the
main economic benefits to Colombia from the project would have derived

1/ The current period refers to 1970-1971 when the field work was done.
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frc improvement of the calving rate -- the key constraint on increasedproduction of Colombia's beef industry -- for the largest possible num-ber of the country's breeding stock. However, the project financing
was extended to ranchers having a total of only some 65,000 cows in
their initial cattle inventory (compared to 320,000 envisaged) plus
some 32,000 purchased under the project. The apparent decrease in thecalving rate between the initial and the current periods also suggeststhat the action sought by the project in financing breeding stock hasnot enhanced the relative importance of breeding operations, or theirproductivity, on project ranches.

The inconsistency between financial incentives for fattening andeconomic benefits from breeding could have been reconciled if breedingoperations had been combined with dairy. This alternative would haveenabled project ranchers to achieve a return on capital even higherthan they make on fattening operations, and it would also have helpedrelieve the prevailing national shortages in milk. Other alternativeswould have consisted in limiting project financing to farmers physicallylimited by the quality of their land, or institutionally constrained bytheir investment opportunities and their capital structure, to thebreeding phase. A significant contribution could have been made bythe project, in any case, if it had established a technical and economicfollow-up of the ranches from which it would have been possible to learnsystematically the better input mixes applied by the most successfulranchers, and to transfer this knowledge to the least successful ones.

However, up to the time of the evaluation, the contribution ofthe technical assistance team provided by the Bank had centered almostexclusively on the control of investments. There was a tendency forthe ranch plans to be prepared mainly for the sake of submission tothe Caja Agraria's Loan Approval Committee, and then to be departedfrom considerably in actual project execution. The performance pro-jections underlying the ranch plans have not been followed up in orderto determine if, and to what extent, they had been realized, and towhat extent investments have increased production and productivity.Some impact of the technical assistance may have been felt in theestablishment of better and more regular vaccinations, and in increas-ing weed control and pasture rotation. But it is not clear that thesepractices are more effectively prevalent in project ranches than non-project ranches. Otherwise, no systematic technical and analyticalprocedures had been devised for the project, and no noticeable newtechnical or managerial improvements had been effectively introduced.Substantial errorts are now being made to improve the effectivenessof the technical assistance.
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The effectiveness of the quantity and mix of project on-farm phy-
sLcal investments could not be directly ascertained. The actual mix
of investments is significantly different from the one specified at
appraisal, and its direct relationship to production coefficients is
not clear. Investments per head of cattle in land clearance, improved
pastures, fencing, farm buildings and machinery and equipment, have
been from two to seven times larger than planned at appraisal, as shown
in Annex Tables 7.1 and 7.2. However, these larger investments did not
correspond to an intensification of production or to a change from tra-
ditionally prevailing technology, but they appear to have been applied
extensively. This is especially evident in the investment categories
having a direct impact on production. Specifically, it was planned
at appraisal to finance 25 hectares in land clearance and 50 hectares
in land improvement per ranch, but the project financed 215 hectares
in land clearance and 440 hectares in pasture improvement per ranch.
Investments in pasture improvement actually averaged US$11 equivalent
per improved hectare, as compared to a planned US$85 per hectare, and
investments in new pastures actually averaged US$25 per hectare dev-
eloped as compared to a planned US$68 per hectare. Correspondingly,
although the gross carrying capacity actually increased from 0.8 to
1.1, as compared to a projected increase from 2.0-2.4 to 2.5, the effec-
tive utilization of pastures appears to have remained constant.L/

The preceding indications suggest that project investments per
ranch may have been above the levels which would have been strictly
required to introduce improvements in productivity. For instance,
land clearance has been the second most important item in actual pro-
ject investments, accounting for US$5,300 equivalent per ranch, as
compared to US$1,600 per ranch envisaged at appraisal. The economic
necessity of this investment may be questioned insofar as pastures are
not yet a scarce resource in the national context.

The slow rate of disbursements affecting the project since 1968
has been attributed by the supervision missions to the impact of the

1/ The gross carrying capacity is defined as the number of cattle per
hectare. The effective utilization of pastures refers to the same
ratio when both the different components of the beef herd, and the
various types of pastures, are transformed into standard comparable
units. This latter index is a more precise indicator of the net
effective carrying capacity of project farms and of improvements
in technical productivity. An estimate based on the land inventory
data of the project sample suggests it has remained about 0.67-0.68
at best.
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fear of agrarian reform on the agricultural investment climate. How-
ever, half of project ranches were acquired after the Agrarian Reform
Law came into effect. Project sub-loan commitments and disbursements
were largest at the height of the fear of agrarian reform in 1967 and
1968, and while project disbursements declined markedly after that,
livestock credit disbursements from other sources with more favorable
lending terms rose sharply from 1968 through 1970.

Finally, it is of interest to note that the average financial rate
of return on cattle operations in developed countries where ranches are
operated intensively according to modern ranch management practices,
and where technical indices of productivity are highest, is approxi-
mately 3-5%. Yet, on the one hand, the rate of return on cattle opera-
tions in Colombia, where technical indices are much lower, is two to
three times higher, and on the other hand, domestic meat prices have
been somewhat higher than world prices. The reasons for this peculiar
situation would repay study.

Atlantico Irrigation and Land Reclamation Project (Loan 502-CO)

The Bank's second loan for agriculture in the 1960s was for Stage
I of this project. The purpose of Stage I was the settlement of 2,500
landless peasants (parceleros) and the agricultural development of 9,900
hectares of land in the Department of Atlantico. Stage I included 6,000
hectares under dry farming, at a cost of US$1.8 million equivalent, and
3,900 hectares under irrigation, at a cost of US$10.9 million. Total
project cost, including training and consultants, was estimated to be
US$15.7 million equivalent,I/ and the Bank loan made in June 1967 was
for US$9.0 million. Disbursements have amounted to US$3.1 million,z/
as of July 1971, as compared to a projected disbursement of US$8.6
million for the same period. Project works were expected to be com-
pleted in 1971 but are more than two years behind schedule. Stage II
of the project, which is under consideration now, would extend the dry
farming part to another 11,000 hectares, at a total cost of US$9.3
million.

1/ The revised total project cost estimate is US$17.9 million.
2/ US$3.7 million as of December 31, 1971.
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The project is located in a hydrological closed basin with high
ground water. Since many changes are still being made in the design
and layout of the irrigated lands, to cope with drainage and salinity
problems, this part of the project was not emphasized in the evalua-
tion. Present indications suggest that the production of high-value
crops in this irrigated part may require additional costly sub-surface
drainage, and that their marketing may face some difficulties. INCORA
had proposed to the Bank, at the feasibility stage, a project of 35,000
hectares under irrigation. The Bank made a valuable contribution by
proposing reduction of this scheme, and especially of the irrigated
portion of it.

Drainage and flood control works for the dry farming part of the
project have been even more seriously delayed than irrigation works, but
dry farming has been underway on a considerable scale in various parts
of the overall project area. Of the 17,000 hectares proposed for dry
farming development under both stages of the project,, approximately
12,400 hectares are not presently subject to floods. Of these, private
farmers cultivate approximately 3,000 hectares by single cropping, and
INCORA cultivates another 3,000 hectares, mostly by double cropping.
Another 2,000 hectares are used by INCORA and 9,000 hectares by private
farmers for grazing; about half the lands used for grazing are subject
to floods.

The evaluation focusses on a large group of parceleros who were
the first ones to settle new lands in the project area, and who accu-
mulated the most experience with cultivation in this area under the
close supervision of INCORA and its consultants. The areas they culti-
vate lie west of Manati and are characterized by better soils and
adequate flood protection. Parceleros in the area increased from some
230 in 1968 to about 340 in 1970 and have accounted for well over half
of all INCORA farmers in the whole project area. 1/ Strong centralized
project management controls cropping patterns and farm practices and
supplies field supervision, machinery services, technical assistance,
agricultural credit, and marketing services. Crop performance data for
this area have been carefully analyzed for comparison with appraisal
report expectations.

Although the Bank expected that most of the project area (for
both irrigated and non-irrigated farming) would be acquired by INCORA

1/ Excluding Repelon, a somewhat separate section to the northwest of
the main project area and developed independently by INCORA, with
irrigation.
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and listributed to the landless farmers, it now seems unlikaly thtt ne

project will be able to settle effectively more than half their pro)-
jected numbers because of various legal and technical factors. Te

provisions of the Agrarian Reform Law (mainly the right of original
landowners to retain 50 hectares, or a third of their original holdings

up to a maximum of 10 hectaras, whichever is larger), combined with

the existing Pattern o- land tenure, wculd not allow INCCRA to acquire
more chan 50% of the gross area of the project. The number of landless

peasants that could be settled will be limited further by an increase

in the minimum size family unit, a change which was required due to a

more realistic reappraisal of the production potential of the project

lands. In the dry farming part of the project, the minimum size family

unit was increased from 5 to 8 hectares.
1/ Another upward revision in

the minimum size family unit may be required in the dry farming part,

where most project beneficiaries are located, in order to reach net

family incomes projedied at appraisal unless a more profitable cropping

pattern can be effectively developed and implemented (see below).

Finally, the net redistributable area suitable for cultivation is

likely to be smaller than the gross land area which can be acquired,

because, out of a gross project area of about 30,300 hectares, under

both stages of the project, it was estimated at appraisal that only

17,000 hectares could be farmed. Since the original landowners can

retain approximately 50% of the overall area, they actually choose to

retain the better part of their lands, generally leaving to INCCRA's

parceleros lands less suitable for farming.

This implies that roughly half of project costs and benefits

will be granted to a few original middle-size landowners. Since the

availability of land for redistribution to landless peasants is an

essential objective of the project, it would seem that the Bank should

either have required that the process of land acquisition precede pro-

ject implementation, or have assured itself to a greater extent than

it did that land acquisition and redistribution to approximately the

projected number of farmers would be possible.

1/ In the irrigated part of the project, the minimum size family unit

was increased from 3 to 5 hectares. The total number of landless

peasants to be settled there will be reduced further by the probable
deletion of a block of aroximately 1,000 hectares, equivalant to
25% of the total irrigated area, as unsuitable for econoic cultiva-
tion.
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Crop performance in the dry farming part of the project area hasbeen very disappointing to date. Data for the whole project area wereavailable for the first time in 1970, but data have been collected fromfarm records for 1968-1970, for the sample area; as expected, and asillustrated in the following table, the latter show considerably betterresults than the overall average, although still poor.

Table 7.2

Atlantico Project - Dry Farmina

Sample Total Project
1968 1969 ' 1970 1970

No. of Farmers 230 292 342 500-600
Sorghum
Area (hectares) 909 1681 2488 3171Yield (kg./ha.) 3492 1911 1144 1102Price (US$/kg.) 0.055 0.052 0.058 0.060GVP .. (US$/ha.) 192.9 99.9 66.5 66.5Costs (US$/ha.) -99.0 -77.6 -69.5 -78.4Cash returns 4/ (US$/ha.) 93.9 22.3 -3.0 -11.9
Cost Effectiveness e/ (US$/kg.) 0.59 0.93 1.17 1.40
Sesame
Area (hectares) 1081 1498 609 1894Yield (kg./ha.) 368 1/ 200 L/ 294 167Price (US$/kg.) 0.162 0.231 0.261 0.263GVP k/(US$/ha.) 59.5 46.2 76.7 43.8
Costs S/ (US$/ha.) -46.6 -36.1 -52.1 -57.4Cash returns A/ (US$/ha.) 12.9 10.1 24.6 -13.6
Cost Effectiveness el/ (US$/kg.) 4.1 5.5 5.1 7.72

a/ Prices in this table are given in US dollars, obtained by convertingPeso prices for each year into constant 1968 Pesos and then applyingan exchange rate of Ps. 16.38 - US$1.00.
b/ Gross Value of Production.
c/ Production Costs excluding all labor.
d/ Cash returns include all labor remuneration, before taxes and projectcharges.
e/ Efficiency index measured in terms of total production costs (includ-ing labor) per kilogram of output.
f/ In 1968 and 1969 some of the sesame was sold outside official (coop-erative) channels and therefore is not reflected in these figures;this phenomenon had been brought under control by 1970. It is of

course very unclear how much may have been so sold, but INCORA offi-cials have indicated that it may have been as much as 30% of the crop.Adjusted yields would then be 526 and 286 kgs., and cash returns per
hectare US$38.6 and US$30.0, respectively for 1968 and 1969.

Source: Annex Table 7.3.
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Weazher has varied over the years, being exc.ptionally good in 2968ratner dry in 1969, and very wet in 1970, bu-: these weather variationsseem insufficient to explain, particularly fo:r the selected area, thestrong contrast between actual performance and what the appraisal re-?orts expected from the first year of develo=ment after completion ofworks in the areas to be flood-protecred. The 1967 appraisal reportprojected a US$55 net family income per hectare of sorghum in the firstyear of development, rising to US$90 at full development, and assumed acropping pattern or 5 hectares of sorghum double-cropped per farm, suf-ficient to yield a family income of US$900 at full development. Thesenumbers would correspond to cash returns-1. per hectare of some US$65 andUS$110 at first year and full development, respectively. Actual perfor-mance appears steadily to have deteriorated as shown in the table.2/It remains far from the 2,400 kgs./ha. yield and US$49 per hectare cashreturns that were projected for the first year of development underStage II.

The 1967 appraisal report did not envisage other crops under dryfarming, but sesame has in fact been developed on a large scale, al-though even in the selected area, as shown in the table, its performancehas been very poor compared with the Stage Il projections of 560 kgs./ha.yield and US$82 per hectare cash returns in the first year of develop-ment (700 kgs./ha. and US$ll4 per hectare at full development), althoughit was much closer in 1971.3/ Comparatively very minor amounts of othercrops have also been grown. Cotton is the most important with about 100hectares in 1970, when a loss was made, and 200 hectares in 1971 when itwas profitable. Soybeans were successfully grown in 1971, but losseswere again made on peanuts. Very small acreages have been devoted totomatoes, and it is not really clear how successful this has been sincefarmers have been paid above market prices..4

1/ Net family income is equivalent to cash returns minus tr.es and pro-ject charges.
2/ Figures for 1971 are available only for the whole project area:sorghum yields were then 1,552 kgs./ha. and cash returns were nega-tive,at -US$12 per hectare.
3/ For 1971, for the whole project area, sesame yields were 539 kgs.per hectare and cash returns were US$64 per hectare.
4/ The indications available to date suggest that it would be very dif-icult to implement the double cronping of higher value crops becauseof the climatic and soil conditions prevailing in the project area.Project consultants nad suggested that, due to the uncertainty inthe pattern of rainfall, a more profitable cropping pattern could notbe supported without supplementary irrigacion, a more expensive alter-native, which may also adversely affect the groundwater table.
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This very inadequate crop performance has resulted in family cashreturns only a fraction of those projected (US$290 equivalentl/ on aver-age 1968-1970 in the selected arearo) and a gradual deterioration of thefinancial situation of project farmers, marked by increasing debts. Pre-sent indications for the long-term improvement of the farmers' statusare nor very reassuring, not only due to the poor crop performance butalso for other reasons. First, the relative availability of credit inthe future is likely to decline substantially with increases in thearea brought under cultivation, decreases over time in the natural fer-tility of the soil, and increases in losses which may be associated witha more intensive and vulnerable cropping pattern, if implemented, unlessspecial arrangements are made by INCORA to provide the farmers withtheir total working capital requirements coupled with an. effective cropinsurance scheme. Second) labor wages have been rising at half the rateof other prices, and labor incomes per hectare, in real terms, have de-clined by 46% between 1968 and l970.e Furthermore, although projectfarmers have been accumulating large debts over the years, they were atleast assured, as long as they were with the project, of their labor in-come; however, INCORA is apparently considering discontinuing paymentof the parceleros for their family labor. This combination of factors,coupled with ineffective titling, will probably result in a large attri-
tion rate among project parceleros, unless steady and substantive correc-tive action is taken to ensure adequate project development i

Primary emphasis was for long placed on the irrigated part of theproject, although it was expected to accommodate only about half the

1/ This figure allows for the 30% of the sesame crop estimated to havebeen sold outside the cooperative in 1968-1969 (see footnote toTable 7.2). It is also assumed that all labor is family labor, al-though a significant proportion in fact appears to be hired so thatthe wages would not accrue to farmers. Of course no allowance ismade for subsistence crops, and the small gardens devoted to thesewould put incomes in cash and kind somewhat above cash returns.2/ For the project as a whole, and including all crops, cash returnsper family were negative at -US$94 in 1970, but were positive atUS$210 in 1971.
3/ Between 1970 and 1971, total labor income (family and hired labor)

declined again by another 50%. Labor income declined from US$74
equivalent per hectare in 1968 to US$40 per hectare in 1970.
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prcject beneficiaries. It would seem that mora attention should have
been given to the implementation of flood control and drainage in the
dry-farming part and to the amount of supplementary irrigation, or the
type of special agro-techniques, which would be required to achieve
family income objectives. Insufficient attention was given to monitor-
ing the progress and total crop performance of project farmers. There
are also some doubts about the efficiency with which the centralized
management has determined and applied input mixLes and the precision
with which production costs have been attributed to the accounts of
individual project farmers. A system of crop insurance should have
been integrated into the project, until the risks involved in cultiva-
tion of project lands could be more reasonably ascertained.

Finally, from a purely production point of view, it is generally
agreed that the potential return from flood ccntrol, drainage, and irri-
gation is much higher in other parts of Colombia, such as the Cauca
Valley. So far as the agrarian reform objective of the project is con-
cerned, the small number of parceleros it could eventually reach, and

the high costs involved, have limited its effectiveness. Current esti-
mates of project costs amount to US$725 equivalent per hectare in dry
farmin , and to US$4,700 per hectare in the irrigated part of the pro-
ject.- These figures correspond to US$5,800 per farmer settled in dry
farming and US$23,500 under irrigation, without making the allowance
which INCORA normally does for the fact that these costs are approxi-
mately doubled due to the fact that half the area developed remains
with former owners. The limited number of farmers settled and the high
cost of investments required for each farmer in the fully irrigated part
of the project should have ruled out irrigation; in retrospect it seems
that even the 3,900 hectares accepted by the Bank should not have been
included in the 1967 project until better indications had been obtained
of economic feasibility. With hindsight, it appears that the Bank fi-
nancing for this project should have been confined to the provision of
flood control, some drainage, and a minimum of supplementary irrigation,
and should have followed rather than anticipated an effective.program
of land acquisition and distribution to the landless peasants.

1/ These revised cost estimates account for the probable elimination
from the project of 900 hectares in the irrigated part, and for the
additional expenditures required under the proposed second stage in
the dry farming part. The original cost estimates are US$550 per
hectare for dry farming, and US$3,200 per hectare for irrigated
lands.
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Agriculture Credit for Middle-size Farms (Loan 624-CO)

The purpose of this project was to increase the productivity of
major crops for export and import substitution (cctton, rice, maize,
beans and soya) by providing institutional credit to farmers who were
believed to have had access only to limited credit from private sources
and to be farming relatively inefficiently as a result. It was thought
that middle-size farmers (10-50 hectares) in the project areas (portions
of the Departments of Tolima and Valle) could not obtain their credit
requirements from either the commercial banks or money lenders, and that,
being in INCORA areas, they could not get credit from the Caja Agraria;
and even if they could, total funds available were insufficient to meet
the need for credit.

The project was designed to provide incremental seasonal credit
for fertilizers, pesticides, and mechanized farming services (52% of
sub-loan disbursements), medium-term credit for agricultural machinery
(30%), and long-term credit for on-farm improvements (18%). Total esti-
mated project costs were about US$42.5 million equivalent; the foreign
exchange component was estimated at US$12.4 million; and the Bank loan,
signed in June 1969, was for US$17.0 million. INCORA was to be respon-
sible for executing the project. Bank disbursements amounted to US$0.44
million by the end of 3970, compared to a planned disbursement of US$5.5
million by that date.- This slow rate of disbursements is apparently
largely due to the preference of project farmers for more readily avail-
able and continuous sources of credit than INCORA. Project sub-loan
disbursements, as of March 31, 1971, amounted to US$1.16 rmillion equiva-
lent, and the prevailing pattern of disbursements has been substantially
different from the one projected at appraisal: medium-term credit ac-
counts for 74.6%, short-term credit for 22.5%, and long-term credit for
2.9%.

Since it was obviously too early to evaluate full results of the
credit provided under the project, the approach to evaluation was to
analyze the technical, financial and economic situation of project far-
mers in 1970, to see why disbursements had been difficult and the pat-
tern of lending so different from that anticipated, and what prospects
the project held. Main focus was on a randomly selected sample (40.%)
of project farmers in Tolima, the principal region where disbursements

1/ Actual disbursements under the loan reached US$1.9 million by the
end of 1971, but US$0.7 million of this was for a feasibility study
of an irrigation project.
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had been made.-Y The findings suggest that, at least in this area, the
availability of credit (coming from many sources) has been adequate,
and moreover that the use of additional credit is not associated with
increased efficiency.

The project sample indicates that in 1970 project farmers had, on
the average, a total capital of US$1,080 equivalent per hectare and a
much lower equity capital of US$660, and that they were benefitting to
a great extent from an already favorable credir situation giving them
on the average US$420 per hectare, largely from institutional sources,
including the Caja Agraria. Substantial increases in production and
productivity have been achieved over the last years by the general in-
troduction of new varieties of seeds and insecticides; for instance,
yields on new strains of rice introduced in the last three years are
about 75% above those on the principal variety previously used. This
development has not been related to the credit project.

Extensive analysis of the project sample, using various- statisti-
cal techniques, revealed no significant correlation between the use of
additional short-term credit and increases in physical or economic
yields. Under the project there was apparently no demand for short-
term financing for the additional use of fertilizer and pesticides, so
the Bank allowed INCORA to use the project funds to finance other costs
such as those of land preparation, planting and weeding, labor costs,
non-mechanized harvesting, packs, and interest on project financing.
This may merely amount to reducing the costs of production of project
farmers through a reduction of the interest rate they could have other-
wise obtained and afforded. On the average, the project finances the
farmers US$53 equivalent per hectare in short-term credit. Over the
last few years, suppliers credit has been available at 16% to 18%, but
even if the highest marginal rate of 24% assumed in the appraisal report
is adopted, then the saving which accrues to the project farmers from
taking project financing at 14% amounts to about US$5 per hectare, which
is not very significant in relation to their income. Project farmers,
on the average, have an annual output of US$675 equivalent per hectare,
a gross margin of US$292 per hectare, a total annual net farm income of
US$10,440, and an annual net cash inflow of US$9,400, putting them in
the upper five percent income bracket of the Colombian population. More-
over this is only a minimum income directly related to the size of the
area ghich is accounted for in this study; it does not account for any
income they may receive from other farms in their possession or from
other sectors. Thus it seems doubtful that the inclusion of additional
short-term credit in the project was as necessary as originally envi-
saged by the Bank, and the absence of any very effective link between

1/ Loans to farmers (excluding contractors) through March 31, 1971 were
largely confined to Valle (about 85) and Tolima V (about 115). The
sample covers 46 or about 40% of the farmers in Tolima V area. Some
loans have since been made in an area known as Tolima II-IV.
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the short-term, medium-term, and long-term components of project fi-nancing casts some doubt on the desirability of Bank financing in thissituation. Our conclusions in this respect bear out the reservationsexpressed in the Bank, when the loan was under consideration, regardingboth the wisdom of financing short-term credit and the size of farmersincluded in the project.

For medium-term credit, the analysis also indicates no signifi-cant correlation between additional medium-term financing and increasesin efficiency. However, the level of aggregation at which the marginalproductivity of machinery was analyzed does not provide a sufficientbasis to evaluate the real costs and benefits of increased mechaniza-tion. There are indications that renting out machinery is very profit-able, not because of the impact of mechanization on efficiency, but be-cause middle-size farmers prefer to decrease their dependence on labor.As disbursed through early 1971, the project was essentially a mechani-zation loan. Since the administrative costs of the project have amount-ed to a third of the value of sub-loan disbursements, it might have beenmore appropriate to disburse this type of credit directly through thecommercial banks.

For long-term credit, the analysis indicates that the opportuni-ties faced by project farmers do not make long-term improvement a parti-cularly worthwhile proposition. In Tolima, their average return onworking capital (including machinery, cattle, and inventories) is 52%while their average return on total capital is 25%. Consequently, pro-ject farmers and entrepreneurs have a strong financial incentive to rentland. The incentive to purchase additional land comes next, and it isalso attractive for prestige considerations. Long-run intensificationof land development is a relatively low financial priority and, inTolima, it may be also questionable on technical grounds; there areconstraints on the capacity of the total irrigation system, and addi-tional improvements are required in the primary network before it ispossible for the individual farmers to make on-farm investments to in-tensify production.

The preceding analysis suggests that the provision of additionalcredit to middle-size farmers in Tolima was probably not as essentialas originally believed, but conditions may well not be the same inINCORA irrigation districts other than Valle and Tolima. There may bemany opportunities for productive investments in other irrigation dis-tricts, but the regional feasibility studies demonstrating the effi-ciency with which credit can be used for this purpose are lacking. TheBank has always expressed a willingness to extend credit to these other
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areas if INCORA produced the required feasibility studies. However,this is quite a complex undertaking which seems beyond the presentcapabilities of INCORA. Had the Bank commissioned the technical con-sultants of the project (SCET) to make such a study, it could havecontributed to the staff training program, which these consultantswere providing very effectively and it could have been completed with-in a year, thereby providing a sound basis for channeling the creditneeded for long-term productive investments in these irrigation dis-tricts, while making a necessary and valuable contribution to theirmanagement. A complementary and important alternative which the Bankmight consider to increase the production of export and import substi-tute crops, and to improve agricultural productivity and rural incomeswhile making a lasting contribution to institution building, would be
to channel more funds to small holders who presently suffer from seriousshortages of working capital.

Conclusions

Through its general economic and special sector missions as well
as its project involvement the Bank has achieved, over the last two
decades, much knowledge of the agricultural sector, and of the priori-ties for its further development. However, it appears that neither thepolicies nor the projects of the Bank have been oriented to initiate a
process which would gradually and effectively overcome the critical
problems of the sector -- limited performance in generating foreign ex-change for development and rural poverty.

The most significant shortcoming of the Bank policy in the agri-cultural field is to be found, not in the projects it could have fi-
nanced and did not, nor in the limitations of the projects which it didfinance, but in the very reticent attitude which it generally adoptedtowards land reform. This attitude may partially explain the lack of
any significant progress in this field, perhaps by having created what
could be considered a self-reinforcing situation whereby some Colombian
policy makers have argued that land reform is not an advisable course
as evidenced by the lack of interest expressed in it by the Bank, and
some Bank staff have argued that this issue is not worth raising because
it would not receive any effective political support. This is not to
imply that the Bank has either willingly or actively obstructed land
reform, but its clearly skeptical outlook, in principle, on this issue
appears to some extent to have been used by powerful domestic interest
groups opposed to land redistribution. It seems to us, however, that
an effective program of land reform is a fundamental prerequisite to
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a more efficient utilization of resources in the agricultural sector,
and that it is inseparably linked to significant improvements in

economic growth, employment and welfare.

If land redistribution is a necessary condiJion for development
in Colombia, this is not to say that it is the only policy instrument

to this end. Additional significant benefits would be reaped from re-

lated investments in rural infrastructure, education, and public health,
to the extent to which these could be accommodated by the available fi-

nancial and administrative resources. But the suggestion that the pace
of land redistribution in Colombia is constrained by the availability
of extension workers, soil scientists and crop experts is not a con-
vincing one. And the conception of agrarian reform primarily in terms

of land reclamation and colonization projects is not consistent with a
realistic policy aiming to cope with the problem of rural poverty.

Yet agrarian reform is not simply a matter of facts and figures,
and not all would agree with the weight we attach to the problem of
rural poverty and the urgency of reducing it. At the heart of any
debate on agrarian reform policy there are two different sets of values.
One attitude adopts the view that the developmental process, imagina-
tively applied, can allow the large numbers of poor peasants to achieve
a minimum adequate standard of living in a relatively short period of
time, and can effectively program the transition process without hurt-
ing the traditional fabric of society. The other attitude subscribes
to the view that the revolution of rising expectations has no end, that
improvements in the standard of living of poor people will come about
slowly, automatically, and over a very long period of time, and that,
in the meantime, the pace of land reform should be rationed to accommo-
date de facto peasant occupations of rural properties.

What then should have been the position of the Bank with respect
to agrarian reform? We certainly do not wish to imply that the Bank
should have attempted to pressure the Government into a more effective
program for changing the land tenure pattern. On grounds of both
sovereignty and effectiveness the development of such important social
processes must be an internal phenomenon. But we think that the Bank
should have substantiated much more fully, both to itself and to
Colombia, the basis for its apparent misgivings as to the necessity
and effectiveness of a land redistribution policy. Although the Bank
has noted for the last twenty years that there has been a substantial
underutilization of the resources in the agricultural sector, and has
attributed this underutilization to the structure of land tenure, the
Bank has been willing to recommend only fiscal, exchange, credit and
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price policies for mobilization of resources and effort, despite the
limited effectiveness of these measures. Then, through a rather de-
layed approach to INCORA, the Bank's contribution to rural develop-
ment took shape in the form of three projects for irrigation, coloni-
zation, and credit to relatively large farmers. As regards the two
crucial components of land reform, namely, land redistribution and
credit to smallholders, the Bank lent its moral support to the latter,
but not apparently to the former. Slow disbursements on the livestock
and credit projects were perhaps too hastily blamed on the disruptive
influence of the fear of land reform. It is doubtful how far the
Bank's apparent misgivings about the necessity and prospects of a
well designed land reform are really warranted by experience elsewhere
in the world. These misgivings are not shared by the United Nations
agencies or by U.S. AID. And it appears that land redistribution is
one of the major policy instruments most likely to accomplish the dev-
elopmental objectives of Colombia.

Recommendations

1. The Bank should make some estimates of the feasible mix of
policies -- including land redistribution, more working capital to
small farmers, and better supporting services -- which could cope with
rural poverty within a generation. If it is determined that the im-
plementation of a land reform is one of the major policies required,
then the Bank should clearly show that it favors such a policy, and
it should demonstrate that it could effectively contribute in its im-
plementation. I-f, on the other hand, it is determined that land re-
distribution is not critical, then a set of alternative solutions to
the problem of rural poverty and underutilization of resources should
be explicitly formulated.

2. Assuming that the effective implementation of a land reform pro-
gram would significantly improve Colombian development, the Bank should
concentrate its contribution to the agricultural sector, prior to the
effective implementation of this policy, on the financing of small far-
mers cultivating high value crops for export. Colombia has a signifi-
cant potential for exporting vegetables, fruits, and flowers. These
also happen to be the most labor intensive and profitable crops, and
ones for which seasonal fluctuations in employment are at a minimum.1/
An agency such as the Caja Agraria or INCORA should be assisted to dev-
elop such projects and to become an effective intermediary servicing
the small farners and managing the marketing and agricultural processing
network required to sustain the production of such high value crops.

1/ It is of interest to note that the largest part of the commodity
groups included in Bank projects (beef, cotton, rice, soybeans,
sorghum, sesame, etc.) have relatively low employment generating
coefficients.
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3. More emphasis could usefully be placed, in the course of projectappraisal, on the comparative efficiency of the various policy instru-
ments such as financing, technical assistance, and changes in public
policy. The consistency of the opportunities and incentives available
to the individual entrepreneur with the objectives of the project could
be more explicitly ascertained. Finally, the relationships between in-
creases in production and income on one hand, and increases in technical
productivity and economic efficiency on the other hand, could be more
rigorously analyzed.

4. The supervision of projects should be extended from a generalreport on disbursements and the progress of civil works to a more ana-lytical evaluation of performance targets, including institutional,training, and technical assistance objectives. Project monitoringshould encourage supervision missions to propose improvements in thedesign and implementation of the program in the light of better know-
ledge acquired regarding its technical, financial and behavioral para-meters.

5. In Colombia, although the availability and quality of productiondata at the farm level is satisfactory, the corresponding aggregate data
for the sector as a whole could be considerably improved. Since theformulation of useful sectoral policies and the effectiveness of theirimplementation critically depend on a basic understanding of how thesector operates, the Bank could make a valuable contribution in financ-ing the technical assistance needed to design a system for the collec-tion of a comprehensive and reliable set of agricultural statistics.
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CEAPTER VIII - SOCIAL INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECTS

As pointed out in Capter II, the Bank has recently become

actively involved in several fields which were in the 1950s considered

outside the scope of Bank lending because of uncertainty about their

contribution to economic growth. Considerable difficulties have been
faced in developing appropriate projects, mainly because of the weakness

of the responsible institutions in Colombia. Although efforts were

started in some fields in the early 1960s and in others in the middle of

the decade, there are only two projects -- one in education and one in

water supply -- that are now at a fairly advanced stage of execution.
This chapter briefly reviews Bank action in the three main social fields
in which it has been involved -- education, water supply and public health

-- with particular emphasis on the two relatively advanced projects.

Education

In several of its reports on Colombia in the 1950s the Bank com-
mented on the need for educational expansion, especially in the rural
areas and in vocational fields. In 1962, when the possibility of making
loans for educational facilities was being considered, an education
specialist was included in the mission sent to review Colombia's Develop-
ment Plan. The Bank then participated in sponsoring the so-called
UNESCO/AID/IBRD Joint Planning Mission which began work in the country
early in 1964. Long delays occurred, partly due to the shortage of
qualified personnel in the Colombian Ministry of Education and to budget
stringencies, but eventually a secondary education project was developed,
following the priorities established by the Joint Planning Mission and,
providing for the construction of a new type of large comprehensive
school in the major cities of the country. The Bank made a loan of
US$7.6 million in July 1968 for construction of ten such schools, and a
second loan of US$6.5 million in June 1970 for a further nine.

The new schools, called INEMs (Institutos Nacionales de Educacion
Media), were to provide six years of education -- a four-year basic cycle
plus a two-year specialized cycle -- with much greater variety of choice
in subjects than available at existing schools and with special emphasis
on technical subjects. Along with greater choice of curricula, new teach-
ing techniques (use of equipment, counselling services, small group
projects, etc.) were to be introduced for the dual prupose of improving
the quality of education and decreasing the drop-out and repeater problem
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from which the Colombian school system has suffered. The schools wereto prepare graduates for further specialized vocationl training, earlyemployment with on-the-job training or regular university entrance; theywere to help fill projected gaps in the availability of trained manpowerin Colombia, especially in agricultural, industrial and commercial fields.The ten schools financed under the first project were expected to add48,000 to total secondary enrolment by 1972, equivalent to nearly 20% oftotal 1968 enrolment in public secondary schools.

Construction of the ten schools proceeded fairly close to scheduleand was largely completed in the first half of 1971. Eight of the schoolsopened in 1970 and all ten were operating by April 1971. The project isexpected to be completed with.n original cost estimates. Enrolments reached13,500 in 1970 and 18e600 (copared to 22,200 forecast) in 1971. Applicantshave been much above spaces available, with most applicants coming fromlower-middle and lower income Itrata, groups which previously had littleaccess to secondary education. As in other public secondary schools, tui-tion is nominal and prorated; if the family of a student cannot affordeven a small fee, the student can be exempt. Enrolment by specialty hasbeen similar to that originally planned for, in line with projected man-power needs, with slightly more emphasis in the industrial and socialservice areas and less in the academic area which is more amply coveredby existing schools,

The principal problems to date have been delays in the procure-ment and installation of equipment and in education (as opposed tophysical) aspects of the project, for which substantial technical assis-tance has been provided by US Al). The Bank has usefully helped to over-come the equipment delays, which especially hampered the progress of thevocational programs. Serious delays have also occurred in preparationof texts to fit the new curricula. Training of counselors and administra-tors for project schools, with US AID assistance, has proceeded well.Teachers have been recruited in adequate number, but given insufficienttraining, mainly due to budget stringencies; only a third of the teachersactually assigned to the INEs in 1971 had participated in the main train-ing programs. The principal concepts of the project and the numerousinnovations involved have strong support from the schools' administrators,teachers and students, as shown by the first INEM self-evaluation (com-pleted in May 1971), but their broader influence on the rest of the educa-tional system has so far been more limited than expected, for various
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reasons mainly connected with inadequate inter-agency coordination acertain isolation of the project under ICCE i/ delays in making planned"satellite" arrangements with existing schools, and personnel changes in1970. These difficulties are apparently being gradually overcome. Fur-
ther INEMs are not planned, but full integration into the na-tional educa-
tional system of the ten now existing ind the nine under contrction
should gradually be achieved.

There seems no question but that expansion of the secondary educa-tion system in Colombia and diversification of it -- to give students
more choice of curricula -- were objectives of high priority at the time
the Bank's loans were committed, and remain so. Shortly after the decision
had been made to undertake the project, a study by T.?. Schultz t/ showed
that the rates of return to investment in education, with benefits defined
on the basis of existing wage-differentials were greatest for secondary
and vocational education. A more sophisticated analysis by C.R.S.
Dougherty 2/ in 1969, allowing for changing relative wage levels overtime, suggested that social races of return to primary as well as second-
ary education are about 20% and likely to remain near that level for twenty
years. Both studies indicated much lower returns to investment in higher
education, in which the Bank turned down several projects in the early
1960s; the high returns to primary education and the extreme deficiencies
in this field in the rural areas suggest that there may have been (and
still be) an important potential for Bank assistance here. A worrying
feature of the INEM projects is that the schools' operating costs per
student, which were projected to be substantially lower than those of
existing schools -- mainly due to scale economies, despite the higher
quality of education provided -- now look as though, even at project com-
pletion, they may be above those for other schools. However, it is too
early to tell with much precision how operating costs will turn out With

l/ Instituto Colombiano de Construcciones Escolares, the decentralizedagency responsible for project implementation.
2/ T.P. Schultz, "Returns to Education -- Bogota, Colombia" Rand Memo5 64 5-RC/AID, September 1968.
3/ C.R.S. Dougherty, "Optimal Allocation of Investment in Education,"Harvard University, March 1969.
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full enrolments and it seems likely that the cost differential will bemore than compensated by the better quality of education offered.
Water Supply

Municipal water supply and sewerage is a field in which majordeficiencies have been identified by Bank economic reports from thestart and for which the Colombian authorities have persistently soughtBank assistance. Weak financial structure throughout the sector andpoor organization of the responsible national entity (INSFOPAL - Insti-tuto de Fomento Municipal) have remained the two principal problems,first identified by the 1949 General Survey Mission; the Mission sug-gested solutions, but these were not pursued. In 1952-1953 the Bankturned down repeated requests for assistance, technical and financial,for a water supply project in Barranquilla. However in 1956, at therequest of President Rojas, the Bank made a special survey of the sector,pointing to the same problems as identified by the 1949 Mission and recom-mending a phased plan of investment In 1962, when the Bank had begun achange of policy toward considering direct involvement in the water sup-ply sector generally, the Mission to review the Development Plan inves-tigated the sector, found INSFOPA a little stronger and underlined thenegative consequences for health and economic development of the poorsituation regarding water supply. The Bank took no measures at that time
toward preparation of projects, but the 1DB made four small loans tomunicipal companies and two in quick succession to INSFOPAl; difficultiesensued with the latter due to the decline in the INSFOPAL organizatiesthat followed the change of Government in 1962. The Bank took up thesector seriously, with a view to lending, in 1966. A loan of US$14.0million was made in 1968 to the Bogota Water Company (EAAB - Empresa deAcueducto y Alcantarillado de Bogota) and a second one, of US$18.5million to the Cali Municipal Services Company, ECali, in 1970. Furtherloans were made in 1971, to Bogota (US$88 million) and Palmira (US$2million).

Physical, financial and organizationa deficiencies are in manyways most serious in the medium and small towns of the country. The Bankgave considerable thought in the second half of the l960s to an appropriatestrategy towards the sector. It felt it could do little directly aboutthe smallest towns, where there was little prospect of reaching financialviability, a cardinal principle of Bank lending. Small and medium towns
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were mainly the responsibility of INSFOPAL which was considered tooweak and poorly organized to play a direct part in the lending operation.
Hence assistance was directed first to the largest and fastest growing
cities, where improvements in supply might affect the argest number of
people and where the financial Droblems were more tractable, and second
to several medium-size cities, which were still sufficiently large to
warrant a direct loan from the Bank. At the same time modest, but
increasing, efforts were made to strengthen INSFOPAL and to develop anoffice within it which might develon projects in the smaller cities to
the preparation standards required by the Bank and subsequently serve as
a channel for financing from the Bank. Considerable efforts have also
been made, as noted in Chapter II, to improve the whole system governing
utility tariffs; this could be very important for the smaller towns,
where the extreme deficiencies of the water systems results above all from
financial weakness that is in turn due to tariffs being only a fraction
of costs to supply.

Even in the cities where the Bank has considered loans for watersupply and sewerage facilities financial issues have presented serious
problems. Ostensibly the Bogota Company had been earning a return of
about 10% on net assets but, for instance for 1967, this turned out to be3% when allowance was made for revaluation ofassets in light of infla-
tion; cash flow had been insufficient to undertake major expansion works.
An 80% average tariff increase was made a condition of the first loan,
and this, along with other subsequent tariff increases, has been sufficient
to yield revenues well above those originally envisaged and to maintain
rate of return on revalued assets and self-financing of investment above
expected levels. But Bogota is relatively wealthy and the Water Company
now relatively strong, and the problems have been much more difficult in
the other cities. The Bank showed flexibility in accepting phased moves
toward adequate tariff levels, for instance in Cali, and these moves seem
to be underway. But a loan was never made for a sewerage and erosion
control project in Bucaramanga, even though it had been appraised and
negotiated, because the municipal authorities were not prepared to meet
the Bank's minimum requirements for self-help financial measures.

The only water supply project which is at an advanced stage ofexecution is that financed under the 1968 loan to Bogota. The Bank's
important contribution to the institutional development of the Bogota
Company between 1966 and 1970, which is to some degree paralleled in the
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case of the other companies to which loans have been made more recently,

is covered in Chapter IX. The Bank also had a significant impact on the

design and composition of the project financed in 1968; 
on first contact

with the company in 1966, it called for major hydrological studies and

planning efforts, in an urban and regional context, which led to sub-

stantial changes in the project initially proposed and eventually enabled

further major economies, bringing down the unit cost of additions to 
bulk

supply capacity from US$6 million per m.3/sec., as envisaged at appraisal,

to US$2.6 million. Construction of the major works has proceeded well,

fairly close to schedule and without cost overruns of unreasonable propor-

tion except in the case of locally hired consultants, a problem which the

Bank has several times drawn to the attention of the Company. Execution

of distribution works financed under the loan has been less good, although

it has received considerable attention from the Bank staff, and as a

result the city of Bogota is not enjoying the full benefits of the project

works as early as was-expected or as might have been achieved with better

planning. Distribution has been and remains the major proximate constraint

on meeting demand, and even though improvements here are partially depenent

on bulk supply expansion, it would appear that the Bank might usefully

have given even more emphasis to this aspect early on, possibly making a

small emergency loan in this field while the major works were still under

preparation. In view of the serious nature of the municipal water supply

problem in Colombia, the weakness of INSFOPAL and the strength of the

training program which EAAB has built up, it would also seem that the

Bank might have contributed usefully by pursuing more actively expansion

of the training program to cover staff of other companies and perhaps by

financing related expansion of training facilities..

Public Health

Traditionally the Bank has considered public health aAd related

matters to be outside its proper sphere of action, but in 1968 policy

began to change toward consideration of active involvement in one aspect

of public health -- family planning services -- and, in 1972, to another

-- nutrition. Impressed by the negative implications of rapid population

growth for improvement of living standards, Bank staff responsible 
for

relations with Colombia took advantage of the 1968 policy change with

alacrity. A brief review of population problems and family planning

activities in Colombia was made for the Bank's 1968 economic report on

the country. Meantime a dynamic group in the Ministry of Health had been

preparing a Ten-Year National Health Plan and early in 1969 the Government
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asked the Bank to help prepare a public health project which it might

subsequently help to finance. A small technical mission was sent to

identify a family planning project within the National Health Plan; it

duly prepared a project to cover training and construction of training

facilities and health centers required for expansion of family planning

efforts, although also serving other public health functions. Negotia-

tions broke down because the Government was not prepared to commit itself,
in connection with such a project, to a predetermined course of action

in family planning -- or even to see the words "family planning" included

in the loan agreement -- and so the project never came to fruition. How-

ever, in 1970, the Bank sponsored, as part of its major economic report

for that year, a path-breaking comprehensive review of the whole public

health sector in Colombia by Dr. Dublin of the Pan American Health

Organization (PAHO).

The Bank made its first loan for family planning (in Jamaica)

only in June 1970 and considerable doubts have continued to be expressed

about how far the Bank should move into the broader field of public health.

Hence it is understandable that, in the 1969 discussions with Colombia,

the Bank insisted on firm Government commitments for family planning in

connection with any project it might finance. Nevertheless the case does

suggest several considerations favoring a further broadening of policy

toward more general involvement in the public health sector.

Perhaps the most important consideration is that there appears to

be an important job of institutional development to be done in the public

health sector in Colombia and a receptive atmosphere in which to do it.

In inviting the Bank early in 1969, the Minister of Health said that he

was interested in having the Bank involved in the National Health Plan in

order to enable more to be achieved, to introduce the Bank's influence in

institutional development and to give the program continuity. Preparation

of the Plan itself had revealed some of the serious institutional weaknesses
and inefficiencies besetting the sector, meaning that poor value is presently

obtained for the fairly large share of GNP (about 4%, half private and half
public) going to health. For instance, only about 10% of public expendi-

tures on health have been going to preventative medicine, whereas expert

advice suggests that this should be in the neighborhood of 25%; as a result,

for instance, immunization coverage is presently very low. There are

serious manpower shortages and imbalances: three-quarters of the country's

9,000-odd coctors are in the Departmental capitals, serving less than a
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third of the population; there are five times as many doctors as there
are trained nurses, and two-thirds of these nurses are in the three
largest cities; auxiliary personnel are greatly underutilized. A
special problem is the large number of partially constructed and un-
equipped health facilities which exist. An official inventory revealed
about 850 such buildings, built as a result of political pressures or
the uncoordinated efforts of local charity boards. One estimate places
the investment already made in these structures in excess of US$100
million equivalent. Improvements in the allocation of resources devoted
to health would seem likely to have high pay-off.

Other factors favoring a broader Bank policy in this field may be
put more summarily: the considerable political difficulties confronting
firm public commitments in favor of family planning in Colombia combined
with the progress in action that is nevertheless being quietly made; the
serious nature of many health problems in Colombia, sapping the efficiency
and productivity of the labor force, combined with the evidence of corre-
lation between lower birth rates and better general public health facili-
ties; the failure of health projects in the Project List to draw signifi-
carrt bilateral financing, combined with the evidence that technology in
this field may be sufficiently flexible that international finance could
result in markedly better project design than bilateral finance; and the
evidence that improved health facilities would assist particularly the
poorest classes of the population, whose birth and death rates are now
so very high.

Recommendations

1. The Bank should consider assisting in the development and construc-
tion of rural centers to serve multiple purposes: more and better rural
primary education, adult education, public health and nutrition services,
agricultural extension, mobilization for rural works and social organiza-
tion.

2. The Bank should give more attention to accurate definition, in
concept and in practice, of school operating costs and to the level of
such costs for schools financed by it as compared with other schools.

3. The Bank might usefully consider training and assistance to train-
ing in broader context than the direct needs of the entity (e.g. utility
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or Ministry) being financed, to help meet needs in the rest of thesector. EDI could play a bigger role at the senior level by provid-ing courses in utility management in addition to its present coursesin general planning and project preparation and analysis.

4. Water distribution should continue to enjoy the increasing stressthat it has been given in consideration of water supply projects.

5. The Bank should consider further broadening of its work in publichealth in view of the contributions, especially on the institutionalside, that it could develop the organizational and technical expertiseto make.
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CHAPTER IX - IBRD IMPACT ON COLOMBIAN INSTITUTIONS

Chapter I emphasized the traditional weakness of the Colombian
state system. The Bank has given a good deal of active attention over
the years to institutional developments in those areas where it has been
involved. This chapter attempts to ident fy the impact that the Bank
has had on Colombian public institutionsaP and to deal with the question
whether its efforts to affect institutional developments have been effec-
tive and generally desirable. These questions are some of the most dif-
ficult of all those we have attempted to cope with; equally they are cru-
cial. This chapter must be taken as a first attempt to deal with them.
Some of the difficulties are of quite practical nature: the vast amount
-of documentation, archives and correspondence, that have to be reviewed
and the large number of conversations necessary even to get to the ten-
tative answers we shall discuss. But the fundamental difficulty is, of
course, to know what path institutional development would have followed
in the absence of the Bank; this cannot be other than partly a matter of
judgment. And then there is also the question of what criteria of des-
irability one adopts for judging institutional change. In this chapter,
focussing on the institutions with which the Bank was directly concerned,
we are mainly interested in the economic effectiveness and efficiency of
an institution in fulfilling its assigned role and in the institution's
own strength for growing, absorbing further innovations and affecting
other institutions.

The extent and direction of the Bank's interest in institutional
aspects of the projects it has financed has varied considerably, depend-
ing in part on the nature of the project but equally much on the particu-
lar staff members involved, for institutional problems are seldom easy to
diagnose. Naturally the main immediate interest of the Bank has been to
develop effective organizational mechanisms to implement and maintain
projects financed; but the Bank's interest has sometimes gone much beyond
this. Also the idea of how to make an organization effective has evolved
much over the years, as will become apparent in this chapter.

At a broad level the Bank's contribution to institutional develop-
ment can be categorized according to the nature of the Bank's involve-
ment. First, there are those institutions which would probably never have

/ The private institutions with which the Bank has been principally in-
volved -- the Financieras and the Paz del Rio Steel Company -- are
largely left aside here; institutional aspects are covered in the
respective chapters.
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existed -- at least in the period under study -- were it not for the role

the Bank played in their creation: CNR (Colombian National Railways)

founded in 1954, ISA (Interconnection Company) founded in 1968, Utility
Tariff Board founded in 1968, the original Planning Office founded in

1951, and, possibly, CVC (Cauca Valley Corporation) founded in 1955.

Second, there are the Government Ministries where the Bank has been in-

volved in reorganization, either heavily as with the Ministry of Public

Works or slightly as with the Ministry of Education. Third, there are

the smaller entities in which the Bank has been involved to greater or

lesser extent in reconstitution or reorganization: mainly the power and

water utilities. Fourth, there are the institutions which already exist-

ed and in which a special office has been established to handle a Bank

Project: the two main agricultural institutions, Caja Agraria and INCORA.

Local Power Companies

The institutional effects of Bank lending on the four Electraguas

subsidiaries to which it loaned in the 1950s and early 1960s appear to

have been fairly limited. Most important was probably the requirement,
in each case, that agreement be made with other companies in the region
for rationalization of power generation/distribution arrangements before

signature of the loans; full amalgamation of facilities was required in
Manizales (1950) and Bucaramanga (1951), but not in Cali (1950) and Car-
tagena (1963) where the divided responsibilities continued to cause
trouble in later years. Second, the Bank required some strengthening of
the financial and engineering capabilities of the companies. Third, the
covenants regarding financial performance, though much looser than those
that would generally be required today, probably had the effect of making
tariffs and revenues somewhat higher than they would otherwise have been,
if still inadequate in terms of a rate of return on revalued assets; as
mentioned in Chapter IV. Thus, while the Bank seems to have had some use-
ful impact on these companies, the impact is not very great.

The Bogota and Medellin Power Companies, EEEB and EM, were rela-
tively large, successful and well-managed companies when the Bank came
into contact with them. The Bank did suggest that the billing and tech-
nical operations of the companies could stand some improvement and modern-
ization, and the companies accepted these suggestions. The Bank insisted
on externa. auditors, establishment of Financial Departments (and Co-mer-
cial Departments in the case of EEEB), recruitment of well-qualified
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financial men and, for EPM, considerable strengthening of the technical
staff. These recommendations were all agreed by the companies and im-
plemented, though sometimes with delay. Basically, though, one can say
that already successful institutions matured and improved, becoming
less dependent on particular individuals as their qualified staff ex-
panded.

The issue which caused much the most difficulty, however, in ini-
tiating relations between these companies and the Bank was their cons-
titutional relationship with their respective municipal authorities. Un-
like the other companies mentioned, these entities were owned by their
municipalities. The Bank argued very strongly in the mid-1950s, when
discussions first started, for their establishment as independent auto-
nomous corporations with Boards on which the municipal councils would
hold a minority of the seats; this was designed to insulate the compa-
nies from political interference. The Bank insisted that the companies
be financially independent of other municipal utilities, so that their
cash flows would not be diverted from power. Medellin met the Bank's re-
quirements by making the power company financially independent of other
utilities but it refused to have it as a totally separate organization;
a 1955 reorganization established the unified Empresas Publicas de Mede-
llin (EPM), with financial independence for each of the four component
utilities. In Bogota, however, although there was considerable desire
to follow the example of Medellin and form a unified utility company, thePower Company was finally established as a fully independent autonomous
unit in 1959, in order to become eligible for Bank lending. The Board
of this company was given a composition similar to that of EPM, with fourout of seven seats assigned to local banks and business interests.

The two companies have each completed several Bank-assisted proj-ects reasonably satisfactorily, although with delays, and they have
shown stronger financial performance than other power companies in Co-lombia, although they fell short on performance under covenants with theBank in the first half of the 1960s. Howeverthe constitutional arrange-ments made have given rise to two difficulties. First, in Bogota, therehas been insufficient coordination between the Power Company and theWater Company, also dependent on the same river and reservoirs. One ofthe Bank's major efforts when it became involved with the Bogota WaterCompany in the later 1960s was to restore coordination. Second, in bothcities, the opposition party (ANAPOL/), representing mainly the lower and

/ Alianza Nacional Popular.
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lower-middle classes, has won an increasing number of seats on the Muni-cipal Councils during the 19SCs and now holds majorities on both; it isnot happy to see the Boards of z*;e municipally owned power companiesdominated by outside business interests. There have been pressures forchange, particularly in Mtedellin, where there are currently two Boards --old and new -- and the issue is in the courts. It is doubtful how farthe agreed Board composition has contributed to the companies' perform-ance, but it may possibly have made needed tariff increases a littleeasier to secure than would otherwise have been the case (contrast Cali,for instance) and it may have h.elped prevent political staffing.

The Colombian National Railway (CN

Establishment of an autonomous corporation, run along commerciallines and responsible for the whole Colombian railway network, was a keyobjective of the Bank's 1952 loan for the Magdalena Valley Railroad.

The Colombian authorities delayed implementation, but the Bankpressed for action and later ad-ised on the writing of the charter(though it wisely insisted on having observer status only on the draftingcommuittee); the charter was finaily ptcmuigated in October 1954, and theBank followed up by urging full implementation but internal organization-
al matters were left entirely to Madigan-iyland, the engineering consult-
ants the Bank had suggested. After the Bank had repeatedly proposed that
accounting consultants be obtained to get railway records and accounting
onto a more satisfactory basis, Price, Waterhouse was hired in 1957 but
discharged rather summarily in 1958, not to be replaced until 1960 by
Bruce Payne & Co. The latter stayed through 1964 and did get the account-
ing system onto satisfactory commercial lines. Meantime, with the Atlan-
tic line finished, the Bank urged tie Coverment to grant the railroads
fuller autonomy, particularly with respect to tariffs, or to provide
larger subsidies. The CNR suffered from persistent shortages of cash,
which delayed project execution and hampered its efficiency, preventingit from buying necessary spare parts and sometimes requiring that it pur-
chase supplies retail rather than wholesale.

The Parsons Report of 1961 made suggestions for strengthening in-
ternal railway organization, but apparently little was done. Following
negotiations with the Bank for the 1963 railway rehabilitation loan an
Executive Committee of the Railway Board was established, to try to
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expedite decision-making, and a Colmercial Department was created, to
make the railways more responsive to customer requirements and to dev-
elop new forms of traffic. The Executive Committee was shortly aban-
doned, and the Commercial Department appears to have had very limited
success; the poor quality of service offered by the railways, with long
delays, extreme unreliability and frequent thefts, have remained import-
ant in driving traffic to the highways, irrespective of relative costs
to the user. Maintenance -- particularly of track -- has been a very
serious problem; Coverdale and Colpitts were brought in in 1964 to help
on this but they were shortly discharged and seem to have had little
effect.

Efforts at institutional development were renewed in the second
half of the 1960s, with large consultancy contracts with Sofrerail, which
has provided several teams of experienced railwaymen numbering 30 in all.
A new rationalized tariff structure was introduced in 1966 at their sug-
gestion and it has had a positive effect on revenues. Railway staff has
been reduced from a peak of some 15,000 in 1963, when the corporation had
absorbed the Antioquia lines and workers becoming free from Atlantic line
construction, to about 11,500 in 1970. Major training programs have been
started, effectively for the first time. Sofrerail has developed a com-
prehensive track rehabilitation and maintenance program and reorganized
the Technical Management; it nas also worked out a plan of preventive
maintenance for rolling stock. But its efforts have been hampered by
lack of qualified Colombian personnel and by their diversion to more im-
mediate problems, such as that of derailments, which have been increasing.
One set of figures shows an average of four derailments a day for diesellocomotives alone in the second half of 1970.

Financially the performance of the railways showed some improvement
between the first and second halves of the 1960s: they were able to
cover interest charges in 1966 and 1969. But, as Table 9.1 shows, thefinancial operating ratio gives a more favorable picture than most otheroperating indicators, and probably an unduly favorable one, given theinflation and the undervaluation of non-imported railway assets in thebalance sheet. From the institutional point of view operational and in-vestment planning seems to have remained very weak. Financial services,which received much attention from the Bank, have improved greatly but itis not clear that financial and technical reports to management are ade-quate or that they are being put to good use in the running of the orga-nization.
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T:.bla 9.1

'0 lorabia At Ra tIn; rs '=Icators of O.Dt rjaia

96 UL 958 9 60 1Q61 i62 163 1964 1965 1966 1967 196 1969
I Traffic

Ton-ks (millions) 572 653 766 763 91a 991 952 891 T,114 996 1,124 1,158Passenger-kas (mins) 562 652 596 556 571 o27 546 513 491 418 351 273Average journey,
passenger (k$s) 73 74

Average haul,0 79 85 88 95
freight (kms)

Pass.-km per soute-km 255 241 289 291 336 314 347 380(thousands) . 183.7 159.9 149.3 142.9 128.5
Freight net ton ia per 102.2 79.5

route km (thousands) 278.9 275.6 262.4 259.1 324.3 291.8 327.7 337.3
II irains

Average operating
saeed (kms/hr)
Freight trains 20.0 20.0 18.3 20.0 19.7 20.0 19.2 19.7 18.5 21.6 22.9 22.3Passenger trains 20.0 20.0 18.3 20.0 19.7 20.0 19.2 19.7 18.5 21.2 23.0 2
Average number of
carsspertAin
ae trains 7 8 9 10 10 11 10 10 11 9 8 8Freight trains 7 8 7 12 11 11 12 10 11 9Net tons per train ' 1 1 12 13 13 11 9 10

r et 1 mtos er train145.6 179.1 142.5 144.4 155.0
III Locomotives

Agrregate time in service
as I of total time
Steam 31.1 26.0 21- 23.9 27.1 16.4 30.2 26.1 23.1 14.5
Diese railcars 6.5 5.2 L9.5 48.9 34.2 38.5 55.1 50.2 54.5 38.9

25.7 21.9 23.7 19.3 18.9 20.9 19.4Tearly kilometrage per
locomotive (thousands)

DSe s815 -l 4.6 44.3 23.8 33.9 24.9 23.0 12.jDisl19.2 38.7 97.2 93.8 84.8 89.5 55.7 67.2 72.5 85.6 96.3- jZ.,Diesel railcars 65.5 83.9 100.0 106.5 77.4 83.9 71.3 62.2 68.7 66.1
I7 Cars

!ly kilometrage of
cars (thousands)
Freighe 16.4 17.0 14.6 12.9 17.7 17.3 17.4 16.7 17.6 18.3 21. .9Passenger 7.7 7.9 6.0 5.7 15.8 6.2 6.9 7.2 5.8 6.1 5.8 5.5

Average tons per
loaded car 18.9 19.8 20.3 18.0 21.3 21.4 23.8 24.1
Proportion of loaded
car-kr of total car-a s 71.6 68.3 64.5 65.6 65.6 67.4 69.7 69.7car-I.o toaln c imr (ds)
Car turn around tim (days) 7.3 9.0 10.5 12.0 11.0 10.0 10.3 2.07 General
ubr of Personnel

a/ n.a. n.a. n.&. n.a. 12.9 14.8 14.3 13.8 12.9 12.2 11.5 11.4
Oper ing Ratio () - n.a. 108 116 118 121 122 115 129 99 115 106 99

a/ i.e., ratio of operating expenses (including depreciation but before iztet) to ooerating revenue.-' Efficioney indicat~s related to diesel locmtives show deterioration in 1969 dup to the arrival of
57 new units, which are included in the calculations.

URE: Elaboratim of information provided by the Colombian National Railways.Figures for 1956 and 1959 refer only to the Central and ?acific Di-risona.Figures for 1960 to 1962 do not include the Antioquia Divisivo.
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Despite the efforts devoted to assuring it CNR has in fact never
really had full autonomy -- particularly, and perhaps most importantly,
in respect of personnel. It has been squeezed between political appoin-tees in many of the top positions (and possibly many of those lower) onthe one hand, and a strong union among those in the lower position onthe other. The salary structure is affected by Government ceilingswhich have limited the corporation's ability to recruit or retain thetype of dynamic executives and experienced engineers who would have beenable to make the enterprise something sufficiently efficient to meet outof its own earnings the pressures of the union, even in the difficult in-flationary situation prevailing. The salary structure and personnelpolicies do not seem to have been conducive to training either.

Other New Institutions in the 1950s

Beyond CNR the Bank also had some influence in the 1950s on thefoundation of various other institutions in Colombia, and typically, aswith the railway at that time, the influence consisted mainly in pressingfor establishment and sometimes advising on charter-writing. The Bankwas instrumental in creation of the Planning Office in the Presidency ofthe Republic in 1951 and its recreation in 1954, but this arrangementnever lasted for various reasons but particularly because the Colombianshad difficulty in finding a suitable Colombian candidate to be Directorand feared that a man in this position would anyway be too strong. Theplanning effort was revived in 1958 at a time when the Bank had only lim-ited relations with the country, and the Bank does not seem to have hadmuch influence on the growth and development of national planning insti-tutions under the National Front. However it always provided support inprinciple, and the Bank staff have had close relations with the PlanningDepartment staff in connection with preparation of economic reports, com-pilation of Consultative Group Project Lists, selection and appraisal ofprojects for Bank financing and negotiation of Memoranda of Understanding.The chief institutional influence of the Bank has been to improve work onpublic investment and fiscal planning, making it more comprehensive andprecise.

The Bank probably exerted decisive influence in the foundation ofthe Cauca Valley Corporation in 1955. Special missions were undertakenin 1954 and 1955, but more important than these may have been the hopesthat the Bank encouraged that it would provide financial assistance to
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the Corporation; this helped to secure for the Corporation the servicesof the able man who came to be its Executive Director and it may havebeen significant in persuading President Rojas ?inilla finally to ap-prove the scheme. As regards the Charter, the Bank's effort was mainly
oriented to endowing the Corpcration with a broad responsibility, in-
cluding within its region the Zepartmencs of Cauca, (old) Caldas, andValle, and focussing its work mainly cn large economic infrastructure
projects in the field of power and flood control.

CVC has developed and grown, though on a much more modest scalethan originally envisaged. Its effective activities have been largelyconfined to the Denartment of Valle, where it has carried out some use-
ful planning and studies, construction of power plants and transmissionlines, rural electrification and a relatively small amount of irriga-
tion and flood control. Power has accounted for two-thirds or more ofits investment.

Why initial hopes for the Corporation or for the Bank's involve-ment in it were never realized is not clear. The first probably failedfor reasons of politics, financial shortages, and the very concentrated
pattern of land tenure in the Valle, limiting the developmental role tobe played by the Corporation. As regards the Bank, its initial enthu-
siasm for the regional concept seems to have waned, but also its involve-ment was affected by a chapter of accidents: the deterioration of thecountry's economic policies shortly after the Corporation was established
and the consequent suspension of lending; the top priority assigned bythe Government to lending for power after resumption of lending in 1958;the difficulties encountered in construction of Calima; the apparent un-attractiveness of hydroelectric sites in the region relative to thoseelsewhere in Colombia. Some land reclamation projects were discussed inthe early 1960s but they were finally taken up by the 1DB. Studies ofCauca Valley coal resources and industrial and regional development, inwhich the Bank assisted, generated no projects. The major issues withwhich the Bank has been concerned in its relation with CVC -- adequacyof power tariffs and coordination among the entities concerned with powersupply -- have remained basically unresolved. The Bank turned down var-ious requests for assistance in strengthening CVC's own internal orga-nization, and lending conditions seem on several occasions to have beentoo weak to be effective.
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The Ministry of Public Works

The Ministry of Public Works is effectively the largest single
borrower from the Bank in Colombia, being the recipient of the first

railway loan (before CNR was created) and all the highway loans. It

is also much the most important spending Ministry, especially in terms

of investment. The Bank's long efforts with this Ministry, still only

qiite partially successful, may be the most important contribution that

the Bank has made to strengthening public sector institutions in the

country. Besides making loans, the Bank designated special represen-

tatives to the Ministry, helped recruit advisors and consultants, per-

suaded the Colombians to use competitive bidding procedures and to in-

troduce other new procedures of operations and contracting, suggested

organizational reforms, financed planning studies and supported the

Ministry in its continuous struggle with the Treasury for Pesos.

Apart from sending a resident engineer to supervise work under

the emergency highway loan of 1951, the Bank took no particular steps
of an institutional nature at this time, apparently satisfied with the

reorganization of the Ministry which was supposed already to be under

way. But within a few months it became familiar with problems that were

to be a major cause of concern for years, and by the time of the second

loan, in 1953, it was already suggesting a major reorganization of the

Ministry and a special effort on maintenance. The Ministry at the time

had numerous responsibilities beyond highways -- for railways, ports and

rivers, public buildings, and health. The Bank's stipulation, included

in the loan documents for the second loan, was that a separate Department

of Highways be established in the Ministry with separate construction and

maintenance divisions; foreign experts were to be recruited to help with

the new organization.

The Ministry signed the Loan Agreement but seems largely to have

ignored the conditions for reorganizing, and the Bank found considerable
difficulty in recruiting appropriate foreign experts. Eventually one or
two experts were obtained, and they worked on trying to set up a mainte-
nance program. Eventually in November 1955, as a prerequisite of the
Bank's third loan, a Presidential Decree was issued establishing a sep-
arate National Highways Division in the Ministry, to take responsibility
for all aspects of highways, including accounting.
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How far this Decree was actually implemented is not clear. Rela-
tions with the Bank deteriorated in the following mouths. The road pro-
gram picked up speed again after signature of the third loan, in June
1956, but the foreign advisors left in 1957 and 1958. Weighing scales
financed under the Bank's 1953 loan were destroyed in riots against en-
forcement of weight regulations. Maintenance seems to have deteriorated
greatly, so that by the end of the decade it was being reported that the
roads built under the earlier loans were "breaking up."

Discussions about a possible new highway loan were resumed in 1959
and it seems that by this time the Bank had come to doubt the possibility
of making the Ministry into an efficient organization; much more work for
design and construction supervision was to be contracted out with con-
sultants, and feasibility studies were to be undertaken by consultants
for all major new construction. In 1960 the Government introduced a new
reorganization, abolishing the separate Highways Department but sharply
reducing the number of people reporting direct to the Minister by creat-
ing three large directorates -- Technical, Operational and Administrative.
In 1961 the Parsons Study proposed establishment of a National Highway
Authority largely independent of the Ministry of Public Works and with
its own separate sources of financing. In 1962 yet another element was
thrown into the picture with a proposal by a UN team for decentraliza-
tion of the Ministry into 18 districts. Consultants were hired at the
suggestion cf the Bank for a major review of maintenance and preparation
of a program. Nothing very much seems to have occurred as a result of
all these suggestions and studies. Progress of work under the large new
highway loan which had finally been signed in 1961 was extremely slow.
The Bank pressed for action, making rather specific proposals for improve-
ment in four areas: planning and programming, procedures for contract
award and supervision, budgeting, and maintenance organization. The Mi-
nistry welcomed the suggestions and had further studies done on the pro-
posals in 1965 but took no action. The Bank refused further lending,
pending action, but it did keep a resident highway engineer in Bogota
again from 1964 to 1969.

The turning point came with the appointment by the new Lleras Gov-
ernment in 1966 of the able former Executive Director of CVC as the Min-
ister of Public Works. Among the most important steps taken were esta-
blishment of the National Highway Fund as a partially independent source
of financing, strengthening of the Planning Office, and initiation of a
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comprehensive advisory contract with an American-Mexican consultant con-
sortium, COMEC-Harris.

The National Highway Fund was established at the end of 1966 and
activated in 1968. The Fund, which is fed mainly by the gasoline tax,
has the disadvantages of principle inherent in an earmarking system but
it has a number of other special advantages. In particular it depoliti-
cizes the highway program to a certain extent. Congress, which had pre-
viously approved each individual construction project of significant size,
now approves only overall plans and the size of the Fund for the forth-
coming year; it is not directly involved in detailed allocation of re-
sources among individual projects. This in turn has permitted a greater
role for technical planning of highway work and simplification of con-
tracting procedures. Establishment of a Highway Fund had first been sug-
gested by the Bank in 1954, but was seemingly not pressed at the time;
the suggestion was strongly reaffirmed in the Parsons Study of 1961.
Creation of the Fund was thus the outcome of a long process.

COMEC-Harris gave considerable attention to strengthening the plan-
ning functions. The Planning Office, better staffed than it was before,
came to prepare regular up-dated monthly budgets of highway work, reducing
the amount of improvisation and start-stop pattern of previous years. It
helped to improve operational statistics on the country's highways and
their utilization, although these remain weak. The Transport Regulatory
Agency (INTRA), created in 1968 at the recoimendation of COMEC-Harris,
has also assisted improvement of statistics, forbidden importation of
over-weight vehicles, and initiated important studies on the structure
of the trucking industry.

Other important changes which resulted from the combination of
establishment of the Highway Fund and the advice of COMEC-Harris were
in the speed of contracting and payment procedures. By simplification
of contracting procedures in 1967-1968 the number of -steps involved was
cut from 42, where it had been for years, to 6, and the time required
to process a contract was cut from an average of 12 months to an average
of 2. Processing of payment orders was cut from some 20 steps requiring
40 days to 6 steps requiring 7 days. More expeditious payment and eli-
mination of the delays enabled the Ministry to take a firmer hand in in-
sisting on fulfillment of contract conditions by contractors.
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COMEC-Harris also made numerous other important contributions
They produced a revised and rationalized organization scheme for theMinistry, of which the most important characteristics were to haveMaintenance as a separate department reporting direct to the Ministerand to have a small engineering department, separate from both Cons-truction ani Maintenance, from which engineers could be drawn for each.Maintenance was a major focus of their attention. An important train-ing program was initiated at a university. A full-scale plan was pre-pared for phased improvement of maintenance operacions, a revised or-ganization of field maintenance was introduced and a pilot program wasinitiated in one Department (Boyaca) and then extended to others. Theprogram appears to have taken good hold in one or two Departments butits overall impact and future is still quite tenuous.

Why was COMEC-Harris generally more successful than all the nter-ous efforts which preceded them? Probably the most important single fac-
tor was the interest of the Minister and his readiness to take strong
steps. -Other significant factors were• that the path was prepared :orCOMEC-Harris by the Bank's resident highway engineer from 1964 to 199
who was a Latin American and had filled the same position from 1954 to
1958; that the COMEC-Harris team was larger than previous efforts, con-
tained more men with operational experience in Latin America, and could
go more into detail on problems; that as a Pre-condition of signature f
the 1968 highway loan, the Bank insisted on agreemen to a specific
schedule for implementation of the first-stage recmendations; and that
they organized and carried out training.

In spite of the important improvements shown in the last twentyyears, especially the last five, the Ministry's problems are far fro
being fully resolved. Maintenance and planning are still weak. The
istry suffers from severe shortage of qualified engineers -- apparen-.l'
mainly due to salary constraints and poor personnel policies -- and is
unduly dependent on engineering consultant firms. Most cInstruction proj-
ects are still characterized by severe delays, ranging from a year to
four years. The improved contracting and bidding procedures applied to
projects which the Bank is helping to finance apparently do not apply to
other projects.
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Two New Utility Institutions in the 1960s

The late 1960s saw the creation of two new institutions -- the in-

terconnection company, ISA, and the Utility Tariff Board (Junta de Tari-

fas) -- in whose foundation the Bank played a role at least as critical

as in the case of CNR and CVC. Both institutions are still in a very

early stage of operation, and their ultimate success will depend on ev-

ents yet to occur. But both have performed rather well to date, and both

have the potential of making very significant contributions.

In March 1963 the Bank took the basic policy decision that, in con-

nection with further lending for power in Colombia, it should consider

the advantages of an interconnection among the major regions and, if ad-

vantages were significant, it should finance no plants which would be

superfluous or inconsistent with such an interconnection. By taking

this decision, it facilitated major structural change in the power supply

system of Colombia. But the shape which that change would ultimately take

required five years to evolve, with considerable economic diplomacy by the

Bank in the interim.

As a result of the Bank's decision, the three campanies concerned

with power supply in the three largest cities agreed to sponsor a pre-

feasibility study by the principal Colombian engineering firms to assess

the technical and economic merits of interconnection. They also agreed

to invite the Bank to participate in their discussions. The prefeasibil-

ity study, completed by September 1963, showed interconnection to be

worthwhile. An Interconnection Committee was formed by the three power

companies, and it was agreed to undertake further technical and organi-

zational studies to see how interconnection could best be undertaken.

The great difficulties in bringing about the interconnection and

the long delays which occurred resulted not so much from the technical
difficulty of the operation -- it was not in fact very difficult from
this point of view -- but from the strongly regionalist feelings of the
various companies and their cities, and their mistrust of one another.

At one point CVC was the main obstacle, anxious to get financing for Ca-
lima II and fearful that it would be always at the receiving end of an

interconnection line and hence dependent on the others for power. Later
EPM was the bigger obstacle, apparently reluctant to share the benefits
of its favorable hydroelectric sites with other regions.
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The keynote of the Bank's approach was to raise questions and sug-
gest alternatives but never to strongly espouse any one solution to the
technical and organizational problems involved, until that solution had
been adopted by the companies themselves. But this was backed by firm
adherence to the principle of not financing any power plant which an in-
terconnection would make superfluous; and this principle developed later,
when the Colombians delayed action, into a refusal to provide any further
financing for power plants until agreed steps had been taken.

The organization study for the interconnection, contracted with
International Middle West Service Company, recomended in June 1965 that
a new company be formed to own and operate all new bulk transmission and
generation facilities for the interconnected system. In August the compa-
nies' Interconnection Co mittee accepted this recomendation but it fail-
ed to agree on how ownership of the new company would be divided amongst
them and on which new generating facilities then in the planning stage
would be built by them individually and which by the new company. Fin-
ally an agreement on principles was reached November 8, 1966, after
strong pressure on the companies from President Lleras, who also parti-
cipated in signing the agreement. There were still difficulties to be
resolved -- such as selection and appointment of acceptable senior staff
for the new company -- and it was not until September 1967 that Inter-
conexion, S. A. (ISA) was formally established. ISA is owned, to the
extent of 25% each, by the three original companies participating in the
negotiations and ICEL, the Central Government power agency which is ma-
jority owner of CHEC, the power company of Manizales, the other main
city so far involved in the interconnection scheme.

ISA is still a small company, presently responsible for initial
operation of the interconnection network and for construction of the
large Chivor hydroelectric plant (with assistance of EEEB). ISA manage-
ment has been effective in handling the major construction operations.
The Bank has been little involved in the company's internal organiza-
tional development, but it has financed part of the cost of a contract
with an accounting firm to develop appropriate management information
systems and inventory and accounting procedures.

The Utility Tariff Board is an agency quite different from ISA in
that it has no responsibilities for constructing or operating a plant,
but it is similar in representing a new concept in Colombia, which was
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brought to fruition even more clearly than in the case of ISA largely
because of the Bank's efforts. As compared with the interconnection con-
cept, the Bank went further in providing on request, in May 1968, a fair-
ly detailed outline of the public utility tariff policies which it sug-
gested should be pursued. But its principal role, which lay in pressing
the appropriate parties for action, raising the issue in policy negotia-
tions and making further lending partially dependent on resolution of the
issue, was very similar; equally it stuck to a few basic principles, con-
sistently propounded, without trying to dictate the manner in which these
principles should be applied.

The entity which finally emerged in December 1968 and came into
full operation after the elections in 1970 does not follow exactly the
lines proposed by the Bank. In particular, the Board is not an independ-
ent Regulatory Agency made up of prominent citizens, but an agency effec-
tively integrated within the National Planning Department and consisting
of senior officials of that department. Moreover its powers are restric-
ted to approving requested tariff increases (as opposed to enforcing tar-
iff increases which it has initiated),even though it can exercise some
influence on the requests put forward as a result of the Planning Depart-
ment's responsibility for foreign loans and for national budgetary al-
locations for investment or for operating subsidies. Nevertheless, the
agency has been established, it has approved a large number of tariff
increases and it has initiated studies to improve utility accounting
systems, particularly in the case of the numerous water utilities. Partly
through the efforts of the Bank, the Governmient has accepted the prin-
ciple of a fair rate of return on revalued assets as a fact of life for the
successful operation of public utility companies, and it has set attain-
ment of this goal as an objective of economic policy. It may not be
reached quickly because many tariffs have been only a small fraction of
the necessary level, and persistent follow-up will be required to see
that the approved tariff increases and phased plans of tariff increase
are actually applied.

Bogota Water Company (EAAB)

Negotiations which eventually led to the Bank's 1968 loan to the
Bogota Water Company, the first for water supply in Colombia, began in
1966. The Bogota City administration of the day was concerned about the
state of the company, which had deteriorated in preceding years, and it
encouraged the company's management and the Bank staff to work out
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measures toward improvement. Hence the Bank's first mission, in May 1966,was mainly concerned with identifying the problem areas and discussing
specific series of steps which would be appropriate for dealing with them.Actual implementation of these steps was supervised rather intensively,with Bank missions visiting Bogota every three or four months.

One problem area was organization and staffing. A Colombian con-sultant firm was brought in to advise on the organizational structure ofthe enterprise. Its first recommendations were implemented early in 1967when the enterprise was reorganized into four main departments -- Finan-cial, Planning, Operations and Administration. This replaced a structurein which there had been no Financial Manager and some twenty separateheads of departments reporting direct to the General Manager. Since 1967the company has further evolved into a considerably more sophisticatedorganization, including more levels of responsibility and more steps inpromotion, important from the incentive point of view. Total staff grewfrom some 1,100 to about 1,700 in 1971. Salaries were improved and staffturnover cut. Employees with university degrees increased disproportion-ately, from 44 in early 1967 to 150 early in 1971. Work which used to becontracted out in its entirety to consultants is now done to some extentin-house. In 1968 a major training program was started, in cooperationwith SENA, to provide courses for plumbers, surveyors, water treatmentplant operators, accounting staff, etc. Some 250-300 employees were putthrough these courses in 1970.

Other important problem areas were accounting, budgeting and compu-ter usage. The Bank mission found serious deficiencies on the account-ing side -- in particular a complete lack of cost accounting and undue
capitalization of expenses. There was no up-to-date assessment of thevalue of assets, important for establishing tariffs and depreciationallowances. There were also serious billing delays. It was agreed thatconsultant assistance was needed on these ma tt ers, and the company ob-
tained the services of various local firms. The accounting department
and accounting system were reorganized. A modernized budgeting system,
based on 75 cost centers, was introduced in 1969. Billing delays were
greatly reduced. Billing was further improved by a major effort to sur-
vey and improve the distribution system, an area that had suffered frominadequate attention; an American consulting firm was brought in toassist. A major program for installation of meters was undertaken, theoveration of the meter repair shop strengthened, and system operation
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tightened. As a result system losses (water unaccounted for) were cut
from 33% of water produced in 1966 to some 24% in the second half of
1970.

As mentioned earlier, the Bank also found it necessary to give
considerable attention to coordination with the other agencies concernedwith the water resources of the Bogota area, particularly the Bogota
Power Company. This was to become particularly important later on in
planning for the second water supply project, financed by the Bank in1971, since it has major implications for the Bogota power system aswell as the water system.

Institutional problems have not been totally overcome -- in parti-cular management information flows need further strengthening and con-sultant contracts require firmer control -- but it is evident that theBank has had a major beneficial impact on the company which will resultin significant improvements in the adequacy and quality of water supplyin Bogota in the coming years. The success seems to result principallyfrom a combination of three factors: strong political support in Bogotafor the improvements made, the detailed nature of the work done by theBank staff with careful assessment of problems and phased solutions,
and thorough supervision of progress in reaching the solutions.

Other New Borrowers in the 1960s

In the latter part of the 1960s the Bank has also moved into finan-cing two other areas where it had not been involved before (except fortwo small agricultural credit loans in the early 1950s) -- Agricultureand Education. In these fields more limited attempts have been made atinstitutional development, and with more limited success. In both casesthe approach has been basically one of setting up a special project officewithin a larger entity and focussing effort on this office. The most val-uable institutional contribution in agriculture appears to have been inthe Medium-Size Farmers Agricultural Credit project on which disbursementof funds has so far been so small; the foreign consultants (SCET) providedgood training, and INCORA appears to use most of the graduates from thecourse for its other agricultural credit projects (mainly with small far-mers). On the Atlantico Irrigation and Land Reclamation project the con-sultants (Tahal) are providing some useful experience to INCORA personnelin project management. Responsibility for the education project was
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assigned to ICCE (Instituto Colombiano de Construcciones Escolaree),decentralized agency under the Ministry of Education, principally res-ponsible for construction of schools. This has tended to isolate theproject from the rest of the Ministry, make relations with other edu-
cational institutions more difficult and limit the project's spread ef-fect, in terms of influence on other educational institutions On theother hand, it has probably enabled the project to go ahead faster thanwould otherwise have been the case.

Conclusions

It is clear from this brief review that the Bank has made someimportant and useful contributions to development of institutioe foreconomic development in Colombia -- mainly among specialized technicalagencies and entities. The actual contributions have been of severaldifferent types: Basic concept (as in the case of ISA), Policy frame-work (as in the case of Utility Tariff Board and the ational HighwayFund) and detailed internal organization (as in the case of the Ministryof Public Works and Bogota Water Company). In almost all entities withwhich the Bank has been associated, the financial side, including ac-counting, auditing, financial reporting, has been stronger than what itwould otherwise have been (e.g. EPM, EEEB and CNR, as well as the otheragencies mentioned).

The extent to which the most successful and important IBRD contri-butions to institutional development have occurred in the 1960 is strik-
ing. To some degree this is undoubtedly due to the fact that the polit-
ical context was much more favorable, especially after 1965; earlier ef-forts were hampered by the prevailing Political uncertainty and the factthat the need to find a political modus vivendi overrode developmentamong Government concerns. But v oefnaenta i foverr develmnthvbeen the Bank's own learning process. It is noteworthy that the princi-pal successes of the 1960s have been precisely in those fields in whichthe Bank has been involved longest and most heavily:, public utilities
and highways. But there have also been important changes in techniques
and emphasis in the Bank's institution-building efforts.

Where initially the Bank was preoccupied with basic constitutions,formal structure at the top level and finance, it later expanded its
range of vision to encompass many more of the mechanics of how an
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institution actually works: budgeting, planning, overall organizational

structure and levels of responsibility, links between organizational

units, staffing, salaries and salary structure, training, internal pro-
cedures (e.g. contracting and payments), cost accounting and management

information flows and budget control. This is perhaps best illustrated

by the contrast between the Bank's treatment of the power utilities with
which it was initially concerned in the 1950s and its involvement with
the Bogota Water Company over the last five years, or between the approach
to the Ministry of Public Works in the 1950s and that in the 1960s. The
focus on Board composition and grand principles of organization has been

replaced with a humbler and more constructive emphasis on certain func-
tions and how they can best be fulfilled under prevailing circumstances;
experience has shown certain functions to be particularly crucial -- es-
pecially planning, personnel policies and management information systems.
The contrast between the two periods is particularly illustrated in the
case of training, which was always paid lip-service but seldom effectively
implemented by consultants and the agencies to which they were assigned
until the more recent period. Involvement at a more detailed level has
required much larger applications of experienced manpower -- for instance
the large Sofrerail and COMEC-Harris missions, the many consultant firms
used by EAAB, and the corresponding intensive work by Bank staff, espe-
cially in the case of greatest success, Bogota Water Company.

The Bank has also adopted a more comprehensive approach, not only
in the sense of covering many more aspects of how an institution works,
but also in the sense of confining its attention less to the minimum ins-
titutional requirements for getting a project built and taking more ac-
count of links between agencies. Whereas the Bank promoted establishment
of EEEB as an independent unit in the late 1950s and failed to contribute
effectively to resolving the problem of coordination between CVC, Chidral
and EMCali, by the 1960s it was giving attention to relationships between
the power companies (ISA), between the power companies and the Government
(Utility Tariff Board) and between the power and water companies (EEEB
and EAAB).

It is striking how little institutional spread effect there has
been to date from the Bank's institution-building initiatives. We spe-
cifically sought evidence of this phenomenon both within agencies, in
the sense of spread from organizational units with which the Bank had been
directly concerned to others, and between agencies, in the sense that,
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say, another power company might follow to some extent the example esta-
blished by a power company to which the Bank had devoted special atten-
tion. We found little or none. After twenty years of Bank lending the
Ministry of Public Works continues to maintain one standard of planning,
contracting and supervision for Bank-financed projects and another stand-
ard for other projects. Some entities seem to have reasonably good in-
formation flows about progress and costs on projects financed with Bank
assistance in recent years but far less adequate management information
on other operations.

More significant spread effects are probably resulting within EAAB
due to the more comprehensive approach adopted. And certainly ISA and
the Utility Tariff Board are beginning to have important spread effects.
For instance, creation of ISA has helped stimulate cooperation among the
northeastern Electrificadoras -- Boyaca, Santander and Norte de Santander
-- with a view to undertaking larger projects themselves and having more
weight for securing a transmission link with ISA and for exerting influ-
ence within ISA once they are joined. It is also expected that concen-
tration of responsibility for major new bulk generating plants on ISA
will enable the local companies to devote more attention to the distribu-
tion function, too often neglected in the past.

If the spread effect has been limited to date, there is no strong
evidence that has come to our attention that entities to which the Bank
has not lent have been positively hurt by Bank lending to other entities
in the same sector. In undertaking this study we were conscious of the
possibility that borrowing organizations might (a) set higher standards
of pay with which poorer organization could not compete, (b) attract a
disproportionate number of professionals or high-caliber civil servants,
and (c) cause inter-agency rivalries. Though this is a difficult matter
to judge, our review does not suggest that this has happened to a sign-
ficant extent. Bank-supported public utilities are generally consider-
ably stronger in terms of personnel and finances than those which have
not been supported by the Bank, and they are stronger than they would
have been without Bank support; but the others are not significantly
weaker because the Bank has further strengthened those which were already
relatively strong; they were weak and they have remained weak. In the
education field, there is no evidence that the schools built under the
Zank project have depleted the quality of the teaching staff in other
schools; many of the teachers who benefitted from the training course
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for teaching in these schools actually stayed with their old schools.
Borrowers in the transportation sector do not seem to have attracted a
disproportionate number of highly qualified staff -- rather to the con-trary.

The need to orient institution-building efforts by clear and well-founded economic analysis is one of the clearest lessons that emerges
from this review. The contrast between CNR and ISA in this respectstands out strongly. In the case of CNR the Bank seemed to have aclearer idea of, and to give more attention to, the basic institutionwhich it felt should be formed to integrate Colombia's railroads thanthe economics of the project underlying this institut ion. With regardto ISA, on the other hand, the Bank saw and pointed out a clear economicneed and left the Colombians, with the aid of their consultants, to iden-tify an appropriate institutional framework for meeting this need. Butthe need to base the institution-building effort on careful economicscomes out equally well in the cases of the railways and also of Paz delRio (see Chapter V) in the early 1960s; if adequate economic studies ofthe future role of each in the economy had then been undertaken not onlywould the Bank-financed projects have probably worked out more satisfac-torily but institution-building efforts could have been geared more effect-ively to making that come true; both institutions would have been able todevelop more usefully for the economy. Or again, more positively, theprincipal contribution of the Bank to the founding of the Utility TariffBoard was to establish clearly the economic need and to urge the Colom-bians to fill this need; exactly how they filled it, in terms of theconstitutional position of the body created, was something in which theBank interfered little. The result was not the independent Board theBank originally thought of, but the Board within the Planning Departmentseems to have worked fairly satisfactorily.

All of this tends to suggest that the most constructive role forthe Bank in connection with institution- building is assistance in theidentification and specification of economic and social needs for new orstronger institutions and in the design and implementation of the detailsof effective institutional mechanisms to meet these needs. What comes atthe pinnacle of these institutional mechanisms is something that can onlybe determined by the Colombians, to fit their evolving socio-politicalstructure. It is really not clear that the notion of the autonomous cor-poration, so favored in the 1950s, has contributed very much in Colombian
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circumstances. Autonomy for the Bogota and Medellin power companies, theargument about which held up the first loans to them for considerable
time, may possibly have reduced political influences in their staffing;but they were already considered to be the best run and best staffed util-ities in Colombia -- and rather well run and well staffed -- before theywere given autonomy. As regards the railways, it is not clear that theyhave ever in fact been permitted much autonomy, whatever their name orCharter. The autonomous National Highways Authority, urged at the startof the 1960s, was never accepted. The Bank's contribution can be great-est in seeking appropriate institutional mechanius within the limits ofthe constitutional position assigned to an entity.

There is another form of insulation from political interferencewhich has been used more in the 960s: establishment of a special proj-ect office, as for education and agriculture. This procedure has limit-ations. it does not prevent major change of staff for political reasons.It limits the spread effect of any changes. It can cause serious prob-lems of coordination. But it may well be the most effective way to starta relationship with a major organization As the years pass and the Barkbecomes more fully familiar with the problems of the organization, it maybecome possible to find more satisfactory and more comprehensive solu-tions -- very much as has been happening and should continue to occur
with the Ministry of Public Works. In many cases the process probablycould and should be shortened significantly by devoting more Bank staff-time earlier to broad studies, as a basis for setting broad loan condi-tions.

Recommendations

1. Economics should orient institution- building efforts, in the sensethat an economic or social problem (opportunity) is identified and an
institutional solution is then sought. Projects should not be undertakenon the ground they will have major institutional impact, without solid
and careful analysis of the underlying economics.

2. Principal emphasis in institution-building efforts should be onbasic purposes of the institution and how it functions. Particularly im-portant seem to be (a) staff, training, incentives and personnel poli-cies, (b) internal organizational structure, (c) planning capabilities,and (d) management information systems providing links between departments
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and with management and yielding performance data more significant than
the purely financial.

3. The Bank should give more attention to adequacy of salaries, salary
structures, incentives for training and payment of special premia. Poor
salary structures and instability of salaries in real terms seem to be
at the heart of many problems in Colombian Government agencies, also
causing excessive reliance on consultants.

4. For projects in selection of which institution-building aspects
are important, appraisal reports should contain a clear delineation of
the problems and a precisely agreed and phased program for overcoming the
most important of these difficulties, with periodic (quarterly or half-
yearly) targets against which performance may be checked. The Bank should
try to improve existing methods to assess the efficiency levels of insti-
tutions and to design objective indicators of institutional improvement.
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CHAPTER X - PRINCIPAL OPERATIONAL IMPLICATIONS

The fundamental problems of Colombia are rural poverty, unemploy-
ment and underemployment, and these problems, which reflect an underutil-
ization of the country's natural and physical resources, have not dimin-
ished over the last twenty years and may have got worse. The Bank hascontributed importantly to overcoming some major infrastructural bottle-necks to development and to promoting and supporting a greater publicinvestment effort in the country. However, despite major advances made,structural and institutional problems and inadequate policies have lim-ited the advantage that Colombia has drawn from resources and opportuni-ties available in the country and restricted the benefit derived fromexternal resources provided.

The Bank, in its relations with Colombia, has rightly stressed theneed to maximize the GNP growth rate -- but seemingly not in as efficienta way as Colombia should be able to attain. Among the five key issues inColombian development earlier identified, the Bank has tended to putrather exclusive emphasis on two in the decade of the 1960s -- the bal-ance of payments and fiscal constraints. In regard to improvements inexchange rate and fiscal policies it has probably achieved as much as itcould be expected to have done. But it has given much less attention tothe key problems of mobilization of domestic resources -- natural as wellas financial -- and participation in the development effort, the factorslimiting them and the constraints they impose on growth. Some of theBank's efforts have had, as a by-product, beneficial impact on these prob-lems and several useful initiatives have been taken. But neither theBank's main lending lines in Colombia -- infrastructure projects andcredit to the private sector through intermediaries -- nor its policyadvice have so far made a great contribution to coping with the problems.As regards the fifth issue in Colombian development -- the weakness ofpublic sector institutions -- the Bank has made some useful contributionsover the years, but mainly with institutions not directly involved withthese two key issues. These problems require a more prominent place inthe formulation of all aspects of the Bank's assistance strategy -- policyadvice, lending and institution-building efforts.

Over the last twenty years the Bank has developed a combination ofit: initial investment bank approach, emphasizing strong institutions,with a broader macroeconomic outlook; this combination could make it avery effective instrument for helping the Colombian authorities in theirefforts to secure a better pattern and pace of development than has beensecured in the past. The Bank has applied, with ingenuity and diplomacy,a system for negotiating regular written agreements on major developmentpolicies, to form the basis of its own lending program and of its recom-mendations to the Consultative Group members; this system should clearlybe maintained, possibly in a less formal way (e.g. Government statements
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at Consultative Gzoup meetings instead of full memoranda), and broadened

to deal with some of the key issues of sector policy constraining the

country's development capacity. The Bank has helped build up the Consul-

tative Group of industrialized countries and international agencies, and

increasing amounts of financial and technical assistance to Colombian

development should be obtainable from most of them, especially with the

growing effort that the Bank has put into meetings with them, together

and individually, and into follow-up on individual projects.

The Bank's contributions through projects it has helped finance

have generally tended to improve over the years in the fields in which it

has long been involved - utilities, highways and railways - and no doubt

this improvement will continue and apply also to the fields - such as

agriculture, industry and education -- that it has entered more recently.

Bank lending should be expanded to provide for sector lending where improve-

ments in sector policy are the main contribution that -the Bank can make and

to provide for project lending where the Bank has not yet lent but 
where it

can help to overcome key institutional constraints; combinations of these

two types of lending may also be appropriate. With both courses the close

involvement and detailed supervision that are characteristic of project

lending will be crucial to achievement of the Bank's full potential for

assisting Colombian development.

There are ten key operational points for the Bank which emerge from

this study, and these are briefly discussed in the following paragraphs.

1. Perspective. Underlying its operations and orienting them, the Bank

should have a longer-run view than it has had in the past of how the land

and people of Colombia can be mobilized to the maximum extent for devel-

opment. We are not thinking of anything very elaborate but rather of a

rough strategy defined in quite simple terms, showing how the economy can

move to Ofull employment" - of people and also of natural and physical

resources -- and indicating, for instance, whether, with the labor force

and resources existing and in prospect, this can be achieved by acceler-

ated urbanization, with high technology, or whether Colombia should rather

pursue a more gradual path, emphasizing the use of technologies (and

related incentives) appropriate to existing relative availabilities of

land, labor and capital. Important elements in the overall framework are

matters such as demographic trends, employment, rural-urban migration,

costs and productivity of infrastructure in towns of.different size, the

factors affecting patterns of urban and rural development, the role and

effectiveness of institutions in different sectors and regions, alterna-

tive production technologies and adequacy of technological research. Some

of these issues are of course highly complex, and not too much is known

about them. The National Planning Department and other institutions in

Colombia would always do the main work on them. But, particularly since

these issues have a direct bearing on the selection and design of long-run
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development projects, it would seem worthwhile for the Bank to try to
maintain on a running basis a general framework showing in a broad way
how Colombia's resources can best be combined now and in the future,allowing for anticipated growth of labor force, savings capability and
public revenues, etc. and incorporating data about costs of job-creation,
infrastructure requirements in towns of different sizes, productivities
in different jobs and places, etc. An excellent basis on many of these
points has been laid by the Bank's major 1970 Economic Report on Colombia
and it would seem advantageous to capitalize on this basis, perhaps by
trying to reserve a half man-year of staff time each year for mainte-
nance and up-dating of the framework, in light of latest available infor-
mation.

2. Land Reform. In the context of such a perspective the Bank should
make some estimates of the feasible combination of policies -- including
land redistribution, provision of more working capital to small farmers,
and better supporting services - which could cope with rural poverty
within a generation. If it is determined that the implementation of a
land reform is one of the major policies required, then the Bank should
clearly express that it favors such a policy, and it should demonstrate
that it could effectively contribute in its implementation. If, on the
other hand, it is determined that land redistribution is not critical,
then the set of alternative solutions to the problem of rural poverty and
underutilization of resources should be explicitly formulated. Assuming
that the effective implementation of a land reform program would signifi-
cantly improve Colombian development, the Bank should concentrate its con-
tribution to the agricultural sector, prior to the effective implementationof this policy, on the financing of small farmers cultivating high valuecrops, for example fruits and vegetables for export.

3. Capital Market. The Bank should give greater attention to the ade-
quacy of Colombia's efforts at mobilizing and channelling for development
domestic financial resources beyond the fiscal resources on which it has
hitherto focussed attention. The Bank should actively encourage Colombia
to pursue unification of credit markets and more appropriate regulation
of them, with more competition, in order to mobilize savings, generate
projects using local resources, and encourage use of techniques appropri-
ate to the scarcity of capital in Colombia. Subsidized credit programs
should be maintained only for small farmers and small industry, and these
pr-grams should be expanded as rapidly as feasible, in some cases with
appropriate technical assistance. Taxation of underutilized and unutilized
urban land should be encouraged as means to strengthen capital markets by
providing a disincentive to invest in land and, at the same time, reduce
uneconomic use of installed urban infrastructure. The Bank should inves-
tigate the meaning, mechanics and implications of the negative association
that appears to exist for the 1960s between inflows of long-term capital
from abroad to the private sector and domestic private savings.
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4. Economic Reporting. Within the framework of the longer view urged
above the Bank should concentrate its scarce economic expertise to a
greater extent than now on specific highly focussed problem-solving stud-
ies and less on broad comprehensive reviews. Extensive sunmmary and syn-
thesis of the best of current policy views, an older view of what an eco-
nomic report should be, seems less useful now to the various recipients ofthis report in Colombia and elsewhere than a minimally brief overview of
the current situation (probably taking greater advantage of IMF work) sup-
ported by deeper studies of highly selected problem areas, often of a more
structural and longer-run nature - e.g., urbanization and employment,
relation between foreign capital inflows and domestic savings, adequacy
of a sector's institutional structure for efficient exploitation of
resources, development of lumber/furniture industry, structure of inter-
est rates and unification of capital markets, stock market development,
distributive impact of exchange rate changes, problems in the structure
of import tariffs, potentials for development benefits (as opposed to
cost savings) in power, distributive impact of utility tariffs, labor
legislation, factors affecting urban land development. It may well be
worthwhile to carry out more studies of this sort than the Bank could pos-
sibly manage with its own staff and specialists. Then there are several
alternatives: (a) to ask the Colombian Planning Department to undertake
the study -- which worked quite well with the sector study of municipal
water supply in 1968-1969, (b) to hire special consultants to carry out
the studies -- as in the very successful case of the 1970 review of the
public health sector, (c) to subcontract studies with research institutes
-in Colombia or elsewhere, or (d) to encourage other Consultative Group
members to provide appropriate technical assistance. The last two alter-
natives do not seem to have been tried but would merit consideration. It
would be desirable that reports, whether general or special, whether pre-
pared by the Bank or sponsored by it, should be made available more
widely in Colombia than they are now; perhaps the Government should be
encouraged to distribute Bank reports more broadly or they could be madeavailable from the office of the Bank's Resident Representative in Bogota.

5. Sector Lending. The Bank should consider lending to national
Colombian agencies for sectoral or sub-sectoral development programs, asopposed to individual projects, especially where the main need now is tohelp improve sector policies, for instance in ways defined by studies ofthe type described above. Two early candidates for such treatment would
be industry and highways. The PIF should be given a much larger role infuture lending for private sector industrial development, and negotia-
tions and loan conditions should center on key issues of sectoral policy.
Enough seems to be known and agreed now about crucial steps required inconnection with capital market development for the Bank, in negotiating
the next such loan, to be able to reach agreement on appropriate steps
relating to the following topics: (a) removal of interest rate ceilings,
(b) reduction of forced investments by commercial banks and other finan-
cial intermediaries, and (c) encouragement (fiscal incentives?) to
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companies for listing of stock. Negotiations for later loans might deal
with further steps in capital market improvement, as needed, or with
other policy matters affecting industrial development such as import
tariffs and prohibitions or corporate taxation structure. As regards
highways, adoption of a sectoral approach would have a number of advan-tages -- focussing greater attention on the question of how much
resources in total should be dedicated to the sector and how particular
roads and highways should be allocated among different classifications,
in terms of design standards, given the budget constraint; leaving moreflexibility for adjusting the timing of the various components of theprogram in light of interim developments; helping to extend the improvedplanning, engineering and contracting procedures, introduced with Bankassistance and presently limited to Bank-financed highways, to other
roads, as appropriate; enabling special Bank efforts, within the overallloan, on institutional problems of Caminos Vecinales, the entity respon-sible for feeder roads, which have lagged and are poorly coordinated
with the other highway programs. Beyond industry and highways the Bankmight explicitly try to develop agencies which would be appropriate chan-nels for such sector lending, as it has already begun with INSFOPAL forwater supply projects and as it should begin with INCORA or Caja Agrariafor projects promoting cultivation by small farmers of fruits, flowers andvegetables for export.

6. Housing. Judging by experience in Colombia, which is probably par-alleled in this respect in several other countries, the Bank should seri-ously consider entering the field of housing, principally because of theinstitutional contributions it could make. This is not an easy field andboth IDB and US AID have encountered difficulties in it, but it appearsto have important unrealized potential in Colombia. Although house con-struction is particularly intensive in use of labor and rather independentof imports, housing supply in Colombia is lagging seriously behind effec-tive demand, and more seriously behind needs, partly due to deficientinstitutional arrangements for mobilizing savings and organizing construc-tion and structural deficiencies in the urban land market. The first etepshould be a thorough study to assess the economics of the housing indus-try, its relations with the rest of the economic activities, and theeffects a major expansion here would have on other sectors, employment,import requirements, etc. If this study shows that housing is a sectorwith considerable economic potential and also that institutional innova-tions would be required to release that potential, then the second stepwould be initiation of an experimental program. The Bank may be able tocontribute not only with respect to appropriate financial institutions butalso with respect to new techniques of building or manufacturing buildingcomponents and new patt-erns of organizing housing schemes -- such as siteand service plans undertaken by public utilities or municipal authorities.

7. Institution-building. As regards future project (as opposed to sec-tor) lending in Colombia, the prime criterion in selecting projects for
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financing by the Bank, rather than some other source, should be the extent
of institutional development and improvement that could be expected to
result, since Colombian development and efficiency in use of resources are
severely constrained by institutional and structural weakness. This
approach has sometimes been partially appliedin the past, but we are pro-
posing a stronger and fuller application of it, even at the risk of slow-
ing down the lending pace (which would be compensated to some extent by use
of sector lending, as proposed). Projects should be selected in light of
the overall institutional strengths of the country for making the most of
resources available to it and oriented to strengthening weak points, as
for instance in housing, labor-intensive high-value crops, rural education,
small town water supply and public health at present. This will require
greater initiative and effort in project preparation, more intensive super-
vision and, in some areas, development of new Bank capabilities. If proj-
ects are selected with a view to maximizing the Bank's contribution to the
country's development then other factors such as foreign exchange compo-
nent or whether expenditures are traditionally classified as investment or
current can be considered in a much wider context, in terms of objectives
to be attained (provided that.policy agreements with the Bank together with
measures to improve capital markets ensure that Bank financing of local
currency expenditures will not have a negative effect on domestic resource
mobilization). Giving sufficient priority to institutional considerations
requires careful attention to a project's basic economic validity, more
explicit recognition of risk elements in development and greater emphasis
on indicators and measures of institutional performance and progress. Since
the history reviewed suggests that automatic demonstration- effect is rare,
special attention should be given, in the selection and design of projects
with an institution-building focus, to mechanisms for achieving positive
spread effect.

8. Development Impact. Just as projects should be selected with a view
to maximizing the Bank's development impact (through its contribution to
overcoming the crucial institutional constraint) so more attention should
be given than in the past to ensuring that the projects chosen will have
as great a development impact as they can have. This applies particularly
to infrastructure projects and it requires looking at unemployment and
unutilized or underutilized resources in the area to be affected by the
project and at the institutional mechanisms for securing the project's
potential contribution to mobilization of these resources. In power for
instance, attention should be given to utility policies regarding new con-
nections and system extension, possible constraints to realization of
development benefits imposed by rigidity in the tariff structure or by
deficiencies in municipal planning and possible need for self-help efforts
of the Accion Comunal type for distribution system extension. In trans-
port infrastructure attention should be given to the development poten-
tial of the area traversed and the adequacy of plans, public agencies, and
other infrastructure in the area for obtaining the most positive impact
possible from the highway or railway; this may mean attention to feeder
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road plans, agricultural extension and marketing services, regional devel-opment plans, conservation practices, competitiveness of bus and freight
services -- or even to adequacy of municipal water supply services, whichturned out to have been a significant obstacle to realization ofregionaldevelopment benefits in so many cases studied.

9. Project Monitoring. Project supervision in most fields needsstrengthening by fuller information flows on project performance and more
analysis of this information. Attention has tended to be concentrated on
loan disbursements as an indicator of project performance, in the absence
of more relevant data, or else on a few general financial indicators which
sometimes hide problems rather than reveal them. It should be possible to
devise at the time of project appraisal a system of information flowsabout a few. key variables, generally of a technical nature, or concernedwith regional impact, which will show whether the main benefits expected
of the project are materializing on schedule or not; in some cases, espe-cially where there are difficult problems in institutional performance, itmay be appropriate at the time of loan negotiations to agree on specifictargets for these variables while in other cases the comparison may be
rather with forecasts made. The need for this type of information flow
may have to be taken into account more explicitly in the design of manage-ment information systems for borrowers, for which the Bank has oftenfinanced consultant assistance. Improved flows of performance data areparticularly required for sub-projects financed by loans to industrial andagricultural finance intermediaries. In these cases the purpose should bepartly to enable the Bank to know what results its loan funds are produc-ing and partly to provide case data which would deepen understanding ofthe factors at work affecting the sector so that improvements could bemade in project design or advice could be given to Government about appro-priate policy changes. Strengthened information flows about projects andsub-proj ects will be all the more important to the extent that the Bank
makes more use of intermediaries in different fields and of sector lendingtechniques. Better information systems of the type described are also
needed by the Colombian Planning Department and work on this subject forColombia might perhaps usefully be coordinated with it.

10. Evaluation of Consultants. The Bank should make a more systematiceffort at evaluation of consultants' performance. Especially in caseswhere the Bank hasrecomended or required the hiring of consultants, orw.Lere international firms are involved, it should be a standard require-ment that staff responsible for supervising a project discuss consultants'performance with the borrower and others, and write a brief evaluation, atleast once a year, of the performance of the consultants as a firm and asindividuals. These evaluations would give the Bank an up-to-date view offirms' current level of performance for use in advising borrowers aboutselection of consultants for further jobs and in hiring consultants itself.The evaluation should be comprehensive, briefly covering all the principaltasks the consultant was expected to perform, including training. A
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procedure of the sort described could help to secure better consultant

performance for borrowers in general and also help to introduce new con-

sultants, initially encountered in their own country, to work in other

countries.
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32. Esrts of goods & .0. .eI-e ft.Ps. '3 3.262 1.286 1.677 1,9018 3,643 1.56' 2,703 3.890 4,070 4.46 3,920 A.447 5,174 4.377 6.94, 4.917 9.950 32.520 14,75 It,69 32. 60n C.ent 8.13.n.es( p ie3 3 Ir..aes. Z Ise4)
33. iopos of gcods & ., mervcs ago. Pa. 795 1.139 1.192 1.356 1,89 1.8,7 1800 2.635 3.271 3.36 4.161 4,435 4,00 5,6" 7,149 6.325 11.00 9.531 3.70 15,947 20.35 • 33. ittu

31. Total mts .3a. N. 7,803 8,580 9.557 10,623 12,710 13.56 4 .97 17.543 20.064 2.963 36,744 30.936 34.60 .4,018 56.553 to,379 75,713 82.614 97.08 112,225 131,801 - - - - 34. (. -32+33) (. 35+36)

S. 11otal Co.eti 3 .t3. . 4,670 066 4 0,93 10.5 8 % 3.123 1.9 4 ,033 3.201 3,567 21,369 24.603 30.055 3.173 4,5 49.437 60.753 67.313 77.276 89,02 104,872 5.64 2.9 5.5 6.5 5.0 35. 00M entas seeleneles; growth rat"s to ,.t term (50 pe3es)50. 0t3.3 9.3estie I-es .3.. Ps. J.33 1.361 3,493 .60 162 2,31 M.705 333 3.563 6.396 5.695 6.335 4105 7.865 9.602 10,762 15.314 35.36 20.406 23.163 26.930 6.8 .4, 0.5 13.64 A.0 A. itto

MWTpt, EXRtiDINE 6, SAVINS
37.&- gross tione toduct (GW)9 35.4 9.7 96.1 98.7 98.9 98.7 98.5 9.1 90.5

St. Gmeswmstcvns 17.2 18.0 2.64 21.6 31.5 20.6 19.1 W0.O .9 16.3
39. 0 s ae3 "If I 34.6 17.4 20.1 19.7 20.2 19.5 17.8 16.5 35.0 :4.8
6s. T.t41 CensuItion 12.8 02.3 70.6 78.4 7.5 79.4 80.9 2.0 53.1 03.7

75.5 73.9 72.6 72.7 73.2 74.3 75.9 77.276.1
6.7 6.5 5.7 5.A 5.0 6.2 6.6 6.5 7.2 6.5

16.0 10.2 19.3 18.6 Is., 20.8 18.7 38.0 17.8
-0.1 1.2 5.0 2.5 2.1 2.5 0.8 3.5 1.7
14.1 33.3 11.7 13.1 13.3 14.5 14.1 W3.3

2.8 3.7 3.2 3.0 3.1 3.0 3.8 3.2
14.9 17.0 14.5 16.2 16.4 18.3 17.9 16.5
99.' 100.2 g.5 101.7 100.7 141.1

-4.4 -I.5
0.6 1.3
0.2 -0.2

4.3
1.
4.'
4.3



ccPAISE ot T0T.EAO W 322.L 7t. 12 xx10 '€Iss2019 2EG0D&?Ali.A. nl

AINDal Aates of rAtalS

91¶ 1%0 1%63 392 196) 1564 314 34 0 32 4¶.M 1¶66-7 55-79 988

1962 TEI-VIAA CUI" 'tAS %F (C 000 046 0 17 o/ 3ool.dd Oa oAher visi.3.,
0 t all.3 of these are .ctions were 0een tol aiCC

noenlacion~1 een 2.5 6. •o •1 -f tnm e aismolrpotaesmeo .e e
I..,sm . .. , 3 32.4 - - - -. o
conos.i3a.3i AC.we oes.ation ^3•* 2 6.7 - - 9 icula t.ose relat.ng to in.smet. At se

4gricultu.e as 2.2 • •2.o7nt th Nation imi esetaac of th

ma.-agril 909e oas. 2.3•0 P9an r inve2s. Istl esCo.. but atote ponts

preauctiit ser perse 315 Ps 433.9 • •9•0-.- 3t imell.s that it conseurs the too lam. since

Ar.c35.te 3958 Ps. 3125.0 e l2.7 t 5r ea g targets as

nson-egrac0itsee 18 Pt. 5975.0 -7990 • 7 9 1Y'ale anda err
30s. Ae.Iealture 09a958~5 Ps. 7.0 • -1.2 6 n influ been assumed lee.that i *l5jec.

to.grcutur 09e 955 P.- 34g . 20.0 -. 2 33ens s1e .7Id 0ere tc.e implhylg * hignfe
98 Z. 21.9 23.0 24.3 • 28.9 40.2 5.7 5.7 5.7 I t 1.

tont at.e 4 38.7 - 23.8 • 259 • 25.3 V • • / at.: ont.
Croes 3nvsten 0in 15 Ps. I.3 - .8 - 7.5 - 90. 1. 5.3 I. /

Public p1ood bIS 9955 Ps. 0.6 - 3.6 3.5 2.0 2.2 - 3.2 22.6 1.6 f3.6 0 ... F, t. p'lo,
Privt. Pined b0 1396 #1. 2.7 • 3.6 .7 4.1 6.5 • • 5-9 38.8 •. 7•

Inventeries6 09. 18 P. 0.5 0.8 • . 8 8 •sur.es .oe cueta. soo blonle..s 8..n. da t.

140sesi., and t-al.. given e9s0d50 l Isnt

Poll. his 38 I s. 3.3 • 1-2 • - 3.6 • • 3.1 7.8 '3.7 9.9 lo .

0rivat. 3.vings 09. 318 Pt. 3.4 • 4.2 • • 5.3 - • 7.3 8.3 5. 6. 3/ ca9luate 0003 tr5r3ty Ov 1493ying sav3ngs rates

re.n saving b 18 s. 0.4 .6 • 0.8 • • 0.3 • •.- • - alculte on the 6-s3 of tional a.ot

&.f4 eries in current prica on I. xresdi

___ & 22 -constaW 318 P41es.

55et acto vens 3.1. S 40 p.o. 52 55 63 80 300 936 362 • 7.3 • J 12 p- fte ban- of sevepts a.sons. and -A-ff-.

taperts of s.f... oin 3 - - 92 102 330 3 26 • Z 6 72 • 6.s 0nn05 tes of gemewth Iee 0 not for tre

treetss of good .3n 5 - 522 546 5'.9 587 632 652 • 657 4.2 5.6 4.0 periodt 30l9tad ted but fo 1960..5, 1965-70. .nd
y 3 As, 4. 0 el305 - 00 99 96 11 1327 119 167 0.3 7.0 7.6 1960.70.

.30l .• 1 16 17 23 25 32 • 63 17.6 6.3 /3.o e d 959-49- ie co .o so
cetoen -.3 15 17 20 24 27 - 39 35.7 7.6 33.6 - 9ate for1959-66

3.o.lvesese Pre0 .i3 l . 3 3 6 6 8 04 • 62 69.5 34.7 51.0
Ch-a0ca .9a $ •1 1 . S • Si • £/ 20 Vi 35 - • 42.7 ±1 Fo serlod 1960-49: feost ceumn of grouth

Co..c .9a 5 - 2 3 3 3 3 3 - 5 8.5 30.5 9.6 raIeis-or 1960-65.
Oter vIsIble 3 39 '4 0 60 66 - 71 13.5 1 7.6

cnsen,45..d .. . - 54 53 30 30 30 30 - 30
36ffe. f9. • 333 32 35 31" 255 35 - 405 1.7 2.2 2.0

0ri./96. 9s * • 4k.9 6.0 43.3 62.2 49.6 40.6 • 60.6
141. ela hgo • 5.9 6.0 6.3 6.6 6.9 7.2 • a.0 6.9 2.2 6.3 p & 8

0/30/71

un,.,,3ted Treasters (met) 09, 9 • - 33 37 37 35 98 20 21 3.1
or..IgI 03recI ieosen .9. 5 • 39 35 35 18 35 35 35 0.

Officl. Lng-ms e Len (goese) .01 • - 137 909 18 134 11 62 13
Ab ioi 5 • • .8 .40 -38 .45 -40 -35 -4 •

110 lann ti . • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

IVA 1962 AD.JUSTED P".8 -

30P: Total o9. 3955 Is. 21.9 23.0 24.3 - - 38.9 • 4.2 7.2 5.7 5.7

35nvestmeni 0ae 9 36.7 . 21 27.3 - . 27.3 -
I.0s I-.estmen .in 190 Ps. 4. 1 5.2 • - 7.9 • 13.0 14.0 5.7 9.6
Pblic ribed obl 3955 po. 0.5 - 3.3 - • 2.2 • • 3.6 22.4 7.5 16.1

Privte Pland 49. 3958 Pt. 3.7 • 3.9 • 4 .5 • 6. 3 2.2 4.9 8.2
invenSeries 03a l995 Pt. 0.5 - 0.8 - - 0.9 - 3 .2 32.5 4.9 8.3

ub"-99 e bi. 0959P0. 3.3 • • - • 3.6 • - 3.3 7.8 99.7 9
Private S..inss ~ hbs 1958 Pt. 3.4 •. - 5-.0. .• 7.0 5.4 5.6 6.0

Foreiga 30,9ng0 bis 398 P*. .0.6 - .- • • .2 - • 3.9 -

3.of . c sant g.09. ici9 *ia 5 • 1 .JM .1 Ji .21 - .s.N. 
0,.0 0 4:, . 403. 9 9....Ioonrt. oF good, fs i

Noet14aster000 .959 68 Fo t-. 42 49 62 a • 27-

( aperts of f..mi -
.9O 0t3 of g5 532 w5A 523 555 55 600 • 730 2.4 3.9 3.2

0 ui .Petroleu0 I.. 5 • a 70 06 311 127 19 - 167 1.3 7.0 7.6
esn- 595 1 35 17 21 25 32 - 43 37.4 6.3 39.9

Cottn .9.5 13 7 i5 I8 22 26 h 4o 134. 9.0 9.9
Ltstck &. Produta S 1 • ... 135 - 15 • 73.8 -
Chemi.a. .90 5 - 3 3 2 S 30 19 - 32 03.3 3.7 28.3

Te..cca .9n . - 2 4 5 7 9 10 - 15 38.3 8.. 32.7
t.er viible aa35 - 35 35 43 40 42 59 . 65 7.8 5.9 6.0

coesand $in • 54 53 30 30 30 30 30
c.ffe. .9.5 - 333 310 315 320 320 320 - 340 .0.7 1.3 0.4

prUS./'9. us • 4.9 4.7 40.5 39.5 3.5 37.5 - 33.0
"Ius .0 beg - 5.9 5.7 5.9 6.9 6.2 6.5 - 7.7 '.9 3,6 2.7

Un,0eei3te4 Transfers (nee) en 9 • • 20 25 20 20 20 - -

'as.3gn Itrec 4n0estme05 .9, 5 - • 9 35 20 20 20 -
33fi03a9 Leng-term 4ees0 .9, 5 - • 79 144 2061 2OA 22 -f

A.050I.ation .90 $ - • •49 -55 -60 .43 .53 - •

Is Ing 3ie. I9, s - - 80 29 -15 -37 .0 • •- -

ACTUAL. DEVELDfitlT 1/
s sl.en .9ne 95I. 16.3 1. 6.9 17.4 8.0 38.0 35.3 39.8 32.5 3.2 3.3 3.3

Psettlei sn 0.te 1 29.8 • - • • 26.6 - 36.8 28.5
5ee095, 00t90e P5oe9tati .9,0 4.7 • - - - 5.3 • 6.3 6.5 2.4 3.5 3.a

Ay,.e9tur .e.. 2.2 • • - - 2.5 • 2.7 2.7 2.6 3.3 3.9
men-agriculture .9,. 2.5 - - • • 2.6 - 3.6 3.0 3.2 5.2 3.9

P seducs.tli -e pr.. 3958 s. 446. - 0 1 1 0 59 4.0 2.3 2.3 2.2
Agricoater. 3955 Ps. 3343.0 • • - - 3365.3 • 3777.0 3960.0 0.2 2.7 3.5

5en-.gricu0950e 3955 s1. 5897. - - 6996.0 - 7208.0 7415.2 2.3 .0 2.1

SOPe agriculture 30 1955 Ps. 7.5 • • - - 8.6 - 30.2331.6 2.5 5.3 4.3
-t..q re W l0. I955 Ps. 34.7 - - - - 39.5 • 25.8 27.0 5.0 5.6 5.7

Tot*I %1. 1958 P. 22.2 23.1 24.3 25.6 26.5 28.1 29.1 6.1 3.6 4. 5.b 5.2

3nesmet 95 13.4 20.7 21.8 8.0 17.7 19.2 17.9 19.1 19.7
0ros5 3investe.50 e9in 3958 Pn. %.1 4.8 5.3 4.8 4.7 5.4 5.2 6.5 7.6 5.7 0.3 5.8

.1..9 11-e .9. 3951 PS, 0.6 0.6 0 2.8 0.6 0.7 0.7 3.6 3.1 17.1 10.5
,,.va: :. 09, :395 11. 3.0 3.6 3.8 9.8 3.6 4.1 3.8 4.5 5.5 6.5 5.0 5.7

nv.. s3 0. 3955 0s. 0.5 0.5 0.7 0.2 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.3 -

0,45ic savings - 03. 3958 Pt. 3.3 9.9 0.8 0.5 0.6 3.0 3.3 2.4 - -4.9 - .

selvee saing o.! 030 395 PI. 3.4 3.4 3.5 3.7 3.6 3.2 6.0 3.8 - -9.2 • 3-35
I.r;qg ofs a 1950 Ps. -0.4 0.2 0.7 a.6 0.8 0.8 0.3 3.3 . • -

0.o . utet Ac0t.Defle3t Ifn .61 342 176 347 .. 2 -

,.a5 ,, ,sed 4. o.,~. 090 0 -6r70r * ag ,350 o... 0.6 -. 6

5 '0 F0ctor savent a3n 36 40 s0 57 &1 73 79 34 370 )4.6 16.6 15.6/
*1as of S.s. .3n 3 81 94 102 95 305 t13 335 205 o.., 4.6 - 9.0

0art of goods .9n 3 - 28 6.95 476 476 485 636 591 672 799 3.6 6.2 4.9
*r s. 6serl. .3, 9 - 80 68 43 77 75 88 57 55 19 .9.0 -0-7

5sas.in .53 - 34 4 13 33 39 39 20 17 6.3 -2.3 2.2
coto .3n 3 - 33 30 36 9 6 .33 32 -.3 32. 9.I

u3r 3 - .. .. . .. .. 6 13 2. •.5

ch e-ical I i 'o• 1 :1 , t 2 4 6 e. ..4 US
Tobac -- . S 2 4 61 7 9 7 7 8 20.5 2.7 14.9

95nr3 pbi.b Si - 38 43 49 47 61 70 139 350 13.0 36.5 14.7
co1ts"'d 030 5 - 0S 35 25 35 25 2 33 35-

C.3 5 • 302 313 307 315 1"6 373 370 78 4.3 5.1 07
Pe /1b. "S I - 4.9 43.6 40.8 39.6 44.8 4.5 4.9 56.4

uIn 0ags - 5.9 5.7 6.6 6.3 6.. 5.6 6.0 6.5 -.0 3.0 19

uneeste Transers (netI .3, 9 2 6 9 34 35 34 32 .2 - 34. -. 02
9Ore'en 239ect tavesn .n 3 3 3 6 0 18 46 10 50 • 27.2 - TM-7j

3530ei3 L-o,-.5 to.,, (1s-1) -1- S 74 22 92 358 127 132 156 196 - 07.9 - 27.5

A, I tI~ion e 9 .60 .56 -69 -73 -79 -46 •

ta.ancing 3te- .3. . 27 325 98 50 53 4 -76 -5 •.



CE8TEAh. 207~'iB6E? OFE2AT20l

(I. illtaa Pa.-., o Trasuory .k.. fl. base fo 1963 a follo years; estiasted appresite8 cas" flow for 4e11er yeae)

= ='g = = =a 19= aa =i AL Au IMn = Au4 '04 194 a~u a

1 urrentAc ,nc In, 494 64 704 840 1.043 1.132 1.13S 1,227 1.592 1.835 7,139 2,199 2,114 3.069 3,647 3,941 6,026 1,64 8,357 9,.70 11,950

203 253 9 30 415 500 !t4 553 703 810 952 990 1,0653 1.383 1.31 1.91 2,310 2.362 3.591 4.327 5,454

2. nitse a 203 2 22 24 34 45 32 31 40 a.4. a... 70 90 90 100 109 '19 1S0 159 170

7. C . t 2 1 1" 249 335 269 220 184 193 361 572 592 540 565 659 470 1.911 1.117 1 .3 1.589 2.19

4. 0sort S.r88h..r (393 - - - a a 3 6 3 3 284 10 25

2 . Fa.; .71rnf. ,.. ... ** * , , ** * **... ... 552 624 340 244 31 42 21 70

. r en. .a . . . . . - - 222 464 724 '70 877 1.029

7. 417.T. • 4 43 0 54 64 55 44 39 39 4 8 96 117 152 153 311 .10 .7 7 25 599

7 4. . . 5 4 . . . - -1 56 62 649 694 725 8436
04 33 4 6 2 19

9. O. T) 133 14 14 200 213 26i 27 294 626 905 572 529 241 3 395 4 237 320 343 429 542
0. Coa-Tea 1A- ).3O2 6

Il. Carr tea 290 334 53 555 656 934 874 03 1.040 1,047 1.264 1.515 1.914 2.509 2.876 3,010 4,120 4.293 5,.22 6.418 7.858

.8. , .. 4 . . . . . a. 792 005 1.175 1.439 1.560 2.150 2.4420 2.4.74 2.5C 3,_09

2. Proa r .a.rad a62. 11. 14.3 1 7 19 207 144 223 190 252 263 .75 453 279 233 409 418 .05 590 722
2. Gene..r Ex...6 .3 119. 163. 17. 192. 207. 1. 223. 190. a... 389 624 707 942 970 1.227 1,122 1.79. 2.465 3,397

4. Tra raNbt. a... a... a.a. a.3. ... a.. 5. 4 . 3 a.. 69 120 174 196 108 334 313 249 413 630
a. 1are ubli 8m.. a.4. 4.4. 8.4. 8.4.a 4.4. .4. 88. .. a.a. .• • 29 50 71 90 83 84 108 130 271 249

0. External 8.4. *.a. a.a. *.. 8.4. a.a. ... a.a. *.a. .. a. 8.4. 40 70 103 106 113 250 213 239 242 81

112. Current Accoun Suratus 104 335 191 215 397 19% 264 436 512 80 873 44 200 560 94 938 1.906 2.395 2.935 3.052 4.092

2V. I2nm 112 296 199 2 382 550 471 439 412 644 811 1.303 1.044 1.296 1.542 1.330 1.852 2.62 3,44 3,987 2,233

. -11 127 2 20 5 -354 -209 -15 100 144 64 -619 -46 -736 -S94 .393 54 -231 -711 -935 -11a

. r Ldi. .. .. 4. . a... -1 35 .147 49 -159 135 304 7 163 .132 46 -171 -211

2. ida.. . .
4. -. 

. .
16. 

. 1 S

C. a 5 .39 14 123 4 177 1 Cr1 35 .14 -103 292 837 100 440 444 -279 2 .400 -166 .106

3. ELacrn C- - U. 16A. 16. A- 34• B.• -. 1 _. 2t7 1 0t3 J." 1-5

U.S. AID Counterpart - • • .. 3 4 8 218 s 11208 1 034 1,74

2ther Funde a.c. a.a. 4.4. 4.4. 8.4. 4.4. *.a. a.4. *.a. a.*. 8.4. a.a. ,.a. a... 32 26 -4 48 181 8-2 197
Lese. hataatto. f.a. 8.4. 4.4. 4.4. 7.4. 4.4. 8.4. aa. *.a. .. a.a. a... a... a..~15 19 .8 24 .4 3 9

Meoms ICms:

GDP at C re e .. 7.860 4.941 9.651 10.735 12.759 13.250 14,8463 17.811 20.643 23,649 28.747 30,421 34.194 43,526 53.760 60,796 73,612 83,083 96.422 110.953 130,026

T 1a 2 2 2.7 3.0 3.3 3.1 3.5 4.1 4.0 3.3 3.3 3.4 (3.)- (3.3)e 2.2 3.4 2.7 2.4 3.3 3.6 3.9 4.0 4.3

74... 08.-os Trod.
(3. 4, 2) 0.2 2.4 2.0 2.3 2. 2.0 1.5 1.0 0.9 1.5 2.1 1.9 1.6 2.5 2.4 1.7 3.1 1.9 2.0 2.1 2.5

Total c.retI ccoun laa 4.3 7.5 7.3 7.8 8.2 8.5 7.7 4.9 7.7 7.9 6.0 7.2 6.2 7.1 7.2 6.5 4.2 8.2 8.4 8.5 0.2

C.rrent Ccoun8 .apedit.rs1 5.0 3.7 5.3 5.2 5.1 7.0 .9 4.2 5.2 4 . 2.4 52 3 2.7 1.
Corr.4 "t 089744 0,rpl.. 1.3 1. 1.8 . 1 1.5 1.8 3.4 2.5 5.:.23 04 1 1.8 1 2.4 .1. . .

184841nt88 A.5co.3 2.0s3.3r3.0u4.9 5.2 1.5 2.0 2. 1 2.0 4.3 3.1 2.0 2.9 2.2 2.5 3.2 2.8 3.4 .3

Ea.rnal Credit (44C) a,8. 8.4, 4.4. -a. .4. 8.4. 4.4. a.4. 0.1 .0.3 -0.1 0.9 0.3 1.2 -0.5 -.2 0.1 0.4 1.1 1.1 2.1

.a7 1 . 4 1h 1,131 1.297 1.501 1.499 1.795 2.190 2,234 1.984 2.845 2.270 (2.342)(2,267) 2,418 2,548 2,937 2,803 2.854 3,249 3.7 4, 4,

Tame. 0 m F treg. Trad. 443 1,034 931 1,128 1,363 1.095 832 592 544 94 1,407 1.344 1130 1,898 1,915 1,374 2.643 1.701 .,97 z 2.3 2.35

Tota1 current9 Account Ico 2,623 3.225 3344 3.D05 4,245 6.607 4.J02 3,951 4,521 4,9535,262 4,992 4,303 5,309 5,732 5369 7.111 7,5 7 4712 10.0

Current Accountt8 2t1 162t. 2.O71 1.610 2,437 2.514 2,670 3,18 3.311 2,36 6 3067 2,795 3,109 3.439 4,077 4,341 4.238 4,094 4, .2 ,7 2,126 3.M66 6 301

InVestsat 611 1,003 899 1,200 1.255 2,239 1,700 1.414 1.170 1,773 1.995 2.958 2.228 2,242 2.327 1,09 2.185 2,862 3.646 3.468 4,394

o. hn, - 14.7 14.1 .0.5 19.7 22.0 2.0 -15.7 10.7 8.9 (3.2)8 (-4.1) (7.6)4 5.4 15.3 -4.6 1.3 13.8 15.1 10.3 14.5

T74ae on Forals. Trad. - 114.5 -10.1 21.3 20.8 .19.7 -14.0 -29.8 -74 75.9 446.0 .- ,.5 .14.4 65.0 0.9 -28.3 93.0 -36.1 14.2 79 291.2

Total C.rent, A=count incame • 23.0 3.7 13.8 11.6 8.5 -14.6 -8.2 14.4 9.6 4.2 -. 1 -.. 27.9 9.0 6.3 32.4 - 0.2

Crrent ACt.74t Exsenettur.e . -123 51.4 3.2 6.2 42.7 -13.1 1-1. 18.6 -.91 11.2 10.6 18. 6.5 -1.2 -4. 18.4 -3.5 : 12. 1.

Inv..tmen - 64.2 -10.5 33.6 29.6 44.0 -10.5 -20.6 -17.3 31.5 12.5 44.3 .10.7 0.6 2.8 .22.3 2. 5 .00. 19.

a s T P0 93 107 113 119 147 160 a.3. 305 356 429 489 531 53 654 552 a.a. 829 922 1.172 1.224

8a.ural Pers.on 79 92 106 112 Ill 134 131 a... 293 343 414 a.1. 9.9. 4.8. 8.4. 8.4. a.r. 8.4. n.a. n.4. 1,9
sal Per.-on I I 1 1 8 9 9 8.a. 12 13 15 8.4. 8.4. 8.4. .. 8.4. a.5. 4.0. a.a. a.a.

• Wat9. Iner sec ca-oCvalbe

l/ C.nveted using Cap deflawet

s5j:,w Deparament 8.188a1 de Plane.s.on. PlanM de. Des.8r.118 E488148 y 84a41 1970-73

AE, l Mensual d EsadiCa., December 1970.
MIlo C. Taylor, F..al Sr.Vy .f C.Lba4. 1965. publibd.4 u044. 9A/tDB Joi t Ta. Frot.

1440 E88no484 Rep.rts.
Abdn tapi09sa .10darrem, Nemoria de Rattad 1964-70

International M ter. y Fund for 1%8-70



01STUS8UTION OF NATIOAL. GOVEAMMENT EXPENOITUAIS
(Accrual oasis; millions of I96& Pesos)

1951 1952 1953 1951 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 1Q60 1961 1962 ;961 1964 1965 1966 '967 96d 1969 970

ppe..ndi res on Economlc 26alooment

Agriculture Sin Ps. 123.6 126.5 166.6 107.0 105.3 82.8 61.6 228.5 80.2 129.0 372.2 253.8 172.4 272.9 566.14 556.2 584,4 800.1 &04.3 985.6

% of Total 10.9 12.2 12.1 7.1 3.1 4.5 5.2 14.7 5.8 8.3 11.5 10.5 7.7 13.6 28.6 24.1 21.8 21.3 18.0 25.i

MinIng & Energy Ma. Ps. 117.1 173.7 170.7 189.3 14".0 162.8 100.0 142.7 164.5 261.4 252.3 347.4 518.7 246.1 110.8 167.4 189.5 310.4 982.8 49.7

% of Total 10.6 16.7 12.4 12.5 42.7 9.9 8.1 9.2 11.9 16.8 7.8 16.4 23.3 12.3 5.6 7.2 7.1 8.3 22.0 12.6

lndustry min Ps. 2.8 25.6 13.7 3.8 2.9 4.5 2.1 59.3 8.2 11.3 33.6 143.3 38.3 83.9 16.4 36.3 114.0 320.5 230.6 1/

% of Total 0.2 2.5 1.0 0.3 0.1 0.2 0.2 3.8 0.6 0.7 1.0 l.a 1.7 4.2 0.8 1.6 4.3 8.5 5.2

lluildings Min Pt. 63.2 54.1 87.2 95.6 144.3 196.4 102.7 68.3 61.9 96.8 147.8 166.9 176.5 35.6 79.6 135.6 106.9 264.2 116.8 85.2

% of Total 5.6 5.2 6.4 6.3 4.3 10.6 7.7 4.4 4.5 6.4 4.6 6.9 7.9 1.8 4.0 5.9 4.0 6.9 2.6 2.2

Transport Ain Pa. 648.7 449.2 669.0 813.4 1226.0 1102.6 896.3 658.6 937.7 778.9 144.6 1144.7 925.1 1039.4 1041.0 1204.0 1353.4 1510.0 1736.7 1894.0

% of Total 57.4 43.3 48.7 53.7 36.2 59.6 67.7 42.2 67.8 50.1 4.8 147.5 41.5 51.9 52.5 52.1 50.5 40.2 3.9 14.2

sorvIces Sin Ps. 160.3 194.3 207.6 103.5 130'.5 188.1 59.4 110.1 95.9 171.7 531.0 307.6 107.2 139.6 134.6 171.0 250.- 352.3 -70.0 330.4

% of Total 14.2 18.7 tS.1 6.8 3.8 10.2 4.5 7.1 6.9 11.0 16.5 12.8 4.8 7.0 6.8 7.4 9.3 9.14 10.5 8.4

Other b/ Sin Pa. 14.6l 14.3 57.8 202.7 333.8 96.9 88.5 291.6 33.9 104.4 442.3 145.0 290.2 184.0 35.2 11.3 81.2 203.0 120.3 136.1

% of Total 1.3 1.4 4.2 13.4 9.8 5.0 6.7 18.7 2.5 6.7 13.7 6.0 13.0 9.2 1.8 1.8 3.0 5.4 2.7 3.5

Total Min Pa. 1130.1 1037.3 1372.5 1515.2 3391.0 1849.0 1327.4 1559.2 1382.3 1555.6 3223.9 2408.7 2228.4 2001.14 1983.8 2311.8 2679.7 3760.6 4461.5 3926.1

% of Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

All Exaenditures

Economic Deelopment MIn Pt. 1130.1 1037.3 1372.5 1515.2 3391.0 1849.0 1327.4 1559.2 1382.3 1555.6 3223.9 2408.7 2228.4 2001.4 1963.8 2311.8 2679.7 3760.6 4461.5 3926.1

% of Total 33.9 29.8 32.5 33. 36.9 36.0 29.3 32.8 28.2 27.6 40.6 33.4 30.8 28.5 25.1 25.4 30.2 34.2 33.1 31.9

Social Dealopment Min Ps. 417.8 472.7 534.1 641.0 728.3 737.9 595.9 747.7 78.5 907.6 1134.9 1406.7 1471.5 1727.5 1702.9-1869.5 1967.9 2506.1 3125.9 2959.2

% of Total 12.5 13.6 12.7 14.2 7.9 14.4 14.0 15.7 16.1 16.1 114.3 19.5 20.4 24.6 21.6 20.5 22.4 22.8 23.2 24.0

- Education Mi. Ps. 150.8 161.2 209.4 271.3 300.2 309.2 237.2 362.0 363.8 454.0 602.0 805.2 815.4 1034.4 1009.0 1071.8 1126.9 1357.6 1666.5 1580.5

% of Total 4.5 5.2 5.0 6.0 3.3 6.0 5.6 7.6 7.8 8.0 7.6 11.2 11.3 14.7 12.8 1Mi 12.7 12.3 12.4 12.8

Ceneral t.aenditures nin Ps. 1352.5 1497.7 1831.1 2027.0 2192.8 2160.9 1917.4 1894.1 22140.6 2691.1 2938.6 2813.2 2832.1 2396.5 2422.5 2607.3 2665.0 3297.9 4416.1 3856.1

% of Total 40.6 43.0 13.4 64.9 23.8 42.1 45.0 39.9 45.8 17.7 37.0 39.0 39.2 34.2 30.7 26.6 0.i1 29.9 32.7 31.3

oaf"ns" Sin Ps. 527.0 706.2 967.3 1116.3 1103.8 106.1 870.7 519.9 792.2 679.3 912.2 929.7 867.2 804.5 859.2 848.8 883.2 1118.4 1007.8 1064.2

% of Total 15.8 20.3 22.9 24.7 12.0 21.1 20.14 17.2 16.2 15.6 11.4 12.9 12.0 11.5 10.9 9.3 10.0 10.2 7.5 8.6

Pollca/justice "In Ps. 249.7 331.8 312.9 306.6 427.4 450.1 407.5 367.5 485.2 648.3 1019.8 959.1 1007.3 884.3 954.5 1103.5 1137.14 1264.7 1382.3 1318.0

I of Total 7.5 9.5 7.14 8.6 4.6 8.8 9.6 7.7 9.9 11.5 12.8 13.3 14.0 12.6 12.1 12.1 12.8 11.5 10.3 10.7

Total Ain Pt. 3328.3 3480.3 4216.1 4516.9 9197.0 5128.7 4258.2 4752.1 4895.1 5644.3 7934.1 7212.2 7224.2 7011.9 7896.7 9109.2 886.0 11011.3 13491.0 12317.0

% of Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Source: 1951-1969 Contralorla Genaral do Ia Republ la . 2toerme riaoatasoe
1970 Dtrecaton Geoeral del Preaapueeto - Lay d" Ptopesto

!/ Included In Dovlopent of Mining & tnergy."

I/ Includes Special Economic Sovices.
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COLOMSIA: 
BALANCE 

OF PAYMENTS 1950-70
I, 1,

(USS 
Millions)

60O 
19 

6l 
11 62 13 13 135 

-19
56 19 57 19 13 15 A1

19 19 5-! 

-W -2 

is 1954 15 195 58 
19 70

50

merchandise Exports (f.o.b.)
408 366 346 302 311 307 315 444 373 331 333 368 370 478

308 360 380 492 550 483 529 61 75 88 71 61 36 57 55
Coffee (Adjuste&-) 76 67 73 80 68 77

65 74 71 76 76 61 70 14 1I 13 11 10 9 6 5 6
11 

12 
14 15 14Crude Petroleum 12 14 14 14 13 13 15 

15 
107 109 127 171 212 231Gold (Non-monetary) 26 22 40 31 35 54 46 39 40 45

23 2 2 2
•ilnor' b/ -lig -W 60 

3 55 799
Unrecorded Trade- 

-g T, 
539 52 05 V74 V74 

-85
670 

592
Subtotal

Exports of Services 
29 29

9 14 16 
11Transportation 

~ 

3 
~1-3 

-10 

34 17 3_2T ravel1 7 
to- ~ 1 --11 

95 
113 78Other 50 5 683 571 749-

Subtotal 
709 663 712

684 619 609 589 578 590
432 506 523 666 716 642 733

Total Exports

Merchandise i Morts (c.l.f. 81 32 
68 39 32 29 25 -ii 74 74 105 144 145 53 45 247 43 

300 305 345Consumption Goods c/ 76 313 277 215 281 301 303 295 339 217 377 251
c/ 168 206 191 232 281 261 1'79 218 211 245 206 301 308 1405

intermediate rds- 210 247 263 263 152 140 137 195 188 198 40121 137 150 - - 20 20 20 20 51 40 0 0 
42 

28
Capital Goods - d/ 

20 

99 
-T2S5 

722 
~70

Unrecorded trade- 
.
1 

672 -E9- ~~57 126 
~3~5 

539 577 591
i-5 

-41-5 14
Subtotal

Imports of Services 
24 25 55 50 54 58 60 70

28 23 22
15 19 20 23 23 22 14 8 10 13 12 14 23 2913 14 44Travel 29 24 26 

_21
Govrsutt 

13 
18 

34 24 
2 47 60 62 _27 190 228-15

58 79OhrSubtotal 
746 581 498 696 866 950

512 634 670 690 656 819 653 867406 479 473 627 741 731
Total Imports

Net Factor Payments 16 25 30 36 47 74 908 
16 9 19 48

36 
30 15 11 

17 14 19 21 24 22 23 25 33 ) to
income on Direct investment 3 4 3 10
interest Payments on Public Debt 2 - -5 755 T-2 U 79
interest Payments on Other Debt -

23 15 23 1;6-3§9 ~~jg -19
Subtotal 

61 -85 -142 -176 -147 -143 -23 -290 -89 
-191 

-217 -262
16 -40 -127 -14 77 59-13 -9 31

Current Account Balance 14 18 14 12 to 22 31 42 36
- 1 -2 3 2 3 5 2 6 9.1 14 -2

Het Transfers (Donations)

Foreign Direct investment 10 40 42 50 543 12 4 -l i 3 6 10 18 66e 

11 15-- 
!! A 

-10 - -1inflow
Outfl1ow 8 15 12 4 - - 6 10 18 66 10 40 40 48 50

- 31 -12
Subtotal

Sfflclally Guaranteed Loans- 28 41 53 29 32 33 40 -5
8 7 15 24

5 12 9 8 13 20 17 -55 -8 -8 68
Disbursements - IBRD 8 11 48 -1- Other -1 

-103 

-6t -7 -6 -7 -5 
-77 92-12 

Z21 

-25 -106 -37 
32 -Rayments -

ut 

Rt :-21 102 130
- Other V7 H 1 

-
l,5

Subtotal 96
~1l 88 133 -140 -59

Other Loans. etc. 20 70 13 230 -180 238 2357 28 15 -16 - -60 45 43 
-[; 

7 -I
-22 21 37 -47

Disbursements 6 i i Ts0
0 23 -7 15 70 _Y -672 

26 -Ilepayments _ 14 7
Subtotal -67 -12 19 20 102 52-14 60 77 33 46 -35

-12 1 144 30 -i4o -9
48 -51

Other ionetary Movements (Net) 19 -6 -90 -49
1 

-7 
-10 31 -4 4 8

f/ -22 26 -28 -10 - 28 -5 
-10

Change In Reserves (Inc. -
-1 -4 44 -9 33 -74 -132 27 -4 51 12 

.451 -37 -18 -52 -5 -292 -15-17
Net Errors & Omissions

28.3 31.2
126 128 82 74 75 90 97 101 109 94 99 99meeo i tems: 

i6 
32 41 37 70 20.4 23.8Public Debt Service 12 12 34 

7.3 8.8 9.7 11.4 11.5 11.3 11.1 14.5 14.9 16.0
0.1 0.3 1.7 2.2 3.8 5.6

laRD/IDA Debt Service

and to allow for valuation adjustment and foreign stock changes.
It Adjusted to include unrecorded coffee exports ion isctl n the hoot 

going 
to Venezuela.

b/ Unrecorded border exports, 

of 

which a large proport 
baeboss, "Tendencia d It 

Industrial izaclon y del 
Comercio 

Exterior 
en 

Colombia," CID, Universidad Nacional, March 1970 and DANE.

F/ 

breakdown n Leonida Morae, rturo Gutierrez and Octavio

j/ Unrecorded border imports. 
Loans Guaranteed by Governments 

in both place* represent official 
holdings 

of gold 
and foreign exchange, but inconsistent for prior years because reserves in this table then refer only to gold.

ZI See Table of Disbursements o

7Y 'Conistent with Aznex Table 1.1 for 1965 and after because reserves

of Payments Yearbook, also: Table on Loan Disbursements, IBRO Economic Reports, iBR0 Controller's Department, and IMF,
Sources: Principally IMF Balance



ANNEx TABLE 1.6
DIS SM~ENTS ON OREIGN LOAS GUARANTEED BT COLDMBIAN 00VERNMENT

(US$ milions)

52 3 i_2 M3 192 19 58 12 12 19 61 19 
62 

16&. 12 12 19 i2 L968 12 19 7Q
50 12 19 19

loans from Private Sector
3.4 4.4 2.2 6.3 

10.0 36.2 6.9 12.4 16.7 33.1 15.4 38.8 37.0
Gross disburaent 17.1 -12.9 - -9.1 -11.7 -11.2 -12.0 -10.8 -16.5 -17.9 -16.1 -15.8

supplier Credits Amortizatiol1 4.2 34.2 20.8 21.8 20.6 - 8.2 -12.5 -10.1 -13.4 54.9 17.4 
24.9 8.6-4 1 12.3 132.8 71.2 26.2 5.4 48.5 13.0 

-31.3Others Privately Placed Gross disbursement )- -2.6 - 5.8 - 9.7 -18.2 -23.9 
-86.1 -71.3 -18.6 -16.6 -24.2

) -10.5 -37.5 -22.0
Amortization

Publicly Issued Bonds Gross diburs eent - 1-7 - 3.0 - 2.9 - 2.7 - 2.8 - 2.7 - 2.6 - 2.6 - 2.7 - 2.4 - 2.2
Amortization -1-5 -1.7 - 1.8 - 1.8 - 1.9 - 1.8 - 2.0 - 2.4 - 2.5 

40.8 32.8 63.7 45.619.*9 24.1 71.6
136.2 28.4 15.4 84.7 

-38.2 -46.7 -40.6 -1 -36.0
Gross disbursomint - 4.2 34.2 20.8 21.8 20.6 29.4 75.6 

-35.1
Subtotal. -4.3 -7.6 -n1.5 -19.9 -25.8 -20.5 -52.4 -101.0 -82.9 

.,; .9 
?0 

I . 22--
Aoortization e 6 

).u 2.5 -e 
4.U 

4.0 21 - - 4.

Not inflow .0 4.A 
--

Loans from Public Sector 57.9
27.6 41.2 52.7 29.3

4.8 5.6 12.2 9.1 8.1 12.8 20.2 16.5 7.7 6.8 15.4 23.9 -6.9 -5.2 -14.3 -16.9
IBRD Gross disbursement - -

8.0 - 7.4 - 5.6 
>•.4Amortization - 1.0 - 1.1 - 2.4 - 3,5 - .0 5.7j 

- 6.4 - 8.3 
5 

72 
s.; 

L-4 
>« U7-

= 
~~T7 9.3 

,« .
v-. 

I-2 -'a I. 34-'1
Nt inflow ,.0

12.6 5.3 5.8 
11-3 

13.1 12.4
- - - - - - - - - - 1.7 2.4 - 2IES Orons disbuirsement - . - - 0.2 - 1.1 - 2.0 .7 R.1Anortizati, an 

A.. 
I 12.-

met inflow
- - 3.9 2.4 2.0 2.3 2.6 

4.8 
1.4 0.1

IDA 0.2 7.1 9.4 13.1
4.9 5.0 0.1 0.3 53.6 46.0 

39.0 51.3 
-23.4

US EXIM Bank Gross disbursement 8.6 6.8 13.2 -4.9 -4.9 
-4.9 

-19.7 -17.4 -21.3 -34.3 -27.0 
2 

.2 ..
m3.9 - 4.2 -11.8 - 4.8 4.5 41-.] 

-20.6 -25.0
Ar tization -3.5 

.7 4.7 -1 Er -27.2
not inflow 7.4 - - !-.7 -25 31.6

- 1.5 37.8 59.7 38.1 
40.6 

59.8 61.5 86.5 81.5
US AID Gross disbursement - - - -

..- 

- -
0.1 0.1 - 0.2 - 0.7 - 3.3

.0. 7-.
Amortisation .-- _:-- -- ..:- - -- ..-- --- -- 2., 

-57~7
Not inflow - - - -

- 1.8 0.2 0.7 2.3 4.6 4.7
Gross disbursement - - - - -

-
0.2 - 0.1 - 0.5 - 0.A

Other Governments 
-

V 

.---- ~" -' -~
Amortization ._-.:,. .-. .. -._ --- --- --- --- - - ----.~~ ~0~~2 

0. 2.2 E.I 43
Net inflow - -

150.5110.1 128.0
158.6 

'0.1

70.1 53.7 
45.8 15.4 76.7 

72.8 107.3

Subtotal Gross disb i reement 13.4 12.4 25.4 14.0 13.1 12.9 20.5 -33.3 -27.1 
-23.0 -26.6 127.0

Amortization -3.5 -3.9 - 5-2 -12.9 - 7.3 - 8.3 
-

9.9 -10.2 -11.3
4.E 7. .

4.U 

J.Lo 
7.;, 17. 

1 49.6 4-9. .9 Z- 9 
--

Not inflow 
-q.T ".I A.A 

21.7 92.1 157.5 131.5 156.4 150.9 160.8 222.3 196.1
34.9 33.5 49.*9 206.3 74.2 127.2

13.4 59.6 34.8 129-3 -60.3 -55.7 4., I ..~Orons disbursement 16.6 
-6 2.6 -112.3 -111.5 -68.4 4.0 15.1T 0 T A L 

Amortization -9.1 -8.2 -12.8 -24.4 -27.2 -34.1 -30.4
4.1.1 J.LJ ~T7 ~

Net inflow

Memo Item: .. - 50.6 31.7 27.9 
43.7 

45.2 74.8 71.8
- - . . . - - 40.0 30.0

Program Loan Disbursement s

Sources: IBRD Debt Data, especially since 1956.
I) Ralance of Payments Yearbooks, especially for years prior to 1956.

Columbia University School of Law, "Public International Development Firmncing in Colombia" (June 1963).



A'NNE X T AL T

COLOMBIA: FOREIGN EXCHANGE RATES

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Av. Annual Rate Approximate Av.
for buying Annual Official Racio of
U. S. Dollars Rate for imports Exchange Estimated Scarcity
in Colombia in of goods & services Rate Index Scarcity Price to
non-preferential weighted by volume based on Price of Ofc ial
official market of transactions Column (2) Foreign Price
(pesos per US$) (pesos per US$) 1958 = 100 Exchange (4V 2) x 100

1948 1.76 1.76 27.1
1949 1.96 1.96 30.2

1950 1.96 1.96 30.2 4.12 210
1951 2.39 2.39 36.8 4.64 194
1952 2.51 2.51 38.6 4.81 192
1953 2.51 2.51 38.6 3.76 150
1954 2.51 2.51 38.6 2.88 115

1955 2.51 2.51 38.6 3.43 137
1956 2.51 2.51 38.6 4.10 163
1957 5.06 4.20 64.6 8.33 198
1958 6.41 6.50 100.0 10.82 166
1959 6.40 6.50 100.0 13.38 206

1960 6.65 6.60 101.5 12.31 187
1961 6.70 6.70 103.1 12.42 185
1962 6.90 6.80 104.6 14.14 208
1963 9.00 8.90 136.9 19.47 219
1964 9.00 9.00 138.5 21.46 238

1965 10.50 9.90 152.3 29.04 293
1966 13.50 13.00 200.0 30.21 232
1967 14.73 14.30 220.0 37.86 265
1968 16.38 15.90 244.6 34.79 219
1969 17.37 17.00 261.5 n.a. n.a.

1970 18.49 18.00 276.9 n.a. n.a.
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ANNEX TALE 2.3

ISRD/IDA LOAN CREDIT COMMITMENTS

(in $i millions)

Loon/ 1 950 1952.~. 23 94 1955 1951 1111 '911 ±21 1~ i26. ±2 963 1964I .2265 196 1967 196 1969 1910 Ta'al
Credit No. Tota_

Agricut ture

Is Agricultural Credit (Caja) 1 5.0

108 Agricultural Credit (Caja) I1 5.0

624 Agricultural Credit (I"CORA) 9.1

502 Irrigation 6.7
448 Livestock I .8.3
651 Livestock I1 7.0

Dev. Fin. Cos.

651 Five DFCs 1 25.02.5
534 Five DFCs 11 i25.0
625 Five DFCs 11 65

Educat Ion

552 Comp. Secondary 1i .7.65
679 Cmp. Secondary 14.1

(2)

Industry

35 Steet - Paz del Rio 
30.0

Highways

43 Highways I 16.5
84 HIghways II 1 .6.
14" Highways IiI 16.5

295/5 Highways IV 17.2
550 HIghways V 32.0
680 HIghways VI 3-.0

Railways

68 Atlantlco I 25.0
119 Atlantlco I 1..
267 Rolling Stock 30.0
313 Rehabilitation I 18.3
551 Rehabilitation It 98.6

Electric Power

38 Anchiceya (Cauca) 3.5
113 Anchlcay* Yub . 2.8
215 Ywto6 25.0
255 Yvuno & Cel I 2 8.8
339 Cllns I

39 La Insula (Caldas) 2.6
217 Esmaralda 1.6

225 Guadalupe itI (MedeiIn) 12.0 22.0
282 Guada I upe 1I 45.0
369 Mare

246 Salto it (Bogta) 6 50.0
313 El Coleglo 1.0
537 El Coleglo S. Canoes 8

575 230 Kv Transa. (ISA) 18.052.3
681 ChIvor

54 Lbrlja (Bucaramanga) 2.1
5.0

347 Cospique (Cartagena)

Telecommunications
16.0 16.0

1199 Telecom

ater Supply

536 logota 
18.5

682 Call 32.5

T2TAL 14 41, 20.41. - 2.8 166 48._0 6i7- 0 84;'0 0 6 7tqO4

+T 16s 
1 17 1 1 .31



ANN~EX TABLE 2.4
IBRD/IDA 

LOAN 
DISBURSEMENTs

(in $ miilions)

19 61 
15 62 

i S 19 
64 

1965 
-1 66 1262 

15 
39 69 170 Tot a 

1
Loan/ W5Credit No, 5.00

Agriculture .44.
aja) I 4.76 .17

18 Ag. Credit (C 2.29 2.71 .44 2.16
108 Ag. Credit ( aja) It 

2.80 .85 

11.11
Ag. Credit ( NCORA) 5.29

624
502 irrigation .03 2.14

48 Livestock I
651 Livestock It - .1 2 .642. 71 . - - - -03 2.14 .51 2. 89 21

JA 29 2. -- Z.-
Subtotal 

4.76 ---
7.48 11.28 3.18 2.24 24.18

Dev. Fin. Cos. 8.92 8.92
.14 5.63 4.05 9.82

451 FIve DFCs I
534 Five OFCs 1i

625 Five DFCs 1i1 - - - - 7.4 1 
L 

161 
8.81 

15 .21 42. 92
Subtotal .-... ... -

.23 3.05 3.28
Education

552 CoM. Secondary I

679 Comp. Secondary it - - - _-_ - . _2A [.01 .28
Subtotal ....--- --*- -*- - I. "-4

- - - 3n 

2. 
49 10. 53 

6.58 

A 2. 77 
.2 

29.10industry
Steel - Paz del Rio ..-- -*-. --*- - -345

16.30

highways 

2.68 8.60 3.49 1.42 .31 14.35
43 

Highways IV 

2.14 7.49 3.96 .76 
1.44 

.46 
8.5184 6.05 3.65 1.92 73 2A9 

8.32 
3.63 4.24 4.15 8.70 1.0

144 
A, 4.48

295/5 Highways 
IV 

4. -L2
550 Highways V 8.78 8.57 4.24 i5 4.48

L- 
iq 1.44

680 
Highways V 

1:23 3.63 LLO 1.1.13.56 
7.80 

10.01 4.41 -JSubtotal - 2.68 8.60 _2.,.. .
15.9025.00

Railways 4.22 3.89 1.72 3.33 5.17 1.63 2.14 1.78 .57 .26 .29 5.40
Atlantico I AM8 L.18 .19 

.16 
.56 .6968 2.23 5.52 3.89

119 Atlantico It 4.10 .80 .33 .17 
2.61 0.03 29.85

267 Rolling Stock 4.04 15.18 4.85 3.14 1. 06 5.07 6.13
343 Rehabilitation I 3.14 1.06
551 Rehabilitation II 2.62 

4.86 1.22 
.22 

16.04 
4.85 

2.61 0. 03 .01 82.28
- 4.22 389 L. 72 .36 10. 6 9 32 lj26

Subtotal .. . ....- ---

Electric Power 3.53
.72 1.56 .74 

.50 .01 4,50
38 Anchicaya (Cauca) .96 1.91 1.38 .25 

2.80Anchicaya & Yumbo 1.72 .63 .41 .04113 Yumbo 
1.72 

5.36 4.79 7.35 4.76 .93 .09 25.00
215 6.12 2.09 8.80
255 Yumbo & Ca ima .59

339 Cal imai 2.60

La insula (Caldas) 2.07 .45 .08 .76 
1.09 .81 .41 .25 .25 .03 4.60

39
217 Esmeralda 'IS

2.47 
198 

4.49 2.82 .04 12.00
5.94 9Guadalupe til (Medellin) .06 2.73 4.19 6.26 4.94 2.82 .81 

V 
22.00

225 1.36 2.14 4.68 6.35 5.70 33.94
282 Guadalupe ii

369 ware
1.74 6.20 2.79 

.12 
17.606.75 5 

C 

i0.46

3.54 14.40 13.51 8.77 7.46 2.30 50.00246 Salto It (Bogota) 2.58 2.81
313 El Coleglo
537 El Coleglo & Canoas 3.23 2.90 6.13

575 230 Kv Trans. (ISA) 9.13 9.13

681 Chivor
2.40

Lebrija (Bucaramanga) 1.61 .62 .17 2ll54 .J9 1.38 1.13 
1.49 .78 5.00

-2- 

29.84 
2-81 12 

.6 

20. 
54

347 Cospique (Cartagena) 

.62 

1.44 1. 91 L 1-161 t. 
15 

2jU 
21 

A45 332 
20 

01 -6.r L 220. 49Wr 67 .97
Subtotal .,..:.. 

Z5- - - - 2 4- 25 8.83Telecommunications -n
Telecom --- -- -

7.8949
xl 3.47 2.93 7 A

water Supply

4,1
536 Bogota
682 2385

514s.42
subtotal 54.7415 8.i2 20 j5 16 

8 -Y 
62 - 4 31. 

41 
416 "61 

1'
82. 1 2.

TOTAL "64 
1 22



1.

EX TABLE 3.1Colombia. Highway and Rawa Reoects Built under Bank Loa.

a,
I Highways-

Construction Average Cost Total Cost of Total Cost of Construction Average Cost Total Cost of Total Cost of
Construction Distance Per Kilometer Construction Construction Construction Distance Per Kilometer Construction Construction

a! b/
Road SectlIon- Period (km) (000's of 1968 P

Western Trurk Road Coastal Transverse Road,1
I. Cartagena - El Carmen 14. Baranquilla - Cartagena 1951-1955 134 361 41.,348 3.041

Cartagena - Gambote 1951-1955 45 971 43,717 2750
2. Sinceljo - El CaeJ' Central Transverse Roads

Gambote - sincelef ; 1951-1957 152 576 87.609 5,510
3. Sincelelo - Cauca a 15. Bogota-Honda. -

Sincelejo - Pleyta Rica 1951-1957 123 204 25, 132 1, 581 Facatativa - Honda 1952-1957 121 80 94,412 5,938c/,- 44. 7694-§ Planeta Rica T Taraza 1951-1955 60 331' 0239' 2, 16. Honda - Oorada 1952-1957 31 13 12,798 805Og ' 17. Honda - Manizales 1953-19584. Medellin - Caicasla - 143
} Planeta R os - Taraza 1951-1955 73 18. Manizales - Pereira

MedellIn - Taraza 1951-1958 257 267 68,593 4,314 part of Cartago - Manizales 1953-1958 54
5. Call - ANdellin 19. Pereira - Cartago 862 357,837 22,505

Call - Tulua 1951-1956 97 235 22,766 1,432 part o artago - Manizales 1953-1958 30
Tuls - Arquia 1951-1957 240 295 70,681 4,445 20. Uribe - Armenia

Arquia - Medellin 1951-1957 132 605 79,912 5,026 Murillo - Calarca 1953-1958 90
Cerritos - La Pintada 1957-1960 192 249 47,827 3,008 21. Armenia - Ibaque 1953-1958 98
Buga - Tulua 1964-1967 28 1,295 36,267 2,281 part of Espna! - ArmenIa 1961-1969 105 469 74,5259 4,687A/

6. Manizales - Anserma 22. ibaque - G rardot

Cauya - Manizales 1951-1954 66 159 10,511 661 Espinal - Ibague 1952-1956 54 546 29,493 1,855
7. Call - Santander Girardot - Espinal 1952-1956 19 345 6,561 413

part of Popayen - Call 1961-1967 56 669 37,448 2,355 part of Espinal - Armenia 1961-1969 54 d/ d/
8. Santander - Popayan

part of Popayan - Call 1961-1967 66 1,700 112,242 7,059 Other Roads

Eastern Trunk Road 23. Gamarra - Cucuta
Gamarra - Cucuta 1951-1954 74 241 17,821 1,121

9. Gamarre - Bucaramanga Cucuta - Frontera 1959-1961 7.5 1,637 12,277 772
GamArra - Bucaramanga 1951-1958 160 851 136,118 8,561 Cucuta - Zulia 1959-1961 18 905 16,298 1,025
Rio Negro - malpaso 1961-1968 44 770 33:894 2,132 24. Buraramanga - Cucuta 1951-1958 216 517 111,595 7,019

10. Bucaramanga - Barbosa 1951-1958 217 533 115,609 7,271 25. Pedregal - Tumaco 1961-1964 20 209 4,170 262
It. Tunja - 8orqta 26. Buenaventura - uga 1961-1970 164 56,407W 3,548

Villapinzon - Tunja 1961-1963 30 1,092 32,765 2,061 27. Buenaventura - Call 1951-1957 168 369 62,004 900
12. Bogota - Girardot

Bogota - Fusagasuga 1955-1958 60 532 31,916 2,007 Total Highways 133,814
Fusagasuga - Girardot 1952-1956 70 907 63,452 3,991
Chusaca - Fusagasuga 1961-1966 47 1,022 48,042 3,022

13. Girardot - Nelva
Melva - Espinal 1961-1969 159 468 74,526 4,687

1i RAllways-

Peso Ex penditure Total Cost Peso Expenditure Total Cost of
Construction in Pesos 000's US$ Expenditure of 0onstruction in Pesos 000's US$ Exeadliture In 000's U s$ Construction

Period 1000's of -168_ Pesos) Equivalent In 000 UIS$ (000' US$) (000's of 1968 Peso-s) Equivalent Loans Gov't. Funds (000's of US$)

The Atlantic Railroad. I9 ;313 The Railway Rehabilitation Prog ram, 1958 -1968

La Dorada - Gamarra- 1953-1961 696,261 43,790 24,215 68,005 Rolling Stock 2, 448 .229 02 168 17 6 ]_9_ 243
Gamarra - FundacIon 1953-1961 299,929 18,863 10,901 29,764 Diesel Locomotives 725 17,179 1, f6 , 6T T
Consolidation Ia Dorada- 1965-1968 100,409 6,315 445 6,760 Cars & Other Rolling Equipment 51.723 3,253 13,589 3,790 20,632

Fundacion
Capulco Port Facilities 1958-1963 . 10,514 661 285 946 Line Rehabilitation 262, 747 16 5 8. 1665 30-, 05
Rehabilitation Fundaclon - 156,721 9,857 940 10,797 Rehabilitation of the Way 232, 336 T4 , 6C 2 7,715 27,370

Santa Karta Shops and Shop Equipment 30,411 1,913 450 324 2,687

Miscellaneous 15,178 955 - - 955

l6 11 513Total 1,263,834 79,486 3L86 1 2- 30 _2 0, g9 1g gg

a/ Road Improvements Financed with Loans 43-CO (1951), 84 - CO (1953), 144 - CO (1956) , and 295 - CO (1961); Railroad improvements financed with Loans 68-CO, 119-CO, 267-CO, 343-CO .
The roads with numbers In front of their names are mais roads between two centers; the roads liste d below thebi t'out numbers) correspond to the sections of the main roads whi ch were improved with Bank
financing, as defined by the construction contracts.

c/ Total Cost Planeta Rica - Taraza is Included in one line because only an arbitrary breakdown Is possible.
I/ A single figure Is given for construction work on Espinal - Armenia work because it Is impossible to break costs 60wn between the two parts.
e/ Partial Costs
T/ Excluding Capulco Port expenditures.



Colombia. ?'asos @ rAAW .

Air Waterways
.aaengr tat. osme Rate of uasnger tate of Nass-m Rat. of asengers ate of h -aMa Rat.e of

a ?houoandg) ao* ( min o ) ohousands) Z (1xlons) arovtn % !Tousaan) Ooy % Jt na) Growth ,

1950 11.912 713 874 298 204

1951 11,762 -1.3 731 -I.e 896 2.5 321 7.7 215 5.4 28

1952 10,929 -7.1 694 -7.1 967 7.9 3-2 15.9 222 3.3 24 -14.3

1953 10,560 -3.k 668 -3.7 1,010 4. 415 U.6 226 1.8 23 -6-2

195 9,829 -6.9 674 0.9 976 -3. 426 2.7 283 25.2 20 -13.0

1955 9,06. -7.8 56 -13.1 1,090 11.7 4ok 13.6 315 U.3 23 15.0

1956 9,389 3.6 %2 -. 1 1,389 27.4 563 8.9 363 15.2 L2 82.6

1957 9,"0 6.1 592 5.3 1,490 7.3 615 9.4 360 -0.8 31 -i9.0

1958 10,400 ). 652 10.1 1. 436 -3.6 632 2.7 290 -19.4 24 -29.4

1959 9,900 .. 8 651 -0.2 1.41 3.3 681 7.7 211 -27.2 n.a.

1960 9,021 -8.8 598 -8.1 1,515 2.1 715 9.5 168 -20. 10

1961 8,700 -3.6 556 -7.0 1,685 U.2 823 10.4 98 -41.7

1962 8,200 -5.7 571 2.7 2,07k 23.1 993 20.7 62 .36.7

1963 8,600 4.9 627 9.8 2,316 11.7 1,220 22.8 66 6.5

1964 7.Lao -13.9 56 42.9 2,571 U.0 1,31.1 10.2

1965 6,500 -12.2 513 .6.0 2.519 -2.0 1,337 -0.5

1966 5.800 -10.8 lA -4.3 2.5U .0.3 1,430 6.9

1967 4,amo -17.2 usa -1.9 2.432 -3.1 1.526 6.7

1968 3.690 -13.1 35 -16.0 2,162 1.2 1.611 5.6

1969 2,654 -2.1 273 -22.2 2,723 10.6 1,797 11.6

ftlombla. Praigt Trafio. (Millions of too-ims)

Rail Truk c apvw Air
or Rate of 5 of Rate of 5 of Rate of 2of Rae pl o orat. or

Year To-Was TOWa Growe S Too Total Groowt % Too-ma Total o on- Total rotaa S

1950 56

1951 513 19.5 1.135 43.2 822 31.3 81 3.3 68 2.6

1952 523 21.3 1.9 1,034 h2.1 -8.9 713 29.0 -13.3 127 5.2 L6.o 62 2.5 -8.8

1953 588 19.3 12.h 1.417 26.5 37.0 361 28.2 20.8 125 4.1 -1.6 59 1.9 -4.8

1954 593 17.4 0.9 1.67 51.8 2.? 867 25.4 0.7 U9 3.5 -4.8 62 1.8 5.1

1955 559 15.8 -5.7 1.857 52.5 5.1 937 26.5 8.1 123 3.5 3.4 61 1.7 -1.6

1956 572 15.2 2.3 2,037 54.2 9.7 91. 25.1 0.7 139 3.7. 13.0 63 1.7 3.3

1957 652 17.7 1.0 1,9 .0 52.6 -4.8 903 2.S -4.3 136 3.7 -2.2 56 1.5 -11.1

1958 653 16.9 0.2 1,900 38.2 -2.1 757 19.6 -16.2 183 12.5 55.1 52 - 1.3 -7.1

1959 301 19.5 22.7 2.256 55.0 18.7 73h 17.7 -3.0 261 6.4 -6.0 53 1.3 1.9

1960 766 17.0 -L.4 2.560 57.0 13.5 776 17.3 5.7 31. 7.7 31.8 45 1.0 -15.1

1961 768 15.9 0.3 2,679 55.4 4.6 835 17.3 7.6 501 10.1 45.6 18 1.0 6.7

1962 918 17.0 19.5 2,931 51.3 9.5 872 16.1 4.4 626 11.6 25.0 51 1.0 12.5

1963 891 16.4 -2.9 3,"60 56.4 4.3 919 16.9 5.1 280 9.0 -21.7 67 1.2 24.1

1961 952 16.2 6.8 3,210 54.6 4.9 950 16.2 3.1. 717 12.2 L6.3 71 1.2 6.0

1965 891 16.8 -6.4 3,333 56.2 5.4 887 11.7 -6.14 791 13.1 10.3 64 1.1 -9.9

1966 1,111 16.6 25.0 3,566 53.1 5.1 1,125 16.3 26.8 837 12.5 5.8 71 1.1 .6

1967 996 -10.6 69 -6.8

1968 1,124 12.6 72 4.3

1M9 1.158 3.0 77 6.9

1910 1,180 1.9

N 4 gr Trafic Souroes RailWaysI Colombian National RailMYs.
Airt 3L.E Boletin enaial do ZEtadiatle, various issues.
Waterwoare 1950-1956, Jaime Salazar, n Transprt* en Colombia. Presidencia do !a Republica, Bogota 1958.
Watermwa 1957-631 Mxz, osletia len,ual do Estadistica, various Issues.

Freight 7raffic Sources Rail Traffic 1951-66c National Railroads of Colombia, Outlook for resight Traffic 1967-1976. Prepared Wr
Madigan H4yland, ds IA Crus.

Rail Traffic 1967-70% Ferrocarriles Nacionales do Colombia.
Truck., Rver, Coastal shippint and pipelines (1958-966): arvard Universitr An analysis of Investment

Alternatios in the Colambia Transport System. Transport Research Program; Cambridge,
Mass.

Truck, River and ?1plines 1951-1957: Parsons arickennoff: Plan for Improvqments in National Trans-
portation; Colombia, Ministry of Public Works, Doember, 1961.

Air 1950-57 and 1967-70s :AN&. Bolatin Mensual d UatailLstica, various lassus.



A1NNEX TABLE 3.3

a/

Colombia. Construction of the Atlantic Railroad ?roteeted and Actal ut Coats Through 1961

Estimated Cost Actual Cost Amount of Over/Under Spending

La Dorada- Gamarra- Total La Dorada- Camarra. Total La Gorada- Gamarra - Total

oft1968 Ps) Gamarra Fundacion Atlantic RR Gamarra Fundacion .ani Gamarra Fundacion Atlantic RR

Administration 4.1 4.1 97.1 50.8 47,9 97.1 46.7 143.8

Engineering 15.7 18.3 34.0 52.2 20.9 73.1 36.5 2.6 39.1

Earthrk 47.8 34.8 82.6 263.0 8L2 )4.2 215.2 48.4 263.6

Construction Materials 21.2 19.7. 40.9 23.8 15.6 P.4 2.6 -4.1 -1.5

Construction 12.5 3.8 16.3 19.5 8.6 21.1 7.0 4.8 +11.8

Const. Rolling Stock 0.5 0.3 0.8 6.8 4.7 11.5 6.3 4.4 10.7

Bllast n8.5 38.4 56.9 33.6 19.2 5.8 15.1 -19.2 -4.1

Ties, Rails & Acc. 23.5 13.9 37.4 68.3 40.7 109.0 44.8 26.8 71.6

Fences Right of Way 3.7 6.7 10.4 8.2 2.1 10.3 4.5 -4.6 -0.1

BrIdges & Structures 49.6 9.7 59.3 59.2 17.5 76.7 9.6 7.8 17.4

Cosinscatcn s 3.4 2.7 6.1 4.3 3.5 7.8 0.9 0.8 1.7

Stations 4 Facilities 9.0 5.6 14.6 27.5 23.3 50.# 18.5 17.7 36.2

Prosional Maintenance - - - 23.3 7.1 30 23.3 7.1 30.4

Contingencies 2 6 1.6 4.2 2.9 1.9 4.8 0.3 0.3 0.6

Capulco 6.9 - 6.9 1.0 - 10 -5.9 - -5.9

Consultancy 2.7 - 2.7 6.6 0.1 7,4 3.9 0.8 4.7

Total 217.6 159.6 377.2 697.3 29.9 997 2 479.7 140.3 620.0

(00s of us$)

A.. 0.02 . 0.02 0.02 - 0.02

Adminstration 06 2.33 2.46 0.77 1.23 1.19 -0.29 0.90

Engineering 1.7 0.70 -. 70 0.70 - 0.70
Erttwork - - 2 20 1.45 0. 1'67 -0.65 0.12 -0.53

Construction MaterIals 2.1 :0 64 5.40 0.79 6'"1 1.26 -1.21 0.05

ConstR in Stock 0. . 061 1.11 1.539 70 0.87 1.22 2.09
Cos.RollIng Sok0.24 0.37 0-2 - - 0.32 -0.10 -0.42

Ballast 0.3 8 1.67 0.39 -0.1 -0.2
Ties, Rails & Acc. 4.64 3.47 8.11 4.73 ,16 0.89 O.og -0.31 -0.22

fences & Right of Way 0 9. - L79 0.51 0.01 - 0.01
Bridges & Structures 3.40 2.09 5.49 6.72 37 I1 3.32 1.70 5.02

ComnIr ns0:34 0.27 0.61 0.17 0.3? ,5 -0.17 MO1 -0.07
Commncat os004 0.06 0.19 0 25 -0.20 0.03 -0.17

Stations & Facilities 0.26 0.16 .42-
Provisional Mntnance . -. -

Contingencies 1.33 0.38 ).71 0.03 0.0 025 -1.30 -0.36 -1.66

Capulco 2.77 2.77 0.24 - -2.53 - -2.53

Bogota Workshops 3.62 3.62 1.35 - -6. - -. 62

Consultancy 0.57 --0.57 - .35 0.78 0.78

Total 25.00 10.00 35.00 24.45 10.90 1 JS -0.55 0.90 0.35

Total Cost
(000's of US$ Equivalent)

- 0.26 0.26 6.13 3.1 12 6.13 2.94 9.07

Ainstration 2.26 2.21 4.47 5.74 Z'0 3.49 -0.13 3.36
EngIneering . 2.1 .20 17.24 5.2) 14.23 3.04 17.27
Earthwrk 3.01 2.19 7629 .9-0.49 -0.14 -0.63

Construction Materials 3.43 1.33 4.76 2.95 -4 -o.9 -0.63

Construction 4.93 2.24 7.16 1.54 1.1) 1.7 -. 50 2.77

Const. Rolling Stock 0.27 0.39 0.66 2.1 142 0.63 -1,31 -0.68

Ballast .83.2572.91 1.38 4.29

Ties, Rails & Acc. 6.12 4-34 10.46 0.53 0.29 -0.29 0.00

Fences & Right of Way 0.23 0.42 0.65 10.43 0 3.92 2.19 6.11

Bridges t Structures 6.52 2.70 9.22 -1.92 .15 6.11

Communications 0.55 0.44 0.99 0.44 -0.11 0.15 0.04

Stations & Facilities 0.83 0.51 1.34 1.7 0.96 1.14 2.10

Provisional Maintenance 0.2 -1.28 0.4 1.62
I-tignce o.9.48 1.97 0.21 1-1.28 -0.34 -1.62

Capulco 3.20 3.20 0.30 -2.90 - -2.90

Bogota Workshops 3.62 - 3 -3.62 - -3.62

Consul tancy 0.74 - 0.74 1.77 0 1.03 0.05 1.08

Totel 3.6 2.3 58.70 68.32 rc 29.62 9.72 39.34

aI/ Financed with Loans 68-CO and 119-CO.

Source: Colmbia, ministry of Public Works. Madigan- Hyland Monthly Progress Report_ on the Cenat5"'" "Ilt~ld (1953.1%1),



ANNEX TABLE 3.4

Colombian National Railways Annual Expenditure on Railroad Rehabilitation Program 1958-1968
(Thousands o-f Dollars -md 1968 Pesos)

-Up to 1963 161964 9_6 1966 1967 2 Total

Rolling Stock and Spares (000's of US$ equiv.) 10,091 4,909 13,951 3.482 2,232 2.091 2,486 39,242

Diesel and Spares (000's of US$ equiv.) 5,768 3,798 5.685 890 1.229 1.237 4 18,611
Loans (000's of US$) 5,768 3,798 5,079 758 744 1,032 - 17,179Govt. Funds (000's of US$) - - 568 132 481 205 - 1,386
Govt. Funds (000's of 1968 Ps) - 605 - 61 - 59 725
Ireight Cars & Passenger Cars (000's US$ equiv,1985 8Z 7,982 2,14167 623 500 14,741

Loans (000's of US$) 1,985 837 7,708 1,809 488 350 - 13,177Govt. Funds (000's of US$) - - 167 242 141 205 - 755Govt. Funds (000's of 1968 Ps) - - 1,705 1,436 698 1,085 7,952 12,876
Others (000's of US$ equiv.) 2338 274 284 451 330 231 1.982
Loans (000's of US$) 138 274 - - - - - 412
Govt. Funds (000's of US$) 2,200 - 233 377 151 74 - 3,035
Govt. Funds (000's of 1968 Ps) - - 813 1,181 2,841 2,497 31,515 38,847

Shops and Track Rehabilitation (000's of US$ equiv)_10 211 7.322 5 41 5,136 6,492 4 30,058

Rails and Accessories (000's of US$ equiv.) - LZ17 1.921 391 1 -6113

Loans (000's of us$) 73 1,959 1,209 381 1 - 3,621
Govt. Funds (000's of US$) - 1,768 712 10 - - 2,490

Track Rehabilitation ('000s of US$ equiv.) .- -- - 2,577 2141 2095 3.900 14,612
Govt. Funds (000's of 1968 Ps) - 40,968 34,047 33,303 62,014 62,004 232,336
Others (000's of US$ equiv.) 10 138 1018 1.879 2.650 2,591 1.047 9.333
Loans (000's of US$) 10 138 534 1,074 1,526 1,262 - 4,544
Govt. Funds (000's of US$) - 431 760 910 776 - 2,877
Govt. Funds (000's of 1968 Ps) . 837 714 3,409 8,800 16,651 30,411

Miscellaneous (000's of US$ equiv.) / 284 84 85 255 1

Govt. Funds (000's of 1968 Ps) - I,835.t 4,513 1,335 1,351 4,047 2,097 15,178

Total (000's of US$ equiv.) 10,101 5,235 21,557 9.507 7 453 8.838 756425

Loans (000's of US$) 7,901 5,120 15,280 4,850 3,139 2,643 - 38,933
Govt. Funds (000's oT US$) 2,200 - 3,167 2,223 1,693 1,260 - 10,543
Govt. Funds (000's of 1968 Ps) - 1,835- 49,441 38,713 41,663 78,443 120,278 330,373

a/ Government f -nditures have been partly in pesos and partly in dollars. The two components are shown separately in this
table, and th, peso expenditures are given in pesos in their respective lines but included in subtotals for each particular
item in terms of their dollar equivalent.

b/ These figures represent total expenditures up to 1964, financed with Loans 68-CO, 119-CO, 267-CO and 343-CO.

Source: Colombia. 1) Ministry of Public Works. Madigar-Hyland Monthly Progress Reports on the Railway Rehabilitatiun Program,
1963-1968.

2) Loan Files: 68-CO, 119-CO, 267-CO, 343-CO.
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ANNEX TABLE 7.1

LIVESTOCK DEVELOPENT PROJECT

ACTUAL VS. PROJECTED INVESTMENT PER 3EEF CATTLE RANCH (LA COSTA)

(in Constant 1968 Pesos and US Dollars)

Appraisal Report Actual Project
Ps US$ % of Total Ps US$ of

Area (ha.) 500 638

(720) a/
Cattle (Number) 1000 -

per Farm 214848 13512.45 100 537297 33792.26 100

Total Investment per Head 215 13.52 1191 74.91

per Ha. 430 27.04 842 52.96

Breeding Stock per Farm 0 0 0 127000 7967.42 23.6

per F. Head -

Bulls per Farm 32635 2052.52 15.2 28246 1776.48 5.3

Blsper B. Head 10878 684.15 6077 382.20

Land Clearance b/ per Farm 27196 17144 12.7 87 547591 16.2

per L. C. Ha. 1088 68.432.
per Head 27 1.70 193 12.14

per Farm 67990 4276.10 31.6 77530 4876.10 14.4

Improved Pastures c/ per I. Ha. 1360 85.53 176 11.07

per Head 68 4.28 172 10.82

er Farm 19037 1197.30 8.9 50,0 3181.76 9.4
fteing perFr 93 3066 192.83

per km 5439 342.08 306 7.84
per Head 19 1.19

per Farm 9519 598.68 4.4 25644 1612.83 4.8
Barnyards per Head 9 0.57 57 3.58

Farm Buildings per Farm 0 0 0 61001 3836.54 11.4

4079 256.66 9.08659 544.59 1.6
Water Supply & Salt Licks per Farm 40794 2565.6 9.0 1 1.19

per Head 41 2.58 14 0.88
per Ha. 81 5.09

Machinery & Equipment per Farm 17677 1111.76 8.2 321 2025.79 6.0

per Head 18 1.13

Irrigation per Farm - 39336 2473.96 7.3

a/ Including crops and mountainous areas.

b/ The project financed 215 hectares per farm as compared to 25 hectares planned at appraisal.

1/ The project financed 441 hectares per farm as compared to 50 hectares planned at appraisal.

Note: The figures in the appraisal report were converted into constant 1968 Pesos by multiplying t19 . it a factor of 1.36.

Equivalent US$ figures were obtained by dividing t1h constant 1968 Pesos by a factor of 5-9-



ANNEX TABLE 7.2

LIVES'tCK DEVELOPMENT PROJECT

ACTUAL VS. PROJECTED PROJECT PARAMETERS
I (Total Project Including La Costa, Los Uanos, Narino-Cauca, and Sheep Program)

(In Constant 1968 Pesos and US$)

Actual Project Investments
Distribution of Investments Project Appraisal Committed through 3/31/71--

T Total in Pesos Total in US$

Land Clearance 7.4 17.2 58,901,101 3,704,472
Pasture Improvement 26.9 11.2 38,386, 762 2,414,262
Fencing 10.9 9.0 30,786, 955 1,936,286
Water Supplies 12.6 5.7 19,613,010 1,233,523
Farm Machinery 8.7 4.4 14, 927, 038 938,807
Farm Building - Equipment 4.6 16.8 57,407,043 3,610,506
Breeding Stock 18.2 34.1 116,490,856 7,326,469
Contractor' s Machinery 3.6 0
Dairy Cooperatives 2.3 0
Technical Services 4.8 1.1 3,917, 356 246,375
0 thers 0 0.5 1,627,729 102,373

Total 100.0 100.0 342,057,850 21,513,073

Distribution of Financing

Beef 67 91.8 310,461,893 19,525,905
Dairy 26 6.8 22,805, 307 1,434,296
Sheep 7 1.4 4,873,294 306,496

Total , 100 100.*0 338,140,494 21,266,697

Farm Coverage (#)

Beef Cattle - La Costa 800 409
Beef Cattle - Los Llanos 90 169
Dairy - Narino-Cauca 250 87
Sheep 35 8



ATIANTICO No. 3 IRRIGATDN AND LAND RECLAMATIDN PROJECT ANNEX TABL 7.3

OR! FARMING - ACTUAL 75. PROJECTED CROP PERFOMACE
(in Constant 196d Pesos and US)

--RECAST ------------ ACTUAL ---------------------------------------
INCORA REPORT S/

aisal Report a/ Evaluation Project Sample i Total 1ect

ul evel pn r First Tear i95t __N _ _ __-

aPs Pa 09 Pa US$ Pa- US Pa UM

No. of farmers: 230 292 342 500 - 660

Area (ha) 907 1681 2488 3171

Yield (kha) 3000 2400 3492 1911 1144 1102

Price per ton 946 57.75 946 57.75 904 55.19 856 52.26 953 58.18 989 60.38

Output per ha. 2838 173.26 2270 138.58 3159 192.86 1636 99.88 1090 66.54 1090 66.54

Variable Production
Costs per ha. 1462 89.26 1462 89.26 1662 99.02 1271 77.59 1138 69.48 n.&. n.a.

Total Lanor inputs
per h r. 344 21.00 34 21.00 434 26.50 500 30.53 201 12.27 n.a. n.a.

Total Production
Costa per ha. 1806 110.26 1806 110.26 2056 125.52 1771 108.12 1339 81.75 1548 94-51

et Incom per ha. 1032 63.00 464 28.32 1103 67.34 - 135 - 8.24 - 249 - 15.21 - 458 - 27.97

Family Labor (1000)W
per ha. 3(414 21.00 344 21.00 434 26.50 500 30.53 201 12.27 264 16.12

cash Returns per ha. 1376 84.00 808 49.32 1537 93.84 365 22.29 - 48 - 2.94 - 194 - 11.85

Project Charges and
Taxes per ha. t 21.00 202 12.33 ( 384 )h/ (2 3 .44)h_/ (91)W (5.56)Y -

Not Family Income per ha. 100y 63.00 606 36.99 (1153 (70.40) (274) (16.73) - - -

SESAME Y
Area (ha) 1081 200 294 167

Yield (kg/ha) 700 560 368

Price per ton 3784 231.01 3784 231-01 2646 161.54 3785 231.07 4272 260.81 4300 262.52

Output per ha. 26149 161.72 2119 129.37 9714 59.146 757 46.21 3.256 76.68 718 43.83

Variable Production
Costs per ha. 74 47.25 774 47.25 763 46.58 592 36.14 853 52.08 n.a. n.a.

Total bor Inputs 550 33.58 550 33.58 7&9 45.73 513 31.32 654 39.93 n.a. n.a.

Total Production
Coats per ha. 1324 8083 1324 80.83 1512 92.31 1105 67.6 1507 92.01 1290 78.75

Net Income per ha. 1325 80.89 795 8.53 - 539 - 32.91 - 348 - 21.25 - 251 - 15.32 - 572 - 34.92

per Labor (loo5)' 550 33.58 550 33.58 79 45.73 513 31.32 654 3993 350

Cash Returns per ha. 1875 114.47 1345 82.11 210 12.82 165 10.07 403 24.61 - 222 - 13.55

Project Charges and h/ h/ h/ '-/ h/na

Taxes per ha. a469 28.63 336 20.51 (53) (3.24) (141) (2.50)= (100)P (6.11)- n.a. n.

Net Family Income per ha. 1406 85.84 1009 61.60 (157) (9.58) (124) (7.57) (303) (18.50) - 222 - 13.5

a/ These figures are taken from the proposed Stage II Appraisal Report (PA-84) because no detailed breakdown of crop production parameters was given in the Appraisal Report of Stage I.

R/ Source: Supervised Credit Farmer Folder.

F/ In 1970, the cropping pattern included 3171 hectares of sorghum, 18914 hectares of sesame, 65 hectares of cotton, and 6 hectares of soybeans.

The evaluation has intentionally selected a large group fanming under the more favorable conditions existing in the project area. The sample covers 79% of the sorghum and

-32% of the sesame planted.
5In 1971, it wam reported that sorghum yi. ,ad 1552 kg/ha, and a not loss of Pa (-379) per hectare, while sesame yielded 539 kg/ha and a net gain of Pa 758 per hectare.

Y/ Stage I projections on the performance of orghum were 50% above the figures listed above, i.e., they projected a net income of US$90 per hectare (Pa 1500/ha) as compared

to US$60 per hectare (Ps 1032/ha) listed above.
it has been assumed that family labor 1"s accounted for total labor inputs. Actually, however, a significant, although unspecified proportion of labor inputs, was provided by

hired labor. Consequently, it is likely that farmers' cash returns are lower than indicated above.

h/ Bracketed figures are hypothetical since farmers do not Pay taxes and project charges.

/In 196 and 1969 soe of the sesame was sold cutside official (cooperative) charels and therefore is not reflected in these figures; this phenomenon had been brought

under control by 1970. It is of course very unclear how much may have been so sold but INCORA officials have indicated that it may have been as much as 30% of the crop.

Adjusted yield would then be 526 and 286 kgs., and cash returns per hectare $38.6 and $30.O, respectively for 1968 and 1969.

Notei Current pesos were converted into constant 1968 pesos by multiplying them with a factor of 0.93 for 1969 Pesoa, 0.86 for 1970 Pesos. The exchange rate used is:

i US$ - Ps 16.38.
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Introdu: tiun

This evaluation study deals with highway projects. Through

December 31, 1973, the Bank Group has loaned $3.8 billion for highways.

The Bank plans not only to increase its highway lending considerably, but

also to expand its participation in the financing of secondary and 
feeder

roads, which are more difficult to appraise and implement and present more

institutional problems than the trunk highways to which most of the Bank

resources have been directed in the past. For this reason, this study

focuses on two main subjects. The first is the "development impact" of

highways, in short, the mechanisms by which a reduction in transport 
costs

induces development in other economic activities. The second is the

institution-building efforts that the Bank has been pursuing to improve

planning, construction and maintenance of highways and to strengthen the

highways departments. The study also contains, although in less detail, a

fulI reappraisal ofthe projects selected for evaluation.

The two main issues present serious conceptual problems. In order

to understand how each highway influenced the region served by 
it, it was

necessary to analyze the region's development pattern, the factors affect-

ing that development and the influence of the highway 
relative to other

factors. Lack of information was a major problem and data had to be

generated through special regional studies, most of them carried 
out by

local universities or agencies. This high degree of local participation

in the study turned out to be central for having a detailed understanding

of the ways in which a new or improved highway influenced the 
economic

and social life of the rural areas. As for institution-building, there

are no unambiguous ways of assessing whether a highways department 
is now

a more efficient institution than ten years ago; even if ways could be

found, data are not usually available to illustrate the relevant points.

The evaluation of institutional improvements required an extensive survey

of each highway department. Also, institution-building objectives, because

of their long-term nature, had to be evaluated over a period comprising

several projects.

The projects selected for evaluation comprise one in Ethiopia

(Loan 166-ET of 1957), three in Honduras,which help finance the same group

of roads (Loan 135-HO of 1955, Loan 195-HO of 1958 and Credit 1-HO of 1961),

one in Thailand (Loan 341-TH of 1963) and one in Yugoslavia (Loan 344-YU

of 1963). These loans, totalling $103.7 million, helped finance projects

costing $173 million equivalent, which included construction or imprcvement

of 26 roads totalling 2929 km. These roads ranged from long penetration

roads in Ethiopia costing $12,000 equivalent per km, to short, expensive

first-class roads in Yugoslavia costing $260,000 equivalent per km. Some

of these highways serve extremely underdeveloped, or undeveloped regions,

such as the Blue Nile region in Ethiopia (see maps at end of -study), where

95% of the population lives off subsistence agriculture and literacy is about
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37%; relatively developed areas including a few important urban centers,

such as that crossed by the Chiengmai-Lampang highway in northern Thailand,

and regions that, at least now, can be considered developed, such as the

Adriatic coast in Yugoslavia.

The Highways' Impact

Expressed in the most general way, the conclusions of the study

about the investments' ex-post economic return (based on estimates of

actual road user savings) are that the Yugoslav and Thai projects were

probably more successful than what was originally expected, yielding returns

estimated at 25% and 18% respectively. The Honduran projects yielded an

estimated return of 147., less than what was expected, largely due to the

negative effects of the war with El Salvador. Finally, the Ethiopian pro-

ject appears to have a return of about 6%, lower than expecte4, and only

one road had a return over 10-12%. These results were not uniform within

each project. Another way of looking at them is to say that seven groups

of roadsJ costing US$115.6 million (69% of the total investment) yielded

an estimated return over 12%, making it unlikely that they were marginal

investments no matter how the assumptions on which this analysis is based

are changed. Five groups of roads costing US$29.1 million (17% of the

cotal) had a marginal return (10-12%), and only three groups of roads cost-

ing US$23.7 million (all of them in Ethiopia), and representing 14% of the

total investments in these six projects, appear as unsuccessful investments.

The reasons for these results, considering them at the most general

level, are obviously related to the traffic structure and construction

costs. The final figures on traffic and costs are determined by many

factors, but two conclusions proved to be particularly important. First,

with the exception of the Ethiopian project, project implementation went

remarkably well. The countries and the Bank show continuous 'improvement,

and this study discovered few problems to report on the engineering side.

We also found that good consultants, if properly used, can help to overcome

many problems at the local level. Second, traffic forecasts, when made,

turned out to be rather inaccurate; sometimes, as in Yugoslavia, too low,

but most of the time too optimistic. The main reason for these inaccurate

forecasts was the lack of a detailed knowledge of the way in which transport

improvements influenced other e'onomic activities.

All the highways included in the six projects were among the highest

priorities in each country. However, there were problms of-timing or cost

%n some of the roads. For instance, two of the Ethiopian roads (Jima-Bonga

and Mieso-Dengego), the Pattani-Naradhiwat road in Thailand ax4d Naklo-

Ljubelj in Yugoslavia should have been postponed a few years. Other roads,

1/ The original 26 roads as defined in the appraisal reports were regrouped

into 15 road sections for the purposes of this ex-post evaluation.



despite their high priority, had a low return because 
they were too costly

-- for example, the Blue Nile road in Ethiopia. Also, the study suggests

that too much was invested in highways in Ethiopia and Honduras in light

both of urgent requirements in other sectors, especially agriculture, 
and

of serious budgetary constraints. It also suggests that Yugoslavia may

have underinvested in highways, given. the high traffic growth experienced

in the last ten years.

The study of what we have called the roads' development impact

addressed itself to the analysis of the economic process through which

these returns were achieved, and to the reasons why the returns were not

higher. In spite of the high economic return of many 
of them, six out

of the seven groups of roads for which this detailed 
analysis was made --

the exception being the Adriatic Highway in Yugoslavia -- had a low impact

on the regional economies served by them. By low impact we mean that the

absolute amounts of the changes in production and consumption induced by

the highways were minor relative to the regional economies 
and that the

highways were not generally among the main factors 
that influenced whatever

regional development took place (the economies 
of the regions have been

growing very slowly or not at all, with the 
exception of the Adriatic

region in Yugoslavia). Also, the actual impact was lower than what w.as

expected. The original appraisal reports assumed, sometimes implicitly,

that additional developments would take place that would charge 
the demand

for transport, and that the highways would act as part of wider action

packages. These other developments seldom took place 
as expected and the

highways either had a low effect or ended up playing 
a minor role in

regional development.

In studying how the roads' impact was achieved, we found that

transport services were not a barrier. They were competitive and modern

in relation to the rest of the economy, and the users of transport services

received practically all the benefits of the new investments. We also

found that the marketing system was moderately flexible and, in spite of

inefficiencies, did allow most of the benefits of improved transport to

reach producers and consumers; in fact, one of the main benefits derived

from the road improvements was a more efficient marketing system. The main

barrier seems to be in the productive structure. In all countries, except

Yugoslavia, the roads served areas that were primarily agricultural, having

mostly subsistence farmers cultivating small plots and using primitive

techniques. Thus, although the farmers reacted to the inducement provided

by improved transport, the production increases that resulted were small.

Land in the hands of big landowners has traditionally produced high value

crops, the production of which was only marginally affected by the transport

improvements. The development that took place was sometimes promoted, or

hampered, by factors exogenous to the regions, such as price variations of

the main commodities produced or, as in Honduras, by efforts at integration

with other countries. Government development programs and investments were

few and small in scope.

The roads seems to have had a relatively much larger impact on con-

sumption patterns than on production. Traders reacted better than producers,

all regions had more and cheaper consumer goods and an important proportion



o the larger regional income was used in buying these goods. This
increased availability of goods, and the consequent change in consumption
11atterns, seems to have induced in at least one case -- Ethiopia -- a
decline in the nutritional standards of the poorest segment of the popula-
tion. Finally, the highways had other effects on the locational structure
of economic activities that are generally positive, such as an impulse to
urbanization and the establishment of one or two major regional growth
poles, the decline of smaller centers in regions that now have become
integrated to a larger area, and the establishment of new towns and economic
activities along the roads.

In a sense, these conclusions are very conventional. They confirm
the well-known fact that traditional structures are rigid and modern ones
flexible. There is a correlation between the level of impact of the highway
ihvestments and the level of development in the four countries in the sample.
In this respect the contrast between, for example, Ethiopia and Yugoslavia,
is striking. This same point about traditional and modern structures
* je seen from another dimension: transport services are, after all, part
of the modern sector of Ethiopia and Honduras, and parts of the marketing
and trade system are more modern than agriculture. Thus, the fact that
the sectors and agents in the regional economy that deal with consumption
are more modern than those dealing with production suggests that roads
could have a larger impact on consumption than on production -- as it
happened in several regions -- creating a potentially serious imbalance in
the development pattern.

In addition, the highways' impact was noticeable only in a narrow
corridor along them, due to the lack of investments in secondary and feeder
r. ads. However, if the findings are right, the overall impact would have
oeen low even with the feeder roads, because these were not among the most
important constraints to development.

Finally, a question that was not possible to answer, because it goes
beyond the terms of reference of this evaluation, is the broader one of
whether the countries studied should have promoted development in the
regions crossed by the roads; it may well be that resources would have been
better used in other parts of the country, especially in cases such as the
Western region in Honduras, where the road's area of influence is not the
region with the highest potential in the country. One of the initial
.Imitations of the study -- of evaluating only the roads' impact in the
" meaiate area served by them, without considering system or interregional
afects -- had only a minor consequence, because most of the regions analyzed
had a very low level of interrugional trade, a fact that was especially
noticeable in the less developed ones. The Yugoslavian case was the only
one where interregional links were important.

Institution Building

In Ethiopia and Thailand, the two countries where this Issue was
.nal vzed in detail, the highway departments and the Bank are continuing a
process of institution building begun 20 and 10 years ago, respectively.



The Bank's goals have been to promote the efficiency of the highway

organizations and, at the same time, to ensure the execution of highway

projects. The results of these institutionbuilding efforts with the

Imperial Highway Authority in Ethiopia (i ) -- the creation of which was

promoted by the Bank -- since 1951 and with the Department of Highways in

Thailand (TDH) since 1963 are similar: both institutions are now consid-

erably better equipped for undertaking their basic tasks, which are to

plan, prepare and supervise the execution of highway 
projects. Both are

now better organized institutions, their technical planning has consider-

abln improved and they are capable of managing important highway projects.

In spite of many shortcomings, these are impressive achievements in light

of the many difficulties that the countries and the Bank had to 
face in

improving highway operations.

In Ethiopia, between 1951 and 1963, IBA was administered 
by staff

of the US Bureau of Public Roads, which helped 
set up a highway organiza-

tion and train the Ethiopian personnel that took over its management 
in

1963. During this period, IRA experienced many problems, largely because

the institution-building approach was rather broad and ill-defined 
and did

not give sufficient attention to the relationship between institutional

capabilities and construction and maintenance programs. Instituton-

building efforts evolved to include comprehensive programs and specific

measures in the Fourth (1968) and Fifth (1972) Highway Projects with

apparently much better results than before. Implementation of Bank-

financed construction improved considerably 
already in the Third but

especially in the Fourth projects, 
when almost all project preparation

and supervision was assigned to consultants and all construction 
to con-

tractors. The current Bank strategy is to have more frequent smaller

projects that will permit greater 
involvement of IRA's capabilities 

and

of local contractors.

Institutional progress in the Thai Department 
of Highways has been

satisfactory though incomplete, particularly in planning and maintenance.

In this country, the strategy of relying from the beginning on consultants

for design, engine'ering and supervision and on contractors for construction

has paid off in achieving the objective of carrying 
out sizeable projects,

considerably larger than in Ethiopia and in half the time. 
A comparison

of the experiences of Thailand and Ethiopia suggests that at least the most

dtfficult parts of project implementation can be handled separately by con-

sultants and contractors while institution-building 
efforts proceed in a

highway department that is not unreasonably 
burdened with heavy construction

programs.

Progress was particularly difficult in three areas: management,

planning and maintenance. Effective management has proven to be 
the most

difficult objective to accomplish. The approaches -followed did not take

tufficiently into account the effects of traditional work habits and manage-

ment methods, or local factors such as limited skills 
and education.

Consciousness of these elements cculd have 
been stronger if borrower

officials had been more closely involved 
in preparing. these efforts.
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As regards planning, substantial progress was accomplished in its
technical aspects in both institutions. The economic aspects were given
strong emphasis by Bank staff and consultanrs when Bank projects were
involved. Their efforts, however, were not adequately sustpipd by the
highway. departments or the Governments and the economic anilgyis has yet
to be effectively institutionalized in Ethiopia and Thail an especially
on coordination with plans and potential developments in other sectors.
Finally, partial improvements have been achieved in maintenance organiza-
tion and operations. An important conclusion is that a first element
in attacking the problem systematically lies in ensuring adequate main-
tenance policies and regular commitment of funds and equipment. An equally
important element is creation and effective application of a reporting
system on maintenance operations and expenditures, so that work can be
properly planned, best use can be made of equipment and performance
monitored.

The Bank's diagnosis of institution-building problems was usually-
correct and it did act on the subject, but it did not give the matter
as much sustained attention as it would seem to have warranted. In
Ethiopia it was only in 1968, 17 years after the establishment of IRA,
that these efforts were seen in themselves as a technical assistance pro-
ject, but even then the agreed targets were not followed up as closely
as were the construction works. Similarly, in Thailand, the Bank did
not demand clear targets for the institution-building objectives, and
progress was not supervised as continuously as road construction.

Suggestions for Improvement

The conclusions of the study suggest several ways in which Bank
uiork in highways could be improved. These suggestions are based on the
sample of projects evaluated in this study. They have been checked against
current Bank practice, but most of them will have to be tested first on
an experimental basis with a few projects.

Regarding the highways' development impact, the main suggestion is
that, if the overall objective is to promote national and regional develop-
ment, the Bank should more systematically look into the interactions of
transport with other economic sectors because, especially in less developed
regions, it is likely that the rigid structure of those sectors will result
in a small and probably slow reaction and consequently in a low impact by
the highway. The problem will arise even in highways that are supposed to
join two or more urban areas, because the urban areas themselves could have
rigid productive structures and, more importantly, because it will not be
possible to ignore whatever impact the road could have in the region
between the two urban centers. Moreover, the study suggests that the cases
in which it will not be necessary to analyze these interactions are rare:
a road in a fairly developed region, or a purely inter-urban road that
crosses a desert or inhospitable mountains.

This approach has several implications for the way in which highway
projects should be selected and appraised, for the nature of highway



projects and the conditions that should be attached to them, and for the

amount of Bank resources required.

First, in cases of feeder and penetration roads, roads that will

serve relatively underdeveloped agricultural areas, or that will serve

regions where transport does not appear to be. the main or the only con-

straint to development, the Bank should consider identifying projects on

a regional and multi-sectoral basis, either through special surveys or at

least through multi-sectoral identification missions.

Second, if the multi-sectoral identification mission concludes that

the road is only one of several important constraints to development, the

Bank should consider dropping the independent road project and undertaking
the financing of a regional package program. If this course of action is not

feasible because of political, administrative or financial reasons, the

operating departments should clarify these reasons, and suggest whether it

is worth going ahead with the highway project only.

Third, during appraisal, the Bank should systematically consider the

expected regional impact of highway projects and the scope for complementary
measures and investments in other sectors, especially agriculture. The

basis for this approach should be a relatively inexpensive regional mobili-

zation study which would indicate the main constraints to regional develop-
ment and suggest the complementary actions required to overcome those con-

straints. Regional mobilization studies should be done during the project

preparation stage at the same time as engineering feasibility studies and

for all highway projects, except those highways that will become part of

regional in-;estment packages; or those that are expected not only to carry
mainly interurban traffic but also to do so in a regional context where

development is either likely to be automatic or where it is discouraged

for political, administrative, or economic reasons.

Fourth, the required measures and investments in other sectors,

especially agriculture, related to regional development, should be clearly

specified to the point of defining implementation targets at the time of

loan appraisal and negotiation. These targets should, whenever possible,
be included as loan conditions or in plans of action agreed in connection

with loan commitment, and in all cases they should be covered by the
monitoring of project progress.

Finally, the Bank should encotrage the planning units in the highway

departments to develop the capacity for undertaking or promoting regional
mobilization studies for those highways where such studies are required.
In cases where that approach is warranted, the Bank could finance technical
assistance efforts designed to build up that capacity; this will be the

case of countries with weak highway planning and where regional mobilization

studies are particularly needed.

This change in approach, or in emphaas, from a highway project in

which the evolution of the rest of the economy is taken as given or in which

efforts at influencing that economy are unsystematic, to an approach
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in which a systematic effort will be made to influence other economic
activities taking as a basis the highvay project, raises severaf issues
that will have to be analyzed in more detail. First, it is necessary
to define in each case how far it is feasible to treat in connection
with a highway project action plans and targets dealing with other sectors,
especially agriculture and marketing. Political and practical coitsider-
ations may limit the number of conditions to be negotiated in a particular
case. Second, a detailed regional mobilization study will increase the
cost of project preparation, although our impression is that it will do
so only by a. small amount; it certainly should not extend the time of
project preparation, insofar as the necessary basic work can be done by
local institutions simltaneous with the much more lengthy engineering
studies that are always necessary. The country and the Bank will have
to decide when the benefits in terms of potential regional impact justify
the expense of the study. Finally, the expansion of the terms of reference
of work on highway projects in the way proposed here has implications- in--

arms of Bank staff requirements that should be analyzed in detail.

When checking current Bank practice, it became clear that some of
these suggestions have been totally or partially applied in highway,
agriculture, or rural development projects. However, more effort is
required to implement these suggestions in a systematic way, and to clarify
the appraisal methods to be followed when the broader approach pro'posed
here is not feasible in practice.

Turning now to institution building, the conclusions highlighted
the need for clearly distinguishing between road construction and insti-
tution-building objectives' efforts as concomitant technical assistance
projects requiring careful definition and supervision. These findings
have several implications for Bank operations.

As a first step, it is necessary to establish the relative priorities
within a project's objectives. If the main purpose is to undertalie a high
priority road construction program and the country suffers from a weak
highway department, it seems better to separate road construction from
institutional improvement, by assigning implementation of the former to
consultants and contractors. However, in most cases it will not be pos-
sible or desirable to separate the two objectives. In these cases, both
road construction and institution-building "projects" should be clearly
defined and the interactions between them, especially for on-the-job
training, specified in advance. Both projects should be given, by the
highway departments and the Bank, the same priority in implementation and
supervision. In particularly weak institutions, it seems that small and
frequent road construction programs will help institutional efforts better
than relatively large and infrequent programs.

In addition, institution-building efforts should consider that
certain areas of improvement are especially difficult: management will
noc become modern unless resistance to change is somewhat overcome, local
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conditions taken into account and local officials participate in designing

the improvement program; economic planning should be systematic and make

full use of available data; and maintenance improvement should be based

on an action program and on a firm commitment on the part of the institution

to commit funds and other resources to the effort. Second, the institution-

building "project" should be formally designed with the highway department

and the Government at the project preparation stage and adapted to their

constraints in terms of timing and resources; the institution building should

be monitored adequately and the necessary loan conditions discussed during

negotiations, giving to them the same priority as those related to road

construction. Finally, the "project" should also be given, during supervision,

the same priority as road construction, and loan conditions emphasized in

the same way.

Our final set of suggestions deal with the differences between roads

and the need to clearly distinguish in the appraisal between their differ-

ent functions and characteristics. For example, roads that compete with

other modes; that serve international traffic; feeders and penetration roads;

or expressways. There is still room for a more systematic treatment of the

subject, by classifying roads of different types and indicating the differ-

ences in appraisal methods among these types. A road typology which main-

tains a sufficiently flexible approach could be useful to streamline Bank

operations.



CHAPTER I

c. ad Desriptio o pr t jncludd in Study

A. objectives and Method

One purpose of evaluation studies 
is to learn from past experience

how Bank policies and procedures 
might be improved in the future. 

Another

is accountability; they help to determine whether the 
project objectives

have been attained and to find the reasons 
for discrepancies between

planned and actual accomplishments.

This evaluation study deals with highway projects. Through

December 31, 1973, the Bank Group has loaned a total of US$3.8 billion

for highways. The Bank plans not only to increase its highway lending

considerably., but also to greatly expand its participation 
in the finan-

cing of secondary and feeder roads, 
which in many ways are most difficult

to appraise and implement and present 
more institutional problems than

the trunk highways to which most 
of the Bank resources have been directed

in the past.

It is this future orientation of highway lending, 
in addition to the

conclusions of our own highway evaluation studies (in Colombia) and audits

(in Costa Rica, Botswana, Zambia and Venezuela), 
and of studies done pre-

viously by the Bank (iran)%' that have 
induced us to focus the study on two

main subjects. The first is the "development impact" of highways, in short,

the mechanisms by which a reduction in 
transport costs induces development

in other economic activities. The second is the institution-building

efforts that the Bank has been pursuing in several countries 
to improve

planning, construction and maintenance of highways 
and to strengthen the

highways departments. Nevertheless, the study covers the outcome of 
all

the project objectives, although in 
a less detailed way. For example, we

have calculated an ex-post return for 
each of the roads, based on user

savings. We have examined carefully the problems that 
arose during project

implementation, and checked whether loan 
conditions were adhered to. How-

ever, design standards received cursory treatment, 
because the Bank is

already undertaking a major study on the subject and our contribution

could only be minor.2/

Previous evaluation studies showed that a cross 
section analysis in

afew countries is us ful to 'analyze issues that are comon to 
Bank opera-

tio urs insive uld. For this study, we selected projects in four coun-

tries: Ethiopia, Honduras, Thailand and Yugoslavia. 
These projects are

described in the next section. LThe projects were selected 
to have a

wide geographical representation, making sure that they 
included construc-

tion of highways that were expected to have, or had, an impact on the

1/ H. G. van der Tak, J. de Weille: Reappraisal of a Road Project in 
Iran.

IBRD Staff Occasional Paper No. 7, 1969.

2/ Highway Design Study, Phase I: the- Model. Economics Department Working

Paper 96, January 1971.
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regions they crossed. This being the first study of this nature, we
avoided the inclusion of special types of roads, such as toll roads,
expressways or feeders. Finally, in order to be able to observe several
years of the highways' operation, the selection was constrained only to
projects fully disbursed by FY1968.

The six projects finally selected in.these four countries are
obviously very different and bave many characteristics that are to a
certain extent unique; however, the thrust of the study has been to
find regularities and common factors among the projects. Thus, the
report emphasizes most of the time these common factors and brings up
the differences among projects only when that is necessary to qualify
the results.

By focussing the study on the roads' development impact and on
institution building, we were faced with probably the two most difficult
subjects from the point of view of methodology and data availability.
For example, there are no unambiguous ways of assessing whether a highways
department is now a more efficient institution than 10 years ago; even
if ways could be found, data are not usually available to illustrate the
relevant points. Also, the institution-building objectives included in
the time span of one project are almost impossible to isolate from the
overall efforts at institutional improvement over a longer period. Thus,
we have been compelled to take all Bank efforts over a period of time as
the unit of analysis for this aspect and to confine the evaluation to
Ethiopia and Thailand. In each country it was necessary to consider
five projects, over a period of 20 years in Ethiopia and 10 years in
Thailand

Regarding the roads' development impact, the main problem, aside
from the conceptual one, was the lack of detailed studies at the time of
appraisal about the economic conditions and development of the regions
served by the roads, and the almost non-existent data in most cases. To
be able to study the highways' impact in detail, keeping the cost of the
study within reasonable bounds, we had to limit this type of analysis to
only a few (although the most important) of the roads financed under the
loans. Data had to be generated through special regional studies and
detailed surveys of villages or microregions located in the area of
influence of each road. We conducted five of these detailed surveys in
Honduras, three in Yugoslavia, three in Ethiopia and two in Thailand.
Tn all four countries it was also necessary to undertake special studies
of the most important crops grown near the roads, in order to know with
some precision how the improved transport affected their development.
Data generation was a painful process; in all, the study required inter-
viewing, systematic or unsystematic, of 1,900 people in the four countries.

One result of these detailed studies is the availability of a large
amount of background information (listed in Annex Table 1) of different
levels of accuracy, ranging from aerophotogrametric studies of the area
of influence of a road before and after the road improvement, to impres-
sions derived from unsystematic interviewing. The conclusions discussed



in this report are based on the evidence gathered in these studies. 
In

Oriltu to~ woo tho 109 ort brief, a smary of the evidence Is included

only when necessarY for clarity of n

The study is divided into six chapters, 
including this Introduc-

tion. Chapters and III deal with the highways' 
impact; Chapters IV

and V present the results regarding 
project implementation and institu-

tion building. The last chapter contains the conclusions 
and recommenda-

tions.

B. The Projects Selected

Table 1-1 contains a sumnal7 of 
the main objectives and character-

istics of the projects selected for evaluation, and Tables 1-2 
and 1-3

a brief description of the additional projects considered 
in the analysis

of institution building in Ethiopia and Thailand. Finally, Table 1-4

presents key indicators about the importance 
of the highway sector in

each country's economy. The remainder of this chapter contains a sumary

presentation of each project.

Ethiopia

The Bank's involvement in highways in Ethiopia began in 1950, when

it made a US$5.0 million loan for rehabilitation of a road 
network built

by the Italians in 1936-41 that had fallen into complete 
disrepair after

World War II. The Bank promoted at that time the creation of the imperial

Highway Authority (IHA), since the country had 
no organization capable of

even the simplest of road construction or maintenance 
efforts. The IRA

was administered until 1963 with staff of the U.S. Bureau of Public Roads,

who were supposed to train Ethiopian staff to prepare them to take over

the organization. The Second Highway Program, for which the Bank made

in 1957 the loan studied in this evaluation, was supposed to be the first

highway construction program as such, and had as its main purpose to

build a basic network of all-weather trunk roads, since at that time it

was possible to travel from one region of the country to the other only

in the dry season, and with great difficulty. The original project

consisted of major constructir of six road stretches 
(853 km) and improve-

ments on. four roads (221 1cm).. The final program was different, because

it was modified to eliminate some roads in the southwest 
region, a coffee

area, and give priority to the Blue Nile road 
(Gohassion-Azzo), providing

a connection between Addis Ababa 
and Asmara in addition to a road already

existing, a fact considered important 
by the Ethiopian Government. The

road was also expected to promote the development of the Gojam region.

This modification increased the 
length of the major construction projects

to 1,042 m. The economic justification provided 
for this project in the

appraisal report was very general, in 
terms of opening up new areas,

expected increases in agricultural 
production and improved administration

of the country. Work by the IHA was to be coordinated with the agencies

1/ See Map 1 at end of text.
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dealing with the agricultural.sector.

The Bank used this second loan to continue pressing for institu-
tional imprevement at IRA, especially in training, highway planning
and project'preparation and, to a lesser extent, maintenance.

Honduras

In 1955, when the Bank was first approached about a highway loan,
it faced a situation similar to that found in Ethiopia in 1950: the lack
of an adequate organization and no detailed construction plans. Also,
the country had very few roads to speak of and most regions remained iso-
lated from each other; no interregional highways had been completed. The
Bank proposed to strengthen the institutions first and help build roads
later. The first loan, made at the end of 1955, helped finance the estab-
lishment and equipment of a maintenance organization; consultants -to re-
organize the Highway Department; and engineering studies for improvement
of tne North-South and Western Highways, the two most important in the
country (Map 2). The two loans that followed, in 1958 and 1961, helped
to finance part of the works programmed on these two highways; because
of their complementary nature, we have taken these first three loans,
totalling US$18.7 million, as the subject of our evaluation in Honduras.

Road construction proceeded in stages. The 1958 loan, financed
jointly with the U.S., which provided the local funds, included two sec-
tions of the main North-South road, that north of San Pedro Sula (Bufalo-
Puerto Cortes) and the one south of Tegucigalpa (Tegucigalpa-Inter-American
Highway), and also several improvements, especially bridges and culverts,
on the San Pedro Sula-Santa Rosa de Copan section of the Western Highway.
The 1961 project, partially financed by the Inter-American Bank, Covered
the extension of the Western Highway from San Pedro Sula to the Salvadorian
border, and two feeders to it. These projects were justified in terms of
their general impact on the country's economy and the fact that the two
roads were obviously the highest priorities among trunk roads. In addition,
the Western Highway was expected to promote Central American integration,
especially trade with El Salvador. The 1961 loan agreement included condi-
tions about measures to be taken by the Government to improve agriculture
in the region, especially extension, credit and marketing services.

Thailand

Thailand first approached the Bank for a highway loan in 1952, but
negotiations broke off because the Government considered that one of the
Bank's conditions, limiting road construction outside the project, was
not politically acceptable. The U.S. Government provided most of the
external financing for highways during the 1950s and the first Badk loan
for US$35.0 million, which is evaluated in this study, was only made in
1963. The original project consisted of new constructiot and improvement
of three roads totalling 630 km, but due to delays in negotiating -the loan
the Government conpleted part of the roads with its own forces and only
320 km of these three roads were included (see map); US$13.1 million of
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the original loan was cancelled. There was also a major change in design

in one section of the Chiengmai-Lampang road: an improvement of the old

road was replaced by the construction of a new highway. The three highways

were trunk roads and were justified principally on the basis of road user

savings and of their effect in stimulating agricultural production. 
At

that time, the country's road system was considerably developed compared

to those of Ethiopia and Honduras.

The Bank was concerned about the weakness of the Highways Department

and began an institution-building effort that is still 
in progress. In -

connection with this loan, the Bank was particularly interested in the re-

organization of the Highways Department, including 
maintenance, training

and highway planning.

Yugoslavia

In 1960, the Bank had decided to resume its help in Yugoslavia's 
devel-

opment efforts and help ease its acute foreign 
exchange shortage, and con-

sidered that a highway project would be one of the most 
suitable alternatives.

The Bank selected for a project portions of the two trunk highways that had

the highest priority in the country's 1961-65 Development 
Plan, the Central

Highway, joining Belgrade with Yugoslavia's other 
main cities, and the

Adriatic Highway (see map). The project, when finally approved, included

financing of 606 km of first class roads, 431 km on the Adriatic 
and 175 km

on the Central Highway. The loan included retroactive financing for 26% of

the works completed before the loan became effective. The roads were justi-

fied on the basis of user savings. In addition, the Adriatic Highway was

expected to be a crucial factor in promoting tourism 
and agriculture in the

relatively underdeveloped coastal area.
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TABLg 1-2

Additional Projects Analysed only from the Institution Building Angle
Thailand - Loans 455, 535, 626, 870

A. Basic Data

1. Loan N. 45 535 626 870

2. Date o. Agrent 65/2/66 5/23/68 6/27/69 12/26/12

3. Loan amount - final or is test / 28.6
revised estimate (US$ ail.) 31.1 23.19- 17.07-

4. Closing data (final or latest
revised estimAte) 7/31/72 3/31/73 12/31/73 12/31/1911

B. Project C-ponent*

1. Road Conntruct/Iprov. Primary Provincial

Actual amount (US$ mil.)-a 28.5 20.09 1482 18.1
Construction (km) 95 13(
Improvement (km) 673 83 (Sol

2. Maintenance
detoist (U-d. 0.70 2.0

AOjective 
Purchase of workshop Purchase of equipment rceonded in
equipmmt maintenence study (below)

3. Other Institutional Iprovemnta 3.50

Revision of engineering fir Supervision of construction Detailed engineering for Supervision of construction; feasibility

construction workas super- 0.20 5331us of hifaways and engineering studies, for about 800km

vision of construction, re- Overseas technical training program 1.01 of provincial roads

view of feasibility, design 1.43 Supervision of construction 0.30

and standards of one road saution Detailed engineering for 635km of A highway maintenance study by consultants

feeder roads Including recommndations far urgently needed
equipment to be procured under the loan

0.60
Technical assistnces for planning, executing
and maintaining highway projectas training for
professional staffl to the HOC for improving
transport planning and coordination

C. Ian Conditions

I. Standard To award all construction contracts ard, where applicable, procure all eglipment through international competitiv bidding %ith allowed preference for domestic biej

to provide promptly adequate local finacingi to employ consultant satisfactory to the Bankj to build roads to standards seatisfactory to the Banks to maintain fully

and adequately all national roadas to enforce vehicle site and weilit regulations

2. Institution Building To continue to improve the activities To draft legislation to con- To improve planning and execution of highway

(organization and eanagement) of the statistical division of the trol the siting and canatruc- projects aid to train professional staff as

Dept. of Highways, as agreed under Loan tion of accesses on dational provided under tecimical assistance and train-

j31-il highways ing above

3dRoad /ne and Mkdntonancei 
To improve maintenance policy and operations
through 5-year maintenance programs designed
under above-mantioned study to review regu-
latione for weolt aPd siae of motor vehicles,
aso under the study

4. Others

W/ All costs are foreign only, i.e - the actual or planned lom distureetente
E/ Final estimate as of January 1912
;/ Final estimate as of January 1973
2/ See Standard Loan Conditions
SUS$.1million unallocated
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TABLE 1-4

The Countries and Their Highway Sectcre
(1f70a unless specified)

Honduras 
¶b

Size (0009 of km2) 1,000.0 115 514.o 255.8Population (millions) 24.6 2.5 36.2 20.5
Rate of Population G•r32th

(1960-70) (%) 2.2% 3.3% 3.1% 11%GNP per capita (US$) 80 280 200 650
Rate of GNP Growth (196070) 2.8% 1.8% 4.9% 4.3%
Length of Total Road Notwaod

(000s of kma) 7.58 6" 16. 91.2% ?aVed 26.5% 20tP'd- 62.0% 26.5%Rate of Growth of Total
Network (1960-70) 8.3% 4-3%1 7.51 1.3%Rate of Growth of Pave13
Network (1960-70) 8.7% 20.0%V 1 13.5%Expenditure on H•1-3ay.
as % of Total Public
Sector Investata 32.0% 39.8% 35.0% 5.8%

Vehicle Fleet (000s) 42 31d/ 304Rate of Growth of FleetT (1960-70) ( 9.3% 11 W 19.2AI 17.7%Total IBRfl Loans/TDA Credits
to Country (Us$* . 9 95a2 2/ 7% to Transport 37.1% 0, 51-.4 6.
% to Highways 37.1% 39% l.2% 22.7%
No. of Highway Projects 5 6 5 5

a/ Eenditures on highways as % of Gross Fixed Capital FormatincS/ 1961-1970
/ Excluding cancellation.

d/ Data for 1973.



CHAPTER II

Economic Return of Highway Projects

A. Introduction

This chapter presents the results of the 
evaluation study related

to the economic return of the project highways. 
Since several concepts

related to the highway benefits, such as "direct impact," "development

impact" or "induced traffic" are sometimes 
used to refer to different

types of effects, it is important to clarify at the outset our definition

of those concepts as well as the approach followed.

The work dealing with the highways' impact can be divided in two

parts. The first part, discussed in this chapter, 
deals with the "direct

impact," that is, the benefits of a highway measured from the 
point of

view of user savings (savings in vehicle operating costs, travelling time,

maintenance and, to a lesser extent, accidents). These benefits refer to

normal traffic, i.e. traffic that would have taken place without 
the

project, to traffic diverted from other modes 
and routes, and to new

traffic induced by the road improvement. The latter type can be measured

either from the point of view of user savings on the new traffic or from

the viewpoint of the value added of the activities 
induced by the project.-

The benefits, defined in this way, are combined 
with the project cost

figures, which are given in Chapter IV, 
to produce a recalculation of

the internal rate of return for each road.

This "direct impact," measured in the way described 
above, is a com-

plete description of the benefits of a highway only 
if markets are competi-

tive and resources -- labor, land, capital -- are fully utilized. If not,

the basic calculation has to be modified, either through the use of shadow

prices or by considering directly as benefits 
the previously unutilized

resources brought into use by the project. This correction was only

partially attempted in this study and the 
results are also included in

this chapter.2/

1/ Transport cost savings on induced traffic and value 
added of the

production induced by the road are just two ways 
of measuring the

surplus generated by the investment. For a proof of this statement,

see H. G.evan der Tak and A. Ray: The Economic Benefits of Road

Transport Projects. IBRD Staff Occasional Paper No. 13, 1971.

2/ Roads generate other non-quantifiable benefits, such as increased

national integration and better health and educational standards.

These benefits have been analyzed when possible but are 
not part of

the rate of return estimates or the analysis of the development impact.
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The second part of the work on the highways' impact, which is the

subject of Chapter III, deals with the "development impact." 
We use this

phrase to refer to the process by which 
a road improvement and the conse-

quent reduction in transport costs induced 
development of the activities

or the region served by the road. The word "process" is crucial for under-

standing the focus of our analysis: we are interested in the mechanisms

through which a road investment acts on the economic system. Thus, no

modification of the benefits of the investments as presented 
in this

chapter is derived from the analysis of the 
development impact; what is

derived are reasons that explain why the level of benefits was high or

low and indications about what alternative action programs, including

other investments, in the area of influence of the roads might have

resulted in higher development. Also, it is only in this type of analy-

sis that it is possible to assess the influence on the highways' 
return

of changes over time in the demand for transport. For example, we shall

see that the ex-post rate of return of the Mieso-Dengego road in Ethiopia

is 6%. In this chapter we present the analysis leading to that return,

and in Chapter III the mechanisms by which that 6% was achieved, 
and the

reasons why the benefits were not higher, or lower.

For the purpose of studying their impact, we grouped the road

sections financed by the six projects into 15 major roads, which 
are

used as the basis for the analysis done in this and in the next chapter

(see maps). These 15 roads and the conclusions of the study about 
their

direct impact are the following:

Ex-post rate
of return

Road Length Cost (best estimate)

(km) (USSm) (

Ethiopian Project

1. Gohassion-Azezo (Blue Nile) 551 12.73 Negative

2. Mieso-Dengego 211 8.88 6

3. Jima-Agaro 44 1.53 22

4. Jima-Bonga 110 2.11 7

5. Shashamane-Soddo 130 1.70 11

Subtotal 06 26.95

Honduran Project

6. Southern Highway 49 0.64 30

7. Northern Highway 72 3.43 10

8. Western Highway Improvement 153 (partial) 4.11 13

9. Western Highway Extension 100 6.56 15

Subtotal 374 14.74

a/ 262 km of training (roads improved as a training exercise) and minor

roads included in the Ethiopian project were not reappraised for lack

of data.
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Ex-post rate
of return

Road ~ Length Cost (et04a s

Thai Project
(km)

10. Chiengmai-Lampang 100 11.20 12
11. Pattani-Naradhivat 98 7.45 12
12. Nakorn Pathom-Petchburi 122 5.37 29.

Subtotal 320 24.02

Yugoslav Project

13. Naklo-Ljubelj 21 5.32 11
14. Adriatic Highway 431 66.58 24
15. Belgrade-Paracin 154 30.79 30

Subtotal 606 102.69

Total 2346 168.40

In this chapter we first describe each of the roads and the impact
expected at the time of the appraisal. We then discuse the az-post return
of each road in some detail and the reasons -- but mainly in taus of
traffic levels and construction costs -- that explain the returns. Aftar
that we analyze the different functions performed by these roads. The
chapter ends with a section devoted to design standards.

B. Description of Roads

1. Ethiopia

Gohassion-Azezo: This 551-km road can be considered a penetration
link to the Blue Nile, or Gojaz region. Although it is part of a trunk road
linking Addis Ababa to Aimara, it is not used by through traffic because it
has lower standards than the alternative shorter connection via Dese. Two
sections totalling 121 km were built by private contractors and the resp
by force account work done by the Imperial Highway Authority (see map).-
The construction of this road was included in 1959 when the project was
revised (only a 207-km section was appraised) and aside fran the obvious
advantages in terms of administering the country, it was expected that it
would open up the large Gojam region, which historically has been almost
completely independent, and help to integrate it with the rest of the country.

_/ Annex Table 2 st-arizes the detailed traffic evolution of each of
these roads, and Annex Table 3 the technical characteristics of the
old and the new roads.
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At the time the road was planned, it was expected to result in an increase

in coffee production of about 3,000 tons a 
year, and of oilseeds, grain*

and pulses of 15.000 tons a year. Total value of these increases was

US$5 million. However, production of grains and pulses went up 
only by

10,000 tons and no increase in coffee 
was registered. Thus, the value

of the new production was only US$600,000.

Mieso-Dengego: This 211-km road, located to the east of Addis Ababa,

was also planned as a penetration road to the Chercher Plateau, a densely

populated and rich agricultural area. Improved transport was expected to

have an impact on the production of coffee, sorghum and maize. The ex-

pected increase in coffee production was 2,500 tons.per year, 
worth US$3.0

million, but no increase has been detected. 
On the contrary, in recent

years there has been a decline in production, partly 
explained by diffi-

culties in marketing the high-quality coffee typical 
of the region.

Jima-Agaro: This short road (44 km) was considered 
the project's

first priority because of the very high 
potential of the region it traverses.

The region is one of the richest coffee areas in the country and the improve-

ment was justified by its expected impact 
on coffee production, which was

projected to increase by some 15,000 
tons per year. This figure has been

achieved, but only after 10 years, and very little of the increase can be

attributed to the new road. The road was subsequently paved in 1969-71

under the Bank's Fourth Highway Project. 
The 334-km Addis Ababa-Jima

section had been rehabilitated in the 1951 project.

Jima-Bonga: This 110-km section is also a continuation 
of the Addis

Ababa-Jima road and was planned to serve 
the same rich coffee area as the

Jima-Agaro road, but the sub-region served by this section has a lower

potential. Although it was initially planned 
to standards similar to the

Jima-Agaro road, it was finally built by the IHA on a force 
account basis

at much lower standards. The increase of 15,000 tons of coffee production

indicated above was expected to be partially induced 
by this road, although

no growth has been detected.

Shashamane-Soddo: This road (130 km) was gravelled between 1960 and

1964 by IHA's own forces at a total cost of 
US$1.6 million. It was justi-

fied by expected increases in coffee production 
of 4,000 tons a year and

cotton production of a thousand tons. These expectations have not mate-

rialized, but there has been some growth of other crops, especially g:ains.

Before its improvement the road was a dry weather trail serving a region 
with

a moderate potential where the lowlands were unsettled 
due to malaria. Most

of the half a million inhabitants living in 
the area were engaged in subsis-

tence agriculture.

2. Honduras

Southern Highway: This road runs for 76 km between Tegucigalpa, the

capital, and the junction of the Pan-American Highway 
near the town of

San Lorenzo. The works included in the 1958 loan were the paving of 38

km, to complete the pavement of the entire stretch, and 
improving and
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reconditioning of another 11 km. In the late 1950s this highway had the
highest traffic in the country. It served to link Tegucigalpa with its
Pacific port at Amapala and was the only route for trade with El Salvador
and Nicaragua and the outlet for the relatively wealthy region of Choluteca.

Northern Highway: This highway runs fran San Pedro Sula to Puerto
Cortes, in the Northern part of the country. The 1958 loan included the
construction of a new 72-km road between Bufalo, near San Pedro Sula, and
Puerto Cortes. The latter is the country's largest port which in 1960
moved more than half a million tons of international trade (and more than
2 million in 1970). The road was considered by the Government as the coun-
try's number one priority since it had heavy traffic and joined San Pedro
Sula, which is the most important industrial city, with the port.

Western Highway: This is a 253-km highway joining San Pedro Sula
with the Salvadorian border near Ocotepeque. The Bank helped in its
financing in two stages: the 1958 loan included a study for a 100-km
extension between Santa Rosa de Copan and the Salvadorian border, and
the improvements on the 153 km between San Pedro Sula and Santa Rosa de

-Copan. --The works included bridges, drainage and other improvements
required to make this an all-weather road. Savings made during construe-
tion released sufficient funds to gravel sections totalling 40 km. The
1961 Credit included financing for the construction of the extension bet-
ween Santa Rosa and the Salvadorian border, where no road existed before.
Thus in 1964, when this extension was completed, thege was a first class
gravel road between San Pedro Sula and El Salvador.1 ' Its impact was ex-
pected to be manifold. It was supposed to help in the development of the
Western region, one of the most densely populated and relatively under-
developed parts of the country. But, according to ideas advanced at
appraisal time, the main impact would be the facilitation of trade with
El Salvador, following the Central American integration process that had
gathered strength in the late 1950s. An additional benefit was the econ-
omic and political integration of the region south of Santa Rosa with the
rest of the country, since that region was largely oriented towards El
Salvador. To date, the impact of the road on regional development has
been relatively minor; the only increases in yearly production that can
be directly attributed to the road are 6,000 tons per year of corn and
beans. The road began to have a noticeable impact on trade with El Sal-
vador, but the closing of the border in 1969 prevented further development.

3. Thailand

Chiengnai-Lampang: This 100-km road had the purpose of joining Chieng-
mai, the second largest city in the country, with a population of about
100,000 in the early 1960s, with Lampang, an important trading and agri-
cultural center of about 40,000 inhabitants. There was previously a fairly
adequate road between Chiengmai and Lampoon, covering about one-third

-/ Stage construction continued after 1964, and the Bank helped in financing
the paving of the entire highway, a task finally completed in 1969.
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of the distance, but Lampoon and Lampang were separated by a mountainous

region where no road suitable for motor traffic had 
ever been built, partly

because there was already a railway link. The original project called for

an improvement of the old road between Chiengmai and Lampoon and the con-

struction of a first class paved road from there to Lampang. For several

reasons that are discussed below, a new road was finally built for the whole

of the 100 bm.

This road was expected to have an important impact in integrating 
the

two cities and in contributing to the development of the region in between.

It was later to become part of the main link between Chiengmai and Bangkok.

However, its regional impact seems to have been relatively minor and no

increases in production can be attributed to the road.

Pattani-Naradhiwat: This road extended over 98 km in the Malay Penin-

sula and was planned to serve a rich rubber area, expand 
the area of influence

of the port of Pattani and eventually be one section 
of the trunk road between

Bangkok and Malaysia. It replaced an old road that was frequently 
closed

because of flooding. A central underlying reason for its high priority in

the country's highway program was political unrest and 
the importance of the

highway in helping to control the- region politically. In the end, the road's

impact on regional production, especially rubber, 
was neglgible. Its rela-

tively high rate of return is due to high traffic levels.
1

Nakorn Pathom-Petchburi: This 122-km road is also a section of the main

link between Bangkok and Malaysia. It starts in Nakorn Pathom, which is about

40 km from Bangkok, and serves part of the rich Central 
Plateau. Its improve-

ment was justified mainly by its-very high traffic levels, more than 1,500

vehicles a day in 1962, and the relatively high growth expected 
for the next

15 years.

4. Yugoslavia

Central Highway: The 1963 loan helped to finance two sections of this

road which-goes from the Austrian to the Greek border and joins the most

important cities in the country (Ljubljana, Zagreb, Belgrade and 
Skopje).

The first is a 21-km section from the Austrian border to the town of Naklo

(the Naklo-Ljubelj road) which runs over an extremely mountainous 
section,

and included works on a 417-meter tunnel. The second section covered 154 km

between Belgrade and Paracin. Both road sections were built to first class

European international standards and were justified solely 
on the user savings

expected from their high traffic levels.

Adriatic Highway: The loan covered 430 km of the Adriatic Highway,

which runs along the coast of Yugoslavia between the Italian and 
Albanian

1/ A road can have a high return and a low development impact 
at the same

time because user savings on the traffic that would have taken place

even without the investment could be very important. The reasons why

the development impact is low are discussed in the next chapter.
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borders. The Bank helped finance the section between Vodice and Bar.

This road was supposed to help develop the coastal area and to integrate
it with the rest of the country. Tourism was expected to be am of the

factors promoting that development but the magnitude that it enquLed in

later years, and the important role played by the hi-ghway in gramoting it,
was not foreseen in the appraisal. As a matter of fact, in the early 16Os
the country and the Bank were more interested in the developments in agri-
culture than in tourism. However, high traffic levels were espected and

the economic justification was largely on the basis of user savings.

C. Results

Table II-1 contains a summary of the estimated ex-post return of the

project roads. These figures do not include the corrections mentioned in

the Introduction about induced use of previously unused resurwces; for

most of the roads they do not seem to be significant, but tbe few cases
where they do seem important are discussed at the end of this section.

Starting in the most general way, Loan 344-YU to Yugoslavia was
Jearly a success, yielding a return of 25%. Loan 341-TH to Thailand
had a very good impact, with a return of 18%. The three loans to Honduras

(135-HO, 195-HO and Credit 1-HO) may also be considered a good invest-
nent; they yielded 14%. However, Loan 166-ET to Ethiopia had a return

of only 6%. ln the paragraphs below we discuss these geznral results in
some detail.

Of the 15 roads evaluated, six have a rate of return above 15% and
on the basis of the sensitivity analysis (Annex Tables 5 to 7) we can say
unambiguously that they were good investments. These roads are the Jima-

Agaro in Ethiopia, the Southern Highway and the Western Highway Extension
in Honduras, the Nakorn Pathom-Petchburi in Thailand, and the Adriatic
and Belgrade-Paracin in Yugoslavia. Six other roads have recturn between
8 and 13%, meaning that one or two important changes in the assumptions
on which this ex-post analysis is based may push this return above or
below a return of 10-12%, which we considered adequate to classify a road
investment as successful. These roads are the Northern Highway and the
Western Highway Improvement in Honduras, the Chiengmai-Lampang and Pattani-
Naradhiwat in Thailand, the Naklo-Ljubelj in Yugoslavia, and the Shasha-
mane-Soddo in Ethiopia. Finally, three of the five roads built in Ethiopia
have returns of less than 7%; these roads will end up with returns of
under 10-12% even in cases of major changes in the basic eami=ptions of
tte analysis.

1/ The main assumption of these rate of return calculations appear in
Annex Table 4. One point that should be kept in mind is that the
economic lifetime of some of the roads is still not complete. Thus,
this "ex-post" calculation is based on actual figures for part of
that lifetime, but still relies on projections to arrive at an esti-
mate of total benefits.
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Some of these roads are very long, and the various sections of

others perform different functions. In these cases, the return for the

whole highway does not reflect differentials 
among sections which may be

important. Thus, we estimated the return by sections in those cases

where that appeared necessary (Table 11-2). The results show that the

Gohassion-Azezo road in Ethiopia had a negative return in its two main

sections. A different situation arises with the Chiengmai-Lmpang road

in Thailand, where the Chiengmai-Lampoon section yields a return of only

57, and the Lampoon-Lampang section a 
return of 157.. The reason for

this big differential is the existence of the alternative paved highway

and of a railway between Chiengmai and Lampoon, implying that in spite 
of

its high traffic, total user savings are 
small compared to construction

costs. Conversely, the alternative to the Lampoon-Lampang section was

the railway for part of the traffic but, for most of it, it was a combi-

nation of earth roads and primitive paths through the mountains, following

a roundabout route. In the BelgradeParacin road in Yugoslavia, the lO-

section closer to Belgrade, which is really an urban road, has a return

of 37% on account of its very high traffic and the return of the other

sections decreases as they get closer to Paracin. A similar pattern is

found in the Adriatic Highway, where the return 
by sections is almost

perfectly-correlated with the traffic 
levels.

A comparison between expected and actual 
benefits is very difficult

because practically no quantitative estimates were made at the 
time of

the appraisal. None were made for the Ethiopian project 
although it is

clear from the appraisal that high returns were expected. In Honduras,

the only estimate is an expected return of 10b for the Northern Highway

.on the basis of user savings, which is exactly 
the figure we obtained.

In Thailand, figures are not exactly comparable because of changes 
in

the original project and because the roads included later were not 
re-

appraised. For example, the Bank expected a return of 9% for the 
up-

grading originally planned in the Chiengmai-Lampoon 
section instead of

the 5% obtained by the new road; it also expected 15% on the Songkhla

Naradhiwat road which is longer than the Pattani-Naradhiwat section,

where the ex-post return was estimated at 12%. Similarly, it expected

17% on the slightly longer Nakorn Pathom-Prajuab road; this appears to

have been an underestimation in light of 
the 297. obtained for the Nakorn-

Pathom-Petchburi section. Finally, the appraisal report on the Yugoslav

project estimated returns between 107. and 15%; instead, the ex-post

results ranged between 11% and 30%. The figures are not comparable

because the original estimates did not include 
time savings as part of

the benefits. A more appropriate comparison, eliminating time savings

from the ex-post calculation, concluded that 
the original estimates were

about right except for the Naklo-Ljubelj road, 
where they were too

optimistic.

What are the reasons for these returns? Here we limit our analysis

to those reasons directly related to the main factors considered in the

calculation of the rate of return, that is, user savings and construction

costs. The reasons explaining the returns are summarized around the

eight major factors which correspond to each 
of the columns in Table 11-3.
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'iese reasons are the traffic level;" the construction cost; the quality
*i rhe implementation process (length of the construction period and the

.. , *t.-ov er r. iet " eees itslf). t h corlntion of the old

tiou; the imporiaLce of traffic diversion from otter routes and aoO,
and some characteristics of the new facilities and of the traffic, such
as reduction in distance, increase in operating speed and the proportion
of heavy vehicles in the total traffic, because a high proportion usually
implies a high level of benefits.

Since high aggregation levels make for difficult tables, it may be
useful to explain the way in which Table 11-3 has been organized. Column
a) under each factor indicates how each of them finally behaved as com-
pared with the estimates at the time of the appraisal; + is more than
expected, - is less, and 0 is neutral. Column b) indicates the direction
in which each factor acted to explain the final return. When no sign is
showr -' means that the factor had no particular importance in explaining
cne ccurn. For example, traffic on the Western Highway Extension in
,:onduras turned out to be lower than expected because of war with El Sal-
vador, and the low level is one of the reasons for its return. The
quality of implementation went as scheduled (neutral) and this was a
?ositive factor in explaining the result. Traffic diversion turned out
to be more than expected, becoming a major variable in explaining the
final return, and so on.

The analysis suggests that the traffic level is the most important
factor. It is central in all Ethiopian, Thai and Yugoslav roads. For
example, the high returns found on the Adriatic Highway and the Belgrade-
Paracin roads in Yugoslavia are clearly due to their very high traffic
levels. Similarly, the very low absolute level of traffic, in spite of
tlie high growth rate, found for three of the Ethiopian roads is the
primary cause of their low return.

The construction cost and the quality of implementation are the
next most important factors. In Ethiopia, construction periods were
extremely long and costs very high relative to the level of benefits.
In Honduras, these factors are positive, because the excellent supervision
by consultants prevented major delays and permitted important savings.
T..en, the condition of the old road was central in explaining the return
or several roads. For the Western Highway Extension in Honduras the

cual lack of a road before its construction meant that the "without"
iation involved air transport for some commodities, a roundabout route

J- several hundred kilometers longer for others, or just a mule path.
.or che Adriatic Highway in Yugoslavia the condition of the old road was

To furcher clarify the point we just made, the traffic level as such
is a reason discussed in this chapter. Why the traffic was high or
low, and how it could have been different, is a subject for Chapter
III.
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~recairiois that the "without" situation implied either extremely high

-4precarus r the use of alternative transport modes, such as coastal

t 11 J)V 4 L& . - % * ' 0 4r'r Vr%¶t t~hi' 1rV P of tr"Iffr eit~ tt In

the region. Finally, icreased speed 4ppe 4u A '"

been an important positive element 
in 10 roads.

Given the way in which benefits (user savings) and costs have

been defined in the study, it is not surprising to find that returns

are overwhelmingly determined by the construction cost arnd the traffic

level. The Ethiopian roads had a low return mainly 
because of the very

low traffic levels. Some of the Thai and Yugoslav roads had higher

than expected returns because actual traffic growth was higher than the

original estimates and estimated and actual construction costs 
were very

similar. These findings raise two main issues. The first is the possi-

bility of building and maintaining roads of sufficiently low 
standards

for very thin traffic levels, as were required in Ethiopia. This is one

of the issues that the Bank's Highway Design Standards study 
is addressing.

The second issue is the quality of the traffic projections. 
Estimated

and actual traffic growth on the project 
roads were seldom similar. How-

ever, projections can only be improved by analyzing in more detail the

activities served by the road, an open-ended proposition. This last

subject will be taken up again in the next 
chapter.

The new roads resulted in important reductions 
in vehicle operating

costs and travel time (Table 11-1); vehicle operating cost savings 
ranged

from about 21% on one of the Ethiopian roads to 50% on the Chiengmai-

Lampang (Thailand) and Naklo-Ljubelj (Yugoslavia) roads. The low level

of savings on the Ethiopian roads, with the exception of Jima-Agaro, 
is

due to the low quality of the construction work (discussed 
in Chapter IV).

The high returns on the other two roads 
mentioned above are caused by

passing from earth roads and primitive 
paths to a paved highway in the

case of the Chiengmai-Lampang road and the 
replacement of a very old and

narrow mountainous road in the Naklo-Ljubelj 
case.

The reduction in travel time was large in most cases; in general,

travel time is now about half of what it was before the 
improvements.

The special cases are the Ethiopian roads, where the old trails were in

such bad condition that the impact of having an all-weather road 
was large,

in spite of their bad quality, and the Western Highway in Honduras, where

travel time for the traffic diverted from the old route 
to El Salvador via

Tegucigalpa is about 90% less.

By and large, savings in vehicle operating costs are the most import-

ant benefits, although in some cases time savings are particularly high.

For example, in Yugoslavia the importance of time savings is explained by

the high valuation of time used in the 
calculations (the value of time has

been related to the per capita income level in each country). 
Also, in

the case of the Jima-Bonga road in Ethiopia the explanation is 
the relatively

high value of the commodities transported, such as 
coffee.

Finally, we indicated in the introduction to this chapter that the

basic calculation of the investment's return has to be modified if markets
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-a not competitive and resources not fully utilized. A calculikttaa o
:his nature is complicated but the analysis of the roads' development
impact provided several indications, about the kind of corrections to the
basic returns shown on page 7. The conclusions are that, with three ex-
ceptions, the corrections to be made are minor and would not change the
results in any significant way. Even in the case of the exceptions,
changes are not important. One of then is the Blue Nile road in Ethio-

pia, where an increase in the production of oilseeds, 'grains and pulses
of 10,000 tons a year can be attributed to the road. However, only about
half of that amount, with a gross value of US$300,000 seems to have been
produced with previously unused resources. Thus, even if the vkluation
of resources were to be modified to take this problem into account, the
return of this US$13 million road would remain negative. The second ex-
ception is the Shashamane-Soddo, also in Ethiopia-, where the new road
induced the Government to undertake a malaria eradication program which
permitted new settlements in previously uncultivated lowlands. We do
ot have figures about production increases attributable to these two
-actors, but it is likely that the 11% return shown on page 7 under-
iescimates the highway's real return. Finally, there is clearly a problem
in the valuation of resources in the Adriatic region in Yugoslawria due
L its relatively undeveloped state in the early 1960s and the better use
cr existing resources that accompanied the dynamic growth that followed.
We know the direction of the bias -- the 24% rate of return is probably
an underestimation -- but the complexity of the regional economic struc-
ture made it very difficult to quantify it. 1/

D. Functions and Special Characteristics of Roads

The 15 roads included in the study constitute a very interesting
sample of roads performing different functions and having special charac-
teristics. The study of the effects of these functions and characteristics
on the highways' benefits suggests that the Bank should continue to revise
its appraisal methods in order to take some of these points specifically
into account. This point will be elaborated on in Chapter VI; in this
section we include a summary of the evidence on which that conclusion
is based.

Obviously, it is almost impossible to have one road with functions
-,d characteristics that are identical to another road; in this sense,

o);.r 15 roads have more differences than similarities. However, among them
ere are four types of functions and characteristics that turned out to

a particularly interesting. First, some performed the functions of pene-
:ration roads; second, intermodal competition, especially between road and
rail, is central to the final impact of a few others; third, one of the
roads had as its main purpose the promotion of international trade and,
finally, a large proportion of the traffic of another consists of foreign
vehicles and has abrupt seasonal variations in traffic.

1/ See Annex Table 4 for the assumpcions abouc use of shadow prices.
Adjustments to market prices were made only in cases of apparent
serious distortions.
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Regarding the first of these types, all five roads in Ethiopia are of

the penetration type, because they serve 
primarily the region near them and

the proportion of through traffic is very low or 
negligible. This charac-

teristic was to be expected in Ethiopia, since in the mid-1950s the country

had practically no road network and most 
of the regions were largely isolated

from each other and from the capital. penetration roads require a method of

estimating benefits different from trunk roads, focussing mainly on the

productive activities served by the road rather than on the actual traffic.

This analysis is included in the next chapter.

The second type of road comprises those where the fact they were

parallel to railway lines was important, so that part of their traffic was

to be diverted from the railway. This is particularly important for three

of them -- Chiengmai-Lampang in Thailand, Belgrade-Paracin in Yugoslavia

and Northern Highway in Honduras. Other roads also parallel railway lines

or compete with other modes, but our preliminary analysis 
showed that traffic

diversion was negligible. In the latter cases, a study of traffic diversion

is unnecessary.

The practical problems of measuring the social impact of traffic

diversion are serious. It is necessary to establish whether the year-to-

year variations in rail traffic can be attributed to the highway or to

exogenous factors, such as a general decrease or increase in 
economic

activity, or to special developments concerning only particular 
comodities

or types of passenger traffic. An accurate estimate of the traffic

diverted requires in practice a special study for each of the main commo-

dities transported and of the factors determining the 
level and structure

of passenger transport. Once the information about traffic diverted is

available, it is necessary to determine the social cost of this diversion,

that is, to establish whether the diversion implies a misallocation 
of

resources in case the social cost of moving that traffic by railway is

lower than by road (on a door-to-door basis), or if it is an additional 1/

benefit to the road in cases where the cost relationship 
is the opposite.-

The trickiest part of this calculation is to estimate the costs that will

be avoided on the railway by diverting that amount of traffic 
to the road.

Railway avoidable costs are, in general, difficult to estimate 
and are

determined by the level and nature of the traffic diverted.

We undertook a detailed calculation for the case of the Northern

Highway in Honduras, a corridor of about 100 km, 
and made less detailec

estimates for the other two roads (Chiengmai-Lampang and Belgrade-Paracin)

due to their complexity and time and data constraints (Tables 11-4, II-5

and 11-6). In Honduras, railway freight traffic went on increasing after

1/ Differences in the quality of service should also be taken into 
account

in the total cost comparisons between modes. Most of the differences

in quality are already considered through door-to-door 
and value of time

analysis, but other differences, especially those related 
to passenger

traffic, have to be taken especially into account.
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the road was improved in spite of an initial decline in the 1962-65
period. The increase after the latter date was due to a amuh note
aggressive policy on the part of the railway to absorb addittal
banana and other important traffic. The policy included a nms arkettatg
technique and a rehabilitation and dieselisation program. Thus, after
1966, road and rail seemed to have found a sort of equilibrium position
and diversion of freight traffic became negligible. On passengers the
railway has not been able to compete and most of the traffic has diverted-
to the road. The estimates about the social cost of this diversion suggst
that the effect has been negative; that is, most of the diverted traffic,
especially freight, should have continued to be moved by the raihvay.
Since the "externality" is negative, the social cost of the traffic diver-
sion had to be deducted from the gross benefits of the highway.

The figures for Chiengmai-Lampang (Thailand) and Belgrade-Paracin
(Yugoslavia)' show a similar pattern regarding the amount and nature of
the traffic diversion: it is very important for passenger transport and
relatively less for freight. Freight diversion in Yugoslavia sewem to be
very low, even considering that there are really two parallel railway
lines in the northern part of the Belgrade-Paracin road and that the road-
rail corridor is relatively short. (154 km). In Thailand, the di-ersion
iad a positive impact from a social point of view; the amount saved is
nevertheless very small. We did not attempt to estimate the social coot
of traffic diversion in-Yugoslavia.

The third type of road functions and characteristics relates to
chose expected to carry international trade. The Western Higheay in
Honduras, expected to be used by international traffic, is the one that'
presents the most difficult conceptual and practical problems in ettimat.
Ing its ex-post return. To start with, it was improved and built in

stages. The section between San Pedro Sula and Santa Rosa was improved
between 1959 and 1961 and the extension from Santa Rosa to the Salvdorian
border was completed in 1964. The impacts of both sections are closely
interlinked and the improvements on the first section affected the traffic
level on the Extension. However, we found that this induced freight traffic
was very low and its detailed study would not add much to the analyszia -
Thus, the analysis that follows refers only to the Extension.

The main problem is the impact of the highway on the trade between
honduras and El Salvador. This impact had different aspects. Part of
-he trade that would have taken place anyway was diverted from an old
.oute (San Pedro Sula-Tegucigalpa-Pan American Highway) to the border
,own of El Amatillo to the new highway, but the improved transport did
induce some additional trade. Thus, there were at least three types of
benefits: (1) road user savings on existing traffic (the traffic in the
"without" investment situation); (2) user savings on traffic, mainly inter-
national, diverted from other routes; and (3) savings on induced traffic,
local and international. On the international traffic, there was another
complication, since the benefits to Honduras would be different depending
on whether the economic agents who finally perceive the benefits are
foreigners or nationals. The untangling of these different types of
benefits required a study, commodity by commodity, on the international
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traffic, and a detailed analysis of the traffic composition on the road.

Our impression is that it is unlikely that roads with similar characteristics

could be satisfactorily appraised without a similar study.

Table 11-7 summarizes the results of the study of the international

traffic. The conclusion, which refers only to exportsl/ is that the traffic

diverted goes up from about 25,000 tons in 1964 to 78,000 tons in 1968.

After that date international trade decreases to almost nothing due 
to the

closing of the border in July 1969. The local traffic is very low and is

mainly composed of food products and a few commodities that were previously

carried by plane. Finally, the induced traffic is also very small and is

composed of only two commodities -- corn and beans; nothing else can really

be attributed to the new transport facilities.

Table 11-8 presents a smry of the total benefits that can be attri-

buted to the extension of the Western Highway, under the assumption that all

trade is moved by Honduran transporters and most of the benefits remain in

the country. Practically all the benefits were derived from the international

traffic, especially from the traffic diverted from other routes. Benefits

attributable to the internal traffic are significant only because the cost

before the road was extremely high -- either air transport or pack animals.

The benefits of induced traffic were calculated on the basis of the value

added by the increased agricultural production. Thus, the return of 15%

on the Extension is an upper limit, because it assumes that all the benefits

of the investment will be received by Honduras.

The last case of a road with special characteristics is that of the

Adriatic Highway in Yugoslavia. This road has large seasonal variations in

traffic, caused by the tourist inflow in the summer season: the differential

between the sumner daily traffic and the annual average is almost three times

(Table II-10) and even larger for cars; for example, the summer peak traffic

in the Modrik Bridge-Sibenik section was 11,100 cars in 1971 and the annual

average on the same section only 3 , 70 0 .1/ In the summer the road is virtually

entirely a car road: the proportion of heavy vehicles in the section around

Split decreases from 19.6% in the annual average to 4.6%. Another character-

istic of this road is its very large proportion of foreign traffic, which

makes it similar to the Western Highway in Honduras and raises the same

issues described before. It was estimated that 51% of the summer traffic

in the area of Split in 1968-69 was composed of foreign vehicles; even in

the annual average the proportion was 42%.

In estimating the ex-post return, it was necessary to take seasonal

variations explicitly into account because road user savings would be sub-

stantially different in the off-season and in-season. For example, in

1/ In terms of tonnage, exports to El Salvador are much higher than imports;

thus it is the export traffic that will determine transport patterns and

costs (see Annex Table 8).

2/ Annex Table 9 summarizes the main characteristics, by section, of this

highway.
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congested areas the reduction in vehicle operating costs in the off-

season was estimated at 507., but only 30% in peak congestion periods

during the summer. Congestion during summer months is considerable and

makes for difficult driving conditions. Also, conditions are different

along the highway, implying that averages for the whole road are not

sufficiently illustrative. Thus, it was necessary to subdivide it into

10 sections in order to obtain stretches which were reasonably homogeneous

in their functions and characteristics (Annex Table 9).

E. Design Standards

The high return found on some of the roads and the low return on
others, together with the fact that high construction costs turned out

to be among the most important factors explaining those returns, suggest

that design standards are an important issue. However, for the reasons

indicated at the beginning of this chapter, we did not analyze in detail

what changes in design standards would have been warranted in each case.

The very high returns found on four roads suggest that the construc-

cion undertaken on them might be cases of underinvestment. These roads

are the Adriatic Highway and Belgrade-Paracin in Yugoslavia; the Nakorn

?athom-Petchburi in Thailand; and the Southern Highway in Honduras. How-

ever, the latter cannot be considered a case of underinvestment because
the works finally carried out were really the elimination of a bottleneck

by paving a few remaining sections of the road; what the study suggests

is that construction should have taken place earlier. The Southern High-

way was built to standards that were adequate for the traffic existing
at the time and expected in the next 10 years. Similarly, the Nakorn
?athoia-Petchburi road in Thailand is one section in a much longer highway

.nd also constitutes, although to a lesser extent, the elimination of a
bottleneck. However, more important in this case is that standards were

reasonable in light of budgetary constraints and of other highway priori-
ties.

The two Yugoslav roads are different and they were probably cases
of underinvestment. The Belgrade-Paracin road, which probably should
also have been built earlier, will reach its full capacity in four or
five years and the country will be faced with the problem of building
a four-lane highway. However, even this conclusion has -to be qualified,
because it may be possible to use the existing highway as one of the
zarriageways. What the study suggests is that the increase in road capa-
city between Belgrade and Paracin should be given serious consideration..!
The Adriatic Highway case is less clear. Officials in Yugoslavia think
that because it is so congested in summer there is no doubt that a new
parallel four-lane highway must be built. However, the data available
suggest that the country should proceed with caution. One aspect to be
considered is the extreme seasonal variations: the highway is not con-
gested at all, rather, it is underutilized, for about eight months every

1/ We understand that some studies are already under way.
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year. Then there are several possibilities 
of eliminating a few bottle-

necks following the existing alignent, 
for example, building bypasses

to csme of the most congested towns. 
Also, some widening can be done,

greatly improving the road's capacity. 
Even if at one point it is decided

that four lanes are necessary, 
the existing highway could be 

one of the

carriageays. Another promising line will be to study 
ways of reducing

the demand for highway capacity in sumer by encouraging transport modes

other than the private car, such as buses, coastal shipping 
or even air

transport, even in cases where 
tourists were interested in driving 

there

by car in the first place.

Regarding overinvestnent, our conclusion 
is that the construction

cost on four of the five Ethiopian roads 
(the only exception being Jima-

Aaro) were too high relative to the traffic 
and the level of benefits.

The sections built by independent contractors, which 
correspond to the

mountainous and generally most difficult 
ones, were completed keeping the

original standards, but the sections built 
by force account ended up with

standards much lower than those 
originally established because 

IHA decided

to lower them as construction proceeded. 
In retrospect, it seems that

design standards could have been reduced in the mountainous 
sections,

especially by accepting higher gradients. Regarding the sections built

by force account, the adequacy of the design standards as such 
is diffi-

cult to judge because the combination of the low standards and the low

quality of work made maintenance 
so difficult that roads deteriorated

very rapidly. Other instances of low standard roads 
in Africa suggest

that, if well built and reasonably maintained, they can perform a very

useful function over a technical lifetime of at least 15 years.
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Higha Projects - Direct impact

Ethi-pia Hondural Thailand Yugoslavia

_________ Ethi___________p_____a____ -Wues en Weakern Pattani- Nakorn
Gohassion- 14i00- JiM.. Jima- Shashaan.- Southern Northern Highway Highway chianeaa- Nara- Pathow- Naklo- Adriatic Belgrade-

Aeo Den o aro Honga Soddo Highwy Hhway Irovasent Extension Lemang dhihat Petchburi Ljubelj Righway Paracin

I. L~ength (b.) 551 2U) 441 no0 130 4.9 72 153 100 100 98 122 21 431 154.

2. Congtrcti n Period 59-64 60-65 59-62 59-66 59-61 60-61 59-62 59-62 62-64 6548 66-M 66.68 62-64 63-652 62-63

3. Type of iponent earth to earth to earth to earth to earth to Paving Paving new bridgpa new gravel new paved new paved new paved new paved new paved new paved

gravel gravel gravel gravel gravel & gravelling road road road road road roa4 road

Cot prkm(US*000) 24 W.3 35 19 13 13 48 55 66 112 55 61 260 155 200

5. Daily Traffic 19 1 ((ehUcleS) 82 113 520 105 227 960 1580 1oM 70 1750 970 5075 2255 3370 7638

6. Annual Traffic Qrowth (64-71) 6 6 6 1 10 9 d/
Expected () e a. n.a. n n a. n.a. n. a. n.a . na. 6 1 6 106/ 1 -
Actual (%) 13 1. 22 2520 8 12 12 -28 13 17 18I 16 j/ Is8I/

7. Internal Rate of Return
Original n.a. n.a, n.A. n.A. n.a. n.a. 10 n.a. n.A. 9 1/ 15 172/ 1o 11 1/ 15

Ex pont Negative 6 22 7 11 30 10 13 15 12 12 29 U 21 30

8. Composition of benefite 1971 (9) 682!/ 18 •
Savings in VoC 84 70 1.0 30 64 91 96 55 100 87 71 89 d9 53

Time savinge 23 19 33 46 36 n.A. n.#. 45 n.A. 13 26 11 52 60 53
Savings in maintenance - 7 11 27 24 - 6 4 - - - - - - - -

Reduction in accidente n.A. n.a. n.A. n.a. n.A. n.a. n.A. n.a. n.a. n.A. n.A. n.a. -1 -2 -1

9. % reduction in vehicle
operating costa 27 35 10 25 21 25-4o 35 27 45-8o 21-50 29-42 21 30-50 20-30 20-35

10. 5 reduction in travel time (trucka) 75 75 8 75 70 L5 25 50-70 50-80 50 50 35 55 50-55 110-5

a/1T96f.Icludea savings In road maintenance
b/ Except 2 bridges finished July, 1966
c/ 97% was completed by Dec. 31, 1963 althouf. finishing worke extended into 1965.
a/ 1966-711 the rate for 1961-1971 is 50-100% higher due to the exceptionally low level of domestic mutorisation in A7golavia in 1961
/ VoC and eaintenance eaving.

1/ Chiengmai-.ampoon
/ Songkhla-Naradhiwat
5/ Nakorn Pathem-Prajuab



Table I1-2

Highway Projects. Rates of R@tn bY god 3eQ944

Dail Internal
T~mgh Cst er 1 Trrm;lm- Rate of Rturn

jvebilss)(per Cwt)

A. Yugolavia

1. Belgrade-Paracin 154 200 7638 30
Belgrade-Kruzni Put 10 350 9780 37

Kruzni Put-Svetosarevo 123 196 7660 30

Svetozarevo-Paracin 21 150 6540 21

2. Adriatic HighwY 155 0 2

Vodice-Split 69 18 320 2
Split-Neretva 90 180 3620 23

Neretva-Debeli Brijeg 14o 140 3310 28

Debeli Brijeg-Budva 92 21
Budva-Bar 39 222

Thailand

1. Chiengmai-Lapang 100 12 1750 12

Chiengmai-Lampoon 35 3U 1680 5
Lampoon-Lampang 65

Ethiopia

1. Cohassion-Azezo 551 24 82 negative

Gohassion-Buris 255 29 103 negative

Burie-Azezo 296 19 64 negative



Table 11-3

Highway Protects. Factors Explaining Rategof Return Based on Direct Benefits

Quality condition Reduction fncrease Proportion

Traffic Construction l .ple- 01 Road Traffic in in of Heavy

tads aLevel Cost mentation ail iverigon Distance S Vehicles

A. b a b a b a b a b a b a b a b

A. Ethiopia
1. Gohassion-Azezo - - - + -

2. Mieso-Dengego - - - + - - -

3. Jima-Agero 0 4 - +

4. Jima-Boang - - - 4 - - - - +

5. Shasbman-Sodda + + + - -+

B. Honduras
1. Southern Highway 0 + + + 0 -0 + +

2. Northern Highway 0 + 0 - +

3. Western Highway + +
Improvement + + + 0 +

4. Western Highway
Extension - -

C. Thailand
1. ienai-Lampan - - 0 - - - 0 + +

2. Pattani-Naradbiwat .- - - -0

3. Nakorn Pathm-
Petchburi + + + 0 + + 0 +

-. Yugoslavia0 + -
1. Naklo-Ljubelj - - - + - - 0 + 0 -

Z. Adriatic Highway + + + 0 + 0 ++- + 0 

3. Belgrade-Paracin + + + + 0 + 0 4 +

.ip~anatiofl of the Table:
SCotons (A) show whether the factor turned out to be better (+), worse (-) or sam (0) as expcted

Golumns (b) show how each factor influenced the final return, positively (+) or negatively

In Columns (b), a particularly important factor is marked with a double sign

Factors not marked are considered of relatively less importance



Table ITI-

Honduras. Northern Highway. Calcuilation of
the EUfect of Traffic Diversion from Railway.

4%2%1 m Tin mm " 963, Im2 md.

1. Railway freight traffic (thousand tons) 212 315

2. Railway passenger traffic (thousands) 292 176 107

3. Highway traffic (vehicles per daV) 652 1035 1400

4. Total freight diverted to road
(thousand tons) (cilative) 90 168 68

5. Total passengers diverted to road
(thousand ) (cmulative) 109 225 295

6. Social cost of traffic diversion (US$'000) 159 356 178
of which: freight 31a 124 124

passenger 18 32 54

7. Gross benefits', (US$'000) 430 64 912

8. Net benefits, including effect of
traffic diversion (US$'000) 271 508 734

1/ Savings in vehicle operating costa, in maintenance and in tranhiptenta.



Table 3=-5

Thailand. Traffic Diversion From Rail to IRad.

Smple Figurs for 1971

ObiwDai -Pattani -

Railway Traffic (angaradbivat

1. Passengers (thoausanda)

Total traffic 613 709
Diverted traffic 500 200

% of diverted traffic 82 28

2. Freight (thousand tons)

Total carload 674 102

Diverted carload 1/ 705
Total less tharr carloa& 20
Diverted less than carload 30 20

% of diverted traffic 14 17

3. Social benefits of traffic
diversion (US$ 000) 150 negligible

1970 figures.



Tabl.e ]g-6

buoaLavia. 1timates of TrarIo DAverelon
Attributable to the Construction

the Belgrade-Paracin lbad

RailaT 164 1966 1971

1. Passengers (thousarie)

total traffic 4430 5380 2870
diverted traffic - 100 3820
% of diverted traffic 2 133

2. Freight (thousand tons)

total traffic 1460 1510 164o
diverted traffic 260 100 150
% of diverted traffic 18 7 9

/7 Sectioc Belgrade-Velika Plana



Table II-7

*ongarawetssai Highwar Extensiot: Total Exort Traffic througxh Qaot0ame

rod materials Prodakta ohemLoal
Products Ta 0 (-ood) (Glwit) Al~ I4 A m99en 1211

Normal traffic 2981 1198 47 17 9 13 4265
Diverted traffic 17998. 285 1807 536- - 25458
New traffic 6015 - - - - - 6015

1 965

Normal traffic 3130 1091- 47 17 9 64 h358
li verted traffic 46131 476 2668 19227 47 - 68549

New traffic 6015 - - . - - 6015

1966

Normal traffic 3286 561 47 17 9 106 4026
Diverted traffic 28787 483 2058 18473 1123 - 50924
New traffic 6015 - - - - - 6015

1967 -

Normal traffic 3450 1263 47 17 9 398 5184
Diverted traffic 24295 483 7919 25478 1085 - 59260
New traffic 6015 - - - - - 6015

1968

Normal traffic 3622 1113 47 17 9 630 5438
Diverted traffic 52456 483 2060 20965 2060 - 78024
New traffic 6015 . - - - - 6015



Table II-8

Honduran. Western Higing Extensioa: Total Benefits
( 000)

1-9666,21]1966

International Trffic 7 1026 80 T98 .61

Normal 253 259 239 308 323

Diverted 188 494 358 407 565

NOW traffic 273 273 273 273 273

Passenger Traffic 85 100 27 21

Normal 5 5 5 5 5

Generated traffic, cars 6 54 69 66 60

Generated traffic, buses - 26 26 26 26

Local Normal Traffic 28 61 68

Total Benefts 725 ! 12.

- - - -



Table II-9

Yugoslavia. Structure of Traffic Trends on South Adriatic HighwaY

Weighted Aversal for the Vodice-Bar Section

Anrmal Rate

1962 .6 964 1965 196 1967 1968 196 19.0 197 of owth %

Average Anual 
(New Road

Avelraf Annua1966-71)

Light vehicles 220 300 410 740 1250 1320 1550 1950 2360 2760 17

Buses 50 70 80 100 130 130 140 170 170 170 6

Trucks --100- 150 150 190 220 260 250 350 450 440 15

Total 520 640 103 1600 1710 940 2 78 7

Traffic Structure

Light vehicles 59.5 57.7 64.1 71.8 78.1 77.2 79.9 78.9 79.2 81.9

Buses 13.5 13.5 12.5 9.8 8.1 7.6 7.2 6.9 5.7 5.0

Trucks 27.0 28.8 23.4 18.4 13.8 15.2 12.9 14.2 15.1 13.1

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Index (1962 - 100)

Light vehicles 100 136 180 336 568 600 705 886 1072 1255

Buses 100 140 160 200 260 260 280 340 340 340

Trucks 100 150 150 190 220 260 250 350 450 440

Total 100 140 278 .32 462 524 668 805 911:



Table II-10

Yugoslavia. Adriatic Highway: Cmarison
betmen Avuiap A""nal Daily Traffic (AADT)

and Smr Peak Day Traffic (SPDT)

Ratio

AAD? 8PMr AAD? SPDT AAD? 3PIM lAAD? 3M 9/-n ih eice -ue T-te-ck --

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

k eka-Novi V. 4220 9900 150 180 480 580 4850 1o660 2.2

Novi V.-Modrik 2050 6460 80 70 340 260 2470 6790 2.7

Modrik.-Sibenik 3660 110 170 170 600 620 1130 1900 2.7

Se , -k060 8650 130 120 450 40 364o 9210 2.5

Vodice-Split 4160 8810 240 240 810 360 5210 9410 1.8

Split-Neretva 2910 7420 220 200 490 160 3620 7780 2.1

Neretva-Debeli
Brijeg 2830 681o 160 190 320 110 3310 7110 2.1

Average VodCe
Debeli-arijae 3200 7540 200 210 510 190 3910 7940 2.0

Source: Civil Engineering Institute of Zagreb. Federal Institute of Statistics.
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The Highways' Developoent Impact

A. Introduction

This chapter presents the results of the study related to the

highways' development impact. In the way it has been defined here,
development impact refers to the mechanisms by which a road improvement
and the corresponding reduction in transport costs will induce develop-
ment in the area or the activities served by the improvement. Thus,
we are interested here in a process; no modification of the basic rate
of return estimated presented in the previous chapter is derived from

this analysis. However, the conclusions of this investigation helped to

clarify why the return on some of the roads was high or low and, more
importantly, what kind of measures could have been taken to improve the

highways --impact.

The study of the mechanisms by which a highway induces development
raises several conceptual and practical problems. Perhaps the most diffi-

cult is the fact that development in the area served by the road is

influenced over a period not only by the road but by several other factors
and investments. Thus, it was necessary to try to isolate the impact of
the road from that of other factors influencing development, a task that

sometimes required consideration of the hypothetical role of the road in

alternative investment programs. It was also necessary to trace the effect
of the reduction in transport costs through the economic system: in the
transport sector, in marketing, in production and consumption. Also, it
was necessary to define the area of influence of each road. That area may
include the region traversed by the road, urban centers, or other parts
of the country, if the road had important system or network effects.

The approach followed to study the highways' development impact was,
first, to use as point of departure the calculations made to estimate the
roads' rate of return, especially the analysis of the traffic composition;
second, to undertake a study of a general nature of the region served by
each of the roads, but leaving aside all system or network effects beceuse
of the complexities involved in tracing them, the high cost of doing so
but, more importantly, because the low development level of most of the
regions under analysis implied that their trade with other parts of the
country was very small. Finally, to undertake very detailed studies of
particular crops, economic activities and towns or microregions, in order
to trace the effect of the reduction i transport costs at the level of
the consumption and production units .1 Each of these regional and detailed

1/ These different studies are listed in Annex Table 1. It is only in
these detailed studies that it is possible to undertake a more
systematic analysis of the influence of the reduction in transport
costs, for example, on the production of certain crops, taking into
account detailed production processes, prices and demand conditions.
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studies addressed itself to five basic questions: 1) What are the

characteristics, and the main developments affecting the region (town,

microregion, crop)? 2) What were the factors influencing that develop-

ment? 3) What was the influence of the road relative to other factors?

4) What are the constraints to development in that region (town, micro-

region, crop), and specifically to the full utilization of the road

improvement? 5) What alternative action and investment programs, in-
cluding the road, would have resulted in a higher development impact?

It was not possible within the time and budgetary constraints to

attempt a thorough analysis of the impact of all 15 roads. We finally

selected seven roads, trying to cover all projects included in the

study. The roads selected were: Gohassion-Azezo (Blue Nile), Jima-Agaro

and Mieso-Dengego in Ethiopia; Western Highway in Honduras; Chiengmai-

Lampang and Pattani-Naradhiwat in Thailand; and the Adriatic Highway in

Yugoslavia.

The conclusion of the study of the development impact of these

seven roads is that, with the exception of the Adriatic Highway in Yugo-
slavia,all the others had a low impact on the regions they served. More-

over, roads were not, except in two cases, a central factor in explaining

regional development. The main reason for this low impact was a tradi-

tional productive structure, based on primitive techniques. Farmers did

react to the incentive provided by improved transport, but they reacted

within their primitive set-up and the actual impact on production was

usually small. Special development efforts were few and did not have

much effect.

We also found that the marketing system (that is, the intermediaries

between producers and consumers) was not the main barrier to increased

production and it did show some signs of flexibility, reacting to transport

improvements by decreasing marketing margins, or reducing the number of

intermediaries, or both. This does not mean that marketing is adequate;

it means that the inefficiencies found in marketing are less acute compared

to those found in the productive process. One of the consequences of this

more flexible marketing system is that a considerable part of the benefits

derived from transport improvements was passed to consumers.

Transport services proved to be in all four countries a relatively

efficient operation, especially in the movement of freight. The trucking

industry was competitive to start with and became more competitive as the

roads improved and traffic volumes increased. Thus, practically all the

reduction in transport costs was passed to the users of transport facili-

ties. This means that, since the marketing system also reacted flexibly,

in many cases a considerable proportion of transport cost reductions did

reach consumers and producers. However, we have scattered evidence

suggesting that scheduled bus services reduced their fares in proportion

smaller than those found for freight traffic, confirming in a way that

they are monopolistic markets.

The highways' impact on consumers was higher than on producers.

We were able to detect some significant changes in consumption patterns -
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including increased mobility - and important expansions in #me trading
activities related to imports into the regions.

The previous four paragraphs sumarize what we found. The purpose
of this chapter is to develop and clarify these conclusions as they apply
to the different project roads and to present a summary of the evidence
on which these conclusions are based. This chapter contains six eactions
following this introduction. The organization follow the lgie of the
five questions presented before. Section B presents a brief sum=ary of
the characteristics of the regions served by the roads; Section C of the
main developments in the last ten years; and Section D of the factors
affecting regional development. Section E discusses the impact of trans-
port and Section F presents the constraints to developnent. Finally,
Section G discusses the role of the Bank.

B. Characteristics of the Highvays' Area of Influence

There is among the areas of influence of the seven highways a wide
variety of regional development levels (Table III-1). The regions go
from extremely underdeveloped or undeveloped, such as the Gojan province
in Ethiopia, served by the Blue Nile road (Gohassion-Azezo), to relatively
developed areas such as the northern portion of the Western Highway near
San Pedro Sula, and to areas that would be considered nearly developed,
such as the Adriatic coast of Yugoslavia, although the latter ws efi-
nitely not developed in the early 1960s, when the road was built.l' Same
of these areas were practically isolated and communication with the rest
of the country was only by means of trails used by pack animals, same-
times negotiable by motor vehicles in the dry season, or by air transport.

Most of ihe roads serve rather large areas (Table III-1) ranging
from 25,000 km around the Blue tNile road to 1,500 la2 for the Jima-Agaro.
The seven roads served in 1970-71 a population of about 6.4 million. In
all cases except Yugoslavia, more than 85% of that population lived in
the rural areas; in Ethiopia, the rural population comprises about 95%.
In the Adriatic coast (Yugoslavia) the population living off agriculture
is only 24%, but this is a very recent development: as lats as 1961
rural population was 70% or more in some areas of the Adriatic coast.
All (except Yugoslavia) are subsistence agricultural areas with 80% or
more of the active population working in that sector. It is difficult to
illustrate clearly how primitive some of these regions still are. For
example, the area of influence of the Blue Nile road in Ethiopia has a
population of 1.5 million. If we assume that the per capita income was
about US$40 in 1971, regional income would be about US$60 million, includ-
ing allowance for subsistence production. If the statistics are right
and 90% of this income is subsistence, then we are dealing now with a
market economy of perhaps US$6 million. Thus, for this particular road
the expected increases in agricultural production, which would have been

1/ A summary of these regions' main characteristics is included in
Annex Tables 10 to 13.
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worth US$5 million per year, implied a very 
large increase of the market

economy.

The low development levels are also reflected in 
the literacy rates,

which range from 3% in the Blue Nile region to 40% in 
the Western region

of Honduras and 85% in Yugoslavia.

Land pressure is an important factor. The regions in Ethiopia and

Honduras are not particularly well endowed in terms of natural resources.

Land tenure patterns in Honduras have implied 
that most of the usable

land is in very few hands, leading to attempts 
on the part of farmers to

occupy land illegally; cultural barriers 
probably prevent the same course

of action in other countries.

The resource endowment and the potential of many of 
these regions

is not very large, a fact that should be 
kept in mind in the analysis that

follows. Some regions are mountainous and contain 
a low proportion of

agricultural lands (parts of the Blue Nile region in Ethiopia, 
the Western

region in Honduras, especially south of Santa 
Rosa, the Lampoon-Lampang

region in Thailand and all of the Adriatic region in 
Yugoslavia). It

seems that the regions served by the three 
roads in Ethiopia are the ones

with the higher agricultural potential, but 
considerable increases in

production could be achieved with relatively 
modest efforts in all other

regions. The potential for tourism of the Adriatic 
region in Yugoslavia

is well known.

C. Development Pattern in the Last Ten Years

Lack of statistics makes it impossible to quantify the actual rate

of growth of each of these regions since the 
roads were completed, but

most of the indications that we have been able to gather 
(Table 111-2)

suggest that, again with the exception 
of Yugoslavia, the economies of

these regions have been growing at a very slow 
pace. Most of the important

crops are growing at rates similar to the growth 
of population, or only

slightly more: sorghum and maize in Ethiopia, or rice, rubber and tobacco

in Thailand. In very few cases we found production growing at 
substan-

tially higher rates: coffee in Jima-Agaro (Ethiopia) and beans in the

Western region (Honduras). However, these higher growths have sometimes

been sustained only for short periods. The contrast to this picture

provided by the growth in the Adriatic region is 
remarkable. For example,

the tourist town of Primosten was in 1961 largely an 
agricultural area

with a per capita income of about US$50. By 1964 this figure had gone up

to US$135 and it is now estimated to be close to $450. Similarly, per

capita income in the town of Herceg Novi has 
gone up from US$340 in 1964

to US$740 in 1971. Regional income has been growing at nearly 9% p.a.

in the last 10 years.

We detected very few shifts in the regions' productive structures.

The shift from subsistence to cash cropping has been limited in Ethiopia,

Honduras (especially) and Thailand. Also, few new crops have appeared.

For example, the only promising development in the Mieso-Dengego region
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in Ethiopia was the increase in the production of haricot beans in 
the

late 1960s, as a reaction to an intensive extension campaign undertaken

by the Government because of the favorable export possibilities. 
However,

prices in 1973 went down to about half the level of 1971, 
triggering the

abandonment of this new crop. In the Western region of Honduras the

11SAID started a special program in the southern part of the region to

promote rice production. However, the assistance provided by AID has

been limited and the inadequate techniques used meant that 
production

was too dependent on the vagaries of the weather. In Thailand, there

was an important switch of production in the Chiengmai-Lampang region

from rice to vegetables and upland crops. The absolute amounts involved

are not very large but this is perhaps the most interesting case among

the regions studied of a reaction to market incentives, since the reason

for the switch could be traced to a decrease in the price of rice and an

increase in that of vegetables and upland crops.

Again, as a contrast, the economic basis of the Adriatic region in

Yugoslavia has been completely changed since the early 1960s, evolving 
from

a poor agricultural region with a few pockets of industrial 
activities

(mainly Split area) to a major touristic area. Land is being increasingly

used for tourism and housing purposes and tourism has expanded dramatically,

especially since 1965. In the last 10 years income from tourism has been

growing annually at 15.5%, and investments in tourism 
have been six times

those in agriculture, resulting in a growth in the number of tourist 
beds

available from 64,000 in 1962 to 204,000 in 1971.11 The active population

engaged in commerce and catering (most of which is tourism) 
increased from

17,000 in 1961 to 35,000 in 1971, with a remarkably low seasonal variation.

Productivity has remained practically unchanged. In Ethiopia, Hon-

duras and Thailand, a large proportion of the population living off

subsistence agriculture has not experienced any progress and continues

to work the land using the same techniques. Progress has been concentrated

on a small number of farms or groups of the population but, more importantly,

in most cases it has been the result of a conscious effort to change the

conditions or of the effects of factors exogenous to the region. This

point is discussed in the next section.

Industrial activities in all the regions, including Yugoslavia, are

low and not much growth has been detected. In Ethiopia, the areas of

Lafluence of the three roads have virtually no industry, and the only

significant development is the establishment of a textile mill employing

2,500 people in Bahar Dar, in the Blue Nile region, and a 9,500 kv hydro-

electric plant in the same area; otherwise, there are only tiny grain

mills or coffee processing plants. Similarly, the only important develop-

ment in the Western region in Honduras was the expansion of a tobacco

processing plant in Santa Rosa which now employs about 400 people.

1/ Social sector and officially registered private accomodations.
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Industrial activities are relatively more important in Thailand 
(especially

in Chiengmai) and in Yugoslavia, reflecting 
their higher development levels.

However, in neither country has industry been a dynamic factor. Industry

has been growing at about 6% per year in Chiengmai-Lampang, largely on-

account of the growth of manufaccuring activities in the city of Chiengmai,

65% of which is food processing. In Yugoslavia (from Vodics to Bar) the.

output of industrial activities, mainly concentrated around Split, has been

growing annually at about 7%.

Lack of reliable statistics makes it impossible to quantify the

evolution of employment levels since the roads were started. However,

the special surveys provide a picture of the nature of the problem.

In general all regions had a serious problem of 
unemployment or under-

employment at the time the roads were started and this situation does not

seem to have changed substantially since then, except in 
the Adriatic

region in Yugoslavia and in the urban areas in the Chiengmai-Lampang

region in Thailand. The progress that can be reported is some shift of

population from the rural areas to employment in the cities and towns.

Otherwise decreases in unemployment levels has been temporary, one of

the most important factors being the construction of the 
road itself.

In Yugoslavia, progress in this respect has been very fast: unemployment

in the Adriatic region in the early 1960s was on the order of 
10-15% --

higher than the national average. In 1971, the region is much closer to

full employment, with little seasonal variations.

Urbanization has occurred in all regions, taking two forms. The

first is the consolidation of one city as the regional growth pole:

Bahar Dar in the Blue Nile region in Ethiopia; San Pedro Sula 
in the

Western region of Honduras; Chiengmai in Thailand; Split in 
Yugoslavia.

Several towns that were small regional centers a few years ago 
are

beginning to decline and trading patterns have become increasingly con-

centrated in the main growth poles. The second form has been the creation

of small villages and towns near the new roads and an increasing level of

integration between the nearby agricultural areas and 
these towns, because

farmers go now to the new villages to market their output and acquire

industrial goods. In some cases, as in Ethiopia, the scale of this pro-

cess is still so small that it has had a minor impact on the mass 
of the

rural population. In others, as in Honduras, the phenomenon is important

and migration to the big towns has also helped to relieve, although

partially, the pressure for more land.

A development that has accompanied urbanization is the increasing

importance of commerce: it has been possible to detect a considerable

improvement in the quality and variety of the goods and 
services provided

by the comercial sector.

Another development which may be considered dynamic, together with

urbanization, has been the change in trading patterns. Tradesmen are now

buying more commodities in more places, and from different wholesalers.

The small proportion of agricultural commodities that is sold in the market

is sometimes handled by fewer intermediaries which are now keeping a lower
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margin, as is the case of oilseeds and coffee in Ethiopia, or tobacco in
'hailand. The easier accessibility of big cities has implied that traders

in smaller towns have been forced to reduce prices of industrial conmdities.
In Honduras, a new breed of truckers-traders has changed the traditional
marketing channels in the sall towns and has helped to equalize prices
throughout the region.

Regarding social development, the study suggests that although
progress has been slow it has been relatively better than the econtmeic,
but still on a very minor scale. The educational efforts in Ethiopia
have produced noticeable results in the Blue Nile region: in 1960-61
its share of the total number of Ethiopian students was only 3% but
increased to 5% in 1967-68 (its share of the population is 6%). However,
most of the new schools are located near the road, and in the hinterland
they are practically non-existent. In the Jima-Agaro region, school
enrollment has grown annually at the rate of 12% between 1959-60-and
1971-72 -- higher than the national average. In Thailand education and
health standards in the South (Pattani-Naradhiwat) have improved faster
than in the remainder of the country. The Western region in Honduras is
a special case. In spite of their isolation, most areas in the region
had standards of social development similar or higher than those in the
rest of the country even before the roads, but these standards have not
improved much in the last 10 years. Finally, social development in the
Adriatic region in Yugoslavia has been slower than the economic, but is
still important. We do not have a clear explanation for this phenomenon
but it seems to reflect the fact that the original standards were rela-
tively high.

The distribution of the social development efforts has been uneven
in two ways, again with the exception of Yugoslavia. First, most of the
improvements have been concentrated in the urban areas, including the
small towns. Secondly, the improvements have been more important for
the middle and upper income levels, which have been able to profit better
from increased trade and from the few development programs initiated by
Government agencies.

D. Factors Affecting the Development of the Regions Served by the Project
Roads

In the two previous sections we have concluded that, with the excep-
tioni of the Adriatic region in Yugoslavia, the areas served by the project
roads are underdeveloped or even undeveloped, and that in the years since
the roads have been built, their economic and social development has been
slow. in this section we briefly discuss the factors that have determined
the development which has taken place.

The collation of the information available allowed us to identify
11 factors or groups of factors that seem to explain regional development.
Table 111-3 summarizes the relative importance of these factors for each
of the roads. The first conclusion is that political and exogenous factors
(exogenous to the region) are very important in explaining development in
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all regions, except those served by the Ethiopian roads. 
Factors such as

Central American economic integration, economic recession 
and political

instability in the southern part of Thailand, or the general measures of

economic liberalization in Yugoslavia since 1961, appear to be more 
important

than other factors one would expect to be more pertinent at 
the regional

level -- for example, production techniques, marketing or the investments

themselves.

A second conclusion is that, by and large, the few special develop-

ment programs started by the Government or by other 
agencies have had

little success. In Ethiopia, no effort at developing agriculture was

made in the Blue Nile region, where the only significant 
Government effort

was the promotion of Bahar Dar as regional center, including 
the textile

factory mentioned before. In the Mieso-Dengego region, the only attempt

was the aborted effort at increasing haricot bean production. 
The mini-

mum package programs in these two Ethiopian regions are only two 
years

old and the coffee processing project in the Jima-Agaro area is just

beginning. Both efforts are being partially financed by 
the Bank. In

Honduras, although we identified at least six institutions, 
government

and private, trying to improve conditions in agriculture, their 
impact

has been marginal, except perhaps in improving the quality 
of the cattle

stock. The fact is that the scale of operation of these programs was

negligible in relation to the needs of the region. In Thailand, the

only case where special programs have been important, 
is in the area of

the Pattani-Naradhivat road, where the Government has underway 
a rubber

replanting program and a coconut development program. 
However, other

factors such as the decline in the price of rubber or the political 
in-

stability in the region played such an important role that the 
actual

impact of these programs was very small.

Another conclusion is that most factors that are traditionally

considered central in explaining development played, in general, a 
minor

role in the regions under analysis. For example, availability of resources

and investments were very small in all countries except Yugoslavia. 
Train-

ing and improved techniques were unimportant, with the exception again,

of Yugoslavia and of coffee production in the Jima-Agaro area in Ethiopia,

where the increase in semi-plantation techniques has had a positive impact

on yields. Indirect Government action through special regulatory 
measures

or tax incentives have been positive across the board only in Yugoslavia.

Measures of these kinds became positive in Honduras only after the 
lar

with El Salvador induced the Government to, give special incentives to the

Western region. In all other cases, the Government policy framework has

been mostly neutral. Finally, the "market,," reflected in price changes

or demand shifts, played a central role in several cases. For example,

price fluctuations of coffee in Ethiopia and Honduras, and of rubber and

rice in Thailand, were important factors explaining development. Growth

of demand, especially from the main cities., has also been a dynamic

element, especially in Ethiopia and Thailand.

The extraordinary growth of the Adriatic region in Yugoslavia requires

a special explanation. The development there can be explained by factora
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that are really of a political or exogenous nature, although it was
particularly difficult to try to rank them since they are so closely
interrelated. In the early 1960.s, two or three basic events took place:
measures were taken to liberalize and decentralize the Yugoslav economy,
allowing for the creation of individual enterprises and creating channels
for their financing; the Yugoslav Government became aware of the poten-
tial earnings from tourism and took measures to facilitate the entry of
foreign tourists; regional and national interests reacted quickly to the
demand for tourist facilities on the Adriatic coast and a construction
boom took place that increased tourism capacity considerably; the period
coincided with a tourism boom in Western Europe; and, finally, the
Adriatic Highway was built. Thus, it is this group of factors, taken
together, that explains the fast regional growth.

Finally, we concluded that in five out of seven cases roads were
not among the most important factors explaining regional development,
implying that the highways' impact was low. This issue is the subject
of the next section.

E. The Impact of the Roads

The highways' impact can be considered from two angles. One is the
relative importance of the highway among the many factors that explain
regional development. The other angle is the actual impact or effect of
the highway on other economic activities. The former refers to the relative
importance of a road and the latter to its absolute importance. Having
this distinction in mind, the conclusions are that the Blue Nile road in
Ethiopia is the only case among the seven roads studied which is the main
factor explaining development in the region served by it. However, its
impact in absolute terms relative to the size of the regional economy was
small. The Adriatic Highway had a central influence in the development
of the Adriatic region in Yugoslavia as part of a wider set of factors
that triggered economic growth, and its impact in absolute terms was
important. The impact of the Chiengmai-Lampang road may be considered
marginal, but it did have a minor impact in the Lampoon-Lampang section,
where no road existed before, and in increased trade between Chiengmai
and Lampang; the relative importance of the road in explaining regional
development is small. The Western Highway in Honduras had a small effect,
reflected mainly in a few increases in production and changes in consump-
tion patterns. However, the potential impact of this road was thwarted
by the conflict with El Salvador, which eliminated one of its main functions.
Finally, their relative importance as a factor explaining development and
the absolute impact of the Jima-Agaro and Mieso-Dengego roads in Ethiopia
and Pattani-Naradhiwat in Thailand was found to be small.

The method followed to arrive at these conclusions was to trace the
induceme7t provided by improved transport throughout the regional economic
system.1 The starting point is the reduction in transport costs; this

1/ As indicated in the Introduction to this chapter, only the direct area
of influence of each highway was considered for this analysis. System
or network effects, that is, the effect of the road on other regions,
were not analyzed.
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reduction is directly experienced by the owners of the vehicles using the

road. These could be trucking companies (in most cases, a trucking com-

pany is a man owning one truck); bus companies; freight vehicles owned by

producers or intermediaries and, finally, passenger cars. Since, with

the exception of the Adriatic Highway, the main beneficiaries are trucking

and bus companies, we will trace the roads' impact principally through

them.

The next stage is to find out whether the trucking and bus companies

passed the benefits they have experienced on to the users 
of their services.

The best way to detect whether this transfer has taken place is to compare

the reduction in transport costs perceived by these agents with the actual

reduction in tariffs and fares.1/ If they are equal or slightly less, it

means that all or a large proportion of the reduction has been passed on to

the users of the trucking and bus companies../ The following step is to

see who these users are. For bus companies the answer is clear and here

transport can be considered as a final product. For the trucking companies

the problem is more complex.

In the regions under study, the users of trucking services will

usually be the intermediaries transporting commodities from the point of

production to that of consumption. In some cases it is the producer him-

self who is doing the transport, but we did not detect any of these cases

except in Yugoslavia. The question is then whether the intermediary will

keep all the benefits passed on to him by the trucking company, and the

way to look at this is to study the marketing mechanism and marketing mar-

gins for specific commodities. If the marketing structure is monopolistic,

it is likely that the trader will keep most of the benefits and pass on

only a small proportion to producers and consumers. If it is competitive,

the proportion of the benefits reaching producers and consumers will be

higher.

The final stage is to see what happens with producers and consumers.

The case of consumers is simple: they will perceive lower prices and,

depending on their demand patterns, they will increase the consumption

1/ -in strict terms this reduction in costs is different from the one that

we have been using in the study -- a reduction from a social point of

view, which in most cases is not equal to that actually perceived by

the trucking or bus companies. Similarly, due to the fact that there

is a certain proportion of fixed costs in the trucking industry, the

reduction in tariffs will in general be less than the reduction in costs.

Thus, a reduction in tariffs smaller than the reduction in private costs

may still imply that all the benefits have been passed on to the users

of the transport facilities.

2/ That part of the reduction in transport costs kept by the truckers may

not generate a development impact in the area of influence of the road

but could be distributed throughout the entire economic system. This

kind of system effect was not considered in the study. Fortunately,

its importance in all cases was very small.
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of - particular commodity, or add other commodities to their consumer

baskets. The case of producers presents more difficulties. They will
perceive a reduction in their production costs and, depending on their

methods of production and whatever change they may find in the dmand

for their products, they may or may not increase their output. The sia-
plest indicator to assess whether sae reaction is to be expected is the.
proportion that transport represents in' their total production costs:
if it is very small, the change in production is likely to be small or
negligible. Other crucial elements are the kind of demand they confront,
whether they are such small producers that their influence on prices is

negligible, or whether their production techniques are so primitive that

the variations in output will be negligible.

We have tried to summarize in Table 11-4 all the evidence collected

to assess the Impact of each road. The table contains 16 indicators which

show, by stages, the effect of a reduction in transport costs on the eco-

nomic system, as described above. This analysis is presented later in more

detail for five cases, to clarify the conclusions derived from this table.

Before beginning to follow the "travels" of the reduction in trans-
port costs through the regional economic system it is important to have a

notion of the size of the roads' development impact. There are really
two indicators, traffic growth and the importance of the traffi induced
by the road. Traffic growth is important because the lack of it, would be

a first indication that the roads' impact was negligible or low. However,
even if traffic growth is high, as it was in all cases except the Western
Highway (due to the border problems described before), it is not a suffi-
cient indication that the highways' impact was high; traffic growth may
have been important even without the road improvement.

The interpretation of the level and nature of the induced traffic
is more difficult. Induced traffic, that is, the traffic that wqould not
have taken place without the road, should in principle provide an adequate
measure of the roads' impact. However, several points should be taken
into account. First, the fact that induced traffic is high relative to
normal traffic (traffic in the without situation) does not mean that the
absolute level is high. The proportion that user savings on induced
traffic (or the value added by increased production) represents in the
regional income is perhaps a better indication of the highways' tegional
impact. Second, induced traffic levels refer to volumes transported,
which is not always directly related to the value of the output that may
hiave been induced by the road. Finally, induced traffic as a whole is
..at a sufficient indication of the type of impact achieved: it could repre-
sent a change in the level and structure of production, or in the level and
structure of consumption, including consumption of transport services as
a final good (passenger transport). A large impact on consumption rather
than production patterns makes for a different kind of impact than the
case of a road that had its main effect on production.j/

/ !t should he kept in mind that the absolute and relative importance of
indticed traffic is used here to illustrate the highways' impact, but
o.)viotsly savings on induced traffic is only one part of the benefits: the
total is conposed of user savings on normal, diverted and induced traffic.
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Induced traffic on the seven roads included in the study was esti-

mated in stages, starting with a simple calculatio' based on the capacity

and costs of the transport alternatives in the without investment situation,

and then correcting that first estimate on the basis of the detailed studies

of regions and crops, which provided more precise indications about the

actual role played by each road in the changes detected in production and

consumption patterns.

The proportion of induced traffic turned out to be very high --
around 50% of total traffic -- on the Blue Nile and Jima-Agaro roads in

Ethiopia, Chiengmai-Lampang in Thailand and Adriatic Highway in Yugos-
lavia. The first important point in interpreting these results is that

traffic on the Ethiopian roads, especially the Blue Nile, was exceedingly
low; thus, we are talking about very small absolute amounts of traffic or

production. The high proportion of induced traffic in the Chiengmai-Lampang
road is explained by the fact that no road existed before in the Lampoon-

Lampang section. However, it is the composition of this induced traffic

that provides a better glimpse of the type of impact caused by the road.

In general, a large proportion of the new traffic is passenger transport,
that is, transport considered mostly as a final good. In freight, the
additional comodities transported correspond to those whose production

has increased; in that sense, the studies about traffic composition con-

firm the conclusions of the regional and commodity studies. However, in
some regions it is the import traffic of new consumer goods that seem to

determine the transport pattern, at least at certain times of the year.

This general conclusion appears very clearly in the Adriatic Highway
in Yugoslavia, where a very large proportion of the new traffic is composed
of cars and buses (Annex Table 2). On the two Thai roads most of the induced

traffic is passenger transport. Freight is relatively more important on the

Ethiopian roads and on the Western Highway in Honduras. On the Blue Nile

road (Ethiopia) about half of the induced freight traffic can be attributed

to the increased exports of grains, pulses and oilseeds, and the rest of

the freight consists mainly of consumption goods imported from other parts
of the country. On the Western Highway, the main determinant of the in-

duced freight traffic was -- at least until 1969 -- exports of agricultural

products to El Salvador; imports of consumer goods into the region were
less important in terms of volume. Induced passenger transport was rela-
tively less important on this road. In sumary, the "consumption" part
of the induced traffic seems to be sometimes more important than the
"production" side.

Thus, given the low impact that seems to be reflected in the level
and structure of the induced traffic, the hypothesis to be tested is that
the incentive provided by transport hit a barrier somewhere along the
economic system resulting in this small effect. Following the method
described above, the first step is to see whether the reduction in trans-
port costs was passed on to the users of the services, by comparing costs
with tariff reductions (rows 4 and 5 in Table 111-4). In all cases both
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Salvadorian traders added another element of flexibility 
to the marketing

system. In all four countries large numbers of small traders 
established

themselves near the road, helping to increase the 
possibilities of producers

for marketing their output. In summary, the marketing system was moderately

dynamic and did pass on a considerable proportion of the benefits 
to pro-

ducers and consumers. Moreover, we have grounds to believe that the improve-

ment in marketing was a direct consequence of the roads.

The last stage of the cycle is then to see how 
producers and consumers

reacted. Rows 8 and 9 in Table 111-4 provide the final evidence that most

of the benefits did reach producers and consumers. 
The traffic composition

on the roads, detected by origin/destination surveys carried 
out especially

for this study, confirmed that an important proportion of 
the traffic is

agricultural and corresponds to the main commodities 
which have experienced

increases in marketable surpluses. Row 9 summarizes the distribution of

benefits among agents and confirms, with the exception of Thailand, that

most of these benefits did reach producers and consumers.

Regarding producers, we can start by analyzing 
the proportion that

transport costs represent in the price of each commodity (row 
10). The

figures tend to confirm the general findings. Transport is relatively

important for the main commodities exported 
by the Blue Nile region (Ethio-

pia), supporting the important role of the road in explaining 
development

there. The proportion is high for some commodities using the Mieso-Dengego

road (Ethiopia) and for corn and beans on the Western Highway (Honduras).

In other cases the low proportion that transport represents in total price

helps to explain the roads' low impact -- for example, the coffee in the

Jima-Agaro (Ethiopia), rubber and coconuts in the Pattani-Naradhiwat 
(Thai-

land) and coffee and tobacco in the Western Highway (Honduras). Thus,

although the benefits did reach the producers, there was little ground

to expect much of an impact, because transport, or at least 
the section

of transport represented by the improved highways, is not in most cases

a major element in the production process. But it is the information in-

cluded in row 11, about production techniques, that completes the picture.

The fact is that the primitive production techniques, discussed 
in

the previous section, have not changed since the roads 
were completed. The

savings from better transport reached a productive structure from where 
it

was not possible to expect a major reaction. Farmers did react: produc-

tion of grains, pulses and oilseeds increased in the Blue Nile 
region in

Ethiopia; corn and beans became more important in Honduras, and there was

a noticeable shift away from rice and into vegetables and upland crops in

Thailand, but the amounts involved are very small relative to the 
regional

economies. Also, the fact that this primitive productive structure has

not changed much means that the impact of the new roads in this respect

was small.

The last stage of this scheme is the impact of the road on the struc-

ture of consumption. On this point, the quantitative evidence is scarce

but the qualitative evidence through interviewing is important. The main
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conclusion is that there is a noticeable and sometimes important 
effect

o4 consumption patterns, including increasing mobility reflected in 
better

and cheaper bus services, which can be attributed to the transport improve-

ments. price differentials between the regions served by the project roads

and the rest of the country or even within the same regions have decreased

considerably in Ethiopia, Honduras and Yugoslavia, and apparently to a

lesser extent in Thailand. Also, prices in the regions have gone down in

real terms and the availability of goods has increased. The interviews

with consumers in Ethiopia and Honduras show that they now buy more of 
the

goods that they were buying before and that they 
now acquire a wider

variety. However, in Ethiopia the increase in consumption of industrial

goods came from subsistence farmers whose output has remained constant,

and consequently their overall nutritional standards seem to have declined;

this conclusion is also derived from direct interviewing.

Another point that helps to evaluate the impact of these highways

is that in all cases, with the exception of the Adriatic Highway, the only

road investment has been the trunk road. The fact that the cost from the

farm to the road is sometimes much higher than down the road to the market,

especially in mountainous regions, means that the impact of the highway

was limited to a relatively narrow stretch along it, a fact illustrated

by the regional studies. However, evidence also suggests that, even if

feeder roads had been built, the increase in production would still have

been minor because of the problems faced by the productive structure.

This point is the subject of section F.

One last aspect related to the roads' impact which covers simultaneously

their influence on consumers and producers is the effect on the location of

production and consumption. The roads promoted urbanization and growth of

the main cities, a relative decline of smaller regional centers, and the

development of new settlements along them. The inducement to urbanization

seems to have promoted rural emigration in all cases, a phenomenon that is

probably positive in Honduras and Thailand, because of land pressure 
and

in Ethiopia, because of the low level of regional development expected in

future years. In Yugoslavia, the fast growth of the Adriatic region has

resulted not only in a continuation of the faster than average growth of the

big urban centers (Split, Dubrovnik) but also in a remarkable growth 
of

several new small tourist centers, whose growth has been more than double

the region's average.

In the remainder of this section, we illustrate this analysis about

the impact of transport by including a more detailed treatment of five of

the roads.

Blue Nile Road (Gohassion-Azezo) in Ethiopia

The Blue Nile road serves the large region of Gojam, with a subsis-

tence economy based on the traditional cultivation of grains, pulses and

oilseeds; 95% of the population of 1.5 million live in the rural areas.

The main factors affecting development have been the construction of the

road and the investments related to the promotion of Bahar Dar as a regional

center, including a textile factory employing 2,500 people, a technical
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college, a hospital and a hotel. In the early 1960s it was planned to

develop about 50,000 ha of cotton plantations near 'Lake 
Tana, to supply

the textile factory. However, the project never materialized and the

Bank financed cotton development elsewhere in the country. The factory

has to be supplied from the Asmara region, increasing 
its costs and

causing large deficits until 1971. Minimum package programs, designed

to promote agriculture and involving mainly 
introduction of fertilizers

and rural extension, were started only two years ago. The USAID has

sponsored a major irrigation study in the area 
(the Blue Nile Basin Study);

the study, completed in 1964, identified and recommended 
several important

irrigation projects but no investment has yet materialized. 
Most of the region

has remained largely unchanged, in spite of the 
fact that production and

exports of grains, pulses and oilseeds 
has increased and the educational

standards of the population have improved slightly.

Our conclusion is that the road was the most important development

factor and the investments in Bahar Dar have played 
a minor role in

promoting development. However, the road's impact was really lower than

what it should have been due to the bad quality 
of its construction and

inadequate maintenance. In the original appraisal only the first section

of this road was analyzed, from Gohassion to Burie (207 km). The area to

be served by this section was expected to increase 
the annual production

of oilseeds, grains and pulses by 15,000 tons and that of coffee by about

3,000 tons; these increases were estimated to be worth US$5 
million. The

study concluded that by 1965 an increase in 
grains, oilseeds and pulses

of about 10,000 tons did take place, but in the 
whole region, and produc-

tion since then has been rather erratic, mainly 
due to climatic conditions.

The annual benefit to the farmers of this increase is about US$600,000

equivalent, much less than the projected figure, because 
no increase in

coffee production, a high value crop, took place. Very little coffee is

grown in the region and farmers were not prepared 
to increase their pro-

duction or to switch to coffee. The increase in marketed production was

obtained by conversion of fallow and grazing land into crop 
land and also,

according to interviews, by decreased consumption on the 
part of farmers,

but using the same old production techniques and with a minimum shift

from subsistence to cash cropping.

We have been able to collect enough evidence to support 
the conclu-

sions about the role of transport. A 1969 origin/destinatiOn survey of

traffic moving between Gojam and Addis Ababa during 
the harvest sea on

showed that 597. of the traffic was cereals and oilseeds, 12% other agri-

cultural products and the rest miscellaneous, mostly 
construction materials

and petroleum products. These figures confirm that the road is used prin-

cipally for the agricultural commodities 
whose production has expanded.

Table 111-5 sumarizes a few of the additional figures 
that serve to illus-

trate the impact of the road: transport costs and tariffs have decreased,

marketing margins are lover and price differentials between the region

and Addis Ababa have also gone down. Competition in the trucking industry

seems to have increased considerably, as well as the number of trucks.

Other interesting effects of the road have been the appearance of a large
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number of traders along it, increasing the competitiveness of the marketing

system, and the appearance of several new towns.

These overall results should be qualified in two important ways.

One refers to the impact of the road on the mall farmers. For them, it

is likely that the real impact is lower than what is implied in the

figures in Table 111-5. Their lack of storage facilities means that
they sell all of their marketable production at harvest time, when prices
are lower (a phenomenon also found in Honduras and Thailand); besides,
their bargaining position is weak as the traders to whom they sell are
at the same time the only moneylenders to which they have access. Another
reason why the small farmer is forced to accept the current price at the
market is that it does not pay him to transport his output back home.
This aspect ties up with our second qualification, which is that the
road's impact has been limited to a relatively narrow corridor along it

due to the lack of feeder roads. Only one of them has been built, between

Dejen and Mota, and that only recently. This means that as much as

90% of Gojam does not yet have ready access to modern transportation. The
high cost of pack animal transport (Table 111-5) compared with the low
value of the commodities produced suggests that the influence of the road
could not extend more than 25-40 km on each side of it, in the best of
circumstances. Yet another piece of evidence is that in pulse exports
the transport cost within Ethiopia is still 22% of the London selling
price, even assuming that the actual place of production is near one of

the regional markets.

In summary, the road on its own was not enough to help develop the
region. What was needed, together with the road, was an agricultural
development program to improve the methods of production of existing crops
(grains, pulses, oilseeds) and to promote new higher value crops, espe-
cially cotton and coffee near Lake Tana. Major ingredients of this program
would have been extension services, strengthening of local administration,
creation of farmers' cooperatives, and mobilization of local resources and
manpower to implement public works such as construction/maintenance of
low-standard feeder roads and small irrigation schemes.

Mieso-Dengego Road in Ethiopia

To determine the impact of this road we conducted two special studies:
one through field interviews similar to the regional surveys undertaken for
the six other roads, and one through analysis of two sets of aerial photographs
taken in 1957 and 1967. Since the road was built between 1960 and 1963,
these two sets were a good representation of the "before" and "after" situa-
tion. The two studies led to the same conclusion: the road's impact was
minor on the rural areas but significant on the urban settlements.

The detailed analysis of the aerial photographs of 10 sample areas,
accounting together for 5% of the road's area of influence, showed that
over the 10-year period 1957-1967:
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1) grain crop acreage, which represented most 
of the area

cultivated, increased at an average rate of 1.5% per year

as land under scrub vegetation was reduced;

2) the area under horticulture and perennial crops (chat, 
coffee,

vegetables and fruit trees) increased at an 
average rate of

2.5% per year, but in 1967 it still accounted for less 
than

10% of the area cultivated;

3) .the average amount of land cultivated per farmer, 
about two

hectares, remained unchanged, whereas the population,- 
esti-

mated from the number of houses, increased much faster 
in

the urban settlements along the road than in the surrounding

rural areas, 4.57. per year versus 1%.

The aerial surveys confirmed the accuracy of part of the 
information

collected in the field surveys, indicating that the main 
change in the

region was the increase in the number of shops and traders 
in the villages

and towns along the road. Also, the urban infrastructure (health, educa-

tion, water supply) has significantly improved and new trading opportuni-

ties have developed; however, urban population has grown faster than job

opportunities, but relieving somewhat the underemployment 
situation of

the rural areas. The economy of the rural areas has not changed much

and coffee production has declined following difficulties in marketing

high-quality coffee. Production methods in agriculture have remained

traditional and average yields have probably declined. Only now, with

the minimum package programs, is the use of fertilizers being introduced

at selected places along the road. The average number of cattle per

surveyed household has declined from 5 to 3, apparently due to the decline

of available grazing land.

What should have been undertaken to obtain a higher level of regional

development, and by implication a higher road impact, is an agricultural

action program similar to the one just described for the Blue Nile region;

the basic problems are very similar.

Rubber in Southern Thailand

Rubber accounted in 1971 for 50% of the total land cultivated in the

area of influence of the Pattani-Naradhiwat road, but only 
297. in the imme-

diate area near the road. Production and planted area have been growing

very slowly in recent years, largely due to sharp declines 
in world prices.

Moreover, the trends are less favorable since the road was completed, in

1968. The annual growth figures are as follows:
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Area of Area Close Residual

Influence to the Road Area

1964-1968,

Area Planted 2.4 1.3 1.8
Production 1.1 0.5 1.3

1968-1971

Area Planted 1.2 -0.2 1.6

Production 0.7 -0.2 1.1

The lack of reaction in production is understandable, because of the very

long gestation period, but the fact that the planted area has not grown
much is more important, because it means that no factor, including the

road, has induced a planting program of any magnitude.

The study of rubber concluded that expansion plans' have been affected

bv the unstable political situation in the region (which has meant that

the rubber replanting program sponsored by the Government has not been effec-

tive), low world prices and a primitive structure of production. The impact

of the new road has been very low on production but, together with the im-

provements in the port of Pattani and the inadequacy of the port at Narad-

hiwat, has resulted in a massive shift of rubber exports from Naradhiwat to

Pattani (Table 111-6).

A good indication of the highway's small impact is the low proportion

of the transport cost in the price of rubber, which was about one percent

even before the highway's improvement. The figures also suggest that prac-

tically all the reduction in transport costs was passed on to the users;

the trucking industry in that part of the country. seems to be sufficiently

competitive. Also, marketing margins are small and marketing channels

clear, because this is an old established export activity. Since marketing

margins do not seem to have changed, most of the transport cost reductions

did reach the producer.

Even if transport had represented an important portion of the price

of rubber it is unlikely that its improvement would have resulted in an

increase in the area planted, not only because of the declining price and

th.e political situation, which are probably the most important factors

de-ermining production, but also because of the primitive production struc-

ture. Rubber production in Thailand is mainly in the hands of small pro-

ducers -- 50% of the holdings in the road's area of influence have under

20 rai, or 3.2 ha -- use very old techniques, have low yields (half of

those obtained in plantations in Malaysia) and produce rubber of low quality.

In summary, as far as rubber is concerned, the new road resulted in

a very small benefit to the producer which could not remotely compensate

the adverse effect of the decline in price. Only a massive effort at
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modernizing or diversifying production 
may have compensated, perhaps par-

tially, the negative factors influencing 
development.

Western Highway in Honduras

In Chapter II, we indicated that, of the works financed 
by the Bank

in the Western Highway, it was the extension from Santa Rosa to the Salva-

dorian border near Ocotepeque that had some noticeable 
impact, and that

the benefits of the improvements made between Santa Rosa 
and San Pedro Sula

were relatively minor. However, most of the development that took place

between 1964, when the extension was opened, and 1969, when the border with

El Salvador was closed, can be attributed to the Central 
American integra-

tion process. No doubt the new highway helped in increasing exports, 
but

most of the trade would have taken place anyway through 
the old route via

Tegucigalpa and the Pan American Highway. 
After the closing of the border,

the region experienced a recession that 
lasted until recently.

A more detailed study of the highway's 
impact suggests that, aside

from its effect in integrating the region with the rest 
of the country

and facilitating trade, its main influence took place in the area around

Santa Rosa (the Departamento de Copan) and in adjacent 
Santa Barbara.

The impact on the Santa Rosa-San Pedro Sula region, including the city

of San Pedro Sula, was minor. The zone between Santa Rosa and the Sal-

vadorian border (where the road is actually located), 
has not been much

affected, partly because, being a mountainous region, 
its potential is

low, and partly because most of the region 
was already trading with El

Salvador.

A more specific impact of the Western Highway extension 
has been

detected in relation to the production of corn and 
beans. Exports to

El Salvador started growing in the early 1960d, well before 
the comple-

tion of the highway (Table 111-7), largely due to trade 
facilitation

derived from the Central American integration process 
and the fact that

in the late 1950s El Salvador began to substitute 
its grain production

by high value agricultural products destined 
for export, such as cotton,

coffee and tobacco.-l/ After 1966, internal production in El Salvador

began to recover, explaining the decline of Honduran 
exports at that time.

Thus, at first sight, it would appear that no increase 
in production was

induced by the highway. However, at least three pieces of evidence

suggest that part of the increases in production can 
be attributed to it.

The first piece is of a general nature. Census figures for 1952

and 1965 (Agricultural Censi) indicate that per capita availability 
of

these two co lodities increased considerably, especially around Santa

Rosa. Since the interviews carried out in the region 
suggest that

1/ Interestingly, this substitution was partially triggered by the Bank-

financed Littoral Highway in El Salvador.
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consumption of corn and beans has remained constant or has been substituted
by other products, it is safe to assume that this increase in per capita
availability is the source of increased exports. The second piece of evi-
dence arises from the important change in marketing channels that took
place after the opening of the road. Salvadorian traders were able to
penetrate with their trucks into the Santa Rosa area, disrupting the pre-
vious marketing channels and inducing farmers to increase their production.
Transport costs to El Salvador, and apparently marketing margins, were
considerably reduced. Finally, the interviews confirmed the importance of
the Salvadorian traders and, more importantly, suggest that it was the
small farmers who reacted to the new inducement, in part because both corn
and beans are low technology crops and in part because they have the highest
proportion of annual crops in their farms, allowing them to switch in a
very short period. This system collapsed after the closing of the border,
product ion decreased somewhat and the marketing system reverted to the old
one centered in San Pedro Sula and Santa Rosa.

As a contrast, production of tobacco, a high value crop, has not been
muchi influenced by the highway. Production has been growing at 2.7% per
:nnum and exports to El Salvador, the traditional market, remained more
or less unchanged until 1969, when they stopped. Before the road, tobacco
was exported from the Santa Rosa region by plane, at a tariff of L 0.88
per con-km. After the road, that tariff vent down to L 0.14 per ton-km.
in the 1960s the U.S. market gained importance because of the closing of
Cuba as a source of supply; access to Puerto Cortes had not yet been im-
proved. Similarly, the arrival of Cubans to the region resulted in an
improvement of tobacco processing and the elimination of small inefficient
producers. The production of coffee, the other important traditional crop
in the region, has been growing very fast, but at rates similar to those
for the rest of the country. Output does not seem to have been much
affected by the Western Highway extension.

The field surveys indicate that one of the most important effects
of the road was on consumption patterns: the appearance of trucker-traders
brought goods closer to the consumer in the rural areas; traders in small.
towns had to reduce their prices to fight competition from the big towns
and more goods were available.

Several things could have been done to achieve faster regional
growth in spite of the major setback caused by the war with El Salvador.
o start with, the regional development and land use studies discussed
- - Lne late 1950s should have been carried out. The main focus of a

_e-.\opmen: effort should aparently have been agricultural technology,
acluding training, extension and credit services for small farmers.
Also, it would have been important to study the expansion of livestock
activities, which have an interesting potential in the region between
Santa Rosa de Copan and San Pedro Sula.
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Primosten in the Adriatic Region of Yugoslavia

Before 1960 Primosten was typical of the many small agricultural

communities in the Adriatic region: it was isolated from the rest of

the country and economy; the town had no infrastructure in terms of elec-

tric power, water supply, or sewerage; and most important, there were

virtually no employment opportunities. Although the region is agricul-

turally very poor, over 70% of the households relied upon agriculture

at least to some degree (Table 111-8). Most families were not able to

support themselves by agriculture, however, and many had at least one

member who connuted to jobs in Sibenik, the nearest city, 28 km away.
Other people left the area permanently. The result was that the popula-
tion -- like the town's economy -- was stagnant; the number of inhabitants

in 1961 was 1,156 and had been at about that level since the 19th century.

By 1971, the town's population had grown to 1,407 due to immigration;

employment possibilities in the town were so much greater than the supply
of labor that 460 workers had to be recruited from neighboring areas (in-
cluding Sibenik); per capita income had increased 870% to US$443 equivalent

and only 21% of the population was still involved in agriculture; electri-

city, water supply, sewerage, and paved streets had been brought to the

town; and foreign exchange receipts, which before had been negligible,
totalled nearly US$2 million.

The major, if not exclusive, reason for this abrupt change was the

development of tourism, and directly related to that, the building of the

Adriatic Highway. Tourism in 1971 directly employed 216 of the 468 active

persons not engaged in agriculture, and another 60 were indirectly dependent

upon tourism; gross receipts from this activity were US$2.6 million equiva-

lent, about 48 times their 1962 level and more than 10 times their 1964

level, when the road was opened.

Because the opening of the road, including the section of the

Adriatic Highway from the Italian border to Vodice, in the early 1960s,
and the expansion of tourism are complementary rather than independent
factors influencing Primosten's development, it is difficult to assess
the contribution of each separately. Also, the opening of the highway
is not.the only factor which influenced the spectacular increase in the

importance of tourism -- investments had to be made; the timing of those
investments was important; and the demand for tourism had to exist. Never-

theless, the highway was of importance in helping to "trigger" subsequent
developments and there are several indicators which illustrate its effect.

More than 60% of all tourists now come to Primosten by road (either
by private car or, to a lesser extent, by bus) when before all came by ship

or as far as Sibenik by rail (similar figures were found for other tourist

centers in the region). The effect is slightly more pronounced if one
considers that another 30% arrive at Split airport by plane and must use

the road to cover the last 30 km to Primosten -- the attraction of Primos-

ten would be diminished in the absence of such an easy connection.
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The highway also had an important effect on integrating the commnity

with the rest. of the coast and of the country. Before the new highway

there was one daily boat to Sibenik and two daily bus connectione at a

stop 4 km from town. Now, although the boat line as been discontinued,

there are 30 bus connections daily (65 in season) between Prianten and

the major communities of the coast.

Marketing was also affected. Before construction of the highway

all imports from other regions had to be ordered in Sibenik and sent by

ship. This grew increasingly more important as agriculture declined 
and

the influx of tourists grew. Now, however, the Economic Enterprise Pri-

mosten (the social combine which represents nearly all non-agricultural

activity in the area) has its own fleet of trucks and buys better and more

goods at lower cost, directly from producers and dealers around the country,
thereby eliminating the necessity of middlemen in Sibenik and Split.

In conclusion, the concurrent development of tourism and the building,

of the Adriatic Highway were responsible for reversing the economic decline

of Primosten and for greatly improving the inhabitants' standard of living.

Most action and investment programs required to assure developmnt were

undertaken and no alternative strategies were derived from our special

study.

F. Constraints Preventing a Higher Development Impact

In the previous sections we analyzed the development in the areas

served by the project roads and the role of the highways in promoting that

development. The last issue to be discussed is why the impact detected

was, in general, small relative to the regions' potential and why the pro-

ductive structure appears to be the stumbling block.

The analysis that follows saarizes the conclusions of the special

regional studies mentioned in the introduction to this chapter. The con-

straints discussed are only those raised by the studies, where we tried

not only to identify the constraints to developent but also to rank them

in importance.

Table 111-9 summarizes the conclusions of this analysis. The con-

straints found were grouped into 15 categories and then classified follow-

ing the same principle used in the previous section, that is, first those

related to the transport section, then those dealing with marketing and

finally, those concerning the productive structure. Two groups were added,

one dealing with social aspects and another with Government and services.

The conclusions referring to each road are sunmarized in two columns -- the

first is just a check of the constraints that appeared in the corres-

ponding regional study and the second is the proposed ranking of their

relative importance. The ranking is not made for all the constraints

checked; this should be interpreted as indicating that the remaining con-

straints are of less importance.
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A perusal of Table 111-9 shows that the impact of all roads, with

the exception of the Adriatic Highway in Yugoslavia, 
has been affected

by practically all the constraints identified. 
This point confirms

current theories of development, which postulate 
that regions with low

development have rigid economic and social structures. The perusal also

confirms the conclusion arrived at in the previous section, 
that it is

the productive structure wherein most difficulties 
lie and which is the

main barrier for further development. One of the five constraints deal-

ing with the productive structure, the lack of 
investments and supporting

activities, appears to be important in all regions; 
three others -- land

tenure problems and land pressure, primitive techniques, and inadequate

extension services, are important factors in all regions 
except the

Adriatic.

Primitive production processes appear as the most 
important con-

straint to development in all regions but the Adriatic, 
and is the main

reason for the fact that when the inducement provided 
by improved trans-

port reached the productive structure, 
its impact on production was small.

Inadequate extension services are probably the next 
most important con-

straint. Obviously, these constraints are intimately interrelated 
and

the primitive techniques are a consequence 
of the inadequate extension

services; more extension may eliminate the production 
techniques as the

major constraint.

These rankings are based on a value judgment. We are assuming that

the most important constraints are those that prevent 
development within

the socio-political structure of each region and only 
when that structure

becomes the next barrier is it mentioned as a constraint. For example,

in the Blue Nile region in Ethiopia production does 
not increase because

the techniques are very primitive. Thus, we assume that production could

increase by improving the techniques without major 
investments and the

study indicates that this has not been done due to the lack 
of adequate

extension services.I/ Only after better techniques are used, investments

as such become relevant, and this is the reason why lack of investments

and lack of storage are the next constraints in order of importance. 
Only

at the end of the list do the land tenure system and 
the traditional values

of the society become important. It is, in other words, an evolutionist

approach. The.alternative approach, that is, the revolutionary, would

probably show land tenure and tradition as the number one constraint, pos-

tulating that only after that problem is solved will 
it be possible to

improve techniques and make full use of investments.

Some of the other conclusions were a surprise to us -- for example,

the low ranking of the lack of feeder roads, which appears 
as a constraint

in practically all cases, but only as a minor one. With hindsight, this

1/ We assume that education is part of extension services.
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point is consistent with the general conclusions of the study becquse
even if the feeder roads had been built, production would not have

increased much because of the difficulties in the productive structure.

One point that confirms this assertion is the fact that the Bank was-
worried that the Western Highway in Honduras did not have sufficient
feeder roads, and included financing for a few in the 1961 Credit. How-

ever, only three of them were built, which had only a minor impact, and

in the late 1960s the Bank asked a group of consultants to study the
feasibility of a new feeder road program. The terms of reference- were

just that -- to study a feeder road program. The consultants' report

rightly concluded that if the only investment to be made was feeder

roads, the project was not justified, because little increase in produc-
tion was going to take place. They went further to say that what was
needed were feeder roads and several other investments and programs in

the agriculture sector. The feeder roads have yet to be built..

Another interesting conclusion is the important role that coopera-
cives appear to have played in improving the marketing system, in, increas-
ing the proportion of the market price that reaches producers, and in
promoting better techniques. The few cases where there were cooperatives,
such as for coffee in the Jima-Agaro area in Ethiopia, rubber cooperatives
in the Pattani-Naradhiwat region (Thailand) and a few coffee cooperatives
In t.e Western region in Honduras, suggest that they may have a dramatic
impact on production and marketing. However, in Honduras the cooperatives
became a tool of the middle and upper class farmers for channeling to them
the few efforts made by the Government to promote agricultural development.
Entrance fees to the cooperatives are such that they are automatically out
of reach of the lower and most of the middle farmers.

We also found that land pressure is a major constraint in Honduras
and, to a certain extent, in Thailand. In Honduras, it seems that even
if extension services were perfect it is unlikely that major increases
in production could be expected, because the present size of holdings
makes the use of modern techniques very difficult. The Western region
is so overpopulated relative to its agricultural potential that unless
land is distributed more evenly among that proportion of the population
which can be sustained, it would be very difficult to expect from them
a noticeable reaction to extension efforts.

A contrasting analysis of the constraints facing the Jima-Agaro
:egi:on in Ethiopia with the Adriatic region in Yugoslavia would shed more

l-g: on the issues discussed in this section. The main crop in the Jima-
Agarc region is coffee. The Bank, at the time of the appraisal, expected
Lo increase of about 15,000 tons per year, which has materialized, although
.or reasons other than the road (largely demand incentives). Primitive
techniques remain a problem in increasing production largely because of
lack of knowledge of alternative methods. The traditional semi-plantation
methods followed by most farmers yield about 1,000 kg/ha while a rela-
tively minor improvement in techniques, by better spacing and widening
but using the same kind of land, would increase that yield to between
2,000 and 4,000 kg/ha. The Jima coffee growers' association informed us
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that on the best land and using modern production methods, the yield could

increase to an average of 5,600 kg/ha. In 1966, two coffee cooperatives
were established which resulted in improved techniques and corresponding

increases in yields, as well as in more easily bypassing the traditional

trader-centered marketing system. This is the reason why the lack of coop-
eratives is given as the second most important constraint in the area. How-
ever, an efficient extension service that would promote coffee growing on
modern plantations may also be an important element in increasing production.

Once this change in techniques has been attained, and a doubling in

yields has been experienced, then it would be even more important to have

the necessary resources for increasing the number of washing stations and

thus improve the quality of exports. A coffee processing project is now

underway with Bank financing, covering, mng others, the area of influence

of the Jima-Agaro road, where it involves the construction of 30 washing
stations and 40 km of feeder and 60 km of access roads, plus technical
assistance. If the conclusions of this study are right, we can predict

that technical assistance will be the crucial element in the project. The

feeder and access roads are relatively less important, but useful for bring-

ing coffee beans to the washing stations before they are spoiled, and it

seems unfortunate that a program to promote cooperatives was not included

in the program. Still other programs are needed to help development, aside

from coffee development programs. The region has been deficient in increas-

ing production of most staples and now faces a food supply problem. Exten-

sion services and credit for crops other than coffee are inadequate for

promoting further diversification.

In Primosten, by contrast, everything seems to have gone smoothly.
We have already presented the reason for the town's development: tourism.

But the point is that, aside from the Adriatic Highway, the town was able
to increase its investments in tourism considerably (Table 111-8) due to
the expansion of the Enterprise Primosten and the availability of credit.

More than that, the town found the resources to improve its infrastructure

and adapt itself to the standards required to increase the tourism industry.
What is interesting is that the town's reaction in terms of investments

ceme with a lag of two or three years, after the big increase in tourism

experienced in the mid-1960s, presumably due to the time required to prepare

sound projects. However, Primosten is not typical of all tourist towns in

the Adriatic coast. Herceg Novi (Annex Table 15) did experience an import-.

ant impulse in tourism, but its growth seems to have been limited somewhat

by a delay in investments in accomodations and infrastructure.

G. The Bank's Role

Given the approach to highway projects, that the Bank had at the time,
focussing mainly on road construction, traffic growth and user savings,

there is little to report on the Bank's efforts related to the development

impact of the roads evaluated in the study. Up to the present time, the

subject is treated differently from project to project.

Following the same scheme used to analyze the highways' impact (trans-

port sector, marketing, production, consumption), the Bank did not concern
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itself in any of the projects evaluated about the efficiency of the
transport sector nor about whether the benefits of improved transport
w'ould be passed on to users. The only case, which is only indirectly
related to the subject, is the Bank's insistence in Ethiopia on mazi-
mum axle load regulations. An appropriate condition was finally in-
cluded in the 1957 loan agreement but little was done until the Bank
indicated that it would not go ahead with the Third Highway Project in
1963 unless legislation was passed. In practice, these regulations
have never been adequately enforced and this point has a bearing, on the
impact of the Ethiopian roads, because it is likely that their poor con-
ditions are a consequence not only of insufficient maintenance but also
of vehicle overloading. However, it is unlikely that overloading has
been a serious constraint to the highwaya' impact.

The Bank did not concern itself directly with marketing systems
in any of the six projects evaluated. However, it did concern itself
occasionally with the problem of ensuring that the highways would have
an impact on the regions served by them, but without ever getting to
che stage of putting its ideas into practice. In Ethiopia, the subject
of regional development and of coordination of the road project with
development programs in agriculture was very clearly raised by one Bank
official in an excellent letter sent just at the end of the negotiations
of the Second Highway Project in the late 1950s. The agricultural poten-
cial of the regions served by the road had been investigated during
project preparation. However, the awareness of the problem did not
result in any specific action program nor in a loan covenant asking for
that coordination. The Bank also proposed that one member of the Board
of the IHA should be from the Ministry of Agriculture and that an agri-
cultural economist should join the planning unit of the same institution,
but none of these proposals was pursued. The first coordination of
transport and agriculture investments in connection with Bank projects
in Ethiopia was done under the Fourth Highway Project in 1968 when the
Government agreed, as a loan condition, to prepare agricultural develop-
ment programs for the areas influenced by the two project roads. The
road development plan financed by UNDP in 1971 (Ethiopia General Road
Study) followed traditional lines and did not address itself thoroughly
to the issue of interactions between transport and agricultural develop-
ment. However, in the last Bank lending operation (Credit 332) approved

- in July 1972 the issue is finally tackled in detail and with an approach
that we consider very good. This point is discussed in Chapter VI.

In Honduras, the Bank was also concerned with the need for agricul-
tural development plans and feeder road investments in the Western region,
in spite of the fact that the main purpose of the Western Highway was at
the time to promote Central American integration. The economic feasibility
study prepared by a consulting firm proposed several minor programs, but
badly integrated. The loan agreement for Credit 1 did include a covenant
in which the Government of Honduras committed itself to implementing a
regional development program, but this program was never defined. The
need for feeder roads was, however, a constant preoccupation on the part
of the Bank, which resulted in the study referred to earlier and which
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concluded that a feeder road program taken in isolation was not justified.

In Thailand, the only issue raised by the Bank related to develop-

ment impact was the need for feeder roads, as a matter of fact, following

a suggestion of the Thai Government itself. The Highways Department

produced in the early 1960s a study that was 
later revised and completed

in 1967 by a consulting firm, but not accepted by the Bank; however,

its updating by the Highways Department in 1969-70 served as a basis

for the Fifth Highway Loan made this year.

No condition related to the interaction of transport with other

sectors was discussed in connection with the Yugoslav project, supposedly

because the Government was already taking the necessary steps to help

the development of tourism.



TABLE 111-1

Highway Projects. General Characteritica of Regions Served by Project Roada. 1970-71

ETHIOPIA HONDURAS THAILAND YUOSLAVIA

Cohasaion-Ameao Jima-Agaro Hieso-Deongego Western Highway Chisngmai-Lampang Pattani-Naradhiwat Adriatic Highway

1. Length and type of mad (Iace) 551 gravel 44 paved 211 paved 253 gravel (up to 1970) 105 paved 98 paved h31 paved

2. Estimated area of infueonce 25,000 1,500 6,ooo 10,000 3,200 3,100 14,700
(or area studied) (k )

3. Population (thousands) 1,500 500 700 440 1,900 boo Y

4. % of population in rural areas 95 90 95 80 (eat.) 93 88 24

5. % of active population engaged 95 85 95 70 (eat.) 85 90 34
in agriculture

6. % literacy 3 6 4 40 (eat.) less than 70% 86

7. Hain economic activities Agriculture and livestock Agriculture Agriculture Agriculture Agriculture, mining Agriculture Tourism

8. Main crops Ollseeds, grains, pulses Coffee Coffee, sorghum, Corn, beans, coffee, Rie, tobacco, fruits Rice, rubber, Olives, grapes
mais, chat tobacco vegetables coconuts

9. Land tenure system Communal ownerdbip Private ownership Private ownerdhip Private ownershipi large Private ownerdip 60% private ownership Mixed, public and
proportion of tenants 40% undefined settlements private ownership

10. Condition of the old road Unimproved earth, dry Unimproved ea-th, Unimproved earth, Unimproved earth between Narrow paved between Narrow gravel, dry Narrow asphalt,
weather only dry weather only dry weather only San Pedro and Santa Rosal Chiengmai and Lampoon; weather only for half old alignment

non-existent between Santa combination of earth the distance
Rosa aid Salvador border roads and trails between

Lampoon and Lampaig



TABILE 1I-2

Hijbway Projecta. Socio-nonomic Developaent of Regione Served by Proaect Road.

ghuIOPIA _ gNDURAS THAILAND TtDOSIAVIA

Oohaaston-Aneso Jima-Agaro Hinso-Dengego Western Highway Chiangmai-Lampang Pattmi- Naradhilat Adriatic Highway

1963-71 1961-71 1963-71 1961-71 1964-71 1964-71 1961-71

1. Annual growth of About 2% Coffe 7% Coffee -negativa Cown ant beans: fast growth IcC - 1.7% RICe - 1.6% min - 2%

traditional crop. Sorghum 2% unti 1 .166. Tobacco and cof- Tobacco - 3.4% ibbar - none olives - negative

r aire 2% fe., nam sa national averages Coconut - 3.1%
Chat - nagltgibl.

2. Now crops and their None won. Horicot bean, Rice; liaited Impact Upland crops and None Orange&

growth (groAth n.a.) vegetablea

3. Industrial growth , Text-le, 500 worker. Neglir'ble. A few eglitbl. imr; fra 1) to ?1 6% pr ano- )s per ann 7% par a
S-all grain wille along coff pror..asing -etablishern ts
road. plante

4. Other activitie New tradere located Ma- tradera located New tradern located Noticeable changes in trading Increase in ading Fishing. Increase in Tourism Mo. of tourist

(tourism and trade) in new towns naar the near the road n.ar the road pt der appearance of truck- (fluorite) port Activities at bednighta, W. ann . loome

road me/trader. Patient troe tcuria. 15.5%I par anon.

5 Increas in productivity ona Very -ell, mainly Negliglblo Negligthle Negligible Mona, or declining Very Imprtant in tourisa;
in coff.. production ainor in agriculture

6. geolution of urbanization Growth of Bahar ihr a. Growth at Jia and Fast grooth or Growth of Santa Hona Woi ma a regio Pattani as regioal Growth ot Split and Sibnik

regional pole; a ..ral AgaIn seeroal new Ashe-Teetari and aoae so raginnal centern. center. Relative do- center anM relative as regional contera; am m^U

nev vilagea y mllage other towns Dec'lna of esell towns cline of Lampang decline of aradhaat tourist contere

7. Growth of literacy yaster than national Mo. of student. Avaoge for the country Student ewoleent growing Student enrolment Lt ata inmero from

average growing at 121 a year n.a. at 5-6% per annum growing at 6% per anna 78$

6. Improvement of health One hospital at Bahar nar Only in tosn, h.eith Only in towns, health Minor to negligibla Establishment of several health centers Icras fru 0.7) to 0.97

facilities 150 beda - rnt're canters pbpiciaa per 1000 inhabitants



TA1lY 111-3

igus1Oyvd ImpOct. iFactore Affecting DevopMent of Ar. of Influnn.

i7rIIOPIA iIMJMIAS THAILAND TUGdAVIA

Ooh..sion-kaeso Jlia-Ag.ro Mie.sa-Denggo Western Highway Chiengmali-apang Pattani-Naradbiat Adriatic Higins

1. Prix. clag.. And Population growth and In- Coffee pioc. variations (I) Coffeea.1 ~C. sporteot at Uses. .. ad Decline in rice; inorease Decline in rice Andl rubberi Law cost of toWrkm (3)
de.P nd preoaea. candin dde dCd frf r Addie variations (1) fr "in ol if. and Rl Sal. In tobaceo. Growth of Chiang- alight incentive for coonut& Decline In Ao agri-

Ahaba (3) ..ior (?) Pric a. V atons Pat and Dengbak (1) (3) cultural prices
loe ocute (*)

2. lOnop. of new land 
I

into cultivation Very important (2) Minor Minor Mod.rtat (3) Minor riant. Significant increase D-chnine .

in foe ptilrnntr (i)
3. Improved technique* Minor Important for -off.. (1) inor, vary recent Minor Minor Moo Iprtacnt ll ariultu

and portially Agricultuare

I. Training and Igr- Increased literacy. A tech- Important for coffee None I'pwtent for tobacco Increasing, ephael on vocational and tecriAcal Very iaqart..t for

ion or *killed labor nical college (1Itar Onr) trainin Lae- (3)

. mproved marketing Important (I) Ieportant (3) Minor (?) Iportant for corn and bwann(3) minor Minor Several Integrated pradc
tions-eaak.ting enterprises.

6. Availability of r.- Minor Mim r Minor Minor, badly distributed In urban Area., otherwise Adequate, but badly di*- Plentiful (1)

sourca. for invoest- Inadequate tibuted
mant

7. Invaeteoate #
a) Agriculture Minor Moderate Minor Minor Minor (2) in rubber and aoconut (2) M in or
b) Industry Minor, a textile factory Mono Minor Minor Minor (2) Minor laort-t (Silit ae )
a) Road. Trunk, one tender (1) Trunk, few fred-r# (4) Trunk, two f.ed.ra Trunk, two feeder. (3) Trunk, two feeder. (2) Took, n Leder. Trnk and federa ()

d) Ottlr infrastr. Mon In urben areas Large in wbcn area. Minor In urban ar-as Port of Pfaili Port@ aoai urban Ares (3)
A) Othe sectora Minor (hospital, hotel) Minor large in urban are.s Minor Increasing in urban area Flaheries Tourlm tocilitts (1)

8. Government or othr
special prograes, Agricultural Agriculturaap

a) Minisso package programs coffee processing project Minian. package prog- Extension services, iited Minor rural extension Rubber replanting mat evulopien plaf ,car
(atnce 2 years) (recent) rae since s 2 are) program near Lampang prorM and goup rtbber Dvolopat Plan ar

b) Educational program gducational prograt bducational program Ric development program, Coconut Planting
Dnucce.ful program (2)

c) Exterlion services for Three cof.fe cooperatives. Fw _- Couantrinaurgency
bericot barn. P) aovinga and oredit cooperatives activities (1)

9. Speciol regulatory Rone Mon. Mono Positive After 1969 Neativ.j Post favor B.ngkok c9 facilon f
mear.e or tax in- racia tin of
can Ives Luis ILltmo

farote~n oxtbag6 meatric-
tions ,1)

10. Political dection. To develop Bhar Dar se Mone meative. ira.a oxmrrte To halp region after war None step up help to the To facilitat. foreign
regional center frs Royal land- (3) with iS Salvador region (1) touri-. (1)

11. Exogenous factoes Nor. ne None Central American Economic unlative rec.eion of Thai vonow in 1970-71 (3) Iorie boo. in
Integration (1) boern Lump. (3)
War with El Salvador (1) Political instability (1)
Weather (3)

Good wotltr (4.)

I/ The number In brackets reflects tie relative priority of the factor in explaining
regional davelopeent.
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TABLE III-2

Hiipway Ppjecta. Socio-.conomic Developmnt of Regions Serve Project Roads

ETHIOPIA _ KNDURAS THAILAND I1D0SLATIA

Gohasion-Azeso Jion-Agaro kitso-Dengego Western Highway Chiongmi-Langang Pattani-.Naradhinat Adriatic Highway

1963-71 V 1961-71 1963-71 1961-71 1964-71 1964-71 1961-71

1. Annual growth of About 2% Coffee 7% Coffee - agotive Corn and bean.s faot growth Rice - 1.1% Rice - 1.6% Wine - 2%

traditional crops Sorghun 2% until.1966. Tobacco and cof- Tobacco - 3.4% Rbbar - none Olives - negative

HaIr. 2% fe., Same as national averages Coconut - 3.1%
Chat - ngligible

2. Now crop@ mid their None Mon. Haricot boons Rico; limited impact Upland crops and Mona Oranges

growth (p th n.a. ) vegetables

3. Industrial growth , Text.leo, '500 workero. N.gligble. A few Neglgibl. Hirorl from 1') to ?1 6% pr annum 3% par anua. por 5-

Small grain will# along coffee poe..sInp .tblh mento
road. plants

U. other acttvittes New traders located New trodere Iocated New tradern located Notlceablo changes in trading Incroe to milping Fishing. Incroae in Tourisams o. of tourist

(tourioa and trade) in now towna near the near the road nos r the road p rtteroal ppearanco of truck- (fluorite) port a coaivtssa 1%. pe annum. Income

road ors/tradora 5tr rmtuis.1.%praw

5. Increase in productivity Mon Very small, mainl, Negligible Negligible Negligible Mono, or declining Very imgortant In tourinag
in coff. production minor in agriculturm

6. geolution of urtantsation Growth of Bahar Dr as Growth at Jima and Fast growth of Growth of Santa bosa chiang-ai as regional Pattani s regional Growth of Split and Sibealk

i.gional polo; several Agoa I several new Aab.-Toforf and s. regiaol cantor. center. Relative do- center and relative as regional cnteres mew smal
now villagaa villagoe other towns D-clno of email towns clin. of Laopang decline of Nara&ivat tourist contoer

7. Growth of literacy Faster than national No. of student. Average for the country Stident erolment groing Stient enrolment Ute ato imorease fm

average growing at 121 a roar n.0. at 5-% per an growing at 6% per &non 10% to

6. Improveonnt of health One hospital at Behar Dar Only In towne, heath Only in towns, health Minor to negligible gAtablishment of several health centers Incrse from 0.13 to 0.91

facillUs 150 beds .entorm cantors phrtcisos per IWO Inhabitants



Table III-5

Ethiopia. Gohassion-AsOSO (Blue Nil.) Rood:

Impact of Transport Improvement

Late 1950s Late 1960s

1. Cost per ton-km,10 ton
trucks (E$ cents) 16 11

2. Pack animal transport,
cost per ton-km
(E$ cents) 80-100 80-100

3. Cost per passenger-kmi,
----- large buses (E$ cents) 3.5 2.5

4. Average tariff per
ton-km from Addis to
Debre Markos (E$ cents) 16-33 7-8

5. Average Daily traffic
of trucks 6 60

6. Number of trucks in
Ethiopia 800 2,800

7. Price differentials
between Addis and Debre
Markos, grain (E$ per
quintal) 18 2-10

8. Transport tariff, Addis-
Debre Markos (E$ per
quintal) 5-10 2-3

9. Traders profit (E$ per
quintal) 10 3-5



Table 111-6

Thailand. Impact of the Pattani-Naradhiwat

Hbear on Ribber Prodnation

1. Price of rubber
(Bahto per ton) 7,584 6,237 6,5 Q (1979)

2. Exports through
Pattani (tons) 28,040 53,,490 93,B0

3. Exports through
Naradhiwat (tons) 23,500 17,000 13,100

4. Transport costs
(cents of Bahts per
ten-ku) 7d 45 35

5. Transport cost on the
Pattani-Naradhiwat
road as propo-tion of
ma•ket price1/ 0.9 0.7 0,5

6. Proportion of market
price received by:
a) producer 80
b) replanting fund 8.5
c) export tax 1
d) marketing margin 10.5

(including trans-
part)

/ Assumes that the average length of haul is 100 lxas,



Table III-T

5onduras. Impact of the Western Highway Extension

on the output of Corn and Beans

A. Honduras Exports of Corn and Beans to El Salvador (tons)

1961 1963 1964 1965 1966 1968

Corn 9355 22074 37168 51358 32992 26040
Beans 11644 12368 12389 15039 10899 13076

B. Estimation of the exportable surplus of Corn and Beans

1. Share of Western Region in 1952 1965
Total Production

Corn 28.5 32.3
Beans 20.6 23.5

2. Share of Western Pegion in
Total Population 26.4 28.2

3. Surplus (tons)

Corn 5589
Beans 426

C. Average Price in Santa Rosa, 1971

lempiras per ton

Corn 160
Beans 265

D. Transport cost as proportion of pricel

Percent

Corn 18
Beans 11

Assuming a tariff of 29 lempiras for 100 kms.



tiN.z TIT-&

TagSl3avi. Pr4Jesetan Case 3t-ty
of T A.atyrg Belem During and After 090ohtAM aM Of t .. .

Population and h9ployment

Toal Pepalation 1156 1170
Active Population 7 !A4 59h
% engaged in Agricultur 70.7% to.*4

Non-agriaaltral active TOp. 1410 119
of wich In tourian 5 n.a. 21$

29e _Total 191-7

kgarlod "1"¶N(ola 9It*' (P~.v.o I W ~ kT -I 72)
tnvestmente (millions of Cwren Otars)

Infraatructure
- el1ectrification 1•5 33.8 4.

- UtA ~l7mdUtct; .. 33.8 3-- ter sup and stret1.2 1.4 3.0 -
- - awa1.3 1.3

- seipphon pu %.8 3.8
- beach, camipground, yaht beber 31.1 33.1

Touriim and Ct n .-( .2-11- .(7.7 - 1701

TOTA s.7 17.8 47-7 'sa *314.11

Tourim

# of available beds 80
of which private: 80 1im-

?of tourist bedn:Lgbta 11624 515A8 ft9510
% frein 30K 535 7'd
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CHAPTER IV

Project Implementation and 
Costs

A. Introduction

The purpose of this chapter is to present the results of the study

dealing with project implementation and, more specifically, with road

construction. The implementation of those aspects dealing with institu-

tion building included in the loans to Ethiopia and Thailand are dis-

cussed in the next chapter.

The analysis of how the roads were built 
has been important for two

of the study's objectives. First, from the point of view of accountability,

we have to address ourselves to the question of whether the roads indicated

in the loan agreement were built according 
to the standards defined in the

engineering studies, and whether they were built within the agreed upon

costs and schedules. Secondly, the study concluded that road construction

in some countries was so influenced by the efficiency of the institutions

involved that many of the issues raised 
in relation to road construction are

good-indicators of the-strength and 
weaknesses of the highways departments

and of the effectiveness of the nstitution-building efforts undertaken by

the Bank.

B. Overall Results

Table IV-1 contains a summary presentation 
of the estimated and

actual cost and schedules of the road construction financed with the 
six

projects under study, and Tables 16 to 19 in the Statistical Annex include

a more detailed presentation of the same 
information. What is clear is

the great variety of road building 
included in the six projects. The

Bank hel vd finance construction or improvement 
of 26 roads totalling

2,929 U with a total cost of US$173 million equivalent 
and built be-

tween the late 1950s and late 1960s. They range from very expensive first

class roads, such as that between Naklo and Ljubelj in Yugoslavia, costing

US$260,000 equivalent per km, to some of the improvement projects in

Ethiopia, costing only US$12,000 equivalent per km. In general, they are

relatively short stretches -- the average length of those included in this

sample is 113 km -- but the projects also include very short roads, such

as the 21 km between Naklo and Ljubelj, or 
very long ones, such as the

431-km stretch of the Adriatic Highway in Yugoslavia.

1/ These are the 26 road stretches as defined 
in the appraisal reports.

These stretches have been grouped in only 15 
roads for the purpose of

analyzing their impact in Chapters II and III. For example, the Gohassion-

Azezo road in Ethiopia is composed of the sections Gohassion-Dejen; 
Dejen-

Bahar Dar; Bahar Dar-Addis Zemen and Addis Zemen-Azezo.
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In spite of this great variety our conclusion is that, with the

exception of the project in Ethiopia, road construction was remarkably
successful. In the other projects cost overruns were low or, as in

Honduras, it was possible to save money and include additional works.

The only relatively large overrun -- aside from Ethiopia -- was that

in the Naklo-Ljubelj road, but this was a mountainous road, including

tunnel works, which are one of the most difficult types of work from

an engineering viewpoint; furthermore, work was complicated by bad

weather conditions, requiring repair of flood damage and clearing of

slides. The figures about delays are less satisfactory; the average

delay -- again, not counting Ethiopia -- was 9.5 months. However, these

results must be qualified. The work showing the longest delay, one sec-

tion of the Western Highway in Honduras, was delayed not because the

original program was late but because additional works were added; the

original program was completed on time.

A better qualification of these results can be derived from Tables

16 to 19 in the Statistical Annex, which include figures by road sections.-

For example, cost overruns on the roads built by independent contractors

in Ethiopia vary from 36% in the Jima-Agaro road, to about 250% between

Gohassion and Dejen. In Thailand, two of three sections on the Chiengmai-

Lampang road showed important underruns, but the other had a substantial

overrun. The performance on different sections of the Adriatic Highway

is also different. Regarding delays, the estimates in Table IV-1 are

based on the date of completion of "all" works, and they obscure the

cases where the road was opened to traffic at an earlier date, or most

of the sections of a road were completed several months before the final

completion date. In Yugoslavia, the Belgrade-Paracin road was finally

completed in March 1965, but it had opened to traffic since November 1963;

what was left were two short sections that required additional work due

to terrain problems, and access works and overpasses. In Honduras, all

the original works included in the Western Highway improvement were com-

pleted by June 1961, as planned, but completion was extended until Decem-

ber 1962 because of the additional works included in the project. In

Ethiopia, the Jima-Agaro road was delayed one year, the Gohassion-Dejen

road (part of the Blue Nile road) three years, and the Jima-Bonga section

five years. On the whole, however, the details about road construction

in these projects reinforce our general conclusion about the good perfor-

mance found in terms of road construction. The exception is the Ethiopian

project, but this is a special case which is discussed later in this

chapter and will be taken up again in the analysis of institution building.

C. Causes of Delays and Cost Overruns

One of the interesting aspects of the study of project implementation

on a comparative basis is to see whether it is possible to find regularities

1/ Lack of detailed data made it impossible to make an analysis of

estimated and actual cost and schedules distinguishing between

quantity and unit cost overruns.
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among projects as to the causes of delays and overruns. Although a sample

of six projects is not large, the results suarized in Table IV-2 are

revealing. A study of the factors explaining delays and overruns suggests

that these factors can be grouped into four categories. The first are

those directly or indirectly derived from institutional difficulties,

either in the highways departments or in other public institutions. 
The

second are those related to engineering or technical aspects; 
the third

to economic and political, and the last comprise "acts of God." 
The

table also indicates for each factor whether it is a cause of delay or

of overrun although most factors will be a cause of both. We tried,

unsuccessfully, to rank these factors according to their relative impor-

tance in explaining the delays and overruns, but it was not possible with

the information available.

The general conclusions are, first, that institutional factors are

central in explaining the delays and overruns in Ethiopia; they are of

importance in Thailand, but apparently of little relevance 
in Honduras

and Yugoslavia. Secondly, all projects had some kind of technical prob-

lem: inadequate engineering, geological problems or inefficient 
or

inexperienced contractors. Finally, economic and political factors seem

to be of some importance in Ethiopia and Thailand only, where the 
mid-

course revision of project composition iuplied a considerable delay in

implementation.

The weakness of the Imperial Highway Authority (IEA) in Ethiopia

was a factor that permeated all aspects of road construction 
in that

country, and the distinction made in Table IV-2 does not fully 
reflect

the fact that this weakness also influenced those factors that have been

classified as technical or political. For example, the change in program

composition, an important cause of delay, was partially 
caused by a lack

of trust by the central government in the judgment of the IHA in selecting

a project (probably warranted); the inadequate original 
engineering esti-

mates could be traced to disputes between the IHA and the consultants who

prepared these estimates. However, direct institutional factors were very

important. The start of construction was delayed considerably due 
to IRA's

failure in preparing the final engineering specifications and, once started,

further delays were caused by the slow procedures in preparing equipment

specifications and in procuring the equipment. Our impression is that the

single most important cause of failure in road construction 
was the lack

of adequate supervision by the IRA, due to the fact that it did not have

the technical capacity to supervise a program of that size.

The effect of the institutional factors was compounded by IRA's in-

sistence on doing several hundred kilometers of betterment and improvement

works by force account instead of by independent contractors. These works

received the full impact of the institutional weakness and suffered from

lack of equipment and spare parts; equipment and funds were diverted to

other uses and construction was almost permanently hampered by shortage

of local funds. Regarding the construction done by independent contractors,

inadequate specifications and IHA supervision were the underlying cause of

the disputes that arose between the IRA and the contractors.

Institutional factors were less important in Thailand and they were

were largely the cause of delays rather than overruns. In some cases,
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such. as the delay in relocating utilities in 
the Nakorn Pathom-Petchburi

road, they are a reflection of inadequacies 
in institutions other than the

Highways Department itself. The Thai Highways Department does rely con-

siderably on outside consultants for preparation of detailed specifications

and supervison, but it has an organization capable of 
planning or super-

vising efficiently construction work done by 
independent contractors.

Honduras is a special case. The fact that the section in Table IV-2

corresponding to Honduras and to the institutional factors 
is practically

clean of marks cannot be interpreted as an indication 
that institutional

problems did not exist. They did, and are still acute. The main explana-

tion is the presence of a very good consulting firm 
that checked the

original specifications thoroughly, provided an excellent supervision 
of

the construction works and made suggestions 
that resulted in important

economies and improved quality of work. More than that, our investigation

suggests that it was the positive influence of 
the chief engineer in

Honduras of the consulting firm that explains 
the results. This conclusion

raises the issue of the trade-off between institutional 
strength and the

use of consultants. The latter could successfully direct a construction

program that otherwise would not have 
been possible.

Regarding the technical factors explaining the delays and overruns,

we would like to raise only one which has been classified as technical,

although it has a heavy institutional flavor; that of inefficient or,

rather, inexperienced contractors. Bad contractor performance was given

as one of the reasons for delays and overruns 
on one section of the

Adriatic Highway in Yugoslavia, but we have not 
been able to learn much

about it; however, the final impact of the bad performance was minor.

Here, all bids were won by Yugoslav contractors, and 
their overall per-

formance was considered very good. We do have more information about

three other cases, two in Honduras and one in Thailand, which happened

to be the only ones in which international competitive 
bidding procedures

awarded the contract to either a local contractor 
or a contractor from a

neighboring developing country, the three 
of them relatively inexperienced.

In Thailand, one of the sections of the Chiengmai-Lampang 
road was

awarded to a Thai contractor who apparently underbid, 
had serious internal

management problems and went bankrupt before 
completion of construction;

the Highways Department had to complete the job (about 107 of the total

works) by force account. In Honduras, the contract for the Northern road

was awarded to a Venezuelan firm with Italian 
connections. As it became

clear later, the firm underbid by about one million dollars. 
The con-

tractor soon faced serious financial difficulties, had problems exporting

equipment and working capital from Venezuela, 
and its management was very

weak. It also ended in bankruptcy. As a consequence, construction was

inefficiently carried out, the completion date considerably delayed and

final costs higher than estimated. The fact that the road was built at

all has to be attributed to the very good supervision work done by 
the

consultants. Finally, bids on the Southern Highway in Honduras 
were won

by a consortium of Central American contractors. 
The consortium' s per-

formance was considered inadequate but this time they did 
not go bankrupt

and the works were only delayed.

It is unlikely that any of these three contractors 
would have been

able to win a bid with the existing Bank pre-qualification 
procedures,

but this raises the broader question of possible measures 
to increase
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the Bank's contribution to development by expressly promoting the local
contracting industry, which is the subject of a recent report to the Board.-

D. The Bank's Participation

The long time that elapsed between the first Ethiopian roads in the

late 1950s and the Thai roads completed in the late 1960s makes it very
difficult to have an assessment of the Bank's participation in these six

projects that is independent from the evolution of the Bank's thinking
during the period. What is clear, as it has been clear in previous
evaluation studies, is the Bank's learning process. In this study, it
is reflected in the clear improvements and stricter discipline in the

preparation of the third and fourth Ethiopian projects, to the extent
that the difficulties experienced in the second project appear not to
have recurred. In the next chapter we illustrate the Bank's itaproved

performance regarding project implementation in Ethiopia and Thailand.

Regarding road construction as such, the Bank's covenants and con-
ditions have been standard for many years: international competitive
bidding, a clear definition of design standards and use of consultants
for the preparation of engineering specifications and work supervision.
On the whole, loan conditions were adhered to without major problems
worth reporting.

The application of international competitive bidding conditions

gave rise to some problems. In Yugoslavia, it was reluctantly accepted
to begin with but in the end no foreign bids were received and all con-
tracts were awarded to local firms. Moreover, it was not possible for us

to establish clearly whether international competitive bidding was truly
effective. In investigating why the foreign firms that were originally inter-
ested in the contracts never presented bids, the firms expressed the view
that the foreign exchange regulations existing in Yugoslavia at that time

prevented the repatriation of all profits and imposed limiting conditions
on foreign personnel. The award of contracts to some inexperienced con-

tractors in Honduras and Thailand can also be attributed partially to the

bidding procedures applied at the time, although the Bank expressed.concern
about the quality of those contractors.

The high level of mechanization used in construction in Ethiopia
and Honduras resulted in serious delays due to difficulties in equipment
availability and handling. Even in the late 1950a the Bank vas aware
that those construction methods were not particularly suited to the
realities of these countries, especially to the capacity of the highways

diepartments to use and maintain complex equipment, but no action was taken
.0 find alternative solutions. In Yugoslavia, insistence on competitive
Jidding, which in practice required the use of modern construction

- methods, has been in the long run very positive, The Bank promoted it

1/ "Promotion of Domestic Construction Industries in Developing Countries,"
July 12, 1973 (R73-177).
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through the use of more equipment and 
the awarding of contracts for

stretches of roads longer than what were usual 
in the country, thus

inducing modern construction methods. This imposition turned out to

be an excellent training ground for Yugoslav firms which by now 
are

competitive in the international markets. 
-This positive result could

only have been obtained due to the experience 
already accumulated by

the Yugoslav construction companies.

The Bank's role in the Ethiopian project 
is a special case. In

retrospect, to go ahead with such a large construction 
program in the

late 1950s implied a miscalculation of the capacities of the IRA, which

was exacerbated by the Bank's acceptance that a large proportion of 
the

construction be done by force account using IRA's own forces. In retro-

spect, it can be said that this force account construction 
was a good,

but expensive, training for IHA. Moreover, although the Bank was aware

of the weakness of the IHA, its supervision was weak compared to the

supervision the Bank was doing for other bettet organized projects,

and supervision was mainly concentrated on those roads that were being

built by independent contractors. Proof of this statement is the fact

that we know very little about what really happened on the roads built

under force account. Finally, and again knowing the enormous difficul-

ties faced by the IRA, the Bank followed a "hands-off" policy on the

disputes between contractors and the IHA which 
was in line with Bank

practice but perhaps inadequate in the context of 
the Ethiopian project;

the Bank did help later to establish procedures for preventing disputes

and for settlement through arbitration. 
Some of the disputes took more

than 10 years to be solved.
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CHAPTER V

Institution Building in Ethiopia and Thailand

A. Introduction

The development of the highway institutions in Ethiopia 
and in

Thailand has been a continuous concern of the Bank through the five

projects it has financed in each country (Tables 
o- to 1-3). The

Bank's goals have been to promote the efficiency of the highway organi-

zations and, at the same time, to ensure the execution of highway

projects. The results of these institution-building 
efforts with the

Imperial Highway Authority in Ethiopia (IHA) since 1951 and 
with the

Department of Highways in Thailand (Te) since 
1963 are similar: both

institutions are now better equipped for undertaking their 
basic tasks,

which are to plan, prepare and supervise the execution of highway 
proj-

ects. Both are now better organized institutions, 
their technical plan-

ning has considerably improved 
and they are capable of managing important

highway projects. But partly due to local constraints, 
improvements are

still needed in three critical areas: modern management methods,

economic planning, and maintenance. Tables V-1 and V-2 summarize the

evolution of the IHA and TDR institutional 
structures.

Through the 20-year period which 
covers Bank activities in both

countries, accomplishments were greater and progress faster 
when the

objectives of institution building and of road 
construction were clearly

defined and differentiated and, more importantly, when 
the institution-

building effort was programed in detail and treated 
as a technical

assistance project. In Ethiopia, both road construction and institution

building progressed slowly during the First and Second 
Highway Projects

(1951-1963), when the relationship between the two 
efforts was not cleary

defined, but road construction improved considerably in 
the Third and

Fourth Projects (1963 and 1968) when it was handled separately 
by con-

sultants and contractors. Similarly, bsdtitution-building efforts have

been more successful since 1968, when they were 
based on a detailed prog-

ram. In Thailand, all Bank projects were successfully executed largely be-

cause they were in the charge of independent contractors, 
and the Department

of Highways was not unduly overburdened. The precise definition of the

institution-building effort, and its relation to the road building proj-

ect, turned out to be crucial in these 
two countries.

The chapter has been divided into 
three main sections, beyond this

Introduction. Section B presents the results of the study of the insti-

tution-building efforts in Ethiopia, and section C in Thailand. Finally,

section D contains the analysis, from a comparative perspective, of four

issues: management effectiveness, training, highway planning and main-

tenance.
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B. The Imperial Highway Authority in Ethiopia

The Bank has been associated with the IRA since its creation -- at
the Bank's suggestion -- in 1951. It has financed 50% (US$60 million) of
IHA's cumulative investments, and about 7% of its loans (US$4 million)
have been directly devoted'to institution-building efforts (Table V-3).
The long relationship between the IRA and the Bank can be divided into
three periods: (1) 1951-1963, when the First and Second Highway Projects
were implemented and when IRA was managed by the U.S. Bureau of Public
Roads (BPR) with progressive participation of Ethiopian personnel;
(2) 1963-1967, which coincides with the Third Highway Project, when the
agency was largely under Ethiopian management, but with consultants
filling important positions such as Deputy General Manager, Administra-
tive Manager, and the Chiefs of Engineering and Maintenance; and (3) 1967-
1972, which covers the Fourth Project and includes the implementation of
a major reorganization of IRA, especially in the areas of management
coordination and control, followed by a considerable reduction of expa-
triate assistance.

The first period begins with the actual establishment of IHA in 1951.
As a condition of lending for the First Highway Project, the Bank required.
that the Government transfer responsibility for roads from the Ministry of
Public Works to an autonomous public agency. In promoting the establish-
ment of IHA, the Bank faced the double task of helping to set up a highway
organization where none existed before and of implementing at the same
time the rehabilitation of most of the road network. The original solu-
tion was that IRA should be set up and operated by expatriate management
to ensure efficient project implementation and to help achieve the very
broad institution-building objective at the time, which was to train
Ethiopians to take over from expatriate management a well-established
organization sometime in the future. These institution-building objec-
tives were not specified and there was no clear distinction between BPR's
role in executing the road rehabilitation program and its institution-
building tasks. Neither the appraisal report, the loan agreement nor
the contract with BPR contained detailed terms of reference for institu-
tion building. However, several factors indicate that the Bank in fact
gave first priority to the road rehabilitation program. The purpose of
the project, stated in the loan agreement, was to permit the Borrower
"to derive as quickly as possible from the road system the maximum eco-
nomic benefits." To this end, the Bank concentrated on ensuring the
availability of local funds and on securing complete management auto-
nomy in operations. The institution-building effort was not discussed
beyond the three years that the rehabilitation program was expected to
last.

BPR ultimately stayed 12 years (until 1963), during which period the
Second Highway Program was carried out. This was, at times, a turbulent
period, especially the second half of it, but several accomplishments can
be reported. First and foremost, there was the sheer establishment of a
highway agency, a development that should not be underestimated under
the general conditions prevailing in Ethiopia in the early 1950s. The
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training program, which was greatly accelerated after 1955, meant that

by 1963 Ethiopian personnel could take over most of the management

functions, although expatriate assistance was needed in deputy posi-

tions. By 1963, 75% of the engineering staff (most of them at headquar-

ters), practically all administrative personnel and 94% of the staff in

construction and maintenance were Ethiopian, but expatriates continued

to occupy many of the supervisory positions. Training was one of BPR's

major contributions, particularly at the middle and lover levels, along

with the establishment of a local training center for equipment operators

and other skilled personnel. In addition, BPR helped to set up a main-

tenance organization and the beginnings of systematic maintenance.

However, progress was slow in these 12 years. True, Ethiopia manage-

ment was able to take over in 1963, but they did not inherit an efficient

organization. The IHA was divided according to four major functions,

Engineering, Administration, Planning and Training, but responsibilitie

and lines of authority within each of these functions were not clearly

differentiated. Management had difficulties in building an effective

x.ain of command, particularly for coordinating administration and

engineering functions and for controlling the field districts. 
Finan-

eial management was weak and the IRA was unable to present to the Board

;ntil 1961 a proper budget with justifications and detailed estimates --

, important factor in the IRA's difficulties with the Ministry of 
Finance.

Highway planning as such cannot be said to have started until after 1963,

when the lessons of the Second Highway Project led to better surveying and

cost estimating. Also, the maintenance organization in 1963 was inade-

quate for accomplishing the work which resulted from the new roads 
built

under the Second Highway Project; this was due to lack of funds, inadequately

maintained equipment, and to the fact that the existing organization was

not prepared for routine operations as the greater part of the work had

consisted until then of betterment jobs.

We can group the causes of slow progress into five main factors.

First, BPR management was mainly interested in project implementation,

and institutional improvement clearly had second priority. The lack of

clear definition of the institution-building objectives allowed BPR to

concentrate on the field operations related to road construction, and to

limit its institutional efforts to training Ethiopians to operate the

large amount of equipment that was brought in for the rehabilitation

program. Training beyond the level of equipment operators was started only

a 1955-56, after heavy Bank pressure. The BPR emphasis on field oper-

_ions is reflected in the fact that the organization of headquarters

,as neglected at least until the late 1950s. The office of the Chief

Engineer, which was mainly interested in operations, was dominant at

headquarters during most of BPR's tenure. Also, of the 23 BPR staff

in 1955, 12 were equipment specialists, an unbalanced staff composition

in view of BPR's multiple objectives.

The second factor was the uneven quality of BPR's staff and diffi-

culties in staffing BPR's team. At times only the Director and the two

Senior Engineers were from BPR's regular staff; turnover was high and
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even the Director had to be changed every two years. One of the main

problems at the outset of the Second Highway Project in 1955 was a poor

Director who, nevertheless, remained for two years until reoved at the

Bank's insistence. Staff was not provided in sufficient numbers in many

areas, particularly in Engineering, due to a worldwide shortage of engi-

neers in the latter 1950s and to Board requirements to hire less expensive

European engineers.

The third factor was political difficulties that arose in the mid-

1950s, which became reflected in the tension between IXA management (the

BPR) and the Board, representing the Ethiopian Government. The Board had

played a passive role until 1956, in part due to the 
simple nature of

the rehabilitation works undertaken until that date. But several problems

centered around procurement procedures -- the Board alleging that BPR's

equipment specifications unduly favored U.S. suppliers -- the Government a

concern about foreign management of highway operations, and the much larger

use of the country's resources implicit in the Second Highway Program (see

Table V-3) led the Board to revise the Second Project already approved by

the Bank .and to try to take over most of the management functions, espe-

cially in procurement, awarding of contracts, and highway planning.

Board-Management tensions, particularly between 1956 and 1959, 
diverted

attentior, from institution-building efforts at a time when organizational

problems needed to be corrected.

The fourth factor in the slow progress made were the local conditions

prevailing in Ethiopia at that time, particularly the fact that the lack

of people with the required educational background 
-- at all levels --

made the problem of staffing and training very difficult. At one point,

the IRA made an agreement with the Government to have an annual quota of

college graduates assigned to the IRA, but the agreement was fulfilled

irregularly and for two or three years only. In addition, the weakness

of other institutions with which the IRA had to deal, such as the Ministry

of Agriculture, made planning difficult. The difficulties of the Ministry

of Finance in procuring local funds greatly delayed IHA activities.

Finally, the Bank's approach to institution building during the 1950s

and early 1960s shied away from close involvement in the details of 
institu-

tional improvements. The Bank's involvement in institutional matters was

limited to those aspects directly relevant to project implementation, such

as availability of local funds or budget preparation. When inefficient

management interfered with the preparation and implementation 
of the

Second Project, the Bank did not go much beyond reminding the Ethiopian

Government that it was free to change BPR for more capable management in

order to strengthen the project. This meant that one element that would

have been central in pushing for faster progress -- the Bank's influence --

was lacking. For example, in the first major review of progress in January

1955, the Bank's institution-building perspective was focussed 
on the

broader principles of organization, concluding that the system of 
an

independent authority was probably the most suitable instrument 
to carry

out the Bank-financed program and that, given the limited functioning of

the Board, the success of the Authority depended very much on the competence
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of the Director. Thus, although in January 1957 the Bank was aware of

the IRA's inadequacies, its action was limited to removing the incompetent

-irector. More importantly, the Bank agreed to finance the Second Proj-

ect -- a major construction program -- at the time when the IRA had barely

made progress and it was clear that the IRA could not cope with all the

tasks that it was supposed to accomplish.

The second.period, 1963-1968, extends from the departure of BPR

until the new institution-building efforts connected with the Fourth

Highway Project. With the Third Project in 1963, the Bank proposed a

change in approach to institutional improvements, in particular in two

respects. First, the distinction between road construction and institu-

tion-building objectives was more clearly defined, with road design,

construction and supervision largely in the charge of contractors and

consultants. IHA participation was limited to initial design and an 800-

km asphalting program to be carried out in part by contract if the IRA's

performance appeared to be lagging. Second, institution-building efforts

.ere to be handled by a separate team of consultants experienced in high-

w/ administration in developing countries. However, the terms of refer-

e1ce of these consultants did not specify organizational objectiies or

whiether they should have advisory or executive responsibilities.

The clearer distinction between institution-building and road

construction objectives meant that progress on the latter was greater

than in the two previous programs. The project was completed with an

average 18 months delay and although the main cause of delay was a

contractor's inefficiency, there were still some misunderstandings between

contractors and the IRA about technical specifications. There were no

cost overruns , but contractors' claims were still a problem; the orig-

inal bids had been too low for the quality of work expected, which was

enforced through better supervision by consultants. The IRA'a force

account performance on the asphalting program encountered severaf prob-

lems and the work was also completed with an 18-month delay.

Although progress during this second period was faster than during

the first one, it was still hampered by the lack of definition of the

efforts to be undertaken. The newly Ethiopianized organization was

feeling its way and, for a time, a strong Manager together with an able

dinistrator permitted better works coordination. Board-Management

oroblems were eliminated and there was good-progress.in the technical

pects of project preparation and in establishing a procedure for

-venting and settling contractor disputes. However, progress on

...eral areas was still difficult: overall management and financial

rocedures did not improve much; there was no progress in maintenance

operations because of a lack of funds and of qualified staff, which

suggests that the training programs were insufficient. Consultant assist-

ance was severely hampered by persistent conflicts with IHA staff over

respective responsibilities. In practice, the fact that responsibility

for both road construction and management assistance rested with the same

consulting firm tended to orient most of the consultants' work to the

project; institution-building tasks were felt to be adequately discharged
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in day-to-day informal consultations 
and did not receive the special

concentration originally envisaged.

The Bank continued to concentrate its efforts in those 
institu-

tional measunks closely associated 
with promoting efficient execution

of the road constuction program, 
such as assuring a regular flow 

of

local funds, financing mechanization of IRA's accounting system, and,

most notably, setting up procedures to help prevent and resolve contrac-

tor disputes. The need to reorganize the IHA 
in order to improve coor-

dination within and among its 
different divisions was still recognized

by everybody concerned, but the 
Bank did not actively promote 

it until

1965.

The third period begins in 1968 with 
the Fourth Highway Project,

and the implementation of a 
omprehensive reorganization 

study that the

Bank had sponsored in 1966,1 
which recommended a new organizational

structure to reflect greater delegation 
of responsibility and changes

in administrative practices and 
in maintenance. Its main thrust was

to improve coordination between related 
functions in Engineering and

Administration (compare Annex Charts Ia and lb) and to modernize adminis-

trative procedures.

In this Fourth Project the clearer 
distinction between construction

and institutional improvements was maintained, but 
the Bank took a much

more systematic approach to institution building. In addition, IHA

participation in the execution of 
the project was expanded, reflecting

the institutional improvements 
already achieved. The Bank conceived

the implementation of the reorganization 
of the IRA as a technical assist-

ance program and a principal project 
component. It provided for 12 tech-

nical experts in the areas of engineering, 
management methods, maintenance,

and for an overseas training program. 
The implementation process was 

to

follow an agreed time schedule tied to loan disbursements. 
As the project

roads were intended to induce important increases 
in agricultural produc-

tion, the Bank promoted better economic 
planning, requiring that road

construction be coordinated with specific agricultural 
projects. Also,

at this point the Ethiopian Government understood 
better the rationale

of the Bank's conditions and 
was prepared to accept them.

On the project side, the Bank demanded stricter discipline 
in project

preparation, insisting on feasibility 
studies and review of design by con-

sultants. it continued to demand supervision by consultants 
and construc-

tion by international contractors, except that trained IRA staff were given

the opportunity to participate in the supervision 
of some contracts and the

IRA was responsible for administering 
the contractor's work.

Although it is somewhat early to assess the full impact of this

Fourth Project, it is clear that the IRA has been improving 
faster since

1/ The study was conducted by the Public 
Administration Service (PAS),

a management consulting firm.
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1968. In addition to the improvements we have already mentioned, the
agency can now do better technical planning, advance surveying and cost
estimating than before, and can produce feasibility studies that bear
comparison with similar work prepared by international consultaits.
Also, the administration of the IRA has improved considerably. However,
progress has been relatively slower in financial management, Maintenance
and equipment operations and the coordination of economic planning with
other agencies. As regards the other major objective, road construction
proceeded satisfactorily, although it started with over one year's delay
due to problems in the handling of tender documents and contractor pre-
qualifications. The irrigation scheme associated with one of the roads
has been prepared by the Government and recently financed by the Bank.

C. The Department of Highways in Thailand

The Bank has been closely associated with the TDH since 1963,
"inancing about 25% (US$100 million) of its investments; about US$2 mil-
.ion have been devoted directly to institution-building efforts. (Table
,,-4).

The Bank first studied the TDH in 1953, when it vas approached by
,ne Thai Government to help finance a major highway program. A loan
wi not made at the time because the Thais did not accept the Bank's
conditions to reshape the program within the limits of the TI's capaci-
ties. At the time, the Bank had in mind a small project together with
a detailed institution-building plan aimed at a general strengthening
o-2 the TDH. In 1963, when the Bank was approached again, the TDH was
still a weak institution, despite four years of USAID technical assist-
arce between 1958 and 1962. The organization was highly centralized
i-. suffered from considerable overlapping of responsibilities; budget-
ing was done to meet an estimate of the Department's financial needs
but without reference to specific programs, and poor expenditure fore-
casting resulted in chronic shortages of funds. In addition, economic
planning was practically non-existent and engineering and supervision
weak.11

However, the main objective of the 1963 project was to build a
number of high priority roads; institutional weaknesses were recognized
and an action program was designed to improve selected aspects of the
- operation, but the institution building was not integral to the program,
, - had been planned in 1953. Road construction did not depend on the
,'s technical capabilities as design, engineering and supervision of

-;ie roads were assigned to consultants and construction to international
.ontractors.

1/ Technical and management weaknesses of the TDH were cited by a
USAID report of October 1962 as the cause for two important
U.S.-financed projects at the time (Bangkok-Saraburi and Korat-
Nonghai) to fall 50% behind schedule.
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The institution-building effort covered three areas: 
a) reorgan-

ization of the TDH following the recommendations of a 
1962 study by the

Public Administration Service (PAS) financed by USAID, 
in order to bring

about a decentralization of management, eliminate duplication of functions,

and revise administrative practices in favor of modern 
methods, especially

in budgeting and accounting; b) improving technical operations, with par-

ticular emphasis on maintenance and planning; and c) training technical

and engineering staff. Apart from the reorganization (which was imple-

mented in 1967),.! these objectives were reinforced under successive

projects in 1966, 1968 and 1969, by providing continued advisory 
services,

another allocation for overseas training, and workshop 
equipment to sup-

port maintenance operations.

As a result of these efforts, the Department of Highways is better

organized now than in the early 1960s. The decentralized organization

(shown in Annex Chart 2b) in which three Deputy Directorates each have

jurisdiction for separate functional areas, facilitates management through

clearer boundaries of authority and better defined responsibilities, and

has largely eliminated previous duplication in procedures, 
especially in

budgeting and accounting. The planning unit is now equipped with a data

system which is sufficient for the preparation 
of simple feasibility

studies. In maintenance, there has been improvement in planning and

regularizing routine operations, and progress has been shown in organiz-

ing periodic maintenance. The organization of field shops has been

streamlined and decentralized to permit quick routine equipment

maintenance and repairs and systematic handling 
of major overhauls in

regional workshops.

Progress was also accomplished in technical operations: 
design

specifications adapted to Thai conditions 
have been developed and the

Construction Division has established and tested a procedure for pre-

qualifying and supervising contractors. Finally, the overseas trainnqg.

program has contributed somewhat to improving the technical capability

of the more senior personnel and small local training programs for

mechanics and equipment operators have been set up.

However, some of the organizational and technical changes 
described

above have had so far a limited impact on the effectiveness 
of adminis-

tration and operations. Management has not fully utilized the modernized

tools and procedures made available through the reorganization. 
In plan-

ning, there has been little application of analytical 
methods although the

data basis for such work is fully established. 
The organization of main-

tenance has been the most difficult area of change, 
due partly to unclear

policies regarding the separation of road 
improvements from purely main-

tenance operations. Qualified maintenance personnel, particularly in the

1/ The implementation was scheduled for 1963-1965 
and then extended to

1967 under continued USAID financing of a general technical assistance

program for the reform of various government 
agencies.
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districts, are short; consequently, supervision of maintenance operations

is less intensive than desired. The planning of periodic (as opposed

-o routine) maintenance has not improved sufficiently and there is now a

sizeable work backlog.

The training program was not designed to have an imimediate impact

and it does not meet the greater part of the shortage of experience in

planning, maintenance and engineering.

The factors that prevented a faster progress in these institution-

building efforts are, in many ways, similar to those found in Ethiopia.

The dilemma between road construction and institution building did not

arise, but the latter still received insufficient support from management.

The Bank on the other hand did not follow closely the mechanics of im-

plementing the institution-building objectives and, until recently,

exercised little pressure.on the TDH regarding these objectives. The

fact that institution-building objectives were defined only in general

terms meant that it was difficult to control progress and allowed the

consultants in charge of the effort to divert their attention to issues

r3lated to road construction.

Due to the priority assigned to it and to the efficient performance

the TDH in managing independent contractors and consultants, road

construction proceeded satisfactorily with only minor delays and over-

runs, especially after the first project. The Government's eight-year

program was mostly accomplished.

D. Special Issues

The previous sections have highlighted the importance of the compa-

cibility of road construction and institution-building objectives in the

Bank's activities in Ethiopia and Thailand, and the need to clearly define

action programs designed to improve institutions. They also showed that

aside from these general problems about the approach and the priority

given to institution-building efforts, several issues kept appearing as

causes of difficulties and as central in the approach followed in insti-

tution building. These issues are: (1) Management effectiveness and

organizational change, (2) Manpower development and training, (3) Plan-

ning, and (4) Maintenance operations. The purpose of this section is to

discuss these subjects further.

1. Management Effectiveness and Organizational Change

Inadequate "management" kept appearing in the study as a major cause

of the difficulties found in implementing the construction and maintenance

programs and the institution-building efforts. Adequate or inadequate

management is difficult to define, because it is a function that includes

most of the activities discussed here, such as planning, project prepara-

tion, supervision or maintenance. Broadly defined, management is the

ability to mobilize an organization to plan and implement programs within

realistic time schedules, and to change to meet new requirements. This
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ability rests on maintaining a proper relationship between the organiza-

tion's structure and methods of operation and the nature of its activities.

The essential principles that inform management capabilities are: (a) clear

division of functions and responsibilities, including delegation of autho-

rity and control; (b) a decision-making process based on systematic present-

ation of information; (c) an effective reporting system based on modern

concepts; and (d) centralized budgeting and accounting.

The Bank's objectives in relation to management methods and proce-

dures in the two countries were usually specified in terms of promoting

reorganization programs or measures to improve the data collection, reporting

or budgeting procedures. The achievements are many and are reflected in the

overall improvement of the IHA and the TDH, especially their new organiza-

tional structures and improved budgeting and accounting procedures. However,

major progress is still possible in both institutions. Management has been

slow in making full use of the new formal organization and modernized

administrative processes and functions. A typical example is that most

decision-making continues to be undertaken by the General Manager in the

IHA or the Director in the TDH through informal processes, and delegatLon

of authority is limited. Also, Bank supervision reports still note that

there is at times insufficient coordination among divisions and within them.

In Thailand, the slow progress in management is reflected in a few

indicators (Table V-4). Since the reorganization phase in 1965, expendi-

tures on administration have declined only slightly in relation to the

total, and overstaffing is shown in the rapid growth of civil service

personnel reaching in 1972 nearly three times the level of 1965; over-

staffing is also reflected in the decline of the average number of high-

way kms per civil service employee from 10 to 5 during the 1965-1971

period. In Ethiopia, progress has been particularly difficult in the

implementation of modern management methods such as accounting, where

expenditures are not yet adequately separated according to podern prin-

ciples, or equipment management, where it has not yet been possible co

produce regular work programs which are coordinated with maintenance needs.

Perhaps the best indication of management weakness is the continued delay

of the IHA in accomplishing planned programs (Table V-3). In the 1969-1973

Plan capital expenditures in the first four years were 50% of the planned

figures, but physical accomplishments in terms of ks were only 25% of

target. At the same time, there has been a continued rise of administra-

tive expenditures in relation to the total.

The causes of the difficulties found in achieving faster progress

in management can be grouped under three closely interrelated headings.

First, tradition and resistance to change make acceptance of new methods

difficult. Second, management was not fully involved in the planning of

the improvement measures proposed by the Bank and the consultants. Third,

local conditions and especially the skills of the available personnel

were not taken adequately into account in the design of the improvement

efforts.
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Regarding the first of these causes, resistance to change has been

a problem in both Ethiopia and Thailand, but with substantial differences.

I- bith countries, decision-making is based on traditional factors, prin-
cipally political status, age and hierarchical authority, and management
does not find it necessary to rely on modern techniques. In the TDE

budgetary planning continues to be done by the higher echelons in the

organization on the basis of their past experience and on estimates of
future needs without attempting to analyze the financial information
available through the greatly improved budgeting and accounting system.

However, while traditional management in Ethiopia had difficulties
in executing adequately road construction programs, the situation of the
TDH in Thailand is paradoxical, because the TDH can show an impressive
record of accomplishments since 1965 in highway expansion, particularly
in asphalted construction. It is clear that, with considerable help of
independent contractors and consultants, the traditional management at
the TDH has been successful in undertaking important programs. It is
doubtful, however, whether traditional management will be able to cope
succ'.ssfully with more complex conditions, particularly in engineering
and planning, when the Department will move to secondary and rural roads,
and when priorities will not be as obvious as before.

The second cause of slow progress is the limited participation_
thac the local management had in the preparation of several programs
designed to improve management methods. This problem was particularly
acute in the IHA where the implementation of modern methods in several
areas in 1968 (financial and equipment management) met with considerable
difficulties in part because the IHA's management was not involved in the

iesign of those methods and was unable to effectively supervise their im-
lpementation. In addition, both the consultants and the Bank mistakenly

declined in 1966 the advice of the IHA's General Manager for a two-phased
program of reorganization to facilitate implementation and did not accept
his view that the proposed structure was inadequate because too many
divisions continued to report to him. Beyond these broad issues, managers
in both institutions were not involved in the preparation of manuals for
their respective functions and many of the staff did not understand them.

The lack of active management intervention was a major factor in ex-
plaining the insufficient consideration given to local factors in the
design of institution-building efforts. At a general level; these efforts
clashed with goverrment or civil service rules that encourage overstaffing,
an uncompetitive salary structure and inadequate incentives dominated by
seniority status. If these obstacles were carefully taken into account,
perhaps ways could have been found to complement civil service status
with performance standards, incentives and a general outlook linked directly
to efficient highway operations. At a more specific level, manuals and
data systems were prepared by the consultants in accordance with precon-
ceived managerial procedures more appropriate to an ongoing efficient
organization rather than a new organization with shortage of skills and
burdened with traditional work habits. In Ethiopia, this factor largely
explains the difficulty in the late 1960s of implementing a complex
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accounting system whose Valli depends on accurate financial reporting

when there were three qualified accountants in 
the organizacion and when

many district personnel hardly understand the use of statistics and

cannot fill the required number of daily entries. For similar reasons

a complicated manual for equipment and spare parts is undergoiLng revision

after the consultants had left.

A final factqr in this management issue is that the Bank was not

prepared to exercise sufficient leverage on the government or on manage-

ment to secure faster progress on several measures designed to improve

management methods and efficiency; the leverage was used mainly to ensure

the implementation of the road construction program. The Bank noted in

1968, for instance, that contrary to loan agreements, progress in the

reorganization of the MHA in Ethiopia had fallen far behind the agreed

schedule, which was supposed to be tied to loan disbursements. Yet in

the end it accepted an inadequate justification of delays contained in

a progress report delivered six months 
behind schedule. In Thailand

the last year of the implementation of the reorganization 
(1967) was

hampered by differences within the Thai Bureau 
of the Budget, which was

overseeing PAS work in the TDH. When the Bureau reduced by half the

counterpart assistance working with PAS in the TR, the Bank did not

report it. Although there are limits to the use of leverage, 
it would

seem that more detailed supervision based on a monitoring system can help

to meet problems before they build up into major 
issues.

2. Manpower Development and Training

Shortage of qualified staff at all levels has 
prompted the Bank to

promote training programs in Thailand 
and in Ethiopia. Although there

is no established way of evaluating the effectiveness of training, 
it

appears, first, that the training programs have been moderately 
success-

ful, particularly in Ethiopia, and, second, that they can be improved

through better design to help solve manpower needs 
faster. The accomplish-

ments of the BPR's training function in Ethiopia 
can be seen in the fact

that after 12 years in the IHA, and despite serious constraints, it did

turn out a sufficient number of Ethiopians with adequate technical 
compe-

tence at all levels to take over a highway organization of 3,000 regular

employees. The greatest achievement of BPR was to build a local capacity

for training. Over the 1957-1971 period the number of local trainees was

2,380, including engineers, foremen, heavy equipment operators, and mech-

anics, and equivalent to 70% of total present IHA staff, compared with

26 overseas trainees financed by the Bank from 1968 to 1972 (Table V-3).

In Thailand, the Bank-financed training program has broadly improved 
in

qualitative terms the Department's capabilities; 
35 staff members were

trained in engineering and administration over three 
to twenty-four-month

periods between 1965 and 1971. These figures represent about 6% of the

504 engineers/technicians and 97 administrators working 
in the TrH in 1972.

In addition, 52 mechanics and operators were sent on training 
visits to

neighboring Malaysia (Annex Tables 20 and 21).
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However, both training programs have not solved the substantial
shortages of qualified personnel and the problem of inadequate experience
of many trainees. The question, therefore, arises whether the programs
could have been more closely tailored to meet the manpower needs of each
institution. Bank-financed training in Thailand seems to have been geared
more toward the professional and career advancement of candidates than to
produce skills to fill immediate needs: 18 trainees received post-
graduate academic degrees, with no practical training; 5 received degrees
and a few months' practice, and 12 practical training only. The long
duration of academic training (about two years) seems disproportionate
to that of practical training (3 to 7 months) as well as to the urgency
of manpower needs. Overseas programs for Thais were fraught with diffi-
culties arising from language problems and inadequate preparation for
encrance into overseas universities. Moreover, it seems that the funds.
spent on training visits of 10 to 15 days' duration to neighboring Malaysia
for mechanics and operators would have been better utilized in improving
local training of the same type.

By contrast, the approach followed in Ethiopia was almost entirely
practical, beginning with BPR's equipment training, supplemented after
1956-67 with practical training courses and on-the-job training in engi-
neering and administration. The Bank-financed overseas programs concentrated
on mechanics (18 out of 26 trainees); four trainees had a few months prac-
ical exposure to U.S. highway administration, three studied engineering
,_ one year and one trainee completed a 15 months' course in transport

economics.

Finally, interviews with trainees in both institutions gave grounds
for some concern as to the utilization of their skills -- in placing them
within the organization and in giving incentives to use newly acquired
knowledge. Apparently, their skills are not fully utilized.

3. Planning

The improvement of highway planning has been one of the highest
priorities in the Bank's institution-building objectives. Although it is
difficult to say what the precise expectations of the Bank were, it seems
that the goal was to enable the highway departments to prepare highway
programs that were technically and economically sound. In the TDH in
Thailand, assistance in improving planning was channeled'through the
technical consultants; in the IHA it was part of the general reorganiza-
tion. The Bank participated directly in helping the planning process
for the projects it financed, especially in Thailand, where Bank staff
had a major role in preparing the 1963-70 eight-year program, showing
Thai personnel what kind of data to collect and what analysis was needed.
Further, the Bank financed a feeder roads study which is the basis for
part of the current Fifth Project and reviewed the terms of reference
of a transport coordination study financed by the USAID.L/ In Ethiopia,

Thailand Transport Coordination Study, by Wilbur Smith/Lyon Associates,
1970.
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the Bank made the coordination of road building 
with specific agricul-

tural investments a loan condition under the Fourth Highway Project and

to further such coordination the Bank is currently 
providing technical

assistance to the National Planning Organization. 
The Bank was, moreover,

executing agent for a UNDP General Roads 
Study,Il which was to review

the general conditions of highways in the country, and to identify future

projects. Assistance in planning rural roads and in strengthening 
the

planning unit of the IHA was also, as mentioned earlier, part of the

Fifth Project.

Progress in the realization of the Bank's objectives has been

similar for both institutions, mostly in the technical 
aspects of plan-

ning. Substantial progress was made toward 
the systematic collection

and preparation of technical data. 
The IHA has now improved traffic

counts, origin/destination surveys, highway 
cost estimates, and advance

surveying methods. A road inventory has been recently completed. 
The

IHA has also the capability of doing feasibility 
studies and simple

cost-benefit calculations. These, as well as a more advanced highway

classification and adequacy rating syttem, are also 
part of the plan-

ning process of the Thai Department of Highways.

Progress in the economic aspects of 
planning has been slower than

in the technical aspects. In general, the attention paid to economic

factors in both countries has been inadequate. In Thailand, the TDH

performed poorly in the preparation 
of the new Five-Year Plan. The Bank

found in 1970 that projects included in the 
Plan, after seven years of

consultant assistance, had little economic justification. 
According to

the consultant's reports (T.P. O'Sullivan), even roads with very low

rates of return were included in the program, 
whereas on some roads a

different approach to design and engineering 
would have produced the same

benefits with one-third of the costs.

Similar shortcomings are faced in Ethiopia. 
Highway planning in the

IHA still consists of selecting projects that 
pass a feasibility test and

combining them into a program without elaboration 
of priorities. More

seriously, feasibility studies seem to be prepared 
in accordance with

predetermined design standards because roads 
are classified according

to their expected function -- primary, secondary, or feeder -- rather

than to the traffic volume they are expected to bear. 
In practice,

the IHA seems to concentrate its efforts on high standard roads, a

fact illustrated by the report of the Planning Comission's Transport

Division, mentioned above, which anticipates 
that by the end of the

Five-Year Plan period (1969-1973), physical implementation 
would be as

follows: 72% for primary, 47% for secondary, and 31% for feeder 
roads.

The interactions of highways with other economic 
activities are

seldom taken into account. In Thailand, highway investments are con-

sidered together with other investments by the National Economic

1/ Ethiopia General Road Study, UNDP (prepared by 
Rendel, Palmer and

Tritton, and the Economist Intelligence Unit Ltd.), 1972.
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ipment Board, but only in order to avoid misallocations in the total
reso rces allocated to transport. The influence of roads on regional
Pcv'o-ic activities does not seem to enter the planning process explicitly.
In 'thiopia, the Government was aware from the early 1950s of the need to
coordinate highway plans with agricultural development, but little action
wi t aken until recently through the Bank's Fourth Project. The lack of
adequate consideration of economic factors in planning derives in part
from The Government's policy to concentrate on the development of the
trunk system, where priorities are supposed to be obvious. Management

i!-he ~A and the TDH attaches little importance to instituting economic
- -ing anal ;3is when needs appear to be obvious and are based on widely

accepted national preferences. Consequently, even though the planning
,nits of the two institutions have economists on their staff, they are
not so far fully utilized.

Finally, in planning its own projects, the Bank's economic analysis
and the consultants' preparatory work were focussed mainly on user
savings with only general references to the highways' broader develop-
miental role. As shown in Chapter III, regional development was small
:nd in most cases does not take place spontaneously. The Bank's recent

.,:s in Ethiopia, particularly with the Fifth Project, indicate that
it is taking steps in this direction by providing assistance to strengthen
the Government's central planning as well as the IHA's and insisting on
corrdination of highways with investments in agriculture.

4. Maintenance Operations

Improvement of the capability to maintain the road network appears
in this study as one of the central contributions in any institution-
building assistance to highway departments. In the two countries we have
studied the Bank always included adequate maintenance clauses in loan
agreements and to this end provided assistance to improve maintenance
operations. The efforts undoubtedly had positive effects. Both insti-
tutions, especially the IHA, have now a maintenance organization where
none existed before. Yet, we found that this is the area of institu-
tional improvement where progress has been slowest. Improvements
regarding the quality of maintenance and in particular the organization
and methods of operations do not consistently meet the Bank's objective.This raises questions about the adequacy of the means used by both the
lank and the Borrower.

In Thailand the Bank financed US$6.8 million for Zaintenance equip-
ment under the First Project (1963), and the Fourth Project (1969) in-
cluded US$700,000 for workshop equipment, backed with technical support
by consultants. Bank institutional assistance has been extended to the
TDH since 1965; the improvement of maintenance operations was a prin-
cipal task of the T. P. O'Sullivan consulting services. In Ethiopia,
-iuipment for highway improvement financed under the First and Second'rojects in the 1950s was subsequently turned over to maintenance opera-
tions. USAID financed equipment for maintenance in 1963, and recently
it provided tools and equipment for workshop improvement as well as
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technical assistance in the form of senior mechanic advisors. 
The Bank

financed expatriate staff to assist in maintenance after the departure

of BPR in 1963, and included the reorganization of maintenance 
operations

in the terms of reference of the PAS 
study in 1966.

These efforts have contributed 
to the mechanization of maintenance

and to other improvements mentioned earlier, but our studies show that

maintenance problems persist and they are due to three related factors,

which apply to both Ethiopia and Thailand: (1) lack of a consistent

commitment by the Borrower to devote to maintenance the necessary priority

and resources, resulting in frequent diversion of allotted 
funds and

equipment to betterment and construction; (2) insufficient information

about technical and financial aspects of maintenance operations; 
(3) slow

development of the maintenance organization particularly with regard 
to

staffing and to coordination and supervision within the 
districts and

from headquarters.

The policy of the Borrowers of 
not separating clearly maintenance

funds and equipment from other operations is hard to prove, especially

since according to official figures, maintenar c expenditures have

increased both in absolute terms and per kmr (ab are, according to
Bank reports, adequate to maintain the network (Tables V-3 and V-4).

In Thailand there is now, thanks to the Bank's efforts, a clear distinc-

tion between routine and periodic maintenance but the latter 
becomes

mixed with betterment work in actual district operations. This is con-

firmed by reports of the advisory consultants and was illustrated 
by our

own visit to one of the better field divisions. There we found that 57

of the division's budget was devoted to construction of provincial and

feeder roads, with only 37% to maintenance, contrary to the widely held

assumption that the Department devotes a minimal effort to force account

constru tion, freeing the field divisions almost entirely for maintenance

works.2 Under these conditions a backlog of periodic maintenance has

accumulated. In Ethiopia, Bank missions noted in 1963 that maintenance

was inadequate because half of the equipment was always under repa: and

because betterment jobs and force account construction under 
the Second

Project claimed a major portion of funds and available 
equipment. Since

most of the maintenance done before 1963 was 
of the betterment kind

(on the roads rehabilitated during the 
first program) the maintenance

function was not really differentiated. Improvements since then have

been slowed down by lack of funds and equipment shortages to the point

where, according to Bank reports, almost no maintenance was carried out

during the first five months of 1970.

The second factor in the slow progress, 
the serious gaps in tech-

nical and cost data, have proved to be 
central to maintenance problems

1/ In Ethiopia maintenance expenditures per km 
increased only slightly.

2/ The maintenance figures included in Table V-4 are the official ones,

and have not been adjusted to take into 
account this estimate.
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because in such conditions planning and budgeting are almost impossible
and the quality of work cannot be properly evaluated, all of which makes
easier the diversion of funds and equipment to construction. In Thailand,
the consultants' efforts to improve budgeting and control were frustrated
because they could not get from the districts accurate costs. Due to
the Bank's efforts, it is now possible to obtain maintenance expenditures
per road but the information does not show how funds are spent on over-
head, equipment and materials or on what type of maintenance. Similarly,
unreliable information on road conditions makes it difficult to distinguish
'lie type of maintenance needed and has hampered efforts to establish
-egular programming of periodic maintenance. Conditions in Ethiopia are
somewhat worse as maintenance expenditures are not differentiated by road
and costs are unavailable.

Finally, the slow development of a maintenance organization in both
institutions is mainly due to poor communication and supervision from
headquarters and within the districts because of inadequate staffing and
because available engineers tend to be overwhelmed by paperwork and are
"ubject to frequent pressures to devote their efforts to construction.
' Ethiopia there are only three engineers for nine districts and they
can only visit road works once or twice a month, leaving most supervision
to the foremen or superintendents. The effect of inadequate supervision
on maintenance is illustrated in the PAS reorganization study of 1966
which reported "a conspicuous lack of maintenance work being done on
de roads by district forces...." In Thailand lack of experienced staff
puts the burden of organizing and supervising maintenance on the two
division chiefs in headquarters who visit the districts once every three
months; inspection by district engineers is reported to be uneven, often
too short and infrequent. Finally, coordination between maintenance and
construction/improvement programs has been poor resulting at times in
fragmentation of road works be tween several divisions, maintenance done
in the wrong season or stoppage of maintenance work in progress because
of equipment shortage.

The Bank has helped to solve some aspects of the three problem
areas discussed. Its attitude seems to have been that maintenance is
principally the responsibility of the Borrower and its role is to provide
oiecemeal support to the Borrower's efforts. In Thailand the Bank treated
-aintenance somewhat residually by entrusting the task, along with several
others, to the consulting team, with the result that only one member was
assigned to reviewing the entire maintenance organization. In Ethiopia,
the technical aspects of maintenance were not adequately considered as
the PAS, charged with the overall reorganization of the IHA, could not
give special emphasis to maintenance. The Bank's recent decision to
require a special maintenance study when the Thais requested financing
for maintenance equipment and USAID's support of a similar study in
~thiopia indicates that a comprehensive attack on the problem is now
being made, which will hopefully be more effective than past partial
approaches.
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Table V-I

Ethiopia: ImperIal llghwV Authority

Prograss, Resources and Operetio"* 1951-1972

First Program Second Program Third Proram Fourth Program

1951-57 1957-65 195-568* -- 1968-73*

Length sa Com- nth n C Length Sankenth na dano-

tAccolishentsd lon Financed plated k plated kmFinance

1. Rehabiilitation 1526 100 100
2. improvement through Maintenance 321A 100(Equipt) 97 391 90 92 519 h0 85 1004 58* 57
3. Contract Construction 1496 65-b 79 525 - 50 2189 56

4. Force Account Constructlon/Setterment 800 100 100
5. Asphating Program 50 - so 368 - 2
6. Provincial $oads

141geyExpenitures
.r iwy Expenditures 4r.6 73.6
(US $million equivalent) 26.9 7731.2 .6

Of which: From budget 21.9 51.2 31.2 24.6c-
From Foreign Aid: ISAD 5.0 .0 13.5 27-

US5 0 0. 0.9 3.8USAID 8718.2
Other 2.5 4

2. Technical Assistance at % of tURD Aid 17 66

3. Foreign Aid at I of Total Expendituras 22 1d1
4. Admin. Expenditures as 2 of Total Exp. 14 IT,51 5)
5. Construction Exp. as % of Total Ex#. 53 5353
6. Maintenance Exp. as 2 of Total Exp. 33 333
7. Aighway Capital Exp. as I of f/ 26

Government Capital Exupenditures- na. 25 31,

Personnel
I. Total IMA Personnel (excluding daily

Laborers) 620-2037 2037-3111 31113273 3273-3333-
Z. Number of Engineers 0-l 1145 1 51'-64

3. Number of Administrative Staff 28-206 206-451 451-511 511-694
4 .uber of Expatriate Staff (Meadquarters): 9-3 (TAMS/PAS)

BPR(51-57), TAHS(63-67), TARMS/PAS(67-72) 10-29 (BPR) 29-5 (BPR) 17 (TAM)
Independent Direct lIre (1951-67) Average 12 manyears per year 26

S. Auber of Overseas Traineas (1968-72)
6. Number of Local Trainees (excluding drivers) - 1491 (1957-63) 889 (196371)

Of Wnich: Engineers 40 23

Surveying/Engineering Aids 331 44
Heavy Equipent Operators 795 257
Mechanics 127 251

Hl' hw Network h,/
Hihy 780-1455 1455-1875 1875-2078

(km) . 4666-5421
2. Gravel Roads (kam) n-a. 875-3869 3 .69-46" 6541-7499
3. rotal Paved/Gravel Roads (lm) n.e. 2655-5324... 5324-6541

Operational indicators
1. Average Annual rowth Rate (2).

Total Expenditures 6.3 13.2 3.9 5.1
Maintenance Expenditures 27 11.0 10.8.
Total Personnel 22 5.5h 1.7 0.7

Total Network n.a. 7.1 3.5

2. Average Total Exp. ;er Employee (US 5) 3180 357020
Average Maintenance Exp. per km. n.S. 770.-20

Average go. of Highway la. per Employee n.A. 1.5 2.0

- rginally, the first program was scheduled for 1951-1956, the second program for 1957-1963, and the third program for 1963-1967. Actual fgures
Fn, zMe fourth program cover only the 1968-1972 period.

1/ rhe Sank-financed project includes 281 of bituminous surfacing.
:i "'e Sani financed an additional 321 km. of imorovements (1959-1966).

C -rent estimate as of September 1972 is US $24.0 million.
i/ 1960-1965.

:q768- 1171.
Source: Ethiopia - Annual Statistical Abstrects.
1968-1970.
1958-1965.

Source The Imperlaf Highway Authority.
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Thelang. 10oertment of M4ihwevs: Proorems. Aesources and Operations 1963-1972

Proportion
% l8AD

Physicai Accmnsn'ents .Realized Accom- Participation
(1967-1971 National Five-Year Plan) lanned* 1967-71 lished W

I. Total construction and Improvement (km,) 5,400 5,036 93 32
2. ISo participation (km) !,662 1,60; 96-
3. Other (Australia, Japan, New Zealand) - 87 -
4, investments (USS million equivalent) 395 384 974 24
5. Proportion-of IS0 participetion in construction of

primary roads. -- 79

Highway Expenditures 4

1. Total expenditures (US$ million equivalent) 271 W'5
of which from budget 229 725

from foreign aid: ISAD - 101
USOM/USAJO 42 - Or
Other 19

2. Foreign aid as % of tota! exper.dtures 15.5 15,2
3. 18R0 technical assistance as % of total lORD aid 2
4. U.S. technical assistance as % of totai ..S. aid 1.3 -

5. Administrative exp. as % of total budget exp. n.a. 13 11
6. Maintenance exp. as % of total budget exp. 20 19 12
7. Highway capital exp. as % of government cap. exp. n-a. 25 36

Highway Personnel

1. Total Highway Department (only civil service) n.S. 1,248 3,627z
2. Number of engineers n.a. - 50--
3. Numder of overseas trainees (1965-71) - - - - - - -35 - - - - - -

41 ( ghway Ne twork (kM} im .li 1
1. Total highway network 7.114 12,275 17,105

of which asphalt 1,796 5,302 11,341
2. Primary system -( Total 5,311

of which asphalt Primary & (9. M 5,050
3. Secondary system Secondary (Asphalt 5,666

of which asphalt -(4,905- 4,531
,. Provincial system 2.793 6,128

of which asphalt 397 1,770

Operational Indicators

. Average Annual Growth Rates (%): 1955-61
Total budget expenditures 10.6 18.1
Maintenance expenditures 9.5 9.1
Personnel (1965-72) - 16.5
Total highway network 5.6 5.6

asphalt 11.5 13.5

2. Average Total Budget expenditures per employee (USS) n.a. 41,720 45,CO
3. Average maintenance expenditures per km (US$):

National network 527 806 970
Primary network - 1,140
Secondary network 984
Orovincial 815

4 verale number of highway km per employee (civil n.a. 9.8 5.4
service)

These Figures refer to the original TDH eight-year program, 1963-1970, agreed with the Sank. This program was revised into a seven-
Year plan 1965-1971 and finally Incorporated Into the Second National Plan, 1967-1971. in terms of length and scope the original pro-
gram corresponds to the realized program 1967-1971.

a/ Actual zonstruct on completed 967-71. 3/ sajor 1RO disbursements began In 1965.
c Disbursements incomplete. d/ 1972 estimate.

The majority a.re engineering techniciana.



CHAPTER VI

Conclusions

A. Introduction

This evaluation study reviewed six highway projects in four countries.

In all four, most of the road sections included in the projects.were, at
the time, considered parts of important trunk arteries. The countries and

the Bank expressed high hopes that these roads would also help develop the
regions crossed by them and integrate those regions with other parts of

the country. Also, in three of these countries -- Ethiopia, Honduras and

Thailand -- the Bank attempted an improvement of the institutions dealing
with highway construction and maintenance, a task particularly difficult
in Ethiopia, where there were no organizations of that sort before. In
view of these objectives, the study has been wide in scope and has included

not only a recalculation of the return of each of the roads based on actual
(at least until 1972) instead of estimated figures, but also of what we

have called in this study the "development impact," that is, the mechanisms
by which the new roads influenced regional development. The study also

included an evaluation of the institution-building efforts in Ethiopia and
Thailand.

One conclusion of a general nature is that the comparative analysis
of highway projects in different countries proved to be a useful method to
highlight the differences and the common features of road investments.
For example, it became clear that roads perform different functions and
that appraisal methods should take this aspect explicitly into account.
At the same time, it was interesting to find out how similar was the way
in which the roads influenced regional development. These similarities
and differences are central in interpreting the conclusions of this study.

We have organized this chapter in four sections, aside from this
Introduction. Section B contains the conclusions related to the ex-post
return of the highways; section C those related to the development impact.
If the main question behind section B is what is the highways' return,
the questions behind section C are what is the process by which that return
was achieved, and how could that return have been higher. Section D pre-
sents the conclusions related to institution building and section E the
suggestions derived from the study about improving Bank work in the high-
ways field.

B. The Investments' Return

Expressed in the most general way, the conclusions of the study about
the investments' ex-post return are that the Yugoslav and Thai projects are
probably more successful than was originally expected, yielding returns
estimated at 25% and 18% respectively. The Honduran projects yield an
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estimated return of 14%, less than what was expected, largely due to the

negative effects of the war with El Salvador. Finally, the Ethiopian
project appears to have a return of only about 6%, and only one road --
the Jima-Agaro -- had a return over 10-12%. No precise projections had

been made about the return on the Ethiopian project, but it is clear that

the result ex-post is lower than what was originally expected. These

returns were not uniform within each project. Another way of looking at
them is to say that seven roads costing US$115.6 million (69% of the total

investment) yielded an estimated return over 12%, making it unlikely that
they were marginal investments no matter how the assumptions on which

this analysis is based are changed. Five roads costing US$29.1 million

(17% of the total) had a marginal return (10-12%), and only three roads
costing US$23.7 million (all of them in Ethiopia), and representing 14%
of the total investments in these six projects, appear as unsuccessful

investments.

The figures just described are an adequate representation of the

economic return of these investments. Corrections made to take into

account distortions in the valuation of resources would not change the

figures significantly. Even in the case of the low-return Ethiopian
roads, the corrections to be made would raise their profitability some-
what, but definitely not in a way that would push the figure above the

1C-12% level. For example, the return on the Blue Nile road, which in

the basic calculation appeared as negative, would remain negative after

the corrections.

The reasons for these results, considering them at the most general

level, are obviously related to the traffic structure and construction
costs. The final figures on traffic and costs are determined by many
factors -- some of these factors are discussed later in these conclusions --

but there are two issues that are important at this stage. First, with
the exception of the Ethiopian project, project implementation went
remarkably well. The countries and the Bank show continuous improvement
and this study discovered few problems to report on the engineering side.
We also found that good consultants, if properly used, can help- to over-
come many problems at the local level. Second, traffic forecasts, when
made, turned out to be rather inaccurate; sometimes, as in Yugoslavia, too
low, but most of the time too optimistic. The quality of traffic forecasts
is directly related to the analysis of the development impact, because the
Ideal forecast should be based on a detailed knowledge of the expected
ciange-s in production and consumption patterns in the area of influence
of i road, and the way in which improved transport may influence those
patteras. Forecasts had in fact to be made without that detailed know-
ledge.

In terms of priorities within the highway sector, all of the 15
highways financed by the six projects were among the highest in each coun-
try. However, there were problems of timing or cost on some of the roads.
For instance, two of the Ethiopian roads (Jima-Bonga and Mieso-Dengego)
should have been postponed to the Third or Fourth Highway Programs, and
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a similar conclusion could be made about the Pattani-Naradhiwat road in

Thailand and Naklo-Ljubelj in Yugoslavia. Other roads, despite their

high priority, had a low return because they were too 
costly -- for ex-

ample, the Blue Nile road in Ethiopia. Also, the study suggests that too

much was invested in highways in Ethiopia and Honduras in light of urgent

requirements in other sectors, especially agriculture, and of 
serious

budgetary constraints. It also suggests that Yugoslavia may have under-

invested in highways, given the high traffic growth experienced in the

last 10 years.

One final conclusion is how different the highways are in terms of

their basic functions and characteristics. Study of this issue, which was

not considered important at the outset of this study, had to be greatly

expanded in the course of it. Even in our small sample we found roads that

competed with railway lines; that competed with other highways; that carried

international traffic; that were supposed to promote integration among

countries; that had very large seasonal variations in traffic, and so on.

Each of them required a special adjustment to the basic calculation used

to calculate the ex-post return. The conclusion in this respect is that,

although over the last 15 years the Bank has greatly improved its appraisal

methods, the approach followed on this issue is not always homogeneous and

the treatment of roads with similar characteristics is different from

project to project. We feel that there is work to be done to ensure that

appraisal methods are homogeneous in the treatment of a like problem, keep-

ing of course the necessary flexibility. True, in many cases the same kind

of treatment is not possible due to data or other constraints -- we faced

the problem ourselves -- but then the next best solution has to be used and

the problem should never be ignored.

Among the roads included in the study, a fuller treatment of these

issues at the time of the appraisal would have modified some of the decisions.

For example, an explicit treatment of road-rail competition may have been

the decisive argument in favor of just improving the old road section in-

stead of building a new one between Chiengmai and Lampoon (part of the

Chiengmai-Lampang road) in Thailand. A more detailed analysis of who was

going to get the benefits of the Western Highway Extension in Honduras may

have transformed it into a marginal investment -- from the point of view

of Honduras -- inducing perhaps some regulation about the operation of Sal-

vadorian truckers. Similarly, the Northern Highway in Honduras would have

appeared in a less favorable light.

C. The Highways' Development Impact

We have indicated that about 70% of the investment involved in the six

projects evaluated in this study had a high return, and the remaining 30%

showed returns that were low or marginal. This section contains the conclu-

sions dealing with two basic questions: how was that return achieved, and

why was the return not higher?

In spite of the high economic return of many of them, six out of the

seven roads for which this detailed analysis was made -- the exception being
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the Adriatic Highway in Yugoslavia -- had a low impact on their areas of
infuience. By low impact we mean that the absolute amounts of the changes
in production and consumption induced by the highways were minor relative
to the regional economies and that the highways were not generally among
Lhe main factors that influenced whatever regional development took place.
Also, the actual impact was lower than what was expected. Although the
original appraisal reports did not specify the type and amount of the im-
pact expected, they seem to have assumed that additional developments would
take place that would change the demand for transport, and that the highways
would act as part of wider action packages. These other developments
seldom took place as expected and the highways either had a low effect or
ended up playing a minor role in regional development.

To answer the two questions indicated above and to arrive at the
conclusions summarized in the last paragraph, there is no other way but
to study the development of the highways' area of influence in detail, asattempted in this study. The methodological difficulties turned out to
be very large, principally the fact that it is very difficult to isolate
the impact of a highway from that of other factors influencing development,
especially over a long period of time. The best way to approach the prob-
em was to trace the impact of the improved transport through various stages,t tae production/consumption process, as described in Chapter III, and toundertake very detailed studies of microregions and specific crops.

In studying how the roads' impact was achieved, we found that trans-
port services were not a barrier. They were competitive and modern inrelation to the rest of the economy, and the users of transport services
receired practically all the benefits of the new investments. We alsofound that the marketing system was moderately flexible and, in spite ofinefficiencies, did allow most of the benefits of improved transport toreach producers and consumers. As a matter of fact, one of the main bene-fits derived from the road improvement was a more efficient marketing
system. The main barrier seems to be in the productive structure. Inall countries, except Yugoslavia, the roads served areas that were primarilyagricultural, having mostly subsistence farmers cultivating small plots and usingprimitive techniques. Thus, although they reacted to the inducement pro-vided by improved transport, the quantities of production increase thatresulted were small. Land in the hands of big landowners has traditionallyproduced high value crops, the production of which was only marginally
affected by the transport improvements. The development that took placewas sometimes promoted, or hampered, by factors exogenous to the regions,,uch as price variations of the main commodities produced or, as inonduras, by efforts at integration with other countries. Governmentdevelopment programs and investments were few and small in scope.

The roads seem to have had a relatively much larger impact on consump-tion patLerns. Traders reacted better than producers, all regions had moreand cheaper consumer goods and an important proportion of the larger region-il income was used in buying these goods. This increased availability ofcasumer goods, and the consequent change in consumption patterns, seems tohave induced in at least one case -- Ethiopia -- a decline in the nutritional



standards of the poorest segment of the population. Finally, the highways

had other effects on the locational structure which are generally positive,

such as an impulse to urbanization and the establishment of one or two

major regional growth poles, the decline of smaller centers in regions

that now have become integrated with a larger area, and the establishment

of new towns and economic activities along the roads.

In a sense, these conclusions are very conventional. They confirm

the well-known fact that traditional structures are rigid and modern ones

flexible. There is a correlation between the level of impact of the

highway investments and the level of development in the four 
countries

in the sample. The results were less satisfactory in Ethiopia than in

Honduras, where we did find a reaction of sorts, not only in the produc-

tive structure but in other aspects of the economic system. The Blue

Nile road in Ethiopia was the most important factor explaining develop-

ment in its area of influence largely because no other factors had a

noticeable effect. The contrast with Yugoslavia, a relatively developed

country, is striking, although the Adriatic Highway cannot be compared

directly to the other roads because they serve poor agricultural areas

and because the development that took place in the Adriatic region was so

highly influenced by an exogenous factor -- the tourism boom in Europe.

It is nevertheless revealing to see how the economic structure of the

region, and of the country, did react to these stimuli: resources were

mobilized, investments were made and people were trained. This same point

about traditional and modern structures can be seen from another angle:

transport services are, after all, part of the modern sector of Ethiopia
and Honduras, and parts of the marketing and trade system are more modern

than agriculture. Thus, the fact that the sectors and agents in the

regional economy that deal with consumption are more modern than those

dealing with production suggests that roads could have a larger impact on

consumption than in production -- as it happened in several regions --

creating a potentially serious imbalance in the development pattern.

In addition, the highways' impact was noticeable only in a narrow

corridor along it, due to the lack of investments in secondary and feeder

roads. However, if our findings are right, the overall impact would not

have been higher even with the feeder roads, because the latter were not

among the most important constraints to development.

Finally, a question that we cannot answer, because it goes beyond
the terms of reference of this evaluation, is the broader one of whether

the countries studied should have promoted development in the regions

crossed by the roads; it may well be that resources would have been better

used in other parts of the country, especially in cases such as the Western

region in Honduras, where the road's area of influence is not the region

with the highest potential in the country. One of the initial limitations
of the study -- of evaluating only the roads' impact in the immediate area

served by them, without considering system or interregional effects -- had

only a minor consequence, because most of the regions analyzed had a very

low level of interregional trade, a fact that was especially noticeable
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in the less developed ones. Yugoslavia is the only case where inter-
regional links were important.

D. Institution Building

In Ethiopia and Thailand, the highway departments and the Bank are
continuing a process of institution building begun 20 and 10 years ago
respectively. In Ethiopia, we find that the Bank's learning over the last
20 years is impressive: the Bank's approach has evolved from rather broad
and ill-defined institution-building attempts that were not given the same
priority as loan disbursement and physical construction priorities, to
comprehensive programs and specific measures included in the Fourth (1968)
and Fifth (1972) Highway Projects. Implementation of Bank-financed con-
struction improved considerably in the Third and especially the Fourth
Projects, when almost all project preparation and supervision was assigned
to consultants and all construction to contractors. In the current Fifth
Project the Bank's strategy has shifted toward greater emphasis on institu-
tion building by having more frequent smaller projects that will permit
greater involvement of IHA's capabilities and of local contractors.

In Thailand, we found that the strategy of relying from the beginning
on consultants for design, engineering and supervision and on contractors
:or construction has paid off in achieving the objective of carrying out
sizeable projects, considerably larger than in Ethiopia and in half the
:ime. Institutional progress in the Thai Department of Highways has been
satisfactory though incomplete, particularly in planning and maintenance.
A comparison of the experiences of Thailand and Ethiopia suggests that at
least the most difficult parts of project implementation can be handled
separately by consultants and contractors while institution-building efforts
concentrate on comprehensive or specific tasks in a highway department that
4s not unreasonably burdened with heavy construction programs.

The second conclusLon, also from a comparative view, is that the Bank
was aware of the institutional problems, its diagnosis was usually correct
in broad terms and it did act on the subject, but it did not give the matter
as much sustained attention as it would seem to have warranted. Institution-
building efforts were not always systematically programmed or supervised
and lacked the benefit of close participation of borrower management. InEthiopia it was only in 1968, 17 years after the establishment of the IHA,-nat these efforts were seen in themselves as a technical assistance project;.ut even then the agreed targets and schedules were not followed up asclosely by the consultants, IHA management and the Bank, as were the various
components of the physical construction projects. Similarly in Thailand,rhe inscitution-building objectives established in 1963 seem to have beeninterpreted by the consultants and the Department of Highways more looselythan intended by the Bank, and the consultants concentrated on general --and prolonged -- support. The Bank took corrective actions from time to
time but did not demand clear targets and schedules, and did not superviseprogress continuously to anticipate problems and take steady, sustainedremedies.
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There are in particular three areas -- management, planning and main-

tenance -- where institutional progress has been slower than expected and

where more attention is probably needed.

Effective and dynamic management has proven to be the most difficult

objective to accomplish. The relatively successful transformation of the

structure, functions and procedures of the highway institutions was neces-

sary but apparently not sufficient to accomplish this objective. 
However,

the approach to this problem, particularly by the consultants, lacked

imagination in attempting to change traditional work 
habits and management

methods, and adequate recognition of local factors such as limited 
skills

and education. Consciousness of these elements could have been stronger

if borrower officials had been more closely involved in the planning of

reorganization.

As regards planning, substantial progress was accomplished in its

technical aspects in both institutions. The economic aspects were given

strong emphasis by Bank staff and consultants when Bank projects were 
in-

volved. Their efforts, however, were not adequately sustained by the

highway departments or the Government and the economic analysis has 
yet

to be effectively institutionalized. Coordination with plans and potential

developments in other sectors was weak. But the Bank and the borrowers

have shown increasing recognition of the need for improvements in these

aspects. The recent measures that the Bank has taken in Ethiopia exemplify

the direction of the effort. They include continued assistance to the

IHA's planning unit as well as to the Government's central planning organ-

ization, emphasis on coordination of highway investments with investments

in other sectors and the identification of future projects through a

General Roads Study.

Partial improvements have been achieved in maintenance organization

and operations. The fact that the efforts made culminated in major main-

tenance studies for both countries is a strong indication that maintenance

should be approached as a system within the overall institutional structure

and that assistance might best be planned in accordance with priorities

identified by such comprehensive study. An important conclusion from our

studies is that a first element in attacking the problem systematically

lies in ensuring adequate maintenance policies and regular comitment of

funds and equipment for maintenance. An equally important element is

creation and effective application of a reporting system on maintenance

operations and expenditures, so that work can be properly planned, best

use can be made of equipment and performance monitored.

E. Suggestions for Improvement

The thrust of this section is to analyze how the experience treated

in this evaluation study might be used to help improve Bank work on the

highway sector. A large proportion of the lessons learned deal with the

roads' development impact, but a few important points deal with institu-

tion building and with the need to distinguish roads of different types

and characteristics.
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Regarding development impact, the study's main lesson is that, if

the objective is the narrowly defined one of optimizing investments 
within

the transport or the highway sector, then the Bank's existing 
methods of

selecting and appraising highway projects are adequate, but this study

suggests that those methods could be improved by distinguishing 
more clearly

among the roads' different functions and characteristics, and by improving

traffic forecasts. However, if the objective is to promote national and

regional development more broadly, as it is and should be in most countries,

then the results of this study imply the need for more substantial changes

in the existing methods of treating highway projects. In essence, what the

study suggests is that the Bank should more systematically look iskto 
the

interactions of transport with the productive activities because, especially

in less developed regions, it is likely that the rigid structure in t se

activities will result in a small And probably slow reaction and conseq ntly

in a low impact by the highway. The problem will arise even in highways

that are supposed to join two or more urban areas, because the 
urban areas

themselves may have rigid productive structures and, perhaps more importantly,

!ecause it will not be possible to ignore whatever impact the road may have

in the region between the two urban centers. Only in a very few cases

will the narrow transport objective and the wider development objective

coincide in recommending the same method for selecting and appraising

hiighway projects. Moreover, the study suggests that these cases of coin-

cidence will be rare; they will be a road in a fairly developed region,

or a purely inter-urban road that crosses a desert or inhospitable mountains.

This approach has several implications for the way in which highway

projects should be selected and appraised, for the nature of highway projects

and the conditions that should be attached to them, and for the amunt of

Bank resources required.

Starting with the first of these implications, in practice highway

projects are identified and selected following several methods, but mainly

through an analysis of the expected and actual traffic. Keeping always in

mind- the wider development objective indicated above, this method of identi-

Cication will be reasonable as a basis for defining the final scope of a

project only when reaction to improved transport is expected to be automatic --

that is, if the region is relatively developed -- or when the highway is the

main constraint to development, or when the expected traffic will be mostly

inter-urban (and this only if the urban centers are relatively developed).

However, if the highways are going to serve primarily agricultural areas

wnere development faces several other important constraints aside frcp trarns-

jort, it will be necessary to identify and appraise a road as part of a

regional action program, and the issue is to analyze the return of alterna-

.ive investment packages rather than road investments. Depending on data

and resource constraints, project identification could be done through a

regional survey mission or, if that is not feasible, by an intersectorial

identification mission.

It is important to clarify the nature of the regional survey suggested

above. It is definitely not an expensive regional development plan, but a



surve, o(f what appears to be tne expected and potential development
pattern6.and the main constraints to that development, identifying the
key bottlenecks that must be broken or partially broken complementary to
the highway investment for the latter to have as great an impact as it

can have. If other cases prove to show the rather striking parallelism

encountered in most of the projects studied here, then it will be found

that the transport, marketing and trading sectors are sufficiently dynamic

and no major action programs are required in relation to them, but that
the main programs to be undertaken would be rural extension services and
production institutions (e.g. cooperatives) and investments in agriculture.

Also, it will be necessary to assess whether some of these programs are

likely to be actually undertaken. The study will have to conclude whether
it is warranted to proceed with a road project only, including some measures
in other sectors linked to the project, or whether the road project as such
should be abandoned and incorporated in a regional development package. In
practice, road projects will often go on being identified on the basis of
actual and expected traffic levels. In these cases, a regional survey of
the nature indicated above should be undertaken as part of the pre-appraisal
work.

Thus, it is expected that a proportion of highway projects would in
the future be part of these packages. At the other extreme, there is going
to be another set of projects which will be treated as highway projects
only, in the traditional way. These are going to be the inter-urban roads
and those serving relatively developed regions mentioned before, to which
it is necessary to add those cases in which a policy decision has been
taken not to promote the development of the region to be served by a road
because it would disturb national priorities, and those cases in which
the administrative and institutional complications of regional development
packages make them infeasible in the short run. However, since most of the
countries in which the Bank operates have characteristics, or regions with
characteristics, similar to Ethiopia, Honduras or Thailand, it is likely
that in a large number of highway projects, it will be necessary to take
their regional impact explicitly into account. This means that the appraisal
(and project preparation stage) should include an analysis of what is expected
of the road in terms of regional impact and what action program should be
undertaken -- to the extent that is possible in connection with a highway
project -- to maximize that impact. This analysis, which we may call a
"regional mobilization study," should have the same kind of structure as
the regional survey to identify projects discussed before, but should be
nore precise about actions to be taken, or expected to be taken, in the
rest of the regional economy. One end-result of this study should be a
more accurate forecast of the expected traffic, an important point in light
of the conclusions of this evaluation study.

This change in approach, or in emphasis, from a highway project in
which the evolution of the rest of the economy is taken as given or in which
efforts at influencing that economy are unsystematic, to an approach in
which a systematic effort will be made to influence other economic activi-
ties taking as a basis the highway project, raises several issues that will
have to be analyzed in more detail.
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First, it is necessary to define in each case how far it is feasible
to treat in.connection with a highway project action plans and targets
dealing with other sectors, especially agriculture and marketing. Political
and practical considerations may limit the number of conditions to be nego-
tiated in a particular case. Second, a detailed regional mobilization
study will increase the cost of project preparation, although our impression
is that it will do so only by a small amount; it certainly should not ex-
tend the time of project preparation, insofar as the necessary basic work
can be done by local institutions simultaneously with the much more lengthy
engineering studies that are always necessary. The country and the Bank
will have to decide when the benefits in terms of potential regional impact
justify the expense of the study. Finally, the expansion of the terms of
reference of work on highway projects in the way proposed here has implica-
tions in terms of Bank staff requirements that should be analyzed in detail.

The Bank has gone through three stages regarding the approach followed
in appraising highway projects: a first stage, until the late 1950s or
early 1960s, when it tried to have a broad view of a road's impact and its
influence on the regions it served, and of the relative priority of each
road in a national context. A second stage, which seems to have covered
the 1960s, witnessed a change towards a narrower focus, with highway invest-
ment priorities defined only on the basis of road user savings and with the
calculation of a rate of return paramount. A possible third stage, reflected
in a few of the latest highway projects, suggests that the approach now
being followed is reverting towards a broader view of the roads' role in
development, but somewhat more systematic than in the 1950s. In addition,
the intersectorial and regional approach is acquiring increasing importance
within the Bank, especially in rural development and agriculture projects,
and several highway investments that otherwise would have been treated in
isolation have been included in those projects. The problem is that the
approach is applied only occasionally, and more at the appraisal than at
the identification stage. We feel that the conclusions of this study con-
firm the need to abandon the narrow focus of the second stage (which,
obviously, does not mean abandoning the calculation of a rate of return)
and to appraise highway projects in a broader context. Also, in at least
two cases, Ethiopia and Honduras, the Bank did discuss some of the condi-
tions required to ensure a better regional impact and raised the need for
coordination with agricultural development and of investments in the rural
areas. However, these efforts were not systematic and the discussion of
the subject seems to have stopped when the loan was signed; they are not
later mentioned in supervision reports.

Turning now to institution building, the study of the Ethiopian and
nai cases turned out to be particularly useful to analyze the Bank's over-

all approach. The conclusions highlighted the need for clearly distinguish-
in6 between road construction and institution-building objectives and for
considering institution-building efforts as concomitant technical assistance
projects requiring careful definition and close supervision. The conclu-
sions also confirmed the difficulties of achieving results in the areas
of management, planning and maintenance. These findings have several im-
plications for Bank operations.
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As a first step, it is necessary to establish the relative priori-

ties within a project's objectives. If the main purpose is to undertake

a high priority road construction program and the country suffers from

a weak highway department, it is clearly better to separate road construc-

tion from institutional improvement, by assigning implementation of the

former to consultants and contractors. However, in most cases it will not

be possible or desirable to separate the two objectives. In these cases
what the study suggests is that both road construction and institution-

building "projects" should be clearly defined and the interactions between

them, especially for on-the-job training, specified in advance. Both

projects should be given the same priority in implementation and super-
vision, by the highways department and by the Bank; no amount of Bank
leverage could compensate a lack of commitment by the highways department.

In particularly weak institutions, it seems that small and frequent road

construction programs will help institutional efforts better than rela-

tively large and infrequent programs.

The Ethiopian and Thai cases also suggest several points about the

nature and characteristics of institution-building projects. First, certain

areas of improvement are especially difficult: management will not become

modern unless resistance to change is somewhat overcome, local conditions

taken into account and local officials participate in designing the improve-

ment program; economic planning should be systematic and make full use of

available data; and maintenance improvement should be based on a comprehen-
sive action program and on a firm commitment on the part of the institution
to allocate funds and other resources to the effort. Second, the institution-
building "project" should be formally designed with the highway department
and the Government at the project preparation stage and adapted to their
constraints in terms of timing and resources; the institution-building
effort should be monitored adequately and the necessary loan conditions
discussed during negotiations* giving to them the same priority as those
related to road construction. Finally, the "project" should also be given
the same priority as road construction during supervision, and loan condi-
tions emphasized in the same way.

Our final set of suggestions deals with the differences between roads
and the need to clearly distinguish in the appraisal between their different
functions and characteristics. There is still room for a more systematic
treatment of the subject, by classifying roads of different types and
indicating the differences in appraisal methods among these types. We
feel that a road typology which maintains a sufficiently flexible approach
could be useful to streamline Bank operations.

The issues just discussed suggest several specific areas in which
Bank work on highway projects could be improved. In anaiyzing the validity
of these suggestions, it should be kept in mind that they are derived from
the study of six projects in four countries and that, with care, they could
be applied to other countries with similar characteristics; in an effort
to ensure that the lessons derived were not purely historical in nature
but were relevant to current Bank practices, we undertook, among other
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things, a brief examination of 15 highway projects for which loans and
credits were approved in the 12 months ending April 30, 1973 (Table VI-1).

The suggestions are stmmarized below, grouped around the subjects of
development impact, institution building, and functions and characteristics
of roads. It should be noted that application of some of the approaches
proposed here, particularly with regard to development impact, will probably
need to be tested- first on an experimental basis with a few projects; the
work would be in the hands of the regional operating departments, but it
should be monitored by the CPS.

About Development Impact

1. In cases of feeder and penetration roads, roads that will serve
relatively underdeveloped agricultural areas, or that will serve regions
where transport does not appear to be the main or the only constraint to
development, the Bank should consider identifying projects on a regional
and multi-sectoral basi-s, either through special surveys or at least through
multi-sectoral identification missions.

2. If the multi-sectoral identification mission concludes that the
road is only one of several important constraints to development, the Bank
should consider dropping the independent road project and undertaking the
financing of a regional package program. If this course of action is not
feasible because of political, administrative or financial reasons, the
operating departments should clarify these reasons in an issues paper, and
indicate whether it is worth going ahead with the highway project only.

3. The Bank should systematically consider the expected regional
impact of highway projects and the scope for complementary measures and
investments in other sectors, especially agriculture. The basis for this
approach should be a regional mobilization study which would indicate the
main constraints to regional development and detail the complementary
actions required to overcome those constraints. Regional mobilization
studies should be done during the project preparation stage at the same
time as engineering feasibility studies and for all highway projects, except
those highways that will become part of regional investment packages and
those that are expected not only to carry mainly interurban traffic but also
:o do so in a regional context where developmqnt is either likely to be
automatic or where it is discouraged for political, administrative or economicreasons.

4. The required measures and investments in other sectors, especially
agriculture, related to regional development, should be clearly specified
to the point of defining implementation targets at the time of loan appraisal
and negotiation. These targets should, whenever possible, be included as
loan conditions or in plans of action agreed in connection with loan commit-
menc, and in all cases they should be covered by the monitoring of project
progress.



5. The Bank should encourage the planning units in the highway

departments to develop the capacity for undertaking or promoting regional

mobilization studies for those highways where such studies are required.

In cases where that approach is warranted, the Bank could finance technical

assistance efforts designed to build up that capacity; this will be the

case of countries with weak highway planning and where regional mobiliza-

tion studies are particularly needed.

6. The CPS should review the implications in terms of Bank staff

and resources (including those of the CPS itself) of the need to have

regional mobilization studies for a probably large number of highway

projects.

About Types of Roads

7. The CPS should prepare, as a guide to the operational departments,

a typology of highways having different characteristics and performing

different functions, indicating the appraisal methods to be followed in

each case, the main issues raised by each road type, and alternative

appraisal methods in case data or cost constraints prevent the applica-

tion of too elaborate techniques.

About Institution Building

8. Bank institution-building efforts in highways should be treated

whenever possible as a technical assistance "project," parallel to, and of

the same importance as, the road construction program. The only exceptions

would be those cases in which road construction is central and institutional

improvements minor. The institution-building project should go through all

the same stages in the pre-loan cycle as the road construction project

(identification, preparation, appraisal and negotiations) and its targets

and loan conditions should be closely related to the disbursement pattern.

The appraisal report for the combined construction/technical assistance

project should include a profile analysis of the conditions of the insti-

tution, a detailed definition of objectives and an outline of the strategy,
targets and phases of implementing them.

9. Highway department institution-building projects should be

monitored through a series of key indicators in the same way as road

construction. Highways could be used by the Bank as a pilot sub-sector

for setting up a monitoring system for all Bank institution-building
activities.

10. Management improvement programs should be designed with the
active participation of officials of the highways department concerned,
and the program should take local conditions into account, especially
the staff's level of training and existing working methods.

11. The Bank should give more attention to trying to ensure that
the basic data required for economic planning of highways is not only
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collected but also fully used in the design of highway projects and
programs.

12. In dealing with maintenance the Bank should seek to ensure that

there is not only a clear commitment on the part of the borrower to devote

adequate funds and resources but also that the program of improvements is

sufficiently well specified, often on the basis of a comprehensive review,
that priority areas -- whether headquarters or regional organization,

equipment allocation and utilization, different classes of highway,
different maintenance operations, etc. -- will get adequate attention.
A satisfactory information system, reflecting actual performance in these
areas in a timely manner and in a sufficiently detailed way, will be cru-
cial. Borrower commitments on these matters should be expressed in an
action program agreed at the time of loan negotiations.
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Annex Table 5
Economic Rates of Return - Sensitivity Analysis, Ethiopia

(Percent)

Gohassion- Mie-so- Jima- Jima- Shashamane- Combined

Azezo Zngego Agaro Songa 3oddo Five Roads

A. Best estimate, Negative 6 22 7 Il 6

(Basic assumptions)

3. Best estimate with modified assumptions:

(1) 20-year economic lifetime investments 3 9 23 9 13 9

(2) No time savings Negative 4 16 1 5 2

(3) No time savings and

(a) 50% increase of direct benefitsl/ 0 8 22 4 9 7

(b) 5% annual traffic increase
from 1971 in the "with"
situation Negative 3 14 Negative 4

(c) No generated traffic and no
maintenance savings Negative 2 II Negative 8 2

1/ VOC and maintenance savirga



Annex Table 6

Economic Rates of Return - Sensitivity Analysis, Thailand

(Percent)

Chiengmai-Lampang Nakorn
Chiengmai- Lampoon- Pathom- Pattani- Combined
Lampoon Lampan Total Petchburi Naradhivat Three Roads

A. Best Estimate: 5 15 12 29 12 18
(Basic assumptions) 1

B. Best estimate with modified
assumptions

(1) 20-year economic life- 8 17 15 30 14 20
time investments

(2) Nc time savings 2 13 10 26 8 15

(3) No time savings and

(a) 25% increase of 5 16 13 32 11 19
VOC savings

(b) 25% decrease of 0 9 7 20 4 11
VOC savings

(c) Half growth of traf-
fic from 1971 in .0 11 8 25 6 14

the "with" situation



Annex Table 7

Economic Rates of Return - Sensitivity Analysis, Yugoslavia

(percent)

Naklo- Belgrade- Adriatic

LubI Paracin Highway

A. Best Estimate: 10.5 30.0 24.1

(Basic assumptions)

B. Best Estimate with Modified Assumptions

(1) Road capacity reduced 30% and

(a) Time savingtireduced 15% with

(i) v.o.c.- benefits increased 15% not rel. 28.8 18.9

(ii) v.o.c. benefits reduced 15% not rel. 25.1 18.0

(b) Time savings reduced 30% with not rel. 24.0 16.0

v.o.c. benefits reduced 15%

(2) Road capacity reduced 5C7. with v.o.c. not rel. 21.8 15.0

benefits reduced 15% and time savings
reduced 30%

C. Best Estimate with Allowance for Potential

Changes in the Level of Traffic (Naklo-

Ltubeli only)

(1) Traffice the same with v.o.c. benefits 7.7 not rel. not rel.

reduced 15% and time savings reduced 30%

(2) Traffic increased 50% with

(a) v.o.c. benefits and time savings 14.0 not rel. not rel.

unchanged

(b) v.o.c. benefits reduced 15% and 13.6 not rel. not rel.

time savings reduced 30%

(3) Traffic increased 100% wit-

(a) v.o... benefits and time savings 15.7 not rel. not rel.

unchanged

(b) v.o.c. benefits reduced 15% and 12.0 not rel. not rel.

time savings reduced 30%

I/ v.o.c. - Vehicle Operating Costs.



Anex Table 7a

Economic Rates of Return - Samle of Sensitivity Analysis, Eonduras

(per cent)

R a t e a o f R e t u r n

Basc Hypothesis Hypothesis
A B

1. Southern Highway

a) Best estimate 30
b) No delay in construction

- without maintenance savings 24-/ 301/
- with maintenance savings 25 32

c) 210 days delay in construction
- without maintenance savings 23 28

- with maintenance savings 25 30

2. Northern Highway

a) Best estimate 10

b) Without adjusting for railway 2/
traffic diversion 11l 12-

c) Adjusting for railway traffic
diversion 9 10

3. Western Highway Improvements

a) Best estimate 13
b) 1968/78 constant at 1968 level 11
c) 1968/78 growing at the same

rate as 1963/68 period 15

4. Western Highway Extension

a) Best estimate 15
b) Benefits after 1968 kept constant

at the 1968 level 13
c) Benefits growing at 5% after 1968 18

1/ Hypothesis A and B refer to a "conservative" and a "realistic" traffic
projection and composition.

/ Hypothesis A does not consider savings as highway maintenance costs.
Hypothesis B includes them.



Annex Table 8

honduran Trad; with El Sal ador and atemala

Guatemala M. Salvador
imports b/ Exporta a/ a bl -porta a/

1955 78 7,282 10,293 46,289

1956 46 3,503 8,992 63,s44

1957 479 7,258 13,253 59,692
1958 489 7,736 20,672 61,222

1959 1,403 6,692 21,566 72,569
1960 4,252 6,596 18,605 90,704
1961 3,557 7,021 22,538 86,612
1962 8,475 18,502 24,301 116,914
1963 11,756 11,977 26,868 112,378
1964 13,305 23,093 27,262 131,319
1965 17,728 29,849 31,984 172,015
1966 16,227 21,478 39,077 155,435

96? 22,207 23,780 50,549 148,633
1968 27,031 34,607 53,946 149,276

Source: Direccion Nacional do Estadisticas y Censos do Honduras
a! lionduras Exports to

/ onduras Imports from
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mans- of Main Regional Characteristics. Ethiopian Roads Annax Table 10

Year or Gohasaion- JIma- MLeo-
Period Aseso "g| me

Popu'lation

Average size of household 1966 4.5 3.6 5.0

I Population in rural area 1970 95 90 95
f Active population engaged in agriculture 1970 95 85 95

Rducatim

4 .iterate men 1966 5.7 11.2 8.0
I Literate amen 1966 0.2 0.3 0.3
% School-age population enrolled in schools 1966 8 n.a na.
Average annual growth No. of schools(%) 1961 -68 9 5 n.a.
Average anum1 growth No. teachers (%) 1961-68 12 9 n.a.
Average annual growth No. students (%) 1961-8 19 12 n.a.

Health

No. of doctors pear 100,000 inhabitants 1966 0.7 n.a. n.a.
Average annual growth go. Doctors 1961-68 27 n.a. n.a.

Agriculture

Average size of holding (ha) 1966 1.0 0.9 1.3
I Holdings owned by farms 1966 -80 40 5
Pattern cultivation (area %) 1966 (Taff:39 (Coffee,19 (Coffeeta/chat:7

(Barley: 21 (Maise:26 (Sorghm m AO/Maizet 20

Main :rops 1960-72 Oilseeds Coffee Coffee, Sorghum,
Grains & Pulses Maise, Chat

Average annual growth of main crops production ( ) 1951-61 2 8 Small growth
Average annual growth of main crops production (%) 1961-71 2 7 (-8 (coffee)

(2 (others)

Average annual growth of main crops prices (%) 1961-71 3.5 2.7 (-1 .02 (coffee)
(Coffee) ( 3.5 (othere)

-vera'-e yiela (ton/ha) 1972 1.0-1.5 1.0-4.0 1.0-1.5
Average value of production/ha (US$) 1972 75 200-800 100
Aierage No. of heads of cattle/household 1966 3.7 2.0 2.S
Stimated average per capita income in rural

areas (US$) 1972 20 50 25

a/ 1961-1971
/ 1961-1969



Annex Table 1i

Summary of Main Regional Characteristics - Western Highway - Honduras

Year or
Period Figure

1. Population

a. Rate of Growth () 1952-65 2.9
1971 3.4

b. Rural Population (196 89.3
c. % active population engage in agricul-

ture () 172 70 (estimated)

2. Education

a. Literate population () 1961 35.5
1972 4.0 (estlimated)

b. Growth -in Schools (2)Prima ry

- number of schools 1957-61
1961-68 2.8 4.2

- number of students 1957-6) 11.7
1961-68 7.3 8.5

- number of teachers 1957-61 13.3 11.2
1961-68 5.4

c. Schools in western region as 2 of coun- 19Tota
try 1957 1

1968 15

3. Health

Growth in number of health centers (2) 1950-64 19.5
1964-67 26.0

a/
4. Aqriculture-

a. Land
- average size of holding (ha) 1961 125.7

1972 105.8

- average cultivated area (ha) 1961 8.5
1972 22.7

- % farmers owning land 1961 59
1972 48

- % of landowners who owned their land
before the road 1972 85

- increase in cost of land per ha () 1961-72 173

b. Average annual growth of production (2)
Crops

- corn 1952-65 3.5
- beans 1952-65 6.5

- tobacco 1952-65 2.0

- coffee 1952-65 6.7
- rice 1952-65 0.8

c. Average annual growth of prices (%)
Crops

rocorn 1961-72 1.8
- beans 1961-72 4.9
- tobacco 1961-72 5.2
- coffee 1961-72 1.5

- rice 1961-72 6.6

5. Industry & Comerce

a. Number of Industriesb 1966 24

b. Number of persons employed- 1966 937
c. Gross value of production (L. min. )- 7.6

d. Rate of increase in number of stores (C)- 1961-72 3.5
e. ' of merchants whose sales dropped with

the opening of the roada 1972 67.6

f. New goods merchants are now able to sell 1972 fish, fruits, canned goods

g. Sources of merchants supply 1961 a. within runicipio (for agricultural goods)
+b. by special order from larger towns

1972 a. same
+b. same
+c. from truckers
+d. direct buying by travelling to a nearby

town

a/ Estimates based on Interviews.
/ Data for Department of Copan, Ocotepeque, Santa Barbara, Lempira, and Intibuca.

Sources: Agricultural Censl of 1952 and 1965, Population Censi of 1952 and 1961, 1972 World Sank Atlas, Educational

Censi of 1957, 1961 and 1968 and Interviews conducted In the region.



vAnex Table 12

Sumary of Main Regional Characteristics, Thai Road
1964-968 and 1968-1971

Ce±ng±-LapaLf 'eattani-Naradhiwat

1964-1968 198-971 1964- 1968-1971
(Percent) (Percent) (Percent) (Percent)

SOCIAL CHARACTERISTICS

1. Population
a) Rate of Growth2 2.1 1.9 1.9 2.3

b) Percent Rura Pop. (1971) - 93.0 - 88.0

c) Urban Growth- (1960-1968) - 2.4 4.2

d) Percent Pop. Engaged in
Agriculture (1971) - 85.0 - 90.0

2. Education
a) Literacy Rate Lose than 70 Lass than 70

b) Growth in No. of SchoolsA 4.2 4.3 4.2 1.7

c). Growth in Student &irollmenfr 3.3 5.1 6.7 6.4

d) Growth in No. of Teacberei' 6.5 5.6 10.0 5.5

3. Health
a) Growth in No. of Health

Facilities.2 8.5 5.6 5.9 5.2

b) Growth in No. of Health
Officers per 100,000 pop.V 7.4 4.5 9.2 10.1

4. Household
a) Growth in No. of Houseni

(1960-1970) -- 1.3

b) Size of Family -

ECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS

1. Agriculture-Land Holdings
a) Average Size of Holdings in Ha. (1970) - 1.1 (1970) - 2.7 (1970)

b) Holdings by Owners (1963) • 99.0 - 59.0

c) Holdings by Others
2 ' (1963) - 1.0 41.0

d) Major Crop and Percent.(1971) Paddy Rice 50;Tobacco 10 Paddy Rice 45; Rubber 29;
Coconut 16

2. Rate of Growth in Productio2/

a) Paddy Rice (-) 3.1 2.3 (-) 1.5 4.4
b) Rubber - - 0.4 0.0
c) Coconut • - 3.8 4.5
d) Upland Crops 13.4 7.6 5.2 4.6

.e) vegetables 49.0 7.7 3.7 4.1
f) Fruits - - 4.7 2.0

g) Tobacco (3 charugwats) 23.0 (-121.0 - -

3. Growth in Yield per Rai2/
a) Paddy Rice (-) 1.0 6.2 0.4 3.2
b) Vegetables 1.4 .0.1 (-) 3.3 (-) 3.5

c) Upland Crops 0.1 k-) 0.5 - 1.7 0.8
d) Rubber - - 0.0 (-) 0.5

e) Coconut - 0.3 1.1

f) Fruits - 0.0 0.6

4. Crowth. in Prices2/
a) Rice 11.5 (-) 2.0 16.0 (-)17.5
h) Coconut - - (-) 4.0 (-) 4.0

c) Rubber - - (-) 3.7 4.7
d) Tobacco (1966-1968 and 1968-

1970) 0.1 4.1 - -

5. Growth in Business Activities/
a) Municipal Area 1 3.6 2.0 4.1 10.4
b) Municipal Area II 1.2 () 4.5 0.2 () 0.8

6. Growth in Tax Revenuel
a) Municipal Area 1 10.4 13.3 () 8.5 1.7
b) Municipal Area 11 31.0 (-) 5.5 (-)27.0 (-) 6.5

in the immediate area of influence of the roads.
werage Annual Rate of Growth.
!ncludes mainly cash and crop renters.

4 (a) ;hiengmAi-Laaron (North): Pattani (South); (b) Lmpang (North); Naradhiwat (douth).



1.ary Wf Sal, 5eroneA Carcterislces Mnas Tab4., IJ

Miatic Cois6
(Tedtian w Her rituse for Tmts 14menlavia

e "IV Mat rewrus aC:

1. 1
871 751 1.05 14,6h0 M.,450 1.15

Adacn,1ad 2 19 -0.j5 5 5
Neet-LItard± Caretdor_ 2., 1.01 * .

(b) Populate in mjo urban grOW&h psi! V -1 1sJ 3, U.a 1.931 !.it
(a) Papalettaa t rural arau s 12 61 0.55 6,161 4.,17 -1.2
(d) % ot active populatin eoagd is aarsai-e 17.8g 31.3 -4.75 59.6- .5 -1. 1

2. fdotin
(a) 1.terser leve M6Y INg 7"0g

(b) No. of pp1ls in prMar7 9saels (Owls) 157 14.1
(a) s. of pupils in smemdary onhemlm (000's) 0. o.3
(d) so. of primary Scheea dg - 6
(a) No. of semondary chmools IG 11

J. Ilalth
T111uet ad Par n 1000 trAhbitiatA -5.20 6.35 335 . 5.79 :.a5 d/-t1Deatrs per low Inabitants .73 0.9 4. / 9,71 A.l J.JE i

V.neshts and lsl
"a 31 nofhusenoid (person

tol 1.W J.9 3.i.3 1.SolIn aejar urban g reh poal 5 3.35 i.5 s.. '.:.
In r& aren n/ 4.30 .85.. .N1 " football builtu pu i.3 7697 7.05 '.w 125,:

(C) % of dmmIlings built in perlod 1941-l1
Averae 319% .- 31.55 -qArtiMn (split) . 4.0% .

Minnses (ontnwgrtn ts 21.6
(d) ll Paof aparmnt (we Ior a110 S 187 16.2%

5. 10lan8 71dea.r

(p habtte 176.6 r/ 12.9 32.5 705 I'/ I "S(b) Lavel of " ter4 ai.
so. of cars p.r l1 Inhabit"w.t 1.6 1.2 31.5% 5.3 .:.5 .'.0No. of ireeas per 1000 Amatanu 2.6 6.1 9.5% (.1 1.3 10.1

Pconste 'iarac teris 11es
1. WIonaP in.com

(A) Nat1Mamj inea per -via (C::)
216.& Zs 92 1.51 % 522 6.3Coale.U ooi 333 1.76 3.2%.Ac n land 161L 214 5.9% Moatar-oittora arir 1 331 6.5

(b) Coremtrtean f national Laa (5)61
sw or*n I )0.5 33.45 9.91 d/ 33.9 37'

( a) imgin of ratnal ino (5) 31.94 29.7% 7.91 i 26.1% 21.% 6.65 
LInaat)7 and miting 33.05 26.85 25.61ArIulture., forastry. and Ie tg '6.9% 12.16 22.0Trad and twag 1U.19 27.7%.2 20.5

Constreetim 1615 27.'5/ 1.5g 9.kg
12.1% or(2.1 ou r..e9

thad etien (thousands of tenm) t/
Grapes ads aa92.765 6,450 863,136 1a, Z.,

Tangerms :--?- 7.396 2.50 16,312
o) pPlees (%tA, re creeye) 67

f.epse (15 ' ne f
vinm (13 per lIter) .0.
0line (=5 per kg;aT angrines tUS$ pr kg)Ygw 3pe .g C...)

-. .39 -
).Tourism

IWrllber Of- W-I. (2%.Cand7)
) of ore thts (th)er06)c 1. 9.7 o w7.6 11.3%
Of whinr e 4, 2-au llI .27 1U.11 22.963 54,791Of84"5t 6,266 25.2%

Psrign currency "esipte frc tourt (5 mal.n 5,270 25, 9
26a 87 05%1 510., J3.5S

131.9 42L.5 1..7% d/ 105.2 295.40 1.4 d/
- • Lk.! 12.26. 26.95 .- A

6. Trnso
*o.l A.A.D7. 370 1,170 16.05 1/

Llent re t.'s 220 :,760 17.05-Bus 50 170 5.55
(!) *Apping x L4 15.09

Preight (millions of too) t.a. A.). I.
Pa*nes(watien) n~. n* ••1.0 1.3 7.P g l• n.a. n.a 6.2 4.0 - .

aollcabl*.
/ ioun.e With populatim > 120,0 (an the Soast lsI7 sput qualifies).b/ C*ns vita populatitn < 12,0M

F/ 7gor for 1966.
/ Gre ruts of ssolut n esr.

Figuw for 1967.
PIgure for 1964.
creau~n uittra =Iy.

/Figurels for 1961 arteaveralged 0~e 160-01. and figures for 1971 are anTlages aor 97-71.I/ Alalmug fig re ot s* &ilablel virtually &I: tangerinand mWOr citrus fruiu coae :rem lhe ve.
;i Pleur- for 1961,

/1 th e Adriatic HMl-.r :r ha COast MAgten.
/ Calculated fras -.. e .* oo .ig' a..

$0M. Paderal lot. *,-*te of Stauties, *upua.lmsua lte'.-tee t Statlstas for :rsasla ad er.tanegre, and qseeal vsreep.



he Adieti roma (Ad It mighews Complted la 196"

I. Poeltation pand Eme6,a7Il.38
- 1. Total pecialettea a,1

2. Orliinl 1iha6 a.to S4:2
losiemres frels wethI W Cl 6,730 6.822

3. e£4 r ligeaot1 5.542 6.65
21.51

3. £ inoI agrimr /. 3 3,1 2.

A ofp"e0en .n the social 1eter: 561 P06 92 1.086 Includes highosiv .o6#er.

of which I- "Cteing 6 eamme0e 236 191 179 66
.hadIereftsl 66 650 56 660 The am1v Industry,

skIp6;IldI;'1

*er 0lo. ), ., 3.57 23.567 V n,0. er...e.. t-t- - d 0O'.00

.Total area (he) 2.6g 2,611 2.307 2,75
of whit% rale " cutIveted (he)

7. .andflmding patterO: 2l2
1 .tess 939 1.16

3.5w. he 826 676
1-5 6o 92 136

3 edce.eoe 6.A/ 365 Si8 906
• gret-os 26oas 25 S2IB "00

"op 
4174 6~' ~ ~ 601

- 761 536 671 339

EJ.12 M32.869 38.300 55.^47 128.972
I , , of viltors 9.6% 27.9L 27.6% 26.01

Y. F0 206.313 385.136 633.016 1.599.345
2. of lednights- 6.2. 26.3 26.97 22.32.

1.166 3.014 6,263
.e oa . f mo. 3ocs- ofss '000s) 5.97 7.3 8.37.

a of grosI imcO e of .. 2506% 6.412f/ 10,610 13,57 960.
4. assamoodations 3. rof 2702 95 1 .433 2.328 - 399-

-uedo of trist arr~ivl (V) li t80- c.6 5.9ylt

- re'U n.a. 20 0wtre. 2 0.
- shi:.0 63.4 31.2

-owd: ea 0 6.8 29.5
bus a 18. 32.3

- 4;r.0.9 1.0

e. rotrctueo0 to oreasfrt footpaths footsaths footsth .gra.i roads

tp --. i. of .313.090 *l~tt333917 of 27 I... i.a. 26 f 27
hoo.,r of mi loawe electrifed 255 5034, 653 1.506

. ehicle fleet loa 10 9I3 S0 memoIer service 196 di4contnei 9

-. I.. 3ns (ot ins ing loss ._C "I. I fa
re- sery. req. nr. re. neR. 3 fo' £o4e to isecag m0v0, and in smn

S.s0cretI as 60,000 91.36 foey 4irlive.

.s ngers v 269.6 149. 7 79.136 59.609
by ship 1,1,6 ..811 4

7. freight: . sa.l4 (ton.)

vtnt . f e.. 0.. 317.000 52.000

.. 23.800 17.200
(a Oaeinad cea m 10,200

e n anetsmeon ativit 16,000 (1964-71)
M tcal infetructure

.r ~o 8 Io u.. 338.60 364.50 739.60

7. s..e of opta'ibe nbd 16 20 30
, Muser of ony0idens 264 41 Z1 930

a0u0el .# n ooe9.1 o le

verg. .nno If land buyers -

Ili.- of lads" .. 'S$) 81 ... 8.00 - 962.
•--.,I .i nd .i 0.21113 .A. 6. 30

- ole caestal setlemess.1



Annex Table 15

Dis-aribution of Road User Benefits on a Three Highways - Yugoslavia

(present Valum at 8%) calculated until 1985)
Uvn±: Millions of rnare (1963 constant prices).

TCIA... siV::0 vintcl .?PamTIn3 cm TIM ACCIDMS

Va "'A as, s reic value 5 y;tff e , Trucks Value 5 Bft Lsea Trueles

Belgrade-Paracin

!igualavS 1161 88 42 20 38 679 92 50 10 40 482 83 32 33 35

Foreigars 157 12 39 5 56 6: d 50 5 45 96 17 30 5 65

Total 1318 100 41 18 41 7C4 ICi 50 9 41 578 100 3i 29 40
%100 56 4

Naklo-Lubell

Yugoslavs 20 48 63 16 21 9 45 73 5 22 11 50 55 25 20

Foreigners 22 52 92 7 1 11 55 96 4 - 11 50 87 11 2

Total 42 100 79 11 10 20 100 86 4 10 22 50 73 17 10
5 100 48 52

Adriatic Hiwa

Yugoslavs 1250 78 51 24 25 482 72 66 7 27 768 82 43 34 23

Foreigners 350 22 85 7 8 184 28 93 3 4 166 18 80 10 10

Total 1600 100 59 20 21 666 100 73 6 21 934 100 51 29 20
% 100 42 58

Total Three Highways

Yugoslavs 2431 82 47 22 31 1170 62 57 8 35 1261 82 39 33 28

Foreignera 529 18 72 6 22 256 18 83 3 14 273 18 65 9 26

Total 2960 -,0 51 19 30 1426 100 62 7 31 1534100 44 29 37
100 48 52

A/ 7.5 1963 Dinas • 1 US



trcse. ad Aruaa.L Costru.an amLa an - ELL4inia

1acal Opetructo Cta Actual Yearly Ctrctin E pdtre Oscruction Fe:-to
ad -. 9. we,. Foe AI1 8A 1_ 1 L*S 1963 9_ 1965 1_%6 1567 Ra.. jag. Aer.

1.:. 4, . 6f 1..42 7& 58" 372 2 o - -
a 3sauMw-2mm 1.364 !.:A& 212 S4 552 1.120 112 4 - . 59-41 6-o.

aSia- la Dar 2,660 1.532 660 58 552 464 736 372 - - 59-41 60-.
L " Z.---f---- 1A 224 M _-_ 8 59-41 60-
T.ou6 12, , Y3i 2,U2 2,312 1.3W se ~o YNS 5966

3.2W 7,78W/ 5" 1,712 SU 1,846 1.232 232 - - 5-.
Ws-Ash 28rori ( 560 - 12 40 232 232 4 - - 59-60 64-

- Aay--.)al5- 20 246 264 12 12 _ -5-60 6-6C

7.al 4. 24 8,876 m '.,72 1.272 2.122 1 25W - - 55-62 2W-6s

g 1120 1.50 312 864 8 276 - 16 16 i6 59-61 5.-62

1.920 2.112 256 320 212 312 26" 376 364 32 59-61 59-66

5,. .-- =-----~ 1.000 1.6% 280 5"6 84 26 30 136 - - 59-61 59-64

Includes US1.2 million in claims paid In 1971.

I9



Annex Table 17

Forecest and Actual Construction Costs nd Schdul4s • anduros

Total Construction Costs Actual Yearly Construction t Ituypoa fre IC, Iton Schod"
(US (S$lo) ate of foeA st Actu

(usS oo uss ceme- Comletion Dste Opened Coelstlo"

aata to Treffic Oate

Morthern Highway 3.39 3,433 421 I,IA 1,432 46 • Ja. 959 Feb. 1961 may 19 Apr. 196Z

Southern Highwey 619 642 • 239 403 •o • M 1o Ow. 1960 Sept. 19I Aug. 1961

Wester "ie.., I.provment 3,63w 4,112 057 1,319 1,166 M7 - - IM5 June 1961 Dec. I z Dec. 3962

Aug.;$p
Wstern Higiehe. Etensi.n 6,7#4 6,50 - 1 ."$ 2,Y4 2,49 "ec. 1961 Fes. 19 9- Aug. 1964

1/ Amount of Contract; originel SetlOete In appraisal report 30m higner.



F4 ras0 t Actal Cnserwstlan Costs and Schdue - am l land

Tota Cm~trualae oueActual Anuaul Conratr. coats ceot,,cto, P,,,,,Leegtk APMIai % 
Appraisel Olne

I. ca_____.__-____.

"Lot 37 6.5 5.7 •5 2.' 2.4 9/65-3/67 9/65-11/67t 2 1.9 3.2 2.8 1.1 1.7 11/65-12/67 11/65- 1/68
(Lot 3) 20 7 1.0 3.2 11/65- 2/68 11/6-- 1/69

total IS 13.11. 11.2 4.9 5.1 1.2 04. y6- 2/68 9/65- 1/69
2. Unborn PathPametehburl

Mhen Pethalatberi 55 3.4 3.9 4.1 0.7 2.3 1.3 I/66- 9/67 3/66- 2/68Ratborl-fetchberi 67 4.1 g.0 3.) 0.8 1.7 0.6 3/66- 7/67 1/66-31/67Total 22 75 79 7.5 1.5 3.8 1.9 0.» 1/66- 9/67 3/66- 2/68
3. ?attaaS-Nesedt so 5.8 5.9 5.4 2.2 2.3 0.9 66.40 1/66-11/67 1/66- V68

I/ Including 25% contingencles; also sinte leugths of project reds more revised in 1965, we hae used he#* for compretteo pursese the appraisal estimate cost/k.a"o ltlplled by the actual project Ie"tti.
b/ Engineerinq estimate f ter revision of project (not available for.S/ Total includes U.S$ 0.3 million of Claims awarded In 39%9.
e/ stiuete for original project road. aoe t,,,.,ate j (266 , ,)./ Etiate for original project red SofgNhi-9ttenl-&Uftdimat (257 km).

e P



Annea Tabie 19

Forecast and Actual Construction Costs and Schedules YUG slve

Total Actual Yearly Construction Exnend1tures Comitto" schedule

July I - Date of forecast Actual
Pr t t Dec. 31, Commence- Completion Date Opened Completion

gdForecast ual 1163 is 1 went Date to Trafic pes

Nekleo-ljubeij 4,000 5.321 270 2.791 2.165 95 • July 1962 Dec. 1963 Dec. 1964 Dec. 1964

selgrade-Perecin 31,A63 30,793 25,822 3,907 966 t00 - 1960 mar. 1964 Oct. 1963 Early 1965

Adriatic Himgdey

• Croatia 4.,630 16,723 • 10,34 25.830 8,963 1,566 June 1963 Dee. 1965 May 1965 July 1966
- Montenegre 19.1901 19.789 n.a. 3,772 7.360 2,360 1,117 Mid-1962 Dec. 1965 Dec. 1965 Dec. 1966

/ "lSest estimate" of real project costs; forecast emounts on thie Adriatic HigIneay Include contingencies of about 6%, and both forecast and actual figures
Include pro-project costs on the Beigrade-Peracin section as well as adjustment for the redmsigned portion of the Adriatic Highusay. On the selgrade-
P:racin section the value of voluntary labor by "Youth Brgades", as calculated by the Yugoslevs. has been Included for actual construction costs.

b/ After redesign; the original amount was US$ 17.6 millon.
C/ Best estimate.



Ethiopia. Eperial Highway Authorit Annex Table 20
Overseas Bank-Financed Training I16-1972

and Local Training at Alsmgana Center 1957-1971

Duration 1972 IHA Trainees as

No. of of Training Location of Staff by % of 1972
Trainees Course Training Category IHA Staff*

(months)
nW)E3EAS TRAINING 1968-1972
Aighway Engineering 3 b/ 7-12 USA 64 5

-Transport Economics 1 15 U3A 6 17
Highway Administration 5 USA 33 c/ 12
Automotive Mechanics 15 5 USA -
Automotive Electricity 2 d/ 20 Italy ./
Machining 1 20 UK

Total 26

~I. L('CAL TRAINING 1957-1971 Total
Engineering 57-63 64-71 57-71
Engineer Orientation 70 _""2 "-"3 12-18 Alemgana 64 98
Engineering Technicians 15 32 47
Surveying & Engineering Aids 331 44 375 2-4
Construction Inspector 45 - 45 1-4 213 230*
soil Testing 10 - 10 1-4
Drafting - 12 12 2-4

Fbtotal -"I 111 552

ristruction & Maintenance
Foremen 35 139 174 6 - -

Superintendents 26 f/ 12 38 9 -
Heavy Equipment Operators 795 ~ 287 1,082 2-6 907 g/ 119*
Equipment Maintenance & Repair 127 251 378 2-6 218 g/ 173*
'Driver Training) ,1,086) (476) (1,562) 1 - -

Administration
Clerical Training 67 89 156 1-2 694 h/ 22

Total (without drivers) 1,891 889 2,380

/ Some percentages are over 100% mainly because of double counting of trainees having attended two different training courses
(particularly engineering technicians and aides) and also because cf trainees having left INA.

a, Ies :ot include trainees (6 engineers and 2 designers) under bilateral assistance using some Bank funds.
. ru -h two currently in training.

c/ mloyees with degrees except engineers and economists.
,' Of which one currently in training.

r/ TLC Turin Center.
Seven superintendents had overseas training under bilateral assistance.

g/ Excludes apprentices (a total of 3Ul in 1972)
h/ Total administrative personnel.



Anrex Table 21

Thailand - Highway Departrent

Overseas Bank-financed Training
1-65-1971

Nc. of Duration of Location

Nature of Training Trainees Training Cour se of Training

(months)

Training Visits

Equipment staff, Mechanics & Operators 52 0.5 Malay

Master's Degrees

Highway Engineering 10 24 USA

Mechanical Engineering 2 24 USA

Transport Economics . 24 USA
Accounting 24 USA

Law 1 12 USA

TOT AL

Practical Training

Highway Maintenance (District Engineers) 3 3 N.Zealan/Strln

Highway Engineering (Technicians) 5 7 USAK/Switze.and

Workshop Organization 1 6 UK

Highway Statistics/Data Processing 3 _SA
TOTAL 12

Degrees and Practical Training

Highway Engineering 3 28 USA/UK
Public Administration 2 17 USA/UK

TOTAL

HD Prof. Trainees as
S'/l! 'jy % of Prof.

Total Trainees by Category Category b/ __Staf_

Highway l Mechanical Engineering 23 5o4 5
Economics 1 10 10

Accounting L 31

Statistics 3 16

Administration/Organization 3 5 6
Law 112 8

TOTAL 7/ 6

a/ Excluding short trai ning visits to Malayoia

I7/ 1972 estimate

c/ Apparently an additional five trainees are about to receive overseas

training under the curren t Bank-financed program (no information available)



Ethiopia Organization of the Imperial Highway AUthority 1960 Annex Chart l a

Board of Commissioners

Director of Highways

Planning and Press and

Chief Engineer Administrative Trning information

Construction Finance Schools at

Bridges Accounts Alemgana

Location and Legal Central

Design Payroll Classrooms

Equipment Disbursement
Central Garage Radio
Right of Way Medical
Maintenance Personnel
Parts and Sup. Procurement
Central Warhouse
District Warehouse Gen. Services

Expediting Budget
Materials

EIGHT Field Districts:
Shoa. Asmara, Combolcia,
Lekempti, Gondar, Dire
Dawa, Shashamana, Jimma

Provincial Roads

6



thioia: Organization of the Imp3rial Highway Aut.1 4ority 1972
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THAILAND: Organization of the Thai
Department of Highways 19T

DIRECTOR GENERAL
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